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NATURAL HISTORY TRA.NSACTIONS

OF

KOETHUMBERLAND, DUEHAM, AND NEWCASTLE-

UPON-TYNE.

ADDEESS TO THE MEMBEES OE THE TYNESIDE
NATIJEALISTS' FIELD CLUB,

READ BY THE PRESIDENT, GEORGE HARE PHILIPSON, ESQ., M.A., M.D.,

P.R.C.P., AT THE THIRTY-FIRST ANNIVERSARY MEETING, HELD IN

THE MUSEUM OF THE NATURAL HISTORY SOCIETY, NEWCASTLE-

UPON-TYNE, ON THURSDAY, APRIL 19th, 1877.

Ladies and Gentlemen,—For the distinction which you were

pleased to endow me with, at the last Anniversary, I am

prompted to offer to you an expression of my appreciation for

your consideration, and in acknowledgment of your remem-

brance, to assure you of my determination and my aim to per-

form the duties and expectations of the position. By the

sagacity and forethought with which the rules of the Tyneside

Naturalists' Field Club have been framed, it is indicated that

the President, at the termination of his year of oilice, shall give

an address or written summary, recounting its proceedings at

the Field and other Meetings, and referring to such other sub-

jects and events in Natural History as he may deem conducive

to the welfare of the Club and the furtherance of its objects.

Of the many pleasures of the office of President, assuredly this

is not the least, for in referring to the proceedings and events of

the past, the beauties and the interest of the localities visited,

the enjoyable occurrences of the Social Meeting and of friend-

ships formed, and the delight or admiration at the acquirement

A
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of some new fact or thought is rendered still more pleasing, as,

by the very reyival of the reminiscence, its valne is enhanced.

The PiEST Field Meeting of the Season -was held at Gosforth

Lake, on Thursday, the 11th of May. The party, numbering

about sixty members, and including several ladies, proceeded by

train to Killing-worth Station, where they arrived soon after one

o'clock, P.M., and by the kind permission of Thomas Eustace

Smith, Esq., M.P., entered Gosforth Park by the east lodge at

the Eour Lanes End, and walked through the Eir woods to the

south side of the lake, an artificial sheet of water, rush-fringed,

above fifty acres in extent. The lake was made partly by the

subsidence of the ground caused by the workings of Killingworth

Colliery, and partly by embanking. It is frequently visited by

wild Swan. At the time of our visit there was only one Swan,

two others having departed a few days previously. Coots, wild

Duck, and other aquatic birds, breed near its margin, but, owing

to the lateness of the season, their nidification was not far ad-

vanced. Accompanied by Mr. Bocock, the resident Steward,

who pointed out all the objects of interest, the party next pro-

ceeded to Gosforth House, a handsome mansion built in the year

1757, fi^om designs by Pain, and added to by the late Rev. Ealph

Brandling, about the year 1820. The gardens, vineries, fernery,

and forcing houses, were also visited. The fernery was exa-

mined with much interest. After an enjoyable walk along the

beautiful main avenue to the fine gateway at the west entrance

of the j)ark, the party traversed the home grounds and returned

by the north side of the lake to the lodge by which entrance to

the park had been gained earlier in the day.

It was not anticipated that many plants in bloom would be

met with, yet the naturalists, in admiring Mature in all its phases,

felt that perhaps at no season of the year is the country more

attractive than in spring.

Gentle spring ! in sunshine clad,

Well dost thou thy power display

!

For winter maketh the light heart sad,

And thou, then makest the sad heart gay.



He sees thee, and calls to his gloomy train,

The sleet, and the snow, and the wind, and the rain.

And they shrink away, and they flee in fear,

When thy merry step draws near.

The woods were gaily decked with the primrose, the violet,

the anemone, and the rannnculus. The yellow catkins of the

various species of willow added to the charm, and the more ob-

servant explorer viewed with delight the small, but exquisitely

beautiful, bright scarlet stigmas of the common hazel. The great

feature, however, was the show of primroses and violets. At

places the hedgerows were completely covered with their bloom,

which, lit up with a clear spring sky, made a picture so alluring,

that even the reticent could not refrain from extolling the beauties

of our wild flowers. Several of the geologists left the park ear-

lier than the majority of the party, with the object of examining

the Gosforth Colliery pit heap, and were fortunate in obtaining

some Coal-Measure fossils.

An excellent tea was provided by Mrs. Eutter, of the Brand-

ling Yilla Inn, near Gosforth Station, from whence the party

returned to I^ewcastle shortly after seven o'clock. A most en-

joyable afternoon was spent, to which Mr. Smith's kindness in

permitting free access to the whole of his park, grounds, and

gardens very materially conduced, and which was duly acknow-

ledged by the members in a hearty vote of thanks. Eleven new

members, three of whom were ladies, were elected.

The SecojS^d Field Meeting was held at the Earne Islands, on

"Whit Monday, the 5th of June. In consequence of the death of

my dear and much revered father, I was unable to be present.

I am indebted to our estimable Junior Secretary, Mr. Edwin

Dodds, for the following particulars relating to this excursion.

IS'otwithstanding the early hour of starting, and the threaten-

ing aspect of the sky, nearly fifty members assembled and left

the Central Railway Station, I^ewcastle, by the north mail, at 6.8

o'clock A.M. Alighting at Chathill Station, a pleasant walk of

about four and a half miles brought the party to IN'orth Sunder-

land, where breakfast was obtained at the "White Swan Inn, the



accominodation being scarcely equal to the strain brought upon

it. After breakfast the party proceeded to the harbour, but the

fresh breeze and the sight of the white crested waves made many
AYaver and finally determine to walk along the coast to Bam-

borough Castle, instead of running the risk of suffering from the

sea trip. About thirty, including several ladies, in no way

daunted, embarked in the boats, and after a voyage, though

unattended with danger, yet certainly too rough to be pleasant,

the Staples Island was reached, and the breeding places of its

various feathered inhabitants were inspected. The Pinnacles

were seen to the greatest advantage, around their bases waves

were surging, in their cracks and fissures elegant Kittiwakes

were resting, and crowded on their summits were Guillemots,

with their variously coloured eggs. ISTests of the Lesser Black-

backed Gull were abundant on the flat rocks and among the

herbage. Several Puffins were taken fi^om their nests in the

Babbit burrows, and two nests of the Rock Pipit were also found.

Prom the Staples Island the boats crossed to the Brownsman,

where several nests of the Eider Duck and Arctic Tern were

seen. The breeze beginning to freshen and the state of the tide

not being favourable, it was decided, after some discussion, to

return to I^orth Sunderland without attempting to land on any

of the other islands, and, after a very quick run before the

wind, this was accomplished, with no worse disaster than the

loss of hats by several.

In the interval the worthy hostess of the White Swan Inn,

Mrs. Bobson, had prepared a hay loft as a temporary dining

room, where a substantial meal was very heartily enjoyed. The

Bev. B. P. Wheeler, M.A., Vicar of CuUercoats, Yice-President,

kindly acted as chairman. After dinner Mr. Wheldon, of Lon-

don, gave a very interesting account of the erection of the Long-

stone Lighthouse, in the year 1829, in which work he had been

engaged. After a hearty vote of thanks to the Bev. Charles

Thorp, M.A., for his kindness in allowing the members to visit

the islands, and the election of thirteen new members the meet-

ing was concluded, and the members walked or were conveyed

to Chathill Station, where, through the kindness of the officials
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of the J^orth Eastern Eailway Company, the eight o'clock p.m.

train was stopped to receive them.

The following birds and plants were observed on the islands.

BIRDS.

Charadrius Maticula, Eing Dotterel,

Scematopus ostralegus, Oyster Catcher.

Larus marinus, one specimen.

L.fuscus, Lesser Black-backed Gull.

L. arge7itatus, Herring Gull, very scarce.

L. tridactylus, Kittiwake.

Sterna Cantiaca, Sandwich Tern.

S. hirundo, Common Tern.

S. paradisea, Arctic Tern.

Uricf, Troile, Guillemot.

PLANTS.

Silene maritima, very abundant.

Fotentilla reptans.

Armeria maritima.

HoncJceneja peploides.

Cochlearia officinalis.

Leontodon Taraxacum, Linn.

Sedmn acre.

On the Links between N'orth Sunderland and Bamborough,

Cynoglossum officinale and Hyoscyamus niger were observed in

great abundance.

Various historians have graphically described the Parne Is-

lands, and none more so than Pennant, who in his Tour in Scot-

land, Yol. L, p. 46, has given the following account of the Parne

Islands, which, for terseness and clearness of description cannot

well be excelled. '
' Opposite to Bamborough lie the Parne Islands,

which form two groups of little isles and rocks to the number of

seventeen, but at low water the points of others appear above

the surface. The nearest isle to the shore is that called the

House Island, which lies exactly one mile sixty -eight chains

from the coast ; the most distant is about seven or eight miles.

The House Island, the sequestered spot where St. Cuthbert
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passed the two last years of his life. Here was afterwards

established a Priory of Benedictines for six or eight months,

subordinate to Durham." On the Fame St. Cuthbert built him-

self a cell and a small oratory. In Leland's Itinerary, F. 6,

Fol. 67, the Fame Islands are quaintly described thus. " There

ly certen Isles adjoining to Fame Isleland bigger then Fame

it self. But in them is no Habitation. Certen bigge foules,

cauUid S. Cuthbertes Byrdes, brede in them, and Puffins, Birdes

less then Hukkes, having grey Fethers like Dukkes, but withoute

paintid Fethers, and a Ring about the IS'ek, be found breding

ther in the cliffy Eokkes."

The Thied Field MEExmG was held at Staward Peel, on

Thursday, the 13th of July. There were about one hundred

and twenty ladies and gentlemen, comprising fully one hundred

members, one sixth part of the Club, present.

The party left l!^ewcastle by the 11.30 a.m. train, arriving at

Hexham at 12.27, where a detention of forty-five minutes oc-

curred before they were able to proceed by the Hexham and

Allendale Eailway to Staward Station, where they arrived at

1.47. The time at Hexham, however, was very agreeably spent.

Some visited the Abbey Church, while others strolled quietly in

the enclosures of the market gardens, which are common. JSTeces-

sarily the Club numbers amongst its members a proportion who

do not profess to be versed in scientific lore, but who very gladly

avail themselves of the excursions, and find much interest and

diversion in viewing the ecclesiastical and other ancient struc-

tures in the localities visited.

To join advantage to amusement, to gather profit with pleasure,

Is the wise man's necessary aim, when he lieth in the shade of recreation.

Hexham is a town of great antiquity. It was the metropolis

of a famous Shire of that name. The Abbey Church, the pride

of Hexham, is a relic which preserves the memory of a dignified

past. Here, in the reign of Egfrid, King of I^orthumbria (674),

it was erected into an Episcopal See by St. "Wilfred, Archbishop

of York, and afterwards confirmed by Theodora, Archbishop of

Canterbury. Seven Bishops had their seat here until the Danes



came, in the ninth century, and burnt and slew after their man-

ner. Then followed two hundred years of ruin and neglect, ere,

early in the twelfth century, the present church was built. Not

long did it flourish, for before the next century closed the unruly

Scots burnt down the naye and plundered the priory, and by and

by the finishing stroke was given by the first Defender of the

Paith, who, to defeat the prior's opposition, ordered him to be

hanged. The nave was never restored, consequently there re-

main only the choir and transepts, crowned by the tower. The

style is early English, and is especially remarkable for the ab-

sence of the elaborate ornament usual in pointed architecture.

Here the effect of graceful form is strengthened by simplicity.

Admirable is the view of the lofty arches in the clerestory.

Admirable, also, the view of the choir, with its quaintly carved

shrine of stone.

At Staward Station the party were met by Mr. J. AY. Hetlier-

ington, Assistant to Mr. Thomas J. Bewick, Mining Engineer,

Haydon Bridge, under whose kind direction a pathway, through

field and wood, was taken to the Peel, where some time was

spent in plant and butterfly hunting. The opportunity and

locality being favourable for rest and for refi^eshment, groups

were formed on the green-sward, and soon the appearance was

that of a large pic-nic.

At the Peel William Henry Charlton, Esq., of Hesleyside, and

Francis Charlton, Esq., County Engineer, joined the party, and

gave them the benefit of their local knowledge, topographical

and botanical, and descanted on the beauties of the woodland

scenery. Mr. Hetherington, also, who had thoughtfully pro-

vided himself with the ordnance map, explained the geological

features, and pointed out the position of the faults, the Great

Stublic Dyke, etc. The fault, or Stublic Dyke, which inter-

sects the Coal-Eield for many a mile, and by which the base line

of the Coal-Measures in I^orthumberland is prolonged in a nar-

row band up the valley of the Tyne to the extremity of the

County of Northumberland into Cumberland.

The old Castle or Peel of Staward, or Staworth, as it is also

called, stands out towards the Biver Allen on a rounded rocky
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promontory, with a steep wooded bank on the opposite side, and

a high heathery moor in the back ground. The wooded bank

rises for fully one hundred feet, with much abruptness. The

approach is narrow, on an elevated way, chiefly formed by

IN'ature, rocky steeps lying on each side clothed with wood,

beneath which is viewed a pretty picturesque plain, washed by

the murmuring streams of the Allen. From the rocky promon=

tory was obtained a most extended view of the surroiinding

country. Staward Castle, or as it was anciently called, Sta-

ward-le-Peel, of which little now remains but a rugged gateway

which was defended by a drawbridge and portcullis. Some

ruined walls exist to the westward. The outworks are a deep

foss, with a vallum of stone and earth. This castle has a remark-

able situation, being seated on a peninsula formed by the conflux

of the Eiver Allen and the Harsondale Burn. The Peel belonged

to the Eremite Priars, of Hexham, under the grant of Edward,

Duke of York. The view northwards was the most extended,

taking in the village of Thorngrafton, surmounted by the cliffs

above Sewing Shiels, which formed the horizon. Upon descend-

ing into the river valley, by a rugged pathway, which, owing to

the projections of large masses of rock, was not unattended with

peril, but which was safely accomplished, a sulphur spring was

reached. This spring is dedicated to St. Mary, and is called the

Holy Well. It is situated in the sinus of a sloping freestone

rock, where are lodged large pellets of sulphur, the aperture and

sides being tinged with a silvery hue. The water has a nauseous

fetid taste and odour. Being so near the Allen the floods often

encroach upon it, and force it to change its situation in the rock,

bursting out again in some other site. The practice of conse-

crating springs is very ancient. Sometimes they were conse-

crated as a living memorial of extraordinary mercies received

from Heaven. This occurred in the patriarchal age. Sometimes,

as a testimony of important foedera, of compacts or covenants

entered into among men ; and, at other times, for their healing

virtue. Within a little distance of the Holy Well a very fine

cascade, called Cypress Linn, and iinder it a large and deep basin,

were viewed.
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Up to this time the party had remained together. In conse-

quence, however, of having receiA^ed permission from Henry

Bacon Grey, Esq., of Styford, for the members to be free to

ramble, according to their inclination, one portion selected to

wander up the river bed, while the others preferred the open

country. The former again and again encountered difficulty

from the huge rocks which intercepted their path, and which

obliged them to diverge into the steep and densely wooded

banks. However, they were not discontented with their toil,

for the scenery was of the most enchanting and interesting de-

scription. The views were picturesque and romantic, the wind-

ing stream forming many beautiful bays and peninsulas, bounded

by rocks and hanging woods, which afforded a multitude of little

solemn and secluded retreats, through which the waters mur-

mured. Those who selected the open country wended their

way through a grove of trees, where the naturalists proper

betook themselves to Nature's own nooks, those shady and se-

questered spots where valued plants vainly try to hide them-

selves. The Oak Tern, Polypodiiim Dryopteris, was in great

perfection. The woods were reluctantly left, and the fields

were recrossed and again a halt was made, when W. H. Charl-

ton, Esq., much to the satisfaction of all, again expatiated on

the topography of the situation. On the north, as the most

striking feature, he pointed out the ''Whin Sill," an intrusive

bed of igneous rock, which in some places reaches a height vary-

ing from eight hundred to a thousand feet above the sea level,

forming a decided ridge from west to east. Along the top of

this ridge the Roman AYall is carried, following the irregulari-

ties of the ridge with pertinacious adherence. The Kine Mcks

of Thirlwell, AYall Town Crags, Cock Mount, and Sewing Shiels,

were also denoted. AYith the regret of this contingent, the

Messieurs Charlton then took their leave, and entered their car-

riage, which was in waiting. The high road was then taken,

the botanists, by the way, making additions to their collections.

As tested, either by the number of species or individuals, the

boreal element of the Elora is considerably smaller than in

AVeardale, and still more so than in Teesdale. The principal
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interest of the district, from a botanical point of view, arising

from tlie extent and perseverance with which agricultural and

horticultural cultivation has been carried on, at, for Britain, an

unprecedently high altitude. Cool and refreshing breezes were

experienced as the hills were passed, resuscitating in their in-

fluence, so that, notwithstanding the ardent heat of the earlier

part of the day, Allendale Town was reached, without any one

being much fatigued. The Golden Lion Inn was repaired to

without delay, where a sumptuous dinner, temptingly prepared

by Mrs. Burn, was found, to which ample justice was done.

Hearty votes of thanks were afterwards accorded to Henry Bacon

Grey, Esq., for his kind consideration in allowing the members

to ramble over his estate, and to Mr. Hetherington for his cour-

tesy and kindness in guiding the party. Six new members were

elected. After dinner several members visited the Smelting Mills

of A¥. B. Beaumont, Esq., M.P., where they were received with

every attention ; others inspected the Church, and then pro-

ceeded to the Catton Eoad Station to join the return train at

6.55, where several of those who had rambled up the river bed

and its banks had only shortly before reached. After a short

detention at Hexham, I^ewcastle was safely reached at 8.45, the

pleasure and the enjoyment of the trip being the parting theme

in bidding farewell.

The EouETH Field Meetiistg was held at Stanhope, Weardale, on

Monday, August the 7th (bank holiday). The party, more than

fifty in number, including several ladies, left J^ewcastle by the

10.5 A.M. train, and arrived at Stanhope shortly after noon. At

the railway station they were met by the Eev. John Wagstaffe,

M.A., of Stanhope, who courteously acted as guide throughout

the excursion, and most kindly gave them the benefit of his local

and botanical knowledge. The majority of the party walked,

for a short distance, by the side of the railway, and then through

the fields of the glebe, which were fragrant from the recently

mowed grass, and gradually ascending reached the Limestone

Quarries of Parson's Byers, an altitude of eight or nine hundred

feet above the sea level, from which a very extensive and
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picturesque view of the vale of the Wear was obtained, that to the

east, including Frosteiiey, being much remarked upon. At this

quarry the limestone is twelve fathoms deep, and two thousand

five hundred tons are sent away each week, principally to the

Ironstone furnaces at Middlesbrough. After ascending the hill

side the beautiful ravine of Jack's Crags was reached. Each one

of the party, either alone, or with the kindly aid of friends,

safely made the ascent of the gorge, which at places was perilous

and difficult. One of the first to reach the top was Mr. John Han-

cock, who had carefully examined for traces of the feathered in-

habitants, but unfortunately without any success. In descending

from Thimbleby Hill (nearly twelve hundred feet), after passing

^ewlandside Hall, the ancient seat of the Wards, the quarries

of IN'ewlandside were inspected, where blasting by means of dy-

namite was being proceeded with, and which operation was

viewed from a safe distance with much interest. Here some

lead ore was shown which appeared to be rich in metal. The

hill side was then gradually descended, through fields whe]'e

hay making was in process. The hedgerows were studded with

the "Woodruff, Asperula odorata, in bloom, its sweet aroma being

very grateful. In the bed of the Wear a remarkable bed of

Basalt first described by Sir W. C. Trevelyan was pointed out.

After crossing the Wear by the picturesque stone bridge Stan-

hope Hall was visited. This is a large ancient building situated

on an eminence, and guarded with a curtain wall, to which you

ascend in front by a flight of many steps. It is one of the pos-

sessions of the Earl of Carlisle, but more anciently was the family

house of the Eeatherstonhaughs, the last male of whom fell in

the field in the Civil wars, soon after which the estate was sold.

After a short distance Stanhope Castle, the residence of Hemy
Pease, Esq., was reached, when the members were permitted to

inspect the beautiful garden, \ineries, and grounds.

A small number of the party, upon arriving at Stanhope, pro-

ceeded to explore Stanhope Burn and the site of the Heathery

Burn Cave, among whom was our esteemed Secretary, Mr.

Richard Howse, who has kindly communicated the following

account of their visit.
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Stanhope Burn is a rather deep ravine, running northwards

from the main valley of the Wear. Formerly both banks were

well covered with trees and brushwood, but of late much of the

eastern side of the burn has been extensively quarried for lime-

stone, as the Great Limestone is well exposed and advantageously

situated for that purpose. The increased demand for limestone

in recent years for iron-smelting purposes, and the exhaustion or

diminution of the supply from the same bed at Trosterly and

Bollihope has driven iron manufacturers, and others requiring

limestone, further up the valley, to the great disfigurement of

portions of Stanhope Burn and neighbourhood. ^N'ear the west-

ern extremity of the village the Great Limestone is quarried on

the Fell Side to nearly the full thickness of the bed, which is

more than seventy feet in perpendicular section. The visitors

on this occasion, after searching in vain for fossils on the fresh-

fractured and recently-quarried surfaces, examined the top of the

section, and were much gratified by being able to observe that

the uppermost part of this bed of limestone was covered with a

thick deposit of Boulder-clay ten or twelve feet in thickness.

Wherever this clay had been removed the upper surface of the

limestone was most distinctly polished and rubbed down and

scratched, the general direction of the scratches and markings

being in the direction of the valley and the slope of the ground,

scratches in cross direction downwards and onwards being on

many parts of the surface distinctly visible. The elevation of

this Boulder-clay is not much less than one thousand feet above

the present sea-level. Another special point of interest in these

quarries is the well-exposed section of some mineral veins which

have been cut through in the process of quarrying, and as the

limestone is much deteriorated and metamorphosed by the pas-

sage of the veins, large masses of vein-stuff as it is called, are

left standing boldly forward, and allow the geologist and others

a favourable opportunity of examining the structure of mineral

veins and their contents in broad day light. Interesting speci-

mens of galena, calc-spar, fluor-spar, and quartz were soon col-

lected. Much further up the burn the next object of interest

was the exposed portion of the large fissure, the lower part of
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which formed the ouce well-knowu Heathery Eurn Cave, the

abode at least for a time of human beings with foreheads vil-

lainously low, who used instruments of bone and weapons of

bronze, who have left behind nothing but these scanty memorials

buried in sand beneath inches thick of stalagmite to puzzle us

and excite our curiosity and ingenuity to explain who they were

and how long ago they lived. The cave itself, which was at the

lowest part of this fissure near the burn side no longer exists,

having being removed in 1861-2 by the quarrymen engaged in

working the limestone. A very interesting and faithful account

of the excavation of this cave and its contents is to be found in

the " Geologist" for 1862, by the late Mr. John Elliott of Stan-

hope, who was not only much interested in the geology and an-

tiquities of the place, but was well acquainted also with the

local Flora. Like many other caves in Weardale and Mountain-

limestone districts, this appears to have been excavated in the

fissured limestone solely by the agency of running water carrying

at times, no doubt, considerable quantities of sand and gravel

with it, which would aid its excavating power. In this case the

water has been derived from the drainage of the lofty steep side

of the burn, and from water diverted from a small tributary burn

not far distant. Snail shells, bones of Poxes and other animals,

were frequently found by the workmen partially embedded in or

wholly covered up in calc-sinter on the sides of the fissure, and

stalactites of considerable size, and still in process of formation,

were met with plentifully. Our time passed rapidly away, and

having taken a glance at the Smelting Mills, we began to retrace

our steps down the bed of the burn for the special purpose of

examining the Pour-fathom Limestone, the main object of our

visit, in the hope of finding some specimens of Saccamina Carteri,

a small fossil supposed to be a Poraminifer, and also asserted to

be a characteristic fossil of the Pour-fathom Limestone of JN'orth-

umberland. In search of this fossil though we spent some hours,

though we sought long and diligently, and though the limestone

was well exposed and as much weathered as could be desired,

we were not successful. On a former visit to Stanhope we were

more fortunate, as we found some unmistakeable specimens in
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the Great Limestone of Bollihope and in the Four-fathom Lime-

stone of Midcllehope. From the searches we have made for this

fossil in the Pour-fathom Limestone we are inclined to the ojji-

nion that it is not peculiar to one bed of limestone, either in

Durham or ISTorthumberland, and that further and more careful

search will show that it has as extensive a range, hathymetri-

cally, in the northern counties of England as it has in the west

of Scotland. Cystopteris fragilis and Asplemum, trichomanes were

formerly very abundant and of luxuriant growth in this burn,

but we regretted to observe that the ruthless fern mania had

left not a trace of the former and only a few inaccessible plants

of the latter. The beautiful giant Campanula, and several of

the St. John's Worts were in full flower and abundance. On

former visits to Stanhope we have frequently observed Polygo-

num mviparum flowering freely on the left bank of the Wear,

brought down by floods probably from its native Alpine heights.

A very comfortable dinner was in readiness at the Phoenix

Inn, Stanhope, which was much enjoyed. After dinner the

thanks of the meeting were heartily given to the Eev. John

"Wagstaffe for his affability and kindness. Eleven new members

were elected. On the way to the railway station the party

visited the Rectory garden and grounds, where they were most

courteously and kindly received by the Eector, the Rev. Canon

Clayton, M.A., and Mrs. Clayton, the latter since deceased. As

they passed under the shade of the magnificent avenue of Lime

trees, sweet in their bloom and musical, from the humming of the

bees, great enjoyment was evinced by many. The situation of

the Rectory was much admired, and the extensive view of the

dale, east and west, was regarded with delight. In the garden

the collection of British plants, collected and planted by the late

Rev. William Darnell, M.A., for many years Rector, was exa-

mined with much interest.

The Church of St. Thomas the Apostle occupies an elevated

situation on the north side of the town, and has nave, aisles,

chancel, and organ chamber, with a low square bell tower. The

living is a Rectory in the gift of the Bishop of Ripon, and at

the present time is held by the Rev. Charles Clayton, M.A.,
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Canon of Ripon, of Gonville and Gains College, Cambridge,

where he was for many years Senior Fellow and Tutor. The

Eectorship of Stanhope has been held by many eminent divines.

Among those who have held this living may be named Bishop

Butler, author of the "Analogy," Bishop Murton, Bishop Phil-

potts, and Bishop Barrington, who endowed many schools in

the district.

The trade of the town of Stanhope, as well as of the entire

parish, is to a great extent dependent on the iron and lead mines,

and the numerous limestone quarries in the neighbourhood.

Concerning the family of Stanhope, Earl of Chesterfield, Col-

lin in the Peerage, quoting Camden, observes them to be deno-

minated from a place of their own name (without doubt) the

town of Stanhope, near a forest so called, in Darlington "Wapen-

take, in the Bishoprick of Durham, of which they might be

owners, for it is certain their residence was in those parts be-

fore they came into ^Nottinghamshire, as is fully attested by

Glover's Somerset Herald.

The party left Stanhope at 5.5 p.m., and, after a short deten-

tion at Bishop Auckland, reached ^Newcastle at 7.45, well satisfied

with their visit to Weardale.

The Fifth Field Meeting, as has been customary for the Sep-

tember Meeting, for some years, was arranged to extend over

two days, and in consequence of the prolongation of the time,

was fixed for a more distant locality, Leyburn, "Wensleydale,

Yorkshire, and was held on Thursday and Friday, the 14th and

15th of September. The members, numbering twenty-three,

and five ladies, proceeded by the 8.30 a.m. train from ^N'ewcastle,

and by the kindness of the directors of the INorth Eastern Eail-

way Company, were accommodated with a ''through carriage,"

so that they were relieved from the trouble of a change at

^Northallerton. After a pleasant journey, the Leyburn branch

from IS'orthallerton being new to many, Leyburn was safely

reached at 11.40, and the party, without delay, proceeded to

the Bolton Arms Hotel, which was to be their head quarters

during the excursion. After giving the necessary instructions
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for the providing of the sleeping accommodation required, and

after partaking of luncheon, the party proceeded to walk, as

arranged, to Middleham. In passing through Leyhurn it was

found that the town consisted of an oblong square, and appeared

to have been almost entirely rebuilt within no distant period.

In the way they crossed the Eiver Ure, and had very fine pro-

spects of Wensleydale and Coverdale. Penhill was a conspicu-

ous feature to the south-west, and Great and Little Whernside

appeared high on the south. On the roadside, on an open space

of sward, they were much delighted to find the Meadow Saffron,

ColcMcum cmtumnde, in bloom, and in beautiful luxuriance.

The Common Colchicum or Meadow Saffron consists of little

more than a deep bulbous root, and a delicate lilac flower. The

following beautiful lines were vividly represented.

Of the stored and uncounted riches lying hid in all creatures of God,

There be flowers making glad the desert, and roots fattening the soil,

Not long to charm away disease hath the Crocus yielded up its bulb,

Nor the Willow lent its bark, nor the Nightshade its vanquished poison.

Upon reaching the town of Middleham, the remains of the

once formidable castle were approached, where the party were

received by the venerable custodian, who discoursed in homely

language upon its history, the picturesqueness of the situation,

and the beauty of the surrounding scenery. Middleham Castle

was the residence of the celebrated Earl of AYarwick, the king-

maker. This castle, says Leland, is the fairest castel in Eich-

mountshire, next Bolton. The castle was built about the year

1190 by Eobert Fitz Eanulph, and afterwards became the pro-

perty of the Earl of Warwick, and here he confined Edward lY.,

who contrived to effect his escape, and soon after defeated his

powerful enemy at the battle of Barnet. The castle becoming

forfeited to the Crown, Edward gave it to his brother Eichard,

the Duke of Gloucester, who made it his favourite residence, and

in this ]Dlace was born his only son Edward, afterwards Prince

of Wales, who died at the early age of twelve years. At what

time the castle ceased to be inhabited is not known. Tradition

says it was reduced to ruins by Oliver Cromwell.

After reflecting upon these records of the past, and viewing
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the remaius of tlie castle, which are now a huge mass of ruin,

the party proceeded, passing East Witton, with its modern

church, and came to Jerveaux Abbey, a Cistercian foundation

(1156), beautiful in ruin, whose name Ger-, Jer-, Yer-, or

Ur-vaulx, Yeaux, or Yaux, is derived from the Eiver Ure

flowing beneath its walls. Here "Wensleydale ends, the hills

subside into easy slopes, the valley opens into a wide area,

and on one side loses itself in the vale of York. The Eiver

Ure, with its continuation the Ouse, is the most considerable

river in Yorkshire. Another point of interest is, that the

name of Yorkshire is derived from the Ure. The Saxons at

first called what is now Yorkshire Deira, the County of Deer.

Afterwards, they gave it the name of Eurewicscire, and the

city of York, Eurewic, evidently pointing to the root of the

Eure or Ure. Through the kindness of the noble owner of Jer-

veaux Abbey, the Earl of Aylesbury, the party were permitted

free access to the grounds, and were thus enabled to form an

idea of the grandeur and the magnitude of the structure when

it had been in habitation. Gerveaux Abbey, says Leland, Aka-

rius Eitz Eardolph, in the time of King Stephen, gave to Peter

De Q,uin Crano, a monk, and to other monks of Savigny, certain

lands at Eors and Worton, in "Wensleydale, being part of his

possession, where, in 1145, they began to lay foundations of a

monastery of their order, Cistertians. What little remained of

this structure had become overgrown with rough weeds and

briars, and scarcely any trace of it, as a building, was seen,

except some few arches nearly level with the ground, when, in

1805, the late Earl of Aylesbury visited this place, and among

the great variety of improvements projected upon his estate,

was much pleased with an experiment that had been made by

his steward, in digging down to the bottom of one of the arches,

which proved to be the door of the Abbey church, and led to a

beautiful tessellated pavement and several tombs. His lordship

caused the whole of the ruins to be explored and cleared out,

which was done in the years 1806 and 1807, at a very considera-

ble expense, as the base of the building was buried several feet

deep below the surface, when the Abbey church and choir, two
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hundred and seventy feet in length, with transept, high altar,

and several tombs, the chapter house, forty-eight feet in length,

by thirty-five feet in width, with marble pillars, formerly sup-

porting the roof, were discovered ; also the Abbot's house, kitchen,

refectory, cloisters, and dormitory. Eeluctantly withdi\^wing

from this venerated situation the party returned to Leyburn,

which they reached in time for dinner at 6.30, having walked

fully thirteen miles. At a meeting held afterwards four new

members were elected, and the route for the succeeding day was

decided upon, namely, to drive up the dale, westward, as far as

Aysgarth, a distance of ten miles.

On the morning of Friday several of the party were early astir,

and being favoured with clear and beautiful weather, greatly

enjoyed a walk to Leyburn Shawl or Schall, a delightful pro-

menade, situated to the west of the town, of almost a mile in

length, richly wooded, and commanding a very extended pi'o-

spect. About midway there is an opening into the wood through

which, it is said, Mary, Queen of Scots, passed when she at-

tempted to escape from Bolton Castle. By this pass they ram-

bled through the wood, and were well repaid for their exertion,

as they obtained charming views. After an hour's enjoyment

they returned to Leyburn, and found their friends assembled for

breakfast. After partaking of which, it being market day, the

arrangement of the market, which is held in the open square,

was observed with interest.

At nine o'clock, a.m., having been accommodated with three

open carriages, the party left Leyburn, and drove up the north

side of the dale to Scarth Nick Yiew, from which a most ex-

tended prospect was obtained, the heather-covered hills adding

much to the beauty of the scene. From thence to Bolton Castle,

passing on the way the hamlet of Castle Bolton. The remains

of Bolton Castle are very considerable, and the walls are of great

strength. The view of the surrounding scenery was very beau-

tiful. Bolton Castle, with its fine towers, is one of the most

complete, in respect of walls, at least, of the Yorkshire castles,

and dates from the latter part of the fourteenth century, hav-

ing been rebuilt by Eichard Lord Scrope (Eichard le Scrope),
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Chancellor of England, whose family mostly resided at it, until

the title became extinct in the days of Charles I. It stood for

the king, and it was taken in 1645. This was one of the many

prisons of the beautiful but unfortunate Mary, Queen of Scots,

1568. On approaching this noble pile, from the east, were no-

ticed, with much interest, on each side of the road, the ancient

cottages, Castle Bolton, which crouch, as it were, under the

shelter of the castle.

At Aysgarth the party left the carriages and proceeded on foot

to the waterfall, which was in great beauty. Aysgarth, the

Celtic word for water and promontory, for which Aysg-arth well

describes this remarkable situation. The rapids begin and soon

become the powerful cataracts on which Turner bestowed some

touches of his magic pencil. The Eiver Ure, like other northern

streams, especially near their source, varies greatly in respect of

the quantity of water which it discharges. In floods it is a

great, a mighty river, bursting with a prodigious effect through

magnificent rocks, but in drought only a few gentle rills, the

tears of the ]N"aiads, run over the edges of the limestone. JSTear

the bridge, a structure of A.D. 1536, the Sea Pink, Armeria

7naritima, was observed in beautiful bloom. Aysgarth church,

which stands in a prominent position above the falls, was also

visited. The manner in which the renovation of this ancient

structure has been completed was much admired. This church

may be regarded as the mother church for all the upper part of

Wensleydale, including ~Askrigg and Hawes. Below this point

the parishes are of smaller extent and of more frequent occur-

rence, indicating more ancient and important settlements than

most of those in the higher part of the dales.

In returning, the south side of the dale was taken, passing in

view the elegant and modern mansion of Bolton Hall, the seat

of Lord Bolton, where the river was recrossed by the Wensley

bridge, and the village of Wensley was arrived at. This beau-

tiful village is like Aysgarth, a large parish, including the whole

of the north side of the dale from Bolton to Leyburn. It may

be regarded as having been a place of importance in early times,

since it gave its name to the dale. After visiting the ancient
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churcli the road was again taken, and no further halt was made

until Leyburn was reached at four o'clock. After enjoying din-

ner the party proceeded to the railway station and left Leyburn

at six, and after a short detention at ^Northallerton reached l^ew-

castle at 10.15, delighted with the excursion, and to be remem-

bered with satisfaction whether for the beauty and the variety of

the scenery, the exhilarating effect of the pure air, the interest

of the archaeological features, or the pleasant friendships formed.

In accordance with the rules of the Club five Pield Meetings

have usually been held. However, the Committee decided to

hold a sixth, and, as the Club had not visited Marsden for several

years, this favourite marine locality was selected, and Priday,

the 6th of October, was fixed upon.

The route taken was from the Cleadon Lane Station, visiting

by the way the picturesque grounds of the Rev. George Cooper

Abbs, Vice President, from thence to "Whitburn, and along the

coast to the Lizard's Lighthouse, at Lizard Point, and Marsden

Grotto. The party were under the guidance of their venerable

fellow-member, the Pev. G. C. Abbs, who, in making reference

to the years he had known Marsden, reverently reminded all

of the ravages of time, how the rocks, shattered by a thousand

storms, had parted, from age to age, leaving vast fragments that

stand in every variety of grotesque form and combination, pillars,

and tombs, and towers. He also directed their steps to some

singularly wild and picturesque spots, and secluded and hence

little known caverns. The majority of those who were present

ascended the lighthouse, and were much gratified with the in-

spection of the apparatus and electrical machinery for the re-

volution of the light.

Although the weather for several days had been extremely

unsettled, and the morning was anything but propitious, fully

forty members and several ladies were present at tea, ample pro-

vision and every comfort having been provided by Mr. Hawkes,

the enterprising proprietor of the grotto, Mr. George Lyall, of

South Shields, exhibited a photograph of a grave, with skeleton,

found in the burial ground of the Pomans, at the Lawe, South
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Shields. After electing fiye new members, and passing a hearty

vote of thanks to the Eev. G. C. Abbs for his kindness in acting

as guide, and to Mr. Mallett, the superintendent of the light-

house, the party regretfully dispersed to wend their way, in the

bright moonlight, to Cleadon Lane or to Tyne Dock, to catch

their return train.

Four Eyening Meetings, in conjunction with the IN'atural His-

tory Society of Northumberland, Durham, and K'ewcastle-upon-

Tyne, have been held in the Museum of the I^atural History

Society. All the meetings were well attended, and after the

conclusion of the business of each meeting tea and coffee, kindly

prepared under the direction of Mr. Joseph "Wright, the obliging

keeper of the Museum, was partaken of by the members and

their friends.

The First Evening Meeting took place on IS'ovember 23rd,

1876, when three new members were elected.

The Eight Honourable the Earl of Eavensworth communicated

a short memoir " On the Capercailzie {Tetrao Urogalius ^ Linn.),"

and the attempt made to rear broods of this species at Eslington,

Northumberland, from 1872 to the year 1876.

Mr. John Hancock read a paper '^ On the Occurrence of the

Passenger Pigeon, Columha {Octopistes) migratoria,'''' Linn., in

Yorkshire.

Dr. Embleton read a paper ^^ On the Coloration of Eggs,'''' and

exhibited a series of typical specimens of eggs.

Mr. Thomas Atthey communicated a paper ' ' On Anthracosau-

rus Russelli,''^ Hux., and showed several geological specimens in

illustration.

Mr. T. P. Barkas exhibited two scales of Ceratodus Forsteri,

Krefft, from Queensland.

Mr. Thomas Thompson exhibited a case of Partridges, a rare

variety of plumage, shot at Elihaugh, Northumberland, in Sep-

tember, 1876 ; also two Dotterel, mature plumage, shot on the

Newcastle-upon-Tyne Town Moor, in 1876.

This variety of Partridge has occurred in Northumberland
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during the past few years, and is fully described by Mr. John

Hancock in Yol. YI. of the Natural History Transactions of

Northumberland and Durham.

A hearty vote of thanks, on the motion of Joseph Blacklock,

Esq., was accorded to the authors of the communications, and to

those who had favoured the meeting with speeches.

The Seco»"d Evening Meeting was held on January 23rd,

1877, when five new members were elected.

The Rev. E. E. Hooppell, LL.D., E.E.A.S., Rector of Byers

Green, read an elaborate and exhaustive paper " On the Discovery

and JExploration of Roman Remains at the Laive, South Shields,

in the Years 1875 and 1876." The paper was illustrated with

beautiful photographs, and many of the relics found were also

shown. A map of the excavation, kindly favoured by Mr.

Robert Blair, of South Shields, was handed round. All eli-

cited the admiration of the members. On the motion of John

Clayton, Esq., seconded by the Rev. J. C. Bruce, LL.D., a

hearty vote of thanks was carried by acclamation to the author

of the paper.

Mr. Hugh Miller, E.G.S., of H.M. Geological Survey of Eng-

land and Wales, read a paper (Part I.), '' On the ^Escarpments

of West JSforthumherland.^'' The paper was illustrated by dia-

grams. A hearty vote of thanks was accorded by acclamation

to Mr. Miller, on the motion of the Rev. J. C. Bruce, LL.D.

The Third Evening Meeting was held on Eebruary 26th,

1877, when eleven new members were elected.

Mr. Hugh Miller, E.G.S., of H.M. Geological Survey of Eng-

land and Wales, read Part 11. ^^ On the Escarpments of West

Northumlerland.^'' As on the former occasion, the paper was

illustrated by diagrams.

The Rev. G. Rome Hall, E.S.A., Yicar of Birtley, JN'orth

Tyne, exhibited and remarked upon a piece of Timber recently

encrusted with Carbonate of Lime.

Mr. R. Y. Green noticed the " Occurrence of Testacella halio-

toidea,'" Drap., ^^ a Mollusc new to the District, at Gateshead,''^
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The Eev. G. Rome Hall, F.S.A., exhibited some teeth and

fossil remains, found upon excavating a Eoman village, at Gun-

nerton, IN'orth Tyne. The excavation is being conducted by Mr.

Hall, in accordance with an instruction from His Grace the

Duke of ISTorthumberland.

The thanks of the meeting, on the motion of Mr. Richard

Howse, were heartily accorded to the readers of the papers.

The rouETH EvEiiTii^G Meetijs'g took place on March 26th,

1877, when nine new members were elected.

Mr. C. M. Adamson communicated papers, entitled, "A JVatu-

ralisfs view of the Extension of the Close Time of the Sea Birds'^

Preservation Act in Northumherland,''^ and '' Olservations on the

Knot, Tringa Camitus,'''' Linn.

A lengthy discussion followed, and on the motion of the Rev.

J. M. Hicks, the thanks of the meeting were voted to Mr. C. M.

Adamson.

The papers by the Right Honourable the Earl of Ravensworth,

Mr. Hancock, and Mr. Atthey have already been published in

the Transactions ; the others will appear in due course.

The retrospect of the proceedings of the Club during the past

year would not be complete unless its publications are referred

to. A Part of the Transactions has been issued with commenda-

ble punctuality. It contains contributions from several of our

most distinguished naturalists. It will bear favourable compari-

son with those issued in former years. The Part completes

Yolume Y. In addition, a Part of the Illustrated Catalogue of

Remarkable Trees of IN'orthumberland and Durham, selected and

executed under the personal supervision of the late George Clay-

ton Atkinson, Esq., has been issued. In making mention of the

name of Mr. Atkinson, it is with extreme regret that we have to

deplore his decease, which occurred on April 14th, 1877, at the

age of 69. Mr. Atkinson was an original member of the iN'atural

History Society founded in 1830; and of the Tyneside JN'atural-

ists' Eield Club, of which he was President in the year 1871, and

ever took a lively personal interest in its proceedings and in its
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prosperity. He was an ardent botanist, and an enthusiastic

meteorologist. He contributed several important and valuable

papers on the science of meteorology. He was of very kindly

disposition and considerate feeling, and always evinced great

pleasure and interest in imparting his information to others.

Nothing afforded him more satisfaction than when he was en-

gaged in inciting his friends, more especially his young friends,

to pursue and engage in the study of the natural sciences. His

memory will be warmly revered and cherished.

Mr. Atkinson contributed the following papers.

To THE TeAJ^SACTIONS OF THE ^ATTJEAL HiSTOEY 80CIETY.

Vol. I, p. 132:

Sketches of the Life and Works of the late Thomas Bewick,

Vol. II., p. 215 :

Notice of the Island of St. Kilda, on the uurth-west coast of

Scotland.

To THE Ttneside Katuealists' Field Club.

Vol. v., p. 29 and p. 209 :

Meteorological Notes at Wylam-on-Tyne.

Vol. v., p. 36 :

Eainfall in the Vale of the Tyne for sixteen years, from 1845 to

1860.

Vol. VI., p. 46:

Rainfall at West Denton and Wylam for fourteen j^ears, from 1849

to 1862.

Vol. VI., p. 240 :

Meteorological Report for 1863.

To THE NaTTJEAL HiSTOEY TeANSACTIONS of ISTOETHTTMBEELAND

AND DUEHAM.
Vol. I., p. 114 :

Meteorological Report for 1864.

Vol. I., p. 173

:

Meteorological Report for 1865.

Vol v., p. 63 and p. 154:

Two Instalments of a Catalogue of the more Remarkable Trees of

Northumberland and Durham, with Plates, Parts I., II., and III.

Another much esteemed member has also been removed by

death during the past week, Henry Blackiston Fell, of Biddick
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Hall, near Sonth Shields, who died at his residence on April 14,

1877, at the age of seventy-six years. Mr. Fell was elected a

member of the Club in the year 1860, and was a frequent at-

tender at the Field and Evening Meetings. Mr. Fell was an

ardent naturalist, a great admirer of J^ature's beauties, and

happy in anecdote. Although Mr. Fell had not communicated

any papers, yet he was more than once a Yice President, and

was ever zealous in aiding the advancement of the Club.

Part III. of the Illustrated Catalogue of Eemarkable Trees

contains six photographs, and of these one would appear parti-

cularly to call for special remark, namely, that depicting dead

trees at "Washington. The viewing of this is sad to contemplate,

and brings with it a feeling of distress and commiseration. For,

if plants and trees languish and die from vitiation of the atmos-

phere, so must animals, and most assuredly the highest of all

living beings, man.

The tree that is scathed seldom blossoms anew

!

The beauty of field and of fell are murdered with poison fumes.

Even down the course of our own Eiver Tyne vegetation has

become blasted, and the green branches of trees have become con-

verted into gaunt black spectre arms mournfully waving over

the grave of the grass and the hedgerow blossom. If it can be

shown that such sins against the spirit of loveliness are costly,

that the death of shrub and of flower, the spoliation of beck and

of dene, cost money, then the words of the despised prophet of

sestheticism will be listened to with attention, and a little more

light will be shed upon the marvellous correlation which links

man and his works with JN'ature and hers. As a prelude to this,

let us hope that the appointment of the Eoyal Commission re-

specting noxious fumes from works and factories may prove the

first step. This Commission has been appointed to inquire into

the working and the management of works and manufactories

from which sulphurous acid, sulphuretted hydrogen, and ammo-

niacal or other vapours and gases are given off. The Commis-

sioners are to ascertain the effect produced by these emanations

on animal and vegetable life, and are to report on the means to

be adopted for the prevention of injury in such cases. The
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inquiry is large and momentous. On the one hand we have a

host of manufacturing and trading industries, while on the other

hand we have the comfort and the health of thousands of indivi-

duals, and the question of preserving the crops and the trees

from destruction.

Vegetation is desolated and human comfort is seriously inter-

fered with by the fumes of works and factories. The great man-

ufacturing industries have clone much to pollute the streams and

the rivers which once gave beauty to the landscape and promoted

the health of the people. Eut air is invaded as well as water,

and breathing as well as drinking becomes a peril. That vege-

gation perishes, and that human enjoyment is seriously curtailed,

in consequence of the discharge of what may be termed artificial

gases, cannot be denied. But while the destruction of vegetable

life is patent to the observer, the effect on animal life is not so

obvious and direct. A depressing odour, occasioning nausea,

headache, lassitude, and other symptoms, may not be imme-

diately identified with disease, but it is certain that no one will

remain in a disagreeable or vitiated atmosphere who can possibly

escape it.

Serious damage of a pecuniary kind is thus inflicted on the

owners of house property. If safety and comfort are only to be

sought in flight, we shall have a wider gulf than ever between

the rich and the poor, the former removing to localities which

are free from trade nuisances, while the latter will be massed

together in large town populations subject to those annoyances

and dangers from which the wealthy are able to escape.

Commercial, sanitary, and social questions are thus connected

with this topic : How the interests of the manufacturer may be

rendered consonant with the Avell being of the community at

large ! Among the facts which show how real and yet how

subtle is the mischief which arises from what we may call im-

perfectly regulated works may be mentioned the following.

Ey experiment it has been shown that sulphurous acid, even

if greatly diluted, does much injury to vegetation. Professor

Stockhardt considered that the proportion of this acid in the air

ought not to exceed one part in two hundred and fifty thousand.
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Professor Frezteg found that air with one part of sulphurous

acid in fifty-five thousand destroyed the green leaves of wheat,

oats, and peas, when moist, the effect being visible in a few

hours. Muriatic acid is the special pest of the alkali districts,

but the operation of the Alkali Act occasions a continually in-

creasing development of sulphuretted hydrogen from the tank

waste. The amended Alkali Act, which came into operation in

the year 1875, dealt more strictly than before with the muriatic

acid, and required the suppression of all other noxious gases

given forth by alkali works, so far as ''the best practicable

means" could compass the end. In due course we shall be told

of the real extent of the evil. It is to be trusted, also, that

some way may be discovered for preventing the growing pollu-

tion of the atmosphere, while still leaving to the manufacturer

ample scope for the realisation of profit.

Another question which calls for comment, which more par-

ticularly concerns naturalists, and more particularly ornitholo-

gists, is the providing, by the Legislature, a close time for the

protection of indigenous animals. It is with a feeling of great

satisfaction that allusion is made to the passing by Parliament

of the Wild Powl Preservation Act, in the Session of 1876.

The bill was carried in the House of Commons by a majority

of three hundred and twenty-four, the voting having been three

hundred and thirty-seven for and thirteen against. Petitions in

favour of the bill were presented to the House of Commons by

Matthew "White Ridley, Esq., M.P., for JN'orth JN'orthumberland.

The petitions were signed by the magistrates, numerou^s land-

owners and residents in the county of !N'orthumberland. The

Committee of the British Association appointed for the purpose

of inquiiing into the possibility of establishing a close time for

the protection of indigenous animals, reported at the Annual

Meeting of the Association at Glasgow. The indirect cause of

the decrease of wild fowl, Wheatears, Goldfinches, Linnets, etc.,

are the diminution of their breeding haunts by reclamations and

the various other improvements and curtailments induced by

modern civilization. Fishes, such as Cod, Herrings, and the

like, have Dog-fish, Cormorants, Porpoises, and other enemies
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innumerable, but, owing to their fertility, they have hitherto

successfully contended with them. When however man steps

in and the balance is destroyed, when the fish are cut off before

their otherwise allotted time, then their numbers dwindle, and

it becomes necessary to consider whether some limitation should

not be set also to our sea fisheries, lloreover, it is to be hoped,

that in spite of the* subordinate position held by science in our

aquaria, they may yet conduce to give us a definite knowledge of

the habits and the spawning times of fishes, and when this has

been accurately acquired, if not before, it may be further antici-

pated that increased intelligence, and a wise political economy,

may impose a close time for the scaly inhabitants of the sea, as

effectually at least, as it already more or less has done for the

feathered denizens of the air. These reflections point to the

paramount importance of preserving and of providing extensive

nurseries. In our midst, happily, we have the good fortune to

have the Leazes Park, the Town Moor, and the beautiful grounds

of Sir "William Armstrong, C.B., in Jesmond Dene. Let us hope,

that before long the almoners of the former will be incited to

extend this well arranged retreat, and with an enlarged Leazes

Park, and the formation of other recreation grounds, on the out-

skirts of the Moor, the secluded breeding places will be so exten-

sive that at no distant period our townsmen will not only gain

delight and instruction in watching our feathered inhabitants,

but also that their health may be vivified thereby.

Eespecting the preservation of sea birds, by order of H.M.

Chief Secretary of State, from the Home Ofiice, dated I^ovember

27th, 1876, the time has been extended, during which the kill-

ing, wounding, or taking of sea birds is prohibited by Act of

Parliament, making such prohibition, within the limits of the

County of JN'orthumberland, extend from the first of April to the

first of September every year, instead of the first of August, as

prescribed in the Act. There is some doubt as to the effect for

good of this extension of the close time. Por the preservation

of the late broods is of minor importance, in comparison with the

harm which is done by the taking of the eggs in the early part

of the season, and the wanton destruction of the young birds
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throughout the whole of the close season. The more vigilant

watching of the breeding places during the hatching period is

what is wanted. Some further regulations therefore would seem

to be required to be applied to the bird catchers. The difficul-

ties in the way however are considerable.

Concerning the advances that have been made in natural

science, during the past year, the following may be specially

referred to.

The views which Dr. Dohrn, of Leipzig, has recently put

forth, as to the details of the steps by which the vertebrate

stock arose out of an ancestry not very much unlike the exist-

ing Annelids, are of much interest. He first draws attention

to the correspondences between vertebrate and insect embryos,

which have been too little regarded in consequence of our de-

signating the nervous side in the one as dorsal, and in the other

as ventral. Yet the facts, that in both, the nervous system is

developed on the convex side of the embryo and acquires a

strong convex plexure anteriorly, and that the body cavity is

finally closed upon the side of the body opposite to the nervous

system point to a common origin at a comparatively high level.

The surface of the animal which is called ventral is determined

by the presence of the mouth on that surface, and if any verte-

brates had a mouth opening between the brain and the spinal

cord on the dorsal surface that dorsal surface would necessarily

become ventral. Since, moreover, the ancestors of the verte-

brata must have had a nervous ring surrounding their gullet, it

would appear more reasonable to suppose that the mouth open-

ing had been changed in the course of development than that

the situation of the nervous centres had been altered. "We are

thus led to look for traces of an old mouth opening on that sur-

face of the early vertebrates which correspond to our dorsal sur-

face, and to seek reasons for regarding our present mouth as a

comparatively modern development. Dohrn believes that the

old mouth passed through the nervous centres between the crura

cerebelli, or, more accurately, in the fossa rhomboidea, or fourth

ventricle, which is remarkable for being of greater proportionate
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size early in development, and afterwards undergoing retrogres-

sion. At an early stage we only need to conceive a slit to be

made in the nerve tube at the bottom of the fossa rhomboidea,

in order to furnish a suitable passage into the alimentary canal.

His first reason for regarding the vertebrate mouth as a modern

structure is that it arises so extraordinarily late in development.

The embryonic body is almost completely framed, all the great

systems are established, the circulation is in active operation,

while as yet there is no mouth. Again, the mouth does not

arise in the position in which it permanently remains in the

great majority. It undergoes considerable shifting forwards.

Only in the Selachians and Ganoids does it retain its primitive

situation. Moreover, the study of development is steadily tend-

ing to establish the idea that the mouth of vertebrates is homo-

clynamous with the gill-clefts. It is limited, like them, by a pair

of arches, lies just in front of the first pair of gill clefts, arises

simultaneously with them in the embryo, aild opens into the ali-

mentary canal. A glance at the ventral surface of a Eay shows

the likeness of the mouth to a pair of coalesced gill-clefts. Con-

sequently, it becomes probable that the present mouth opening

once existed functionally as a gill-cleft, that at a certain period

in the ascending development both the old and the new mouths

supplied nourishment, that the latter gained the predominance,

and that finally the old mouth became aborted.

The next problem attacked is the origin of the gill-clefts. A
very elaborate account is given of the supposed process by which

the external gills and segmental organs of Annelids were meta-

morphosed into the gills and the gill-clefts of vertebrates and the

skeletal elements connected with them. The great difficulty

which Dohrn confesses in this matter is the connection of the

inner extremities of the segmental organs with the wall of the

alimentary canal. But if this be granted, it is comparatively

easy to understand how the shortening and the widening of the

segmental organs might give rise to gill-cavities such as those of

the Selachians.

It follows, from the view of the origin of vertebrates thus ex-

pounded, that Amphioxus loses much of its interest, for there is
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no place for Amphioxus among Annelids, nor among the primor-

dial vertebrates, as it lacks almost all that they possess. Yet

nothing can be gained by excluding Amphioxus from the verte-

brates, for it is so connected with the Cyclostome fishes that it

cannot be placed at any great distance from them, while on the

other hand it is so related to Ascidians that the latter must be

included among the vertebrata. Dohrn then proceeds with a

long argument to show that the Cyclostome fishes are degenerate

from a higher type of fishes, and that Amphioxus is a result of

still further degeneration. He shows how their mode of life

necessitates many of the modifications they have undergone, and

that the diversities of the details of structure in Cyclostomes are

inconsistent with their being viewed as representing stages in

upward development. Finally, the larva of Ascidians is repre-

sented as a degenerate fish, a degenerate Cyclostome possibly,

which carries to the extreme all the departures of the latter from

the fish type. The most important element in this degeneration

results from the fact that Ascidians, instead of being attached to

fishes or to any objects from which they can derive nutriment

are fixed to stones, plants, or to such parts of animals (cephalo-

thorax of Crabs, tubes of tubicolous annelids) as do not afford

them nourishment. Consequently, they have lost the old mouth

in the organ of attachment, homologous with that of all verte-

brates and have developed a new one, homologous with the nasal

passage of Myxine. Thus we can explain the astonishing fact,

that the mouth opening of the Ascidian larva has a communica-

tion with the fore wall of the so-called cerebral visicle. The

most patent objection to Dohrn's view about Amphioxus is that

it fails to account for the development of a many -segmented

respiratory apparatus as a degeneration for a higher animal with

a small number of gill arches. It would appear far more rea-

sonable to suppose Amphioxus to be a degeneration from a much

lower elevation than the Cyclostome type, namely, from some

stage where the respiratory apparatus retained the multiserial

character derived from its Annelid forefathers. The keynote of

this reasoning is to be found in the principle of transformation

of functions. It is stated thus: '^ The transformation of an organ
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happens through a succession of functions being discharged by

one and the same organ. Each function is a resultant of several

components, of which one constitutes the chief or primary func-

tion, while the others are lower or secondary functions. Dimi-

nution of the importance of the chief function, with increase of

the importance of a secondary function, alters the entire result-

ant function, the secondary gradually rises to the chief function,

the resultant function becomes different, and the consequence of

the whole process is the transformation of the organ." This

principle is considered to be a complete answer to the difficulty

so strongly insisted on by Mivart, the incompetency of natural

selection to account for the incipient stages of subsequently use-

ful structures. Dohrn's statement of his principle would seem

not to be very different from Darwin's, though a little more

definitely stated. Darwin says, ''The same organ having per-

formed simultaneously very different functions, and then having

been in part or in whole specialised for one function, and two

distinct organs having performed at the same time the same

function, the one having been perfected whilst aided by the

other, must often have largely facilitated transition."

At a meeting of the Cambridge Philosophical Society, held on

October 30th, 1876, an account was given by Mr. Eettany of

some of the conclusions arrived at by Professor W. K. Parker

and himself on the morphology of the skull. The detailed com-

parison, for the first time, of the whole of the developmental

histories of skulls which had been hitherto investigated, includ-

ing some very recent researches, had led to some important mo-

difications of view. The questions dealt with referred to the

cranial elements which appear the earliest. It was sought to

discover what parts are axial and what parts appendicular.

Whether, indeed, the axis of the body ceases at the middle of

the base of the skull, and the latter has to annex properly ap-

pendicular structures in order to become complete. There was

much difficulty in determining these points, because in many of

the higher forms the earlier stages of development were passed

through with great rapidity, and because in other cases the adap-

tation of the adult form to its special conditions of life more or
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less affected the course of development and disguised the real

relationships. It was argued, that the development of no one

type afforded an absolute guide to principles; only when the

whole of the facts become known could adequate generalisations

be arrived at. Professors Huxley and Parker had some years

ago been led to view the trabeculse cranii, the primary elements

underlying the base of the fore part of the brain, as non-axial,

but as comparable to the visceral arches or mandibular hyoidean

and branchial series. Some of their main reasons appeared

to be that the trabeculse in several types arose distinct from

the axial parts at the hinder part of the skull, that in the

early flexure of the fore part of the brain, about the end of the

notochord or dorsal axis, the trabeculse became correspondingly

down-bent so as to be more or less parallel with the visceral

arches, and that a very constant distribution of a branch of the

great trigeminal nerve seemed to be analogous to the distribution

of nerves in the facial arches. But many considerations now

induced Professor Parker and Mr. Bettany to abandon that view,

and rather to regard the trabeculse as proper axial elements.

Some of these were, that the trabeculse arise in tissue imme-

diately underlying the cerebral cavity just as the vertebrae arise

in tissue beneath the spinal canal, that the temporary meso-

cephalic flexure does not make the tissue other than axial, while

the proper axial position is early resumed, that every relation of

the trabeculae proper is to the nervous centres, and that cartila-

ginous growths continuous with them bound the cranium later-

ally, just like the formation of the lateral occipital or vertebral

regions. Further, it was sought to show, that reckoning the

trabeculse as axial elements, they probably possessed their own

appendicular parts in the pre-nasal and ante-orbital region. It

was contended, that in the face of these facts it was in the

highest degree undesirable to consider the fore part of the skull

as a mere modification of facial appendicular parts, and that

there were strong reasons for a recurrence to the earlier, more

natural, and simpler conception, that the most important part

of the skeleton had its own proper axis, and did not borrow it

from without.
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Much light Avas doubtless shed upon the higher forms by re-

searches into the lower, but it was sometimes forgotten that the

converse was also true, and that much light respecting the sig-

nificance or potentiality of the lower forms was shed upon them

by observations of higher types. In spite of all that has been

recently said on the subject, the segmental or vertebral theory

of the skull is one of the most assured of morphological views.

It is impossible to make even a cursory examination of the mam-

malian skull without being convinced, with Goethe, that it was

a continuation of the vertebral series, and that in its anterior or

trabecular part it was like the rest of the skeleton, planned in

conformity with the principle of transverse segmentation. The

divergence of the trabeculae, caused apparently by the presence

of the structure from which the pituitary body is formed, led to

the view of their appertaining to the visceral arch or appendi-

cular elements, but their horizontal position and relation to the

cranial cavity pointed to their axial character. At any rate,

there cannot be a doubt that the osseous centres formed for

them or in connection with them, the basi-sphenoid, the basi

pre-sphenoidal, and the basi-ethmoidal, are axial elements. The

trabeculse, possibly, may be both axial and appendicular ele-

ments forming the bases of the axial segments, and being con-

tinued forwards and downwards in the median plane as a visceral

structure constituting the septum narium.

The event of greatest practical importance in Botany, during

the year 1876, has been the publication of De Bary's observations

on the life history of the potato fungus {Peronspora infestans).

The ground on which it can be claimed as part of England's share

of progress is that the . observations were undertaken at the re-

quest of the Royal Agricultural Society, funds for the purpose

were furnished by the Society, and the report appears in its

Journal. As the habits of this uncontrolable pest are better

known, it may fairly be hoped that the proper means for lessen-

ing its ravages will be put into practice, and that potato disease

will not again be the terrible scourge it has been.

Mr. G. Bentham's paper, communicated to the Linnaean Society.
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on a new classification, and on the Terminology of the Monoco-

tyledonous plants stands out as a brilliant exception to the

other work of the past year. There has been a large amount

of determining new plants and arranging collections, but with

this exception, nothing to make the year remarkable. What
the influence of this new classification may have on the evolution

theory it is too soon to see. Mr. Bentham proposes an entirely

new arrangement of the orders of Midogens, which he believes

to be more in accordance with their generic affinities and the es-

sential points of their structure than any at present in use. He
proposes to classify Endogens under four series, namely,

—

I. Epigynce, flowers with a double, usually petaloid perianth,

ovary usually inferior, syncarpous.

II. Coronariece, flowers with a double, usually petaloid peri-

anth, ovary superior, almost always syncarpous.

III. Nudiflorce, flowers usually achlamydeous, or with a dry

perianth, ovary mostly apocarpous.

ly. Glumales, Perianth replaced by membranous scales, (pales

or lodicules) ovary always uniovular.

Lindley, in his '' Vegetable kingdom," proposed the separation

of a distinct class, Dictyogens, for certain genera with reticulate

venation, a division generally rejected. Fries (1835) taking the

perianth established four primary divisions, partially corres-

ponding to those here adopted. Brongniart (1843) relied on the

nature of the albumen for a re-arrangement of the Dicotyledons

and Monocotyledons. Prom this, however, serious exceptions

detract. Other characters have been considered important by

different botanists, but none strictly followed out in detail. The

classification of Mr. Bentham is recommended as combining prac-

tical convenience along with supposed natural affinities.

In Physiological Botany, Professor Burden Sanderson, M.D.,

has made some important observations on the electricity of leaves,

and the localization of the electricity of certain portions of them.

He found that, as in the muscles of animals, an electrical cur-

rent exists in the leaf of the Bioncea muscipula, the Yenus' Ply-

trap, in its unexcited state, and that, during excitation, the

current is reduced in intensity or undergoes a negative variation.
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The results of an investigation of a similar nature liave just

been published by Mr. Yule, of Magdalen College, Oxford, who

has demonstrated the existence of like conditions in the fruit of

Momordica elateriwn, a plant of the Cucumber family. The fruit

in question is gourd like, about two inches in length, and when

ripe separates from its peduncle, leaving a small hole through

which the seeds are expelled with such violence as sometimes to

be shot off to a distance of fifteen feet, the fruit at the same time

undergoing a marked diminution in size. Mr. Yule found that

in most cases the breach of the fruit, or the end farthest from

the peduncle, was positive to the centre, so that the direction of

the current is precisely opposite to that of a muscle, and that a

very considerable negative variation took place at the moment of

dehiscence.

The safe return of H.M. ship " Challenger," after an absence

of three years and a half, is a subject of general congratulation.

This exploring vessel weighed anchor from 8pithead on Decem-

ber 21st, 1872, and returned to Portsmouth on May 24th, 1876.

The object of the expedition was to determine, as far as pos-

sible, the physical and the biological conditions of the great

ocean basins, the Atlantic, the Southern Sea, and the Pacific.

This important marine scientific investigation has reached a suc-

cessful termination. She has steadily traversed a track of sixty-

nine thousand miles, and has established three hundred and

sixty-two observing stations. Some hundreds of specimens have

been obtained, including many interesting specimens of JSTatu-

ral History, a collection of unexampled interest, testifying to

the research and energy of the staff. Perhaps the most impor-

tant are comprised in a paper read before the Linnean Society,

entitled, '^ Ohservations on new, living Crinoids and on Ecliino-

dermata,'''' groups to which the eminent director. Sir Wyville

Thompson, as is well known, had previously paid much attention.

The peculiarity of the expedition was, that in the case of the

''Challenger" the cruise became secondary, and the scientific

object primary, that she was in fact fitted up with the view of
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obtaining certain scientific data which were requisite for the fur-

ther progress of natural knowledge. In her case the duty of

geographical exploration was subordinate, and the duty of scien-

tific investigation paramount.

In addition to this important recognition, by Government, of

J^atural Science, it is only due also to make mention of the Go-

vernment aid to scientific research. The legislature of the land

has at last seen it to be its duty to act upon the recommendation

of His Grace the Duke of Devonshire's Commission, and to make

a substantial contribution towards the endowment of pure scien-

tific research. A sum of five thousand pounds per annum is now

devoted to this object, and is to be administered by the Royal

Society. One sum of one thousand pounds is to be appropriated

mainly to the providing of instruments and other assistance ne-

cessary to scientific inquiries, while the other sum of four thour

sand is to be applied to the aid of scientific investigators, not

only by providing instruments and assistance, but by making

personal allowances or grants of money to the investigators for

their services.

In bringing this valedictory address to a conclusion, a short

reference to the present position of the Club would appear to be

the most fitting. At the last Anniversary, the Club was consti-

tuted of six hundi^ed and thii^teen members, of whom fifty-three

have been withdrawn, either in consequence of resignation or of

death. During the year eighty-five new members have been

elected, so that the Club, at the present time, is composed of six

hundred and forty-five members, an increase of thirty-two in

comparison with the previous year. This is very pleasing, and

is an evidence of the stability and of the increasing appreciation

of the privileges of its membership. The financial position is

equally satisfactory. For such, we are indebted to our much

esteemed Treasurer.

The meetings. Field and Evening, during the year, may be

regarded as to have been successful. To the Committee, but

more especially to the Honorary Secretaries, for the admirable

arrangements that were made for our edification and comfort.
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our acknowledgments are most justly due, and are hereby grate-

fully tendered. The excursions were interesting, and were not

unproductive as to their results. The goodly number of mem-

bers present at the Evening Meetings, those pleasant reunions,

is cause for general gratulation. "While the papers which were

read, the remarks made, and the information given, together

with the specimens and objects exhibited, were quite in keeping

with the objects contemplated.

It is pleasant to note all plants, from the rush to the spreading cedar,

To watch the workings of instinct, that grosser reason of brutes,

To trace the consummate skill, that hath modelled the anatomy of insects,

To read the antique history of the earth, stamped upon those medals in

the rocks.

It is an admirable lore, to learn the cause in the change.

To study the chemistry of Nature, her grand, but simple secrets.

To search out all her wonders, to track the resources of her skill,

To note her kind compensation, her unobtrusive excellence.

In all, it is wise happiness to see the well-ordained laws of Jehovah,

The harmony that filleth all his mind, the justice that tempereth his

bounty,

The wonderful all prevalent analogy that testifieth one Creator,

The broad arrow of the Great King, carved on all tlie stores of his arsenal.
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The following gentlemen were elected members of the Tyne-

siDE ]N'atuealists' Pzeld Club during the year 1876-7 :

—

At the Anniveesaey Meeting, Apeil 11th, 1876:—Joseph

Coxon, J. Gr. Benson, I^Tewcastle ; Arthur Erown, Thos. Eichard-

son, Gateshead ; T. H. Hedworth, Dunston ; William James

Johnson, Allendale ; D. C. Glen, J. Barclay Murdoch, Glasgow.

At the FiEST Field Meeting, May 11 :—J. Brown, Matthew

B. Gardner, W. H. S. Thompson, Newcastle; Benj. Barkus,

W. T. Kay, Miss J. L. Mawson, Mr. J. Walton Robinson, Jun.,

Gateshead; Miss M. Ormston, Low Fell; W. H. White, Killing-

worth; J. H. Penny, South Shields; Miss Bainbridge, Culler-

coats.

At the Second Field Meeting, June 5th :—Thos. Pumphrey,

David Gemmell, C. S. Hunting, James Fletcher, F. W. Rich,

J. Edmonson Joel, Jas. Garland, E. H. Richardson, ]^ewcastle

;

Mrs. Mary Charlton, Henry Charlton, Thomas Bowden, Gates-

head ; Thomas Young, North Shields ; George Egdell, Morpeth.

At the Thied Field Meeting, July 13th:—John T. Alcock,

T. J. Armstrong, Newcastle ; Colin Smart, Frederick Clark,

Harry Clark, Sunderland; R. C. Nelson, Roker.

At the Foueth Field Meeting, August 7th:—T. H. Bain-

bridge, Market Street, Benj. Plummer, Jun., Westmorland Road,

Newcastle ; William Glover, Low Fell, G. H. Herbert, Oxford

Terrace, W. H. Ryott, Saltwell Grove, Gateshead; Robert Ca-

meron, The Green, J. W. Fletcher, Argyle Square, T. G. Hutton,

South Moor, W. H. Shevill, Norfolk Street, Sunderland; W. J.

Atkinson, Morpeth ; Chas. F. White, Windsor Road, Ealing, W.

At the Fifth Field Meeting, Septembee 14th and 15th:—
Miss Cooke, John Cutter, Andrew Balfour, Newcastle; George

Douglas, Gateshead.

At the Sixth Field Meeting, Octobee 6th :—Rev. Thomas

Douzer, Newcastle ; J. G. Angus, Rev. J. Maber, Gateshead

;

James Rennoldson, Cullercoats.
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At the EiEST Evening Meeting, J^ovembee 23ei) :—Henry

Hutchinson, Elswick Ordnance "Works ; Eustace M. Swanwick,

"West Hartlepool ; H. E. Draper, London.

At the Second Evening, Jantjaet 23ed, 1877:—Geo. C. Davis,

Newcastle; Thos. Lambert, Whickham ; J. E. Armstrong, M.D.,

South Shields; Walter Scott, Sunderland; Hugh Miller, E.G.S.,

Wark-on-Tyne.

At the Thied Evening Meeting, Eebeuaey 26th :—Thomas

Heath, James Dellow, W. S. Young, J. Blake, W. C. Arnison,

William Neill, Thomas Bailes, IN'ewcastle ; James Joicey, Alfred

C. Coning, Henry IN". Ground, Gateshead; J. H. Beckingham,

Tynemouth.

At the EoTJETH Evening Meeting, Maech 26th :—Dinsdale

Oubridge, John Page, Edwin 0. Eeid, Mark Wm. Pybus, John

Storey, William Maughan, ISTewcastle; Thomas Sewell, David

Hetherington, Bulman Yillage ; Joseph Crisp, South Shields.

The Field Meetings for 1877 were arranged to be held as

follows :

—

May 21st Middleton-one-Eow.

June 25th Castle Eden and Black Halls.

"^'JuLY 19th Kaworth and Lanercost.

August 6th .... Bishop Auckland and ^Neighbourhood.

Septembee 14th . Druridge and IN'ewbiggin-by-the Sea.

OcTOBEE 5th ... . Marsden.

* A Special Meeting- to the Cheviot in July, if twelve or more mem-
bers wish to join such an Excm-sion.
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The following gentlemeu were elected officers of the Club for

the year 1877-8 :—

Peesident.

Eev. E. E. Hooppell, M.A., LL.D.

Vice-Peestdek-ts.

John Philipson, Esq.

D. 0. Drewett, Esq.

Ralph Carr Ellison, Esq.

llev. J. E. Bigge, M.A.

D. Embleton, Esq., M.D.

Sir W. C. Trevelyan, Bart.

T. Sopwith, Esq., E.E.S.

Eev. Canon Tristram, E.E.S.

George Wailes, Esq.

Eev. G. C. Abbes, M.A.

Eev. A. M. l^orman, M.A.

E. C. Eobson, Esq.

William Maling, Esq.

Eev. J. C. Bruce, LL.D.

Eev. A. Bethune, M.A.

E. J. J". Browell, Esq.

Eev. E. E. Wheeler, M.A.

Prof. G. S. Brady, M.D.

H. B. Brady, Esq., E.E.S.

Eev. J. E. Leefe, M.A.

Eev. G. E. Hall, M.A., F.S.A.

G. H. Philipson, Esq., M.D.

Teeasueee.

Eobert Y. Green.

Eichard Howse.

Seceetaeies.

Thomas Thompson. Edwin Dodds.

Thomas Atthey.

William Dinning.

John Hancock.

John Glover.

T. W. Backhouse.

James Clephan.

Committee.

W. M. Wake.

T. T. Clarke.

John T. Thompson.

Emanuel Young.

Joseph Blacklock.

Eev. J. M. Hick.

J. S. Foster.

AUDITOES.

I

T. P. Barkas.
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II.

—

A Paper on Eggs. By D. Embleton, M.D.

I. Preamble.—Eggs have always been invested with special

interest : in ancient times they were regarded as objects of

worship, and they are still looked upon as symbols of the re-

surrection of the body and of eternity. To the Biologist they

present subjects for the study of the early phases of the evolu-

tion and development of the animal frame. They furnish a

delicious and eminently nutritive form of food alike for young

and old, the healthy and the invalid, when taken in moderation.

They have afforded to the Architect and the Decorative Artist

models of strength and beauty of outline. And it may be added

they have become of very great and increasing importance as ar-

ticles of commerce.

The form, and also the colouring of eggs, are always pleasing

to the eye, and our interest in these beautiful objects would

probably be increased in proportion to our more intimate ac-

quaintance with them. And although an investigation into the

causes of their form and colour may seem to many to be a matter

so trivial as to be almost unworthy of notice, yet the lover of

nature and of her truths will not despise such inquiry, inasmuch

as it involves a manifold reference to the sciences of Human and

Comparative anatomy, and touches at more than one interesting

point the chemistry of the bile and the blood.

The word Egg is of Teutonic origin. In Icelandic it is Egg

;

in Anglo-Saxon, Aeg or ^g ; in German, Ei or Ey ; in Dutch,

Ei ; in Flemish, Ei ; and in Danish, Ag, and Swedish, M^^ or

Agg, pronounced as Egg in English.

In very early English (see Richardson's Dictionary) the word

is written, by Eobert of Brunne, Ay ; as,

" An ay bi it sekie for fiue schillynges was bouht,

A pere for penyes tuelue, or thei had it nouht."

In Pier's Plouhman it is Egge; in plural, Eyren and Eiren.

By Wiclif, it is written Eg ; as,

" Or if he axe an eg, whether he schal areche him a scorpioun."

In Chaucer, Ey
; as,

" Hire bord was served most with white and black,

Milk and bronn bred, in which she fond no lack,

Seinde bacon, and sometime an ey or twey."
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In Gower, Eie ; as,

" And polished was eke so cleiie

That no signe of the senile was sene,

Bnt as it were a grips eie."

In the Bible of 1551 it is Egge.

After that time the word assumed its present form in writ-

ing and in print. But we know that in Yorkshire and some

other southern counties, like some other words beginning with

a vowel, it is pronounced with an aspirate ; whilst other words,

which are normally aspirated, have the aspirate omitted, as

''Wat will you ave for breakfast ? Am and Heggs ?"

In Greek egg is w6v which, with the digamma ( F ) interposed

between the vowels, and the Latin termination substituted, be-

comes ovum. This in Italian is novo ; in Portuguese, ovo ; in

Spanish, huevo ; in Catalan, ou ; in Proven9al, ov, uov, ueu ; in

the district of Bourg, eu ; in that of Berry, oeu ; in Picardy, ue,

ui ; in the "Walloon district, ou.

In French of the thirteenth century it was uef, oef (pi. oes),

as ''comme I'ecaille d'un uef," and "Les jors que un ne man-

gera char, un jor un quartier di fromage et 1'autre jor quatre

oes." (Du Cange fr. Chartul. Campin. fol. 273, col. 2.)

In the fourteenth century, euf, oeuf (plur. eufs) ; in the fif-

teenth, oeuf (pi. oes) ; after which time it assumed entirely its

present orthography. (Littre Diction, de la lang. Erancaise.)

Oeuf, d)6v, is said to be derived from otov, seul, parceque dans

les oiseaux chaque femelle n'en pond ordinairement qu'un par

jour. (Diet, des Sc. Med. 1819, tom 37.)

In the Celtic languages, egg, in Gaelic, is ubh ; in Irish, ugh
;

in Welsh, wy (pi. wyan) ; in Cornish, uy, oy (pi. oyow) ; in Bas

Breton, vi, ui (pi. viou), and uieu; and in Manx, ooh. (See

Dictionaries of those languages.)

The relations to each other of most or all of these names for

egg will best appear in a quotation from ''Lectures on the

Science of Language by E. Max Miiller, M.A., 7th edit., 1873,

Vol. II-, p. 315, in which this great master in Philology states,

that '

' The English sound of i, which in English expresses an

e^e, oculus, is used in German in the sense of e^g, ovum ; and it
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would not be unreasonable to take both words as expressive of

roundness, applied in the one case to an egg, in the other to an

eye. The English eye, however, must be traced back to the

Anglo-Saxon edge, Gothic augo, German auge, words akin to

Sanskrit akshi, the Latin ocuhis, the Greek ocrcre; whereas the

German M, which in Old High German forms its plural eigir, is

identical with the English egg, the Latin ovum, the Greek diov,

and possibly connected with avis, bird."

The figurative Mundane Egg, in process of incubation, or being

protected by the Serpent, which was itself also anciently an ob-

ject of worship, has been found represented on an ancient coin of

Tyre with the inscription '' Turiorum." It is figured in ''Ce-

ramic Art of Eemote Ages," Plate 47, fig. 8 (Maurice after Gro-

novius, Yol. I.), by my late friend Mr. J. B. Waring. A copy

of the figure of this Phoenician coin representing the Serpent

and Mundane Egg, etc., is here given. Woodcut IN'o. 1.

No. 1.

Mr. Waring thereon remarks: ''In the Tyrian coins, IN'os. 7

and 8, the earliest of which is stated to be posterior to the time

of Alexander the Great, we see, beside the Serpent and Mundane

Egg, and the Serpent and Ambrosial Stone, the Murex shell

from which the Tyrian purple dye was obtained, and the Palm,

an emblem common to the Phoenicians and Jews. Mr. Gliddon,

in a very valuable note to Chapter Y. in Squiers' ' Serpent Wor-

ship,' points out that this symbol of the Serpent and Mundane

Egg was not usual among the Egyptians, and he considers that
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it was peculiarly Phoenician : in each of these cases the Serpent,

no doubt, represents the creative and protecting power of the

primal Deity."

In Littre (Diction, de lalang. Francaise) we find the following :

'^L'oeuf primitif, ou oeuf d'Orphee, est la symbole de certains

philosophes anciens pour designer le principe interieur de la fe-

condite."

With regard to Egg-worship, the following passage from De

Gubernatis' Zoological Mythology may be of interest. He says,

'

' Part of the worship which was oifered to the cock and to the

hen was also rendered to the egg ; the Latin proverb, Oallus in

sterquilmio suo plurimum potesV shows the great value of the

egg. The pearl which the fowl searches for in the dunghill is

nought else but its own q^^ ; and the &g^ of the hen in the sky

is the sun itself. During the night the celestial hen is black,

but it becomes white in the morning ; and being white on account

of the snow, it is the hen of winter. The white hen is propiti-

ous, on account of the golden chickens hatched by it.

''In the Monferrato it is believed that the eggs of a white

hen laid on Ascension Day, in a new nest, are a good remedy for

pains in the stomach, head, and ears, and that when taken into

a cornfield they prevent the blight, or black evil, from entering

among the crops, or when taken into a vineyard they save it

from hail.

'' The eggs which are eaten at Easter, and concerning which,

accompanied sometimes by songs and proverbs, so many popular

customs, mythologically in accordance, are current in the various

countries of Europe, celebrate the resurrection of the celestial

egg, a symbol of abundance, the sun of spring.

'
' The hen of the fable and the fairy tales, which lays golden

eggs, is the mythical hen, the earth or the sky, which gives birth

every day to the sun. The golden egg is the beginning of life

in Orphic and Hindoo cosmogony ; by the golden egg the world

begins to move, and movement is the principle of good. The

golden egg brings forth the luminous, laborious, and beneficent

day. Hence it is an excellent augury to begin with the Qgg
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whicli represents the principle of good, whence the (equivocal)

Latin proverb, " Ah ovo ad malum, ''^ which signified, '^ from good

to evil," but which properly meant '' from the egg to the apple,"

the Latins being accustomed to begin their dinners with hard-

boiled eggs and to end them with apples, a custom which is still

preserved among numerous Italian families.

^'Eut to begin ah ovo also means to begin at the beginning.

Horace (Ars Poetica) says that he does not begin from the twin

eggs the description of the Trojan war; '^ nee gemino helium Tro-

j(mum orditur ah ovo,'''' alluding to the egg of Leda, to which the

Greek proverb ''Come out of the egg" {ex oou exelthen) also

alludes, said of a very handsome man, and referring to fair Helen

and her two luminous brothers, the Dioskuroi. {Zoological My-

thology, or the Legends of Animals, by Angelo de Gubernatis.

Yol. IL, p. 291, 1872.)

Sir J. G. "Wilkinson, in Yol. III. of ''Manners and Customs

of the Ancient Egyptians," 1837, informs us at page 20, "that

the purposes to which the eggs" of the Ostrich "were applied

are unknown ; but we may infer, from a religious prejudice in

their favour among the Christians of Egypt, that some supersti-

tion was connected with them, and that they were suspended in

the temples of the ancient Egyptians, as they still are in the

churches of the Copts." In a note he adds, "They, the Copts,

consider them the emblems of watchfulness. Sometimes they

use them with a different view ; the rope of their lamps is passed

through the egg, in order to prevent the rats coming down and

drinking the oil, as we were assured by the monks of Dayr

Antonios."

The Paschal, Paschall, Pask, or Paste eggs distributed at

Easter, appear to have been originally dyed red, and were com-

monly given and received as symbols of death and resurrection.

In the present day they are gaily variegated in colours, silvered,

gilded, and so forth, and are commonly in the l^orth of England

the mere playthings of children of both sexes.

It is from the study of the ovum that we have been made
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acquainted with the astonishing phases presented by the growth

and development both of plants and animals,

"A mighty maze but not without a plan."

This study has opened out new vistas in the vast domains of

Anatomy and Physiology, through which we can see our way to

a clearer understanding of the conditions of health and also of

the departures from it called disease, and we are thus better en-

abled to cope with these latter in the endeavour to save life and

relieve suffering.

The human body, not to mention the bodies of mammals and

birds, derived as they are from an egg, omne vivum ex ovo, pre-

serves in its trunk its primitive form, which is repeated in many

of its parts. Thus the outlines of the head, of the face, of the

eyes, of the ears, of the tongue, of the hand, of the foot, and of

many other organs, internal as well as external, are more or less

ovoid or egg-shaped.

The forms of many full grown plants, of leaves, and of fruits

are similar ; indeed, the ovoid form is capable of an almost in-

finite vai^iety of modification.

From a dietetic point of view it may be inquired, which are

the best eggs ? Some persons choose the large ones which are

broad at one end and taper sharply to the other; some prefer

the small roundish eggs of the pullet ; others, the long oval

ones. A hungry man will take the biggest because it contains

most food. Freshness, whatever be their form and size, is their

best quality, and this, in towns, we have generally to take on

credit from the dealer. The proof of the eg^, however, like that

of the pudding, is commonly in the eating, though now and then

it is discovered unhappily in the smelling.

The eggs of all varieties of the Common Fowl are most

esteemed. Those of the Partridge, Pheasant, Turkey, Guinea

Fowl, and Pea Fowl, are excellent; but, on account of their

comparative rarity and high price, they are little used. Those

of Ducks, and especially of Geese, are seldom eaten at breakfast,

whilst, on the other hand, the eggs of Plovers and Guillemots,
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though they have a greener white (albumen) than those of

Ducks, and thus excite the prejudice of those who have had

no experience of them, are in the greatest request among epi-

cures, and in the London market bring a high price.

The eggs indeed of almost all birds are edible and wholesome.

The bird-nesting schoolboy was often no bad judge of the edi-

ble quality and savour of birds' eggs in general ; for, in his hun-

gry quests by hill and dale, by wood and field, he was obliged

to suck them raw, delighting most in the sweet savour of the

white egg of the cushat which could often be seen by him through

the thin nest as he eagerly peered through the branches of the

pine tree.

ISTow, however, the new laws for the protection of sea and land

birds have almost put an end to his wanderings and his oolo-

gical experiences, and have unfortunately interfered not a little

with the prosecution of the study of the subjects of this paper.

It is interesting to read what was said in old times about eggs

as articles of diet. Aristotle,^* and after him Pliny, f relates that

'

' the large sharp eggs are males ; those which are round, and

circular at the sharp end, are females." HoraceJ gives, through

Catius, the following directions for choosing eggs for the table

:

" Longa quibiis facies ovis erit, ilia memento

Ut siicci melioris, et iit magis alba rotimdis

Ponere ; namque marem cohibent callosa vitellum.''

And Columella is of the same opinion as Horace.

I do not know whether, now-a-days, long eggs are considered

whiter than round ones, or whether the former always contain

males and the latter females. It is probable, however, that the

largest eggs, as a rule, are males, the cock being a larger bird

than the hen ; but it has been observed that in the Order Eapaces,

in which the female is larger than the male, the largest eggs

produce females.

§

* Book VI., Chap. III. t Lib. X., Cap. LIII. J Book II., Satire IV.

§ My nephew, Mr. H. C. Embleton, informs me that "if you hold the round end of an
egg to a lighted candle in a dark room you will observe the air-cavity to be sometimes
exactly at the end and sometimes on one side of the end. Those eggs that have the air-

cavity at the end are female, and those with the air-cavity on the side are male eggs.

I gathered this information from the Journal of Horticulture about two years ago. We
always act on this information in selecting our eggs for setting, and seldom find it to

fail."

P
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Again, after the lapse of more than a thousand years, we find

in the Latin medical poem, " Eegimen sanitatis Salernitanum,""^'

written in the twelfth century, the following lines relative to

eggs as articles of diet

:

" Ova recentia, vina riibentia, pinguia jura

Cum simila pura, naturae sunt vaKtura."

"Si snmas ovum molle sit atque novum.'

Also

And
" Smgula post ova pocula sume nova."

The old English translation of the above-mentioned poem,

called ''The Englishman's Docter," 1607, gives the following

free versions of these lines :

" Egges newly laid are nutritiue to eat,

And rosted reare are easie to digest."

"The priest's rule is (a Priest's rule sliold be true),

Those Egges are best, are long and white and new,

Remember eating new laid Egges and soft,

For every Egge you eat you drink as oft."

" If Egges you eat they must be new and soft."

Andrewe Boorde, ''of Physycke Doctour," in his Compendy-

ous Dyetary of Helth,f 1542-47, also gives us the following in-

formation :

" ^ The xiij Chapitre treateth of whyt

meat, as of egges, butter, chese,

mylke, crayme &c.

In England there is no egges used to be eaten but hen-egges

;

wherfore I wyl fyrste wryte and pertract of hen-egges. The

yolkes of hen-egges be cordyalles, for it is temporatly hote. The

whyte of an egge is viscus and colde and starke of digestyon, and

" I have always found the air-cavity at the large end of the eg-g", never at the small end,

and have generally observed that the head of the chicken in hatching is near the large

end, but whether the air-cavity has anything to do with that I do not know."
If we apply the tongue first to one end and then to the other, we distinguish the posi-

tion of the air-cavity by the sensation of warmth.

* Regimen Sanitatis Salernitanum, a poem on the Preservation of Health, in rhyming-

Latin verse, addi-essed by the School of Salerno to Robert of Normandy, son of William
the Conqueror, with an ancient translation; and an Introduction and Notes, by Sir

Alexander Croke, D.C.L., and F.A S., Oxford. D. A. Talboys, 1830.

f Compendyous Regyment of a Dyetary of Helth, made in Mountpyllier, compyled by
Andrewe Boord, of Physycke Doctour. Published by Early English Text Soc, edited

by F. J Furnivall, M.A., 1870, p. 264.
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doth not ingender gooclblode;

wherfore, whosoever that

wyl eate an egge, let the

egge be newe, and roste hym
reare, and eate hym ; or else

poche hym, for poched egges

be best at nyghte, and newe

reare rested egges be good in

the mornynge, so be it they

be tyred with a lytell salte

and suger ; than they be nu-

trytyue. In Turkey and

other hyghe chrystyan

landes anexed to it, they use

to seth two or three busshels

of egges togither harde, and

to pull of the shels, and

sowse them, and kepe them

to eate at all tymes ; but hard

egges be slowe and slacke of

dygestyon, and doth nutry-

fie the body grosly. Eosted

egges be better than sodden

;

fryed egges be naughte

;

Duck-eggesand Geese-egges

I do not prayse ; but fesaunt-

egges and partriges-egges,

physycke syngularly doth

prayse."

The form of the egg, com-

bining as it does the quali-

ties of strength and beauty, has been adopted by architects and

decorators in many of their works. The Gothic window has

often an egg-shaped arch, and the beautiful lantern of our mother

church of St. Mcholas, woodcut JN'o. 2, stands on intersecting

arches which, when viewed from any of the cardinal points, and

J.STOREY. DEL

No. 2.
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at a certain distance, are seen to enclose the perfect shape of the

sharp end of a hen's egg. The accompanying illustration of the

spire of St. Nicholas' Church, taken from the West, is from the

pencil of our talented townsman, Mr. John Storey.

The ^'Egg and Arrow" or '*Egg and Tongue" device is one

of the most beautiful ornaments in classic cornices, and as in tlic

case of the Anthemion, it is a form which does not readily tire

the eye.

Our best modern drains, instead of being as formerly square,

are modelled on the form of the egg with the sharp end down-

wards.

In the copper-plate writing at the heads of school copy-books,

the letters are nearly all formed more or less after the pattern of

the egg, the letter being the primary type, as our late old

friend and fellow member, Mr. John Storey, showed me a good

many years ago, in some specimens of his admirable calligraphy.

The importance of eggs as articles of commerce is best shown

by the official records of the numbers that have of late years

been imported into the United Kingdom, and also of their money

value. Of the vast number produced in these islands no esti-

mate is perhaps attainable.

There were imported as follows :

In 1872. . . 531,526,800 3ggs, valued at £1,762,803.

In 1873. . . 660,033,240 j5 £2,367,741.

In 1874. . . 680,645,080 ,, £2,431,113.

In 1875. .. 741,411,960 ,, £2,561,433.

In 1876. . . 752,980,880
,

,

£2,610,231.

—{Emiomist, Jan. 10, 1874, 1876, and 1877.)

II. iNTEonucTiojf.—My attention was first called to the sub-

ject of the coloration of eggs, some years ago, and more parti-

cularly in 1863, when at the meeting of the British Association

for the Advancement of Science held in ITewcastle the late Dr.

John Davy read, in the Physiological Section, a short paper en-

titled, '^ Some observations on the Eggs of Eirds."

In the printed abstract of that paper, the only conclusions

warranted by Dr. Daw's researches that had reference to the
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present subject, are thus given: ''As to the colour and mark-

ings of eggs, that these are very various, that the colouring

matter is of an organic kind, very similar to that of leaves and

flowers, and in part depends on molecular arrangements."

In the short discussion that followed the reading of the paper,

I expressed myself as not satisfied with Dr. Davy's explanation,

and offered the opinion "that the coloration of eggs of birds

occurred during their passage down the oviduct to the exterior,

and was due to the effusion of blood in varying quantities from

the capillary vessels of the mucous membrane of the oviduct

;

and that the blood so effused was acted upon, as by a mordant, by

the plastic matter thrown out for the formation of the shell, and

that its colour thus became fixed, that in fact the process of the

coloration of eggs is a species of natural fresco-painting."

Since the above date this subject has seldom been referred to

by me. Only lately, indeed, and as a pastime at spare moments,

in the intervals of professional duties, have I been able to put

into its present form what has since been observed. And it will

be seen that I hold the same opinion as before with respect to

the markings on eggs being caused by effused blood ; but I was

at that time unaware of the fact that the blood, after effusion,

underwent any chemical change, nor had it occurred to me what

might possibly be the cause of their uniform ground colour.

In books on Ornithology, or on Oology, we find little else than

conjectures as to the origin or cause of the markings in question.

Dr. Erasmus Darwin,^' in his Zoonomia, referred to by several

authors, ascribes the origin of the colours of eggs to the colours

of the objects among which the mother bird chiefly lives acting

upon the shell through the medium of the nervous system.

His concluding words are these, '

' and finally, that colours

may thus be given to the egg-shell by the imagination of the

female parent."

Knappf states,
'

' That in the eggs of one hue the colouring

matter resides in the calcareous part, but when there are mark-

ings, these are rather extraneous to it than mixed with it. The

* Zoonomia, Sect. 39, p. 511. 2nd Edit. London, 1794.

t Journal of a Naturalist, p. 23.
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elegant blue that distinguislies the eggs of the Pire-tail {Sylvia

Phoe7iicurus, Latham), and of the Hedge Sparrow, though cor-

roded away, is not destroyed, with muriatic acid.

'' The blue calcareous coating of the Thrush's egg is consumed,

but the dark spots, like the markings on the eggs of the Yellow

Hammer, House Sparrow, Magpie, etc., still preserve their sta-

tions on the film, though loosened and rendered mucilaginous by

this rough process."

Mr. "W. C. Hewitson"^' says, '' That the colouring of bird's eggs

is an animal matter, and dependent on the health of the bird,

there can be little doubt. The day preyious to their being pro-

duced and after the shell has become hard, they are, in those

birds that I have examined, pure white ; a large proportion of

the colour also is easily rubbed off, for some time after they have

been laid. Thus we find in their eggs the same want of colour,

which is also occasionally observable in the feathers of white va-

rieties of birds. Pear, or anything that might affect the animal

functions, exerts its influence upon the colour also. The eggs

of birds I have captured on their nests, during the time they

were laying, and kept in close confinement, have thus been de-

prived of much of their colour."

Professor Flourens,f in his Lectures, has the following passage,

which I met with December 7, 1870, ^'La coloration bizarre,

variee a I'infini des coques des ovipares, parait tenir ou a des

echappees sanguines hors des vaisseaux de I'oviducte, et a la

combinaison de sels metalliques, on plutot etre le resultat d'une

secretion particuliere."

Professor Owen J tells us that ''The colour of the egg shell

depends on pigmental matter secreted by particular follicles of

the villous membrane of the 'uterus;' and either incorporated

uniformly with the outermost layer of the shell, as in the Thrush,

or deposited in cells more or less dispersed or aggregated in

patches."

* Coloured Illustrations of the Egg's of Brit. Birds. -Srd Edit., Lond., 1846, Vol. I.,

Introd., p. VII.

t Cours sur la Gdn^ration I'Ovologie, etc., publ. par Deschamps Paris, 1836.

Anatomy of Vertebrates, Vol. II., p. 254.
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Professor Allen Thomson'^** says that '4n those instances in

which the shell of eggs is coloured the pigment substance of

various hues is generally deposited in cells, which are strewed

uniformly or in patches over the external surface of the calcare-

ous shell. In some other instances however the colour seems to

be merely a uniform tint of the outermost layer of calcareous

matter."

These items of information are all that I have been able to

gather from books ; in the works of Temminck, Mudie, Yarrell,

Bewick, Macgillivray, Jones, Newman, Morris, and Audubon,

the cause of the coloration of eggs is not mentioned, and Pro-

fessor Flourens, as has been seen, prefers the theory of a peculiar

secretion to that of emissions of blood, as that which would best

account for the coloration.

In the works of those who have treated of eggs or their co-

lours, we find no description whatever of glands in the lining

membrane of the oviduct that might be supposed capable of se-

creting pigmentary matter, and it has not been demonstrated that

the colouring matter either of the ground colour or the spots is

contained in special cells.

III.

—

Anatomy and Physiology.—Before discussing the sub-

jects of the form and coloration of eggs, it will be useful to

notice briefly the anatomy and physiology of the reproductive

organs of the female bird, and the gradual building up of the egg.

It is generally known that in birds the generative organs of

the left side only, as a rule, come to maturity of structure and

function, those of the right side remaining comparatively small

and inactive.!

Of the accompanying Woodcuts, N"©. 3 is taken from Dr.

Thomson's Article "Ovum," in Todd's Cyclopcedia of Anatomy

and Physiology, and J^o. 4 from Traite elementaire D'Anatomie

comparee par C. Gr. Cams, Paris, 1835. In both the ovarium,

with ova in various stages of development, is seen at the top, a,

and one of the points of the fringe of the funnel, i, at the top of

* Cyclopcedia of Anat. and Physiol., Vol. V., Supplement, p. Go.

t In some of the Raptorial birds they present an equal development. Carpenter's

General and Comparative Principles of Physiology, 3rd Ed., p. 514.
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the oviduct is seen attached

to the ovarium : the oviduct

is below, c, d, and is convo-

luted down to almost the

lower part where the tube

has been opened to show an

e^g, e, on its way to the ex-

terior. The uppermost part

of this tube is that which

secretes the albumen, fur-

ther on is the narrow isth-

mus, and below that the widest part, the uterus.

The undeveloped right oviduct, g, and the intestine, /, are

also indicated, I^o. 3, as entering into the cloaca, into which,

moreover, the ureters or ducts from the kidneys empty themselves.

The ova are developed in the bag of the ovarium, and are

periodically discharged thence into the oviduct, the open, upper

end of which is funnel-shaped, fringed, and muscular, adapted

to grasp the ovarium, and to press out, receive, and transmit the
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ova. Eelow this opening the oviduct is a tortuous but not long

canal, which ends at the cloaca and the vent. The oviduct is

formed of three layers ; an outer serous, or peritoneal ; a middle

or muscular, in two strata, the external of which has the fibres

running longitudinally, the intei-nal circularly ; and an internal

lining or mucous membrane, of great delicacy, and which varies

considerably both in structure and function in the three great

divisions of its extent.

An ovum discharged into the open end of this canal is simply

the yolk, enclosed in a pellucid membrane of extreme fineness,

its other coverings being gradually laid on in succession as it

passes on to the lower part of the oviduct.

The best account I have seen of this passage of the ovum,

in the case of the Common Fowl, is that by Professor Allen

Thomson, in his highly interesting article " Ovum,^^ already re-

ferred to, from which I quote the following paragraphs.

" The passage of the yolk through the first two-thirds of the

length of the oviduct, in which part the albumen is deposited, is

very rapid, scarcely occupying more than three hours, according

to Coste, before it arrives at the narrow or constricted part of a

more limited extent (isthmus) in which the membrane of the

shell is formed.

''About three hours more suffice for this process, and the

ovum then enters the dilated portion, which has been called

uterus, in which the substance of the shell is deposited and gra-

dually consolidated on its surface.

'

' The egg does not descend in a straight, but in a spiral, di-

rection, corresponding with that of the ridges of glands with

which the mucous membrane of the upper part of the oviduct is

beset, and the various layers of albumen are deposited spirally

one over the other. It has been ascertained by experimental

observation that the membrane of the shell is formed in the

narrow part of the oviduct, which intervenes between the

albuminiferous part and the uterine dilatation. It consists, no

doubt, in the fibrillation of consolidated albumen or some ana-

logous substance, which must take place with great rapidity, but

we are not yet sufficiently acquainted with the nature of this
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process, for the phenomena of the solidification and fibrillar or-

ganization have not been minntely examined, nor has any dif-

ference yet been ascertained between the substance secreted in

the isthmns, which imdei^goes the fibrillation without calcifica-

tion, and that of the uterine dilatation, which seems to have no

such tendency, remaining amorphous or cellular, and having very

soon a deposit of calcareous matter formed in it.

'' By the time the egg arrives in the uterus it has acquired its

peculiar oval form, the small end pointing downwards in the

oviduct. The cause of this form, which is already apparent in

the white previous to the formation of the shell, is somewhat

obscure, on account of the complexity of the mechanical condi-

tions influencing the egg in its passage. It may probably depend

on the circumstance that the soft mass dilates the oviduct more

gradually as it insinuates itself between its coats, in being pro-

pelled onwards, whilst the part of the duct through which it has

passed contracts more abruptly and firmly in consequence of the

stimulus of distension to which it has been subjected. But the

variety of forms which occurs in the eggs of different birds and

other animals must not be forgotten, as indicating that the pecu-

liarity of a lesser or greater end is not essential, and may depend

on very slight or transient circumstances. Perhaps the greater

density of the albumen secreted over the end which advances

first in the oviduct may also have some effect in giving this part

the smaller volume. It certainly seems remarkable that the ends

of the egg should be moulded into so smooth and rounded a sur-

face as that of the membrane and shell by a tubular organ.

'' The egg remains a much longer time (from twelve to eigh-

teen or more hours) in the uterine dilatation of the oviduct

during the formation of the shell. The mucous membrane of

this part differs in structure considerably from the rest. It pre-

sents over its whole extent large villus-like processes or short

folds of a flattened form containing small follicular glands from

which the substance of the shell is secreted. As soon as the egg

enters this part of the passage a thickish white fluid is poured

out from the membrane which speedily coagulates on the surface

of the membrane lining the shell, and very soon we can perceive
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with the microscope small heaps or nnited groups of particles

somewhat of a crystalline appearance, but in reality calcified

blastema, studded over the whole surface. These are the cal-

careous particles of the shell which are deposited in a delicate

matrix of animal tissue of a large cellular structure. The deposit

goes on rapidly increasing : at first the shell is soft, it remains

friable for a considerable time, and subsequently it gradually

acquires its peculiar dry hardness.

" The egg remains in the uterine dilatation till it is about to

be laid. The expulsion of it fi^om this cavity, through the nar-

row part of the tube leading to the cloaca, requires very strong

muscular contraction for its accomplishment ; and although the

egg always descends in the oviduct, and usually lies in the uterus,

with its narrow end downwards, both Purkinje and Yon Baer

state that they have sometimes seen its position inverted towards

the end of the time of its residence there, in consequence of the

force of the muscular contractions of the wall of the oviduct."

Dr. Thomson also states that "during the passage of the egg

and the formation of the albumen, membrane, and shell, a greatly

increased determination of blood is observed in the vessels of the

several parts of the oviduct," and that ''the advancing motion

of the egg of the fowl is caused by the peristaltic action of the

muscular coat of the oviduct, which may easily be seen in any

laying fowl opened immediately after death."

On opening a female bird killed during the laying season, it is

remarkable how large a space in the abdomen is occupied by the

ovarium and oviduct, especially if an egg be on its passage, and

how large, vascular, and red these organs are as compared with

the intestine.

They have been in full functional activity, their sensibility

and other vital properties intensified by the influences of the

male bird.

The ovum, entering the upper end of the oviduct, acts on the

latter as an additional stimulus, the consequence of which is, that

the lining membrane pours out a succession of secretions of albu-

men, and the muscular tunic stimulated through the nerves of

the visceral system, and by the actual presence or contact of the
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ovum, to contraction, pushes the ovum gradually on-\varcls ob-

liquely along the " rifling" of the lining membrane.

Ey the time the ovum arrives at the narrow part of the tube

it is much increased in bulk by the addition of the albumen, and

will act as a proportionally greater stimulus to the walls of the

oviduct, and will demand and receive greater muscular force to

enable it to overcome the resistance of this commencement of

the narrower part.

Arrived in the isthmus the ovum stimulates the lining mem-

brane there to the performance of its function, which is the

exuding in successive quantities of a fluid resembling fibrin, or

some peculiar modification of albumen, for it solidifies, or sets,

by fibrillation, in much the same way as does the plastic fluid

which is given out by an inflamed serous membrane in the higher

animals. The membrane thus formed is that on which the shell

is to be laid {^memhrana putaminis) ; it consists of fibrils which

are closely felted as it were together, united every here and

there and arranged in two principal layers, each divisible into

other minor ones, superimposed upon each other, and forming

together a strong and tough covering for the ovum. The ovum

now has had bestowed upon it a more distinctive shape, becomes

rougher, and has an increased size and consistence. It has, in

short, taken to a great extent its future form. A¥ind eggs, or

those prematurely laid, having generally more or less approxi-

mation to the normal egg shape, and being white, not coloured.

Erom the isthmus the membrane-covered egg is driven into

the more open and fleshy part of the oviduct, the tissues of which,

being in consequence greatly excited, prepare to execute their

functions ; the lining membrane pours forth an abundant flow of

a thickish muddy white fluid, holding in solution, in a hundred

parts, ninety-seven of carbonate of lime, one part of phosphate of

lime and magnesia, and two parts of animal matter, with traces

of sulphur and iron.

This liquid plaster is thrown out over the whole egg, and gra-

dually as the Qgg is thrust downwards layer after layer is exuded

and sets, just as was the case with the albumen and the shell

membrane. In the fluid thus effused a verv delicate cellular
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tissue is formed in which the calcareous matters are entangled,

and crystallize in minute round balls. The first layer of the

shell thus deposited is always either white or of the colour of

the albumen.

The layers which come after are either white or of some spe-

cial ground colour as cream-coloured, blue, green, or of some

secondary tint ; and in many eggs that are spotted one or more

of these layers may be spotted, in others the surface layer alone

is spotted and always with some tint of red.

The exact nature of the fluids thrown out by the isthmus and

the shell-forming part of the oviduct has not as yet been made

out, any more than the peculiarities of these parts of the lining

membrane which produce them, as Dr. Thomson in his paper

has remarked.

The egg being completed by the addition of the shell, its size

and form are at length fixed, it is more or less roughened on the

surface, and has to be propelled down the lower part of the ovi-

duct. The muscular tunic is here thicker and stronger than

elsewhere, and the lining membrane, with its intense vascularity,

is not only stretched to the utmost over the egg, but is ground,

as it were, between the hard and rough shell on its inner sur-

face, and the powerful muscuilar contracting agents operating on

its outer surface. The egg reaches at length the sphincter of

the oviduct, through which it must be forced into the common

receptacle, the cloaca, and afterwards propelled through the

sphincter ani out into the exterior. All these movements re-

quire considerable muscular exertion.

During the short but variable time that the egg remains in

the cloaca it receives a varnish of mucus from the walls of that

cavity which aids in its final expulsion and in the protection of

its surface.

This coating is easily rubbed off by the finger wetted with

water, and the muddy fluid thus obtained is found when examined

under the microscope to contain cells of epithelium from the mu-

cous membrane of the cloaca, and numerous minute globular or

oval bodies, singly or in little strings, which are particles of

urate of ammonia, traces of the urine of the bird which happened
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at the time to have been left in the cloaca. The whole of this

light coating will be quite removed dnring the boiling of the

egg.

The external coloured spots can also be easily removed by

scraping or even rubbing the surface.

Dr. Thomson says that the small end of the egg is the first to

see the light. I have also seen the same position of the egg in

the oviduct, and have observed an egg, dropped by a hen through

necessity, on a stone floor, indented at the small end, just as it

had fallen from the bird. Purkinje and Von Baer are quoted by

Dr. Thomson as having seen an egg reversed in its passage, and

we can conceive of this taking place if we examine the parts

sometime after the death of the bird, for they then become so

flaccid that you can easily cause the egg to revolve in the duct.

Immediately after death however, and no doubt therefore during

life, the egg is almost always closely embraced by the contracted

walls of the oviduct. ISTevertheless, it is possible, that by some

irregular disordered action of the muscular wall of the oviduct,

an egg may occasionally be turned quite round in that tube.

There is reason, however, to believe, that in wild birds at

least, the large end is that which is most commonly laid first.

I have seen the large end lying lowest in the oviduct on two

occasions, in a E,ook and in a Peewit, and the small end lowest in

one case, in a Peewit. These as single instances cannot make a

rule and cannot prove anything. More satisfactory evidence of

the reasonableness of the above belief will be given further on,

and it may here suffice to say that analogy is in favour of the

large end being the first to come into the world, if it contains the

head end of the chick, which appears really to be the case; for in

Mammalia generally, and notably in the human race, the rule is

that the head first presents itself and is born, after which the

rest of the ovum passes with comparative facility.

It is natural to infer, on considering the condition and the

functions of the parts, that birds in the act of parturition, in

common with the higher animals, must suffer a certain amount

of inconvenience and of pain, particularly during the passage of

the shell-coated egg down the uterine portion of the oviduct, and
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especially whilst it is being expelled through the sphincters, and

that the amount of such pain and inconvenience will greatly vary

among the various tribes of the feathered race.

Ko one who has examined with attention and compared the

parts concerned in their quiescent, unimpregnated, and in their

active breeding conditions, can view without surprise and admi-

ration the vast change that they have undergone in passing from

one to the other state ; and no one can wonder that pain should

be the consequence of such extreme distension of the oviduct as

takes place in birds, particularly in those which lay eggs large

in proportion to their bodies. It would be a marvel if in such

cases during parturition no blood were shed.

lY. With regard to the form of eggs, we know that it varies

greatly, fi^om the rounded, more or or less globular shape of those

of some of the Falconidse and Strigidse, some of the Willow Wrens

and of the Ostrich and Cassowary, to the extremely pyriform con-

dition of those of the Waders and Guillemots, and the long oval,

spindle form of those of Cormorants, Gannets, and Grebes; the

eggs of the Common Fowl, and many others, usually exhibiting a

beautiful intermediate ovoid. See Plates I.-IV.

1^0 doubt can exist that all the forms of eggs are produced by

the varied actions of the longitudinal and circular muscular layers

in the wall of the oviduct. These layers, like their analogues

in the wall of the intestine, are, to a certain extent, and under

certain circumstances, mutually antagonistic, whilst under other

conditions they aid each other. They can restrain or expedite the

passage of the egg, their normally combined and regulated efforts

resulting in its final, orderly passage
;
just as those of the mus-

cular layers of the intestine result in the transit of the fasces

which, in many animals, are rounded or ovoid.

The form of the egg must be impressed upon it before it reaches

the isthmus, or at least on its arrival at that part of the oviduct.

In the case of a rounded egg the propelling and the restrain-

ing forces must be nearly balanced, but there ought to be a

preponderance on the side of the former ; for if they were

equal, the egg would, in all probability, become stationary
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and never be laid, and it would be quite globular, which an

egg never is naturally.

In the case of a pyriform egg, if, as Dr. Thomson says, the

small end passes first, this peculiar form may be produced by the

restraining vis a froute acting not merely on the central point of

that end of the egg going first, but also more or less on the parts

surrounding that centre ; the pressure diminishing gradually as

far back as the widest part of the egg, these parts would thus be

compressed and tapered back, giving to that end more or less the

form of a cone gradually enlarging backwards, and bulging out

the hinder part ; at the same time, the propelling vis a tergo act-

ing strongly and abruptly against the base or hinder part of the

cone, would enlarge and somewhat flatten that part, giving it a

blunt rotundity. In this form an egg is well adapted for being

gradually insinuated into the closed oviduct before it, the apex

of the cone acting as a circular wedge, and opening out by degrees

the folds and windings of the tube as the egg is being driven on.

If the large end be the first to pass, the restraining force must

be represented by a firm, abrupt, ring-like contraction of the

walls of the oviduct in front of the downward end of the Qgg

which, being forcibly urged from behind against that contraction,

would become more or less flattened in front and bulged out

laterally ; the rest of the egg being pressed upon by a graduated

force increasing backwards, would assume a conical form in that

direction.

In each case the regular contraction of the circular fibres of

the oviduct will preserve the transverse rotundity, and the form

thus produced will be stamped upon the egg by the superposition

of the shell membrane in the isthmus.

In the former of these cases the conical anterior end of the

egg is driven on like a wedge by pressure exerted on the broad

posterior end ; in the latter, the broad end is driven forward by

the vis a tergo acting upon the greater part of the surface of the

egg behind : in the former, there is an advantage in form, in the

latter, a superiority of power.

By the application of these muscular forces in variously modified

ways and degrees the varieties of the form of eggs are produced.
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In different genera and species, and in different individuals

almost innumerable varieties of form occur, the same bird indeed

will, even in the same nest, lay eggs differing greatly in form.

The size, also, as well as the form of eggs, is similarly varied.

Indeed, I ha^e the authority of Mr. John Hancock for saying

that there are never two eggs exactly alike in these respects.

The largest eggs known are those of the Dinornis of IS'ew Zea-

land, and the Epiornis of Madagascar, both extinct birds. The

egg of the Dinornis measures eight inches and a half in length,

and that of the Epiornis thirteen inches. They are both un-

spotted, and of beautiful oval form.

The smallest, of the size of a small pea, are those of some

Humming Birds.

These then are established facts, and we can see how in all pro-

bability different forms arise, but why they should so differ is

another questiou. Why, for instance, should a Guillemot lay a

pyriform egg that will not readily roll off the narrow bare ledge

of smooth rock on which it is laid, whilst a Plover drops an egg

of similar form into a concave and safe nest out of which it can-

not roll, and which is placed on the surface of a ploughed field

or on a moor ?

An answer to this question I shall not here attempt though,

perhaps, it might be less difficult to find than a reply to the very

old question, ''Which was first, the egg or the hen?"

V. With regard to the coloration of eggs. Eggs vary even

more in their ground colour and markings than in their form,

those of the same species, and even of the same individuals, often

differing singularly from each other. Those from the same nest

even are found at times to differ so considerably, both as to

ground colour and markings, that any one, ignorant of the occur-

rence of such difference, examining them for the first time apart

from the nest, would hardly believe them to have been laid by

the same bird. Eor instance, very pale or even perfectly white

eggs frequently occur, as may be seen in Mr. John Hancock's

instructive collection, which have been laid in the nests of birds

that produce, normally, highly coloured eggs.
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As examples, may be cited the eggs of Lanius rufus, Anthus

praiensis, and arhoreus, of the House Sparrow, of Sylvia trochilus,

Linn., common Gruillemot, and many others. Eggs with shells,

prematiirely laid, are, as Mr. Hewitson says, commonly white.

Many eggs are naturally of a spotless white, as those of the

Strigidoe, and some others of the Order Rapaces, some SylviadcB,

ParidcB, and FringillidcB, most of the PicidcB, and Cohimhidce, most

Greese, the tame Swan, many Ducks, the Grrebes and Cormorants,

many Petrels, the Ostrich, and the ordinary barn door fowl.'^

Others are cream coloured or yellowish, as those of many

Palmipedes.

Some are altogether and uniformly more or less blue such as

those of some Turdidm and SyhiadcB, Starlings, Herons, and the

Ibis.

Others similarly green, as those of some Ardeidoe, and Anatidm,

and of the Emu.

Some have a uniform ground colour of some shade of red as

those of some Muscicapidce, the Sylvia Cetti, the Bittern, Tetrao-

nida, and game fowl, etc.

The colour of others is a red brown, more or less dark, as in

some Tetraonid(jB, or dark olive brown, as in case of the Mghtin-

gale ; those of the Prinia Steivardi are of a light mahogany red,

with a fine polish on them. Those of the RliynccBtus rufescens

are ash coloured and nearly black, punctated all over, and po-

lished like glass.

There are also many of various intermediate tints.

With the exception of the uniformly white, yellow, blue, green,

and red eggs, all others are freckled, streaked, spotted, blotched,

or otherwise marked partially or all over, generally most at the

large end, with some shade of red, from the palest pink, to a red

brown so dark as to appear almost or altogether black.

Again, if we examine the different layers of which the shell

consists, we find that they also differ frequently from each other.

* I have been informed that some Common Hens lay eggs covered with small red spots.

My brother states that he has seen such, at Aamdal, in Phelemarken, Norway, brought

to table for breakfast, and the eggs of Cochin fowls are often similarly spotted. Mr.
John Hancock has shown me four specimens of the eggs of barn door fowls and of the

Cochin variety which are more or less spotted with red but less so than eggs of the Turkey

.
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ThiiS; iu the egg of the Emu, the innermost layer of the shell is

white, the next pale green and more crystalline, further out the

colour deepens, whilst on the external surface there is an irre-

gularly reticulated coating of a very dark, varnish-like, opaque,

deep olive green, the ridges having a fine polish.

In the eggs of the Peewit and Guillemot the innermost layer is

white, the middle part, in many, very pale green, and the layers

external to this are white, yellow, blue, or green, spotted more

or less with dark red or brown, and the surface is the same.

In those of the Thrush a thin white layer lies next the tnem-

hrana putammis, and the delicate greenish blue, characteristic of

this egg, succeeds. The same white internal layer exists in the

egg of the Blackbird. In both of these cases the spotting, when

it occurs, is confined to the external surface. In Mr. J. Han-

cock's ''Catalogue of the Eirds of IN'orthumberland and Dur-

ham," published in the N'at. Hist. Trans, of JSTorth. and Durh.,

Yol. YI., 1874, we find it stated, that ''the eggs of the true

Palcons can be readily distinguished from those of the ignoble.

Those of the former are of a pale yellow colour when held up

to the light and looked at from the interior of the shell. Those

of the Eagles, Buzzards, Hawks, etc., when examined in the

same manner, are of a pale green hue."

In the case of the Greater Black-backed Gull, the innermost

layer is of a dull white, those external to it are of a purer white,

crystalline and granular in texture, and mottled here and there

with dusky spots like those of the exterior.

In many spotted or blotched eggs the spots or blotches are not

confined to the surface but exist in several of the subjacent layers

;

and those near the surface show through the outermost coating,

more or less imperfectly, as in eggs of the ScolopacidcB, the inner-

most layer being, as already stated, more or less pure white, or

of the colour of the albumen.

Examples of all the above named, and of many other varieties,

are easily to be met with in any good collection of eggs. Those

which have here been noticed may not all be found in a small

collection, but they are to be seen in the collections to which I

have had access, namely, to that of the ISTatural History Society
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of JTorthumlDerland, Durham, and Newcastle- upon -Tyne, and

especially to the classical series of Mr. John Hancock, who has

thus very kindly rendered me much service in the preparation of

this paper.

The colours of eggs fade gradually by exposure to light ; hence

the necessity of keeping them in the dark, except when they are

required for examination.

The question now arises, How are the ground colours and the

markings on them produced ?

Before ojEfering a reply it will he necessary to refer to some

recognised physiological and other observations bearing on the

question.

The colours of the shells of eggs are not found to be different

from those which are produced by the blood of mammals and

birds, when it has been effused among the living tissues of these

creatures, in consequence of a blow having contused the skin and

subjacent parts, and ruptured their blood vessels. Such blood,

during its gradual disappearance by absorption, gives rise to all

the gradations of colour in the solar spectrum. Even in the in-

terior of the human body, in the brain itself, similar changes and

shades of colour may be observed after death around an old hse-

morrhagic clot that has for months, or even years, been under-

going a gradual process of absorption.

Again, the same colours are produced, in life, during patholo-

gical states of the human mucous membranes. Thus, during se-

vere inflammation of the lungs, uterus, kidneys, urethra, and

other organs, blood is at times extravasated, and tinges or deeply

dyes the mucus or other secretion of the part, and as the quantity

of blood that escapes from the capillary network varies much, so

the colour of the secretion varies, from the faintest tint of pink,

to a red so deep, that it appears almost black.

If the inflammation be intense the colour of the secretion will

be very dark red, if less acute, the colour will be paler. In a

still less degree there may be, in the case of a serous membrane,

a fibrinous plastic^effusion fibrillatiug and forming a false mem-

brane, containing a certain proportion of blood globules, or none

at all. In lower degrees still of inflammation the mucus given
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out is of a more or less green colour, or blue, or yellow, and, it

may be, more or less clotted or streaked with blood ; and these

last named colours, as the inflammation clears off, are replaced

by the normal white of the ordinary secretion.

The lining membrane of the oviduct of the bird presents the

same conditions, and gives out the same secretions, with addi-

tions of the lime, etc., as the mucous membrane of the higher

animals. The whole oviduct during the laying season is in a very

sensitive and excited physiological condition, one bordering on, if

not actually and for a time identical with, an inflammatory or

pathological state, as are the corresponding parts of the human

subject under similar circumstances; and the products, which

might be expected to be similar, are, with the exception of the

shell of the egg, very much alike. The boundaries between phy-

siological and pathological processes are, in some cases, very difii-

cult of definition.

The lining membrane of the oviduct, supplied as it is with

abundance of blood, is then of itself quite equal to the furnishing

of all the colours borne by eggs, and it seems unnecessary to have

recourse, for the explanation of the presence of these colours, to

the hypothesis of special pigment glands in the oviduct, which

glands no one, so far as I know, has ever described.

In two instances in which I was enabled to examine, during

the laying season, the oviduct of the Eook, at the time when an

egg had arrived at the lower part of the '' uterus," I have seen

intense vascularity of the mucous membrane, distinct ecchymoses

in it, and small effusions of blood lying against the already spot-

ted egg, on which the shell had been previously consolidated and

finished.

There can be no doubt as to the above state of the oviduct, and

if the tube could have been examined a little earlier, the real

connection of the escapes of blood with the spotting of the shell

as it was " setting" might very probably have been observed.

In the case of birds that normally lay white eggs, it may be

presumed that the oviduct undergoes the lowest degree of excite-

ment incidental to that organ during the breeding season, or that

its lining membrane and vessels have a strength not existing in
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other birds; consequently the albumen and the shell are of a

more or less pure white, not blue, or green, or red, and still less

is there any blood thrown out, either in the "uterus" or at either

sphincter; and therefore under such conditions, it is extremely

probable that little or no sevei^e pain is experienced by the ma-

ternal bird.

Then, as Mr. Hewitson, above quoted, points out, '^fear, or

anything that might affect the animal functions, exerts its in-

fluence upon the colour also. The eggs of birds I have captured

on their nests, during the time they were laying, and kept in

close confinement, have thus been deprived of much of their

colour."

Such eggs have been formed, or finished, and laid, under very

unfavourable circumstances, have been hurried through their

stages of formation and laid prematurely.

"We know also that some wicked boys have been known at

times to have chased hens till they have laid white, shell-less, ot*

wind eggs.

In human parturition, it is well known that on the occurrence

of terror, fear, grief, or other violent emotion, or of certain dis-

eases, abortions (of "white eggs," as they may be termed) may

take place, and that easily and with little delay or pain or hae-

morrhage, whereas, when all the necessary steps of the normal

process are allowed to be naturally carried out, the act is slow,

intermittent, severe, painful, and not without effusion of blood.

"When eggs have shells of a uniform blue ground colour, conges-

tion, though to only a small extent, is believed to have been

present in the "uterus," and to have followed immediately after

the deposition of the first layer of the shell.

In other cases in which the albumen or the shell is green, a

greater degree of excitement must have prevailed in the upper-

most part of the oviduct, or in the " uterus," than in the previous

case, a state bordering on, or partaking of, the inflammatory.

Take, for example, a number of the eggs of Plovers or Guille-

mots ; in these the albumen is commonly green, the membrane of

the shell white, which indeed it always appears to be, and the

first layer of the shell itself is the same; but the succeeding
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layers, as in different other birds, will be found white, or blue, or

green, or pink, indicating different degrees of excitement or of

inflammatory action in the different parts of the lining mem-

brane of the ^^ uterus."

When any of the layers of the shell are red, and it is chiefly

the exterior ones which are so, it is inferred that the lining mem-
brane was as highly inflamed, at the part that produced the red

plaster, as it is possible for it to be, short of disorganisation, and

the admitting of a speedy return to its normal state ; the colour-

ing matter of the blood, meanwhile, varying in quantity accord-

ing to the degree of excited action present, having escaped from

the vessels and become thoroughly incorporated with the calcare-

ous mucus.

Setting aside the lime, this red fluid has very much the ap-

pearance of the red, rust-coloured mucus, expectorated from the

human lungs in cases of inflammation of these organs.

In any of the above cases of coloured eggs there may be, in

addition, actual rupture of blood vessels from over distension and

abrasion, and consequently freckling, spotting, or blotching of

one or more layers of the shell will of necessity occur.

In the eggs of the game fowl. Partridge, and Pheasant, this

red colour alone pervades the shell. In those of the Grouse,

Guinea Powl, and Turkey, we find in addition numerous blotches,

spots, or freckles, of a much darker red than that of the ground,

scattered profusely all over the surface.

In order to heighten the probability that the red spottings on

the different layers of the shell are owing to escapes of blood, it

must be observed that it is only after the first layer of the cal-

careous coating has become consolidated on the exterior of the

shell membrane, that the large rough egg, grating upon the

delicate lining membrane, will have any tendency to irritate and

abrade its minute but turgid vessels. It is then only that we
begin first to find red spots or blotches on the succeeding layers,

any of which may be so marked ; and generally the last or most

external is that which is most marked, the egg having acquired

its maximum size.

If these markings are not due to blood, but to the secretions of
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pigment glands, they migiit be expected to be more regular in

position and better defined than they are, and to vary in co-

lour, not being always of some shade of red ; and the eggs of any

given species or individual ought to be more alike than they are

found to be. It is true that on some eggs the spots do present

a certain degree of regularity, as in the coloured rings presently

to be noticed; but this is capable of explanation without our

being obliged to have recourse to the hypothesis of the existence

of pigment glands in the lining membrane.

Of the high degree of probability that the markings on eggs

are really of blood, I shall, in the sequel, endeavour to adduce

additional evidence ; but here I would seek, before going further,

to answer the query. Which end of the egg first comes to the

light ? This indeed is seemingly a very small matter, but a cor-

rect answer to it may help to elucidate the main question, Are

the markings really blood markings ?

A discussion, as to which end of the egg is first laid, might

possibly incline oologists to range themselves in two opposite and

hostile camps
;
just as the question, which end of the egg they

ought to begin to break when going to eat it, divided the Lil-

liputians into Big-Endians and Little-Endians.

Dr. Allen Thomson says that in the Common Fowl the small

end passes first, and fi^om what I have observed with regard to

the mode of laying proper to that bird I believe him to be quite

right; but he quotes two authorities already named who have

seen an egg reversed in its position in the oviduct. There is not

wanting, however, as I have said, some good reason to believe that

many birds lay their eggs so that the large end comes first ; and

Aristotle, no mean observer, says, in his ''History of Animals,"

Eook YI., cap. ii., 1, ''In the egg itself there is a difference, for

one end is pointed, the other round. The round end is produced

first."

]S'o doubt there is truth on both sides : and IN'ature, if rightly

interpreted, appears to have established the principle, at which,

after long and anxious inquiry and debate, the sagacious Lilli-

putians arrived. They found that the " end ivhich is most conve-

nient sJiouM he first Irolen ;" and J^ature seems to declare that the
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end of the egg which is most convenient shall be the first to come

into the world.

But it is known that in human parturition the rule is, that

the large or head end of the ovum presents itself and passes first,

for when this is once extruded no further difficulty remains.

This therefore is the most convenient end to be born first. The

rule, of course, has its exceptions, the small or foot end at times

presenting itself, not to mention various forms of cross birth.

The same rule and exceptions occur in the case of the lower

Mammalia.

It is also well known, that on the passage of the mammalian

ovum, a copious secretion from the walls of the uterus, etc., occurs,

and more or less effusion of blood takes place, which might and

would impart most colour to the broad presenting end, and in a

lesser degree to the rest of the ovum as it passes out, were the

mammalian ovum constituted like that of the bird.

Prom analogy, therefore, we may believe that mutatis mutandis

very similar occurrences may take place, as in fact they do,

during the laying of an avian ovum.

In civilized human communities births that are abnormal, that

is, not according to the generally prevalent law, are, it is believed,

more frequent than among uncivilized races who lead simple

lives ; and therefore it is not improbable that the same difference

obtains among highly domesticated fowls, so that we might ex-

pect to find more abnormal births of eggs among them than among

wild birds.

Granting for the present that the marks on birds' eggs are

caused by escapes of blood fi^om the lining membrane of the ovi-

duct, it might fairly be expected that these marks would be more

numerous, larger, and more highly coloured, on that end of the

egg which is the first to come down, and especially if that were

the larger end ; for this would offer greater impediment at once,

and would require a greater exertion of muscular energy for its

propulsion, whilst its extended and roughened surface would be

most likely to cause abrasion or rupture of blood vessels. If the

small end presented itself first it might also cause abrasion, rup-

ture, and escape of blood, but these would be less than in the
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former case, and would cause less coloration, less, at least, in

proportion to its inferior size. If the conical end passed first,

and after it the body of the egg of gradually increasing size,

time would be allowed for gradual dilatation of the oviduct, so

that in this case there ought to be less marking even at the

blunt end than in the former instance where this end burst

through first.

The examination of a good collection of spotted eggs will show

to any one,

First : That the large end is that which is the most commonly

spotted or otherwise marked, and that such marks are, as a ge-

neral rule, of a larger size, and of a deeper colour there than

elsewhere upon the surface of the egg. Hence it is concluded

that, in such cases, the large end was laid first.

Second : That the sharp end, in a comparatively small number

of eggs, is that which is most marked, but it is usually not so

strongly marked as is the broad end of the eggs in the former

instance ; in such cases it is presumed that it was the sharp end

that first passed.

Third : That in another set of eggs the spotted colouring, faint

or strong, is pretty equally distributed over the whole surface, not

being more decided at one end than the other ; so that it would

be difficult from such marks to determine which end had been

first extruded.

Fourth : That in rare cases eggs are found which are more

strongly marked at both ends than in the intervening space.

I have examined, with Mr. John Hancock, the eggs in his very

beautiful and valuable collection, and we found that by far the

greatest number of them are most copiously and most strongly

marked at the large end. The whole may conveniently be ar-

ranged under the following five sections :

—

1. Such as are most marked at the large end.

2. Such as are most marked at the small end.

3. Such as are most marked at both ends.

4. Such as are marked more or less all over, or not more at

one than at the other end.
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5. Such as are unspotted, being of a uniform colour all over,

or white.

The whole number of eggs examined was 4376 ; of these 2440

belonged to the fii^st section, 128 to the second, 7 to the third,

985 to the fourth, and 816 to the fifth.

The eggs in the Museum of the l^atural History Society of

JS'orthumberland, Durham, and JSTewcastle-upon-Tyne, were also

examined, and were found to number 2734 specimens. Of these

1693 belonged to the first section, 109 to the second, 6 to the

third, 364 to the fourth, and 562 to the fifth.

Adding together the eggs of the two collections we have a

total of 7110 specimens examined. Of these there belong to the

first section 4133, to the second 237, to the third 13, to the

fourth 1349, and to the fifth 1378.

The proportions of these numbers may perhaps be more readily

appreciated if we take a round number, say 1000 eggs; of this

number there will be of the first section 581*29, or more than

half, of the second 33-33, of the third 1-828, of the fourth 189-73,

and of the fifth 193-81.

From these observations and computations it is inferred that

it is the large end which would ofiter the greatest obstacle during

the passage of the egg, and which would therefore be likely

to be most marked by blood if any were efiused, which, in the

great majority of cases among wild birds, is the first to descend

the oviduct to be laid. Rarely is the small end, which would

offer the least resistance, marked as much as the larger one.

The observation of the Stagirite is therefore confirmed, '' The

round end is produced first."

A great many of the first section of the above eggs are com-

paratively flat at the large end, and have a blotch of variable

size and form, of more or less dark red, or brown alrnost ap-

proaching black, covering the apex, whilst the surface around is

much less, or only slightly spotted or blotched. Such eggs seem

to have been suddenly and forcibly driven against some strongly

contracted part of the oviduct or the closed sphincter, which

had as suddenly been burst through, with rupture of blood ves-

sels at the part, and thus a daub of blood had been left deposited
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on the apex ; as for example, some eggs of Tardus merula, Uria

troile, Phalarope, Snipes, and Merlin. See Plate I., figs. 2, 4.

Others, more or less flattened at the large end, present a dis-

tinct circular space at the apex, more or less, sometimes entirely,

free from marks, and surrounded by a ring, varying in width,

of blotches or spots, separate or run together, as if the apex had

passed for a short way quietly through the opposing contraction

;

and that then the vis a tergo suddenly forcing a wider part of the

egg onward into the opening had caused it to rupture vessels all

round, the blood from which had been deposited in the form of a cir-

cle of spots or blotches, which become gradually less in size, dis-

tinctness, and coloui^, as they are traced in the direction of the small

end. Examples of such a ring exist on eggs of the Sparrow Hawk,

the Shrikes, some SedgeWarblers, the Golden-crestedWren, Larks,

the Hawfinch, Swallows, Tetraonidoe, Scolo^^acidcd, Charadriidoe,

La/ridcB, BJid Alcidcd. See PL I., figs. 1, 3, 5 ; and PL IL, fig. 2.

On some eggs there are two such rings, as on those of some

Zaniidce FringilUdcd and Alcidce. See Plate III., fig. 2.

On others, as on those of some Guillemots, three such rings

may occasionally be found, more or less distinct, one at the large

end, another at the middle or near to it, and the third at the

small end of the egg. See Plate III., fig. 1.

These rings appear to indicate the occurrence of as many for-

cible efforts of the muscular wall of the oviduct to overcome ob-

structions to the passage of the egg, causing as many effusions of

blood upon the shell. The spaces between these rings are either

clear of marks or much less spotted than the rings.

These coloured rings or zones, often of great beauty, appear

to have a certain regularity, as before stated, but if they arc

carefully examined they are found not to be the same as to num-

ber of spots, form, or position on every egg; there is only a

general resemblance. They are not so regular as they might

have been expected to be had they been the result of the secre-

tion of colour-forming glands, and they are much more easily

and naturally accounted for by the hypothesis of their arising

from simultaneous effusions of blood all round in the oviduct as

the egg was passing through the ''uterus."
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These spotted rings and their intervening clear spaces may

remind the obstetrician of the forcible and painful expulsive

efforts, separated by intervals of quiet and ease that always

occur during the progress of human parturition.

Occasionally, but rarely, we find at the small end a similar

terminal blotch or a zone of coloured spots or blotches more or

less regular a little way from the apex, as on eggs of the Osprey

and the Honey Buzzard. But never more than one such ring

has been found in the collections above cited, at the small end of

the egg. See Plate II., figs. 1 and 3.

There are, again, other eggs, the surface of which is as afore-

said dark red all over, and has various irregularly placed blotches

of a still darker colour, as in the case of some of the Hapaces and

Tetraomdce.

Such, it is believed, have required continuous and great ef-

forts at expulsion, though it is quite possible that in these cases

there may have been greater excitement and turgescence of the

mucous membrane, and perhaps greater delicacy of the blood

vessels than in others. The passage of such eggs was probably

accompanied with a great deal of pain, which in the laying of

white eggs may have been absent.

Eggs, like those of Mnhen%ce and especially of the Guillemots,

are at times most curiously streaked with narrow dark lines run-

ning in angles and curves, and even circles, in the most irregular

manner, and often intricately intersecting each other. Such eggs

as these have in all probability not gone continuously on in their

downward course, either in a straight or in a spiral direction, but

during the escape of blood have been rolled about, nervously or

hysterically, as it were, in various directions, up and down,

from side to side and round about, by the irregular action of the

muscular walls of the o^dduct ; or it may be that the oviduct has

undergone many and various local contractions and relaxations,

both itself and the egg moving about irregularly. This peculiar

kind of marking occurs almost always at the large end of the

egg. In the case of some foreign as well as British birds' eggs,

such streaks are intermixed very curiously with spots, as in those

of Chaffinches, etc.
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There are other peculiarities of the markings of many eggs

which deserve notice, and which seem to point out the direction

in which the eggs exhibiting them have passed down the lower

part of the oviduct. Por instance, the spots, which, as already-

stated, are most numerous and largest at the blunt end, are also

largest, darkest, and best defined at that part of their outline

which lies nearest to this end ; whilst in the opposite direction

these spots are prolonged, more irregular, tapering, and fainter

in colour, and often seem as if, whilst still wet, they had been

rubbed or wiped in the direction from the large to the small end.

Por example, on some eggs of the Eaven, Great Bustard, Crane,

certain CharadriidcB, ScolopacidcB, and Larid(B: or there are irre-

gular longitudinal rows of spots which grow smaller and fainter

as we trace them from the large to the small end, as on some

eggs of the Egyptian Yulture, Common Buzzard, "Whimbrel, and

other Scolopacidm, Alcidce, and Laridm. Plate IV., fig. 1.

These peculiarities also serve to show that the above eggs must

have been laid the large end presenting first, and forcing the

passage.

Moreover, though these marks commonly extend in a straight

direction from the large to the small end, many examples may be

adduced in which they take an oblique direction ; and when the

egg is held with the small end towards the eye, this obliquity is

most commonly from right to left, and from the large to the small

end, showing that the egg must have been revolved on its axis from

left to right through about a quarter of a circle. Examples of such

oblique markings in streaks and blotches are beautifully seen on

eggs of Aquila fuha, Mihus regalis, Accipiter nisus, also on those

of TringcB, Toiani, Charadriidce, andSterncB. See PI. lY., figs. 2, 3.

An obliquity from left to right, has been observed, but much
less frequently and distinctly than that from right to left; it

may be seen on some eggs of the Gulls and Guillemots, and in

Plate I., fig. 1.

In the Common Hen, Book, and Peewit, the oviduct has along

its whole length slightly raised spiral ridges passing downwards

from left to right, the eye being directed from the upper to the

lower end of the duct ; and these, probably, to some extent, guide
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the descending egg in a spiral course. ^Yhether the oviduct of

the birds previously cited have the same sort of spiral ^'rifling"

I do not know, and it would now be perhaps ''illegal" to at-

tempt to ascertain.

It is a curious and instructive fact that the foetus of the hu-

man being, and perhaps also of other Mammalia, likewise per-

forms, during parturition, a similar spiral movement of about a

quarter of a circle, and that, as a rule, from left to right, but

occasionally also from right to left.

The logical conclusions then seem to be, that there is a consi-

derable similarity between the parturition of the avian and that

of the human ovum, in many of the particulars .which make up

that complicated and wonderful process ; that there is also every

probability that the ground colours of eggs are owing to albumen

and mucus secreted by a mucous membrane in a state more or

less decided of congestion or quasi-inflammation ; and further,

that the markings of various kinds are the result of small escapes

of blood from the overcharged vessels of the membrane which

have been abraded or ruptured by the rough calcareous coating

of the egg as it is rubbed against them by the forcible contrac-

tions of the muscular wall of the oviduct.

YI.—Although the above conclusions may be admitted as pro-

bable, it may be very pertinently urged that no actual or distinct

proof has been adduced in support of them, and that it is neces-

sary to ascertain what light further research may throw on the

subject.

To meet such reasonable objection the spots on eggs, chiefly

of the Peewit, have been subjected, by one of my friends, to ex-

amination by the microscope, as well as to spectroscopic and

chemical" analysis, and with the following results.

The microscope has hitherto given no clue to the nature of the

spots on the eggs of birds, either when they were examined alone,

while dry or wet, or after having been treated in various ways

with different re-agents : no blood disks were discovered. It must

however be added, that very commonly when blood is congealed

on a glass slide, and submitted to a microscope of sufficient power,
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it shows no blood disks. They seem for the most part, if not dis-

persed, to hare run together, and lost their individuality.

Eggs now and then are met with which appear to have been

smeared more or less with blood of the ordinary colour on the

exterior. The daubing seems quite fresh and can be very easily

wiped off, as is indeed done by dealers in eggs and by others,

when they find such unsightly marks upon them. The first egg

of the pullet, or the eggs of hens in the autumn, may be found

so marked. ISTo doubt this is blood which comes from the lining

membrane of the sphincter mii which is abraded at the time of

the final and forcible expulsion of the egg fi^om the body of the

bird. Such blood lies upon the mucous coating given to the egg

during its sojourn in the cloaca, and this coating separates it

from the fresh calcareous shell and hinders it from being modi-

fied by the latter. Moreover, fresh human blood smeared over

a fresh egg does not undergo any alteration. In neither of these

cases, however, are the circumstances the same as in the case of

the operations going on within the o^dduct of the living bird, in

which the blood is mingled hot with the nascent and fiuid calca-

reous salts.

'' Chemistry shows that the egg spots, indeed, are mainly com-

posed of chlorophyll, and that blood, as such, cannot be said to

be present in them ; but then this chlorophyll is identical with

that which is obtainable in large quantity from the bile of the

Ox and the Peewit ; and again, this latter is identical with the

chlorophyll existing so largely in plants, thus demonstrating that,

in regard to this substance, there is a more close alliance be-

tween animals and plants than is generally acknowledged.

"ISTow Berzelius"^'' and others have stated that chlorophyll,

* Berzelius' Chemistry, Vol. V., p. 274, in which he records his last and most careful

researches into the nature of bile. " La matiere colorante de la bile se metamorphose avec

la meme facilitd que la biline. Cette matiere u'est pas celle qui est decrite dans les

Elemens de Chimie sous le nom de biliverdine. Celle-ci ne constitue pas un des ^M-

mens de la bile fraiche et saine; quand elle se trouve dans la bile fraiche elle est un

produit morbide. Nous ne connaitrions pas la matiere qui la colore, a cause de la rapidite

avec laquelle elle se metamorphose pendant qu 'on I'analyse. Un des produits de meta.

morphose qu'elle engendre est le chlorophylle. II faut entierement r^jeter le nom de

biliverdine, puisqu'il est prouve que la matiere colorante verte de la bile est identique

avec le chlorophylle." Berzelius then proposes to call this metamorphosed colouring-

agent of the bile cholepyrrhine, orange red bile, because this is its natural healthy colour.
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haematine, and humine have ^une identite organique,' but lie

does not appear to have examined the markings on eggs, for lie

does not even allude to them.

''However, if the chlorophyll composing these spots have an

organic identity with haematine, though as yet no one has ever

converted either of them into the other, it is more than probable

that the chlorophyll of the spots has been derived from the

blood of the bird, as no other coloured fluid has access to the ovi-

duct; and one may perhaps be justified in concluding that the

blood, on its escape from the vessels of the oviduct and being

mixed with the mucus holding in solution the calcareous ingre-

dients of the shell, has, at the temperature of the body of the

bird, (say 107°. 8 6 Fahr.,) undergone some catalytic action, con-

verting it into chlorophyll, the blood globules at the same time

undergoing destruction.

''At page 144, Yol. Y., of the ' Chimie Generale de Pelouze

and Premy,' are the following words, taken from some of Berze-

lius' last works. 'La matiere colorante de la bile contient du fer,

sa composition se rapproche de celle de 1' Hsematosine.'

" According to other experiments, omitting the iron in the form

of metal, and not as oxide, chlorophyll of bile, chlorophyll of

grass, and haematine of blood have exactly the same composition.

And according to Scherer all the iron can be separated from the

haematine without altering its red colour or its other properties.

In autumn this green colouring matter of plants is changed to

yellow, red, or dark brown, very like many of the spots on eggs

;

and when the haematine of blood is allowed to putrify in water

at a temperature of 90° Fahr. it becomes yellow, then brown,

and at last of a greenish black colour, very much resembling the

changes by which green leaves or grass are turned by the same

means into humus.

''With regard to the employment of the spectroscope, the re-

sults are hazy and badly defined with both kinds of chlorophyll,

and also with the green colour obtained from egg-spots ; but there

is a sufficient resemblance as to the situation of the bands in the

whole of the three cases : that is to say, in the bands from the

chlorophyll of leaves, the chlorophyll of bile, and the green
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sQlution obtained from egg-spots by alcohol and an acid. Thus,

all three give a band in the middle part of the red, and a hazy

cloud from the beginning of the blue to the violet end of the

spectrum ; but the depth of tint in these bands is very variable,

and in no case have the bands a distinct outline. The spectro-

scope fails, in this instance, to give any sure indication ; but it

is worthy of notice that blood, which has been thoroughly de-

oxidised by the action of phosphuretted hydrogen gas, gives a

spectrum like the spectra obtained from the three substances

above mentioned. The band in the red is a little nearer to

the orange. That is all. The hazy cloud from the blue to the

violet being the same."

yil. Considering, therefore, the high degree of probability

that has been established under the fourth head of this paper,

and the results of the spectroscopic and chemical researches

as above given, and which seem decidedly, but perhaps not so

strongly as could be. desired, to corroborate that probability, it

may be concluded, without undue partiality, (1) that the vari-

ous ground colours which distinguish eggs are owing to different

states more or less approaching to, if they be not actually inflam-

mation of the lining membrane of the oviduct, and giving rise

to the different coloured albumina seen in the '^ white" and in

the shell. And (2) that the various markings on the ground

colour of the shell, whether on the surface or on deeper layers,

are the result of irregular escapes of blood from the turgid and

ruptured blood vessels of the same membrane, under pressure

exerted by the muscular coats of that tube, upon the egg more

or less coated with rough shell; the blood being catalysed or

altered to chlorophyll, or colouring matter as actually found in

the bile both of the Ox and the Peewit.

As before stated, no pigment glands have ever been described

as existing in the oviduct. I have looked in vain for them in

the oviduct of the Eook and the Peewit, both of which lay

highly coloured eggs.

We may conceive it possible that the cells of the delicate cel-

lular tissue which becomes organised in the liquid plaster of the
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shell, and in which the calcareous salts are deposited, may have

the function of secreting pigmentary matter. But if this were

so, ought we not to find something like coloured patterns on the

eggs, showing some degree of definition and regularity, and per-

haps also pigment granules in the cells of the coloured spots ?

such appearances, however, do not seem to have been observed,

or at least recorded.

YIII. The colours of the plumage of birds, though often so

much more brilliant, are even more variable than those of eggs,

but there does not appear to be any relationship or cori^espon-

dence between the colours of the plumage and those of the eggs

;

nor is there any evidence to prove that Dr. Erasmus Darwin was

correct in ascribing the origin of the colours of eggs to the colour

of the objects among which the mother bird lives. "^^

The colours of feathers are not due to mere escapes of blood.

They appear rather to be the result of the operation of gland

cells at the roots of the feathers, and perhaps in the feathers

themselves, upon the matters they receive from the blood circu-

lating in the capillary vessels around them.

The colours of some eggs, as those of the plumage of some

female birds, appear to be, in a measure at least, in some cases,

the means of their protection ; but there are too many examples

to the contrary, in both respects, to admit of any rule being

thereby established.

There cannot be a doubt that some, as for instance the Bower

Birds, admire the nests they build up and ornament with so much

skill, assiduity, and even taste ; and that others evince great at-

tachment to their eggs, their constant care of which is so conspi-

cuous. On the other hand there are some, as the domestic fowls,

that are careless, and will lay almost anywhere, even without

any nest. With regard to the number of their eggs, birds ge-

nerally seem to have only an imperfect notion.

PosTscEiPT.—On the 6th of August, 1876, and sometime after

* The first record of the impression on the mind or brain, through the eyes of a mother,

influencing the colour of her offspring, is to be found, as is generally known, in the last

verses of the thirtieth chapter of the book of Genesis.
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this paper was written, Mr. John Hancock kindly lent me the

work of F. A. L. Thieneman, M.D., entitled, " SystematiscTie

Darstellung der Fortpflcm%ung der Vogel Europci's mit Alhildung

der EieTP Leiimg, 4:to, 1825-38.

In the introduction, p. 1, we find the following passage, which,

with others here quoted, I have translated as literally as possible.

'
' The egg is round in the ovarium, hut owing to the pressure

it has to undergo in the oviduct, it must there become elongated.

That part which first enters that tube, as a rule, becomes the

pointed end, for it has to open out the road, and experiences the

greatest opposition. The degree of pressure, however, depends

upon the condition of the oviduct, and other incidental circum-

stances which so operate, that no egg has exactly the form of

any other, though each species of bird has certain peculiarities

which are not entirely lost, though many minute differences

occur.

'

' If an egg passes rapidly down the oviduct it becomes much

elongated and has no hard shell on it, as may be seen in the case

of hens which, soon after the egg has passed into the oviduct, •

have been much chased about, the long diameter of the egg is

then six to eight times greater than the transverse.

'

' If the egg goes slowly down the oviduct and becomes per-

fected and overlaid with a hard shell, it is shorter."

At p. 9.

—

" The egg when laid is more or less moist, and has

often upon it fresh blood spots and streaks which it has derived

from the cloaca."

At p. 11.

—

" The colouring of eggs goes on during the forma-

tion of the calcareous shell, and this in two ways. Either the

whole shell is mixed throughout with colouring matters, and

these are greenish, or yellowish, or brownish ; or, through the

pressure of the egg on the swollen blood vessels of the oviduct,

the j)ent up blood becomes discharged mechanically, sinks in

more or less upon the soft or hardening shell mass, and gives

the streaks or spots.

'
' This conditionates the indefiniteness of the pattern, so that

eggs are never produced alike ; the state also of the vessels is

not always the same, and there is a difference too in the shell.
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''In spotted eggs, as a rule, we observe three kinds of spot-

ting, faint, stronger, and full coloured, so that we must con-

clude that there are three periods of coloration ; at the first, are

the pale or faint colours, the calcareous matter at their occur-

rence being softer and permitting of their sinking in ; the second

find that matter of greater consistence, wherefore they sink

less into it; finally, the last are so superficial that they can be

washed off.

" The colour of these spots is generally brown, some however

pass into yellow, green, red, and violet.

" The unspotted eggs, during the formation of their shell, are

covered with a fatty gelatinous humour which keeps the little

blood drops from the shell, or gives to the egg a smoothness, or

varnish, by means of which the greater part of the pressure on

the blood vessels of the oviduct is lessened.

" This humour gives to the shell also greater hardness ; hence

the shell of the spotless egg is much stronger than that of the

spotted. Both the mass of the shell and the spots are the out-

come of inflammatory processes caused by the pressure of the

passing egg, and these can be seen in any oviduct into which an

egg has entered. First, the calcareous matter is thrown out, and

this gives rise to the spots through a pressing out of the blood

mixed with it, and this is the cause of the colour. In the cloaca

there frequently occur blood spots and streaks, both on spotted

and unspotted eggs, but these consist of pure blood, and therefore

have a pure blood colour.

" The colour of the plumage has no kind of connection with the

colour of the eggs ; many black, or black and white, or brown

and white birds have spotted eggs with a green ground colour,

whilst there are others which, though of similar colour, lay white

eggs."

In the above work are figured two hundred and ninety-two

eggs. Of these eighteen have become so discoloured since pub-

lication as to be unreliable as to hue. Of the others, seventy-six

are of a uniform ground colour ; so that, deducting these ninety-

four from the whole number, we find that of the remaining one
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hundred and ninety-eight spotted eggs, ninety-nine are most

marked at the large end, only six most spotted at the small

end, and ninety-three indifferently marked all over, or at least

not more at one end than the other.

It is satisfactory to note, in conclusion, that Dr. Thieneman

attributes the markings on eggs to escapes of blood from the ves-

sels of the oviduct, and states further that both the shell and the

spots are produced by inflammatory processes caused by the pres-

sure of the passing egg. His figures corroborate what has been

advanced with regard to the large end being much more com-

monly and more strongly marked than any other part of the egg.

Read 1^0vember 23rd, 1876.

The following Plates are printed from Photographs taken by

Mr. J. "W". Swan from specimens of eggs in the collection of Mr.

John Hancock. To both these gentlemen my best thanks are

due for their kind assistance.

The eggs are represented somewhat less than the natural size.

EXPLA:t{ATIOI^ OP THE PLATES.

PLATE I.

Fig. 1. Oval Egg of Arctic Tern, Sterna paradisea, Brimnich, showing a

broad band or zone of dark colour covering the broadest part of

the egg, leaving both apices clear, or nearly so. Towards the small

end the band sends off projections, which taper to points, and

their direction is from left to right.

Fig. 2. Pyriform Egg of Common Snipe, Gallinago Scolopacinus, Bp,,

showing a dark cap covering the apex of the large end, with a

few spots around it, which diminish in number and size the further

they are from it. The small end is nearly free from spots.

Fig. 3. Oval Egg of Razor Bill, Aka torda, Linn., showing an irregular

ring or zone of blotches encircling the apex of the large end, which

is almost quite white. A few spots are seen towards the middle,

but the small end of the egg is white.

Fig. 4. Pyi'iform Egg of Guillemot, Uria troile, Linn., showing a large

dark-coloured cap covering the greater part of the large end. The
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circumference of the cap is ragged, aucl breaks off into irregular

fragments, which become smaller and less numerous as they ap-

proach the small end, which has few spots.

Fig. 5. Pyriform Egg of Peewit, Vanellus cristatus, Meyer and Wolf,

showing a partial cap of dark spots at the large end and a narrow

dark band across the widest part of the egg. The large end is

more spotted and darker than the small end, Avhich has a great deal

of shade over it.

PLATE II.

Fig. 1. Almost globular Egg of Honey Buzzard, Pernis apivorus, Linn.,

showing a dark cap on small end, the coloration diminishing to-

wards the large end.

Fig. 2. Pyriform Egg of Sandwich Tern, Sterna Cantiaca^ Gmelin, showing

an irregular ring of dark colour, enclosing the apex of the large

end, and situated at nearly the widest part of the egg.

Fig. 3. Bluntly oval Egg of Osprey, Pandion halicetus, Linn., the small

end of which presents a partial cap of dark colour joined to an

imperfect ring, the large end showing only a very few small spots.

PLATE III.

Figs. 1 and 2. Elongated pyriform Eggs of Common Guillemot, Uria

troih^ Linn., both much coloured. No. 1 has a clear apex of the

large end enclosed by a broadish band of colour ; the small end is

strongly marked with spots, forming an incomplete cap, and there

is an intermediate band of coloured spots and stripes between the

broadest part of the Q,gg and the small end, so that three zones of

colour are seen. No. 2 shows the irregularly curved lines of colour

and spots noticed in the text ; the large end is almost completelj'-

capped by them, and they form a zone round the egg between the

widest part and the small apex.

PLATE IV.

Fig. 1. Elongated oval Egg of Crane, Grus cinerea, Bechstein, exhibiting

spots and streaks running longitudinally from one apex to the

other.

Fig. 2. Broadly-pyriform Egg of Sandwich Tern, Sterna Cantiaca, Gmelin,

with broad streaks and blotches extending obliquely from right to

left.

Fig, 3. Pyriform Egg of Common Snipe, Gallinago Scolopacinus^ Bp.,

showing oblique marking from right to left.
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III.— On a Piece of Twiher recently encrusted ivith Carbonate of

Lime from a Coal-Fit near Gunnerton, Nortli Tijnedale, ivith

some Remarhs on the Rate of Formation of similar Deposits in

Ossiferous Caves in Connection with the Antiquity of Man. By

the Rev. G. Eome Hall, F.S.A.

A PEW weeks since (December, 1876,) Mr. Armstrong, the lessee

of the small land- sale colliery at Gunnerton Hill Head, the pro-

perty of the Eev. C. Eird, Yicar of Chollerton, a member of our

Club, brought to my house a piece of Timber which had been

used as a cage-girder, or slider for the cage in the shaft of a pit

recently disused, another shaft closely adjoining having been

sunk by him last year which is being worked at the present

time.

In removing the boards from the disused shaft he observed

that many of them had become, as he conceived, '^petrified," or

turned into stone. Thinking that I might take some interest in

the phenomenon, he kindly placed a board from the lower part

of the shaft, but some distance from the bottom, at my disposal,

carrying it himself on his shoulders, a very heavy and burden-

some present it must have proved, a distance of one mile and a

half.

The district forms a portion of the Carboniferous system, the

Mountain Limestone, and is thus described by the late Mr. Geo.

Tate, r.G.S., in general terms."^' '^]N"orthward of the Tyne the

Mountain Limestone consists principally of sandstones and shales,

with beds of limestones and coal interstratified, and of ironstone

nodules and layers among the shales. The general direction of

the strata is south-westward, with a rise towards the north-west

;

but in their range they are interrupted by many faults, which

however have the effect of extending the same beds from the

Tweed to the Tyne A line from the mouth of the Aln

to the Tyne, a little east of Corbridge, nearly marks their eastern

boundary." The site of both the present and the older pit, whence

the timber with encrustation of calcareous spar has been taken,

is on the northern slope of the little valley of the Gunnerton Burn,

* "New Flora of Northumberland and Durham." Nat. Hist. Trans., Vol. II., p. 7.
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facing the picturesque Barrasford Crags southwards and about a

mile distant. These crags form part of the Great Basaltic Whin
Sill that can be traced with occasional breaks from Kyloe Crags

in the north to Glenwhelt in the south-west of Northumberland.

A considerable depth of Boulder-clay is left here above the strata,

through which the colliery had been sunk in 1865. In the new

pit opened last year, about two hundred yards north-eastward,

the depth of the clay is given as forty-four feet, an upper band

of limestone occurring at eighty feet from the surface, only six

inches thick, while a lower band, two feet and a half thick, is

ninety-six feet fi'om the surface.

At the request of my friend, the late Mr. George Tate, F.G.S.,

after a visit to Birtley in 1867, I obtained from Mr. Armstrong

a section of the strata in his pit, which seems to be approximately

correct. It is as follows :

—

FEET.

Clay 24

Freestone 22

Plate 14

Freestone 20

^Limestone 4

Freestone 10

Plate 12

Coal 2

The new colliery, closely adjacent to this older one, is, accord-

ing to Mr. Armstrong, twenty fathoms and a half deep, and in

it the limestones are two, instead of one as in the disused pit,

though both together do not equal in thickness the single band

of the latter by twelve inches.

The plank or board itself is six feet eight inches in length, two

inches and a half thick, and five inches in breadth, a portion, one-

third, of which is now shown. f The laminated, compact deposit

of crystalline carbonate of lime that has been gradually formed in

eleven years is from one-eighth to a quarter of an inch in thickness.

On this particular board about three-sixteenths has been formed,

* Mr. Armstrong- describes it as a coarse band above, blue in the centre, and with shale

intermixed. The limestone strata have a thickness of thirty-five to forty feet, at a maxi-

mum, near Sewing Shields, but varies greatly in the district.

t It may be seen in the Natural History Museum.
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but it appears that a quarter of an inch or rather more was noticed

upon the sliders nearer to the bottom of the pit-shaft. Many of

these are not yet removed. On the outer side next to the strata

the calc-sinter^'* is thicker than on the inner side which was sub-

ject to friction from the cage ; and there the lines of drip and

shallow vertical grooves are observable, with tiny bosses of drip-

stone, the whole surface sparkling in favourable lights. Through

the fissures in the superincumbent strata the drops have perco-

lated slowly down the timber cage-supports, and the bi-carbonate

of limef held in solution therein has re-assumed its crystalline

form, the excess of free carbonic acid being yielded up to the air

through exposure to the air-currents and evaporation. The sur-

face of the timber, wherever it has been bathed by the thin films

of the liquid, impregnated by the salt of lime, has become a sheet

of sparry deposit having on the under side a beautiful and exact

representation of every fibre and knot of the wood.

The inner side of the boards next the shaft shows at once the

marks of friction from the frequently-descending " cage," which

has prevented the encrustation being formed to the same thick-

ness as on the other side.

It is a point of considerable interest, both in its geological and

archaeological aspect, to ascertain any facts that may throw light

upon the rate at which stalagmite has been and is being formed.

I have previously!" had occasion to refer to one instance that has

occurred within the range of our Society's operations, that is, at

Boltsburn, in Weardale, where, as the case is given in JV^ature,^

three-quarters of an inch of crystalline stalagmite had formed on

boards, which had, in connection with a lead-mine, been placed

there just fifteen years previous. But a much stronger instance

* Lat. calx, calcis, lime, and Gcr. sintern, to drop. Professor Page, LL.D., F.G.S , in

his valuable "Advanced Text-Book of Geology," 5th Edit. (Glossary) p. 451, remarks,

"This term is usually applied to compact stalagmitical or stalactitical deposits from cal-

careous waters. The gradual increment of calc-sinter is usually marked by lines or layers

of varying hardness and colour."

t "The Ancient Stone Implements, etc., of Great Britain," by John Evans, F.R.S.,

F.S.A., Chap. XXII., p. 431.

% Presidential Address, Vol. V. (New Series), Part III., 2G6.

§ December 18th, 1873, p. 122.
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of rapid encrustation was given in the same scientific periodical

in its issue of a fortnight later, where it is recorded that in Poole's

Hole,^* near Buxton in Derbyshire, one-eighth of an inch of sta-

lagmite was deposited on the gas-pipes which were used in light-

ing the caves, six months only after they were placed in position.

It is well known that a strong argument for the antiquity of

man has been founded on the phenomena discoverable in Ossi-

ferous Caves as at Kent's Cavern, Brixham, and elsewhere. Mr.

Alfred "Wallace and other high authorities have referred to the

rate of deposition of the stalagmitic flooring of such caves, which

cover the remains of extinct animals and man, as a tolerably safe

criterion of the extreme antiquity of man on the earth.

This distinguished naturalist, Mr. A. R. Wallace, remarks,!
*
' We have here indications of an immense antiquity from various

sources. The upper stalagmitic floor itself marks a vast lapse of

time, since it divides the relics of the last two or three thousand

years from a deposit full of the bones of extinct mammalia, many

of which, like the Reindeer, Mammoth, and Glutton, indicate an

arctic climate. It has been remarked that the varying thick-

nesses of the stalagmitic floor, from sixteen inches to five feet

and upwards, closely correspond to the present amount of drip

in various parts of the cave, so that the cave itself, with its va-

rious fissures and crevices, does not appear to have been materially

altered since the stalagmite was deposited. It is true that the

drip may once have been greater, but it may also have been less,

and we do not know that a more copious drip would necessarily

produce a more rapid deposit of stalagmite. But names cut into

this stalagmite more than two centuries ago are still legible, j'

showing that, in a spot where the drip is now very copious, and

where the stalagmite is twelve feet thick, not more than about

* "Poole's Cavern" is described in Prof. Boyd-Dawkiu's "Cave-Hunting-," Chap. II.,

p. 34, und III., p. 126 (1874).

t ''Nature''' October 2nd, 1873, p. 463, speaking of Kent's Cavern, near Torquay, in his

review of the fourth Edition of Sir Charles Lyell's " Antiquity of Man."

X The following- are amongst the names and dates: Robert Hedges, of Ireland,, Feb.

20th, 1688. Peter Lemane, Richard Colby, of London, 1615. See " The Geological Evi-

dences of the Antiquity of Man Reconsidered," by Thomas Karr Callard, F.G.S., p. 14.

(Note).
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one-eighth of an inch, or say one-hundredth of a foot, has been

deposited in that length of time (Brit. Association Eeport, 1869,

p. 196). This gives a foot in twenty thousand years, or five

feet in one hundred thousand years ; and there is no reason what-

ever to consider this to be too high an estimate to account for the

triple change of organic remains, of climate, and of physical geo-

graphy. But below this again there is another and much older

layer of stalagmite, generally broken up and imbedded in the

cave earth. This older stalagmite is very thick, and is much

more crystalline than the upper one, so that it was probably

formed at a slower rate. Yet below this again, in a solid brec-

cia, very different from the cave earth, undoubted works of art

have been found. A fair estimate will therefore give us, say,

one hundred thousand years for the upper stalagmite, and about

two hundred and fifty thousand for the deeper layer of much

greater thickness, and of more crystalline texture. But between

these we have a deposit of cave-earth which implies a different

set of physical conditions, and an alteration in the geography of

the surrounding country. We have no means of measuring the

period during which this continued to be formed, but it was pro-

bably very great ; and there was certainly some great change in

physical conditions during the deposit of the lower stalagmite,

because the fauna of the county (country ?) underwent a striking

change in the interval. If we add one hundred and fifty thousand

years for this period, we arrive at the sum of half-a-million as

representing the years that have probably elapsed since flints of

human workmanship were buried in the lower deposits of Kent's

Cavern. It may be objected that such an estimate is so loose

and untrustworthy as to be altogether valueless ; but it may be

maintained, on the other hand, that such estimates, if sufiiciently

multiplied, are of great value, since they help us to form a defi-

nite idea of what kind of periods we are dealing with, and furnish

us with a series of hypotheses to be corrected or supported by

further observation, and will at last enable us to arrive at the

antiquity of man within certain probable limits of error. With-

out laying stress on any portion of the above very rude estimate,
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it may, I think, be averred that it is not palpahly too high, but

is just as likely to be too low."

1^0w, in considering such a statement as the foregoing, it ap-

pears to me that any e([ual rate of the formation of such calc-sinter

or stalagmitic covering of the rocky sides and floors of subterra-

nean caves is against^ rather than favoured by, the facts of scien-

tific observation and inference. In ancient times, when the

surface of the ground over the cavities was covered with primae-

val forest, the ^'natural laboratory" was there at work in the

accumulation of decaying vegetation in the soil, ^'wherein the

rain would find the carbonic acid to act as a solvent upon the

calcareous earth." Hence the percolation through the soil of

the acidulous liquid and the drip into the caves, the origin of

the stalagmite, would be much greater, and produce greater re-

sults than could be possible under other and later conditions of

surface-ground. Nothing now covers Kent's Hole in Devonshire

but a little brushwood, and a row of houses now stands over the

stalagmite cave at Brixham. It seems undoubted, too, that the

material composing the stalagmite must have been decreasing

every year in the superjacent soil, besides the diminution of the

solvent every year that the operation was going on. Thus it

has been reckoned that the carbonate of lime, which now takes

two centuries to cover one-eighth of an inch (a greater deposit

having been formed in the Gunnerton Pit in eleven years) might,

in days gone by, have performed the work in a very few months.

At the rate of deposit of the stalagmite in Poole's Hole, near

Buxton, eight hundred years would have sufficed, instead of three

hundred and fifty thousand for the formation of the floorings of

Kent's Cavern. At the rate of that formed on the boards in the

Boltsburn lead mine, four thousand and eighty years would have

been the extreme time required for their deposition.

In the case of the piece of timber recently encrusted with car-

bonate of lime in the Gunnerton Colliery, we may take three-

sixteenths as its average thickness. It must be remembered,

however, that at, and even at some distance from, the bottom of

the shaft, the deposit on the boards, some of which are still in

situ, is more than a quarter of an inch. Thus three-sixteenths,
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or '1875 of an inch, having been accumulated at a low estimate

in the eleven years which have elapsed since the board had been

placed in position, we arrive at a rate of annual deposition of

'017 of an inch. Then the five feet for the outside thickness of

the stalagmitic floor of Kent's Hole or Cavern would have been

formed in three thousand five hundred and twenty years at this

particular rate; and the lower floor would be represented by

eight thousand four hundred and forty-eight years for its maxi-

mum thickness of twelve feet. But this goes on the improbable

supposition of a uniformity in the rate of formation of the deposit,

and would give under twelve thousand years for the entire depo-

sition instead of Mr. Wallace's three hundred and fifty thousand.^'

The well-known Jockey Cap stalagmite in the beautiful Ingle-

borough Cave, Yorkshire, has become, in the able hands of Mr.

Earrer, and the late Professor Phillips, a kind of gauge of the

rate of such accumulation. Here the annual deposit from 1845

to 1873 was not less than *2946 of an inch. And that which

Prof. Boyd Dawkins has remarked of the great stalagmite of the

Ingleborough Cave seems generally true of all similar calcareous

deposits. The drip containing the carbonate of lime may be in-

termittent, not continuous. In 1845 Professor Phillips estimated

its age at two hundred and fifty-nine years, on the supposition

that all or nearly all of the carbonate of lime in each pint was

deposited. According to its present rate of growth, however,

one hundred years would be amply sufficient, and at the same

rate we need not go further back than the time of Edward III.

for the date of all the stalagmites and stalactites in that beau-

tiful cavern.

On the need of the avoidance of any such hasty generalizations

as those of Mr. Wallace, I may cite some weighty cautions of

one who has most thoroughly studied the subject in connection

with this last example which I have adduced. '^ It is evident,!

from this instance of rapid accumulation, that the value of a layer

* Reckoning- the deposit as a quarter of an inch on the lower boards the times required

would be two thousand six hundred and forty, and six thousand three hundred and thirty-

six years respectively, or nearly nine thousand years in all.

t Cave-Hunting, Chap. IL, p.p. 40 and 41.
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of stalagmite in measuring the antiquity of clex^osits below it, is

comparatively little. The layers, for instance, in Kent's Hole,

which are generally believed to have demanded a considerable

lapse of time, may possibly have been formed at the rate of a quar-

ter of an inch per annum, and the human bones which lie buried

under the stalagmite in the cave of Bruniquel are not for that

reason to be taken to be of a vast antiquity. It may be fairly

concluded that the thickness of layers of stalagmite cannot be

used as an argument in support of the remote age of the strata

below. At the rate of a quarter of an inch per annum, twenty

feet of stalagmite might he formed in a thousand years.^^"^'-

The calc-sinter encrusted board from the Gunnerton Colliery,

now before us, may be considered in this aspect, a small connect-

ing link between geology and archaeology. It may help us to

understand a little better that it is merely the interpreters of

science and of Scripture respectively who are or who seem to be

at variance in some respects in the present imperfect state of our

knowledge ; not that God's Word and His works can ever really

be so. It is well to take wide and unbiassed views of Truth

from every point of view. Whilst we acknowledge that the

Bible history does not necessarily restrict the age of man on the

earth to six thousand years, nor militate against any reasonable

estimate of his antiquity drawn fi'om scientific researches, in vari-

ous fields, bearing upon this most interesting problem
;
yet at the

* Compare the remark of Mr. Evans to the same effect. "Ancient Stone Implements,"

Chap. XXII., p. 432.

The late President of the Geological Society says, " The rate of deposit of stalagmitic

matter varies so much with different conditions, that its thickness affords no true crite-

rion of the length of time during vrhich it has been accumulated." After the reading of

the present paper the Rev. Dr. Bruce exhibited a portion of the well-known Walker Alma-

nac stone, which has recorded with exact precision by means of its alternate light and

dark layers of stalagmitic deposit the Sundays and holidays, and the working days re-

spectively, of the coal-miners in that pit. It also illustrated the rapidity of the rate of

deposition of the carbonate of lime. Another friend, Mr. John Hancock, has sent me
two massive bosses, one of which is four inches and a half in height, and the same in

diameter, both having been formed in a few years in the workings of a disused colliery

on the Newcastle Town Moor. Mr. B. S. Proctor has also favoured me with a portion of

a similar deposition from the Lower Fall in Gordale, and some stereoscopic views of the

picturesque effect of the great sheet of pendant calc-sinter; an instance of which occurs

on a smaller scale in a ciuious petrified cascade in Warks Burn. See Nat. Hist. Trans.,

Vol. v., New Series, p. 243.
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same time it is very desirable not to be led away by unreliable

and unsatisfactory data, or ''very rade estimates," such as Mr.

Wallace fitly terms his own extravagant assumptions.

The true naturalist will without doubt always feel more deeply

interested in the structure and formation of the beautiful sparry

deposit, the calc-sinter itself, than in the relative and uncertain

measure of the rate of the deposition of the carbonate of lime,

fi^om which it is so wonderfully formed, in cave, or rock-crevice,

or mine. He will remember, as it has been well said,^' that

'' The circulation of carbonate of lime in nature presents us with

a never-ending cycle of change. It is conveyed into the sea to

be built up into the tissues of the animal and vegetable inhabi-

tants. It appears in the gorgeous corallines, nullipores, calcare-

ous sea-weeds, sea-shells, and in the armour of crustaceans. In

the tissues of the coral-zoophytes it assumes the form of stony

groves, of which each tree is a colony of animals, and in the

wave-defying reef it reverts to its original state of limestone.

Or, again, it is seized upon by tiny masses of structureless pro-

toplasm, and fashioned into chambers of endless variety and of

infinite beauty, and accumulated at the bottom of the deeper

seas, forming a deposit analogous to our chalk. In the revolu-

tion of ages the bottom of the sea becomes dry land, the calcare-

ous dehris of animal and vegetable life is more or less compacted

together by pressure and by the infiltration of acid-laden rain-

water, -and appears as limestone of various hardness and consti-

tution. Then the destruction begins again, and caves, pot-holes,

and ravines are carved out of the solid rock."

* Cave-Hunting-, Chap II., p. 71.
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ly.

—

Beivich Correspondence, luith Notes. Commimicated by Sie

"Waltee Teeyelyan, Baet.

Thomas Bewick to Sie John^ Teevelyan, Baet.

Newcastle, 7 Sept., 1807.

Sir,

Your kind letter came to hand last week, by which I

am informed of yonr desire to be furnished with the new Edition

of my Books.—In this I am happy to have it in my power to

send you the whole, printed so as to match each other compleat,

and when you hare leisure to examine them, I hope they will

meet with your approbation.—Your obliging communications

respecting the "Water Hen, the Water Ouzel,"^' and the Hampshire

Mouse,! particularly the last two, are I think new, and very

curious and shall be attended to, if ever there be occasion for

another edition, which I hope there may be, if time should ever

bring about a safe and honourable peace.—In your list of names

of men taken from Birds, you have furnished me with eight more

to mine, and I do not know, not having yours to compare with

it, whether or not I can add any new name to yours, except in-

deed it be that of Qamjle or Quail, which I think I have got,

since I had the pleasure of seeing you.—I can only add, that I

have to beg that you will accept my thanks for your kind atten-

tion—but indeed Sir, you have so long and so repeatedly done

* The "Water Ouzel." "What I have to say of the Water Ouzel is very short.

—

When I used to fish in our shallow brooks near Nettlecombe, I have observed that those

interesting Birds were accustomed to strike their breasts against the water, with a splash,

in order to check their course before alighting oq a stone in the brook (their flight being

uniformly rapid) which they did, if going up the stream, about a yard from where they

would pitch;—if going down, two yards, with greater or less splash according to the cur-

rent of the water; and so well did they regiilate all this, as never to miss their footing,

though on the point of a small stone : and though these birds are not web-footed, they are

good swimmers."

Extract from a letter from Sir John Trevelyan to his Grandson (now Sir W. C. Trevelyan)

dated, Bath, October 26th, 1826.

f "The Hampshire Mouse." The Harvest Mouse, Mus Messoriiis, which was first no-

ticed in Hampshire by Gilbert White, in 1767.

W. C. T.

The list of "names of men taken from Birds," mentioned in this letter, in the handwrit-

ing of Sir John Trevelyan, with additions written by T. Bewick, is in my possession.

W. C. T.

I
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me the honour of coimtenancirLg my labours, that the ordinary

mode of making acknowledgements seems to me too stale and in-

sufficient for such uncommon condescension.

I am,

Sir,

With the greatest respect,

Your obliged and obedt.,

Thomas Bewick.
Sir John Trevelyan, Bart.,

Nettlecombe Court,

Near Taunton,

Somersetshh'e.

Thomas Bewick to the Editoe of the IS'ewcastle Coueant.

(Published in that paper on 21st October, 1826.)

To the Editor of the Newcmtle Courant.

'

' Allow me to request a place in your paper, for the following

letter, from a worthy and highly respected Baronet, whose ar-

dour in the cause of science remains undiminished, notwithstand-

ing his advanced age,"^' and from whose friendly communications

on various points of natural history, especially Ornithology, I

am proud and happy to acknowledge myself indebted on many

occasions. The fact contained in it, has I believe, never been

observed before, and adds a specimen of a very important genus

of Birds to our British Fauna."
I am, etc., T. B.

(SiE John" Teevelyaist, Baet., to Thomas Bewick.)

SlE,

I lately saw a neighbour of mine, the Eev. John Matthew

of Kilve, near Bridgewater, whose servant shot a Yulture, in

June last, in the above Parish. The Bird was first observed

walking on a road, near the House ; on being pursued, it flew

towards the coast of the Bristol Channel, distant about a mile,

where it was found sitting on the Beach, and shot. It measured

* Sir John Trevelyan at this date was in his ninety-first year, having been born on 6th

Feby., 173-5, he died at Bath, on 18th April, 1828.

W. C. T.
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five feet eight inches from tip to tip of the extended wings, and

the plumage was in every respect full and perfect; but as re-

presented to me by a friend who has seen it, not exactly similar

to either of the portraits of Yultures in your last publication.

It had recently gorged itself with a putrid lamb, which may

probably have been the cause of its allowing itself to be ap-

proached within shot ; and on opening the bird for the purpose

of stuffing, the smell was excessively offensive. It should be

mentioned that another Bird of apparently the same species, was

seen near to the place where this was killed, but it evaded pursuit.

The above specimen is now stuffed, in very great perfection,

in the collection of the E,ev. J. Matthew, Junr., at Kilve.

As this is the first Yulture that I ever heard of being met

with in a wild state in this country, I think it due to our old

acquaintance, and mutual love of Ornithology, to communicate

the fact to you ; and you will best know how to make known to

the world in any future publication so very extraordinary a cir-

cumstance.

I am, Sir,

Your most obedient Servant.

John TEEVELYAiS\
Nettlecombe, near Taimtoii,

29th Septm., 1826.

To Mr. Thomas Bewick,

Newcastle-on-Tyne.

EXTEACTS FEOM LeTTEES OE SiE JoHN TeEVELYAN", TO HIS GeANI)-

soisr "Waltee Calyeeley Teevelyan, the eiest enclosing copy

OP THE above Lettee TO Thomas Bewick.

JYettlecomhe, Septr. 30th, 1826.

Dear Cal

:

By the last post, yesterday evening, I sent the above

letter to Bewick, which will astonish him.—On the 12th of next

month I propose leaving this place for Bath, and on the same

morning shall call on the Eev. John Matthew, at Kilve, to see

the Yulture in question, as before mentioned in my letter to

Bewick.
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Nettlecomhe, Odr. Zrcl, 1826,

Dear Cal

:

I could not delay to the time mentioned in my last,

tlie sight of the Yulture at Kilve, so went there yesterday, to

see it when the Eev. John Matthew observing my anxiety

in examining the Bird, desired me to take it back with me till

Thursday seven nights, the time of my setting out for Bath, when

I might leave the Bird again at his house ; so it is now standing

on the table before me here . (Sir John then gives a long

description of the specimen.) Mr. Bickham Escott intends in

a few days to make a drawing in colours of the Yulture, as large

as life ; and I will get my Gd. Daughter Julia to reduce it and

send to you.

Batli, Odr. 2e>th, 1826.

Dear Cal

:

I have further to inform you in respect to

the Yulture, that it was glutted by having fed on a putrid lamb,

when it suffered the man who shot it to come within ten yards

of it before he fired and missed, when the Bird flew a mile to the

sea side, when he approached again as near as before, and killed

it by a single shot in the head. Two days after, Mr. Matthew,

who stuffed it, went to the spot where it was shot, and saw ano-

ther, probably its mate, which was very wild, and flew away out

of sight : this contradicts the supposition of a Menagerie. Julia

is copying Escott's drawing of it for you, very well done so far

;

when finished it shall be sent to you.

The following are the true dimensions of the Yulture, as

given me by Mr. Matthew : fi^om the point of the beak to the

end of the tail, two feet three inches ; breadth, with the wings

extended, five feet six inches and a half.

Thomas Bewick to Sir Joim Teevelyan.

Gateshead, Newcastle, 30 Octr., 1826,
Sir John,

Your very obliging letter of the 29th Ulto. came safe to

hand, and the information it communicated respecting the Yul-

ture shot in your neighbourhood, surprised me not a little.—-
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There can Ibe little doubt of its being the first of the Genus ever

known to have visited the British shores. I took the liberty of

giving publicity to your letter through the medium of the l^ew-

castle Courant, on Saturday the 21st Inst., and it is very likely

it will have attracted the notice of the curious, far and near, be-

fore this time. The description you have given to me, as well

as some other particulars sent to your Grandson at Wallington,

I shall note down to be ready for another edition of the Birds,

whenever it may be wanted as I am well aware, whatever I

may have to say will be anticipated in some of the Ornithological

publications, long before I can give your description of this Hara

Avis a place among the British Birds.—How I do grieve to think

that it is out of my power, from the distance, to make a drawing

and a cut of this Bird ; I need not tell you Sir John, that a faith-

ful portrait of anything, either Beast or Bird, is better than the

most elaborate and correct description without it.—The two

figures of the Yultures in my late publication, were not drawn

from nature by me, I can not therefore say how far they may be

faithful or otherwise ; the drawings of them were furnished long

since and before I had decisively made up my mind to draw only

from nature, for I can only be satisfied in the consciousness of

having done my utmost in aiming at truth, and it would there-

fore be highly desirable to me to obtain the loan of the specimen,

if that were possible.—The Foreign Birds in the Supplement,

were mostly done from the preserved figures in the Wycliffe

Museum, lately purchased by the Literary and Philosophical

Society of jS'ewcastle.

I can not close my letter without warmly thanking you for

the pleasure afforded me by yours, which brought back to my
mind the vivid remembrance of many favours of a similar kind,

through a long course of years, now passed for ever away.

I have the honour to be.

Sir John,

Your most obliged and obedt.

Sir John Trevelyan, Bart.
Ti^o^iL^ Bewicx.

(Of Nettlecombe),

Bath.
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Thomas Bewick to W. Calverley Trevelyan, Esq.

Gateshead, 4 JVov., 1826.

Sir,

I have to thank you for your obliging letter of the 1st

inst., containing a further description of the Yulture which was

shot not far fi^oni l^ettlecombe, and of which Sir John Trevelyan

was so kind as to send me an account.—Since that time I have

written to Sir John to thank him, and at the same time express-

ing my chagrin that from the great distance, I could not have the

opportunity of making a drawing of so rare a Bird, for the pur-

pose of cutting it on the wood, for some future edition of the

British Birds.

From my long acquaintance with Sir John, and from his

equally long attention to me, I feel a debt of gratitude which I

shall never be able to repay, and can therefore only give vent to

my feelings in ardent good wishes for his health and happiness.

I have earnestly to thank your father for his obliging invita-

tion to Wallington, to spend a few days, but I know not how

it is with me, for since my late very severe illness^ I have a great

aversion to stir from home. I hoped by this time to be able to

go on with a numerous set of Yignettes, but in this (as yet) I

feel baffled with the cutting of them, my eyes not having re-

covered their wonted strength ; but I live in hope this will re-

turn to me, along with complete bodily health, which I feel is

coming upon me very fast.

I am, Sir,

Yours truly and respectfully,

Thomas Bewick.

Thomas Bewick to Sir John Trevelyan^, Bart.

GatesJiead, 30 December, 1826.

Sir John,

I did not think of troubling you with answers to your

two last obliging letters, until I was enabled to send you an im-

pression from the cut of the Yulture, but I feared lest you might

think me inattentive to the obligation I owed you for your kind

communication.—I therefore can not think of further delay.

—
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I received the drawing of the Yulture from Mr. Selby a short

time past, and have it now drawn upon the wood, and shall pro-

ceed with the cutting of it, as soon as I can—but in this depart-

ment I can not get so fast forward as Iused to do.—I shall return

the drawing (as desired), to Wallington, as soon as the cut is

done.

The Japan Peacock never having been named as a British

Eird, by any Ornithologist, I therefore never thought of placing

its figure amongst mine :—but should like well to set the ex-

ample, as soon as I can see the living Bird, on account of its

contour, and also a stuffed specimen, to enable me to depict its

beautiful plumage—which I do not despair of accomplishing, as

you have taken so much pains to spread them.

I think I have in the last Edition, noticed nearly all you say

about the nest of the Golden-crowned Wren, but did not know,

to a certainty, as to the great number of the young, till now

you have satisfied me on this head—and this will be noticed as

soon as I can, and the same as to all the particulars relative to

the Yulture.—I believe this last has been noticed as having been

often met with in the southern parts of Europe, and what Mr.

Davis says, is a further corroboration of the fact.

I am. Sir John,

With the greatest respect,

Your most obedt.

Thomas Bewick.
Sir John Trevelyan, Bart.,

23, Pulteney Street,

Bath.

Sir,

Thomas Bewick to W. C. Teevelyak, Esq.

Gateshead, 12 Jan., 1827.

I yesterday received a few lines from you,* requesting

* The drawing of the Vulture, mentioned in these letters (which is now in my posses-

sion) by Sir John Trevelyan' s grand-daughter Julia (daughter of the Eev. Walter Tre-

velyan, and afterwards Mrs. Lowther) is that from which Thomas Bewick made his

wood-cut, and from it also Mr. Selby made an etching for the figure in his great work,

'The Illustrations of British Ornithology,' which however he was enabled to complete
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to knoAv if I had received the drawing of the Yulture, which had

been sent from IN'ettleconib, or from Bath, for the purpose of my
figuring and describing it, in some future Edition of the British

Birds.—Mr. Selby sent the drawing to me a little time ago, and

I am now engraving it on the wood—but as I can not now get

so quickly on with my work as I used to do, I think it will take

me a week longer, before it can be finished as it ought to be—and

then I ought to see a good proof taken from it at the press,

—

which, if it be frosty weather at the time, will be a business of

difficulty. But all this I will set aside immediately and do as

well as I can without the drawing, if you wish me to do so, or

if you can not spare it any longer.— Mr. Selby desired me to

send the drawing to "Wallington, and this I have kept in mind

—

I wish to send Sir John and ^^ Julia Trevelyan deity impressions

from the cut, as soon as I could after it was done, and if time

will allow me to do so, I will. I shall notice what you say

about the very tame partridge—I have long been of opinion that

Partridges, as well as some other kinds of wild Birds, might with

great pains, taken at first with them, be added to our domestic

poultry,—as well as singing birds in our groves.

I think, if I lived at Wallington, I would not despair of bring-

ing up ISTightingales so as to breed there.

I am. Sir, with great respect,

Your obliged and obedt.

Thomas Bewick.

P.S. Yo-u will see, I am at a loss to know whether Julia

Trevelyan is Mrs. or Miss. She is the only Lady who has thus

furnished me with help in any of my publications—I feel greatly

obliged to her, and will acknowledge this properly as well as I

can.

from the original specimen, at my request kindly lent to him in the following year, by

Mr. Matthew.

I may take this opportunity to correct an error which I obserA^e in the text of Selby's

Illustrations, from which it has been copied in Gould's Birds of Europe, the English Cy-

clopaedia, and probably in other works : the date of the taking of the Vulture was Jmie,

1826, not October, 1825.

W. C. T,
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Y.

—

JBewich Correspondence. Communicated by John Hancock.^'

Newcastle, 9th Janij., 1788.

Dear Brother,

I have your letter of the 1st IN'ovr. last before me. I

find it came by Capt. Carr. I am much pleased with the Cuts

for '' Death's Dance," and wish much to have the book when it

is done. I am surprized that you would undertake to do them

for 6s. each. You have been spending your time and grinding

out your eyes to little purpose indeed. I would not have done

them for a farthing less than double that sum. I shewed them

to Mr. Edwards a very capital and eminent painter, as well as a

very worthy man, now here, painting the scenes in the N' Castle

play-house. He approved much of them but was surprized when

I told him the price you had for them. He I expect will be

your friend, after this when he returns to London. I am glad

to find you have begun on your own bottom, and I would ear-

nestly recommend you to establish your character by taking un-

common pains with what work you do. I hope, it will, in the

end, turn better out than doing it slightly.—I suppose your next

will be an answer to one with 26 impressions per Matthew Wil-

liamson. I have wished for your answer to it for some time past.

If Mylock's print be the same one which you so obligingly sent

to me, I think nothing of it. It is not worth, in my opinion, one

of the two Tigers which I long since sent to you, in order to

exchange with him. I am obliged to you for the drawing of the

Lion, Mr. Edwards says it is a faithful representation. I wish I

had as good a one of the Wolf, the form and shape of which is

so variously and contradictorily represented to me by different

people that I am quite puzzled as to its real appearance. I am
glad to find that a large collection of animals is now on its way
to this Town. They are expected here on the latter end of this

month. They consist of various kinds of the Ape tribe. Porcu-

pine, Tiger-Cat, and Tiger, Greenland Bear, and one of the finest

Lions, very lately brought over, that ever made its appearance on

* The Misses Bewick having shown me these letters of their Father and Uncle, and hav-

ing uo objection to their being printed, I thought the perusal of them might interest some

of the Members of the Natural History Society and of the Field Club.
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this Island ; so I expect to have the opportunity of doing such of

them as I want, from the Life. Our l^atural History"^^ will he

put to press in a little time. The first Edition will he done hy

subscription. You will perhaps in the course of a month see it

advertised in the IN"' Castle papers, at the Hole in the Wall, Fleet

Street. I wish you would send your account paid and reed, on

my acct. in London. It is best to keep all square once a year at

least. I paid for Gay's fables £ s. d. (I told you at the time,

but have forgot). I shall conclude with wishing you the compls.

of the season. My Eell also desires her best respects. Give my
thanks and compls. to Mr. CoUard. I am much obliged to him

for the Hermitage of Warkworth). I am sorry for the loss he

has met with in the death of his Brother, and my old Triend.

I am, Dear Brother, Yours, etc.,

Thomas Bewick.
Mr. John Bewick,

Engraver,

No. 7, Clerkenwell Green, London.

London, June 16th, 1790.

Dear Brother,

Since I wrote last I have been with my good friend Mr. Sharp,

who has shown your work to the famous Mr. Barry, Painter

—

which pleases him so much that he wishes to have a dozen copies

more. Mr. Sharp (and several of my friends) wish to know

whether they can have the Animals printed in a copy without

the letter-press with the names only. I could sell a great many

in London. I think it would answer your purpose well, to do

it. I have not a Book left and between twenty and thirty be-

spoke, so that I wait with the greatest impatience to hear from

you. If you have not an immediate opportunity of sending them

by sea let them come by land; the expense will not be much.

Mr. Ord of Bradly, hearing the work was in London and impa-

tient to see it, sent Matthew to me for three copies which I let

him have, though I suppose this number has been sent to Bradly

* As the first Edition of tlie Birds was not publislied till tlie year 1797, tliis notice re-

fers most likely to tlie first Edition of the Quadrupeds.
J. H.
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for Miss Simpson. I shall have the opportunity through Mr.

Sharp to introduce your Eoyal Paper Copy to the first Artists in

London. The general cry here with people that wish you well

is, ^^"Why does not he come to Town."

I am, Dr. Brother,

With compliments to all Friends,

JoHisr Beavick.

WycUffe, Aug. 8th, 1791.

My Dear Bell,

I never opened a letter with more anxiety nor read one

with more pleasure in my life than I did my Bell's, last week.

To hear of you being all well gave me the greatest of pleasures.

How desirous am I to hear of your still continuing so.—My dear

little Boy is hardly ever out of my mind. I hope the Sea will

mend him. If upon my return I find him recovered I think I

shall be frantic with joy.—Indeed if upon my return I find you

all well I shall look upon my fireside at the Forth like a little

Heaven.—I hope I shall, when I return, but I think it will be

about 3 weeks yet before I have that pleasure. The young

Gentleman has sent Mr. Collier notice that he will not be at

this place till the latter end of the month. I have plenty of

work before me to keep me closely employed a much longer

time but I am tired out already and wish it was over. I have

dulled myself with sticking to it so closely. In short I lose no

time in order to get through with the business. When you

write again tell me when you will be at the Forth lest I should

be at a loss where to direct to you. Also tell me how you all

are for that is every thing with me. Take care when you re-

turn to the Forth lest the beds should be damp by your long

absence. Tell Jane and Eobert that if they behave well I will

let them see a vast of little pictures of Birds when I come home,

and I hope my little Bell will be able to say more than dadda

when I see her again.

I am, with compls. to all,

My Bell's loving husband,

Thomas Bewick.
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YI.

—

A Naturalisfs View of the IJxtension of the Close-Time of

the Sea-Birds Preservation Act in JSforthumherland, and on the

protection of wild Birds generally. By Chas. Mueeat Adamsok.

A FEW weeks ago I observed in the newspapers that the Home-

Secretary had extended the close-time in this county, I^Torthum-

berland, from the 1st day of August to the 1st day of September.

I presume this has especial reference to the birds breeding at

the Fame Islands. These Islands are I believe private property,

and are let at an annual rental : the consequence of this is that

a great number of the eggs are gathered for sale. In addition to

this the poor birds during the summer are disturbed and ill-treated

by the numerous steamboat loads of people, often lawless, whom I

am told sometimes overawe the few persons residing on the Is-

lands who ought to be the bird protectors. Under the circum-

stances, however, I rather question their being so. If they are

allowed to make as much money as they can from the eggs, they

of course take those eggs which are most uncommon, and which

bring the highest prices, and thus the rarer species suffer most.

When I visited these Islands early in July, 1875, the keeper

of the outer lighthouse, who said he had been there only a short

time, told me his predecessor had a large family, and that during

the summer time they had lived almost entirely on the eggs.

He had himself a number of eggs ready blown, several of which

I bought for my children at three shillings a dozen. At that

time there were some young birds, among them Puffins nearly

full grown, one of which we took from a hole and returned

:

there were also eggs of most of the kinds of birds which breed

on the Islands. ITear the end of the month there were young

Gulls and Terns, some flying, on the inner Islands, but we could

not find one young Oyster Catcher, nor did we see old Oyster

Catchers flying about and showing, as they always do by their

anxiety, that they had young. I therefore presume none got

away that year, for we looked pretty closely, as the commander

of the gun-boat whom we were with wanted one for a pet. That

year one Sheldrake's nest was found on the Island, but our in-

formant living there told us he had taken the eggs himself.
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That year I do not think any young Cormorants got a^ay, as,

late in July, this species all had recently laid eggs, many nests

having only one egg, and not a young bird was to he seen. Several

young Terns were flying, but there were still plenty of Terns'

eggs. Probably many of these, in consequence of the lateness

of the season, would never be hatched, and if they were, the

old birds would very likely forsake the young before they arrived

at sufficient age to take care of themselves, as the old birds of

some species seem to leave their breeding grounds at a fixed

time, probably to get to some other locality in time to moult or

for some other reason we do not understand. The consequence

of the destruction of the eggs is, that the birds do not hatch

their young at the time Mature intended they should, and their

season is altogether disarranged.

We saw no young Eider Ducks following the old females, many

of which were in flocks. I am quite willing to admit the gross

cruelty practised at these Islands by summer visitors, but the

worst part is perhaps not the shooting; the young birds are

wantonly destroyed, and in 1875 the grass on the Island inha-

bited by the Puffins was set on fire and many of the old birds,

as well as the young, were burnt in their holes. How is a repe-

tition of this to be prevented? In 1874 some young Elack-

backed Gulls were not able to fly in September, and we saw at

that late season a young Eider Duck only recently hatched.

During our visits to the Islands in 1875 we did not see the

Roseate Tern ; nevertheless it might be there amongst the num-

ber of birds and escape our observation, although this bird's cry

and flight make it conspicuous to any one knowing it. One of

the Outer Earnes was frequented by the Arctic Terns, and one

of the Inner Earnes by the Common Tern.

Under the present law it would appear that the owners of land

have no more right to take the eggs on it except such as are espe-

cially protected by Acts of Parliament, than a stranger ; and I

have been informed, that some years since the question about the

right or legality of taking the Earne Island eggs was put to the

test. Some men were summoned for taking them ; they employed

a lawyer to defend them ; and when the case was to have come
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on it was witMrawn, the prosecuting parties having discovered

there was no law to reach the accused. Generally speaking,

the kinds of birds which suffer most are such as breed in num-

bers together, When they breed in such numbers together and

the eggs are so easily found, great destruction may be made in a

very short time. It is not so where the birds are evenly distri-

buted over a large tract of country. The only remedy against

such wanton mischief would be an Act of Parliament causing

eggs and all other produce on lands to belong to the proprietors

of the soil. This might be done, perhaps, by a Permissive Bill,

whereby the proprietors might be able to protect their property

or not as they thought right.

ISTow, I would not for one moment defend the destruction or

wanton molestation of breeding birds; I would have them strictly

protected ; but it does seem unnecessarily hard to close the time

for shooting birds in a whole county in order to protect them on

a small portion of ground where they ought to be private pro-

perty. At the present time it would appear to be contrary to

law to prevent any person landing on the Parne Islands between

high and low water mark, and even if they landed above high

water mark, it would be difficult to prove damage on such barren

ground.

In the latter part of July, some years since, Mr. John Hancock

and I visited, with Mr. Losh who then resided in the neighbour-

hood, a breeding place, in Lancashire or Westmorland, of the

Lesser Black-backed Gull, the commonest Parne Island bird;

and they, young and old, had left the district, excepting one

young bird, which was fully fledged, and an old bird, probably its

parent. We then went to Walney Island where the birds were

protected, the Black-headed Gulls and the Sandwich Terns, the

latter also a common Parne Island bird, had all flown and gone

;

whilst at Powley, where the birds were not protected, the Com-

mon Tern, and the Roseate Tern, which was there far from un-

common, still had eggs and young. We were told that on this

Island the eggs were gathered to be used in making varnish. "^^

* It was during this expedition Mr. Hancock shot the Tern with a cockle on its beak,

which he mentions in his Catalogue. It was a rather exceptional bird, I think an imma-
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I^ow from this fact I cannot help thinking, that if the Fame

Island birds had fairplay, the young would have nearly all flown

by the beginning of August.

A naturalist knows that we have on our coast Whimbrels and

Arctic Gulls by the end of July or earlier, whose nearest breeding

grounds are the Orkney and Shetland Islands. The Redshanks'

young, when not molested, can fly by the middle of July ; they

and the Dunlins have by that time left the moors and wastes to

come to the sea side. The Turnstones have come from N'orway by

the middle of August, and by the end of the month some of the

young birds even from the Arctic regions have arrived. By the

middle of August the Spotted-Eedshank has come from Lapland,

the Wood-Sandpiper and Green-Sandpiper from Sweden; and

not only this, but by August nearly all the Curlews and Golden-

Plovers have left the moors, and it seems hard if these and such

like migratory birds may not be shot on the shores away from

their breeding grounds before September. Landowners would

hardly like not to be able to shoot Snipes, Plovers, "Wild-Ducks,

or Teal, should they meet with them when Grouse shooting in

August ; or because some extensive proprietors chose to take all

the first Grouse eggs off their manors to set under hens, or for any

other purpose whatever, whereby there were nothing but cheepers

on the 12th of August, to have the general shooting postponed for

a month,

A general close-time till September would prevent several sorts

of birds being procured at all in this country, some migrating

entirely before the end of August ; and it seems almost super-

fluous to mention that the sea-birds we have generally in summer

are almost entirely a different set from those which are with us

in winter. So far as the mere existence of species is concerned,

it is doubtful whether the total destruction or driving away of

ture Common Tern, a yonng bird of the previous year, having the front of its head white.

From birds in similar plmnage, whicli are only occasionally met with, we may almost sup-

pose they do not breed the first year after being hatched, but that probably the immature

bii-ds wander over the ocean and do not congregate with the breeding birds at their breed-

ing stations till they arrive at maturity. The circumstance was singular in this respect

;

it showed that Tei-ns feed otherwise than by dropping on their prey from the air into

the water, a fact which I was not aware of before.
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those at the Fame Islands would materially affect them as spe-

cies, so numerous and so widely distributed are they, any more

than the drainage of the Fenlands did the interesting species

formerly inhabiting them. "Wholesale destruction at one breed-

ing locality drives the birds to other places, but does not extir-

pate the species.

Under these circumstances, I rather doubt the utility of ex-

tending the close-time. If the X3i-iblic become aware of the injury

they could do by robbing the eggs and young there might be a

still worse chance for the birds rearing any young at all. The

birds are persecuted in this respect far too much already ; but

if by extending the close-time you exasperate the public, they

may retaliate and do more mischief still.

The shooting naturalist's real pleasure in meeting with a rare

bird, or a bird in a rare state of plumage, far exceeds any fancied

pleasure a man can have in slaughtering birds and unoffending

animals by hundreds for any other purpose. All laws should be

as much for the advantage of the poor as of the rich, and it is

hardly right that the rich man should be able to break the law

on his own extensive domain with impunity, and yet desire to

deprive many a poor man unnecessarily of an almost innocent

recreation, and this merely because some persons abuse the privi-

leges so long accorded to Englishmen.

The Act alluded to omits the poor Cormorant from the pro-

tected list because liature directed it to eat fish : rather a curious

reason ! Probably in Scotland they ascend the rivers and take a

few young Salmon, and in consequence they are considered '' ver-

min." Kow, if the charge against them is that they feed on fish,

why preserve the other fowl at all ? They all eat fish, and if the

quantity required to provide those at the Tarne Islands for a single

day was taken into consideration, I wonder the fishermen do

not take alarm at once, for fear they would clear the sea of all

the young fish. Even the fishes themselves, as the Cod and

others, not only prey on other species, but even on their own

;

why are they not considered vermin also ? Probably the fisher-

nien are trying to clear the sea of them ; at any rate they take
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all they can for their own profit, but still the numbers decrease

not, except, perhaps, in a few localities.

l^ature understands her own arrangements best ; she provides

food for all her creatures. It seems impossible for a thoughtful

man on fair consideration to imagine that the few fishes Cormo-

rants eat could interfere with the Salmon supply. When the

young Salmon go from the rivers to the sea, they have to run the

gauntlet of many dangers before again entering the rivers. All

IS'ature's creatures must pay their portion of debt; they were

all made to eat and to be destroyed or eaten. In l^ature's won-

derful arrangement there are, with very few exceptions indeed,

generally plenty left to continue the species and for all other

purposes.

It may I think be taken for granted that there are always more

than double the number produced of every species than is neces-

sary for reproducing and multiplying the species; the rest are

for the good of other species in the shape of food.

I would hope that the extended close-time may be treated as

a dead letter except in cases where punishment may be justly

merited. There are several species of shore-birds not mentioned

in the Act. Are we to understand the order to be a prohibition to

carry a gun at all till the first of September ? or who is to decide

what may be shot ? A person surely should not be summoned for

shooting birds not mentioned in the Act ; but how is this to be

managed, as it is not possible to turn either a magistrate or an

informer at once into a naturalist ? The only method, I can see,

to preserve the birds, would be to make the eggs belong to the

owners of the ground, and leave it to them to prosecute for theft

or not as they choose.

I cannot help thinking that some method might be adopted for

preserving the birds and their eggs on the Earne Islands. These

islands are one of the most interesting of the breeding places of

sea fowl on our coasts, and if they were in the keeping of Go-

vernment or the Trinity House they could be easily protected

(as it is only in fine weather that boats can land) by the men

who are in their employ, who, having good glasses, could dis-

tinguish boats at a great distance. Could it not be arranged to
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grant to some boats license to land, the licensed boat-owners to

be answerable for the conduct of the parties they take
;
and for

a rule to be made that no guns were to be fired within a pre-

scribed distance of the Islands during the time the breeding birds

are there without special permission ?

Since the foregoing remarks were written the Act commencing

close time from February 15th has come into operation, and at

the risk of appearing presumptuous and wearisome I offer some

further remarks on the apparently confused legislation respecting

the protection of sea and other birds which seems to me to be

entirely in the wrong direction.

The various species of birds, except the few wingless spe-

cies, whose distribution appears always to have been extremely

limited, and many of which have become, and others appear to be

becoming, extinct, are nearly all more or less migratory, either

from one part of the world to another, or merely from one dis-

trict to another, and often these migratory flights are to a great

distance and very extensive. ]N'ature seems to have guarded

against the possibility of these species becoming extinct by the

great extent of country over which they are distributed. Most

persons seem to suppose that the comparatively few individuals

of each species which visit us represent the whole of the species,

instead of their being only a very insignificant portion of it.

As stated above, I have almost come to the conclusion that,

with few exceptions, it would be immaterial, so far as the exis-

tence of the species is concerned, if all of those which come to

us in one year were destroyed. I believe in a remarkably short

time we should be as well supplied as before with such species

as are suitable to the face of the country under any altered con-

ditions.

It would seem, if we look at the north polar region of a globe,

that there is a portion of the world extending probably four hun-

dred miles about the pole uninhabited by birds. Then comes a

belt of many hundred miles, partly of land, over a very great

portion of which no civilized man has yet traversed. This is the

tract of country which produces the hosts of migratory wild fowl

which spread themselves over the globe southward in winter to
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get food and to form food for others. The few birds killed from

these hordes by man with all his ^contrivances, nets and decoys

included, both in going to and coming from this breeding ground,

amount to nothing. The prohibition against taking these birds

whenever they can be procured in this country is simply of no

use so far as extinction of the species is concerned. Each species

undoubtedly has a very extensive breeding ground, and the sup-

ply from it is and will be next to inexhaustible so long as those

lands remain in a state of nature, l^either can you bring back

the birds which have been forced to leave us ; not that they have

been shot, but because the character of their former breeding

grounds is altered and limited to such an extent as to prevent

them having room to obtain sufficient subsistence. This cannot

be helped ; but what is wanted is protection for the species which

will condescend to remain with us under the altered circum-

stances. It is entirely out of man's power to make a migratory

bird remain a day beyond its appointed time, and it always will

be so.

There are no such things as rare birds ; those which appear

such to us are in reality only birds out of their regular places, and

they require no protection. The birds requiring protection are

those which either are or ought to be our useful and familiar

friends. "VYe should take care of these. The others are not

worth protecting; they only afford interesting specimens for a

I^atural History Collection, which really is their fittest place,

as they illustrate the extent to which these erratic species travel.

It is not shooting migratory birds or even snaring and trapping

them in decoys which materially lessens their numbers ; this is

proved by the extraordinary number of wild fowl often taken in

a single day, and their constant replacement day after day so long

as the locality suits their habits and the season is favourable.

Also the number of Quails taken in Europe, even when journey-

ing to their breeding grounds, which practice has prevailed a

length of time, does not materially lessen the supply for the

next year. The number of Skylarks netted each winter and sold

in the London markets also corroborates this. ]N"one of these

methods of destruction appear to have thinned their ranks to any
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appreciable extent ; but what drives away the birds from us are

chiefly the alterations made by man in the enclosure and drainage

of the land.

'No one can determine ITature's reasons for having assigned pe-

culiar limits to the breeding grounds of birds, nor can we extend

those of migratory species. Man may, and has introduced and

acclimatized some species, but these are very limited in number,

and perhaps those which he has succeeded in acclimatising or

domesticating were especially intended to be made subservient

and useful to live in this especial manner.

I do not in the least like sentimental grievances, but any law

prohibiting the killing of migratory birds on mud flats and such

like unreclaimed places is both unjust and unnecessary. No one

can pretend that birds frequenting such places either do or ought

to belong to him. One day they are perhaps in Africa or on the

shores of the Mediterranean ; they are perhaps next observed on

the JSTorfolk coast, and the next place they may be met with is,

perhaps, in Lapland, Iceland, or even ISTorth America ; besides, it

is only those who are at the trouble to follow them into their

haunts who see them alive. So soon as they have rested long

enough, off they go, and the flats are left bare, and no one would

follow the few birds left, except perhaps some enthusiast in the

hope of meeting with something rare, which, if procured, would

do no harm whatever, as it would only be a straggler out of its

proper place. Such migratory birds are totally independent of

man and all his devices to extirpate them, and against these they

can and will hold their own. Should man be able to control the

tides, even still he could not prevail against these birds ; for if

their feeding places were entirely destroyed here, their powers of

flight would enable them to pass on unheedingly to another place

;

but so long as man cannot control the tides, there will remain

plenty of resting places for them, where they are often unap-

proachable even with punts or other contrivances ; and if they

are approached and a few are shot, the remainder seldom alight

again within any reasonable distance, and cannot be followed.

It is totally different with such birds as Partridges and other

game birds which are local in their movements, and at times
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may be followed up and the whole covey obtained on a limited

tract of land.

Many pei^sons believe they can treat the Woodcock like the

Pheasant, and suppose he will alter his character by protection

during the breeding season. He is a wanderer by nature, and

you cannot clip his wings in order to make him stay, and no

protection here in summer will make any appreciable addition

to his numbers in winter. Far be it for any one to imagine I

wish him interfered with during breeding time, but as he gene-

rally keeps to woods, let the owners look after him when there,

and do not enact new laws for his safety.

I^othing having life except man can be cruel ; he alone is

endowed with mind, and is capable of knowing right from wrong.

Lions, Tigers, Hawks, and Dragon-flies were all created to be

selfish, and in all their depredations they are only carrying out

their Creator's intentions, and we have no right to call them

cruel. Our doing so is setting aside the Creator's wisdom in

having made them. I contend that any one killing the appa-

rently most innocent and inoffensive creature for inspection or

admiration is not cruel ; in fact quite the reverse, for by so doing-

he is honouring his Creator by admiring and wondering at the

operation of His power. Cruelty consists in the wanton and

thoughtless killing, or sanctioning the killing, unnecessarily, of

any kinds of living things, all of which, even the most repul-

sive, were created for some good purpose, which perhaps man,

with all his intellect, cannot at once perceive. There are many

who would be very severe in condemning another for killing a

rare bird or butterfly, but who daily sanction the killing of a

Hawk, when there is really this difference only, the one is pro-

bably killed for a good purpose, and the person who killed it has

some thing to look at for the remainder of his life with pleasure,

whilst the other is killed for mere caprice or fashion, as in all

probability the day after it would have been far away from the

district never to return, and therefore the injury it could possibly

inflict was only imaginary. Perhaps, too, the treasure the for-

mer had secured might have been destroyed immediately after

in the ordinary course of nature, so that it mattered little to it,
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bird or insect, whether it was taken or shot by man, or had

been caught and eaten by a Hawk or other bird, its natural end,

for JN'ature seems to have ordained that few, if any, of her crea-

tures, birds, beasts, fishes, or insects, should die what we call a

natural death. All, as soon as they get feeble, and very often

before, merely form food for others.

The only legislation really required is protection for all our

summer residents during breeding time, including eggs and

young of all breeding birds, great and small, at this season,

on the grounds of humanity alone, unless they become a posi-

tive nuisance.

The war of extermination carried on during breeding time

against Hawks, Owls, Crows, Magpies, Jays, Wood-Pigeons, and

others whose real habits we really know little of, is at the least

cruel and unjustifiable when we take into consideration the

numbers of young birds left to die in the nests when the old

birds are trapped. Morally there is no greater harm in any one

torturing a domestic animal than there is in starving a wild one.

I would not think it right to prevent a person shooting any of

these birds he chose on his own land, but I hope the time will

come when we may not all be so addicted to fashion, and that

some large landed proprietors will take delight in having on their

estates all kinds of birds Kature intended to be there, and in ob-

serving their habits and hearing their cries, all of which add

charm to a country life. One of the greatest drawbacks to the

country is the absence of the various birds which ought to be

there ; and which of us will or can take upon himself to say that

the good such birds as the Magpie and Jay do in destroying in-

sects and their grubs during the whole year, does not quite

compensate for any injury or imaginary injury they do or are

supposed to do during their breeding season.

I would ask whether E,ooks do not take eggs when they can

find them ? Birds are generally cunning enough to conceal their

eggs, but they are probably as likely to be found by a Eook as

a Magpie. Why then make enemies of the one kind and spare

the other ? The chief reason seems to be custom only.

As matters are at present, persons living near villages and
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towns are continually annoyed by having their gardens entered

entirely against their wish, by boys and others seeking birds'

nests, but there seems to be no legal remedy for this. The only

way to protect birds successfully would be to make them, their

eggs, and young, belong to the person or his tenant on whose

ground they are, and to enable such owner or occupier to have

any one who takes either the one or the other punished, at any

rate if he chooses. Thus all trespassers looking for any kind of

eggs, and whatever comes in their way, might be stopped ; and

we might really do without game laws altogether; and be so

much the better in this respect, that each person might then

do what he liked with what ought in my opinion to belong to

him, but which in reality does not legally.

All legislation should be on the plan that what is morally right

should be legally right, and vice versa.

The laws respecting the time when our resident game may be

sold and taken do not seem to be very hard, as no one who wants

a bird is deprived from getting it during the greater portion of

the year, but still there is not so great a difference now-a-days

between the value of a Partridge and a Golden Plover, and the

eggs of each should equally belong to the persons on whose

grounds they are. There certainly is this difference, that the

Partridge remains where bred or near to it, the Plover, as soon

as he can fly, will change his ground, but so long as they have

their nests on a man's ground they should be his property.

As I said before you can do no harm by shooting birds so long

as they remain in flocks, and it seems very hard and quite unne-

cessary to legislate that birds, whose breeding places are confined

to the extreme north, such species as the Grey Plover, Common

Godwit, Knot, Sanderling, Pigmy Curlew, Little Stint, Tem-

minck's Sandpiper, Spotted Redshank, Turnstone (Greenshank

and Whimbrel rarely breeding in Scotland), and others which

visit us on their migration northward so late as April and even

May may not be shot by the naturalist or sea-side gunner, in

order to secure specimens in the interesting plumage many of

them put on at this season. I^o legislation will make these
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birds linger a single day, and as they never did breed in Eng-

land, even in its wildest state, they certainly never will now.

Many species of birds, the Spotted Eedshank, Common God-

wit, Little Stint, Temminck's Sandpiper, and Pigmy Cmiew

come to our own coast, almost exclusively in the young state, im-

mediately after being able to fly, and after staying a very short

time, perhaps a few days only, leave us never to return. What

harm arises from shooting these ? It is quite clear tJiei/ do not

come back. The fact is, that for many of our migratory birds,

Greese, Ducks, Sandpipers, and others, the immense morasses in

the JS'orth of Europe are their summer home ; thither they wend

their way, arriving late in May perhaps, and taking only a week

to get there, as soon as the grounds are fit for them after the

long winter, and then of what consequence is it how many

we can capture at this season? Each species differs in some

respects; but after the young of several species are sufficiently

strong, in about eight or nine weeks, off they come back again

scattering themselves southwards over the face of the earth, not

only to find food for themselves but to form food for other crea-

tures, and also to afford instruction and amusement to man in

studying their habits. Those who are not above doing this

are not always unprofitably employed, and any legislation pre-

venting this is wrong. We find this habit also to be common to

our summer residents which depart with their young, hatched

and reared here, but which return the following spring in about

the average number only of previous years, all the rest having

most probably formed food for other species during their absence.

For this purpose they were made in accordance with one of

Nature's laws, and it teaches us that what may be called over

protection or care for them often avails nothing.

I mentioned before that so long as most birds continue in flocks

little harm arises from shooting them, and I think this is so.

When in flocks they are generally not near their breeding grounds

:

when they come to these, they generally do so in a quiet and un-

obtrusive manner, and spread themselves widely in pairs.

Birds coming from southern climes to breed with us, take for
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instance Shovellers, generally arrive at a pond about the 20th

March. They know that by that time there will be no lasting

frost to prevent their getting food, but when they do come, they

come so quietly that you find them at the pond and there only,

none being observed perhaps for miles round about, either in

coming or departing after having reared their young.

During the present close -season Gargenies would never be

killed in England, as they only arrive about the 20th March

when they do come, and depart as soon as ever the young can

fly, August at the latest.

Those extensive landed proprietors who have honest servants,

and who possess large tracts of waste land with shallow water

which stands long enough to produce the food the birds require,

are independent of all laws. So long as the marshes are ex-

tensive enough to enable the birds to take long flights on being

disturbed and to get into a place of security, then they will con-

gregate and remain in them, but only so long as J^ature has

taught them. If often disturbed, or if the tract of ground is not

sufficiently large to guarantee them security from fr-equent mo-

lestation, they will not remain.

This district is so much what is called improved, that there

is now hardly room for real wild fowl anywhere. Even when

there are ponds, the country round about is not wild enough and

extensive enough for them to remain at.

Many persons have what they call wild Ducks on their ponds.

These have been placed there by themselves or their predecessors.

They are very different from the truly wild birds in their nature,

seldom going far from home. The truly wild birds will not be

controlled in their habits. They prefer being free as the wind,

and as changeable. They pair in spring and keep themselves

aloof from the half-castes, very seldom indeed having any varia-

tion in their colour. The others are polygamous and often change

their colours, having always coarser feet and other parts. They

are no doubt valuable as ornaments, as well as for food, when

you cannot have the true wild birds. JSTature does not counte-

nance variations in colour generally in wild birds and animals,

but there is no rule without an exception, instance the Euff in
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summer. Almost all her productions are similar according to the

seasons, ages, and sexes, but why some species vary more than

others according to age, sex, or season, is perhaps what we can

never find out. All l^ature's species were created perfect, and if

left to themselves remain so and constant. The several varieties

produced by man's intervention, and such as he takes pride in

producing and keeping up are not so ; if they were left to them-

selves they would soon, cease to exist as such.

There are large tracts of land in England now which were

formerly and are still inhabited by birds in summer. The re-

cent acts perhaps prevent the destruction of the old birds, but if

the eggs are constantly gathered you may almost as well be with-

out the old birds. They, in consequence of their eggs being

taken, after a time assemble in flocks, leave the places, and are

as wild as in winter; whilst if the eggs and young were pro-

tected, any one would have the pleasure of seeing the old birds

near when attending to their young.

It is perhaps little use trying to alter this state of things.

Civilization and population increase so rapidly that the wild birds

must give way, but it is a pity not to help them as much as pos-

sible, and this should be done by the owner of the land, who

should legally have the power.

All laws should be made to inflict as little injury as possible

on individuals, and they should not be made at all unless for the

public good in some way or other. I cannot see how any pos-

sible good arises by preventing birds being shot during their mi-

grations, and which are here to day and probably hundreds of

miles away to-morrow.

Eeal injury accrues to individuals when resident birds are

shot, or their nests taken in private grounds. Most persons who

have any kindly feeling generally take interest in having birds

and their nests in their grounds, and having them often destroyed

is as great an injury to them as it would be in having something

generally thought much more valuable taken away or stolen.

It would I think be better not to have a close time at all for

mud flats and such like places. 'No birds breed on these, and as

soon as the birds disperse to breed, then such places are almost
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entirely forsaken by them. Let the landed proprietors look after

their own grounds, give them the birds and eggs on them, but

make laws so as to enable them to punish trespassers and rob-

bers, at any rate if they choose, and if they do, the birds will in-

crease. It is no use protecting such birds as have ceased to

breed in England from altered conditions of the face of the

country, such as drainage of fens, and certainly none whatever

protecting such birds as never did breed in this country. No
protection will make them do this, and all the protection you can

give is not even likely to increase their numbers here.

All naturalists must regret the circumstances which have ren-

dered it impossible for such species as the Spoonbill, Avocet,

Black Tern, Black-tailed Godwit, Bustard, etc., to remain and

breed with us ; but these altered circumstances were for the good

of the country generally, and the consequent loss cannot be

helped. How much more should we regret the extinction of the

Kite, Moor Buzzard, Common Buzzard, Hen Harrier, and some

other equally ornamental species, which have nearly become ex-

tinct from man's personal greed : birds, too, which frequently

were satisfied with food which was entirely useless to man.

There is one thing I think which good taste should imme-

diately put a stop to, and that is, the extensive slaughter of

game by persons in high position, so often reported in news-

papers. It is said imitation is the sincerest flattery. If an ig-

norant man reads that some great man has killed several hundred

head of game or Pigeons, if he thinks at all, he must see that it

was done merely for the love of slaughter and not for love of

manly sport. "Well, he of course has not the game to shoot at,

nor can he pay for the Pigeons, but instead of these he gets

amongst some unfortunate young Gulls or Terns, and he goes on

slaughtering them till he has, as far as he can, matched his beau

ideal of a shooter ; and how can we blame the one without con-

demning the other ? If persons having the means and the desire

to kill such numbers of birds or beasts do it, it would be well if

they kept their exploits to themselves. Besides this, by inform-

ing the public they invite poachers to try their preserves, and

thus often get their keepers into trouble.
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Taking the whole system of game-preserving into considera-

tion and the expenses attending it, it would seem almost a

question, now that money is taken into account in all such

transactions, whether the great expense required in preserving

is compensated by the equivalent amusement and money returns

for the game got and sold. That is, it seems a question if what

are considered vermin were allowed to exist, and trusty servants

only kept to protect their master's property, birds, eggs, and

other things, whether the great saving in expense would not be

met by having a sufficiency of game, and a great deal more plea-

sure in obtaining it, than by the present system of heavy bags,

got at enormous expense, and in such quantities at a time, as to

be almost useless to the proprietors except in the return he gets

in money from the dealers.

I am quite unable to imagine how any liberal-minded natural-

ists could sanction such changes as have been made by recent

bird legislation. Even supposing that they had individually

found out all they cared to know concerning the habits of British

birds, still they had no right to stifle future investigation by

their juniors either in age or learning. Some kinds of birds re-

quire different times to arrive at maturity; several species of

Gulls take four years. I have not yet met with any one who

can determine the age of some individuals of these, met with

during immaturity. I^ow we may take it for granted that there

are quite as many immature as mature Gulls in existence. The

latter only congregate at their breeding grounds, where the

owners of such ought to be able to protect them. The former

are probably scattered over the coasts and seas in many parts.

I^ow, what harm accrues to these species by killing for observa-

tion these immature wanderers ? I would ask, do these natural-

ists think that all information required by a student of nature

can be acquired from either stuffed birds or skins already ob-

tained ? If not, how is it to be got ? Perhaps by looking at the

birds with binoculars. If they have to get their information

from skins already obtained, I fear they will be as likely to get

it as a surgeon would be who expected to learn anatomy from a

mummy. A true naturalist requires the recently killed birds to
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judge of their shape, and see the colour of their eyes, legs, beak,

and feathers, which in so many species change during the growth

of the bird and with the seasons. He wishes to admire and con-

template their wonderfully different forms, and the arrangements

of the layers of feathers, as adapted to the bird's requirements.

I would ask, can any one yet satisfactorily explain the change

of plumage, from winter to summer, of so many of our shore

birds, which takes place about April ? even of the Dunlin, compa-

ratively speaking a common bird ? and how much of this change

is acquired by moulting ? and how much by the change of the

colour in the feathers themselves ? or can any one explain the

length of time birds of these genera take to change from white

to black or from white to red ? or the cause of such changes ? or

can they account for the change in the plumage of the males of

the surface feeding Ducks, which takes place about July, when

they acquire a plumage somewhat resembling the females ? and

then again the change to their full plumage about October ?

The Wigeon and Wild Geese which remain longest on our

coasts in spring are most probably not those which would remain

in Scotland to breed. The birds breeding there have most likely

nests before the flocks leave our more southern shores, where

they are lingering till the distant northern morasses are ready

for their economy, which would not be till about the middle of

June. It appears to me, therefore, to be quite unnecessary and

useless to prevent these coast birds being shot, so long as they

remain with us in flocks, or at any rate, until the end of March.

It remains for me to ask forbearance from my listeners in their

criticism of what they have heard. I have written down my
thoughts as they occurred to me, and am afraid I have used a

great many repetitions, but they are used as explanatory argu-

ments, and in consequence of my not being accustomed much to

writing I have used a crude style, which I hope will be over-

looked.

In conclusion, I feel uncertain whether I have thrown any

light upon a subject which apparently is very little understood by

our legislators.
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YII.— On the Biscovery andExploration ofRomanRemains at South

Shields in the Years 1875-6. By the Eev. E. E. Hooppell,

M.A., LL.D., E.E.A.S.

Towards the end of the year 1874 the Ecclesiastical Commission-

ers laid out for building purposes a considerable piece of ground

in the Eorough of South Shields, which, with the houses and

streets already erected on its fringes, may be described as bounded

on the south by Ocean Eoad, on the west by Mile-End Eoad, on

the north by the Tyne, and on the east by the German Ocean.

It contained what had for many years been known as the Heugh

Earm, within which was situated the well known '^ Lawe."

The Ecclesiastical Commissioners having determined to dis-

pose of the freehold of this land for building sites, made several

broad streets through it : one. Baring Street, running north from

Ocean Eoad ; another, Eort Street, crossing Baring Street at

right angles, and extending from Mile-End Eoad to the sea.

The ground was thus divided into four large (and approximately

speaking) quadrangular divisions. Sites were speedily sold, one

of the first being on the western side of the north-eastern quad-

rangular division, which contained within it the northern face

and slope of the '' Lawe." (IS'ear a, on the General Plan. Plate

It had always been known that the '^ Lawe" at South Shields

was the site of a Eoman Station. Leland repeatedly mentions it.

In his Collectanea, Yol. II., p. 290, he says:—''The monks of

the Tyne say that there was a city (civitas) on the further bank

of the mouth of the Eiver Tyne, Caer Urfe by name, where king

Oswy had been born." And in Yol. III., p. 43, of the same :

—

"In the neighbourhood of Tynemouth was a city (urbs) devas-

tated by the Danes, Urfa by name, where king Oswin had been

born." In his Itinerary he says, that ''the foundations of the

city still remained." He also says that one of the great Eoman

roads from the west of the Island had its terminus at the mouth

of the Tyne. And again:—"They say, indeed, that St. Oswin

the king was born in a certain fortress anciently called Burgh,

the foundations of which still remain in part on the southern
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side of the water of Tyne, near South Shields, in the territory

which now belongs to the Prior of Durham." See the Collec-

tanea, Vol. II., pp. 370, 371 ; also pp. 396, 397.

With these ancient testimonies agree more modern ones.

]S'early two hundred years ago a very large and handsome Eoman

altar was discovered at the ^'Lawe," which created great inte-

rest at the time. It was the subject of a communication laid

before the Eoyal Society in 1682 by Dr. Lister, who had by

great exertions obtained possession of it. It was figured and

described in Gibson's Camden. Its history is told in other works

of the early part of the last century. For a long time afterwards

it was lost, but Professor Hiibner found it again at Oxford, and

at the expense of J. C. Stevenson, Esq., M.P., it has been beauti-

fully figured in Dr. Brace's noble work, the ''Lapidarium Sep-

tentrionale." Another altar was found subsequent to this one,

and very many Roman coins have been picked up by women and

others working in the fields from time to time ; one, as particu-

larly interesting, I may specify, a first brass of the Emperor An-

toninus, with inscriptions in Greek characters,—AYTK. M.

AYP. ANTONEINO^. B., on the obverse, and E^E^ION. A.

NEOKOPflN, on the reverse.^'

When the new streets began to be made by the Ecclesiastical

Commissioners several gentlemen resident in South Shields, to

whom the past history of the Lawe was more or less fully known,

watched with lively interest the progress of the workmen. Their

vigilance was rewarded. In the course of the excavations ne-

cessary to make Baring Street, numerous pieces of Samian ware

were turned up, (near h, on the General Plan, Plate Y., and at

many other points) ; some of these were beautifully figured, and

others had potters' marks plainly legible upon them. Then a

paved road was come to, (near c, c, Plate Y.), the road I believe

from Menevia to Tinae Ostia, and close beside it a striking sculp-

tured stone, which was conjectured with great probability to

* This extremely interesting' coin, after being in tlie possession of Mr. George Nichol-

son for some years, was presented by that gentleman to the Museum of the Free Library,

South Shields.
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have been connected with some funeral monument. IN'ear it also

were the remains of a shallow stone trough.

About the same time many coins, pieces of Samian ware, and

bones of animals were found in the north-east quadrangular por-

tion of the land, and the purchaser of the site already mentioned,

{a, Plate Y.), came, at a depth of about seven feet below the

present surface of the ground, upon a beautiful patera of Samian

ware, perfect, except one piece which had been broken out of the

side, showing the potter's mark, and a scratched inscription.

The discovery of all these relics gave a great impulse to re-

search. A Public Meeting was held in South Shields, a Com-

mittee was formed, leave was obtained from the Ecclesiastical

Commissioners to thoroughly search the ground, and active ex-

ploration was pushed on during many months. This systematic

investigation began on the 15th of March, 1875. Before that, a

perfect column, and parts of others, had been found (at n, Plate

XIII,) near the place where, as above mentioned, coins, fragments

of pottery, and bones had been discovered. The first thing done

by the regularly appointed Committee was to begin from the same

spot and carry a trench east and west till the ramparts of the

Station should be reached. Then the central portion was entirely

uncovered. Then a trench north and south was carried to the

bounds of the Station, and after that other portions of the Station

in various parts were laid bare. In giving an account of the

results of the exploration it will be unnecessary to take note of

the chronological sequence of the various operations. It will be

sufficient simply to describe as faithfully as possible the Station

and its contents as revealed by the excavations.

The spot first commenced with turned out to be the site of

the forum, and proved with its surroundings to be fi-aught with

immense interest. It is matter for the deepest regret that no effec-

tual steps have been taken thus far for its permanent preserva-

tion. On the contrary, it has abeady suffered greatly from the

total neglect to which it has been for some time abandoned. The

extreme length of the forum is seventy-four feet, its extreme

breadth thirty-four. With the exception of about ten feet at
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either end, the whole area is paved with flag-stones. The pav-

ing is bounded on the east, south, and west sides by a line of

massive squared stones sunk in the earth, not a few of which have

been worn into deep depressions by the passage over them of in-

numerable feet, and, at a distance from these massive stones of

from three to four feet, a continuous line of channelled stones,

around the same three sides, carried off the rain from the side

paths lying between them and the outer sunken blocks, and from

the paved area in the centre. Other accompanying drainage

arrangements were complete. It was interesting to see how

perfectly they acted the first time this ancient pavement was

directly exposed to violent rain after the lapse of more than a

thousand years. The writer was present when this occurred,

and saw the flood disappear from the old Eoman market-place,

throughout its entire extent, as completely and as rapidly as it

does from a modern street, although the area was surrounded

with a bank of earth as yet unexcavated of from three to four

feet in height.

It was on the floor of the forum that the pillars and fragments

of pillars already mentioned were found. They were lying in

and about the channelling on the west side. There were in all,

in whole or part, three pillars. They bore evident marks of

having been exposed to fierce flames. They were in close proxi-

mity to one of the most interesting features of this remarkable

spot, a wall completely prostrate, but unbroken, save at the ex-

tremities, lying flat upon the forum, and covering about a sixth

of its whole area. (Plate YI. ; and n, Plate XIII.)

This wall had evidently been the south wall of a lofty build-

ing situated on the northern side of the forum, the prsetorium,

in my opinion, while the town was Eoman. It had stood, in all

probability, for a while after the final destruction of the Station,

and then, in some great gale from the north-west, had snapped

from its foundations, and fallen in one piece. I am led to con-

clude thus from the fact that there are a few inches of soil, in

some places perhaps a foot or nearly a foot of soil, between it

and the pavement of the forum. The first few courses also are

standing upright in their original position. The height of this

L
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wall must have been thirty feet at least, nearly that extent being

still in one piece when it was nncovered by the excavations, and

numerous loose stones, which had broken off, in or after the fall

lying on the margin. The outline of the wall when uncovered

was irregular, and it was not easy to conclude where windows

or doors had been. It was evident there had been none in the

portion which lay unbroken, but the writer thought the appear-

ance not inconsistent with a window at the south-east portion as

it lay on the ground, and a door towards the north-west portion.

Near the eastern edge of the wall, on the floor of the forum,

was found the keystone of an arch, having sculptured on it in

relief the head of a bull. Bos longifrons, exactly similar to many

%o^l

No 5.

skulls of that animal which were found in the Station with evi-

dent marks of the butcher's axe upon them. A "Woodcut (Ko. 5)

of this keystone is here inserted, on account of its interest,

both archseologically and zoologically. It had suffered much
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from fire. From its position it appeared to have belonged to the

doorway leading from the forum into the prsetorium. Close by

the spot where it was found was the threshold of that building

with depressions in it manifestly caused by the wear of tens of

thousands of footsteps.

This latter evidence of busy and long continued traffic is

manifest, as already intimated, on every side of the forum. At

the eastern end are several enclosures, which mark the site ap-

parently of shops; near them the stones are plainly worn by

footsteps. So also are the stones in places at the western end.

Other stones, which from their size appear to have formed por-

tions of large gateways or other important buildings, bear evident

marks, as many at Borcovicus do, of having served as whetstones

for innumerable spearheads, knives, or other sharp edged instru-

ments. Some stone steps, to be mentioned presently, had been

turned, when deep indentations had been made in them by traffic,

and the new surface had been worn down by the continued stream

of human feet as the old had been before.

In the forum there is a well or pit, built round with stone

without mortar, which the explorers excavated to a depth of

several feet. When I saw it, soon after it was opened out, it

was quite dry: it is near the enclosures I have conjectured to

have been shops.'^* (Plate YI.)

The large building, already alluded to as having joined the

forum on the north side, extended the whole length of the forum,

a distance as already said of seventy-four feet. This is inside

measurement. The portion of it in immediate proximity to the

forum appears to have been a noble hall, twenty-two feet wide,

across the centre of which, from the threshold of the gates open-

ing into the forum, ran a broad pavement, fourteen feet in width,

to a most remarkable chamber beyond. The rest of the area on

* The reader will have no difficulty in recognising- the position, and outline, of the vari-

ous points of interest above described, in the Detailed Plan (Plate XIII,), and in the photo-

lithogi-aphed view (Plate VI.) The latter, together with the views which follow, has been

executed from a series of admirable pen-and-ink etchings, made from photographs, by Mr.

John Storey, of Newcastle-on-Tyne. The General and Detailed Plans, Plates V. and

XIII., have been prepared by S. Oswald and Son, Architects and Surveyors, of Newcastle-

on-Tyne, of whose disinterested and valuable aid to the work of exploration ( f these highly

important Remains it is impossible to speak too highly.
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each side of the pavement was floored with concrete. The

chamber at the end of the pavement is sunk fully four feet below

the level of the hall. A flight of five stone steps in perfect pre-

servation leads down into it. Its walls are four feet thick, com-

posed of stones of great size, which evidently belonged to another

building before they were used to construct this massive room.

They are most curiously marked, and many have cramp holes,

which once were filled with lead,—^not, in my opinion, since they

formed parts of the present building, though others I know have

expressed a different opinion,—and one appears certainly to have

previously been a massive door jamb. (Plate YII.)

Besides the stairs this chamber had a window looking on to

the pavement of the great hall, with jambs deeply splayed, and

holes'in the sill for three upright iron bars. The floor of this

chamber is paved with large flags, and in it is a rectangular,

oblong, bath or cistern or impluvium, the sides and floor of which

are also composed of slabs. In this chamber was found a vast

mass of stones and rubbish, and among other interesting relics

the capitals of some pilasters, the base of a pillar with many step

like mouldings,"^ and great part of a human skeleton. On each

side of the chamber are the red concrete floors of rooms on a level

with the floor of the great hall, but parted from it by a sub-

stantial wall, and heated apparently by flues, several of which

were opened by the explorers ; and indications seem to warrant

the conclusion that this great block of buildings extended to a

distance of about twenty-two feet beyond the sunken chamber

towards the north, and abutted throughout its length upon the

main street which ran direct from the western to the eastern

gate. The eastern wall of the block abutted in like manner on

the main street, which ran from the southern to the northern

gate, and the breadth of which is known from the excavations to

have been fifteen feet from the wall of these important buildings

to the extremities of the buttresses of another important edifice

on the other side.

The Station of South Shields was a large one, and evidently a

* It has been suggested that this may have been the base of an altar, an altar with a

base -very similar to this having been found many years ago at Elenborough.
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Tery important one. The area within the ramparts was five and

a third acres. The exploration has yielded many discoveries of

very great interest, if not actually unique. As far as I ara aware,

a table altar, in the forum, to be described presently, of an age

immediately subsequent to the Christian Eomano-British epoch,

the sunken chamber with its stone steps, window sill and jambs,

and impluvium, and the prostrate wall of thirty feet original

height, are unique in Great Britain. If the whole is ultimately

destroyed, if the stones are carried away, (as they are being

daily carried away to furnish materials for the foundations of

new houses and for the erection of garden walls,) and if no steps

are taken to preserve relics so valuable to science, and which,

rightly considered, reflect such lustre on South Shields, the dis-

grace to the town will be indelible. The block I have been

describing, and which comprises the forum, praetorium, etc., toge-

ther with all the interesting relics I have thus far particularised

is included in a space of thirty-five yards by twenty-seven

yards. Is the purchase, enclosure, laying out, and perpetual

preservation of that space of ground beyond the means of any of

the public - spirited inhabitants of South Shields? Are there

not many who could do it without feeling the expenditure re-

quired for the purpose in the least ; and, when this is the case,

shall the most precious heritage the town has within its borders

be thrown away, because a Committee is unenergetic, or a public

body, like the Ecclesiastical Commissioners, slow in answering

letters ?

But the portion I have described is not the only deeply inte-

resting spot revealed by the excavation. The explorers were

determined to fix the position of each of the four ramparts and

to uncover each of the four gateways. In this they succeeded

perfectly. More than ninety yards of the eastern rampart are

laid bare, and in one place no fewer than six courses of facing

stones are in position, for many yards together, a splendid piece

of masonry. The rounded corner of the rampart is likewise

shown to great advantage, (Plate YIII.), great chamfered blocks

running round on the outside, a few courses from the founda-

tion, and giving a noble appearance to the wall. The ramparts
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throughout were somewhat more than six feet in thickness. In

many places the facing stones are gone, but the core remains.

At the eastern gateway the explorers found a room, with fire-

place, and doorway with place for bar as fastener, and, next to it,

another room, with plastered wall, and colour still distinct upon

the plaster. Of the antiquity of this there could not be the

slightest doubt, for in close proximity is a hypocaust with pillars

of single stones, and the whole is on the Roman level, many feet

below the surface of to-day.

In another spot, not far from the eastern rampart, the remains

of a large and wealthy house were found. Here was a very per-

fect hypocaust, with sooty flue, coal, and many rooms. A portion

of the wall of one room was within a few inches of the surface

of the earth, though the concrete floor adjoining was five feet

below the surface. Here was found a bronze lamp, not a com-

mon find in the Stations ^'per lineam yalli,"-" (Woodcut, 'No. 6,)

No. 6.

a writing stilus, of which the following Woodcut (^o. 7) is'an

exact representation, of the precise size of the original, a bronze

No. 7.

* Since writing the above two more lamps have been found, one of bronze, and the
other of earthenware. The latter is very curious, of a design somewhat resembling a
scallop shell, pierced tor five wicks.
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cup, (Woodcut No. 8,) with foot and stem of beautiful design,

though much decayed, and many minor articles.

JS'ear the south-east corner of the rampart were found some

choice enamelled ornaments, more perfect than anything of the

same kind in the British Museum. A Woodcut, (No. 9,) is given

of the most perfect one, the exact size of the original. The rest,

No. 8. No. 9.

there were four in all, were very similar, though not identically

the same. I would direct particular attention to the boars' heads,

included in the design. The boar was the badge, or emblem, of

the twentieth legion, stationed at Chester, and the finding of

these ornaments, taken in conjunction with other circumstances

and considerations, seems to point to a somewhat close connec-

tion, or at any rate frequent intercourse, between Deva and

the Lawe.

On the southern side of the Station many walls still many feet

in height have been excavated. There were evidently numerous
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large buildings in this direction. In several cases the doorways

are plainly visible. It has been suggested that these edifices

were barracks. Their walls were probably those standing above

the ground in Leland's time, for the explorers found some of

them within a few inches of the surface of the soil. In the

neighbourhood of these buildings, and in other localities of the

Station, large well-made drains were found. This was particu-

larly the case along the bed of the street leading from the south

gate to the north. Two drains, built of stone, sides and bottom,

and covered with large flags, ran down side by side, and passed

under double flags beneath the roadway of the north gate, and so

discharged down the river bank the drainage of the town. (Plate

IX.) In excavating the northern portion of the Station an in-

teresting fact was disclosed, which is probably true of other steep

hills besides the Lawe at South Shields. One effect of time

during the last fifteen hundred years has evidently been to flatten,

so to speak, the hill. The accumulation of soil has been very

considerably greater on the slopes than on the summit.

There remains to notice a fine building situated near the west-

ern rampart, abutting on the main street leading from the west

gate to the east. This building is about seventy-seven feet long

by fifty-one feet broad, outside measurement. The walls are

flanked by a great number of buttresses placed very close. It

therefore most likely had an open roof. It is paved with flags

throughout. In one corner, the south-west, it has a deep sunken

chamber, which was arched and stepped over. (Plate XL) "What

was the use of this chamber, the construction of which and its

surroundings is somewhat complicated, has not yet been clearly

discovered. Many of the stones used in building it show by

their markings that they had belonged to earlier edifices. On

the south side this building had apparently a noble portico, for

the bases of three or four columns were found in their original

place. (Plate X.) Some call the building a temple. I do not see

why it may not have been a Christian church. Christianity

was the religion of the Roman Empire long before the Romans

abandoned Britain, and there is strong reason to think that the
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Roman city at South Shields was held by the Eoman-Britons for

a time at least after their protectors withdrew to the Continent.

!N'ot the least interesting of the results of the exploration are

the evidences of subsequent occupation revealed by the excava-

tions. All round the Station, within the ramparts, there run

paved causeways, several feet above the Eoman level, made, in

one case at least, upon the very walls of one of the noblest build-

ings the fortress contained, the temple or basilica last mentioned.

These paved causeways have all the appearance of streets, of some

town, built, perhaps mainly of wood, above the ruins of the old

Roman city. In the case of the one which runs along the west

wall of the building, near the western rampart, its bed is made

of smooth stones from the neighbouring shore, and with such

stones the chamber I have already described in the south-west

angle of the building was also filled. The final destruction of

the town was evidently by fire. Above the level of these paved

causeways, throughout the whole area of the Station, is a sheet

of ashes. Mingled with the charcoal of joists and rafters are

fragments of roofing tiles. The author quoted by Leland says,

Caer Urfa was burned by the Danes. The causeways may belong

to the age of the early Saxons, who we are also told called the

fortress Burgh. The only circumstance wanting to confirm the

tradition that the Saxons occupied it is the finding of Saxon

coins. As far as I am aware, no Saxon coins have yet been dis-

covered. But there are plain proofs that the Lawe was resorted

to for some purposes or other, most probably religious or judicial,

or both, at no great distance of time after its final destruction as

a city. Por in all parts of it subsequent erections have been dis-

covered. Some of these took the form of simple stone walls, built

without mortar. But two were far more curious. In the forum,

towards the eastern end, a table altar, already alluded to, (See

Plates YL, YIL), was found most perfect. It was composed of

two stones, one long and narrow set upright as a pillar, the other

broad and flat, poised on the pedestal. The latter has a shallow

mortice in which to receive the head of the pedestal, and both it

and the pedestal were covered all over with a thin fine white

plaster like plaster of Paris, Round this remarkable erection, on
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three sides, was built a dry stone wall ; the fourth side, the wes-

tern, being left open, and the western ends of the north and south

walls being (as builders say) returned. What was the use or pur-

pose of this erection it would be interesting to discoyer. I have

called it a table-altar, and that appears to be its most probable

character. At the same time I do not think the upper stone bore

any marks of blood ever having been shed or placed upon it. I

cannot but think, however, that it was the erection of a heathen

people, either Saxons or Danes, after the expulsion or subjugation

of the Christian Eoman-Britons.

The other peculiar erection is a semi-circular wall, or bench,

near the western rampart, also facing the west. This spot ap-

pears to have been designed for judicial proceedings. That the

various ''Lawes" of Durham and JS'orthumberland were used as

places of assemblies, and for holding of courts, there seems to be

some evidence, and certainly the "Tors" of Devonshire and

Cornwall were scenes of such gatherings till very recent times.

This spot appears to me to have borne this character. But the

" Lawe" cannot long have been put to these religious or judicial

purposes. A time soon came when superstition threw a preserving

shield around it. Pormed only of loose, unmortared stones, these

scattered walls, this table-altar, and rude semi^circle, were left

untouched for centuries, till the mould of ages grew around them,

and gently buried them in its fruitful lap ; then, returning know-

ledge chased away superstitious terrors, and the builders of me-

diaeval Shields, by the river's bank, sought for stones among the

decaying ramparts and mouldering walls of the ancient city

;

and then, when all above the new surface of the earth had dis-

appeared, the plough came upon the scene, and corn grew where

once Tunnocelum, or, if the claim to that appellation be disputed,

Caer Urfa, was.

I have said that no Saxon coins to my knowledge have been

found, nor have any mediaeval ones ; but a good many of later

date, beginning with Philip and Mary, have been.

The Burying ground of the Station was to the south-west, pro-

bably stretching along each side of the great road leading from

the fortress in that direction. The southern side only has thus
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far been explored. Many graves and skeletons have been dis-

closed. One tombstone, very like our modern gravestones, has

also come to light. Its inscription, beyond "J). M,," is hardly

legible. It has been a disappointment to many that so few in-

scribed stones have yet been discovered. That such exist is

almost certain ; but where to seek them is beyond prediction.

We may hope that, ere the whole area is built upon, some find of

altars, or other written stones, will be accomplished. It would

be of immense importance archseologically to be able to decide

indisputably the Roman name of South Shields. The Station

was very large, and evidently of great importance. [N'umerous in-

scribed tiles have been found which bear the letters "COH. V. G."

One only interpretation of these seems possible, namely, " Cohors

Quinta Gallorum," the Pifth Cohort of the Gauls. Another

inscription, ^, has been found, which some suggest means

" Aelia Classica." Por my own part I think the Station was

Tunnocelum, and that it was garrisoned by the 'Tirst Marine

Cohort called the Aelian." Whether that cohort was also the

'^ Fifth Cohort of the Gauls," or whether two cohorts can have

been quartered in the Station at one and the same time, I cannot

say. The fact that an altar, distinctly mentioning the Fifth

Cohort of the Gauls, has been found at Cramond, near Edinburgh,

does not appear to me inconsistent with South Shields having

been their head quarters ; for the famous altar, discovered at

the Lawe two hundred years ago, and described by Dr. Lister,

shows, by its inscription, that it was dedicated in consequence

of the safe return of Caracalla,—from an expedition against

Caledonian enemies, it is believed. The altar found at Cramond

may easily have been dedicated by an officer of the same cohort

during the expedition. A remarkable number of scratched in-

scriptions on fragments of pottery have been found, which may

hereafter prove to be capable of imparting more information than

has yet been obtained from them.

I am glad to be able, through the kindness of the photographer,

Mr. Haggitt, to lay before the Meeting a series of photographs

taken by order of the Ecclesiastical Commissioners for England,

to whom the land containing the more interesting of the relics
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wMcli have been excavated still belongs. They show the forum,

with its channelled stones, a portion of the prostrate wall, and

the curions table altar, (Plate YI.) ; they show the sunken cham-

ber with its steps, its window, impluvium, and massive walls,

(Plate YII.) ; they show also the perfect drains, (Plate IX.) ; the

masonry of the eastern rampart ; the south-east corner with its

broad chamfered stones, (Plate YIII.) ; a hypocaust; the rooms

on the ground floor of a house ; the temple or basilica near the

western rampart, (Plate X.) ; and a Eoman grave with its occu-

pant in situ, (Plate XII. This latter was found near d, on the

General Plan, Plate Y.)^

Through the kindness of the Committee of the Pree Library

and Museum of South Shields and their Librarian and Curators,

I am also enabled to lay before the Meeting a few of the interest-

ing articles contained in the very valuable collection, historically

speaking, that has been formed by the explorers. I have here

fragments of tiles, with the inscription " COH. V. G." ; a fragment

of brick, with the inscription ^ ; another fragment of tile, with

the impress of the foot of a Dog ; here are also the marks made

No. 10.

on the soft clay by the violent beating of Raindrops, (Woodcut

jN"o. 10); and still another fragment, with the impress of the

* By the kindness of J. Broughton, Esq., the Agent for the Ecclesiastical Commissioners

at South Shields, the Club has been allowed to reproduce, by the aid of Mr. J. Storey's

facile pencil, some of the more striking of these views, for the illustration of this paper.
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nails in a Eoman Military Hoot, (Woodcut, JS'o. 11). I have also

another lettered fragment, a piece of an amphora, (nearly the

whole of the vessel, of which it is a part, having been at the

same time found in fragments,) with a portion of an inscription

No. 11.

upon it. I have also the patera I have already spoken of, and

the central portion of another with scratched inscription. I have

also brought specimens of figured Samian, of a Samian mortarium

of a white mortarium, and of many different kinds of ornamented

pottery. I have here also a portion of a sword, a portion of a

spear, a whetstone, a bone knife-handle or other implement, the

lamp, a curious piece of glass, the spur of a fighting cock, and

several scores of small articles, many of them very curious, com-

prising, amongst other things, several fibulse, the writing stilus,

an unguent spoon, an ornamented, glass bead, a large metal ring,

and several smaller ones of bone and metal, the very handsome

enamelled, equestrian ornaments, a curious, jet pyramid, many

pins, and some spindle whorls. I have also a stone axe head or

chisel, which was found immediately ahove the Eoman level, and

belonged, in my opinion, to the builders of the dry stone walls,

the altar table, and the semi-circle.

I have, too, a very curious, holed stone, which was found

among the pebbles which had been brought from the shore to

fill the chamber in the southwest corner of the temple, or basil-

ica, near the western rampart, and the most feasible explanation
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of which is, I think, that which makes it a weight used by fisher-

men to sink their nets, accidentally lost by the owner, and after-

wards brought with the stones from the shore, to fill the chamber,

and make the bedding for the paved causeway which later occu-

pants erected on the ruins of the temple wall.

It is painful to see the explored parts of this interesting and

important Station at the present time in a state of the utmost

neglect. The forum, the adjacent buildings, the sunken chamber,

are in a state of second ruin. Builders' labourers are robbing

the edifices of stones; children, and, judging from the size of

the stones, even men, are hurling masses of stone into the exca-

vated chambers, overturning pedestals, and smashing the great

boundary stones of the forum. Everywhere destruction is ram-

pant. Happily the remains are too massive, and too firmly bedded,

to be obliterated in a day, and, though so much mischief has been

done, enough remains to be invaluable if preserved. If none of

the Station should be preserved, the disgrace to South Shields

will be eternal. Men, in years to come, will not accept the ex-

cuses that one hears now on every side, such as that "The

Ecclesiastical Commissioners ought to preserve it," " The public

spirited leaders of the Borough ought to come forward," ''The

Committee ought to be more energetic," ''The Town Council

should take it up." The only thing remembered will be that

the thriving, populous, and ought-to-be-cultured town of South

Shields had, within its borders, a citadel of Roman power, a relic

and a witness of its own greatness and importance in far-off days,

a powerful attraction to visitors, a priceless educational boon for

its own children, and, through apathy, or devotion to all absorb-

ing monetary pursuits, suffered it to be wiped out, to be swept

away, to be stamped out of its midst. That such a consumma-

tion will, even at this late period, be allowed to be completed, I

cannot bring myself to believe; but, if it is to be prevented,

action, and energetic action, must be taken, without a day's more

unnecessary delay.
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It is, perhaps, desirable to supplement the preceding paper

with some brief statistical information respecting the Committee

of Exploration, and its operations, inasmuch as such records

always prove interesting in after years.

The Public Meeting, alluded to above, was held in the Lecture

Room, (now the Museum,) of the Free Library, South Shields,

March 8th, 1875. The Mayor of South Shields, J. Broughton,

Esq., presided, and among the gentlemen present was our col-

league, Dr. Bruce. The Meeting was very fully attended, and

gave a cordial and unanimous support to the object for which it

was called.

A large General Committee was formed, of which the Mayor

was appointed Chairman, Mr. George Lyall, Yice-Chairman, Mr.

Luke Mackey, Treasurer, and Mr. Robert Blair, Secretary. An
Excavating Sub-Committee was also chosen, comprising, besides

the above-mentioned Officers of the General Committee, Mr. Thos.

Lincoln, Mr. Thomas Yint, Mr. T. J. Bell, the Rev. T. JS". Roberts,

Mr. Thomas Pyke, Mr. John Hutchinson, Mr. Charles "Wawn,

Mr. John Hinde, Mr. John Lincoln, Mr. Blagdon Dawson, Mr.

Archibald Stevenson, and the writer of this paper.

The sum of £279 16s. 8d., in all, was raised, and expended, the

account being finally closed August 16th, 1877. This sum was

made up of the contributions of very many persons, among them

being the Duke of ^Northumberland, the Bishops of Durham and

Carlisle, the Earl of Durham, the Earl Ravensworth, and Sir W.
G. Armstong. Mr. John Williamson gave the munificent sum

of £50, Mr. J. C. Stevenson and Brothers more than £47, and

Mr. Ralph Carr Ellison, besides a liberal donation in money, pro-

vided a Superintendent of the Excavations, at his own cost, for

many months.

Besides the Collection of Roman Antiquities, from the Station

at South Shields, deposited in the Museum of the Free Library,

a very fine Collection has been made by Mr. Robert Blair, fine

ones by Mr. T. Yint, and Mr. T. J. Bell, and a large number of

articles have been dispersed among the inhabitants generally of

South Shields and its vicinity. Since the Exploration Committee

ceased their operations, private speculators have assiduously dug
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and sifted the ground, finding, as their reward, numberless arti-

cles. These they sell, for the highest prices they can obtain, to

those anxious to possess Eoman relics ; and it is a matter of cer-

tainty that some of the men, who thus employ themselves, are

reaping a considerable harvest, as the fruit of their industry.

SPECIAL LISTS

OF ARTICLES POUND IN THE EOMAN STATION AT SOUTH SHIELDS.

I. COINS.

For the following List of all the Emperors, Empresses, etc.,

whose Coins have been found at South Shields, either during the

Special Excavations of 1875-1877, or previously, I am indebted

to Mr. Eobert Blair, who has kindly added also the dates cor-

responding to each reign. These, it is scarcely necessary to

remark, are all A.D.

NAMES. DATES.

h Consular (Quadriga type).

b Consular (Antony's Legions).

c Fero 50-68.

b Vespasian 69-79.

a Domitian 81-96.

d :N'erva 96-98.

a Trajan 98-117.

a Hadrian 117-138.

a Antoninus Pius 138-161.

a Faustina Senior (wife of preceding).

b Marcus Aurelius 161-180.

b Faustina Junior (wife of preceding).

b Lucilla (wife of Lucius Yerus).

b Commodus 180-192.

b Crispina (wife of preceding).

b Septimius Severus 193-211.

a Julia Domna (wife of preceding).

a Caracalla 211-217.
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]!fAMES. DATES.

h Geta 211-212.

h Elagabalus 218-222.

h Severus Alexander 222-235.

a Julia Mamsea (mother of preceding).

I Gordian III 238-244.

a Philip 244-249.

G Valerian 253-260.

a Gallienus 253-268.

h Postumus 258-267.

a Yictorinus 265-267.

a Tetricus Senior 267.

a Tetricus Junior 267.

a Claudius Gothicus 268-270.

c Quintillus 270.

h Aurelian 270-275.

h Tacitus 268-276.

c Probus 276-282.

a Diocletian 284-303.

Maximian 286-305.

a Carausius 287-293.

a AUectus 293-296.

a Constantius 1 305-306.

a Helena (first wife of preceding).

a Theodora (second wife of same).

a Maximin II 308-313.

a Licinius 307-323.

a Constantine The Great 306-337.

a Urbs Eoma.

a Constantinopolis.

h Crispus 317-326.

a Constantine II 337-340.

a Constans 337-350.

a Magnentius 350-353.

a Decentius (brother of preceding).

h Constantius II. 337-361.

a Valentinian 1 364-375.

M
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NAMES. DATES.

a Yalens 364-378.

c Gratian 375-383.

I Arcadius 383-395.

a Eomano-Eritish Minimi.

It would not be possible to ascertain how many coins of each

of the above princes and princesses have been found, as they

are far too widely scattered. Many hundreds in all have been

obtained, some in very fine condition. The Museum of the Pree

Library has specimens of those marked («), and, of the rest, Mr.

R. Blair has specimens of those marked (J), Mr. T. Yint of those

marked (c), and Mr. T. J. Bell of those marked {d). Each of

these gentlemen possesses also many specimens common to one

or more of the other Collections specified. The single Maximian

found I have been unable to trace. The reverses of several coins

of later Emperors in the above list have Christian emblems.

II. BONES.

Eor the following List of Bones found, during the Excavation,

some in very considerable numbers, I am indebted to the Hev.

T. N. Roberts, M.A.

Man. Cranium, nearly complete, but iu pieces;

and many other bones, most of them ap-

parently belonging to one person, but some

of them belonging to others ; in all, appa-

rently, three individuals ; all found in the

Sunken Chamber, or on the floor of the

Forum.

Erontal portion of Cranium, found near

the Western Rampart.

Cranium, and other bones, found in

GrEAVES, near ci, on the General Plan,

(Plate V.)

Ashes of bodies, which had been burned,

found enclosed in Uens, near d, on the Ge-

neral Plan, (Plate Y.)
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Dog.

Wild Boae.

{Szis Aper.)

Swine.

{Sus Scrofa.)

Cattle.

{Bos Taurus.)

Goat.

Sheep.

Cranium; jaw.

Tusks in abundance.

Tusks, teeth, and bones of various kinds,

in abundance.

Many skulls and other bones. Some of the

skulls are believed to belong to the species,

Bos longifrons. Several are preserved in

the Museum of the Free Library, and it

would be well if some Members of the

Club, who have bestowed more attention

than the writer has done upon the charac-

teristics of that species, would carefully

examine them."^''

Jaws.

Jaws.

Eed Deee. Great Quantities of bones, especially lower

(
Cervus ElapJius.) jaws and teeth. Fragments of horns, many

of them with marks of knives and saws.

Elk.

HOESE.

Whale.

Piece of palmated antler.

f

A few teeth.

Part of vertebra, found on the floor of the

Porum.

* In the " Guide to the Ruins of the Roman City of Uriconium," by the well-known

antiqnaiy, Mr. Thomas Wright, it is stated that the Crania of the Bos longifrons were

found during the exploration of Uriconium in 1859, "More than one beaiing," as at

South Shields, " evident marks of the fatal blow of the axe on the forehead," Remains

of animals of the same species are also recorded hy Mr. Roche Smith, as having been

found amongst Roman relics, at Colchester and in London.

f It is noteworthy also that Mr. Wright also states that " Fragments of the horn of a

species allied to the Elk of Ireland," were found at Uriconium. He gives the scientific

name as Strongyloceros spelseus. I incline to the opinion that the fragment found at South

Shields belonged to the Cervus megaceros.
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III. SHELLS.

Great numbers of Shells were found in various parts of the

Station, under circumstances which admitted of no doubt that

the molluscs which once tenanted them had been used as food.

They were mostly mixed up with bones, broken pottery, and

other refuse from the kitchens of houses ; and the greater num-

ber were found near the ramparts. Snail shells were also found,

but not in sufficient numbers to render it at all certain that they

had been used as food. For the following List I am indebted to

Mr. George Lyall, P.G.S.

Oystee. Numerous.

{Ostrea eduUs.)

Mtjssell. Yery numerous.

{Ilytilm edulis.)

Common Winkle. Numerous.

{LiUorina littorea.)

Limpet. Yery numerous.

{Patella vulgata.)

Snail. Some, but not very many.

[Helix aspersa.)

lY. BIJILDING MATEEIALS.

Several kinds of Stone were used by the builders in the con-

struction of the edifices of the Station, and in paving the Porum,

the halls, and the streets. Thin stone shingles were also used,

as well as tiles, for roofing purposes. Por the following List of

the different kinds of Stone, and Building Materials generally,

employed, and of the nearest Localities, whence similar kinds

can be obtained at the present day, I am also indebted to the

kindness of Mr. George Lyall.
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LIMESTONE.

KINDS. LOCALITIES.

Compact Magnesian. The Trow Eocks, near South Shields.

Subcrystalline Mag- ,, ,,

nesian.

Flaggy Magnesian. Quarry near Westoe, now filled in, and

at Marsden.

Laminated Magnesian. ,, ,,

Eed.

Coarse Yellowish

White.

White.

Flaggy.

Micaceous.

SANDSTONE.

The Deans, near South Shields.

Billy Mill, near JSTorth Shields.

Billy Mill, and Quarry near Lawe, long

since filled in, and Quarry near St. Mark's

Church, South Shields, now filled in.

MILLSTONE GRIT.

The Millstones found were composed of a very coarse grained

brownish grit, the nearest localities for which at the present day

are in Weardale and JS'orth ^Northumberland.

RIVERINE PEBBLES, CLAY, SAND, ETC.

Pebbles of Sandstone, These, according to the testimony of the

Pilots who live at the Lawe, were, with-

out question, from the Mussel Scarp, a

bank at the mouth of the River, which was

finally removed by dredging a few years

ago.

Clay for Tiles and Bricks exists in abun-

dance on the Lawe itself and its slopes,

particularly to the southward and west-

ward. But the Eomans seem to have used

bricks but sparingly in their buildings at

the Lawe.

Carboniferous Lime-

stone, Porphyry, Ba-

salt, etc.

Clay.
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Sand. Found plentifully on the south-western

slope of the Lawe.

Lime. Might have been made at the Trow Eocks,

and other Limestone Localities ; or, in

abundance, and of excellent quality, at

Pulwell.

V. POTTERS' STAMPS.

A vast quantity of Pragments of Pottery of all kinds was

found; among them many pieces bearing Potters' Impressed

Stamps, either in whole or part. The following is a List of all

such Stamps, as far as I have been able to trace and examine

them. Those marked a are at the Pree Library ; those marked

I in the Collection of Mr. E. Blair ; those marked c in that of

Mr. T. Yint; and those marked d in that of Mr. T. J. Bell.

Those marked also with a star are Variations, hitherto, as far as

I am aware, unpublished in British Lists, while those marked

with a double star are, I believe, wholly new to the same. The

lettering is given exactly as it appears on the fragments.

SAMIAN.

1. a. MARTIOM^'
On patella, seven inches in diameter, one inch and five-eighths

high, found on shore of river by boys. Exposure to the air is

crumbling the glaze, an effect not observable in any other spe-

cimen.

2. ^. GENMORF^^*'

On patera ten inches in diameter, three inches high. The mid-

dle letter is imperfect, but looks much more like M than like I T.

3. a. DAGOMRI^^
On patera, seven inches and three-quarters in diameter, one

inch and a half high. The third letter distinctly G.

4. a. ADVOCISM
The last letter is indistinct, and is possibly not M.
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5. a. LMVF^^ ^*

The lower part of letters V F not perfectly plain.

6. a. DITTV"^^^^

The first letter appears to be plainly D not P.

7. a. NAM - - NIM '^

The two letters in the centre almost entirely gone, but pro-

bably M A.

8. a. MACRIAII -

The last letter broken off. The whole was probably

MACRIANI.

9. a. A I VI

The central letters illegible, apparently four in number.

10. a. lANVARI
Fragment of ornamented patera of superior material and glaze.

11. a. REGVLI.M
All distinct, except lower parts of L and I.

12. a. SIIVIIRIANV- "^

An S apparently wanting at end. The first S is reversed. The

double T is no doubt used for E.

13. a. QVIN
Fragment of ornamented pottery, of superior glaze. Whole

consisted apparently of about eight letters.

14. a. BVSA
This appears to be more than half the name.

15. a. EVATTVSF^^^^

Badly stamped. The tops of A and first T gone.

16. a. SVIVA^^^^

Yery rough. The S not vertical, but horizontal.
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17. a. QVADRATI 18. a. SACRILLI^*

19. «. MOR
"Whole consisted apparently of six letters. The letter preced-

ing O is imperfect, but appears to have been M.

20. a. POTTACl 21. a. GELSIAM^^

22. a. I S . E

23. a. DIV-

Whole consisted apparently of about nine letters.

24. a. —-— VSF
Whole consisted apparently of about seven letters.

25. a. IM

Whole consisted apparently of about six letters.

26. «. MEN---INVS*'^
Eeading doubtful. The first N may be R, and the second N

may be M.

27. a. IV VII

Upper part of last three letters gone.

28. a., and 29. a.

Letters too fragmentary to be reproduced in type.

30. a. A rose, of eight compartments.

31. <?. A wheel, of six spokes and pellets.

32. 5. LVPIM
Eemarkably clear and distinct.

33. I. CARATILLI 34. h. ——^TV

35. h. CASVRIMA*'
The M and A united by ligature.
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36. h. VLLIM
Apparently four or five letters preceded the V.

37. h. ALBVSA 38. 5. CIRRVSF

39. ^. ATT - - I

Apparently two letters between T and I.

40. b. CNDEO^^''
Eough letters, slanting like italics.

41. h. MAR INV
Three or four letters apparently between R and I. The lat-

ter indistinct.

42. 5. MINILLM^*
On figured Samian, incused, on side of vessel, on a raised

band. The L L reversed.

43. h. VITIR^^
Incused. Somewhat difficult to read. There is possibly a

third I after the R.

44. J. MARCIM
This stamp is wholly reversed. The last letter given above

is imperfect. There was besides it apparently one letter more.

4.5. h. -LBVSA
One letter, which preceded L, gone.

46. h. Two or three letters, very illegible, possibly VIM

47. b. HEVI
Yery illegible. Reading doubtful. The first letter appears

certainly more like H than any other.

48. b. A rose, like 30, a.

49. c. MARMIN-^^* 50. c. VENERAM^*

51. c. -MANV
The last three letters ligulate. Three letters apparently pre-

ceded M.
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52. c. M
Best, about seven letters, illegible.

53. c. IINICIISI^^^^

54. c. V E R
The original number of letters was apparently about nine.

55. c. BEL
The original number of letters was apparently ten or eleven.

56. c. VVV '^'•^-

Apparently about three letters wanting.

57. c. ITOLINVS
Three letters apparently wanting before I. The I and. T are

ligulate, as also the L and I.

58. c. R . L '- ^^ 59. c. M ^* ^^

The M very rough.

60. c. INF or INI F^^^^

Eeversed. The NF or NIF ligulate.

61. c. LMVF^^^-
The strokes of the V not joined at the bottom. Might be

double I.

62. c. A circle, with seven half-radii and central pellett.

63. d. MARCIF 64. d. MARTIM

65. f/. LVGIITV ^--^

The II not very distinct. Apparently four letters followed

the second V.

66. d. -MANVF
The MAN ligulate. Apparently only one letter preceded

the M.

67. 6'. MACRINI--
Apparently two letters followed the second I.
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BLACK WARE.

68. a. IINICIISI^^-^

This stamp is the same as 53 6?. It is the only example of a

stamp on black ware that has come to my knowledge from the

Station at South Shields.

MORTARIA.

69. G. ANANS or AVAVS or SVAVA^^^^

The first and second letters are ligulate, and the third and

fourth are so too. It is impossible to say whether N or V is in-

tended. If the inscription is reversed, as it may possibly be,

the third rendering given above would be the correct one. The

inscription is perfectly plain. It is on a fragment of coarse red-

dish ware.

70. c. NV
On a fragment of coarse reddish ware.

71. c. OCGFLI^^^^
On a fragment of fine white ware. The letters are of an or-

namental character, about three-quarters of an inch long, between

ornamented borders. The last two letters are imperfect, and

there may have been more, both preceding and following. The

G is somewhat doubtful ; it may really be C.

VI. GEAPHITIC II^SCEIPTIONS.

The Excavations at the Lawe have yielded a number of Grra-

phitic Inscriptions ; such, for example, as the names of the ow-

ners scratched on the undersides of vessels of Samian, and other,

"Ware. The following is a list of all such Inscriptions, as far as

I have been able to trace and examine them. The letters pre-

fixed to the Inscriptions have the same significations as in the

preceding lists.

SAMIAN.
1. a. XXII

On under side oi 1. a. in preceding List.

2. a. REMVLI
On under side of 9. a. in preceding List.
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3. a. X

On under side of 19. a. in preceding List.

4. a, NEPV
Very deeply scratched on under side of 22. a. in preceding

List. The strokes of the V are not joined at the bottom.

5. a. LINDITI
On under side of 29. a. in preceding List. There are also two

other marks, apparently imperfect letters, separate from the

ahove, but they appear to be of recent origin.

6. a. V
Imperfectly formed. On under side of 4. a. in preceding List.

7. a. LVC
This inscription had been afterwards deleted by scratching

numerous lines across it.

8. a. L or V
It is hard to say which letter this was. It is on a very small

fragment of apparently a patera, and it appears, contrary to the

usual custom, to have been scratched on the inside surface of the

vessel.

9. a. XXVV
The second X has a double line, instead of a single one, from

left to right. The V V like small y y reversed.

10. h. PNM
On under side of fragment of patera. The central stroke of

the N has gone.

11. b. A mark consisting of four lines

On under side of 38. h. in preceding List. It is like the mast

of a modern ship with two yards, and a rope from top of mast to

upper yard.

12. e. B

On under side of 61. c. The letter is formed like a K, with

upper ends joined by a horizontal line, and lower ends also.
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13. c. H
On back of fragment of patera.

14. c. VIM
On back of catinus, or deep basin-like cup.

BLACK WARE.

15. a. A ''broad arrow."

On under side of 68. a. in preceding List.

16. a. Y

On under side of fragment of patella.

AMPHORA.

17. «. BELSIM
On two fragments, but evidently adjacent ones.

18. a. MVIIS
On a fragment of the same ampbora as the preceding, but ap-

parently not an immediately adjacent fragment. The M imper-

fect, first half being gone, and rest not made in the same style as

the M of preceding fragment.

TILES.

19. a. VOO
OSYY

Several letters imperfect, particularly the last O in first line,

which may possibly be C, and the last Y in second line. The

last two letters in the second line may possibly be V V.

20. «. CALI

S

BVS

Several of these letters doubtful, in particular the A, L, and B.
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YII. STAMPED AND SCULPTURED IJN^SCRIPTIONS

ON TILES, BEICK, AND STONES.

The following is a List of all the examples of Inscriptions

stamped on Tiles, or cut in Erick or Stone, found during the

Excavations, as far as I have been able to trace and examine

them. The letters prefixed have the same significations as be-

fore. The Inscription on the Altar, found at South Shields in

the seventeeth century, is given in Dr. Bruce's Lapidarium Sep-

tentrionale.

TILES.

1. a. C O H VG
Eaint. But the whole legend complete on a band. There

appears to have been some kind of slight ornament before the C
and after the G.

2. a. CO H^G
The G imperfect.

3. a. nVG
The H imperfect. On account of the great importance of

these inscriptions, Woodcuts, (lios. 12 and 13,) are here inserted

of these two fragments, which together contain the whole legend.

No. 12. No, 13.
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4. a. Hl^G

The G imperfect.

5. a. ICVG

6. a. O liYG

The O imperfect.

1. a. C O H
The H imperfect. This tile has been stamped with a different

die from that, or those, used in the preceding instances. In this

there is no trace of, or room for, any ornamental mark on the

band before the C. The letters, also, are slightly different in

form.

8. a. Too faint to be legible,

9. J. C O H V G

The V and G imperfect. JN'o trace of a line over the V. The

die used in stamping this tile was the same as, or similar to, the

one used for stamping 7 a.

10. 5. C O H~V G

The C, O, and G, and the line over the V imperfect.

n. h, C O H VG
Faint. The C gone, the V nearly.

12. c. HVG
The line over the V gone.

13. f?. C O H
The H imperfect. The inscription stamped on the clay, in

nearly the same place, twice or thrice.

14. a. AC
The C placed within the angle of the A. As the occurrence

of these two letters, in combination, is probably indicative of an
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important fact in connection with the history of the occupation

of the Station, a Woodcut, (No. 14,) of this stamp is inserted.

BRICK.
15. a. A C

The only inscription found on Brick. It is cut in the face of

the brick, not stamped upon it. The C is placed horizontally

under the A. The following Woodcut, (No. 15,) represents it

accurately. To the left of A is a sculptured mark.

16. a. AC
Eoughly cut on an oblong rectangular block of

limestone.

lan
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17. a. D.M.

IVLI
Cut in a slab of sandstone, which has, without doubt, been a

sepulchral monument. The D. M. is within a triangle at the

head of the stone ; the IVLI in what appears to have been the

second line of the longer inscription below the triangle. The

letters of I V L I are between three and four inches in length, and

the breadth of the stone would probably have taken ten such

letters in each line.

18. a. OCVLVS PP

On a fragment of sandstone, with moulding below the letters,

which have every appearance of having formed part of an in-

scription of considerable length. The reading is somewhat

doubtful, but the above appears the most satisfactory rendering

of the portion of the inscription which remains visible.

Yiii. iNSCEiPTioi^s o:n' leadei^ bijll^.

The interest of the Excavations at South Shields has been

enhanced by the finding of several leaden bullsG with inscriptions

stamped upon them. They resemble in shape, size, and general

character, the impressions made upon wax by seals. I believe

no similar leaden bullae have ever been found in Eoman Stations,

except in England, and only in two or three Stations in this

country before these were discovered in South Shields. One of

these few other Stations is Brough, in "Westmorland, where large

numbers have been found. It is extremely probable that the

leaden bullae found in England will prove hereafter of very great

archaeological importance. The following is a complete list, as

far as I am aware, of those as yet found at the Lawe. The let-

ters prefixed have the same significations as before.

I.e. On one side LVI. On other side DVA

One is tempted to think that the first legend must signify

" Legio Yicesima," the twentieth legion; and the second legend

^'Deva," Chester, where the twentieth legion was stationed.
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2. h. On one side ASA. On other side V R N
Can ASA signify ^'Ala Sabiniana," tlie Sabinian Eegiment

of Cavalry; and VRN "TJriconium," orWroxeter; and, if so,

what was the connection between the two ?

3. h. On one side C'V'G. On other side TT"M
The first legend is the one we are so familiar with on the Tiles

found at the Lawe. Of the second legend the first two letters

are indistinct, the last letter very plain. If the rendering given

above be correct, the conclusion is irresistible that the combina-

tion stands for " Tunnocelum."

^. c. AVGG
Above three heads, two of them very fine, the third imperfect.

The Central one appears certainly, from the likeness to the head

on his coins, to be Severus. If it be so, the others are doubtless

Caracalla and Geta. The date, when this bulla was stamped,

was therefore, in all probability, A.D. 209, or thereabout.

5. h.

A bulla, Avhich, Mr. R. Blair informs me, was similar in all

respects to the preceding, but which has unfortunately been lost.

6. h. On one side D A V

A fi^agment of a bulla stamped with a head, or heads, on both

sides. The only letters remaining are D, and, at a distance

equivalent to the space required for probably three letters, A V
ligulate.

The "Writer of the above Paper and Lists must here, for the

present, cease his labours. He had intended to give a ^'Cata-

logue Eaisonnee" of the Miscellaneous Objects discovered, but

the 'Tinds" have of late so increased, in number and interest,

that the Miscellaneous Objects, if ever catalogued as intended,

must form the subject of another communication to the Club.
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expla:^[atiojs^ of the plates.

PLATE V.

General Pl.^^ of Site of Station.

This Plan shows the mouth of the Tyne, with the relative positions of

Tynemonth and South Shields. The foreshore, and lofty ground of the

Lawe, are plainly shown. The Roman Station, untouched for centuries,

except by the making of the Ballast Railway, occupies a commanding posi-

tion. Though there were four gates to it, there appears to have been but

one road, that which crosses Baring Street at C, c. The grave yard, cl,

where skeletons in graves, and ashes in urns, have been discovered, seems

to have been on one or both sides of the road, which, at or near the junction

of Ocean Road and Mile End Road, must have crossed the inlet from the

Mill Dam, which formed a subsidiary outlet of the River Tyne and rendered

the Lawe an island. When on the South of this Channel the road doubtless

parted, a branch going to Westoe, Harton, Cleadon, and Wearmouth, and

the main road, Wrekendyke, going to Wardley, Leam Lane, and Eighton.

The long " Low Street," along the shore of the River, was the site of me-

diaeval Shields, and contains at this day the oldest houses in the town. It

may have been a paved road in the time of the Romans, leading to a Ferry

to North Shields.

PLATE VL

Forum.

The immediate foreground is unexcavated. To the right are seen the

massive stones forming the outer margin of the Forum. The deep depres-

sions caused by innumerable footsteps are very visible in a stone right in

front. Just behind is a gap, whence a huge stone had been taken in early

times. Behind that is seen the Channel, which carried oif the rain from the

footpaths. Its contiiniation is seen turning the angle at the right hand edge

of the Plate. Pilling the middle of the plate is the prostrate wall, blown

down in some great gale from its foundations, which are seen extending in

a long line on the left of the Plate. The entrance to the Prsetorium is about

where the man with the pickaxe in his hand is standing, and on that man's

left is seen a large extent of the original pavement of the Forum, and beyond

that again the table-altar, and the remains of its encompassing wall. The

depth of the Remains below the present surface of the ground is shown by

the high bank of unexcavated earth behind the table-altar.
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PLATE Vll.

Sunken Chamber near Forum.

The Chamber is in the foreground, with its massive walls, composed of

huge stones, with many crampholes, destitute of metal. On the right, at

the outer edge of the wall, is a figured stone : to the left of this, the steps

connecting the Chamber with the Hall of the Pra^torium : to the left of the

steps, the window, with one jamb erect, one hole for iron bar in the outer

sill, the inner sill perfect. In front of the window, near the left hand side

of the Plate, is the cistern, or impluvium. Above the Chamber, in left hand

upper corner of Plate, is the concrete floor of a large room : to the right of

this the floor of the Prajtorium, the walls of the shops at the end of the

Forum, the table-altar and rough walls around it, the pavement of the

Forum, and, finally, in the right hand upper corner of the Plate, part of the

prostrate wall, and the still remaining lower portion, from which the pros-

trate portion was broken off.

PLATE VIIL

South East Corner of Rampart.

In the foreground is the massive masonry of the rounded corner of the

rampart, which encircled the whole Station. The lower courses of the

masonry, the chamfered blocks, and remains of the first course above them,

are seen with great distinctness. To the right the rampart runs on, in a

direct line, to the north east corner, denuded throughout almost its whole

course of its massive facing stones. To the left is a wall on the inside of

the rounded corner, " tied" to the rampart. Near the angle it forms with

the rampart, on the right hand side, numerous fragments of swords, and of

equestrian ornaments, were discovered.

PLATE IX.

Main Drains.

In the foreground is a portion of the great drains, which ran northward

from the centre of the Station out of the North Gate, which was uncovered

during the Excavations. Beyond are seen the flagstone coverings of the

rest. The Northern Gateway of the Station was near the end of the trench.

The large house beyond, the back of which is shown in the Plate, the front

overlooking the Tyne, is that which has been so long occupied by 11. H.

Bell, Esq.. The immense depth of these drains below the present surface of

the earth is very visible in the Plate. The trench has been filled up, leaving

the drains as they were found, and before long, it may be presumed, the

whole surface shown in this Plate will be covered with houses.
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PLATE X.

Large Building near Western Rampart.

To the left are seen the pedestals, which appear to have once supported

the pillars of a portico. There can be little doubt the entrance was between

the piers opposite the two nearest pedestals. Since the photograph was

taken the whole area, not represented as excavated in the picture, has been

uncovered. The building was found to be very large, a rectangular oblong

in form, with buttresses outside, and pavement throughout its whole extent,

except in the south-west corner, within. In the Plate is shown a very sin-

gular pier, not part of the above, of apparently British, Post-Roman, work.

It is at the end of the large building, opposite the farthest pedestal. It was

built of stone, bedded in clay instead of mortar. From that pier, along the

side wall of the large building, ran one of the curious, paved, footpaths,

raised on pebbles from the mouth of the River, and manifestly of later date

than the Roman occupation of the Station.

PLATE XI.

Arched Chamber.

This Chamber is at the south-west corner of the great building shown in

Plate X. It is near the pillar built of stone and clay. When found it was

quite full of clay and stones from the shore. Many of the stones employed

in building it had evidently been used in previous edifices. It had been

filled with arches, which supported the floor above. One perfect arch was

left, and the piers of five or six more. These are shown in the Plate, inside

the Chamber, on each side.

PLATE XII.

Grave with Skeleton.

Situated in the burial place of the Station. The skull is seen at the left

hand end of the narrow structure of stones built round the corpse. The soil

above and below is sand. Many others were found thus buried in this place :

many urns also, with calcined ashes within, and marks of fire around.

PLATE XIII.

Detailed Plan of Site of Station.

This Plan shows the exact site of the Station, and of all the Excavations

made by the Committee of Exploration, together with all the Streets, either

built or laid out, upon the site to the present time. It will, consequently,

enable future discoveries, should any be made, to be identified as to locality,

and to be compared, as to results, with those already achieved.
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The general outline of the Walls will be immediately perceived, and the

four Gateways, N, IF, *S, E. At N, d, d, are seen the Drains. At W, the

Pavement of the Street passing through the gateway remained, as did also

the pavement of the same street where it abutted on the Large Building,

a, immediately to the right of W. The ground plan of the gateway, S^

was very perfect. To the right of -S, at h, is the rounded corner of the

Rampart, exceedingly well developed, with the wall, C, inside, "tied" to it

in building. Near C were found the swords and enamelled equestrian orna-

ments. For a long distance, from h towards E^ the wall was uncovered,

as indicated in the Plan, the facing stones on each side being gone, but the

broad core remaining, except at one or two points, and in particular at
f^

where a noble piece of several yards in length remained on the inner side

quite perfect. It will be observed that the gateway, E, is not exactly oppo-

site to the gateway, W. At g^ another rounded corner of the rampart was

uncovered, but the inner part was not excavated, so that it is not known

whether there existed there a wall, or not, inside, as C at h.

At h, Tl, Tb, are ancient Paved Roads, crossed by the trenches cut by the

explorers, at a considerable height above the level of the Roman buildings,

and running apparently all round the Station, in lines parallel to the

ramparts. Similar raised roads, constructed of pebbles, with paving flags

above, ran along the west wall, j,j, of the building a>, and then at right

angles in the direction ^^ crossing the upper part of the Arched Chamber,

Z> which was filled with stones from the Mussel Scarp and clay tightly pud-

dled in. On the left side of the building, a, outside all, is seen a drain,

which ran the whole length of the wall, and drained the foundation. At

the lower end of this w^as the pier, TW, already noticed as evidently not of

Roman work, but probably Romano-British, composed of stones bedded in

clay instead of mortar. In front are seen the three Pedestals, J), p, p.

The arched chamber, I, was probably connected with the heating. The

northernmost arch remained, the rest were all broken.

At was a building, apparently part of a larger one, the rest of which

was not excavated. In front of it is a pavement, part of a street apparently,

leading into the Forum. The pavement reappears to the right of O, ap-

proaching the Forum, and another pavement also, crossing the former at

right angles. The fallen wall, n, is plainly seen on the floor of the Forum,

and the channelled stones running round three sides of it. At q, is the

Table-altar of later date : to the right of q, the Shops : at r, the Well :

t is the great hall of what I suppose to be the Prsetorium : u is the Sunken

Chamber, with the steps and impluvium or other object : W is the Wall of

another important edifice.

At X, to the right of the Forum, near the rampart, many interesting

articles were found ; amongst them the bronze lamp, the writing stilus.
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unguent spoon, and bronze cup. The Hypocaust is shown, and the founda-

tions of the Rooms, etc. At y, near the East Gate, was another hypocaust,

the pillars formed each of one stone : the wall behind, represented in the

Plan by a single line, was plastered and painted ; two colours, red and blue,

being distinctly visible. The fireplace and doorway, in the building just

below this wall, are shown upon the Plan.

We do not know where the fine altar discovered in the seventeenth century

was found. The later find, now at Durham, was obtained in making the

Ballast Railway, shown on the Plan. The buildings South of this appear to

have been possibly of the nature of Barracks. In building the houses

recently erected in Edith Street, many very interesting objects have been

brought to light, a sphere of glass, rings, leaden bullae, and enamelled

personal ornaments for example.

ADDENDUM.

The following additional Potters' Stamps have been found

since tlie completion of the preceding Lists.

72. c. OIVST ^' or OLVST ^* ^*

On outside of fragment of elaborately ornamented Samian

bowl, in raised letters, each one-third of an inch long. It is

matter of doubt whether the second letter is I or L.

73. J. QV AD RATI
On a fragment of hlach ware.

74. J. SECVNDINI 75. 5, VICT OR. F^^

76. h. MAIO 77. h. _TTA
.78. I, TIAN 79. h. VM

Another tile inscription bas also been found :

—

19. h. C OHl^G

Another graphitic inscription :

—

21. h. X

And two leaden bullse, 7 h., and 8 J., with inscriptions, which

I am not at present at liberty to give.
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VIII.

—

Note on the Bar-tailed Fheasant {Phasianus Reevesii, Gray).

By the Eight Ho:n-ouiiable the Earl of Eayensworth.

These beautiful Pheasants were presented to the Earl of Ravens-

worth in a perfectly fresh state by Sir Dudley Marjoribanks, M.P.,

by whose care the species has been introduced from Pekin (China)

into the Scottish Highlands, Inverness-shire, where they are now

naturalized in a wild state. The leading points of this memoir

are furnished by the Honourable Baronet. It appears that the first

pair of these birds were received by Sir Dudley from Pekin in the

year 1870, from which date broods have been reared at Guisachen,

and some fresh blood has been introduced by the acquisition of

two brace of male birds from the Zoological Gardeu of Antwerp.

The Bar-tail is a true Pheasant well able to take care of himself

in any climate at any altitudes, and is more easily reared than

the common species. He is very shy and wild, difficult to ap-

proach, and taking to his legs long before other Pheasants are

conscious of any danger. His flight is prodigiously rapid and

straight, and he will travel thirty miles on end, which of course

is an objectionable practice except in such extensive forest

grounds as the Highlands of Scotland present. These Pheasants

travel in troops of fifteen or twenty, and present a grand and

bewildering effect when they rise in such a company. Any at-

tempt to walk up to these birds in brush covert is utterly hope-

less, for they are exceedingly vigilant and go straight off like a

dart, not more than six feet above the ground, far out of reach.

A fight between two old cocks is a beautiful exhibition of

activity and spirit. They spring up five or six feet in the air

before striking, and such is their agility that the bird assailed

hardly ever allows himself to be struck : so much the better for

him, for it will be observed that the legs are garnished with

spurs as long and sharp as those of a Game Cock.

The last peculiarity of this species worth naming is, that

when they set out on a jaunt, they make for the highest point

within range, whereas the Common Pheasant is accustomed to

travel downwards along the course of the valleys.

Such is the summary of Sir Dudley Marjoribank's observations.
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IX .

—

Miscellanea.

Some ohservations on the Breeding Place and Egg of the Knot,

Tringa Canutus, L.—I have wondered ever since the last Arctic

expedition started why this species was especially mentioned, as I

think there are many other species of which almost as little is

known, which breed in the Polar regions.

I find amongst my ornithological memoranda, an extract I

made in 1839, at Wallington, from Captain Sabine's account of

birds found at Melville Island and the N'orth Georgian Islands

during Parry's voyage, which is as follows :

—

Sanderling. Breeding abundantly on the ITorth Georgian Is-

lands.

Golden Plover. Yery common, N^orth Georgian Islands.

Ring Dotterel. Common, both places.

Turnstone. Yery common.

Dunlin. Eare.

Knot. Breeding in great abundance on the Korth Georgian

Islands.

Purple Sandpiper. Breeding all along the coast of Davis'

Straits and Baffin's Bay, but not met with in the Polar Sea.

Grey Phalarope. Breeding abundantly on the N^orth Georgian

Islands; and amongst several other species is mentioned that

lovely bird the Pork-tailed Gull as occurring on Prince Eegent

Island, and on three small Islands in Baffin's Bay, in lat. 75*5°.

iN'ow this seems to me a very satisfactory proof of the Knot's

breeding ground being ascertained in America at least.

I am not aware whether any eggs of the Knot have been

brought to England, but I should think it very probable they

may have been. Some thirty years ago I was staying at a house

in this county, when I was shown a collection of eggs, and there

was one amongst them named Knot. The original collector had

died, but I enquired about the e^^, remarking on its rarity, if

authentic. My kind correspondent (also long since dead), a few

days afterwards, wrote to me as follows respecting it.

'' The Knot's Q^g,''^ he says, ''he had from a Captain Howard
some years ago. He was a great collector of eggs from all parts,
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and he believes it to be certainly correct, I therefore send you

the egg, hoping you will put it into your collection if you think

the infoi^mation worthy of belief." The person referred to was

the keeper, and I believe was a clever man, and was much in-

terested in birds and eggs, and had helped to form the collection.

This egg agrees pretty well with Yarrell's description of what

the egg is said to be like. It is about the size of a Eeave's egg,

but is rather broader and not so pyriform, the ground colour being

a very rich pale brown with a pinkish tinge in it, and the spots

are rich brown, with some inclining to lavender colour. IN'ow

from the shape of the bird one might expect it to lay an egg

shaped like the "Woodcock's egg. I admit shape goes for very

little, as I have Dunlins, Common Sandpipers, Curlews, and even

Snipes' eggs, all of which are generally very typically pyriform,

as broad and round as Woodcocks', but I think I never saw a

pyriform Woodcock's egg. In the days when this collection

was made, and previously, collections of such like things were

more often to be found in country houses than they are at the

present time,^' but the opportunities of getting from home were

not then so numerous and consequently public collections were

not so easily seen, and those who had any taste for such things

collected for themselves, and I think generally, in consequence,

the collectors acquired more information than the generality of

those you now meet with care to possess.

I would remark that it is possible the Golden Plover and Eing

Dotterel or the Dunlin mentioned, may not be those of Europe
;

it is very difficult to say whether the American forms of these birds

are the same species as the European.— Charles Murray Adamson.

Notice of Testacella Saliotoidea, Drap., a Mollusc new to the Dis-

trict.—In N'ovember, 1876, when at Mr. Edmond Crawshay's,

Bensham Hall, the gardener brought me two Slugs, one of which

was found in the Yinery, and the other on the outside of the

wall. I^one have been found there before or since.

* There was a collection at Unthank Hall, the late Mr. Dixon Dixon's, and one at

Little Harle Tower, then Mr. Murray Aynsley's seat, part of which collection was

given to ns when he left the county; and the one at Wallington, which contains the

Great Auk's egg, and also an authentic egg of the Great Bustard, taken in England,

and probably one of the last which will ever be taken in a wild state.
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On taking them to the Museum, where they are deposited,

they were found to be Testacella Saliotoidea, Draparnaud.

Some Morella cherry trees were got from Crewkerne, Somerset,

in the spring of 1876, with which they might have come.

I am told by the Eev. A. M. Gorman that he has not heard

of them in the IS'orth of England before.

—

R. Y. Green, January,

1877.

Note on the Discovery in 1836-7 of a Fossil Fish {Act

Kirhlyi, n. s.) in the Upper Division of the Magnesian Limestone at

Marsden.—Last year, 1876, I had an opportunity of examining at

Whitby a fossil fish which was found in Marsden Bay so long ago

as 1836-7 by Miss Green, of South Shields. It was presented by

Miss Green to Dr. Young of Whitby, and eventually deposited in

the Museum of that town. This specimen is interesting as being

one of the earliest ichthyolites found in our immediate locality,

and its occurrence in the lowest bed of the Upper Division of

the Magnesian Limestone is equally noteworthy. Those who

visited Marsden Bay before Peter Allan excavated his remark-

able grotto, and became a permanent resident at the Eock, know

how different the place was at that time. The north part of the

Bay was exceedingly rocky, so much so, that at low water scarcely

more than a narrow margin of sand was to be seen close up to

the cliff, the rest being covered with rough rocks at low tide.

Keels came round from the Tyne, and workmen were employed

to wedge up the thick beds of marly limestone and load the

keels during low tide, and at high water the load thus obtained

was conveyed to the Jarrow Chemical Works to be used in

the manufacture of Epsom Salts. In course of a few years this

supply of limestone became exhausted, and the north portion of

the Bay assumed more of its present appearance, and one source

of profit was closed to the industrious Peter who had in the

meantime excavated for himself a home in the grotto which will

ever be associated with his name, and had moreover made the

Bay a place desirable and delightful to picnic parties from Shields,

Kewcastle, and Sunderland. Many traces of these soft marly
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beds may be seen here and there in the present cliff-section bro-

ken np and confused in the most fantastic manner. In a fall of

this kind of rock from the cliff, the fish, whose discovery I wish

to record, was found by Miss Green, and conveyed with much

care and inconvenience to Shields, for the specimen bears evident

marks of having been cut out of a large block of limestone.

The fish belongs to a genus not hitherto noticed as occurring

at Marsden, but the same species, along with others, were found

at Pulwell Quarries, near Sunderland, and a long and interesting

account of them has been given by my friend Mr. Kirkby, in a for-

mer volume of your Transactions. Mr. Kirkby at first identified

this fossil with Acrolepis SedgwicMi, Ag., but afterwards found

that it differed in many particulars from that species. As no

specific name has been attached to it as yet, we shall to-night

give it the name of the gentleman who first drew up an account

of the occurrence of these fishes in the Upper-Division of the

Magnesian limestone.

Since this discovery of Miss Green's, traces of fishes have been

occasionally found in Marsden Bay, by Mr. Fryer of Whitley,

many years ago, and by Mr. Kirkby in more recent years, but

the impossibility of excavating the cliff section where they occur

will for a long time at least prevent any successful search for

them being made.

The fish found at Marsden by Miss Green is about nine or ten

inches in length and very imperfectly preserved, but sufficient

"evidence is afforded by the specimen to refer it to one already

mentioned by Mr. Kirkby, and it was found in exactly the same

geological horizon, though at Marsden these beds are much more

disturbed than the corresponding beds at Pulwell.

At Pulwell these ichthyolites are associated with fi-agments of

land plants, remains of a Coniferous plant, and a Calamite. It may

be asked, are these fishes of marine origin ? and it may be stated

in answer that the genera Palseoniscus and Acrolepis are gene-

rally considered freshwater types, and we think it most probable

that these small fishes, which are associated with remains of land

plants, were swept out to sea by periodical floods and deposited
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in its depths along with the plants which are nndoubtedly of land

origin.

—

Richard Hoivse.

Preliminary Notice of the Occurrence of Archanodon (Anodonta),

Jukesii, Forbes, in the Lower Carloniferous RocTcs of North North-

umlerland (Plate XIY.)—On the last day of onr special meeting

at "Wooler and the Cheviots, on the 28th of July, 1877, I had the

pleasure, through the kindness of Mr. "Weightman of Wooler, of

becoming acquainted with the existence in the Lower Carboni-

ferous Eocks of Northumberland of a very large freshwater shell,

much resembling in shape the large Anodon of our present rivers

and lakes. The two specimens which this gentleman showed me

Avere of unusual size for fossil bivalve mollusca, measuring respec-

tively eight and nine inches in length, by three and four in

breadth, and even these measurements could not be taken as ex-

treme, owing to the partial destruction of the margins of the shell

in the friable sandstone in which they are imbedded. Through

Mr. "Weightman's kind direction, I was enabled to find Mr. James

"Waldie, who had found these shells, and also to secure the sand-

stone matrix from which the casts had been carefully taken, and

to obtain some account of the stratum from which the shells had

been obtained ; all which facts will be of great use hereafter in

working out exactly the divisions of our Carboniferous Eocks,

and will also enable us to correlate them more exactly with those

of Scotland and Ireland.

At first sight the species seemed altogether new, but on my
return home a careful comparison of the shells, which have been

obligingly presented by Mr. Weightman to the JN'ewcastle Mu-

seum, with the figures of Anodonta Julcesii of Forbes, leads un-

doubtedly to the conclusion that our shell must be identified

with the Irish species collected from the Kiltorkan beds of Kil-

kenny, a group of sandstones and shales placed by Jukes and

most of the Irish geologists in the Upper Devonian or Upper Old

Eed-Sandstone series, though previously Sir Eichard Griffiths

had considered these beds to be of Lower Carboniferous age.

Eventually, no doubt, this last opinion will be generally adopted,

for in ^Northumberland, as in Ireland, the beds of sandstone pass
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upwards conformably and regularly into the undisputed lime-

stone series. Associated with, these shells in Ireland are the

fronds of a magnificent fern Cyclopteris Hihernicus, Porhes, and

several other species of plants, some of which pass up into higher

and better-known, Carboniferous beds.

The bed of sandstone in which this shell has been found forms

a very thick stratum in the ITorth of J^orthumberland, and is a

striking physical feature on the east side of the Till for many

miles. It is a fine grained sandstone, hard and suitable for build-

ing purposes in many places, with patches of very friable nature

between the hard layers filled with reddish, irregular nodules of

clay.

Eemains of Ulodendron ornatissimum, branches of a Lepidoden-

droid plant, and stems of a Calamite not yet identified occur in

the same stratum. This sandstone bed is below all the beds of

Carboniferous limestone, and forms probably an upper member

of the Tweedian group of the late Mr. George Tate, a group of

strata closely identical with the lower portion of the Calciferous

sandstones of Scotland. The supposed Upper Old-Eed Beds of

Kilkenny will also no doubt be eventually and correctly corre-

lated with these.

On Plate XIY., a figure, a, is given of the largest specimen

about the natural size. The length when perfect would be about

nine inches, and the breadth three inches and one quarter. The

anterior extremity is imperfect. The dorsal margin arcuated

with slight indications of the umbones, before which there seems

to have been a slight thickening of the shell. The hinge-margin

is slightly arched. The posterior margin slopes downward, and

the ventral is slightly curved upwards under the umbones. The

general form resembles the recent JJnio margaritifera, Linn., of

our northern streams. The hinge-line shows no trace of teeth

and was, as far as the preservation of these specimens shows,

quite straight. The shell appears to have been very thin, as in-

dicated by fine concentric undulations on the surface of the cast.

There are no traces of muscular impressions. The smaller spe-

cimen, fig. h, is more unioniform in shape, which has partly arisen

from the circumstance that it was resting in a sloping direction
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with the ventral margin uppermost against the fi'ee margin of

the larger specimen at a, and thus the free margins are com-

pressed together and the original contonr of the shell destroyed.

The hinge-margin is also more slightly arcuated, the umbones

more distinct, and the thickening between them and the posterior

margin more defined. I hope shortly to give a fuller account of

the geological position of the bed in which these shells were

found. The generic term Arclianodon is proposed for this huge

freshwater bivalve.

—

Richard Hoivse, N'eivcastle-on-Tyne, August

4, 1877.

JS^otes on a Paper hj R. H. Traquair, M.D., F.G.S., F.R.S.,

on the Structure of the Lower Jaw in Rhizodopsis and Rhizodus.—
In the First Volume of the Fourth Series of the Annals and

Magazine of iN'atural History, Yol. XIX., p. 299, were pub-

lished ''I^otes" on Rhizodopsis, by my late friend Mr. Albany

Hancock and myself, in which the praemaxilla is described as a

long, narrow, wedge-shaped bone, with a row of small teeth

along the margin, and two laniaries ; one large, the other small,

the latter placed in front of the former, and near to the sym-

physis.

Since then a large number of specimens of the cranium of

Rhhodopsis, several showing the praemaxilla in situ, have been

obtained from the black shale at !N"ewsham.

From three of the largest of these the mati'ix has been care-

fully and entirely cleared away, so that all the bones can be well

seen. In these specimens the maxilla and our praemaxilla evi-

dently form the margin of the upper jaw, along which is placed

a row of small teeth, with two laniaries, one smaller than the

other and lying near to the symphysis, quite as in our description.

The outline and the outer surface of the mandible are also

well defined, with the row of small teeth along its alveolar bor-

der interlocking with or being overlain by those of the maxilla

and premaxilla. On upwards of half a dozen mandibles in my
collection, with their inner surfaces exposed, there is distinctly

seen the row of small teeth along their upper margins, with the

large laniary in front and the other three laniaries behind ; these
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are placed at about equal distances from each otlier. On not one

of these mandibles do I find the slightest indication of a suture

which might divide the bones bearing the laniary teeth.

If, as the author of the above-named paper states, our prse-

maxilla is the alveolar border or dentary piece of the mandible

detached from that bone, how does it happen that in all the large

series of mandibles of RM%odopsis in my collection the alveolar

border or dentary piece with teeth, which is supposed to repre-

sent our praemaxilla, is not wanting in any specimen, whilst the

praemaxilla, which is much more common in our coal-field than

either the maxilla or the mandible, is absent from a good many

of the more perfect specimens of EMzodopsis (which is, from the

lax connexion of this bone with the cranium, what might have

been expected) ?

Of the largest specimen the maxillae measures 1*4 inch in

length ; their upper margins are injured ; the lower, bearing the

row of small teeth, are intact. The prsemaxillae, articulating

with the front of the maxillae, unite together on the median line,

forming the fore part of the mouth below the snout ; each bone

is 1-6 in length and 0-2 inch in height next the symphysis, gra-

dually diminishing backwards.

That we have here the real praemaxilla is beyond a doubt.

X.— On Pteroplax Cornuta, S. and A. By Thomas Atthey.

With two Plates by William Dinging.

In^ the '^ Annals and Magazine of I^Tatural History," Ser. 4, Yol.

I., 1868, appeared '' !N'otes on the Eemains of some Eeptiles and

Fishes from the Shales of the N'orthumberland Coal-field," by

my late friend Mr. Albany Hancock and myself.

In those notes were described two crania of Pteroplax cornuta,

the upper surface of the smaller one being figured of about two-

thirds the natural size (Plate XY., fig. 1) ; subsequently the mat-

rix having been more carefully removed from the surfaces of both
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crania, two well-defined sutures on each have been brought to

light, and are seen to divide the bone which had been named

postfrontal into three distinct parts, namely, the postfrontal pro-

per, the postorbital, and the squamous.

In the present communication I propose to describe and figure,

of the natural size, the upper surface of the smaller and the under

surface of the larger cranium, also some ribs and vertebrse, three

bones of an extremity, and some scutes, all of which most pro-

bably belonged to the same amphibian.

The crania have undergone immense pressure and are conse-

quently much flattened. Together with the other bones they

are from the black-shale, a stratum varying from three to four

inches in thickness, overlying the Low-Main seam of coal at

I^ewsham Colliery, near Blyth, JS'orthumberland.

Upper surface of the smaller cranium (Plate XY. of natural

size and as seen after careful removal of the matrix).—A rib is

seen lying along upon the left side of the cranium ; and near its

distal end a fragment, which may have belonged to it, partially

overlaps the left occipital region ; a third piece, the vertebral

end of a rib, lies under the fore part of the skull.

It is worthy of remark that the premaxillary, nasal, prefrontal,

and maxillary bones, which naturally form the anterior end of

the cranium, are absent from all the three skulls of Pteroplax as

yet known. Such a deficiency has never been met with in skulls

of Loxomma or Anthracosaurus The skull of Pteroplax, as we

find it, consists of frontals, parietals, so-called supraoccipitals,

postfrontals, postorbitals, squamous, occipitals, epiotics, and

quadrate bones, all firmly united by suture.

Dimensions.—The skull thus composed measures in length,

from the median line in front to the posterior ends of the epiotic

horns, six inches and a half, and from the same point to the pos-

terior margin of the occiput on the median line five inches. The

distance from this last point to the point of the right epiotic horn

is very nearly two inches, and that between the points of those

horns two inches and nine-tenths. Breadth of the skull at the

occipital margin two inches and a half, at the broadest part two
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inches and nine-tenths, between the posterior ends of the orbital

curves two inches and a half, between the anterior ends of the

same one inch, over the anterior broken ends of the frontals

rather more than one inch.

The pitted sculpturing is irregularly disposed over the surface,

the pits varying much in form, size, and depth, being on the

whole smaller and less deep than those of the crania of Loxomma

and Antliracosaurus ; on the parietal bones they are prolonged

into grooves radiating from the centres of ossification on each

side of the parietal foramen. The pits are most strongly marked

on the postfrontals and postorbitals, and are largest and groove-

like on the frontals. On these bones there is besides a channel

or groove at each margin, studded with pits, probably a mucus-

groove. The pits on the frontals are all inclined forwards, and

look as if they served to lodge blood-vessels. IsTone of the small

punctures which exist at the bottom of the pits in Loxomma are

visible in the pits of Pteroplax, any more than in those of Antli-

racosaurus.

The orbits appear to have been large for the size of the skull

;

their internal, concave, osseous margins, formed of the postfi^ontal

and postorbital bones, alone remain to testify to this. They are

placed where the skull rapidly tapers to the elongated frontal

region. The rest of their outline was probably partly membran-

ous or ligamentous and cartilaginous.

The prolonged and narrow anterior end of our specimen ter-

minates abruptly at a somewhat oblique transversely fractured

surface.

The frofital hones constitute nearly the whole of this narrow

part of the skull, which appears slightly deviated from the straight

line, as if it had received after death a blow on the left side of

the anterior end, which had started the posterior end somewhat

from its articulation with the parietal bones. This part is rather

broader at its distal end than elsewhere.

The frontals are united to each other on the median line ; be-

hind, and at each side of that line, they form together a retreat-

ing angle, into which are received the united ends of the parietals

;
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external to this they articulate with the postfrontals, the posterior

extremity of each frontal being received into an angle formed

by the parietals and postfrontals.

The parietals occupy the chief part of the middle region of the

cranium, and are of a triangular form, the base being posterior.

In the middle of the median suture is the oval parietal foramen.

It is large, being two-tenths of an inch in length, and rather

more than one-tenth of an inch in breadth ; it is surrounded by

an elongated oval space, which is somewhat elevated, the bone

here being thick and strong ; and outside of this is a depression

of the same form, gradually rising outwards to the ordinary level

of the surface of the skull. At the anterior part of the parietals

the median suture has an irregular course to the left, no doubt a

mere individual irregularity. On their outer borders these bones

articulate, from front to back, successively with the postfrontals,

the postorbitals, the squamous, the epiotic, and the so-called su-

praoccipitals which lie behind them.

The postfrontals are narrow, curved, and elongated, pointed in

front, where they abut upon the frontals, and broader behind,

where they meet the postorbitals; their internal borders, irre-

gularly convex, articulate with the frontals and parietals ; their

external borders form the greater part of the concave and smooth

inner margin of the orbits.

The prefrontals, which may have formed the anterior part of

the inner margin of the orbits, and the lachrymals are absent.

The postorhitals, articulating in front with the postfrontals,

internally with the parietals, and posteriorly with the squamous,

are short thick bones which form the posterior part of the inner

orbital margin, and present an external projection which marks

the termination of that margin and to which, as well as to the

similar process on the postfrontal, ligaments and other structures

forming the outer wall of the orbit were attached. Behind these

projections the borders of the postorbitals, as they go to join the

squamous, are concave.

The squamous, a little larger than the last, are four-sided : the

external side is convex, longer than the others, and the upper
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surface is convex like that of the postorbitals ; these bones join

in front with the last named, internally with the parietals, and

behind with the epiotics. The surface-pitting is much less

strongly marked on the squamous than on the two bones in front

of them.

Tlie supratemporals, the jugals, and the quadrato-jugals are not

visible on the upper surface of either of our specimens.

The epiotics complete the ring of bones around the sides of the

parietals, and form the posterior external angles of the cranium

;

these angles are produced backwards, in a conspicuous and re-

markable manner, into what have been called horns, whence

Pteroplax has received its specific name cornuta. The parts of

the skull from which these horns project are thick and strong,

standing up in a ridge, which from above the base of the horn

passes forwards and then, curving inwards, is merged into the

upper surface of the occiput, its external side gradually subsid-

ing to the level of other bones.

The epiotics are narrow bones wedged in, as it were, between

the so-called supraoccipitals and the squamous and reaching the

parietals ; they also form a portion of the occipital surface, and

with it and their horns give attachment to muscles stretching

down the neck.

The so-called supraoccipitals or superior occipitals are rather

narrow, elongated transversely, joining each other on the median

line, and the epiotics externally, overhang the occipital surface

;

their external posterior angles are more or less acute; below

they articulate with the exoccipitals and the quadrates.

The occipital surface, concave vertically, is much arched from

side to side, owing greatly to the epiotic horns, and presents the

same slightly overhanging border that we see in the other two

Labyrinthodonts of this district. Three occipital protuberances

exist, one at the upper margin, another near to or at the base of

the skull, the third, which is small, just below the first. These

are bisected by the median suture. From a little distance on

each side of these projections the vertical concavity of the sur-

face is divided by a rather rough ridge into an upper and a lower
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groove ; and in each runs a delicate rather obscure suture ; the

upper unites the so-called supraoccipitals to the exoccipitals, the

lower these latter bones to the quadrates.

The true occipital is undistinguishable, and the basioccipital

probably absent. The height of the occipital surface near its

middle is three-tenths of an inch ; at its outer part at the base

of the horns, where the bones are very strong, and have been

able to resist pressure better than other parts, it is five-tenths of

an inch.

Upper surface of the larger cranium.—This has not been figured.

Having been carefully cleared of the matrix it shows all the su-

tures ; but the bones are badly preserved and the pittings almost

all obliterated. The following are its dimensions :—from the

median line of the anterior broken end to the point of the epiotic

horns seven inches, from the same point along the median line

to the posterior edge of the occiput five inches and a half, from

the middle point of occipital border to point of left opiotic horn

one inch and a quarter, between the epiotic horns three inches

and nine-tenths. The breadth of the skull at the occipital mar-

gin three inches and six-tenths, over the posterior margin of the

parietals three inches and eight-tenths, between the posterior

points of the orbital curve three inches and four-tenths, between

the anterior points of the same one inch and seven-tenths ; the

breadth of the broken anterior end of the frontals is nearly one

inch.

The right epiotic horn is broken ofi at the end ; otherwise the

outline of this cranium is on the whole nearly the same as that

of the smaller specimen ; it is rather broader, and perhaps be-

longed to an older animal : the frontals are worn as it were in

front; but the right side appears to have the normal length,

whilst the left is shortened.

Under surface of the larger cranium (Plate XYI., fig. 1).—In

this the entire under surface of the cranial vault can be seen ; all

the parts below are gone ; the median suture of the vault through-

out with the parietal foramen is visible ; the palate, maxillary,

and premaxillary bones are wanting, and may have been more or
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less cartilaginous or loosely attached ; the presphenoid and sphe-

noid median ridge and the hasioccipital, which are seen in the

skulls of Loxomma and Anthracosaurus, are also gone. The quad-

rates at the base of the epiotic horns are the only bones of the

base of the skull that remain. The horns are a good deal da-

maged. The articular condyle for the mandible is not to be seen.

The under surface of the frontal bones is grooved on each side of

a median ridge, along their whole length, as if they had formed

the roof of a double nasal cavity extending from the snout to the

throat.

The parietal foramen is large, open, and funnel-shaped, widen-

ing out greatly as it passes through the thickness of the cranium

;

it is here six-sixteenths of an inch long and four-tenths of an

inch broad, whilst on the upper surface of the skull it is only a

quarter of an inch long by two-tenths of an inch broad. Its

margin is surrounded, except in front, by a sharp ridge of bone,

from which pass off laterally smaller ridges, which, dividing,

enclose small smooth depressions that extend to near the margin

of the cranium. The wall of the cranium is very thick around

the foramen ; and from this to the occiput there extends on each

side a broad raised space with a depression outside of it ; the re-

gion of the posterior external angle is thick and very strongly

ossified, as are also the epiotic horns. At the posterior end of

the orbital curves, and corresponding to a part of the postorbital

bones at their under surface, is a rough pitted space which looks

like the articular surface for another bone, which is lost, but

which may have formed the posterior border of the orbits.

It is possible this skull may have been much decomposed be-

fore its entombment.

The dentition of Fteroplax has yet to be discovered; and no

mandible has yet been obtained.

Vertehrm.— These are not figured, being imperfect. On a piece

of black shale, five inches and a haK long by three inches and a

half broad, in my collection, are imbedded the vertebral centra

and portions of two vertebral processes. Two of the centra are

much less than the third, which measures in height nine-tenths
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of an inch, in breadth one inch and one-tenth, in length one

quarter of an inch ; its sides are slightly excavated, it is bi-con-

caye, and has a small notochordal foramen. One of the processes,

a transverse one, is six-tenths of an inch long by the same in

breadth, and is much crushed. A zygapophysis is present, but

too much injured to admit of description. The remaining pro-

cess is of about the same size and in the same condition.

Rils.—On the same piece of shale there are fragments of three

ribs ; the proximal ends of two are present, and, though much

flattened, show well the head and tubercle ; the distal end of the

third exists, but is much flattened. It is the under surface, some-

what concave, which is exposed. In close relation with the head

are three portions of ribs : one large fragment, showing head,

tubercle, and groove, lies on the left side of the cranium ; another

fragment with head and tubercle lies obliquely under the cra-

nium ; a short piece of the sternal end of a rib rests in part on

the occiput.

These are shown in Plate XV. The first is five inches and a

half long, by three-tenths of an inch broad ; it is well and regu-

larly arched; the curve of the bone is continued as far as the

head, which ends in a concave articular surface; the tubercle,

four-tenths of an inch posterior to the head, ends likewise in a

concavity for articulation. A groove runs along the under sur-

face from near the tubercle for two-thirds of the length of the

rib ; beyond this the surface is flattened.

The head, tubercle, and part of the groove are seen on the rib

which lies under the cranium. Nothing is worthy of note with

regard to the third fragment, which may be a part of the first-

named.

These ribs, lying in contact with the skull of Fterophx, must

be taken as having belonged to the same animal.

The ribs imbedded on a piece of shale cannot, perhaps, be

proved to have belonged to Pteroplax ; but they are of the same

size, and are in other respects very like those on and under the

cranium, and were found in the same part of the mine.

If this inference be correct, then the vertebrae lying with the
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ribs on the piece of shale are, there can be little doubt, vertebrae

of PteroplcLv.

Bones of an extremity.—These are figured on Plate XYI.

fig. 3, and are only three in number, small and dislocated from

their normal relation, but still very near to each other ; they lie

surrounded by many scutes on a slab of shale eight inches by

five inches and a half. They appear to be the terminal bones of

a digit, but whether of an anterior or posterior limb is not easy

to determine. They diminish in size like digital bones : the

biggest is one inch long, and half an inch wide; the next is

shorter and more slender ; the third or smallest is pointed at the

further end; with this exception the ends of these bones are

concave, and the sides contracted at the middle.

Scutes.—On the last-mentioned slab, and on its counterpart

measuring five inches and a half by four inches and a half, are

bedded altogether one hundred and four scutes, lying in the same

plane, but scattered about without any order; besides these I

have only one other scute on a small bit of shale in my collection.

These scutes vary in size from one to three-quarters of an inch

in length; and from one-sixth of an inch at the anterior end,

which is rounded, they taper to a rather sharp point behind-

their upper surface on the whole is convex and their under sur-

face concave from end to end. On their upper surface is a strong

ridge nearer to one margin than the other; the former is the

thicker edge and also the longer, whilst the surface slopes gra-

dually to the other side, which is quite thin. Two of these

scutes are represented in Plate XYI., fig. 2.

It is presumed that the above are the scutes of Pteroplax, as

they are different in form from the scutes of the two other larger

Labyrinthodont Amphibia, and are also much smaller and of more

delicate make, and we know of no other animal-remains in our

coal-field to which they could belong. They are from the same

part of the mine as the other remains herein noticed, and bear a

certain proportion of size to the crania described.

The small size of these crania, their form and the smaller num-

ber of bones entering into their formation than into those of
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Loxomma and Anthracosaurus, and the invariable absence of the
snout, maxillaries, and mandibles are the chief characteristics of
Pteroplax cornuta. The inferior parts of the skull being also

wanting in both our instances, renders it probable that Pteroplax
had a skull much less completely ossified than either of the two
animals above-named, and that it partook more than they did of
a batrachian or piscine character.

That it had two pairs of limbs, feet or paddles, is very proba-
ble, and that it was an air-breather is evidenced by the form,
length, and breadth of the ribs, and perhaps also by the grooved
state of the under surface of the frontal bones.

Of its body we know nothing beyond the scanty vertebra,
fragments of ribs, and scutes.

If, with the desire to form something approaching to a definite
idea of the comparative size of our three Labyrinthodonts, we
suppose the length of the animal to be seven times that of the
skull, which is about the proportion in Keraterpeton Galvani (a
comparatively short species), and if we allow two inches for the
lost part of the larger specimen of Pteroplax, the skull of this

animal, from the end of the snout to the end of the occiput, will
be seven inches and a half long, and the whole length of the
body four feet eight inches.

By the same rule of the body being seven times the length of

the head we find that Loxomma Allmanni, with a skull twelve
inches and a half long, must have measured seven feet seven
inches

;
and in like manner Anthracosaurus PusselU, with a skull

of thirteen inches and a half, must have had a total length of

eight feet two inches. The correctness, however, of this rule is

questionable
; and it is not easy to say what was the length of

the tail in each case.

As was noticed in the ^'Annals and Magazine of JN'atural His-
tory" for August, 1876, the praemaxilla figured in a previous
number as that of Pteroplax, and the teeth, as since shown by
an examination of their minute structure under the microscope,
as well as four or five fragments of mandibular bones, which had
been described as '^most probably belonging to the same large

Labyrinthodont amphibian," all belong to Loxomma Allmanni

;
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whilst the vertebrae and sternal plates, also figured and described

as belonging to Pteroplax, are probably remains of Anthracosau-

rus RusselU.

My acknowledgments are due to my friends Dr. Embleton and

Mr. William Dinning; to the former for his assistance in the

above description, and to the latter for the accurate and beautiful

drawings illustrative of that description.

EXPLANATION OE THE PLATES.

PLATE XV.

Upper surface of the smaller cranium of Pteroplax cornuta, of the natural

size ; the portions of ribs mentioned in the text as lying upon and

under the cranium are seen. Fr., frontal bone ; Pt.F?., postfrontal

;

Pt. 0., postorbital; Pa., parietal; Sq., squamous; Pp., epiotic; Q.,

quadrate; Ex. 0., exoccipital; S. 0.. so-called supraoccipital. The

parietal foramen and the epiotic horns are sufficiently evident.

PLATE XVL

Fig. 1. Under surface of the larger cranium of Pteroplax cornuta, of the

natural size. Fr., frontal bone ; Pt. Fr., postfrontal ; Pt. 0.. post-

orbital; Sq., squamous; £/?,, epiotic; Q., quadrate; Oc, occipital-

Fig. 2. A, B. Scutes : A upper, B under surface.

Fig. 3. A, B, C. Three digital bones.
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ADDEESS TO THE MEMBEES OE THE TYNESIDE
I^ATUEALISTS' EIELD CLUB,

READ BY THE PEESIDENT, THE EEV. E. E. HOOPPELL, M.A., LL.D., F.R.A.S..

AT THE THIRTY-SECOND ANNIVERSARY MEETING, HELD IN THE
MUSEUM OF THE NATURAL HISTORY SOCIETY, NEWCASTLE-UPON-
TYNE, ON THURSDAY, MAY 2nd, 1878.

Ladies and Gentlemen,—Permit me to take this, the first oppor-

tunity which presents itself, in the ordinary course of things, to

thank you for the honour you did me at the last Annual Meeting

of the Club, in electing me your President for the year now

ending.

As such, it is my allotted task to give you a resume of the

Meetings held, and the work accomplished, during the past year.

It was not my good fortune to be able to be present at all the

Field Meetings, but kind friends, upon whom I can rely, have

supplied me with information respecting those from which I was

unavoidably absent.

The First Field Meeting was held at Middleton-one-Eow, on

the Tees, on "Whitsun Monday, May 2 1st. The morning was

somewhat dull and bleak, but a goodly number of members and

their friends assembled at Croft Station a few minutes before

eleven a.m. From Croft they proceeded by road to Hurworth,

where, under the guidance of the Eev. J. Irwin, the Eector, and

the Eev. G. H. Eoss-Lewin, the Curate, they inspected the

Church, which has within the past few years been admirably

restored by the munificence of the Patron and former Eector,

the Eev. E. H. "Williamson. The Church is beautifully situated

on the summit of a clifi overhanging the Tees ; and it contains

several objects of interest, particularly two effigies of Knights

Templars fi'om IsTeasham Abbey, one supposed to be Eobert de

Eos, whose body was interred in the Temple Church, London,

and the other Baron de Greystock of Cumberland, a connection

of the Lawson family. There are also the mural tablets of several

successive Eectors, from which it appears that from the time of

the Commonwealth to the institution of the Eev. E. H. Williamson

in 1865, a period of tAVO hundred and fourteen years, there had
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been but six incumbents of the benefice. These were Leonard

Wastell, appointed in 1651; Cuthbert Chambers, 1712; John

Johnson, 1714; George Bramwell, 1761; John Theakstone, 1784;

E. H. Williamson (the father of the present Patron and late

Eector), 1832. To Mr. Williamson his son succeeded; but,

after holding the living a few years, he resigned it, and appointed

as his successor the present Eector, the Eev. J. Irwin.

From Hurworth the party proceeded to the site of Neasham

Abbey ; but there are but faint traces now existing of this an-

cient ecclesiastical edifice. It was granted, at the suppression,

to James Lawson. It was a Benedictine !N'unnery, dedicated to

the Blessed Yirgin. The date of its foundation is not clearly

known.

On the way to IN'easham Hill, where, from the grounds of Mr.

"Ward's house, a magnificent view up Teesdale for many miles

was obtained, Mr. Wilkinson's pack of Otterhounds was passed.

There appears to be still plenty of sport for them in the lower

reaches of the Tees. A singular circumstance occurred a few

months before the visit of the Club. An Otter, migrating from

the Tees to one of the brooks which fall into the river on the

north side, was killed by a passing train, which came up as it

was crossing the railway to reach its destination.

Dinsdale was the next halting place of the party, and here

many objects of interest presented themselves. The Eev. J. W.
Smith, the worthy Eector, though not a member of our Club,

has long been a regular contributor to our Meteorological Obser-

vations. He received us very cordially and hospitably. In his

garden we saw a fine bush of mistletoe growing upon an apple

tree, which was loaded with blossoms ; and in various places we

saw birds sitting upon their eggs, in nests which they had built

open to the gaze of the passer by, and close to the elbow of the

gardener when working in the adjoining beds. One singular

case was a wooden letterbox, hanging just inside the gate, which

had been regularly built in by Blackcaps for the past ten years.

These facts were eloquent, though silent, witnesses to the kind-

heartedness and genuine love of I^ature of the worthy Eector

and his family, and also to the quiet and retired character of the
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spot, though I cannot help thinking Dinsdale, and the whole

neighbourhood, must have once borne a very different character.

We were di^awing near the place where the great Eoman road to

the N'orth-East Coast crossed the river, and where encampments

and garrisons doubtless existed in ancient times. The site of

Pountys Bridge (Pons Tisae) is scarcely a mile off, and Middleton

one Pow, (Middleton on the Pow, that is, Middleton on the Poad,)

but little farther. At Middleton are manifest indications of the

forts which guarded the northern end of the Bridge, and at Dins-

dale are very strong appearances of Poman occupation. Opposite

the Pectory is the Old Manor House, a quaint edifice of ancient

date, and exceedingly interesting for its architecture, curious in-

ternal arrangements, and decorations. Mr. Scott P. Surtees lives

in it, and cherishes all its remarkable features in the true spirit,

and with the genuine love, of a real antiquary. The moats and

ramparts round enclose several acres, and the ground where it

has been disturbed is filled with the foundations of massive walls.

Yarious articles Mr. Surtees showed us had every appearance of

being Poman, We did not hear, I do not know that we en-

quired, whether Poman coins had been found. But the great

antiquity of the place was attested by the Church, which adjoins

the Pectory. The sacred edifice is very small, with walls ex-

ceedingly thick. It has lately been entirely and excellently re-

stored, but the evidences of its great antiquity are to be seen on

all sides. In the Churchyard is an elaborately ornamented stone

coffin, with sculptured lid, the remains of a Saxon cross, and

Saxon mouldings.

Prom the Church a detour was made to a Sulphur Spring, and

to the Pishlocks. The former was very curious, the presence of

the Sulphur in the water being abundantly manifested to the

eye as well as to the palate. At the Eishlocks several Salmon

were seen to spring. Before reaching it we saw two very fine

ones, which had just been caught, and were still living as they

lay on the grass.

At Middleton one Pow an excellent dinner awaited the mem-

bers at the Davenport Hotel. Thence by flies and on foot we
reached the Station at Pighting Cocks.
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The Second Field Meeting was held at Castle Eden Dene, on

Monday, June 25th. The day was remarkably fine, and a fair

number were present. The party breakfasted at the Inn at

Castle Eden, and then proceeded, by the kind permission of the

Eev. J. Burden, previously obtained, from Hunter's Pool, through

the Dene, to the sea coast, returning by the same route. The

objects of interest observed were principally botanical. The Lily

of the Yalley was seen in great abundance, the Ely Orchis was

also observed, the Butterfly Orchis, the Tway Blade, the Gera-

nium sanguineu7n, and the Common Comfrey. Mr. Grace captured

a specimen of the Clouded Yellow Butterfly, Colias Edusa, which

he afterwards presented to the Museum. At Eerry Hill on the

way home, during a short stay between trains, some of the mem-

bers gathered the Primula farinosa at Thrislington Gap, close to

the present Eerry Hill Eailway Station.

The Third Eield Meeting was held at Brampton, on Thurs-

day, July 19th, and was a very successful one. To suit the con-

venience of members two routes were arranged, a longer and a

shorter one, for an '^ early" and a ''later" party respectively.

The ''early" party, consisting of about twenty gentlemen, started

from !N'ewcastle by the 6.25 a.m. train, and alighted and break-

fasted at Gilsland. Thence they visited the Spa "Well, near

which they found the Saxifraga azoides in great abundance and

beautiful flower; explored the Eoman Camp at Bird Oswald,

and admired the splendid view, embracing Skiddaw, Saddleback,

and Helvellyn, on the one side, and Cheviot and the Dumfries-

shire Hills, on the other ; traversed the line of the Eoman Wall

to Banks, in the fosse of which they found numerous specimens

of the Butterfly Orchis ; and, passing masses of the Erica cinerea,

richly in flower, on the north of the road near Banks, finally met

the "later" party at Lanercost, at about one p.m. The "later"

party, consisting of about thirty persons, several of whom were

ladies, had left I^ewcastle by the 10.20 a.m. train, and had walked

through the grounds of jSTaworth Castle, and wandered in its

beautiful woods, climbing to the pretty log-house built by the

Hon. George Howard, in memory of his marriage, and admiring
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the charmiug panorama of lovely scenery, extending to the Sol-

way Prith and the hills of Scotland, towards the west. After

they reached Lanercost Abbey and joined the ''early" party,

the many beautiful and interesting features of the spot were in-

spected together. The Yicar, the Rev. E. "W. Chapman, kindly

acted as cicerone, and explained the various points of detail of

the architecture, and showed us the fine collection of Roman

altars in the vaulted cellar under the Refectory, and the many

objects of interest around. On leaving Lanercost the lately

united party was again broken up into several fi^agments. One

detachment went off to seek for the ruins of the Roman or Me-

diseval Bridge, higher up than the present Abbey Bridge, which

in former days connected IN'aworth and Lanercost, and having

found the stout stone piers on the land, and the rapidly disap-

pearing oaken beams in the water, crossed by a ford still higher

up, and, traversing the woods by a short but romantic path, stood

again under the shadow of the Castle walls ; another detachment

went by another road to the Castle, and, by the kindness of the

family, were allowed to go through the building, and inspect the

many objects of interest it contains; a third party went direct

to Brampton. There at five p.m. all gathered to an excellent

dinner at the Howard Arms. The evening turned out wet, but

the heavy shower, through which the party walked to the Sta-

tion, did not seem to diminish the enjoyment which all had re-

ceived from a thoroughly delightful day.

Between the Third and Fourth Pield Meetings interposed a

Special Excuesiois-, of three days' length, to the Cheviot. Eighteen

members joined in this expedition, starting from ^N'ewcastle on

the morning of Thursday, July 26th. The railway was left at

Alnwick, and the journey thence continued in brakes. The day

was very fine, and the drive to "Wooler was greatly enjoyed. At

Eglingham a halt was made, and the Church was inspected. At

Old Bewick the conveyances were ordered to proceed to meet

the party farther on, while the members ascended the hill and

examined the site of the double camp with its deep trenches, and

the foundations still remaining in places of the ancient circular

dwellings of our rude forefathers of the British period. Some
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of the stones with the curious circular sculptures, which were

figured some years ago by the late Mr. George Tate of Alnwick,

were found, but exposure to the weather is rapidly deteriorating

and obliterating them, and, in the case of some at least, it would

be hard, if they were now being viewed for the first time, to affirm

that they were really the work of men's hands and not of IN'ature.

A swift descent, through fir trees, fox glove, and bracken, soon

brought the party to the little chapel, restored by Mr. Langlands,

and which well repaid inspection. ]^ear the monument, erected

at the junction of the road leading from the chapel with the main

road from Alnwick to "Wooler, the party rejoined their convey-

ances, and were soon at Hepburn Farm, where Mr. McKie was

in waiting for them, and escorted them through the Park to view

the celebrated wild cattle of Chillingham. Unfortunately a near

inspection could not on this occasion be obtained ; but this need

not be so greatly regretted as it otherwise might be, as the Club

possesses an excellent account of the distinctive features of this

interesting breed, in the sixth volume of the first series of its

Transactions, in the valuable Catalogue of the Mammalia of

JS'orthumberland and Durham, by Messrs. Mennell and Perkins.

A visit was paid to the old Peel House in the south-east corner

of the Park, and to the village of Chillingham, whence the mem-

bers drove without further break to Wooler, to the Black Bull

Inn, where an excellent dinner awaited them, and where a plea-

sant evening was afterwards spent, in sauntering in groups around

the village, admiring the beautiful sunset, the darting flight of

the Swifts, and the quaint circling of the Bats.

The following day, Friday, July 27th, the brakes were in rea-

diness by nine a.m. The drive was by Humildon, Akeld, Yever-

ing, and Xirk-I^ewton, to the College Burn, which the party

ascended on foot, under the guidance of Mr. M. T. CuUey of Coup-

land Castle, our fellow member. Hen Hole was the first spot of

special interest visited, a deep fissure in the west end of Great

Cheviot, retaining its original Keltic denomination, for Hen Hole

is evidently Hen hollt, '' Old cleft" (like Hen knowle near Hex-

ham, and again near Bishop Auckland, " Old hillock," and Hen
Gap, near Chollerford, ''Old crown,") The steep sides of the
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chasm were scaled, and the climbers walked along the north side

of Great Cheviot to the east end. Some of the party had pre-

ferred to make the ascent by Cairn Hill, and they kept along

the south side of the Hen Hole. Cottongrass, Cloudberries,

Bleaberries, Crowberries, "Whortleberries, and Cowwheat, were

the principal plants noticed. In fact, if I add a few kinds of

coarse Grass, a sprinkling of Ling, and a few species of Club

Moss, the whole list will be exhausted. The naturalist, explor-

ing Cheviot, must be on his guard against marshy pools, and half-

hidden holes and furrows, worked out in the peat by heavy rains,

which are numerous and dangerous upon the summit, and the

caution is the more necessary as the view from the top, on a clear

day, is magnificent. Though not perfectly clear, in the distance,

on the present occasion, the prospect was exceedingly fine. After

enjoying it awhile our members descended towards Langleeford

Farm House, where they were refreshed with tea, and entered

again their conveyances, and were soon en route again for "Wooler.

They held a meeting in the evening, and elected two new mem-

bers, and on the following day broke up, returning to their se-

veral destinations by such routes as they severally preferred.

The roTJETH (Oedinaey) Tield Meetik-g of the Club was held

on Monday, August 6th, at IN'ewbiggin. About thirty members

alighted at the Widdrington Eailway Station at 9.10 a.m., and

proceeded thence to Druridge Bay, Cresswell, and l^ewbiggin.

On the way many interesting wild plants were observed, among

them the Rosa spinosissima, Geranium sanguineum, Astragalus

hypoglottis, Cynoglossum officinale, and Thalictrum minus. At

Cresswell the skull of a Sperm "Whale, in the Park, was exa-

mined, and the visitors were conducted by Mr. Eobson along the

magnificent avenues of evergreen trees, which were planted by

the present proprietor, Mr. C. J. B. Cresswell, who is now in his

ninetieth year, many years ago. Mr. Cresswell must be congra-

tulated on enjoying, what few planters of trees can look forward

to, the sight of the work of his hands attaining in his own life

time a great portion of its full glory and perfection. The party

inspected also the house containing the tree ferns and other
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exotic plants, and eyerytliing drew forth their lively interest and

admiration. Unfortunately rain began to fall, and a bivouac on

the sea banks at Cresswell, which had been projected, had to be

given up, but after the arrival of the party at IN'ewbiggin the

weather cleared again, and the rest of the excursion was again

attended with pleasure. At ITewbiggin some excavations, for

sewerage purposes, had revealed a bed of peat, seven feet below

the superincumbent sand, with trunks of trees, hazels, and nuts

embedded in it. The sea banks repaid a stroll upon them, and

the Church was visited. Dinner was served at Sumner's Hotel,

and a paper was read afterwards by our Secretary, Mr. Thompson,

in the absence of his colleague, Mr. Howse, the author, " On the

Occurrence of the Anodonta JuJcesii in the Lower Carboniferous

Eocks of Il^orth JS'orthumberland." The paper, which is a very

valuable and interesting one, has been printed in the Part of our

Transactions at present in course of issue to the members.

The PiETH (Oedinaey) Field Meeting of the Club was held

at Bishop Auckland, on Tuesday, September 11th. Special in-

terest was attached to this Meeting, from the cii'cumstance that

the Bishop Auckland ITaturalists' Field Club, a younger Society

than our own, but one manifesting a good deal of enthusiasm and

vigour, had resolved to welcome us in force on our visit to their

head-quarters. About seventy of our members alighted from the

train at Brancepeth Station a little after ten a.m., and were met

by over thirty members of the Bishop Auckland Society, headed

by their President, long a fellow member of our own, Mr. Joseph

Duff. After greetings and introductions had been reciprocally ex-

changed, the whole party proceeded to view the very interesting

Church at Brancepeth. The fine architecture, mostly of the per-

pendicular period, the handsome screen, the elaborate tombs of

the !N'evilles, the hagioscopes, Sanctus bell, and other special fea-

tures, were duly pointed out and discussed. Prom the Church

the members went to the Castle, which, by the kind permission

of Lord Boyne, was examined in every part, and afforded much

gratification to the party. Thence a pleasant walk through the

Park to the lane leading to Page Bank, a halt near the spot
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where tlie Great Whinstone Dyke crosses the lane on its course

from Howden-le-Wear to the neighbourhood of Hett, a march

past the Coke Ovens and cottages of Messrs. Bell Brothers' ex-

tensive Colliery, a stroll up the green lane leading from the

bridge, by which the "Wear was crossed, to "Whitworth, where,

at the gate of the little Churchyard, we were met by the cour-

teous Yicar, the Eev. Charles Carr, the brother of our Yice-Pre-

sident and former President, Mr. Carr Ellison. Mr. Carr kindly

showed us his small but pretty Church, and the curious effigies

of crosslegged knight and lady in his Churchyard, which are

figured in Hutchinson and Surtees, but the originals of which,

to preserve whose memory they were sculptured, are not known.

Mr. Carr showed us also the blackened ruins of "Whitworth Hall,

the seat of Mr. R. E. Duncombe Shafto, for eighteen years M.P.

for IN'orth Durham, consumed by fire in January, 1877. On

leaving Whitworth the members proceeded to the Eailway con-

necting Byers Green with Spennymoor, one of the oldest lines in

the ITorth of England, having been made about the year 1834,

and called the Clarence Railway, after William 4th, Duke of Cla-

rence. Erom Spennymoor it runs to Port Clarence, once dreamed

of as a coming emporium for trade, before Middlesbrough rose

into greatness and wealth. Along the sides of a deep cutting

for this Railway two seams of coal are very marked for a consi-

derable distance, and were surveyed with much interest by the

members. Thence the route lay by Old Park, an ancient gothic

mansion, beautifully situated, long the residence of the Claxtons,

but now occupied by a farmer. Some fifty years ago it was a

Boarding School, kept by a Mr. Gillespie, and frequented by the

sons of gentry in the county. After that it was tenanted by the

Rev. Robert Gray, late Bishop of Capetown, at that time Yicar

of Whitworth. Erom Old Park we proceeded by fields to Bell-

burn Wood, obtaining from the summit of Byers Green Hill

on the way a very extensive and pleasing view, which em-

braced Durham Cathedral, Merrington Church, Brussellton Tower,

and the Hills of Weardale above Stanhope, with the interven-

ing country. Before we reached Bellburn Wood it began to

rain, which somewhat interfered, though not greatly, with the
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remainder of our programme. The wood was charming, and, but

for the shower which caused us to hurry, the walk through it

would have been delightful. Emerging from the wood, and

crossing a few fields, the members were on the site of the famous

Eoman Station, Yinovium. A solitary farmhouse stands now

where, first, one of the most populous towns of the Brigantes,

and, next, one of the most important of the Roman garrison

towns, was situated. The rich pasture around covers doubtless

innumerable relics. In days gone by numberless Eoman coins

have been found on the spot, so many that the term '
' Binchester

Pennies" was once commonly applied to them, and numerous

altars have been disentombed, most of them unfortunately only

to be destroyed. At the present time the chief relic of Roman

greatness to be seen is a most perfect and most interesting hypo-

caust, to which access is obtained by a trap door and a flight of

steps. About eighty perfect pillars of Roman brick are standing,

with tiled covering above, and the height is sufficient to enable

any person with little difficulty to explore the whole. Our party

descended, eight or ten at a time, until all had visited it.

Prom Binchester we descended the Hundred Steps to the bank

of the Wear, and then walked through the beautiful Park, at-

tached to Auckland Castle, to that interesting pile. At the en-

trance to the Chapel the Bishop met us, and most kindly explained

everything to us, and took us into the State Rooms of the build-

ing. The portraits in the Great Drawing Room are very in-

teresting, as also are the valuable paintings of Jacob and his

twelve sons by the Spanish painter Zurberan in the Great Dining

Room. The Bishop showed us also Antony Bee's sword. After

thanking his Lordship for his great courtesy, the party hastened

to the Talbot Inn, unable through the rain to visit the cliffs in

the Park, which so strikingly display the strata of the Coal

Measures of that locality. At the Talbot a capital dinner, ex-

cellently put upon the table, and the genial company of our

Bishop Auckland brother naturalists banished all sense of fatigue

and all thought of the rain, and a most agreeable hour was spent.

As a memento of our visit, and of our pleasant fraternisation, the

Bishop Auckland Club begged our Club's acceptance of a copy
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of Mr. Matthew Richley's history of their town, a handsome

quarto replete with interesting matter. Mr. Eichley was pre-

sent with us. The presentation was made by their President,

Mr. Joseph Duff, who had occupied the vice chair at dinner. I

need not say that I felt sure I should be acting in accordance

with your heartiest wishes in most cordially accepting the vo-

lume in your name, and in expressing the pleasure with which

the Tyneside ^Naturalists' Field Club would hear from year to

year of the continued prosperity and success of the Bishop Auck-

land Club. Before we finally broke up, a large number of the

members visited Mr. Duff's house and inspected, as fully as time

would allow, the splendid collection of fossils, mostly from the

Coal Measures of the district, which, in the course of a number

of years, Mr. Duff has, with remarkable assiduity and devotion,

gathered and arranged.

The Sixth, and Last (Oediistaey) Meeting, was held at Mars-

den, on Monday, October 15th. Between thirty and forty mem-
bers were present. A few of the party proceeded via Cleadon

Lane Station, and visited the !N'ew Colliery at the Lizards, and

Byers' Quarry. The majority proceeded via South Shields,

where they inspected the objects in the Museum of the Free

Library, and the Site of the Eoman Station at the Lawe. Thence

they walked by the coast to Marsden, where ample justice was

done to a bounteous tea, provided by Mr. and Mrs. Hawkes at

the Grotto. In the absence of the President, our late venerable

Yice President the Eev. G. C. Abbes ably filled the chair, and

received a cordial vote of thanks from the Meeting, few thinking

it would be the last time they would meet him there, or in his

well loved beautiful grounds so often visited on the way thither.

I regret very much to say that, during the past year, not a

single Evening Meeting has been held. During the preceding

year the comparatively large number of four Evening Meetings

were held. I hardly know whether it is allowable to suppose

that the energies and accumulating materials of our members

and associates were thus somewhat severely taxed, and that the

past year was needed for recuperation. But, seriously, I think
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it would be well so to avail ourselves of our resources as to se-

cure at least two, if not three, Evening Meetings every winter

season.

A very interesting Part of our Transactions is in process of

issue to the meuibers, containing, besides my immediate prede-

cessor's able Address, a capital paper on Eggs, and especially on

the mysterious processes involved in their Coloration, by our

highly esteemed Yice President, Dr. Embletou ; several shorter,

but very valuable, notices of new, or rare, occurrences in Geo-

logy and other branches of JN"atural Science, including one by

our late lamented friend, though I believe not fellow member,

Earl Eavensworth ; some very interesting letters of Thomas

Bewick, hitherto unpublished, for which we are indebted to

our friends and fellow members Sir "Walter Calverley Trevelyan,

Bart., and Mr. John Hancock ; an exhaustive paper on the Sea

Birds Preservation Act, and the protection of Wild Birds gene-

rally, by Mr. Charles Murray Adamson ; and an account of the

Discovery and Exploration of the important Roman Eemains at

South Shields during the past two or three years. This last

paper, and several of the others, have been largely illustrated by

excellent Woodcuts and Plates. In the case of the Roman Sta-

tion the Plates are of exceptional importance, for I regret to say

that, up to the present time, no steps have been taken to per-

manently preserve any portion of the deeply interesting and ex-

ceedingly important sites, walls and other erections, uncovered

during the exploration ; and, but for the account the Club has

published, and the plates with which it has adorned the narrative,

the whole would infallibly, in the course of a short time, have

perished from amongst us. Both in the History, and in the

Plates, the strictest accuracy has been observed, that future anti-

quaries may be able to rely with the fullest confidence upon

everything recorded in the text, or shown in the illustrations.

Before proceeding to such suggestions and remarks as the suc-

cessive occupants of this Chair are allowed, if not expected, to

make, I cannot refrain fi'om expressing the great sorrow with

which I fulfil the mournful duty of recalling the loss the Club
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has sustained in the demise of our former President, and late

Vice-President, the Eev. G. C. Abbes. I need not speak of his

genial manners and venerable appearance, so familiar, for so many

years, to many, if not to all, of us. Beneath a somewhat eccen-

tric exterior there was the kindliest heart, a richly-stored mind,

sound intellectual judgment, and intense love of nature. Some

disappointment in early life had made our venerable friend some-

what different in some respects from other men, but his cordial

sympathy with our pursuits, his hearty welcome when we pene-

trated to his sylvan retreat at Cleadon, his unaffected pleasure

in conversation on any and every topic of natural history, never

varied. He loved, too, to recal old scenes and incidents in which

he had taken part ; his life at Cambridge, his travels in IN'orway,

his experiences of the road in old coaching days. One of the

former I think should be put on record. He was an under-

graduate of St. John's College, Cambridge, when the Princess

Charlotte died. That terrible blow to the nation's hopes diffused

universal grief. The national sorrow found vent in national

mourning. Up to that time, the young men of Cambridge had

never been allowed to lay aside the eighteenth century knee-

breeches. The blue coat boys of London are still doomed to

wear a similarly antiquated attire. By the resolution of our la-

mented friend, however, the undergraduates of Cambridge were

delivered from the bondage full sixty years since. It came about

thus. The mourning, as I have said, was general. An edict

went forth at Cambridge, that undergraduates should appear in

trousers one term as mourning ; the next term to resume their

ordinary attire. The mourning trousers were duly worn; the

ordinary breeches were resumed by all but George Abbes. Hav-

ing experienced the pleasure and relief of the change of dress,

he was averse to return to the ancient style. The dons remon-

strated with him. He manifested obstinacy. They deprived

him of his term. He nevertheless stood out. The next term

came, and he still appeared in trousers. Again he was deprived

of his academical reckoning. But, as the term drew near its end,

other undergraduates, admiring his boldness, and stimulated by

his example, began to tread in his steps. The third term many
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did so, and the authorities began to doubt their power to resist

the general rebellion which seemed threatening to set in. They

yielded to Mr. Abbes's persistency with a good grace : cancelled

the long-standing aesthetic regulation : restored him to his col-

legiate status : and saw before long the substitution of modern

trousers for the more ancient garb universally adopted. Mr.

Abbes's undergraduate career terminated in 1821, when he took

his degree of Bachelor of Arts. To go back awhile to his birth

and earlier years, he was the eldest son of Mr. Bryan Abbes, of

"Walworth Castle, near the Tees, where he was born in 1798.

His grandfather was the Eev. Cooper Abbes. He was sent to

school, first to Ovingham-on-Tyne, to the Bev. Mr. Birkett, and

afterwards to Witton-le-"Wear, to the Eev. Mr. Newby, thence

he went to Bichmond Grammar School, and thence to Cambridge.

Two years after leaving Cambridge he was ordained Deacon, and

the following year Priest, both by Bishop Barrington. He held

successively the Curacies of Dalton-le-Dale and Gateshead, and

was Chaplain to the late Earl of Beverley. At a subsequent

date he was Curate of Whitburn. But he retired from active

life as a Clergyman nearly forty years ago, and busied himself

in his garden at Cleadon Hall, and in his favourite studies and

pursuits, during the many subsequent years allotted to him. He

had amassed by observation an immense fund of knowledge re-

specting the features, characters, and habits of the fauna of our

district, and I often pressed him to put some of his interesting

remarks on paper, and give the Club the benefit of them, in a

form which could be embodied in their Transactions, but he never

did so; and even his admirable Address from this Chair, de-

livered some years ago, and widely commented upon by the Press

at the time in the most favourable terms, he could never be pre-

vailed upon to make ready for permanent publication. In losing

him, therefore, we lose his wealth of local scientific knowledge

also, and are as a Society of local naturalists and archaeologists

doubly impoverished.

The last sentence has reminded me of a great desideratum,

which I think would fall entirely within the province of our

Club to supply. I mean a Catalogue of the Antiquities of our
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Disti^ict. The Club was formed for the out-of-door study of an-

tiquities, as well as of meteorology and the manifold branches of

I^atural History, and most admirable work has it performed in

all its departments. Its Catalogues of the Mammalia, MoUusca,

Insects, Birds, Plants, and Possils of the district are exceedingly

valuable. So also are its past Meteorological Eeports. It should

add to these most important documents another, which, as years

went on, would become absolutely priceless. I do not mean that

it should produce an elaborate account, or history, of all the ob-

jects of archaeological interest in the two counties,—that it could

not do, nor would it be desirable for it to attempt, even if it were

capable of accomplishing it. "What I mean is a Catalogue simi-

lar in plan to its Catalogues of the Birds, Plants, etc., of the

District. It should be arranged under heads, such as Prehistoric,

British, Eoman, Eomano-British, Saxon, ISTorman, Mediaeval,

Elizabethan, Caroline, Jacobsean, Georgian, etc, ; and it should

enumerate, under each head, all the antiquities of that particular

class known at this present time to be in existence, stating accu-

rately the places where they are to be found, and describing them

just sufficiently to create interest and to secure identification.

^KTothing would conduce more to spread an intelligent knowledge

of, and interest in, the antiquities of our district; to excite en-

quiries after the precious relics existing amongst us ; to ensure a

watchful eye being kept upon them ; to give effectual means for

tracing them when they disappear ; to deter heedless, or sense-

less, or mischievous persons from making away with them ; and

generally to promote effectually the study of archaeology amongst

us. If it be said that some one of the Antiquarian or Archaeo-

logical Societies should take such a work in hand, I should demur.

Their work lies more in indoor study and research. It is theirs

to hunt into every detail of history and circumstance connected

with a building, an entrenchment, an object of ancient art, or

coin of an ancient dynasty ; to compare them with others, and to

draw forth the light they are capable of throwing upon the annals

of the past, or the new information they are able to impart to us

respecting the races or the generations which have preceded us.

In this they resemble those other Societies, Zoological, Geological,
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Linnsean, with whose functions our sphere of operations no

more conflicts than it does, or need do, with the Archaeological.

Our work is essentially out of door and observational, and bears

a relation of the highest importance to, and at. the same time in

the strictest harmony with, that of the learned Societies to which

I have alluded ; and, in projecting and carrying out such a Cata-

logue of the Antiquities of our district, as I have suggested, we

should be proceeding in the direct line of our programme, fulfil-

ling another portion of our own special vocation, and strengthen-

ing most efficiently the hands of our fellow-labourers for the

advancement of science.

There is another work which, it has always appeared to me,

would be of great utility, and which I think might well be taken

in hand by our Club, and that is a Geological Directory. If ordi-

nary members of the Club, and commencing students of Geology,

and ordinarily educated men in general, had a work, which they

could refer to with ease, and find in it the geological features of

any spot, say any town or populous village in either of our coun-

ties, it would be an immense assistance to them in their excur-

sions, their early studies, their efforts to acquire some knowledge

of, and to take some interest in, the science which lies at their

feet and at their doors. The plan I would suggest is one similar

to that on which ordinary business directories and gazetteers are

formed. Let the names of places be arranged alphabetically, and

let the reader find under the name of each place, the geological

character of the locality described, succinctly but clearly, and

the rocks and fossils enumerated which he might meet with in

the district, say within four miles of the place in question, to-

gether with any remarkable geological features or characteristics

existing in the locality. And let the order of the rocks be given

from the surface downwards. Begin with that which will first

meet the observer's, or student's, eyes, and go fi^om that to those

which lie deeper down, and which will have to be sought for in

order to be discovered. I am convinced that a mistake is made

in writing all works on Geology in an inverse order. I am sure

that immensely more persons would be interested in the subject,

incomparably more who commence the study would pursue it
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farther than they do, if some at least of the works on the science

were written in the order in which I^ature herself presents the

objects to our view. I know the inducement to commence ah

ovo is always strong, but it is not the way JN'ature herself pre-

sents her works to us ; and I am sure if a comprehensive work

on Geology were written by an able man, commencing with the

vegetable mould and going down to the oldest gneiss, instead of

commencing with the gneiss and coming up to the material which

forms our gardens and fields, it would both be exceedingly pop-

ular, and it would do more than anything else to interest a

vastly increased number of persons in Geology, and to carry them

on, in the study of the science, to limits far beyond those now

reached by nine-tenths of those who buy books on the science

and commence to read them. In fact, by exclusive adherence

to the present system, the interest and opportunity of a large

proportion of those, who think they would like to know some-

thing of Geology, is exhausted, before they come to anything

they have seen, or are likely to see, in the rocks, earths, and

clays they meet with in their daily walks, or can visit on their

casual holidays.*

Eut I must pass on to other topics My predecessors have

generally, I think, given on these occasions a resume of the

scientific progress, as regards the special branches in which we

are interested, made by other labourers in other districts within

the year. This the labours of a populous parish in the County

of Durham, to which I have been called, in place of the Superin-

tendence of Dr. Winterbottom's Nautical College at South

Shields, forbid my doing. Eut, as a Clergyman, and a scien-

tific man at the same time, I may, perhaps, fitly say a few words

on the supposed conflict between Christianity and Science, which

some persons think exists. For my own part I do not believe in

any such conflict. I do not believe that, between Science rightly

so-called,—that is, between real, ascertained, established, scien-

tific truth,—and the Holy Scriptures, or the Gospel of Christ, or

* I know of only one work on Geology written on the plan recommended above. That

is, however, a very important exception to the rule which has hitherto so generally pre-

vailed. I allude to " The Student's Elements of Geology," by Sir Charles Lyell, the first

edition of which was published in 1871.

H
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the faith of Christians, founded on the Holy Scriptures and the

Gospel, there is the slightest contradiction, or need be the slight-

est difficulty. But I do not call guesses Science, nor theories

Science, nor brilliant ethical discourses, though uttered by men

eminent for their attainments in scientific study and research,

Science. "We must be exact in our definitions. The thoughts,

the fancies, the speculations, of men like Charles Darwin and

Professor Tyndall, for example, may be utterly erroneous, while

their scientific acquirements are of the highest possible character.

Because their apprehension of Science is real, it does not follow

that their theories are sound : least of all should we be misled

into confounding their theories with the Science they have at-

tained to, and into dignifying all the imaginations of their fertile

brains with that appellation, which should be conferred only on

truths which are established beyond possibility of overthrow or

doubt.

Por my own part nothing that I . have ever read, or searched

into, or traced, has invalidated to my mind, in any way, the

truth or the authority of the Holy Scriptures. To my mind all

history, ethnography, and archaeology, rightly read, point to but

a short sojourn of man upon earth. All laws of evidence, all

study and experience of the constitution of man's mind, all sci-

entific estimates of probabilities, lead to the conclusion of the

truth of the claim of Christianity that a Eevelation, or rather

that successive Eevelations, have been made to man. Mr. Darwin

has put forth an elaborate theory of Development by Evolution.

To my mind the difficulties besetting the reception of it, in any

case, are enormous, but were they otherwise, it would still be

only a possible mode, which certain information on the subject,

derived from a trustworthy source, would either confirm, or set

aside, immediately and finally. Such certain information, de-

rived from such a source. Christians, without ignoring any real

scientific attainment, believe they have. Professor Tyndall has

laboured to promulgate a gospel of negation. I call it a gospel,

for, in a letter to me, speaking of the doctrines he had enunci-

ated in his famous Belfast Address, and of those he had in his

mind to proclaim in succession to them, and which I presume
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are those of his article in the '^Portnightly Eeview" for Novem-

ber, 1875, and of his Address to the Midland Institute last Oc-

tober, he said " He trusted that in them many would find peace."

But what power has this new gospel to overthrow the Gospel of

eighteen centuries ago ? In his Belfast Address he insisted that

everything proceeded from Matter—that Matter was the sole and

supreme existence in the universe. But then he intimated that

we must enlarge our ideas of Matter, so as to take all other things

in. In this way it is possible to be a Materialist on very easy

terms; and I need not point out that, with this condition, not-

withstanding the immense stir his Belfast Address made, he

really left every debateable question just where it was before.

In his Article in the 'fortnightly Eeview" he admits that

''The world will have Religion of some kind," and so knocks

away altogether the foundation on which he seemed desirous of

standing. Eor if "the world will have Eeligion of some kind,"

it must, on his own principles, be because Eeligion is necessary

to the world, because it is, in other words, a need of human na-

ture, because some Eeligion is true. Again, in the last sentence

of the Article, he demolishes even more completely his whole

theory of negation, for he affirms that "He looks forward to a

better time, when there will be purer and mightier minds than

ours, purer and mightier partly because of their deeper know-

ledge of matter, and their more faithful conformity to its laws."

"Without waiting to dwell upon the obvious fact that there must

be something else than matter involved in man, whatever Pro-

fessor Tyndall's definition of matter be, if man is a rebel to mat-

ter's laws, if he does not conform himself to them, if he is not

faithful to them, it is clear that the Article leaves all the great

questions regarding Eeligion precisely where they were, and men

still have to seek what is the true Eeligion, what is the Eeligion

which will satisfy the world's need, appease its craving, and

teach it the laws, and supply it with motives, adequate enough,

and powerful enough, to induce it to keep the laws, which it

ought to observe, but to which it has hitherto proved itself, on

the testimony of Professor Tyndall himself, more or less unfaith-

ful.
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Again, in his Address, delivered in his capacity of President,

to the Midland Institute at Birmingham, last October, he affirms

that ''Thoughtful minds, finding no trace of evidence in favour

of any other origin, are driven to seek in the interaction of social

forces the genesis and development of man's moral nature." But

he tells us not what he considers the term " Social forces" to in-

clude, upon which evidently hinges the whole importance of the

statement, except, apparently, that preaching is one of them, and

thus again he leaves every question with regard to the moral

nature of man not only unsolved, but practically untouched.

I need not pursue the subject farther. "While it is a matter for

great regret, that one, so gifted as Professor Tyndall, should, leav-

ing those subjects in which he has justly won world-wide renown,

occasionally bring forward, in the name of Science, speculations,

theories, and conjectures, which have not the faintest resemblance

to her distinctive beautiful lineaments, it is very satisfactory to

know that they are in reality utter strangers to her, in no way

related to or connected with her, and that we may court her to

the utmost of our opportunities, follow her indicatious, and seek

her, through every path, without disturbing our own inmost con-

victions on deeper subjects, or distressing others, or exciting dis-

trust of our fascinating mistress in their breasts.
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The following gentlemen were elected members of the Tyne-

siDE JSTatuealists' Field Club during the year 1877-8 :

—

At the AiimYEESAEY Meetik-g, Apeil 19th, 1877:—Henry

Dalton, Stella Brewery, near Blaydon-on-Tyne ; M. "W. Brown,

West Eainton, Eence Houses.

At the Flrst Field Meeting, May 21st:—W. Boyd, Major

E. E. Jones, Grey Street, Eev. G. C. Watt, B.D., JS'ewcastle

;

W. E. Adams, West Jesmond; J. S. Watson, Dr. Mearns, Gates-

head; Geo. Hadaway, I^^orth Shields.

At the Second Field Meeting, June 25th :—G. C. Greenwell,

Tynemouth.

At the Thied Field Meeting, July 19th :—John Hardwieke,

John Eichardson, l^ewcastle ; Henry Eelton, Bulman Village

;

Geo. Smith, Jesmond ; Chas. J. Bertram, Gateshead ; G. Heslop,

jun., Sunderland ; William Atkinson, Fence Houses ; Eev. A. T.

Coates, M.A., Percy Main ; David Jeffrey, Winlaton ; Eev. C. E.

Streeter, East Denton.

At the Special Cheviot Meeting, July 26th:—Geo. Pickering,

Newcastle; William Topley, F.G.S., Alnwick.

At the FouETH Field Meeting, August 6th :—G. W. Crookes,

9, Havelock Terrace, Sunderland.

At the Fieth Field Meeting, Septembee 11th:—G. H. Fed-

den, Queen Street, N"ewcastle; Eobert Bartram, Hylton, Sun-

derland ; E. B. Paverley, Challoner Terrace, South Shields.

At the Sixth Field Meeting, Octobee 15th:—Eev. A. J.

Griffith, George Wood, Newcastle.

The Field Meetings for 1878 were arranged to be held as

follows :
—

May 15th Axwell.

June 10th High Force, Teesdale.

*JuLY 3ed Eipon.

August 5th Housesteads and ]N"orthumberland Lakes.

August 23ed Whittle Dene.

Septembee 20th . . Warkworth.

* It is intended to liokl a Special Field Meeting at Whittingham in July,
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The following gentlemen were elected officers of the Club for

the year 1878-9:—

Peesident.

Dennis Embleton, Esq., M.D.

Yice-Peestdents.

E. C. Eobson, Esq.

William Maling, Esq.

Ralph Carr Ellison, Esq.

Eev. J. E. Bigge, M.A.

D. Embleton, Esq., M.D.

Sir W. G. Trevelyan, Bart.

T. Sopwith, Esq., E.E.S.

Eev. Canon Tristram, E.R.S.

George "Wailes, Esq.

Eev. A. M. 'NoTman, M.A.

Eey. J. C. Bruce, LL.D.

Thomas Atthey, Esq.

John Hancock, Esq.

Eev. A. Bethune, M.A.

E. J. J. Browell, Esq.

Eev. E. E. Wheeler, M.A.

Prof. G. S. Brady, M.D.

H. B. Brady, Esq., E.E.S.

Eev. J. E. Leefe, M.A.

Eev. G. E. Hall, M.A., E.S.A.

G. H. Philipson, Esq., M.D.

Eev. E. E. Hooppell, LL.D.

Teeastteee.

Eobert Y. Green.

Eichard Howse.

HoNOEAEY SeCEETAEIES.

I

Thomas Thompson.

J. W. Backhouse.

James Clephan.

William Dinning.

John Glover.

D. 0. Drewett.

John Philipson.

Committee.

W. M. Wake.

T. T. Clarke.

John T. Thompson,

Emanuel Young.

Joseph Blacklock.

Eev. J. M. Hick.

J. S. Poster.

AUDITOES.

I

T. P. Barkas.
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XII.

—

Notes on a Find of Pre-historic Implements in Allendale,

with Notices of similar Finds in the surrounding District. By

tlie Eev. W. Howchin, P.G.S.

The County of IS'orthumberland, if not so rich in objects of pre-

historic archseology as some of the southern counties of England,

has, nevertheless, yielded no inconsiderable proportion of objects

in this field of study. Pre-historic camps and tumuli are com-

mon within the limits of our district, as any good map will show

;

and through the industrious researches of the Eev. Canon Green-

well, some of these, when opened, have yielded a few small im-

plements of flint ; whilst an occasional hatchet, or some such

implement made of stone, has now and again been turned up

by the plough, or exposed by the draining operations on the

land.

We have now to record, however, in addition to the above, a

true surface find of a very rich and interesting character, and

under such circumstances as may lead, by its suggestiveness, to

a more extended search among the fells of our northern district,

which cannot fail to reward the patient worker with encouraging

results.

The locality, where the stone implements in question have

been secured, lies in the south-western portion of ISTorthumber-

land, on the top of a ridge of fell-land lying between the East

and "West Allen, at a height, as marked on the Ordnance Survey

Map, of fifteen hundred and fifty-four feet, and at a distance of

about two-and-a-half miles south-west of Allendale Town. The

site is well-marked by two chimneys connected with the smelt-

mill of W. B. Beaumont, Esq., situated in the valley near the

town, from whence the chimneys are carried up the hill-side

until they terminate in short vertical vents near the top of the

fell. These chimneys convey the fumes arising from the lead

smelting process to a high altitude, and as they have to pass

through several miles of tortuous passages, the lead that has

gone ofi in sublimation falls in large quantities as the smoke

ascends ; and thus, by this means, what would be highly dele -

terious if dissipated in the atmosphere, is retained and turned to
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good account. But the fumes, as they are finally emitted from

the chimneys, are still so strongly charged with sulphureous

gases, that the ground for many acres around the point of their

termination has been totally bared of its vegetation. When the

grass is thus destroyed and gone, a thin bed of, peat, averaging

about a foot in thickness, becomes exposed to atmospheric waste.

This peat is so rotten as to resemble the finest silt, and when dry

the wind catches up the fine particles as they lie bare and ex-

posed, transporting them in clouds to great distances. I ascer-

tained, from enquiries made on the spot, that, at times, when

the wind has been strong over the hill top, parties working in

the fields on the opposite side of the valley, fully two miles away,

have been compelled to leave their work in consequence of an

incessant drift of this almost impalpable dust, which, by the irri-

tation it causes, becomes unendurable.

The action of the pernicious fumes, the wash of rains, and

then the force of winds, have, in their combined action, absolutely

bared a very considerable portion of ground—the peaty soil hav-

ing been removed from the greater part of the ground as effectu-

ally as the vegetation,—and by such means the implements

referred to can now be picked up on the new surface caused by

these denuding agents.

A gentleman, living in the neighbourhood, informs me that

the spot has been long known as a locality for flints, and that he

himself, when a boy, frequently passed over the site in company

with an old gamekeeper, who was accustomed to look for these

flints to light his pipe with. How many of these precious relics

have been sacrificed by popular ignorance no one can tell, but

there can be no doubt that a large number have been destroyed

or lost in this way. In my first visit to the ground, in company

with one or two friends, a shepherd and his dog passed us whilst

pursuing our eager search. It had already become known in the

neighbourhood that these flint stones possessed some interest,

and not a few of the curious had been upon the ground and car-

ried ofl several arrow-tips. Thinking that our friend of the

^^ plaid'''' might be able to give us some information of import-

ance, one of the party hailed him, and said—''Do you ever find
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pieces of flint on this ground?" and we got the characteristic

reply—" Aye, wheyles : but Ah set nowt b' thim. Ah teake a

few heame wo' me sometimes ti pleese th' bairns—they amuse

theirsels wi' striekin' fire wo' thim."

The objects that have been secured in this find are of a some-

what varied character, and are represented, as far as known, by

the following list.

Implements in Gkeenstone.

jN'o. 1. A somewhat ambiguous instrument, that measures

two inches by four inches and three-quarters superficially, and

rather more than one inch in greatest thickness, which occurs at

the middle. It is roughly oval in shape, but tapers somewhat

at the upper extremity; decreases in thickness towards either

end, and the upper or narrow extremity has been ground on its

upper and under sides so as to terminate in a blunt ridge. A
shallow groove runs longitudinally nearly the entire length of

the instrument on both sides, and on one side there is a circular

cavity cut into the stone to a depth of rather more than one-

eighth of an inch ; it is cut within the groove, and rather below

the centre, towards the thicker end. The instrument has been

finely polished, but through long exposure is much corroded.

This is seen especially on one side where the surface has assumed

a rough, irony, and granular appearance, which is characteristic

of the local trap rock.

The implement bears some general resemblance to a stone

hammer; the grooves and circular cavity would assist the operator

very materially in holding it firmly, if used by the hand. If it

was intended to be shafted, we must then consider it of unfinished

workmanship, and that the circular indentation shows the com-

mencement of the boring process where it was intended to insert

a handle. The Eev. W. Greenwell, however, on examining the

instrument, has hesitated to denominate it a hammer at all, as it

differs from the usual forms known as such, and this experienced

archaeologist would rather suggest that it may have been used as

a polishing stone ; the two facets seen on the upper extremity

being some evidence of this. On the other hand, the symmetrical
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structure and fine polish given to the implement would seem to

indicate that it was intended as a finished article rather than the

rough tool.

No. 2. Two fragments of what has apparently been a green-

stone celt or hatchet, showing respectively the middle and upper

portions. The lower part, containing the cutting edge, is unfor-

tunately missing. These fragments must have formed part of a

good-sized implement, as they jointly measure four inches in

length, three inches in breadth, and one and a half inches in

thickness. The upper or butt end tapers considerably, and from

the shape at the line of fracture fully one half of its original

length seems to have gone with the missing portion. In general

shape it accords very well with Mr. Evans' 3rd class of polished

celts, giving an oval section in profile, and has been finely pol-

ished. The fracture is undoubtedly ancient, as the split surface

shows the same degree of discoloration, through weathering, as

the proper external surface ; but it is curious to note that the two

pieces have taken a slightly different colour, undoubtedly arising

from some diversity in the conditions of weathering to which they

have been exposed. The first of these fragments was found by

my friend Mr. T. Allison, of Allendale Town (a gentleman who

has taken a lively interest in all relating to this interesting find),

and the other was picked up by myself, on the following day, at

a distance of twenty yards from the site of the former—the two

pieces on being put together were found to match with great

exactness. It would be a curious coincidence indeed, if at some

future time, a further search should lead to the turning up of

the remaining portion to complete the instrument.

"No. 3. A fragment of greenstone that has been used as a

grinding or polishing tool. It is roughly parallelogram in shape,

measures two inches by two and a half inches superficially; has

been very coarsely fractured, and shows six smooth facets as the

effects of the grinding that it has done.

Implements in Flint.

1 . A very fine Celt, composed of white flint, and measuring

about four inches in length and one and three-quarter inches in
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greatest breadth. Convex on both sides, the edges rounded, and

the butt end terminating in a sharp fracture. It has been pol-

ished over the entire surface, and still retains a sharp and unin-

jured cutting edge. Some of the fractures, left by chipping the

stone into shape, were found too deep to be removed by the sub-

sequent grinding, and are left as indentations upon the surface of

the instrument.

2. Arrow-heads. These have been picked up in considerable

numbers, and embrace, in their diversified shapes, nearly all the

leading varieties known to occur within the limits of the United

Kingdom. They are leaf-shaped, stemmed, with single and

double barbs, triangular, etc. I am sorry to say that, although

several very fine leaf-shaped arrow-heads have been obtained, no

very good example has come into my possession.

Of the single-barbed variety, a characteristic specimen of this

form is in the possession of Mr. A. Shield, of Burn Laws, and

which agrees very well with Mr. Evans' fig. 338, p. 351, '^ An-

cient Stone Implements of Great Britain.

"

The double-barbed arrow-head is decidedly the most common

form in this find, and embraces some very fine examples indeed.

The two most elegant examples of this variety that have come

under my observation are in the respective possession of Messrs.

A. and H. Shield, Burn Laws, and through the kindness of the

latter gentleman I am enabled to exhibit the one in his possession-

It is shaped with an almost geometrical exactness, sharply

pointed, and finished off with serrated edges, being chipped to

a fineness almost microscopic. By the aid of a pocket lens it can

be seen that the serration was added after the instrument was,

what may be considered, normally finished; and notwithstanding

the minuteness of the chippings, they are made with such preci-

sion as to show a wonderful uniformity in size, and occur in about

equal numbers on both edges. The barbs are continued in a

line with the edges of the arrow-head, broad throughout, with

their terminating edges forming obtuse angles with the outer

lines of the instrument. The angles thus formed at the termina-

tion of the barbs are carried forward to the tang, where they are

made to intersect each other immediately in the centre of its
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terminating edge, and thus the tang, T^'hich is generally finished

off with a straight basal line, is in this instrument, furnished

with a blunt point. It measures one inch and four-fifths in

greatest length, and one inch and three-tenths in breadth, and

is composed of amber-coloured flint. This arrow-tip closely re-

sembles one found by Eev. "W. Greenwell, in a barrow, at Eud-

stone, near Bridlington (Evans fig. 318, p. 343), but the example

from Allendale, now exhibited, is a larger and more finely finished

object. The companion arrow-tip to the one just described, and

which is in the possession of Mr. A. Shield, Burn Laws, agrees

very closely to the one exhibited in general outline and finish,

but is a trifle larger.

Another example of this class is a slender and rather uncom-

mon variety of arrow-head, carefully chipped, and furnished with

serrated edges. One barb is slightly longer and sharper than

the other, the tang strong and chipped to a sharp edge. This

implement has been made from a dark-coloured flint, and carries

on one side a depression, in which the original skin or coating of

the flint, of a chalky character, is clearly shown. It is one inch

and thirteen-twentieths in length, and seventeen-twentieths of

an inch in greatest breadth. The only example like it, flgured

by Mr. Evans as a rare form, at p. 342, fig. 316, of his work,

was found in Eeach Fen, Cambridgeshire.

A few other examples are exhibited of the double-barbed va-

riety of a medium size, averaging from three-quarters of an inch

to one inch and a quarter in length, and represent, in a typical

way, the commoner examples of this find. One is a very small

form, and is remarkable in being broader than it is long, measur-

ing thirteen-twentieths of an inch in length and seventeen-twen-

tieths in breadth.

The triangular variety of arrow-heads has proved a rare form

in this as in other finds, only one or two examples of this kind

having come to my knowledge. The one thus labelled in the

present collection, must, I think, be classed as an arrow-tip of

this variety. It is a very thick example, shaped on one side

only, the other illustrating very markedly conchoidal fracture.

The point is attenuated and somewhat curved. Another very
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interesting object in the collection looks like an intermediate

example between the triangular and leaf-shaped forms. It is

certainly a very peculiar and uncommon shape, and is much more

semi-circular in its basal outline than the intermediate form

figured by Mr. Evans p. 352. The point has been unfortunately

broken, but otherwise it is a very symmetrical specimen. The

triangular arrow-head exhibited in another tray may be mentioned

in this place, although it was not got in Allendale, but found on

the Pell top at Ramshaw, Upper Derwent, on bared surface, close

to the smelt works chimney of the Derwent Lead Mining Com-

pany. It has been constructed of hard shale, now weathered

quite white; rather thin, and showing many facets left from

working it into shape.

About fifty arrow-heads are known to have been found and

carried off from this one spot in Allendale up to the present

time. Of these eight are leaf-shaped, thirty-eight double-barbed,

one single-barbed, one triangular, and a few carried out of the

district the features of which are unknown. Although the writer

has used every diligence in attempting to secure a full record of

all objects obtained at this spot, there are undoubtedly others,

scattered through the district, of which no account has been

taken.

It has been the arrow-tips especially that have excited the

curiosity of the rustic population, and it is to be feared that, un-

less those that are now held somewhat tenaciously by the country

people are placed in safe keeping, ere long the greater portion of

this valuable find will be scattered or lost.

3. Flalces. These are very numerous, averaging from an inch

to two inches in length. In shape they answer to the sub-divi-

sions—"external," "ridged," "flat," and "polygonal." They

nearly all carry the bulb of percussion, or conchoidal fracture, on

the flat or inner face, many show secondary chippings, and a few

are finished off with great care ; whilst there are others, which

appear to have been simply struck off the cores with a few dex-

terous blows, and then used without any further manipulation.

About one hundred and twenty of these flint knives and splinters,
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and about sixteen of various coloured chert, have been counted

from Allendale.

4. Scrapers. This class of implements is fairly represented

in the find. The examples are mostly of the ordinary types,

answering, in their general features, to the classification adopted

by Mr. Evans. They may be described as '' circular," the

''horseshoe-shaped," the "duck-bill" form, and doubtfully the

''kite" and "spoon-shaped" scrapers. A few that are broader

than they are long maybe considered "side" scrapers; whilst

several others, in which both sides are made flat by lateral frac-

tures, finished off at their edges in the usual form given to scra-

pers, should probably be classed with the "straight" variety

—

those in my possession answering very closely to that figured by

Mr. Evans under such a designation at p. 286 of his work. This

latter form is thinner than the typical scraper, and they are often

broken as though spoiled in use. In this class of objects I have

also about a dozen very small circular or sub-circular examples,

averaging about half an inch in length, or little more ; and which

are generally very carefully finished off by secondary chippings

:

these are very beautiful little things, and seem to belong to what

has sometimes been designated the "thumb scrapers." There is

also one good-sized implement in the collection which instead of

having its edge convex, as is usual with scrapers, is furnished

with a concave outline, bearing a very close resemblance to one

figured by Mr. Evans of this character, p. 287, and which he has

chosen to call in the type the "hollow scraper." With the scra-

pers in this find I have included another class of objects, which,

whilst bearing some resemblance to them, are of an ambiguous

character. They are bi-convex in shape, looking very much as

though two scrapers had been put face to face, and thus united.

Some of these are irregularly circular, chipped to an edge all

round; and others are semi-circular or half-moon shaped. In-

cluding this last-mentioned anomalous form, about forty-six scra-

pers, including two of black chert, have been counted in the

Allendale Eind.

5. Saws. Of these, two well-marked examples have been

obtained. The first is a slightly curved flake, three inches in
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length, plainly fractured on the one side and bevelled on the

other. The second is about two and a quarter inches in length,

straight, and chipped with even facets on either side of the cut-

ting edge, which has been left by this mode of fracture as a

central ridge. In both examples the teeth are very fine and nu-

merous.

6. Cores and Chippings. We may count I think about twenty

cores of flint as having been picked up on the spot in question;

but they are mostly small, and have been apparently thrown

away because of no further service in implement manufacture.

The flint that has been brought into requisition for the con-

struction of the foregoing articles is of various colours and qua-

lity. The chalky matter left in the indentations of a few would

imply that they have been made from the freshly quarried no-

dule : whilst, in other instances, the outer surface that has been

preserved, shows that the implements have been manufactured

from rolled pebbles, such as can be picked up in great abundance

on the sea beach where the Cretaceous rocks occur.

The small chippings of flint, knocked off in the shaping of the

various tools of these ''old stone-folk," are, as might be ex-

pected, the most numerous of all the objects that indicate their

residence in our district. N^early a thousand of these chippings

have been counted from Allendale alone,—a fact which, of itself,

is sufficient to prove that many implements were manufactured

on the spot, as also that the time over which their occupation of

the fell-top in question extended, was a long one. It is interest-

ing to note, further, that these flint chips usually occur together

in considerable numbers, scattered around some central point, so

that where one is picked up, there is the strongest probability

that others will be found closely associated with it—as though a

stone-age warrior or huntsman had sat down at the spot, to re-

plenish his resources in the instruments of war or the chase.

The situation where this most interesting Eind has occurred is

a very eligible one for an encampment. The ground is in the

form of two undulating knolls, of moderate elevation, which

nestle under the east side of the crest, and are thus protected

from the heavy winds which blow in this district from the west.
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A clear stream of running water occupies the depression between

the two hills, ; the subsoil is sandy and dry, whilst the great

elevation commands an outlook that takes in all the surrounding

country. The two vales of the Allen that run on the eastern

and western flanks converge into one on the northern side, whilst

the transverse valley of the Tyne can be followed by the eye for

many miles, together with an immense stretch of high land fur-

ther to the north. Here are then all the conditions which we

may suppose would regulate a rude and nomadic people in the

chT)ice of a temporary settlement : a dry situation, the proximity

of water, and a good outlook coupled with some degree of shelter.

It would be very interesting if we could determine the sources

from whence these ''old folk" obtained the raw material for

their various implements. The hill top in question is capped

with the Millstone Grit beds ; and in descending order, the Yore-

dale or Upper-Carboniferous Limestone series occupy the lower

parts of the valley. JSTone of the substances referred to in

this paper (unless it be the greenstone) can be considered purely

local.* Greenstone occurs in the surrounding district in the form

of dykes, ''the great "Whinsill," and as boulders in almost every

section of Grlacial clay. We may therefore reasonably conclude

that the implements of this material were constructed from stones

gathered from some of these sources, at no great distance from

the site where they were picked up. A close comparison, how-

ever, with these local varieties of trap is rendered almost im-

possible, in consequence of the very considerable oxidation or

crust, which covers the articles through long exposure to the

weather. Chert, so far as the writer is aware, is only found in

the district associated with the well-known limestone bed, which,

in the local classification, is called the Pour-fathom Limestone.

* Since writing the above I have picked up a few small rolled flints amongst the gravels

on Plenmellor Fell, at the respective heights of 500 feet and 755 feet above sea level, or

140 feet and 390 feet above the existing river level. Mr. K. Howse has also kindly called

my attention to a bed containing flints that can be seen at the mouth of the Tyne. These

flints are always angular, and are scattered sparingly through a bed of bluish clay, rest-

ing upon true Boulder-clay. (See Synopsis of the Geol. of Durham and Northumberland,

p. 7.) Whether these slight indications of flint in our district ought to lead us to the con-

clusion that the implements made of this material, and scattered so generally over our hill

sides, were obtained from such limited sources, is open to serious doubt.
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But in this situation it occurs simply in small nodules, set firmly

in the surrounding limestone, and is seldom found of sufficient

size and homogeneity to allow it to be used for such practical pur-

poses. The Chert found in such considerable quantities on this

hill top was probably brought from the valleys of the West Eid-

ing of Yorkshire, or even further southwards, where it can be

obtained in much better condition and in larger quantities than

the northern counties yield.

The most abundant and interesting substance is certainly

Flint. It has been picked up of all shades of colour, white,

red, black, etc. Some fragments occur with a portion of the

rind still adhering, by which it can be seen, in a few instances,

that the tool has been constructed from a rolled pebble, that may

have been picked up from the beach; others are found having

chalky matter adherent on the exterior surface, and filling up

the indentations, as though worked when fresh from the quarry.

Amongst the objects of this class are some very fine black flints,

which seem unmistakably to belong to the noted layers of this

material in the beds of the south of England. Does the presence

of these flints on our l^orthumbrian hills carry us back to a remote

period, when the population of this country consisted simply of

a few petty tribes, wandering from end to end of our island,

bringing with them, in their migrations, the raw material out of

which they could construct their few and simple tools, as need

required? Or does it prove a state of inter-tribal commerce,

when the raw flint of the south was exchanged in barter to the

northern tribes for some corresponding advantage ?

Finds in other Localities.

The discovery of pre-historic implements in such large num-

bers on the Allendale Pells, led, very naturally to the inference,

that if carefully searched for, similar objects might be found on

the surrounding hills. This was at once tried, and in the few

months that have elapsed since entering upon this general search,

the writer has been fairly successful, as the following list of lo-

calities and the objects they have yielded will show. All the

articles are of Plint except otherwise desciibed.
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1. Kilhope Fell, near Kenthead Smelt Mill: Six Plakes, six

Chippings, and two Cores.

2. TFelhope Fell, "Weardale : Nineteen Plates, one hundred

and thirty-three Chippings, and four Cores. These

were picked up on the north side of the stream, where

the sods have been removed in building a reservoir in

connection with the Lead Works.

3. Langley Mill Fell, near the Chimney of the Smelt Works:

Three Flakes and two Chippings.

4. Ramshaw Fell, Upper Derwent : One triangular-shaped

Arrow-head made from indurated shale, also one Plake

of same material ; two Flakes of flint and two Cores.

I also picked up at this spot a number of ill-shaped

flakes, lying close together, made from a very hard sili-

ceous sandstone. There seems to be an evident inten-

tion in their similarity of shape, and they are probably

the abortive and rejected attempts in shaping tools from

a not very tractable material. These siliceous flakes,

with a few cherty nodules gathered at the same spot,

are not enumerated in this list.

5. Plenmellor Fell, near Haltwhistle : Worked flints have

been picked up at six different points on this Fell by

Mr. Thomas Bell, of Coanwood, and myself. Mr. Bell

was fortunate in picking up a double-barbed Arrow-

head from amongst the shingle in the West Burn,

measuring about an inch and a half in length. It has

one barb broken, and is weathered white. In addition

to the above Arrow-tip the findings of Mr, Bell and

myself comprise ten Flakes and twenty-six Chippings.

6. Tow^s Banh, Coanwood, South Tyne : One good-sized Flake

picked up by Mr. Bell.

7. Old River Terraces, near Haltwhistle : Two Flakes, two

Chippings, and one Core, gathered from ploughed land

or worn paths through the fields.

8. Haltwhistle Fell : One Flake and one Chip.

9. Cowhurn District : Three Flakes and three Chippings ; one

flake is carefully worked.
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10.

11.

12.

Tlie Banks, near Lanercost : One Chip.

Brampton : One Elake, made from very close-grained sili-

ceous sandstone, and one Chip of Flint. These were

taken from subsoil, under about eight feet of peat that

had been worked for fuel.

HalTbank-Gate District: Two double-barbed Arrow-heads

and one Flake; taken from under sods when cut for

drains.

The following Table will show at a glance the various locali-

ties from whence the foregoing objects have been gathered, and

the totals in each case.
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My acknowledgments are due to the Eev. W. Greenwell, M.A.,

to whose matured judgment several dubious specimens in this

Find have been submitted ; to Mr. H. Shield, Burnlaws, for the

free use of some of the most important objects referred to in this

paper ; and to other gentlemen who have aided me by local in-

formation, gifts of specimens, etc.

November, 1878,
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XIII.—Memoir of the Life of Mr. W. C. Sewitson, F.Z.S. By

Dennis Embleton, M.D. With Portrait.

Me. William Chapman Hewitson was born in Percy Street,

IS'ewcastle-iipon-Tyne, in a house opposite the Haymarket, now

converted into a circns, on January 9th, 1806, and died at Oat-

lands, near Walton-on-Thames, Surrey, on May 28th, 1878.

His father, Middleton Hewitson, Esq., was a gentleman in

independent circumstances, but without any bias to scientific

pursuits. He died at Tynemouth. The family consisted of five

sons, of whom the subject of this memoir was the second, and

one daughter ; all ai'e now dead.

The early education of William Hewitson was begun at Kirkby

Stephen, Westmorland, and finished at York; probably under

the care of the Eev. Mr. Graham. How far his studies were

prosecuted is not known; he probably obtained the ordinary edu-

cation given at a grammar school of the period.

He often visited his uncles, Mr. Henry Hewitson of Seaton

Burn, and Mr. Joshua Hewitson, of Heckley, near Alnwick.

Soon after his return from school he was articled to Mr. John

Tuke, land surveyor, of York, and during his apprenticeship be-

came acquainted with Mr. afterwards Professor Phillips, whom
he frequently accompanied in their common Entomological excur-

sions. How long he remained at York is not known, but he was

residing there in 1828. In 1831 he was living in his native

town, and practising his profession of a land surveyor. It was

in April of that year that the first part of his British Oology

appeared, the last of which was published June 1st, 1838.

From letters in the possession of Mr. John Hancock, we find

that in 1838 he was at Bristol with the Messrs. Sturges, land

surveyors, by whom he was employed in the survey of the coun-

try for the line of railway between Bristol and Exeter.

On this occasion he himself writes that '^ they worked day and

night, Sundays and week days," and the reason was as follows

:

The landed proprietors being then much against the progress of

railways, did all in their power to prevent the works being car-

ried on ; in consequence, much of the levelling had to be done
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surreptitiously, and the surveyors had recourse at nights to torch

light. "Watchers were employed by the landlords to keep off in-

truders, but the railway surveyors circumvented them, by hiring

men to go round to the neighbouring public houses to find out

the hours at which the watchers were engaged with their re-

freshments, and those hours were utilized by the surveyors to

accomplish their objects.

In 1839 he was again at York, and also at JSTewcastle. About

this time he seems to have moved a good deal from place to place.

"When quite a boy he showed a great love for the natural ob-

jects of this beautiful world, and whilst at school collected in-

sects and birds' eggs. Soon after leaving school he became

acquainted with several young men, students of nature, living in

his native town, who were following similar pursuits with as

much ardour and enthusiasm as his own. Prominent among these

self-educating naturalists were George Wailes, entomologist ; the

brothers Albany and John Hancock, entomologists, conchologists,

and ornithologists ; Geo. Clayton Atkinson, ornithologist ; "Wm.

Eobertson, botanist; John Thornhill, botanist and entomologist;

Eobert B. Bowman, botanist; Joshua Alder, malacologist ; and

William Hutton, geologist and palseontologist ; a band of students

who made several good collections of British birds and their eggs,

moUusca, insects, and plants, and who have given a world-wide

celebrity to our town, and to whose influence we mainly owe the

Institution of the I^atural History Society of ^N'orthumberland,

Durham, and IN'ewcastle-upon-Tyne, as will presently be men-

tioned. They were all acquainted with Eichard E. Wingate, an

ornithologist, and a celebrated professional bird-stuffer of the

town, who possessed a considerable collection of stuffed birds and

eggs, and to whose skill our Museum was indebted for the setting

up of the birds in the department of British Ornithology, and

whose works were at that time of a high order.

Mr. Hewitson being a neighbour of Mr. "Wingate often visited

him, and spent much time in looking over his collections, and it

is very probable that during those interesting visits he formed

the idea and the determination of making for himself a collection

of eggs, which idea and determination he never lost sight of, and
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which, increasing as years rolled on, culminated in his well-known

work, the ''Coloured Illustrations of the Eggs of British Birds."

Bird-nesting and Egg-collecting were followed out with the

same ardour that he exhibited in prosecuting Entomology ; the

two studies were equally prosecuted, and appear to have occu-

pied the almost undivided attention of his after life.

In 1827 and 1828 his collections were rich in British Coleop-

tera and Lepidoptera, and his name was ahoat that time frequently

mentioned as that of a collector of authority in Stephens' ''Illus-

trations of Entomology," and has been often quoted since then

in the Lists of Insects in the first and second volumes of the

"Transactions of the Tyneside ^Naturalists' Eield Club," and in

the Lists of Insects of IS'orthumberland and Durham, by T. J.

Bold, in the fourth volume of the "IN'atural History Transactions

of JN'orthumberland and Durham," along with those of Wailes,

Hancock, and others.

In Eebruary, 1829, a project to form a Society for the study

of INatural History was started amongst a few members of the

Literary and Philosophical Society. This, in July of the same

year, had so far made progress that a list of those favourable to it

was drawn up, and therein we find the name of Mr. Hewitson,

along with those of his friends, Mr. A. Hancock, Mr. R. B.

Bowman, Mr. Joshua Alder, Mr. Gfeorge "Wailes, and Mr. Wm.
Hutton. On the 19t]i of August, of the same year, the first

meeting was held, and the N'atural History Society of INorthum -

berland, Durham, and JN'ewcastle-upon-Tyne was established.

Mr. Hewitson was a member of the first Committee, and in 1833

and 1834 was one of its Secretaries. He took an active interest

in the affairs of the Society, and contributed several papers to its

meetings. At the time of his death he was one of its Vice-Presi-

dents, and a liberal subscriber to its funds.

In 1832 he visited the Shetland Islands, and brought home a

large collection of eggs for the illustration of his work on British

Oology.

In the year 1833, in pursuance of his favourite object of Or-

nithology, he went with his two friends, Mr. John Hancock and

Mr. Benjamin Johnson, on an expedition to Norway, to collect
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specimens of IN'atural History generally, as birds' eggs, insects,

and plants, but more particularly to add to our knowledge of the

breeding localities of some of those birds wbich regularly migrate

from I^orway to this country to pass the winter months.

This was an original and somewhat bold enterprise at that

time, when few Englishmen had as yet found their way to Nor-

way, and when the facilities for travel and accommodation in

that country were very different from those of the present day.

They started from I^ewcastle on May 6th, 1833, by a Scotch

brig, for Trondheim, which they reached in seven days. After

the necessary preparations, they started for the north on foot,

with a cart to carry their outfit and their collections. The far-

thest northern point they attained was Eodoe, a small island

south of the Lofoden group, but a little within the Arctic circle,

and where the sun was visible at midnight.

The more northern part of the journey was by boat, and very

many islands, as well as a large extent of the mainland, with its

mountains, waterfalls, and lakes, were visited and examined,

Mr. John Hancock and Mr. Hewitson kept a journal of the ex-

pedition, and the latter has written out his in a neat small hand,

and illustrated it with drawings by T. M. Eichardson, jun., from

sketches made by Mr. Hewitson. A map, drawn by himself,

shewing the track they took in going and returning accompanies

this manuscript.

They had so much difficulty at times in getting food that they

had to live on the birds they shot, and on one occasion were com-

pelled to fast for twenty-four hours on an island, which they

could not leave on account of bad weather, having nothing but a

little tea and sugar, which happened to be left of their stores.

After a sojourn of about three months in JSTorway the party

landed at Leith in August, and arrived safely at home.

Eggs of the following species of birds, at that time unknown

in England, were part of the results of the expedition, namely,

the Capercailzie, Fieldfare, Turnstone, and Golden-eyed Duck.

The nest of the Eedwing was discovered in two localities, and

specimens of the young bird in first or nest plumage were brought

home, and still enrich the museum of Mr. Hancock.
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In April, 1834, Mr. Hewitson read a portion of his journal

before the ISTatural History Society of IS'orthumberland, Durham,

and ]^ewcastle-upon-Tyne, and in February, 1835, ''ITotes on

the habits of Birds observed by him in ITorway."

A few notes on the Ornithology of E'orway were contributed

by him to the second volume of Jardine's ''Magazine of Zoology."

In 1840 Mr. Hewitson left N^ewcastle to reside in the south of

England, first at Bristol, next at Haverstock Hill, Hampstead,

and finally at Oatlands, Surrey.

In 1843, March 19th, his uncle, Mr. Henry Hewitson, of

Seaton Burn, died, and by his death Mr. Hewitson and his

brothers inherited his property. Being thus placed in independ-

ent circumstances he gave up his profession of land surveyor,

which till then he had been engaged in, and devoted himself to

the study of JN'atural History. A few years afterwards his uncle,

Mr. Joshua Hewitson, of Heckley, near Alnwick, also deceased,

and having made Mr. W. C. Hewitson his heir, our friend came

into the possession of the estate of Heckley, which he soon after-

wards sold to His Grace the Duke of J^orthumberland.

In the summer of 1845, in company with his old friend and

companion, Mr. John Hancock, he made a JN'aturalist's excursion

to Switzerland and the Alps, and which resulted in their capture

of a fine series of Diurnal Lepidoptera, and as a result Mr. Hewit-

son published in the ''Zoologist," Vol. III., p. 991, "Eemarks

on the Butterflies of Switzerland."

In 1848 Mr. Hewitson purchased between eleven and twelve

acres of land of Oatlands Park, formerly the seat of the Duke of

York, and here he employed the late Mr. Dobson, architect, of

JN'ewcastle, an old friend of his, to build him a charming house,

in which he passed the remaining thirty years of his life. His

residence at Oatlands is exceedingly beautiful, partly on account

of the grand old oaks and cedars of Lebanon that adorn the

grounds, and partly from its fine situation. His love for the

Coniferm early induced him to plant the rarer examples of this

family, and in consequence the collection of these trees in his

grounds is perhaps not surpassed for growth and beauty in any
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part of the kingdom. The house designed by Mr. Dobson occu-

pied one of the most commanding sites in the park, having a view

over all the well wooded country, as far as Windsor Castle, about

fifteen miles distant. The grounds sloping to Broadwater, and

laid out by Mr. Hewitson and his friend Mr. John Hancock, with

much taste, left nothing to be desired.

The following notice of Mr. Hewitson is from the pen of his

friend. Prof. Alfred ]N"ewton:—^'His villa at Oatlands, with its

beautiful view and charming garden, was a sight not to be for-

gotten, to say nothing of the glorious contents of his cabinets.

Here he passed the last thirty years of his life, seldom leaving

home ; always glad to welcome a visitor whose tastes agreed with

his own, and occasionally returning to his old flame, birds' eggs,

when he could assist a friend, as witness some of the plates in

the earlier volumes of the Ibis." .

He had not been long in the neighbourhood of London before

his attention was seriously directed again to Entomology, and es-

pecially to foreign Diurnal Lepidoptera, which he had hitherto

shewn indifference to. On one occasion he happened to be at an

auction, where he saw a '4ot," consisting of different species of

Heterocliroa, closely allied and yet distinct. This was a novelty

to him at the time, and much engaged his attention, and he

bought the whole. Turning round he saw Professor "Westwood,

who said, ^' What, are you buying foreign butterflies?" ^^Yes,"

he replied, ''I am." His interest in the subject of foreign Lepi-

doptera commenced at that time, and one of his earliest publica-

tions on Exotic Butterflies was on the genus Seterocliroa. He
pursued the study of the characters of the Diurnal Lepidoptera

with all the quiet earnestness and perseverance so characteristic

of his disposition, and made, as Professor ]^ewton says, 'Hhat

wonderful collection of Diurnal Lepidoptera, and those works in

illustration of that group, with which his name will be always

associated, and by which it will probably be be most widely

known."

Mr. Hewitson married about the year 1853, but his wife died

within a year, leaving no issue.
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Mr. Hewitson was a person of slender, wiry frame, and de-

cidedly nervous temperament. He suffered from continual dys-

pepsia, which made him at times hypochondriacal; at long

intervals he suffered from fainting fits. He often required and

obtained medical advice, but did not always follow it. He was

regular and very temperate in his habits, and scrupulous as

to personal cleanliness. He was capable of enduring much

bodily fatigue, and when a young man was a bold climber of sea-

cliffs in search of eggs. He always anticipated great pleasure

from his pursuits, but the attainment of his object failed to bring

happiness, though in after years he could look back with some

degree of pleasing recollection to what had been done.

It may be said that the spinal part of his nervous system was

good, but the "cerebral and ganglionic divisions peculiar. He
was very sensitive to criticism, and often fancied that people

about him were making observations on him, and yet he took as

his motto '^Let them talk," as if he cared not what the world

thought of him, conscious that he was doing a good work for

which he was well adapted.

He was always glad to see a few select friends interested in

his favourite pursuits, and indeed any one who had a taste for

them, but he disliked mere idle curiosity, and would resent it

;

and from all his friends he expected a certain amount of personal

attention, and could not bear that a visitor for the day should go

and amuse himself for hours strolling about alone or fishing ; to

such a person he would say, " I find you have not come out to

see me but to amuse yourself."

Many anecdotes respecting his treatment of strangers might be

told, the following may suffice :—On one occasion, at Oatlands,

three young people, two ladies and a gentleman, had asked per-

mission to look over his collection of Butterflies. This was

readily granted; but when he found two of the party flirting be-

hind his back, and making him, as he thought, the object of

their mirth, he observed, ^'I see you do not care for these things,

and as I can spend my time better than by shewing them to you,

I beg to show you the door ;" so he closed his drawers and bowed

the party out.
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He drew on stone all the figures of his Lepidoptera by line

and rule and compasses with the minutest accuracy, and coloured

them from the specimens himself, with extreme delicacy and

beauty of execution, having an extraordinarily acute faculty for

the appreciation of colour. His work was confined to the exter-

nal characters of the Lepidoptera ; into their internal structure,

not being an anatomist, he made no researches.

He was an original member of the Natural History Society of

Northumberland, Durham, and Newcastle-upon-Tyne, was one

of the Honorary Secretaries in 1833-34, and he continued for

many years to be a member and honorary Curator, contributing

periodically and handsomely to the funds of the Institution.

In London he became a member of the Entomological Society

in 1846, of the Zoological Society in 1859, and of the Linnaean

Society in 1862.

Owing to his generally hypochondriacal condition, and ad-

vancing age, about two years before his death he began to decline

in bodily health. Towards the end of 1877 he became worse,

and a surgical disorder came prominently forward, for this he re-

fused to be operated on, and died exhausted on the 28th of May,

1878, aged 72 years.

He was interred on June 1st, in the churchyard of Walton-on-

Thames, and a monument of granite was subsequently erected

over his remains.

Mr. Hewitson's will was dated March 19th, 1878, and there

was a codicil dated May 21st, 1878. The provisions in these

testamentary documents shew the amiable and charitable bent of

his mind, and that his prevalent ideas at the time of their being

drawn up, were to do good with his considerable means, and to

leave an impression of kindness on the minds of his numerous

friends and dependants. The following bequests are contained

in the will and codicil :

—

£10,000 to the Newcastle-upon-Tyne Infirmary.

£5,000 to the Orphan Houses, Ashley Down, Bristol.

£3,000 to the London City Mission.

£3,000 to the Natural History Society of Northumberland,

Durham, and Newcastle-upon-Tyne,
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£2,000 to the Wesleyan Missionary Society.

£2,000 to the Refuges for Homeless and Destitute Children.

£2,000 to the Surrey County Hospital.

£1,000 to the Metropolitan Convalescent Institution, Walton-

on-Thames.

£1,000 to the Charing Cross Hospital.

£1,000 to the London Missionary Society.

£500 to the Hurley House Training Institution.

£200 to the Society for the Suppression of Vice.

In addition, in his will he states, " To the following, as wor-

thy friends, some of them as brother l^aturalists, I give, with

my love, the following sums." These sums are in fifty-eight

bequests, the whole of which, together with those to Charitable

Institutions, amount to £51,200.

His entire Collection of Butterflies, together with the cabinets,

he left ''to the Trustees for the time being of the British Museum,

to be held upon and for the trusts and purposes of the said Mu-

seum, but subject to the following conditions, that is to say, that

the Collection shall be called or designed ' The Hewitson Collec-

tion,'' and shall be kept in good order, preservation, and condi-

tion, and in the same cabinets, and in the same order and

arrangement (except as hereinafter mentioned), and under the

same nomenclature as they shall be at the time of my decease,

until the expiration of twenty-one years from the time of my
decease ; and I hereby express my earnest wish and desire, but

not by way of condition, that after the expiration of the said

term of twenty-one years, the said Trustees of the British Mu-

seum will keep the said Collection in good order, preservation,

and condition, and in the same cabinets, and in the same order

and arrangement, and under the same nomenclature as they shall

be at the time of my decease, for a further period of twenty-one

years. Provided always, and I declare that if the bequest of my
Collection shall not be accepted by the Trustees for the time

being of the said Museum, subject to the conditions aforesaid, or

having been accepted, such conditions shall not at all times, un-

til the expiration of the said term of twenty-one years, be duly

observed, performed, and kept, then and from henceforth I give
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and bequeath my said Collection, with such cabinets, unto the

Society called or known as the ^N'atural History Society of ITorth-

umberland, Durham, and ]^ewcastle-upon-Tyne, to be placed in

the Museum of that Society at !N'ewcastle-upon-Tyne, to be held

subject to the same conditions as I have imposed on the gift or

bequest to the Trustees of the British Museum, or as near that

as the circumstances will admit ; and as to such part of my Col-

lection as shall not be arranged in my cabinets I direct my said

Trustees to incorporate and arrange the same in such a way as

they shall see fit in my said cabinets, before delivering up the

same to the said Trustees of the British Museum, or to the said

I^atural History Society, as the case may be. Provided always,

and I declare that before delivering over my said Collection my
executors shall, at the expense of my estate, cause a Catalogue

to be made thereof, and two hundred and fifty copies of such

Catalogue to be printed, and a copy to be sent to such public

Museums and Lepidopterists as my said Trustees shall see fit,

and that until my said Collection shall be delivered over, the

same shall remain in the rooms in my house at Oatlands Park in

which they shall be at my decease."

He also bequeaths certain pictures to the National Gallery,

and all his books on I^atural History, except ^'Gould's Birds,"

which he leaves to his old friend, Mr. John Hancock, to the

]N"atural History Society of IsTorthumberland, Durham, and N'ew-

castle-upon-Tyne

.

His death has been noticed with much regret in all the

scientific periodicals of the day, and it is only a proper tribute

to his memory that some notice of his life and works should

appear in the Transactions of a body whose objects are the same

as his were, and of which he was during life a kindly and liberal

supporter, and by his will a munificent benefactor.

List of Works ly Mr. W. C. Sewitson.

British Oology, being Illustrations of the Eggs of British Birds.

2 vols., 8vo., 1831-38. Second Edition, 1843-4." Third

Edition, 1856. In the Second edition the title of the work
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was changed to
'

' Coloured Illustrations of the Eggs of British

Birds."

Doubleday's Genera of Butterflies; the illustrations by Mr.

W. C. Hewitson. 2 vols., imp. 4to. 1846-52.

Illustrations of Exotic Butterflies. 5 vols., 4to, 1852-77.

Specimen of a Catalogue of Lycsenidse in the British Museum,

containing 8 plates of Ogyris and Amblypoda. 1862.

Descriptions of some 'New Species of Lyceenidae. 1868.

Illustrations of Diurnal Lepidoptera. 4to. 1868.

Equatorial Lepidoptera, collected by Mr. Buckley. 1869-76.

Issued occasionally.

Bolivian Butterflies, collected by Mr. Buckley. 1874.

List of Papers puUished in Proceedings of Societies and other

J^otes on the Economy of Hedychrium (Chrysididse). Entom.

Mag., 1837, Vol. Y., pp. 77-78.

IS'otes on the Ornithology of N"orway. Jardine's Mag. Zool.

and Bot., II., 1838, pp. 309-317.

Bemarks on the Butterflies of Switzerland. Zoologist, III.,

1845, pp. 991-994.

Descriptions of Nqw Species of Butterflies. Ann. ^N'at. Hist.,

XX., pp. 257-264.

Description of a New Species of Butterfly of the Genus Agrias

(A. Aedon). Zool. Soc. Proc, XYI., 1848, pp. 45-47.

Description of a New Genus and Species of Satyridse (Corades

Enyo). Zool. Soc. Proc, XYI., 1848, pp. 115-117.

Descriptions of some J^ew Species of Butterflies, Ann. ISTat,

Hist., YI., 1850, pp. 434-440.

Description of some IN'ew Butterflies ; also Remarks on the

Sexes of some Papilios. Entom. Soc. Trans., I,, 1850-51, pp.

97-100.

Descriptions of five ^N'ew Species of Butterflies of the Eamily

Papilionidse. Entom. Soc. Trans., II., 1852-53, pp. 22-24.

Descriptions of some I^ew Species of Butterflies from South

America. Entom. Soc. Trans., II., 1852-53, pp. 245-247.
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On the Sound produced by the Peacock Butterfly (Vanessa

lo.) Entom. Soc. Trans., lY., p. 2.

Descriptions of some Butterflies from the Collection of Mr.

WaUace. Zool. Soc. Proc, XXYI., 1858, pp. 464-466;

XXYTL, 1859, pp. 422-424; 1861, pp. 50-53.

Becent Discoveries in European Oology. Ibis., I., 1859, pp.

76-80.

Descriptions of IN'ew Diurnal Lepidoptera. Journ. of Entom.

I., 1862, pp. 155-158.

Descriptions of Butterflies from the Collections of A. B. Wal-

lace, and W. C. Hewitson. Zool. Soc. Proc, 1862, pp. 87-91.

On Pronophila, a Grenus of the Diurnal Lepidoptera, with

Eigures of the ^ew Species, and references to all those which

have been previously figured or described. (1861). Entom.

Soc. Trans., I., 1862-63, pp. 1-17.

Descriptions of two IS'ew Species of Diurnal Lepidoptera.

Entom. Soc. Trans., I., 1862-63, pp. 517-518.

A List of Diurnal Lepidoptera, taken in Madagascar by Mr.

Caldwell. Zool. Soc. Proc, 1863, pp. 64-65.

Descriptions of JSTew Species of Diurnal Lepidoptera. Entom.

Soc. Trans., II., 1864, pp. 245-249.

A Monograph of the Genus Yphthima, with Descriptions of

Two Kew Grenera of Diurnal Lepidoptera. Entom. Soc. Trans.,

II., 1865, pp. 281-294.

A List of Diurnal Lepidoptera, collected by Mr. Wallace in

the Eastern Archipelago. Proc. Linn. Soc, YIII., 1865, pp.

143-149.

Descriptions of IN'ew Hesperidae. Entom. Soc Trans., II.,

1866, pp. 479-501.

Descriptions of some IS'ew Species of Diurnal Lepidoptera.

Entom. Soc Trans., III., 1867, pp. 561-566.

Bemarks on Mr. A. B. Wallace's Pieridse of the Indian and

Australian Begions. Entom. Soc. Trans., 1868, pp. 97-100.

Descriptions of twenty-two ISTew Species of Equatorial Lepi-

doptera. Entom. Soc. Trans., 1870, pp. 153-163.

Descriptions of two ISTew Species of Lepidoptera Bhopalo-

cera. Entom. Mon. Mag., YI., pp. 177-178.
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Descriptions of Kew Species of Erycinidae, from Chontales,

Mcaragua. Entom. Mon. Mag., YI., pp. 226-228.

Descriptions of five 'New Species of Diurnal Lepidoptera,

from Chontales, Mcaragua, and of one from Minas Geraes.

Entom. Mon. Mag., YII., pp. 3-6.

Descriptions of Four New Species of Prenophilse. Entom.

Mon. Mag. 1878.

Eor the principal facts in the above memoir the writer is in-

debted to Mr. John Hancock, and for the list of Mr. Hewitson's

works to Mr. Joseph "Wright, Keeper of the Museum, ITewcastle-

on-Tyne.

XIY.—Short Memoir of the Life of Thomas Belt, F.G.S. By

Joseph Weight.

Died at Denver, Colorado, U.S. America, September 21st,

1878, Mr. Thomas Belt, E.G.S., aged 45. Such was the brief

announcement by telegram which appeared in the newspapers,

and told to his astonished friends in this district that he had

passed away from their midst.

His attainments, and the high position he had won for him-

self in the scientific world, render it only fitting that some

record of his life and labours, should appear in the ''Trans-

actions of the Tyneside Naturalists' Eield Club," of which he

was a member for many years.

Mr. Belt was born in JSTewcastle-upon-Tyne, in 1832, where

his father carried on the business of seedsman and canvas and

twine manufacturer, in the Groat Market, and which is still

continued by his two surviving sons.

He received his education at the school of the late Mr. John

Storey, one of the first Secretaries of our Club.

He early evinced a taste for JSTatural History pursuits, the de-

partments of Botany and Entomology being his favourite studies.

In June, 1850, he became a member of the Club, and in the

Second Yolume of the Transactions his name several times appears

T
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as the authority for the habitats of some of the rarer plants of

the district. On more than one occasion, his old master, Mr.

Storey, acknowledges his obligations to him for help on these

points.

In October, 1851, he discovered at Eyton a plant, new to the

district, the Prog-Bit, Hydrocharus Morsus-rana. We also find

him communicating lists of his captures amongst the Lepidop-

tera to the Club.

About this time the discovery of gold had been made in

Australia, and, like a great many more, Mr. Belt left Tyneside

for the new El Dorado.

This step, we may say, was the turning point in his life, and

had a great influence on his future career. During his resi-

dence in Australia, although at a time when the whole colony

was moved by the gold-fever, the same quiet habits of observa-

tion which marked him on Tyneside are seen. The new aspects

of ITature with which he was brought into contact in Australia

aroused his spirit of investigation, and in 1857 he was reading

before the Philosophical Institute of Yictoria a paper on the

Origin of Whirlwinds. This paper is printed in the Philo-

sophical Magazine for 1859, to which periodical it was com--

municated by the Astronomer Boyal.

The auriferous quartz veins of Australia he made his peculiar

study, the results of which he embodied in a work on '

' Mineral

Veins. An enquiry into their origin." This book he published

in 1861, and it at once lifted him into the position of an autho-

rity on the subject.

On his return to England, his services were greatly in request

as a Mining-engineer, to which profession he now devoted him-

self, with an establishment in London. In the prosecution of

his labours he travelled over both Asia and America ; and in his

long wanderings his keen powers of observation were ever on

the alert to enlarge the domain of human knowledge.

In 1863 Mr. Belt went to Nova Scotia, where he had the

superintendence of the IsTova- Scotian Gold Company's Mines.

Hero the great glacial phenomena of ]^orth-America were un-

folded to his view, and to the study of them he devoted himself
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with enthusiasm. In his investigations into glacial phenomena,

careful observations were made at the great lakes of the Ameri-

can continent, the gorge of the Magara, and the valley of the St.

Lawrence, followed afterwards by an examination of the steppes

of Siberia and Southern Russia, and among the drifts and gravels

of our own country. These results were from time to time com-

municated to the various learned societies and Scientific Period-

icals. It was his intention to embody his accumulated facts and

observations in this department of geological enquiry in a work

on Griacial Phenomena; but this purpose of his life his early

death has prevented.

Whilst in l!^ova-Scotia, where he sojourned for two or three

years, he took an active part in the Proceedings of the l!^ova-

Scotian Institute of ]^atural Science ; and the first geological

paper printed in their Transactions is from his pen ; it is also in

these Transactions that his paper on the Glacial Period in IN'orth

America appeared.

After his return from I^Tova-Scotia, he was engaged for some

time in examining the quartz rocks of JN'orth "Wales, a project

having been at that time started to seek for gold in these rocks.

Whilst so engaged he examined carefully the geology and palaeon-

tology of the district of Dolgelly, where he resided, and the re-

sults of which he published in two papers in the ^'Geological

Magazine," Yols. lY., Y., 1867-8.

In 1868 Mr. Belt went to Mcaragua to superintend the

mining operations of the Chontales Gold Mining Company.

Here he remained until 1872, and to his residence in that dis-

trict we owe the work by which his name will be best known.

This work, ''The IsTaturalist in Mcaragua," he published in

1874, and we have in it one of the most interesting volumes of

Travel and Natural History in the English language. His

observations on the various departments of Zoology, Botany, and

Geology, which came under his notice in that district show the

eye and the pen of a competent investigator, and render the

book truly a classic one amongst our ISTatural History literature.

In 1873, and again in 1875 and 1876, he was in Russia, and

ti'avelled over a large portion of that great Empire. The steppes
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of Siberia, and also those of Southern Eussia, he made his

peculiar study ; and the results of his observations on these vast

plains he embodied in two papers, which he read before the

Geological Society of London in 1874 and 1877, and which are

published in their Journal.

In the early part of the summer of 1878 he was down in his

native north, revisiting his old acquaintances and the scenes of

his youth ; for always, in all his wanderings, he turned lovingly

to Tyneside. He at this time was in his usual health and genial

spirits ; and little did his friends think that it was to be his last

visit to the place of his birth, and that they should see his face

no more.

He shortly afterwards left England for Colorado, to fulfil a

professional engagement. Here he was struck down with fever,

which terminated fatally on the 21st of September. To the last

he was an earnest student, and the latest record we have of him

shews him still accumulating facts in furtherance of the work on

Glacial Phenomena to which he had devoted himself. The letter

of the Denver correspondent of the Times, published in that

paper September 25th, announces the discovery by Mr. Belt of a

human skull that might prove to be the oldest in existence, the

deposits in which it was found being in his belief of the Glacial

age.

It may be said of him ^^ That his sun went down while it was

yet day," and that the work to which he had dedicated so much

of his life remains unaccomplished. Yet the name of Thomas

Belt will not be forgotten. Though he has passed away from us

in the flower of his age, the work that he has done has gained

for him a position in the scientific world to which few of greater

years attain.

He was a careful and accurate observer, and able with his pen

to lay before the world the results of his observations clearly and

temperately. Whatever he undertook he did it well, and in the

departments of I^atural Science to which he applied himself his

name stands as an authority, and his work is quoted as that of a

master.

Residing as he did at a distance from Tyneside, and actively
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engaged in the duties of Ms profession (a profession whicli at one

time took him to Korth America, at another to South America,

and to Siberia), he could not take any active part in the work

of the Club, which undoubtedly he would have done had he

lived among us. Yet he took a warm interest in its welfare,

and was always glad to hear of its progress. Our local IS'a-

tural History may have lost somewhat by his long absence, but

that of the world at large has the more benefited by his labours,

and he adds another bright name to the roll of those who have

so well upheld the ITatural History fame of our district.

List of Woeks and Papees, by Me. Thomas Belt.

An Enquiry into the Origin of Whirlwinds. Read before the

Philosophical Institute, and published in the Philosophical Maga-

zine, Yol. XYII., p. 47.

Mineral Veins. An enquiry into their origin. Founded on a

Study of the Auriferous Quartz Yeins of Australia. 1861.

London: John "Weale.

The I^aturalist in Mcaragua. A !N"arrative of a Residence at

the Gold Mines of Chontales, and Journeys in the Savannahs

and Forests. 1874. London: John Murray.

Transactions of the N'ova-Scotian Institute.

On some recent movements of the Earth's Surface. Yol. I.,

pt. 1, p. 19.

List of Butterflies observed in the neighbourhood of Halifax,

I^ova-Scotia. Yol. II., pt. 1, p. 97.

The Production and Preservation of Lakes by Ice Action. Yol.

II., pt. 3, p. 70.

The Glacial Period in !N'orth America. Yol. II., pt. 4, p. 91.

Geological 3Iaga%ine.

On some new Trilobites from the Upper Cambrian of JN'orth

Wales. Yol. lY., p. 294.
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On the Lingula Flags, or restiniog Group of the Dolgelly

District. YoL lY., pp. 493-536, and Yol. Y., p. 5.

On the First Stages of the Glacial Period in ]N"orfolk and Suf-

folk. Yol. XIY., p. 156.

Quarterly Journal of the Geological Society.

On the Steppes of Siberia. Yol. XXX., p. 463.

On the Steppes of Southern Eussia. Yol. XXX., p. 843.

On the Drift of Devon and Cornwall : its Origin, Correlation

with that of the South West of England, and place in the Glacial

Series. Yol. XXXII., p. 80.

Quarterly Journal of Scisnce.

An Examination of the Theories that have been proposed to

account for the Climate of the Glacial Period. Yol. XI., 1874,

p. 421.

Niagara: Glacial and Post-Glacial Phenomena. Yol. XII.,

1875, p. 135.

On the Geological Age of the Deposits containing Flint Imple-

ments at Hoxne, in Sussex, and the relation that Palseolithic

Man bore to the Glacial Period. Yol. XIII., 1876, p. 289.

On the Loess of the Rhine and the Danube. Yol. XIY.,

1877, p. 67.

On the Glacial Period in the Southern Hemisphere. Yol.

XIY., 1877, p. 326.

On the Discovery of Stone Implements in Glacial Drift in

Xorth-America. Yol. XY., 1878, p. 55.

On the Superficial Gravels and Clays around Finchley, Ealing,

and Brentford. Yol. XY., 1878, p. 316.
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ADDRESS TO THE MEMBERS OE THE TYI^ESIDE

JNTATURALISTS' EIELD CLUB,

READ BY THE PRESIDENT, DENNIS EMBLETON, ESQ., M.D., F.R C.P., AT

THE THIRTY-THIRD ANNIVERSARY MEETING, HELD IN THE MUSEUM

OF THE NATURAL HISTORY SOCIETY, NEWCASTLE-UPON-TYNE, ON

FRIDAY, MAY 2nd, 1879.

Ladies and Gtentlemen,—In March, 1850, I had the honour of

being appointed President of this Club, and now, after the lapse

of twenty-eight years, I have been the recipient of the same

honour. In return I can only say that I look upon this as a

mark of your kindness and not of my deserts, and I beg of you to

accept my warmest acknowledgments for this repeated honour.

In the thirty-three years during which the Club has existed

it has grown in numbers and flourished in importance, and, what

is very gratifying, it has, by the judicious management of our

Treasurer and Secretaries, been steered clear of financial difficul-

ties, and has at the present time a respectable balance in hand.

Erom the year 1846 to 1864 the Tyneside Club had of itself

published six volumes of Transactions, and since the latter date

there have been published by the co-operation of the Club and

the [N'atural History Society of JN'orthumberland, Durham, and

]^ewcastle-upon-Tyne, seven volumes, forming a new series.

The quality of these contributions to local IS'atural History has

been duly appreciated by E'aturalists at home and abroad.

As we followed the example of the Berwickshire IS'aturalists'

Club so our example has contributed to the means of calling into

existence numerous other and similar Societies in many parts of

Great Britain.

But I must not longer delay bringing under your notice the

customary annual account of the past year's doings of the Club.

The EiEST EiELD Meeting of the year was held on the 15th of

May, at Axwell Park, by the kind permission of Sir Henry A.

Clavering, Bart.

The weather, which had for several days been most unpropi-

tious, severe storms of lightning, thunder, and heavy rain having
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passed over the northern counties from the south-west, appeared

on the morning of the meeting to be more than usually threaten-

ing, and rain was falling, when about twenty members left the

Central Station at 12-30, and on arriving at Swalwell the party

numbered twenty-three. Under the guidance of Messrs. Thomas

and George Thompson, the former one of our Secretaries, the

party took the road to Axwell Park, which was entered by the

north-east gate.

The park, which though within half-a-dozen miles of I^ew-

castle, was now for the first time visited by the Club, was seen

in all its early spring beauty ; its surface is delightfully diversi-

fied with undulating hill, dale and plain, wood and water. The

woods, of considerable extent, contain timber of much beauty

and magnitude; many huge Beeches, a number of very old

gnarled Oaks, of which one was of noteworthy size and form,

an ancient Crab tree, and a venerable Mulberry tree, whose aged

arms were carefully supported, arrested the attention and called

forth the admiration of the spectators.

The Oak specially noticed was figured in our late fellow-mem-

ber's, Mr. George Clayton Atkinson's ''Eemarkable Trees of

l^orthumberland and Durham," to which I would refer for no-

tice of the finest trees in Axwell Park.— Vide !N'at. Hist. Trans.,

Yol. Y., pp. 66-68.

The modern stone mansion, ^' built by the late Sir Thomas

Clavering, from a chaste and elegant design of Payne" (the archi-

tect of High Gosforth also), is stately. '' It stands open, but not

unsheltered, in the midst of a soft-wooded park, which slopes

gently to the Derwent, and is diversified with swells and undu-

lations of ground." It is said to contain a number of artistic

gems.

''The old family house was called "Whitehouse, and stood at

the distance of half-a-mile to the westward of the present man-

sion."^'

The stabling, the grounds, and gardens are arranged in the

most approved modern style and taste; the greenhouses and

*Kutchinson's Hist, of Northumberland,
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hot-houses were to the visitors sources of much pleasure, filled

as they were with choice exotic flowers and fruit.

The views from the high grounds embraced the valley of the

Tyne from Heddon Banks to Newcastle, and a considerable ex-

tent of the tributary Derwent vale. The sweet grassy slopes,

extending from the mansion down to the beeches bordering the

lower Derwent, showed a rich pasturage of the most delicate

vernal green, to which roaming herds of cattle and of Pallow Deer

added life and interest.

The rain had ceased, and the sun shone out brightly, so that

our members could thoroughly enjoy the many charms of the

place, and the wonder was that so near to the smoke of a large

town such a beautiful place could so long have remained un-

visited. Yery soon, however, fresh gathering black clouds driven

by the south-west wind warned the party not to linger, and be-

fore they could reach the shelter of Mr. Battensby's cottage, at

Hag Hill, the storm burst upon them ; short, however, was its

duration, and they were soon enabled, in clear and sunny air, to

proceed by way of the sulphur spring, most appreciated in its

immediate neighbourhoood, but worthy of wider fame, to "Win-

laton Mill. Thence they rambled on to Scar Bank, where, from

the lofty abrupt edge of a precipitous bank, they saw at their

feet an amphitheatre of verdant haugh land, encircled by the

Derwent, at the foot of wooded heights ; beyond this was the

viaduct of the Consett Eailway spanning the valley, and the

celebrated woods and house of Gibside.

On returning to Winlaton Mill, they witnessed, with the cor-

dial permission of the proprietors, in the works of Messrs. Gr.

Miller and Co., the interesting processes of the re-working up

of scrap iron, and rolling it into long rods, for the manufacture

of bolts, horse shoes, etc.

On their arrival eleven members only of the party sat down

to a homely but substantial dinner and tea at ''The Golden

Lion," where, owing to the disappearance before dinner of the

majority of the party, nineteen dinners had to be paid for by the

Secretary out of the funds of the Club.
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After dinner, Mr. Thomas Thompson, the Secretary who ac-

companied the party, read a short notice of Axwell Park and the

family of Clavering, and afterwards moved a vote of thanks to

Sir H. A. Clavering, for his kind permission to visit the park

and grounds, a vote which was carried by acclamation. Pive

new members were elected. The party then returned home

from Swalwell by train, having had a most pleasant half-day's

excursion.

During the walk from Swalwell to Axwell a heron was seen

in the marshy ponds between the latter place and the Tyne.

In passing through the grounds of Axwell the familiar notes of

the Chiff-Chaif, Blackcap - Warbler, Eedstart, Willow - Wren,

Corncrake, Sedge-Warbler, Starling, and other birds were most

pleasing to the ear. Mr. Battensby, whilst he sheltered the

members, exhibited a very interesting collection of insects and

of the eggs of Land- and Sea-birds.

Mr. George Bulman, of Corbridge, a member of the Club, men-

tioned to me, during our ramble, that the past winter had, for some

reason not then ascertained, been very fatal to Bees on Tyneside,

and that one Bee-keeper in particular at Corbridge had lost seven-

teen hives, others had experienced a partial and some a total loss

of Bees, and the gardener at Axwell stated that they also had

lost some hives. It will be remembered that the preceding sum-

mer had, on the whole, been cold, uncongenial, and therefore

unfavourable to flowering. The Bees at Corbridge had been

carefully fed during the winter, and in the hives of the dead Bees

a fair supply of artificial saccharine food, that had been given to

them, was found. The previous winter had not been exception-

ally cold, but changeable and stormy. Mr. Bulman, by letter,

further stated afterwards that '

' it is generally considered that the

wet weather of last summer produced some disease among the

Bees which rendered them unable to bear the cold weather of the

winter. Some Bee-keepers, however, assert that the Bees got

something ofl the Oak-trees last summer which produced disease

and death amongst them,"

On the banks and braes the spring beauties of the !Flora were

everywhere conspicuous, the Whin, JJlex Europeus, and the
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Broom, Sarothamnus scoparius, were, in sheltered places, in as

full bloom as Linnseus himself would have been delighted to wit-

ness : the Eird-cherry or Heck-berry, Prunus padus, and the Lilac,

Syringa vulgaris, in the hedges and gardens, were charming.

In the woods and on the slopes were found the usual early

flowers common to the district, as the Primrose, the Starwort,

Geranium sylvatiaim, Arum maculatum, Speedwell, Galium verum,

Buttercups and Daisies many, Viola sylvatica, scarlet Pimpernel,

and at least three species of CrucifercB. The wild Hyacinth was

in flower, but the Wood Anemone was almost done.

The scene, the time of year, and the weather, reminded one of

Spencer's beautiful stanza on Spring :

—

" So forth issew'd the seasons of the yeare

;

First lusty Spring, all dight in leaves of flowres

That freshly budded and new bloosraes did beare,

In which a thousand birds had built their bowres,

That sweetly sung to call forth paramoures
;

And in his hand a iavelin he did beare,

And on his head (as fit for warlike stoures)

A guilt engraven morion he did weare

;

That as some did him love, so others did him feare."

The weather during the month of May was very changeable,

at times cold, at times rather warm ; wet and foggy days alter-

nated with dry ones, and thunderstorms were frequent all over

the kingdom.

There was a partial plague of grubs, larvae of Tipula oleracea,

among the cereals, particularly the oats, at Gosforth, and in vari-

ous parts of I^orthumberland, west and north of ISTewcastle, and

the same was complained of also in the south of England. These

larvae lie, in winter, in the ground ; they begin to be active in

spring and attack the young green sprouts as soon as they ap-

pear, feeding on them. Caterpillars, too, troubled fruit trees

much in May.

It was remarked generally in the middle of May that the Oak

was much further advanced in foliage than the Ash, so that if the

old saw prove true we are to have a fine, or at all events not a

wet, summer. The adage runs thus :

—
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'

' If the Oak's before the Ash

You will only get a splash

;

If the Ash precede the Oak

You will surely have a soak."

It has this year held good.

The Second Field Meeting was held on Monday and Tuesday,

the 10th and 11th of June, at the High Porce, Teesdale. One

section of members of the Club left Newcastle at 5.10 a.m., ano-

ther at 10.35. The first day proved favourable for the excursion.

The earlier section, after viewing the Force, went westward by

Widdy Bank and Falcon Glints to Cauldron Snout, returning by

"Widdy Bank Fell to the Tees in front of Cronkley Scar, having

gathered many of the rarer plants of the locality, these growing

mostly a good way above the Force.

The later section were not so fortunate, for time did not allow

them to walk far; they went down to enjoy the sight of the

Force, which was then far above its summer strength ; there,

among the rocks, and in the beautiful pine wood on the Durham

side, they spent some time, and then dispersed in various direc-

tions until dinner, at which the whole party, numbering about

thirty ladies and gentlemen, assembled, and were well provided

for, though so large a party was not expected, by Mr. and Mrs.

"Walton of the comfortable High-Force Inn. The mountain air

gave an appetite, which was the best sauce to the repast. After

dinner seven new members were elected, and as no paper or im-

portant communication was forthcoming the whole party sallied

out again to investigate the rocks and cliffs on both sides of the

river. Their search however was not very successful.

In the evening the difficulty was for Mrs. "Walton to find sleep-

ing accommodation for the members of the Club and other visi-

tors ; she was, however, by the aid of the empty bath turned into

a bed, enabled to satisfy every one.

Next morning it was raining heavily from a dull sky, but, in

good hope, a plentiful breakfast was discussed. Some kept in-

doors and talked of Natural History, others more hardy went out

and travelled far, despite the mountain wind and rain, and were

repaid by the acquisition of some good botanical specimens. An
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excursion, which had been projected to Cronkley Scar, to the

Slate-Pencil Mill, and to Maize Beck, had to be abandoned. It

had been raining the greater part of the night and it went on

pouring, as it often does among the hills, till the afternoon, the

result was that the Tees rapidly began to swell, the Eorce in-

creased in magnitude and was soon seen in all its grandeur,

heavy masses of turbid water filling up completely the lateral

depressions and tumbling from above the central rock a height

of seventy feet, were precipitated into the deep basin below with

a loud thundering noise and reverberation, the spray and vapour

springing up above a hundi^ed feet from the boiling, eddying

abyss. The Porce was acknowledged to be, under these circum-

stances, a cataract of great magnitude and majesty, and is per-

haps scarcely equalled by any in Grreat Britain. It is certainly

superior to many much praised Continental falls. Yisitors who

see it in its quiet summer condition and when there has been a

dry season, are apt to turn away with a sneer and say it was not

worth coming so far to see.

The ancient Juniper forest, on the Yorkshire side of the Force,

is itself well worth a visit, covering as it does many acres of land

;

its origin was perhaps anterior to the times of the Ancient Britons,

It is an old saying, that ''If it rains at two you never know

what it will do ;" on this occasion, however, the rain ceased be-

fore four, when the party drove down to Middleton-in~Teesdale,

and returned home by train to find that the heavy rain had not

fallen only in the Yale of Tees.

The following list of Teesdale plants has been kindly given to

me by Mr. Howse ; it is much more copious than that in Yol. II.

Transactions Tyneside Field Club, but still not so exhaustive of

Teesdale Botany as the Catalogue Yol. II. JN'atural History Tran-

sactions ^Northumberland, Durham, and IsTewcastle-on-Tyne.

The names marked thus ^* were observed by members of the

Club on June 10th and 11th.

FLOWERING PLANTS. DICOTYLEDONS.

Thalictrum alpinum, T. flexuosum.

^"TroUms Europceus ; abundant and in full flower.

Vraha incana.
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Thlaspi alpestre.

^^'Selianthemum vulgare. JE. canum (Cronkley Fell).

Viola sylvatica, var. alia. V. lutea. V. arenaria.

^Arenaria uliginosa. Alsine stricta.

"^'Geranium sylvaticum. "^"G. pratense.

Polygala austriaca (near Maize Beck).

Dryas octopetala (Cronkley Tell).

"^'Potentilla fruticosa. P. alpestris.

Rosa Sahini, etc., etc.

Pyrus Aria.

p]pilohium alsinifolium.

Sedum Rhodiola (Higk Cup Mck). 8. Telephium, var. pur-

pureum. S. villostwi.

^'Saxifraga azoides. "^"S. hypnoides. S. Sirculus (on Whit-

moss). ;S'. stellaris. ^'S. tridactylites. S. nivalis.

Peucedanum Ostruthium.

"^"Galium sylvestre. G. horeale.

'^^^ Gnaplialium dioicum.

Eieracium iricum. H. pallidum. S. Anglicum; and nine

other species said to have been gathered.

Vaccinium Vitis^'idcea.

Arctostaphylos JJva-ursi

Pyrola minor.

'^^"Primula farinosa, (and var. alha not seen).

'^"Gentiana verna. "^"G. amarella.

Myosotis alpestris (on Mickle Fell).

'^-Partsia alpina.

Melampyrum pratense, not common. M. sijlvaticum (below

High Force, on an island near "Winch Bridge).

Armeria maritima.

^''Polygonum viviparum (common).

"^'Juniperus communis.

MONOCOTYLEDOI^S.

'^"Orchis mascula.

^" Gymnadenia alhida.

Convallaria majalis.

"^^Tofieldia palustris.
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Juncus triglumis.

Sciioenus monoica.

Carex capillaris.

Scirpus pauciflorus.

Sesleria cmrulea.

Poa Parnellii.

Elyna caricina.

FLOWEELESS PLANTS.

Equisetum variegatiim. JE. umhrosum.

Botrychium Lunar ia.

Polypodium calcareum.

"^'Allosorus crispus.

Asple?iium viride.

Cystopteris fragilis.

Polysticliium loncMtis ; probably extirpated.

Woodsia ihensis ; very rare, not gathered of late years.

On tbe 5th of June, at a monthly meeting of the Bishop Auck-

land ^Naturalists' Club, recently established, it was unanimously

resolved (on the reception, through Mr. Douglas, of Witton-le-

Wear, on behalf of Mr. Duff, the President, of twelve volumes

of the Transactions of the Tyneside ^Naturalists' Field Club, voted

at their last annual meeting, in recognition of a pleasant frater-

nization with the Auckland Club, on the occasion of their Fifth

Field Meeting, near Bishop Auckland, in September last,) that

the best thanks of the meeting be forwarded to the Tyneside

Field Club for their gift of twelve volumes of Transactions,

with the request that their President, for the time being, become

an Honorary Member of the Bishop Auckland E'aturalists' Field

Club. On the 9th of March, 1879, your President was duly

elected an Honorary Member, and returned thanks for the same.

As regards the weather prevalent in May and June ; up to the

20th of June it continued to be uncongenial, wet and cold, with

thunderstorms, heavy rains, and consequent floods, in various

parts of England, and it was only at this date that vegetation in

our district began to get fully out. The succeeding week was

clear and very hot, and, the ground having previously been satu-

rated with rain, crops of all kind shot up with great rapidity, and
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haymaking began as usual in the last week of the month, the

jN'ewcastle Race Week.

During this hot weather the thermometer in London stood at

92-5® in the shade and 145° in the sun, a tropical temperature;

at N"ewcastle the maximum heat was 82° in the shade.

On the 26th and 27th, being at Wooler, Yeavering Bell, and

Chillingham, at a meeting of the Berwickshire Club, we experi-

enced a heat on the flanks of Cheviot, where there is no shelter,

which was overpowering.

On the 28th came two days' heavy refreshing rain, succeeded

by fine weather.

I was informed at Wooler that during last winter they had

quite as serious a loss of Bees as had been experienced in Tyne-

side.

The Thied Fieli) Meeting took place on Wednesday, July 3rd,

a charming day, at Eipon and Studley Eoyal. The Club went,

as at the previous meeting, in two parties ; the earlier left at

5-10 A.M., and on arrival at Eipon breakfasted at the capital inn

^^The Unicorn," and afterwards went over the Minster; their

inspection over, the later party, having left home at 8 "30, arrived,

and had the pleasure of being accompanied over the Minster by

intelligent vergers full of information about the history and archi-

tecture of the edifice. Perhaps the most interesting part of their

visit was that when they were taken down into the crypt under

the nave. This crypt at once reminded several of the party of

that under Hexham Abbey. These two crypts and that at Eep-

ton, Derbyshire, are the only three Saxon crypts that are known

to exist in England. The two northern date from about 680

A.D., before the time of Bede, and were built by "Wilfrid, at that

time Bishop of the whole country north of the Humber. In the

year 674 the Church of St. Peter, at Monkwearmouth, was built

by Benedict Biscop, and in 685 the Church of St. Paul, at Jarrow,

was dedicated.—(See Trans. Architect, and Archaeol. Soc. of Dur-

ham and ^Northumberland, 1862.)

Through the north wall near the eastern end of the Eipon

crypt is an irregular, rounded aperture, just big enough to allow
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of the passage horizontally of a moderately-sized person from the

ambulatory into the chapel. It is absurdly enough called "Wil-

frid's l^eedle, and there still exists in connection with it a ridicu-

lous superstition, namely, that women passed through it become

endowed with certain fortunate qualities which are to ensure

their future advancement and happiness. Members of the Club

actually saw two young unmarried ladies passed through from

the lateral passage, evidently to their great satisfaction, and they

received the congratulations and good wishes of their friends on

the occasion

!

The united parties of the Club after leaving the Minster pro-

ceeded by carriage to Studley Royal and the ruins of Fountains'

Abbey. The park contains 650 acres, beautifully diversified

with hill and dale, wood and water, the brook Skell running

through it supplying the lakes and waterfalls. Many of the

trees, especially some pine trees, are of magnificent growth, and

the avenue of lime trees is very fine. The abbey was founded

by Cistercian monks, of the order of St. Benedict, in 1132 ; it is

partly of J^orman and partly of Early English architecture, and

the buildings are of great extent. Some old yew trees near it

are said to have been planted by the monks, one of these looks a

striking and venerable ruin; it is hollow, but still living and

growing on its exterior. For views and descriptions of the abbey

and its romantic surroundings I would refer to the good Guide

Books to be had at Bipon, and Mr. Sopwith' s work on the Abbey.

Swans and a variety of Ducks enlivened the waters of the Park,

and among the wild birds were seen and heard the Swift, Chiff-

chaff, Starling, Thrush, Bullfinch, Bedstart, Wagtails, pied and

grey, Willow Wren, Green Linnet, Wren, common and golden

crested, and Long-tailed Titmouse.

All available time was spent among the beauties of this, one

of the most delightful spots in England, and then the party re-

turned to an excellent dinner at " The Unicorn."

Six new members were elected after dinner, and the Club

returned home from Bipon by the 6.40 train.

V
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A special Field Meetiistg was held for three days, namely, the

18th, 19th, and 20th of July, at Whittingham and neighbour-

hood. Fifteen members availed themselves of this opportunity

of examining the physical features, geological phenomena, and

botany, of a considerable portion of the eastern and southern

flanks of the porphyritic hills which form so marked a character

of this part of IS'orthumberland.

They left !N'ewcastle by the 8.30 a.m. train for Alnwick, where

they were provided with conveyances.

The weather was remarkably fine, but much too hot to allow

them to carry out to a desired completion the details of their

somewhat ambitious programme.

On the first day, after a most pleasant drive from Alnwick

through Eglingham to ^ew Bewick, they left their carriages at

Eosedene and walked through the shady wood along the preci-

pitous bank of Eoddam Dene, examining in passing the enormous

section of conglomerate (one hundred feet or more in thickness)

which forms the peculiar and interesting feature of that locality

;

at the top of the Dene where the burn enters it and where a road

crosses, the conglomerate appears capped with bedded, red col-

oured, sandstone, beautifully undulated, and in many layers,

with strongly defined ripple marks.

Leaving Eoddam Dene, near Calder, under the guidance of

their fellow member, Mr. W. Topley, they followed a moorland

track round the base of Dunmore to Greave's Ash and Linhope

Burn, abandoning the attempt to climb the steep side of Hedge-

hope, though apparently so near and inviting. After an exami-

nation of the remains of the ancient British town and forts at

Greaves Ash, at this time much covered with grass and tall

bracken, and following the ancient road winding round the hill

side to the west and north, they reached Linhope Burn, rousing

up by the way a fine old Fox. One division of the party went

up to the romantic Linn and complacently cooled their heated

frames in the brilliant pool, another resorted to a neighbouring

farm house for drink which ^'cheers but not inebriates," and

were soon rejoined by the bathers who participated heartily in

their potations.
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The farmers were all making hay while the sun shone with

its full summer force, the crops being plentiful and good.

The party passing down the valley of the Breamish were glad

to resume their vehicles at '^Ingram Glidders," and so drove on-

ward by Powburn and Crawley Dene to head-quarters at the

Castle Inn, Whittingham, where half exhausted nature was

plentifully restored.

The only plant deserving special notice, though all the ordinary

wild flowers were abundant, but much less varied than in Upper

Teesdale, was the '^Wood Yetch," Vicia sylvatica, '^not uncom-

mon," says Bentham in his Handbook of the British Mora (1858),

''in Scotland, and occurs in most hilly wooded districts of Eng-

land and Ireland." It was seen in luxuriant perfection in Eod-

dam DenOp hanging from a high brae many feet down towards

the path. It was met with again once or twice afterwards in

Crawley Dene. The Wood Yetch as seen during this excursion

quite justified what Sir Walter Scott has sung of it growing by

the banks of Greta, in Canto lY. of "Eokeby."
" Yon tufted knoll, with daisies strewn,

Might make proud Oberon a throne,

While, hidden in the thicket nigh,

Puck should brood o'er his frolic sly

;

And where profuse the wood vetch clings

Round ash and elm, in verdant rings,

Its pale and azure-pencilled flower

Should canopy Titania's bower."

The second day's drive was in a westerly direction, by Esling-

ton Hall, ;N"etherton, and Biddlestone Edge, to Alwinton and

Linbridge, where, by a succession of small but impetuous and

boiling falls, the Coquet bursts from its porphyritic barrier and

runs through a winding and gradually widening valley on its way

to Harbottle. The deep clear pools of this justly celebrated

stream afforded, every now and then, opportunities for a cooling-

bath and invigorating swim, which gave at least a temporary re-

lief from the almost tropical heat of the sun. The party lunched

in the shade of the banks of the Usway, a little above Shillmoor,

where this burn joins the Coquet. During their drive to Alwin-

ton they heard the Corncrake in a field mown the day before.
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On their walk up the Coquet they found the nest of a "Water Hen,

Gallimda chloropus, with six eggs, built in a clump of rushes by

the margin of a pool, and a "Wild Duck, with one small Duckling.

The Dipper, Cinclus aquaticus, was common, and the Eing Ouzel,

Turdus torquatus, the Curlew, JSfumenius Arquata, Snipe, Grouse,

Partridge, and numerous "Wood Pigeons. The Heron was bold

and conspicuous at Eslington. Squirrels were seen in the woods,

and abundance of Eabbits. Among plants were found the Maiden

Pink, Dianthus deltoides, the Grolden Eod, SoUdago Virgaurea,

the Alpine Epilobium, and the little Sedum villosum. There is a

list of several of the rarer Coquetdale plants by Professor Oliver,

of Kew Gardens, to be seen in Yol. Ill,, p. 68, of Trans. Tynes.

Naturalists' Pield Club, to which members are referred for fur-

ther information.

After a refreshing tea at Alwinton, and a pleasant drive back

through the green lanes traversed in the morning, the party re-

turned to a late dinner at ^' The Castle" in the cool of the even-

ing, a repast much needed and thankfully enjoyed after their

exertions in the heat of a long day.

The third day's excursion began by a short visit to Eslington,

where, by the kind permission of the Earl of Eavensworth, the

party were shown the principal rooms of the mansion with their

chefs d'oeuvres of paintings, and wandered through the gardens

and grounds so much loved by the late Earl, whose classic taste

was everywhere conspicuous—a visit this to the Club of much

pleasure.

Callaly Castle, formerly the seat of the Claverings, the owners

also of Axwell Park, now the property of Major Browne, was

the next bright spot visited, leave having been politely granted

by Major Browne, through Mr. Tate, his agent. Here, as at

Eslington, the woods, the park, the lake, the gardens, were much

admired, the gardens being in their perfect summer splendour

with the roses in full bloom.

Prom Callaly they drove round by Lorbottle to the west side

of Thrunton Crags, where, leaving their carriages to return to

Whittingham, they scaled the heights. Beneath them lay the

whole rich vale of Whittingham to the north and west, and on the
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opposite side, standing out from the bare moorland, was the prin-

cipal elevation of the Crags, where once the Falcon, and still the

Raven, annually breeds. The visitors had not time to enter the

Wedderburn or the Priest's Cave, but passing along the northern

edge of the Crags they picked up the Sundew, Drosera rotundi-

folia, which, together with the boggy ground, was almost dried

up. Then, refreshed by the cool breezes of the Crags, one hun-

dred feet high, they plunged into the deep woods clothing the

northern escarpment, and revelled in the luxuriant crop of Blea-

berries, Vaccinium myrtillus. Time pressed however, and by

devious ways they returned to their comfortable hostelry and ob-

liging hostess, Miss Dunn (whose death we have since been sorry

to see recorded in the newspapers). Here, as on the previous

days, the party, numbering fourteen members, were well and

plentifully catered for and diligently waited upon. After dinner

three new members were elected, after which the majority of the

party drove back to Alnwick, by Lemmington Bank, and in due

time regained JN'ewcastle.

This Special meeting was one of special interest and of special

pleasure. The weather was unusually hot, the days clear, the

nights moonlighted ; Wild Eoses and Meadow-Sweet lining the

roads, and fields of White Clover, perfumed the air for miles.

Eoses of all kinds, mingled with Woodbine, clustered on the

porches and fronts of cottages and in gardens ; new mown hay

on the higher grounds lent its fragrance to the fresh and bracing

air; and altogether the scene was all that fancy could have

painted, and will long remain a pleasing recollection in the minds

of all the party.

We were greatly indebted to Francis Charlton, Esq., and Mr.

Topley, fellow members, for a variety of information respecting

the different seats of the landed proprietors, and the topography

and geology, as well as the history, of the district of Whittingham.

Spenser's picture of Summer was at this time appropriate :

—

" Then came the iolly Summer being dight

In a thin silken cassock coloured greene,

That was unlyned all, to be more Kght

;

And on his head a girlond well beseene
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He wore, from which as he had chauffed beene

The sweat did drop ; and iu his hand he bore

A boawe and shaftes, as he in forrest greene

Had hunted late the libbard or the bore,

And now would bathe his limbes with labor heated sore."

It is difficult to pass over a place like Whittingham, Saxonice

Hwittingliam, one, both politically and ecclesiastically, of such

great historical interest, to say nothing of its local charms, with-

out some fitting notice beyond what has been said of the Castle

Inn. It is said to have been anciently called Twiford, from

there having been two fords there over the river Aln, and there

are now two bridges where those fords must have been ; one of

stone, for the high road, running from south to north, through

the village, the other, for foot passengers, of wood, a little higher

up, leading from that part of the village and tower, south of the

river, to the church, which stands west and north.

The village itself is about a mile and a half west of the Eoman

road called the Devil's Causeway, which crosses the river close

to the Bridge of Aln.

In reference toWhittingham, alias Twyford, we find in Kemble's

''The Saxons in England," Yol. II., p. 244, the following pass-

age of interest, in a list of Witenagemots known to have been

held under Saxon rule.

'' Ecgfrid of Northumberland, A.J). 684. There was a gemot

at Twyford on the river Alne, and Cuthberht was elected Bishop of

Hexham." Bede, Hist. Eccles., IV., 28." See Note A supra.

If it be true that the place under notice was called Twiford

in 684, it must have changed its name before the middle of the

next century, for Ceolwolph's name for it was Hwitingaham.

It has been said that in the neighbourhood of Whittingham

was the celebrated place called Brunanburh, where a great battle

was fought and won by Athelstan against the invaders of JS'orth-

umberland. Kemble, however, says, in a list of Saxon towns

given in ''The Saxons in England," Yol. II., p. 551, Append. C,

"Brunanburh, Brunanbyrig, and sometimes Brunanfeld. The

site of this place is unknown, but here Ethelstan and Eadmund

defeated the Scots. Chron. 937 ;" others say that the Danes were
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entirely defeated there, and that five sea kings, seven jarls, and

an immense number of warriors were slain A.D. 937.

The church of "Whittingham is generally believed to have been

founded by King Ceolwolph in the early part of the eighth cen-

tury, and is undoubtedly of Saxon origin, though it appears to

have had additions and repairs in the JN'orman and Early English

times, and to have been ''restored" and injudiciously altered in

1840.

Almost the only remaining piece of Saxon work is the lower

part of the tower, of rather rough masomy, ''with long and

short quoins." In the east wall of its interior are two rude

arches, one above the other, standing where they were viewed by

King Ceolwolph and St. Cuthbert more than a thousand years

ago.

Symeon of Durham says, relative to the King, "Intravit autem

Lindisfarnense Monasterium Sancto Cuthberto secum conferens

thesauros regies et terras, id est Bregesne (Brainshaugh) et Wer-

ceworde (Warkworth) cum suis appendiciis, simul et ecclesia

duam ibidem ipse sedificaverat, alias quoque quatuor villas

"Wudecestre, (Woodhorn) Hwitingham, Eadulfingham (Edling-

ham) et Eagwlfingham (Eglingham). (Tate, Proc. Berwicksh.

Club, Yol. lY., p. 220.) See Note B supra.

There were two Pele towers once in Whittingham ; one on the

north side of the Aln and west of the church, and is now the

Yicarage ; the other stands on an elevated spot on the south side

of the river; this is still a strong place, vaulted, with thick

walls, and has, by the munificence of "Maria Susannah, Lady

Ravensworth, been repaired and embellished for the use and

benefit of the deserving poor. A.D. 1845."

Eor a notice of two remarkable trees at Whittingham see IN'at.

Hist. Trans., Yol. Y., p. 95.

I have noted, under the head of weather, that, since July 20th,

and with the exception of a few beneficent showers on the 27th

and 28th of July, it has been of the finest character, and that our

district has not been visited by the thunderstorms and rains that

have occurred both north and south of us. The hay has been an

abundant crop and well won. The grain crops promise a prolific
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harvest, but the turnips and the mown grass feel the effects of

want of rain exposed as they are daily to intense heat. Nightly

dews, however, have been heavy, and fogs at sea and by the coast

have been frequent.

The disease among Grouse is again prevalent in certain dis-

tricts, though less so than 1877. The cause does not seem to have

been discovered, and no remedy has been found ; meanwhile the

rents of moors have in consequence greatly fallen, and the Moor-

proprietor begs of the Naturalist to tell him all about it. "Would

it not, in every respect, be better, but for themselves especially,

that the game preservers should employ some competent person,

and pay him handsomely, to discover the cause, and if possible

apply a remedy, instead of waiting to see if peradventure, by the

next year, the pest may have disappeared ?

-It was some time ago suggested that the Coalowners should

combine to furnish a moderate yearly sum of money to give em-

ployment to some fitting person to collect the fossils met with in

the pits, and if this suggestion had been carried into execution

we might by this time have had a series of vegetable and animal

remains unequalled in the world. These bad times forbid the

hope that this suggestion should now be realised.

Our ingenious cousins in the United States have discovered

that ''the busy Bee" is too slow, wants help, and would 'move

on' faster, if it did not spend so much time in making wax to

construct its comb preparatory to laying up honey. They have

therefore conceived the idea, and brought it to a practical result,

of manufacturing 'X'omb Eoundations, " and these are now mak-

ing their way in England. The only material used is pure yellow

beeswax ; this is made to pass through a sort of small rolling mill

specially constructed, and is thus converted into thin sheets (in

England about one-sixteenth of an inch thick) of convenient size,

on each side of which is at the same time impressed the exact

hexagonal pattern of honeycomb required. On these foundations,

introduced into the hives, the Bees begin at once to build up

their cells, as if conscious of the convenience, and thus, being

saved much time and labour, begin to store their honey much
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earlier than they could in the primitive way, and so the Bee-

keepers sooner get the honey— and the money. When the

comb is taken the honey is driven out by centrifugal force ap-

plied by proper mechanism. A figure of the rolling machine is

given in the last June number of " The Beekeepers' Magazine."

(A. J. King & Co., 61, Hudson Street, '^ew York.) My atten-

tion was called in July last to this subject by the Eev. Canon

Whitley, Yicar of Bedlington, to whose kindness I owe the per-

usal of the above number, and thereby an item of information

that may be interesting to some of our members. Comb founda-

tions, had they been known here, and made use of last year,

might have saved the northern Bees much time and toil, as the

summer was late and unfavourable for flowers.

The FouETH regular Eield Meeting was held on the 5th of

August, at Crag Lough and the adjacent parts of the Roman

"Wall. On this occasion I was unable to be present, but Mr. T.

Thompson, one of our Secretaries, who was of the party, has

obligingly furnished me with the following account of the day's

proceedings.

The members of the Club left IN'ewcastle for Bardon Mill by

the train at 6'25 a.m., and, after breakfast at the Greyhound Inn,

went up by the banks of Chineley Burn (in a wood, called Cock-

ton Wood, west of which burn, Pyrola minor, Carduus hetro-

phyllus, and Rubus saxatilis were once found) to the station of

Chesterholm, the Yindolana of the Romans. There they in-

spected the remains of the station, the celebrated Miliarium, and

the collection of Roman remains, inscribed stones, etc., in the

adjacent cottage residence, once the habitation of the Rev. A.

Hedley. They next proceeded to Crag Lough, where many

forms of Diatomacem may be obtained, and where, among the

rocks at the base of the basaltic crags, the Parsley Fern, Allosorus

crispus, grows abundantly ; they then walked along the line of

the Wall to Sewing Shields, and visited the large station of Bor-

covicus, examining the gateways, the junction of the station with

the Wall, and the excavations. After this they descended to
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Haydon Bridge, and dined at the Anchor Inn. Five new mem-

bers were elected.

IN'otwithstanding the great inclemency of the weather on the

previous day, the fifth was all that could be desired for the excur-

sion, with which all were delighted.

The following Butterflies were noticed during the walk : the

Painted Lady, the Small Tortoiseshell, the Meadow Brown, the

Red Admiral, and the Small Heath; and the undermentioned

plants were seen : Helianthemum vulgare, Viola tricolor, JEpilolium

angustifolium, Solidago virgaurea, Calluna vulgaris, Erica cinerea,

and E. tetralix, Gentiana campestris, Thymus Serpyllum, Polypo-

dium vulgare, F. dryopteris, Allosorus crispus, Aspidium aculeatum,

A. filix-mas, Asplenium Tricliomanes, A. Adiantwn-nigrum, A.

Ruta-muraria, and Cystopteris fragilis.

Of Birds were observed a few Curlews, Bald Coots, Black-

headed Gulls, Chimney Swallows, "WTieatears, Whin Chats, and

Kestrels.

The members returned from Haydon Bridge by the 7-54 train.

On Friday, the 23rd of August, the Fipth Field Meeting was

held at Prudhoe, Ovingham, and "Whittle Dene, and proved to

be a most enjoyable one in very fine weather.

A party of seventy ladies and gentlemen, several of whom
came from Sunderland and Shields, left the Central Station at

10"20 A.M., and on arriving at Prudhoe Station proceeded to the

Castle, the ruins of which, under the polite guidance of C. TJ.

Laws, Esq., Agent of His Grace the Duke of Northumberland,

were minutely explored.

An hour was pleasantly spent in examining the gateways,

towers, and other defences, including the once deep fosse on the

south side, now transformed under tasteful hands into a delight-

ful garden. The keep, which rises out from the midst of an

accretion of modern buildings, more remarkable for domestic

convenience than architectural beauty, dominates the whole en-

ceinte, and affords from its summit charming views of the valley

of Tyne. The most curious part of this fortress is the small

chapel over the inner gateway, at the east end of which is one
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of the very few ancient Oriel windows, dating it is said from

circa, 1300. Over the chapel was formerly a chamber, the sup-

posed residence of the officiating priest.

Por the history of this once important post, which is supposed

to have been successively occupied by the Britons, Romans,

Saxons, and Normans, I must refer the Club to the County

Histories and Handbooks.

From Prudhoe Castle the ^Naturalists, crossing the Tyne by the

ferry boat (a bridge there being a great desideratum), visited the

village and the church of Ovingham. The tower of this church,

like those of Corbridge, Bywell, Billingham, and Whittingham,

is of Saxon architecture, and is said to be probably that of the

church of TJulfeswell, where a Bishop of Hexham was conse-

crated in 731 (see Church Eeports in the Trans. Archit. and

Archaeol. Soc. of Durh. and ITorthumb., No. III.) The church

(restored) is of Early English, with beautiful lancet widows.

Our first President, B;alph Carr-EUison, Esq., believes that the

Saxon name of the village ''would be Offinga-ham," literally, ''of

the Offings the home." See Vol. I. of our Club's Transactions.

The first meeting of our Club, on the 20th of May, 1846, was

at Ovingham, and then, as now, we visited, at the west end of

the church, the burial place of Thomas Bewick, who died Nov. 8,

1825 ; his wife also is buried there, and his brother John, who

died in 1795. On the south side of the church there is a tablet

to the memory of Robert Johnson, an artist, and a pupil of

Bewick's. Mabel Carr, the mother of George Stephenson, the

Railway Engineer, and her family lived and died at Ovingham,

and there is a family tombstone of theirs against the east end of

the chancel.

.The members, by the kind permission of the Rev. J. Smithard

Hind, passed from Ovingham to Whittle Dene. On arriving at

the Mill they were agreeably surprised at the hospitable and

plentiful preparations that had been made for their refection by

Mr. Hind. Under umbrageous oaks and by the well of fine water,

a specimen of which is said to have been sent up to the House of

Commons as Whittle Dene water before the Company got their

Act, the repast was thoroughly enjoyed and thanks rendered to
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the reverend caterer. This well is perhaps the original Uulfes-

well or Wolfs-well. Mr. Hind then accompanied the party up

the Dene and pointed out its peculiarities. It is a dene of pic-

turesque and varied beauty, and the Water Company have not al-

together drained off its water. Mr. Hind pointed out a very fine

old Larch tree, one hundred and three feet high, and having a

circumference of nine feet three inches at five feet from the

ground. It is a tree worthy of being photographed as one of the

Eemarkable Trees of N'orthumberland.^' Some of the party

pushed on to the "Waterworks, others strolled about the Dene

;

all assembling at last at the well-known Boat House, near Prud-

hoe Station. In the school-room near at hand they relished the

Tea bountifully supplied by Mr. Johnson.

The principal features of the excursion were summarised by

the President, and as there were no papers to be read or new

members to be elected, the whole party left by the last train for

home, after hearty votes of thanks had been passed to Mr. Laws

and Mr. Hind.

At this time of the year the woods are silent, the season of in-

cubation being over, and very few birds were seen.

The Eeed Mace or Bulrush, Typha latifoUa, was seen floarish-

ing in the quondam moat of Prudhoe Castle.

In Whittle Dene, in addition to the more common Perns, the

Oak and Beech Perns were found. The Maiden's Hair was not

found, as formerly, on the bridge at Long Lonkin's Hole, and the

field to the east of the bridge, in which grew the Adder's Tongue

and the Moonwort had been ploughed up. The former habitat of

the Lily of the Yalley, Convallaria majalis, knew it no more, and

the Friynula farinosa in a boggy field above the wooded part of

the Dene was out of flower.

This year the Grouse on the Weardale, Teesdale, and Swale-

dale moors were numerous and strong; no disease was found

among them.

The Sixth and last Pield Meeting was held on Priday, Sept.

* It is noticed in Vol. V., p. 96, Natural History Transactions Northumberland, Dur-

ham, and Newcastle-upon-Tyne.
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20th, at Warkworth. Twenty-five members left ITewcastle at

10-20 A.M., and arrived at Warkworth Station at 11-46.

Some, by the conveyances in waiting, some, on foot, reached

the town of Warkworth.

After the necessary arrangements for dinner and return to the

train, the Club proceeded in the first place to the Church, where

they were most kindly received by the Eev. J. W. Dunn, the

Yicar of "Warkworth, who, at great pains and with much patience,

pointed out the characteristic features and sketched out the his-

tory of this ancient building, which he loves so much, and has

done so much to preserve, repair, and restore. In the course of

years Mr. Dunn has brought to light many of its peculiarities,

which otherwise might have remained hidden. Among them

Mr. Dunn has discovered, at the entrance to the chancel, masonry

belonging to the chancel of a more ancient edifice than the present

one, and apparently corroborative of the statement of Symeon of

Durham, that a church was in existence there in A.D. 737,

and most probably it was that which Ceolwolph, King ol ^N'orth-

umberland, gave as Werceworde—the lands and estate of Wark-

worth (and other places, as before-mentioned under the heading

of Whittingham) to the monks of Lindisfarne when he retired to

that Monastery, about the middle of the eighth century. See

Note C su^pra. The present Church, Mr. Dunn informed the

party, had been erected on the old site by the J^ormans, with the

exception of the south aisle,—the only one, which is of the time

of the perpendicular order, whilst the vestry is Early English.

With many thanks to Mr. Dunn for his obliging courtesy the

party went on to view the celebrated Castle of the Percies. They

were shown over the precincts and the labyrinth of chambers in

the lower part of the Donjon. The Keep had been restored by

the late Duke of N^orthumberland, and some rooms at the top fit-

ted up for occasional visits, but, as the party had no order from

his Grace to be allowed to enter them, they passed on to the

beautiful banks of the Coquet and visited the Hermitage. The

Eishlocks and the dilapidated Fish Ladder next claimed a passing

notice, after which the party, much gratified with what they

had seen and heard, returned to Mr. Bowey's, ''The Mason's
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Arms," where, at 3'30, they found an excellent and ample re-

past well served, and enjoyed with sharpened appetite.

The majority of the party left for the early train, those who
remained divided into two groups ; one walked along the coast

to Alnmouth, and caught the last train at Eilton ; the other took

the road down the right bank of Coquet to Amble and the mouth

of the river, and, returning, drove back from "Warkworth to the

station and joined the former group. They arrived in JN'ewcastle

much pleased with the fine day's excursion.

At this late period of the season few notable plants were ob-

served, and the migrating birds had, for the most part, early de-

parted. There were, however, seen a Swallow or two lingering

about their summer haunts, ''where the air is delicate;" the

Eedbreast and the Hedge Sparrow were seen by the waysides,

and Eooks, Pewits, Curlews, and a few Sandpipers were observed

by the river side and the sea banks.

The Eev. J. W. Dunn very obligingly sent to the President

during dinner a perfect specimen of the Death's Head Hawk
Moth, Acherontia Atropos, which was passed round and admired,

and the next day deposited in the Museum of the I^atural His-

tory Society.

1^0 papers were read and no new members elected at this visit.

" Then came the Autiimne, all in j'^ellow clad,

As though he ioyed in his plentious store,

Laden with fruits that made him laugh, full glad

That he had banisht hunger, which to-fore

Had by the belly oft him pinched sore

;

Upon his head a wreath, that was enrold

With ears of corn of every sort, he bore

;

And in his hand a sickle he did hold,

To reape the ripened fruits the which the earth had yold."

The district had been blessed with an early and an abundant

harvest, so abundant and so good was the hay that some farmers

were reported to have regretted that there was " ne bad hay for

the kie." The mown fields were rich in aftermath, the turnips

were doing well, and we had fine mild weather up to the end of

the first week of JSTovember. Then came cold winds and frost,
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and on the llth of that month snow began to fall fast and thick,

and the whole country, which was dry and hard, was soon deeply

covered, and the cold became severe.

" Lastly came winter, clothed all in frize,

Chattering his teeth for cold that did him chill

;

Whil'st on his hoary beard his breath did freeze,

And the dull drops that from his purpled bill,

As from a limbeck, did adown distill

:

In his right hand a tipped staffe he held,

With which his feeble steps he stayed still

;

For he was faint with cold and weak with eld

;

That scarce his loosed limbs he hable was to weld."

From the 11th of ITovember to the 15th of April, a period of

five months, we have had a succession of eleven snowstorms, each

covering the district for several inches. The storm on the 12th

of April (Good Friday) was accompanied in the early morning

with lightning, thunder, and hail. Snow fell again to a small

extent on the 18th and 19th of April. Lastly, early on the

morning of the 1st of May, a heavy shower of snow fell over this

district. These storms, separated by two or three short interven-

ing thaws, were severely felt over the whole of England and Scot-

land, and indeed over the whole of Europe, even to the shores of

the Mediterranean ; several were accompanied or followed by in-

tense cold, which rendered all out-door work impossible, and oc-

curred at a time when trade in all its branches was in a state of

great depression, wages were falling and strikes of workmen

going on. Men out of work, with their wives and families, suffered

heavily, but never was charity so abundant and warm, or so

freely and judiciously distributed, as during this exceptionally

long and severe winter.

The Eegistrar General, in ]^o. 9 of his Weekly Eeturns of

Births and Deaths in London, etc., on March 1st, 1879, reports

that '' during the past four winter months of JS'ovember, Decem-

ber, January, and February, the mean temperature at Greenwich

was but 35-9°, or 3-9° below the average of one hundred years.

The nearest approach to so low a winter temperature was 36-5°,

in the corresponding four months of 1854-55, which included a

frost of six weeks' duration."
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The lowest reading of the thermometer of our Literary and

Philosophical Society was 11° Pahr., on the morning of the 13th

of December. Mr. Joseph W. Swan reported in the local papers

that his thermometer, on the snow, at Low Eell, had registered

3° helow Zero early on the morning of the 14th of December, and

at 10 A.M. 4° above Zero.

The Eev. Gr. Eome Hall, Vicar of Birtley, near "Wark, on

the l^orth Tyne, informs me that during the coldest weather he

has seen the thermometer as low as 6°, 4°, and even 2° Fahr.

The Tyne, on whose frozen bosom I have walked on two occa-

sions, namely, in January, 1814, and in December, 1860, was

this year, thanks to the skill and energetic work of the Tyne

Commissioners, not frozen over below Scotswood, but at and

above Eyton it was closed altogether by ice.

By way of contrast to the state of our winter weather, allow

me to read a short paragraph from The Melbourne Argus, show-

ing a very different state of things at the Antipodes. The paper

is of date February 21st, 1879, and the paragraph, which was

brought to my notice by our fellow member, Mr. Henry Eelton,

is as follows:—''The weather we have had during the past

month has been something terrific. There are some few who re-

member the celebrated Black Thursday, and, of course, they say

that the weather we have had lately was nothing compared with

that day. Other persons, who have some little knowledge of

temperature, declare that with a few more degrees of heat we

should all have been roasted alive. This appears very feasible

when we find the thermometer at the Observatory, on the 20th

of January, showing 106° in the shade and 146° in the sun.

This is comparatively cool to what it is said to have been at

Yarrawonga, a small township on the river Murray, where it is

said to have been 120° in the shade on the hottest day we have

had."

The general health of our population has, I am happy to add,

been wonderfully good during a winter which will long be re-

marked in the annals of Meteorology for its unusual length and

severity, for the abundance of snow, the prevalence of !N^. and

N. E. winds, and the paucity of bright sunlight.
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Owing to the severe winter few, if any birds of rarity have

been observed in the game shops or in the country. Birds gener-

ally have greatly suffered, and many, as Thrushes and others,

have been picked up frozen to death. The ground having been,

for four or five months, more or less covered with snow, their

usual supplies of food were not attainable. Even the sea birds

have been, in some cases, fellow-sufferers with those of the land.

Rooks were driven by hunger into the town, and were often seen

in Eldon Square with Starlings and Redbreasts. Mr. Howse has

had in his garden, at the back of Saville Row, Starlings, Thrushes,

and Blackbirds. Mr. John Hancock has fed from his windows

in St. Mary's Terrace, through the storms. Thrushes, Blackbirds,

Hedge Sparrows, and the Blue and G-reater Titmouse. Many

Sparrows must have been killed, though they pick up the most

of their food in the streets.

The higher temperature of the bodies of birds, being from 6°

to 12° Fahr. above that of mammals, greatly enables them to re-

sist the effects of external cold, but the want of heat-producing

food during the prevalence of unusually cold weather enfeebles

and destroys them.

Mr. John Hancock has very kindly furnished me with the fol-

lowing notes on birds :
— '^ A specimen of the Turtle Dove, Turtur

auritus, Ray, was shot at Woodhorn Grange on the 24th of Octo-

ber, by Mr. James Edward. Mr. Thomas Thompson, one of our

Secretaries, bought a mature specimen of the brown variety of

the Partridge at a poulterer's shop in IN'ewcastle, on the 22nd of

September, 1877. This is the last individual I have heard of.

'^Mr. C. M. Adamson wrote to me on the 20th of August,

1878, from Holy Island, that he had shot a young Spotted Red-

shank. It was with another bird, probably of the same species.

Several of the Little Auk, Mergulus alle, Linn., have been found

on the coast, or a little way in-land, either dead or in a very weak

state. One was taken alive on a pond at Mr. Lange's, Moor

House, near Whitburn, on the 16th of I^ovember, 1878. It died

very shortly after it was taken, and was in very poor condition.

Mr. Lange presented the specimen to me and it is now in my
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collection. Mr. Lange has one stuffed which was found on the

same pond ten years previously.

"Mr. H. Bowman having informed me that a numher of sea-

birds had been found dead or very weak on the sands north of

Newbiggin-by-the-Sea, and that he had observed them at the end

of December and through January into February, I went down

on the 2nd of March, and found, between Newbiggin and the

river Lyne, five dead Eazor Bills, all old birds, in their winter

dress, washed up high and dry near the banks. I suppose that

they had died from intense cold, as they could not want food,

being purely marine birds."

The fish in small streams and shallow ponds have suffered great

mortality from the intense frost. Mr. J. Hancock has seen quan-

tities of Tench thus destroyed.

There is a question in pisciculture which has, up to a short

time ago, been pending in mid-]N^orthumberland, curious and in-

teresting from a IS'atural History point of view, and important

as touching a portion of the food supply of the district. It is

this : Is or is not the Coquet a river specially adapted to the

wants and necessities of that variety of the Salmon called the

Bull Trout?

Attempts have been made for the last year or two to supplant

this fish by the true Salmon, and the means used were the

destruction of the former in the river and the introduction of ar-

tificially bred Salmon from the Coquet itself and from neighbour-

ing rivers. Perhaps the experiment has not been carried out

so long as to prove its efficacy or the contrary ; but Mr. Carr-

Ellison has informed me that His Grace the Duke of JN'orthum-

berland has come to the conclusion that the Coquet shall be let

alone, that all experiments shall be discontinued, and that the

Bull Trout, which is not a bad fish when taken in proper season,

shall be left alone to its own devices, a conclusion which will

probably commend itself to ^Naturalists in general. If this fish

could be extirpated for one season, it would infallibly return the

next.

" NaUiram expellas furca tamen tisque recurrity
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The Sturgeon, captured off the coast, has been seen three or

four times in the fishmonger's shops during the past year.

No new Yertebrata have been discovered ; no Mollusca, new

.

to our district, have been announced.

"With regard to Insects, I have been very obligingly furnished

with the following report by our chief Entomologist, Mr. William

Maling, under date March 28, 1879.

"As far as my observations go the year 1878 was by no means

a good one for collecting insects.

^

' Owing to the cold, wet spring, many species of Lepidoptera,

usually to be found in abundance, were last year exceedingly

scarce ; and although July was a very fine month, the Agrotes

[Noctua) and other coast Moths I found in most cases represented

only by individual specimens. Micro-lepidoptera {Toririces and

Vinece), many species of which may be met with in swarms dur-

ing most seasons, were conspicuous by their absence.

'

' The only captures of note worth mentioning, I find by my
notes, are : one Apamea filrosa, taken in August by Mr. Hender-

son, in Jesmond Dene ; one Leucania littoralis, taken by myself

at I^ewbiggin-by-the-Sea, in July: this and the former insect

are very rare species in the north. I was also fortunate to meet

with three or four larvae of Notodonta dromedarius and one of

Acronycta leporina, both feeding on birch in August, in Chopwell

Woods. I also found a few larvae of Anisopteryx cesculana feed-

ing on White Thorn in Chopwell Woods ; this, I think, is new

to the district.

''Of insects destructive to vegetation I might mention the

larvae of the Crane Fly or Daddy-long-legs [Tipula oleracea) as

having been very injurious to the crops of oats and barley in the

spring, on several farms near this town, and also in several other

parts of l!^orthumberland ; in several cases the land had to be

ploughed up and re-sown ; the larva is of a dirty-whitish colour,

and feeds at the root of small plants and grasses : the perfect in-

sect may be seen on any fine evening during autumn flying over

the surface of the ground depositing her eggs one by one.

''This fly was very numerous last autumn; but, although I

have dug in several places this spring where last year I found
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the larvae very numerous, I have not met with a single individual.

I trust therefore that the crops of the farmers this year may

escape the ravages of this destructive grub.

'*It is difficult to account for the abundance or scarcity of in-

sects : severe frost even does not seem to destroy the larvae. If

I might venture an opinion I should say that a vret season occur-

ring when the parent deposits her eggs, and an unfavourable

period happening when the hatching is in progress, may render

the ova unfertile and destroy the newly hatched young.

''I noticed towards the end of June that the larvae of the

pretty little Tortrix viridana had almost defoliated the Oaks in

Chopwell Woods, giving them the appearance of having been

burnt with fire. This injury, however, is not permanent, for as

soon as the larvae are full fed the trees again put forth fresh

leaves, and resume their usual appearance. The birds did not

seem to feed on these larvae, and it is a well-known fact that cer-

tain larvae of insects are repulsive to the feathered tribes ; their

only enemies appeared to be the hordes of ants which abound in

the woods ; these ants climb the trees, ascending to the highest

branches, and each one returns to the earth with a wriggling

larva clasped firmly in its powerful jaws."

Por this very interesting report my best thanks have been ex-

pressed to Mr. Maling.

The thanks of the Club are, however, due also to Mr. E. C.

Eobson, one of our Vice-Presidents, who, in answer to an appli-

cation with which I ventured to trouble him, has favoured me
with the following note on the subject of a most interesting

plant:—'^Thanks for your enquiry as to any object of interest

to our Club. Nothing occurs to me except that our local Bot-

anists (and indeed Botanists generally) may be glad to know that,

in the past summer, Mr. John Cameron and I visited the spot

where the Cypri;pedium Calceolus was found by us in 1874, and

though there were upwards of twenty plants we were not fortu-

nate enough to find a single flower, whereas in the summer of

1876 we gathered four well developed flowers. I do not, for

obvious reasons, indicate the exact locality, but it is a satisfaction

to know that the plant has not disappeared from our Plora, though
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neither of its Yorkshire habitats can boast of its having survived

the assaults of collectors and florists. Mr. Baker, in his ''Flora,"

speaks of it as ''now we fear nearly extirpated" in Castle Eden

Dene, quoting my grandfather as his authority for its having

been in that place, and this, mark, about one hundred years ago.

Its complete vindication to a place amongst our indigenous flowers

is now established. I have ventured to bring it under your no-

tice as it may interest some of our Club. I have by me a dried

specimen of one I gathered in 1876."

In the kingdom of Botany no discoveries have this year been

made by the members of the Club ; nor have they been more suc-

cessful in the search for Fossils, either vegetable or animal.

Under the head of Antiquities it must be noticed that our late

President, the E-ev. Dr. Hooppell, has been engaged in prosecu-

ting important and successful researches among the buried ruins

of the Eoman Station at Binchester (Yinovium), near Bishop

Auckland ; the results of which he communicated, in Lectures,

illustrated by coloured drawings, to the Literary and Philosophi-

cal Society of JN'ewcastle and to the Bishop Auckland Mechanics'

Institute, in February last.

The FiEST Evening Meeting of the two Societies, namely, the

Natural History Society and the Tyneside Field Club, was held

in the Museum of the former, on the 4th of March, Mr. Joseph

Blacklock in the chair. There was a considerable attendance of

members. The Eev. W. Howchin, F.G.S., read a paper entitled

'

' [N'otes of a Find of Prehistoric Implements in Allendale, with

Notices of similar Finds in the surrounding District." This will

duly appear in our Transactions.

A hearty vote of thanks was given to the reverend gentleman

for his interesting communication, which has opened out to us a

new field of antiquarian research in relation to the ancient in-

habitants of our district. No doubt further investigations will

show that other parts of our northern counties are also rich in

ancient British remains.

The Second Joint Evening Meeting was held on Monday, April

21st, at half-past seven, in the Museum, the President of the
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Tyneside Club in the chair. Pive new members were proposed

and elected.

A paper was read by the President from Mr. Thomas Atthey,

entitled ''JSTotes on the Yertebral Column and other Eemains of

Loxomma Alhnanni, Huxley," and a specimen of the fossil was

exhibited. This was followed by a Memoir of the Life of W. C.

Hewitson, Esq., F.G.S., by the President. After which ''A

Memoir of Thomas Belt, Esq., E.O.S.," by Mr. Joseph Wright,

Keeper of the Museum, was read by him.

There was again a considerable attendance of members. Cor-

dial votes of thanks were proposed and seconded to the authors of

the above papers, and the meeting closed with the usual social

tea and coffee and interesting conversation.

It is with deep regret that I find it incumbent on me to record

the decease of four important, well-known, and highly-valued

members of the Tyneside Naturalists' Eield Club, namely, "Wm.

Chapman Hewitson, Thomas Belt, Thomas Sopwith, and, lastly,

Sir Walter Calverley Trevelyan, Baronet.

Notices of the lives of Mr. Hewitson and Mr. Belt have al-

ready been communicated to you, and one of the life of Mr. Sop-

with is, I understand, to be published ere long in London.

The Scientific Journals have devoted articles to each of these

four worthies, but I should feel that I were neglectful alike of

my duty and my friendship if I omitted on this occasion some,

however brief, account of the career of our townsman, Mr. Sop-

with, who was a member of our Club since its beginning, and

who, some years ago, occupied in a distinguished manner this

presidential chair.

Thomas Sopwith, M.A., E.R.S., M. Inst. C.E., was born in

Pilgrim Street, opposite the west gates of All Saints' Church, on

the 3rd of January, 1803, and died at his residence in Yictoria

Street, Westminster, on the 16th of January, 1879, having en-

tered on his seventy-seventh year. He was one of many North-

umbrians who have educated themselves, and thus risen to

eminence ; he began his self-education when a child. On entering

school, at Mr. Miller's, St. Nicholas' Churchyard, he was set, as

a matter of course, by the master to make strokes and pothooks
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in a copybook ; he quietly filled a page with these to him unin-

teresting characters, and at the bottom wrote in a fair round hand

''Thomas Sopwith, his copy." From that time he ceased from

pothooks and hangers ! He learned mathematics under Mr.

Henry Atkinson, of the High Bridge, at that time a very cele-

brated and popular teacher of arithmetic and mathematics.

On leaving school he was sent to Mr. Maxwell, a surgeon in

good practice, living near his father, but he does not appear to

have taken kindly to the position in which he was placed, and

for a few years he was absent from Newcastle. On his return he

was apprenticed to his father and uncle, well-known cabinet-

makers in N'ewcastle, became afterwards a partner, and eventu-

ally took the management of the business with his cousin, Mr.

John Sopwith.

"When at school he was known for his fondness for drawing,

and during his management of the business he evinced much in-

genuity and accuracy, and showed a taste and an originality in

designing and mechanical construction in advance of his occupa-

tion. He invented and had constructed the curious and useful

Monocleid cabinet or business table, comprising drawers, compart-

ments, and other conveniences, which could be entirely closed by

a spring, and the whole opened by one key.

His faculties expanding and strengthening he made designs of

much architectural merit, for example one for the New Gaol of

l^ewcastle in 1822 ; this is represented in his Treatise on Isomet-

rical Drawing, PI. 26. ''A model,'' he says, '"'of the design

was made at the request of the Commissioners, who presented

the author with ten guineas, at that time a gratifying recompense

for the labour bestowed on the first attempt at architectural de-

sign he had ever made." He contributed many of the illustrative

vignettes and views of churches and country seats to Hodgson's

History of IN'orthumberland. He surveyed and ''laid out" a new

line of road from Belsay to Otterburn.

Previously to 1834 he had published "Historical and Descrip*

tive Account of All Saints' Church, illustrated with Plans, etc.
;"

and also "Eight Yiews of Fountains Abbey, engraved on copper,

from drawings by Metcalf and Cai-michael, with an Historical and
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Architectural Description." He also discontinued active partici-

pation in tlie business of cabinetmaking, and was engaged as a

land and mine surveyor, when his attention was attracted to

railways, then in their infancy, but occupying the first talents.

Railway surveying and engineering brought him into connection

with George and Eobert Stephenson, John Buddie, Messrs. Bid-

der and Brassey, and with them he surveyed extensively in Eng-

land and in Belgium.

In 1833 he became a member of the Society of Civil Engineers.

Mining next engrossed his ripe intellect, and led to his earnest

study of Geology, and after that of Botany, and in all these he

became proficient. Through Geology it was that he became as-

sociated with Professor Phillips, of York, and Dr. Buckland ; he

followed up this subject as a labour of love, and was enabled

thereby, in conjunction with his already cultivated acquirements,

to imagine and bring to perfection a series of Geological Models

in coloured woods, of mining districts, showing the stratification

of the rocks, the mineral beds or veins, the dykes or faults inter-

secting them, and the surface of the district, all in accurate pro-

portion. These models soon found their way into all the great

Museums of England and of the continents of Europe and America,

and obtained for their author the Telford Silver Medal of the

Institution of Civil Engineers, on the Council of which he had

sat for three years.

In 1834 appeared the valuable " Treatise on Isometrical Draw-

ing, as applicable to Geological and Mining Plans, etc., etc., with

34 Copper Plate Engravings, by T. Sopwith. Land and Mine

Surveyor, etc." It went to a second edition, and was dedicated

to John Buddie, Esq., Colliery Yiewer and Engineer.

Before and about this time he published several works : ''An

Account of the Mining Districts of Alston Moor, "Weardale, and

Teesdale, in Cumberland and Durham;" ''Plan of the Mining

District of Alston Moor, etc. ;" " Plan of the Yale of Derwent;"

and '

' On the Mining and Geological Phenomena of JSTorthumber-

land and Durham." He invented a set of Projecting and Parallel

Rulers for working plans, etc.

In 1838 Mr. Sopwith was appointed Commissioner for the
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Crown under the Forest of Dean Mining Act, and soon after made

an elaborate survey of the Coal Field of South Wales.

In the autumn of the same year, at the meeting of the British

Association in IS'ewcastle-upon-Tyne, he rendered very important

assistance in the establishment of the Mining Eecords Office, an

institution he had previously advocated, as an absolute necessity,

in his Treatise on Isometrical Drawing.

In the year 1 845 Mr. Sopwith was appointed to the manage-

ment of Mr. W. B. Beaumont's vast mining property in Allendale,

and took up his residence at Allenheads. There he remodelled

the whole establishment on an enlightened plan of his own,. He

established schools for the children and other useful institutions

for the adults, and in a few years had immensely improved both

the material and moral condition, and thereby augmented the

happiness, of all around him. The great changes he had brought

about in his district, educing order out of disorder, were striking

and the subject of frequent remark among those who knew the

miners of times gone by ; among the present mining population

his memory will long be preserved in love and reverence.

During his life he was anxious and ready to give a helping-

hand to any one whom he found deserving and yet struggling

against adverse circumstances, and many a young man will re-

collect with feelings of gratitude the kind good offices of Thomas

Sopwith.

It was in the year 1854 that Mr. Sopwith was unanimously

elected, as successor to Sir "W. C. Trevelyan, Bart., to the Presi-

dential chair of the Tyneside JN'aturalists' Field Club, having

been a member from its foundation. On resigning office at the

end of the year he read an interesting and instructive address,

which appears in Yol. III. of our Transactions. In it he shews

the comprehensive grasp of his mind, the extent, minuteness,

and accuracy of his knowledge, as well as the geniality of his

character. He was an excellent artist with his pencil, and en-

graved many of his sketches and plans on copper with facility.

He had a cultivated literary taste, and for sixty years kept a

diary, in form of a I^ote Book, in which he entered every incident

of his life that he thought worth recording. It extends to more
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than forty volumes 8vo, is written out in a small, beautiful hand,

and illustrated with numerous sketches, views, and plans of re-

markable places he had visited. The last entry was made on his

last birthday, a few days before his lamented decease.

He was a great traveller, having for many years during the

summer visited in succession nearly every country of Europe, as

well as Egypt and Palestine, with Mrs. Sopwith who survives

him.

His was a well stored, well regulated, methodical mind, of

the highest integrity, benevolent, social, full of kindly humour,

and teeming with racy and instructive anecdote. Eew persons

perhaps have made, and retained through a long life, so many

good friends as Mr. Thomas Sopwith. This Club has lost in him

one of its most talented members.

In noticing the loss of Mr. Sopwith, I little deemed that it

would fall also to my lot to chronicle in our Transactions the de-

mise of another, though differently distinguished member and

President of our Society, Sir Walter Calverley Trevelyan, Eart.,

of ^N'ettlecombe, in Somersetshire, and Wallington, in Northum-

berland.

On the 22nd of March last he seemed, it is said, to be in his

usual health ; in the evening, however, he became ill, and died

the following afternoon, at the advanced age of 82 years.

Sir Walter, who was the sixth Baronet, was born at New-

castle, March 31st^ 1797, was educated at Harrow and at Uni-

versity College, Oxford, where in 1820 he took the degree of

B.A., and two years later that of M.A., and in 1846 succeeded

to his father Sir John Trevelyan.

He was an enlightened, scientific, and liberal landlord, and

soon brought his land into a high state of cultivation. He had

at heart the welfare of his tenants^ and was always ready to con-

tribute largely, by his extensive knowledge and experience, to

the happiness and welfare of his friends, his neighbours, and the

people at large.

He devoted much time and attention, and with great success,

to the study of Botany and Geology, was a Fellow of the Lon-

don Geological Society, and was well versed in Antiquarian lore.
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He contributed papers to various learned societies, literary and

scientific, and took especial interest in the Society of Arts. He

assisted materially, by his local and antiquarian knowledge, in

the production of Hodgson's History of ^Northumberland. His

correspondence with learned men, both in England and abroad,

was considerable. The Museum and the Library at "Wallington

were, both of them, choice and extensive.

He was an ardent and consistent advocate of Temperance,

having been President of the United Kingdom Alliance and a

munificent contributor to its funds. He forbade the sale of in-

toxicating fluids on his estates, and set his face against the use

also of tobacco : these two, alcoholic liquors and tobacco, he con-

sidered injurious to the individual and to the public weal.

Sir "Walter was a Deputy Lieutenant of Somersetshire, and in

1850 was High Sheriff of IN'orthumberland.

He was twice married, but leaves no issue.

Sir "Walter was elected President of the ''Tyneside ISTaturalists'

Field Club in 1853, and delivered the Anniversary Address on

March 15th, 1854; this is to be found in Yolume IL, at page

325, of the Club's Transactions. Though short it contains much

scientific information and several useful suggestions. Sir Walter

was a learned, observant, and philanthropic man, and his loss

will be deeply felt in Northumberland, and especially at Walling-

ton, which was his favourite seat. .

On the long contested problem of the origin, not of Species,

but of living organisms, the latest published information comes,

I believe, from the Lectures of the Rev. W. H. Dallinger, in

June last, at the Eoyal Institution ; the same gentleman whom
we had the advantage of hearing in the Lecture Room of the

Literary and Philosophical Society in February, 1878.

''Mr. Dallinger showed that, by the aid of the most powerful

lenses, (including an object-glass with one-fiftieth of an inch

focal distance, though the most important part of his work was

done with a Powell and Lealand of one-thirty-fifth of an inch,)

he had been enabled to study the form, movements, and life his-

tory of a very minute creature of the Septic series of organisms,
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and thereby added one more to six previous instances which prove

that these lowest of all organisms arise, not in that which is not

living, but, like all other living things, in that which has been

vital.

'' A further instance was brought forward to point out diversity

and assist in generaKzation ; and from the whole the reverend

gentleman strongly maintained that even, among these apparently

structureless beings there was no caprice, their life-circles were

as regularly circumscribed as those of a butterfly or a wasp. In

short, the only forces seen in operation were those formulated in

the great Darwinian law of the Origin of Species.

'^ Mr. Dallinger further pointed out the importance of knowing

whether the spores or ova of the septic organisms could resist

heat more successfully than the adult forms ; for if they could,

the heat which destroyed the matured organism in a putrefactive

fluid would not necessarily prevent their re-appearance.

'^ The result of a large series of careful experiments proved that

the spore of the organism he had previously described could re-

sist a temperature of 250° Fahr. dry heat, and by the use of a

very delicate apparatus it was proved that the limit of endurance

of the spore m a fluid wd^^ 220° Fahr., and consequently it would

take 30° at least more heat to destroy the spores in the dry state

than in a heated fluid.

'^ With three other septic organisms there was found to be re-

spectively 38°, 32°, and 28° of difference between the two me-

thods of heating the germs.

'^ As the adult forms were destroyed by temperatures varying

from 140° to 142° Fahr. the destruction of the organism is not

that of its germs, and therefore to infer that the presence of an

organism in a fluid after its exposure to a heat known to be de-

structive to the adult is determined by '^ spontaneous generation"

is simply begging the question; and in a specific instance in

which Dr. Bastian had made such an inference, Mr. Dallinger

showed that the germs of the form in question had not been

destroyed by the heat used, and therefore it had naturally re-

appeared.
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'^rinally, the evidence of variation under change of environ-

ment in these new forms was demonstrated, and the conviction

was expressed that it is among these minute forms that the most

marked and manifest evidence of variation and the survival of

the fittest may be looked for."

—

Nature, June, 1878.

In conclusion, I am sure you will pardon me if I venture upon

mixing somewhat of a darker tint with the usual rose colour, in

order to keep that colouring which is necessary to the correct-

ness of a picture that has to be exhibited in an Anniversary Pre-

sidential Address.

The fact is, that we are somewhat falling off in our work.

This is matter of much regret, but may be accounted for partly

by the lamented death of several of our principal members, partly

by the idea that may be entertained by some of us that nearly all

our contemplated work has been completed, and partly by the

perhaps natural tendency of a body such as ours to allow the

social gradually to preponderate over the scientific. Our Eield

Meetings, delightful and healthful as they have been, have not,

this year at least, yielded a suificient crop of scientific results.

There appears to be a lack of young observers devoted to our

pursuits coming forward to fill the places of the distinguished

men who have been called away by death, and to whom ISTew-

castle owes the reputation, for Natural History pursuits which it

enjoys.

We have yet in our district a great deal of work before us.

Are there no new Fish, Mollusks, Crustaceans, or Insects to be

found ? Are the fossil Eauna and Flora exhausted ? Very little

has been done for the Infusoria, though microscopes now abound.

The Antiquities of Durham and ^Northumberland are not by any

means worked out. Local dialects, names of places and things,

together with Folk Lore, will amply repay investigation.

It may be pointed out to young N'aturalists that our best con-

tributors have begun by sending in only a paragraph, descriptive

of any new thing or occurrence, and that it is noi necessary that

we should always have long papers or dissertations. ''The

smallest contributions will be thankfully received." This method

of communication has been adopted in all Natui'alists Clubs.
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The caution to students of Botany and to collectors of plants,

for whatever purpose, to preserve, and to assist in preserving,

in their natural localities, the rarer plants of the district, and

to students of Ornithology, and others, interested in birds, to

abstain from shooting rare birds, cannot too often be repeated.

Lastly, to render our Yolumes of Transactions more useful and

available, we much want an Index to the whole.

And now I have arrived at the end of my, I fear, too long

address, of my year of office, and, I am sure, of your patience,

and I resign my post to a successor who will do more ample jus-

tice to your affairs than I can pretend to do.

Note A for Page 256. .

This statement that St. Cuthbert was elected Bishop of Hexham occurs also

hi the History of St. Cuthbert auctore anonymo, in Vol. 51 Surtees Society's

publications, containing Symeouis Dunelmensis Opera et Collectanea. In

Vol. I., at pp. 139, 140, we find, "Eodem tempore defunctus rex Oswegius

est, et regnavit pro eo filius ejus Egfridus. Quo regnante Theodorus archi-

episcopus Eboracensis et omnis populus communi consilio, et una concordia,

sanctum Cuthbertum fieri episcopum apud Helstaldesham acclamaverunt....

Tunc rex Ecgfridus et archiepiscopus Theodorus, et omnis popu-

lus, congregata synodo, communi consilio decreverunt, ut eum, vellet nollet,

de insula educerent et in episcopatu subrogarent. Quod et factum est."

Then follows the statement, "Eadem die Eata episcopus Lindisfarnensis,

et Sanctus Cuthbertus, communi consilio Ecgfridi regis, et archiepiscopi et

illorura septem episcoporum, et omnium majorum, sedes suas commutaverunt.

Sicque Eata apud Helstaldesham sedit ; sanctus vero Cuthbertus propter

priorem conversationem Lindisfarnensem cathedram obtinuit.'"

But in Appendix II., in Bi-evis relatio de Sancto Cuthberto, at page 224,

is given the following account of the Election in which Hexham or Helstal-

desham is not mentioned.

V.—HiC ELIGITUR IN EPISCOPUM.

"Anno Dominicse incarnationis sexcentesimo septuagesimo sexto, anno

regni Egfridi sexto, monachatus sui vicesimo sexto, intravit insulam Fame

vir Domini Cuthbertus, per novem annos mira auimi alacritate Domino mi-

litabat. Postea congregata synodo non parva sub prsesentia piissimi regis

Egfridi et beat^ memoriae Theodori, Cantuariensis archiepiscopi, in loco

qui dicitur Twiford juxta fluvium Alne, unanimo omnium consensu ad epi-

scopatum Lindisfarnensem ele^tus est. Qui, cum, multis legatariis pro se

missis et Uteris, uequaquam suo loco posset erui, rex prefatus, et Trumwine
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episcopus, cum plurimis religiosis et potentibus, veniunt, genu flectunt, et

per Dominum adjurant, laorymas fundunt, obsecrant, donee et ipsum laciy-

mis plenum ad synodum pertrahunt. Quo perveniens, licet plurimum reni-

tens, compellitur ab omnibus episcopali officio collum submitters."

Note Bfor page 257.

Symeonis Dunelmensis Opera et Collectanea, Vol. I., p. 143. Surt. Soc.

Mr. H. Hinde.

"Priusqiiam Scaldingi venirent in Anglicam terram dederunt Ceolwlfus

rex et episcopus Esred Sancto Cuthberto quatuor villas, scilicet Wudacestre,

et Hwitincham, et Eadwulfincham, et Ecgwulfincham, et ecclesias harum

villarum consecravit idem episcopus."

Note Cforj). 263.

Symeonis Dunelmensis Opera et Collectanea, Vol. I, p. 231. Surt. Soc.

Mr. H. Hinde.

"Non multum post hunc Egfridum successit in regnum Ceolfus filius

Cudwining, seque Sancto Cuthberto subdidit ; et dimisso regno cum uxore

pro amore Dei, se cum magno thesauro ad Lindisfarnense monasterium con-

tulit, barbam deposuit, coronam accepit, et Sancto Cuthberto villam dedit

nomine Werchewurde cum suis appenditiis."

The following ladies and gentlemen were elected members of

the Tyneside I^atuealists' Field Club during the year 1878-9 :

At the Anniyeesaey Meeting, 1878 :—Eev. T. ThorntoE.,

Shadforth Rectory; Messrs. Edward Milburn, Langley; James

Armstrong, Bardon Mill ; W. A. I'anson, Geo. Thompson, Henry

Eelton, Philip Truttman, Geo. Hutton, IN'ewcastle; Matthew

Stainton, Westoe ; Arch. Turner, Elaydon ; G. W. Bulman, W.
E. Bulman, Corbridge; Matthew Cay, South Shields; H. B.

Slee, Gateshead ; J. E. Marley, Hebburn ; Robert Bewick,

AVhalton ; William Stanger.

At the EiRST Field Meeting :—Messrs. Washington Bagshawe,

William Glendenning, Alfred Keifenheim, Edward Wilson, Wm.
Sanderson, Newcastle.
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At the Second Field Meetino:—Eev. Eeginald Yeld, Sun-

derland ; Mrs. W. Cochran Carr, Messrs. W. Cochran Carr, G. E.

Hedley, Cuthbert Harrison, John Buchanan, ISTewcastle ; Chas.

Jno. Drummond ; N^orth Shields.

At the Third Field Meeting :—Miss Laura Blumer, Sunder-

land; Mrs. Elizabeth Branford, Messrs. J. H. Walker, James

Eichard Fletcher, JN'ewcastle; E. Eoutledge, Eev. Wm. John-

son, Gateshead.

At the Special Meeting : Eichard Charlton, Matthew Theo.

Dixon, I^ewcastle; J. T. T. Eeed, Eyhope.

At the FouETH Field Meeting :—Messrs. B. J. Snell, Joseph

Jackson, N^at. Prov. Bank of England, ISTewcastle ; John Heath

Bald, Hebburn ; H. B. Hemming, Capt. Broadhurst, Gateshead.

At the FiEST Evening Meeting :—Mr. Thomas Eyton, New-

castle.

At the Second Evening Meeting:—Messrs. William Beer, H.

J. Sopwith, John Wood, E'ewcastle ; T. H. Davison, Tynemouth

;

W. H. Eenwick, Gateshead.

The Field Meetings for 1879 were arranged to be held as

follows :

—

Mat 16th Eavensworth.

June 2nd and 3ed Harbottle and Eothbury.

^''JuLY 7th and 8th Holy Island and Bamborough.

August 4th Wolsingham and Bedburn.

Septembee 5th Blanchland.

Octobee 3ed Marsden.

* It is intended to hokl a Special Field Meeting in July, for three days,

at Cornhill, Ford, and West Side of Cheviot.

The Treasurer's Eeport (see p. 283) was read and adopted.
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The following gentlemen were elected officers of the Club for

the year 1879-80:—

President.

Eev. Canon Tristram, F.R.S.

Vice-Peesidents.

Thomas Atthey, Esq.

John Hancock, Esq.

Kalph Carr Ellison, Esq.

Rev. J. E. Bigge, M.A.

D. Embleton, Esq., M.D.

Rev. Canon Tristram, E.R.S.

George "Wailes, Esq.

Rev. A. M. :N'orman, M.A.

Rev. J. C. Bruce, LL.D.

Rev. A. Bethune, M.A.

Robert Yint, Esq.

James Clephan, Esq.

E. J. J. Browell, Esq.

Rev. R. E. Wheeler, M.A.

Prof. G. S. Brady, M.D.

H. B. Brady, Esq., E.R.S.

Rev. J. E. Leefe, M.A.

Rev. G.R.Hall, M.A.,E.S.A.

G. H. Philipson, Esq., M.D.

Rev. R. E. Hooppell, LL.D.

Teeastjeee.

Robert Y. Green.

Richard Howse.

HoNOEAEY SeCEETAEIES.

I

Thomas Thompson.

J. W. Backhouse.

William Maling.

William Dinning.

John Glover.

D. 0. Drewett.

John Philipson.

Committee.

W. M. Wake.

T. T. Clarke.

John T. Thompson.

Emanuel Young.

Joseph Blacklock.

Rev. J. M. Hick.

J. S. Poster.

AUDITOES.

I

T. P. Barkas
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XYI.— Tynedale Escarpments; their Fre-glacial, Glacial, and

Fost-glacial Features. ByHugh Millek, F.G.S., Assoc. E.S.M.,

H.M. Geological Suryey.

TABLE OF COJTTENTS.

General Description.

Eelation of Features to Rock Struc-

ture.

Locality treated of.

Denudants.

Theories of Escarpment-formation.

1 Old Diluvial Theory.

2 Theory of Protrusion.

3 Marine Theory.

4 Theory of Glacial Excavation.

5 Theory of Formation of Out-

crop-terraces by Eivers.

6 Button's Theory of Origin by

Atmospheric Waste.

Adequacy of this agent.

Its forces

:

1 Frost.

2 Rain and Wind.

Illustrations in Tynedale of Atmos-

pheric Action.

Suitableness of Theory.

Development of Escarpments,

—

1 By Stream and Atmospheric

disintegration together.

2 By Atmospheric disintegra-

tion alone.

Tynedale Valleys,

—

1 Longitudinal.

2 TraDsverse.

The " Rig - and - Fur " of Escarp-

ments.

1 Relations of Waterflow to

Ridges.

2 Sandstone Escarpments.

3 Limestone Escarpments.

4 Shale.

5 The Whinsill.

Watershed Escarpments.

Escarpments near theValley-Terraces

Age of the Valley and Escarpment

-

system.

Effects of the Glacial Period upon

these Escarpments.

Post Glacial Atmospheric Action.

1 Waterfalls and Denes.

2 Crag-Talus.

3 Swallow holes.

4 Aerial Pot holes.

5 A theory of the incised Cups

and Channels.

6 "Snail Borings" in Lime-

stone.

Conclusion.

General Fescription.—The tourist, in tracing the course of the

Eoman "Wall westward, finds himself crossing, obliquely, the fork

between the JN'orth and South branches of the Tyne. A little west

of Sewingshields farm house he has reached the summit of a lofty

crag, a main headland of the basaltic ridge there selected by the

Romans for the line of their great military barrier. The '

' gods of

the mountains," he may say, had assuredly deserved the worship
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these ancients gave them. No configuration could have better

served their purpose than this cresting ridge. Always steep,

and often perfectly mural on its north side, facing the Cale-

donian enemy, on the south where the Eoman camps lie, it

declines in a long, easy slope. It was thus at once a favourable

camping ground and a splendid natural vantage ; and the cohorts

could often overlook their enemies in triumphant security almost

from their very dwellings. (See "Woodcut No. 1.)

The northern outlook from this ridge—drearily familiar in its

former aspect, doubtless, to Eoman soldiers,—is over a series of

huge billows, parallel with the main ridge, and with it disposed

as if rolling before a gale from the S.S.E. Each billow rises

evenly from a trough behind it, and on the further side can be

seen either curving smoothly forward, or raising itself higher aloft

and falling almost perpendicularly. Looked at sideways, these

ridges are stiffer and more rectilinear. So viewed, they less re-

semble billows than a series of different-sized wedges, each broad-

ening forward in a plane of some six to twelve degrees incline,

until its gradual rise is checked by an abrupt descent, at the foot

of which another sloping plane begins. The interspaces are

wedge-shaped like the elevations, and might serve as their

counterparts.

For another aspect of the scene we may choose some elevated

stand-point facing the broad ends of the ridges,—the crests of the

billows. In front of us now lies, as it were, a grand succession

of ramparts and earthworks, sometimes serried in nearly unbro-

ken ranks, sometimes breached by gaps or weathered into waved

outlines, and sometimes represented only by detached and insu-

lated embankments marking the decay of large intermediate

portions. Darkly rising in the back ground, like a frowning

battlement of which all in front are but outworks, is generally

to be seen the Great Whinsill,—the basaltic ridge crowned with

the Eoman Wall ; now ranging as if built upon a level basement,

and again rising to some commanding height trenched and ter-

raced in front. Its general appearance is one of grim impregna-

bility, but none the less it is marked by all the symptoms of

decay presented by the others; broken, gapped, occasionally
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weathered down almost as if razed to the ground ; and even when

standing erect in a sheer wall near a hundred feet high, skirted

by a sloping pile of its own ruin.

The features I attempt to describe are characteristic of the dis-

trict. Even when more obscure,—when unmarked by crags and

partly cloaked by superficial clays, these ridges and furrows,

when seen in a bird's eye view, often seem to run for distances

so nearly parallel and so regular as to look like the work of gi-

gantic ploughs—an enormous rig-and-fur, as a Scottish plough-

man might say. It is almost surprising that none of those

legends that elsewhere ascribe natural features to the freaks of

old-world giants or magicians, have here given Fionns or Erost

giants credit, for once, with business-like purpose and industry.

EoUowing the series fronting the Sewingshields Crag along its

E.lSr.E. trend we are carried down into the valley of the ]S"orth

Tyne, and in its slopes find our ridges, ere now become compara-

tively lumpish and ill-defined, modifying into obscure steps or

ledges, which descend with the southward dip of the strata to-

wards the bed of the river. Instead, however, of bordering the

valley, as do the almost horizontal rock beds of the Yorkshire

dales, with fine terraces, rising step beyond step like the vine-

clad terrace-work of the East, it here requires a practised eye to

trace out their lines; but at some points the successive steps

stand clearly enough defined.

Relation ofFeatures to Roch- Structure.—Every one who has had

occasion to connect the underlying geological features of a district

with the character of its scenery, is well aware that at least its

minor configuration is greatly dependent upon internal rock-

structure. Especially is this remarked by those who have

constructed sections representing the relations of beds of rock

to each other and to the surface. In the rudest attempts at

geological section drawing, as well as in the perfection of it

in the publications of the Geological Survey, it is to be con-

stantly remarked that the hard and comparatively indestructible

rock-masses rise into prominence above softer masses near
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them, the form of both being moulded more or less in confor-

mity with general characteristics of structure.

The ridges and furrows between the Tynes coincide with the

peculiarities of the framework of rock in a very marked degree.

That portion of the Lower Carboniferous series of the IN'orth

of England to which these strata belong, consists of beds of

sandstone, limestone, and shale, rocks greatly differing from one

another in coherency and durability. The sandstones, thickest

and most massive, are here always to be found in the loftier

crags and bolder swells ; the limestones, being thinner, are com-

monly subordinate elements in the projecting features ; and the

more yielding shales are to be found in the troughs and hollows

that throw the ridges into relief. ''It seems unnecessary," as

Phillips long ago remarked of similar features in Yorkshire, " to

offer any other explanation of the prominent and retiring parts

of the profile than that afforded by a consideration of the relative

resistances offered by the different rocks."*' All those notions

of vertically upheaving force, which the occasionally rugged and

broken appearance of crags seem at first sight to encourage, are

perforce abandoned on better examination. The uniform accli-

vities, where the heel may often strike upon the plane of the

rock, have simply been uncovered by the removal of less stable

beds, perhaps of shale, whose outcrop is now hid under the shel-

tering front of the crag overlooking them. They are the dip-

slopes,—bared planes of separation between beds. The short steep

faces in which they terminate are the scarps, the abrupt ending

of strata whose upward continuation has been by some means

cut away and removed. A feature thus composed of dip-slope

and scarp is called an escarpment.

Locality treated of.—The area with which this paper deals is re-

stricted to the space betwixt the JN'orth and South Tynes, and from

the former over towards the Wansbeck. The general E.JS'.E. line

of the Eoman Wall from near Greenhead, South Tyne, to where

it dips, beyond Carrowbrough, into I^orth Tyne, will sufiiciently

indicate the trend of the outcrops there. Through the greater

* Phillips' Geology of Yorkshire, Part II., p. 169.
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part of this distance the Great "Whinsill is the conspicuous carina

of a strip of ground marked off by a hollow from a rolling plateau

stretching to the north of it. Its neighbourhood about Sewing-

shields, where it rises upon the water-shed of the country, is

singularly free both from dislocations and from concealment by

drift. The finer escarpments are found within a line drawn

about three miles from its north side ; in a second parallel band,

about equally broad, ridges are more or less traceable under

drift, but the local names, E,igg, Edge, and Bank, have there

become less sharply characteristic, and are now associated with

others,—Eound Hill, Law, and the like. Beyond this second

strip the strata lose their steady dip E. of S., and begin to un-

dulate: escarpments and crags become more promiscuous,

—

less like a succession of Atlantic rollers than a chopping sea.

Shitlington Crag, near I^orth Tyne, displays in its arched form

a segment of one of the first of these undulations.

Woodcut No. 3.~Sewingshields Crag and adjacent escarpments as they appear from

near Bavington, twelve miles E.N.E. Those on the left are successive headlands of

the Whinsill.

In the region ^N'.E. of the IS'orth Tyne, the outcrops sweep

round into a much more northerly trend. "With some exceptions

they are more subdued than to the West ; but in the watershed

of the Wansbeck they rise proudly.

It scarcely need be said that the southward-dipping strata,

whose surface features these are, form part of an extended series

at first deposited in water. How subterranean forces raised them

into their present position and slope it is unnecessary to inquire,

but the original beds were without any doubt continued north-

ward, from where we now see them broken ofi, towards Scotland.

Professor Ramsay first drew attention to the significance of facts

of this kind in South Wales. In Woolhope, Herefordshire, for

instance, a small but easily-described area, the strata originally

rose in a form imperfectly resembling that of a cupola, bed arch-

ing within bed like the curving coats of one side of an onion,—

•

Silurian Limestones and Shales within, and Old Eed Sandstone
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above. But now the summit of the cupola is away; the outer

beds of Old Eed Sandstone and Upper Silurians end like books

laid sloping against an inverted bowl, and the scars of the outer

envelope stand four or five miles apart. The missing arches have

been planed; ojf, and according to a moderate computation of Prof.

E-amsay's, a thickness of three thousand five hundred feet has

been wholly removed. And this is a very small figure compared

with others to which his survey of South Wales led him.^'

Since Eamsay first gave his explanation of these facts the

world has become largely familiarized with it, but in order to

initiate a few words upon the general subject of denudation, let

us ask once more. How came these changes ?

Denudants.—Eain, frost, and rivers; waves and currents of

the sea, and glaciers ; have all at one time or another lent their

forces for the waste and destruction of what is now Britain. It

is of course quite impossible to define the precise part taken by

each in what has been accomplished, but although different geo-

logists have often their favourite denudants, no geologist denies

that they have all had their influence in geological ages even re-

cently by-gone.

Every thunderstorm or winter '' spate" gives loud proof in the

noisy discoloured torrents that pour towards the sea, of the activity

of streams. Eain obviously feeds them with water ; frost and rain

less obviously supply them with the solid discolouring materials.

Every drop is charged with earthy stuff, and even in the most pel-

lucid stream the chemist discovers an invisible burden in solution.

Taking first the earthy matter borne in mechanical suspension,

as distinguished from the substances chemically dissolved, the

materials lie to hand for an illustration of the amount by which

the British Isles are being denuded through the medium of this

kind of river action. It was early seen that as streams bear to

the sea all that is worn from the general surface of the land, the

aggregate amount of their burdens represents the total results of

surface denudation. This method was elaborated first by Dr.

* Between the Avon and the Mendip Hills, e.g., he estimated the denudation at nine

thousand feet—nearly a mile and three quarters.
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Croll, and then from better data by Professor Geikie, from whose

excellent memoir I slightly adapt the following.^'

It has been shown that the river Mississippi, whose drainage-

basin besides embracing a great extent of country, represents also

a variety of climate, brings to the sea annually an amount of

materials of which it is enough to say that they have been com-

puted as the equivalent of a compact block a square mile in extent,

and two hundred and sixty-eight feet high. Compared with some

others this great river seems to be a slow worker ; for while, at

this rate, it would spend six thousand years in lowering its basin

by one foot of solid rock equally distributed, the Po would take

only seven hundred and twenty-nine years, and our own IS'ith

only four thousand seven hundred and twenty-three years to lower

their basins by the same amount.f The mean height of the

British Isles being about six hundred and fifty feet, the wear and

tear represented by the Mississippi, if taking place equally in up-

lands and lowlands, which of course it could not do, would level

them with the sea in three millions nine hundred thousand years
;

the Po, actually, if the estimate is to be trusted, working more

than nine times quicker, would, under the same conditions, level

them in four hundred and seventy-three thousand eight hundred

and fifty years; and the Mth would accomplish the same in

somewhat over three millions of years.

Professor Geikie's data represent, as has been remarked, only

the mechanical action, not the chemical. I superadd an estimate of

the latter given by Mr. T. Mellard Eeade, F.G.S., in an elaborate

address as President of the Geological Society of Liverpool.

Mr. Eeade, founding mainly on the Sixth Eeport of the Eivers

Pollution Commission, calculates that an average of one hundred

and forty-three tons and a half of material is annually carried

away in solution from every square mile of England and Wales
;

representing a general lowering from chemical action alone of

* Trans. Geol. Soc. Glasgow, Vol. III. Also Jukes and Geikie's Manual of Geology,

Chap. XXV.

+ The estimates for these rivers are not to be placed at all on the same footing of re-

liability, however, with that of the Mississippi. That for the Nith is an estimate of soli,ds

deposited in the Solway, and therefore ignores the silt carried out to sea by its rapid

tides.
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one foot in twelve thousand nine hundred and seventy-eight

years, nearly half the rate at which the Mississippi erodes its basin

mechanically.^' It would probably be too much to suppose Scot-

land as undergoing as much chemical action relative to its size

as England, or, it may be added, Ireland, being much poorer

in calcareous rocks, but, taking this estimate of Mr. Eeade's

as applying to the whole British Isles, we should have the estimate

of three million nine hundred thousand years—the most reliable

and moderate of those just given for mechanical action— reduced to

rather less than two million six hundred and sixty-seven thousand

years as the time in which these Isles, if equally denuded at the

present rate, and not affected by elevatory forces, would exist

as tracts lying awash in the sea.f

In taking this method of representing the work of river-de-

nudation, geologists may seem to lay themselves open to the

charge of dealing with millions of years as if they were drops in

an ocean of time. But although we are certainly not justified

in drawing illimitably on past time, it is certain that ages long

enough to produce and reproduce these effects of denudation have

passed over the earth, and in dealing with a question of general

denudation, it seems the directest way to illustrate the compe-

tency of existing agents to bring about what the subject requires

me to postulate.

Special proofs of river action it is not necessary for me to give.

Let the reader only, like the poet,

Learn to wander

Adown some trottin' bum's meander,

and in the undermined banks and raw scars he will learn sum-

mer lessons that the heavy and turbid rush of the winter torrent

* It is pleasant to see how nearly coincident this estimate is with that made by Prof.

Prestwich for a restricted area— that of the Thames basin—in 1872. Solution, however

can scarcely be considered as actually lowering the surface of the country by the total

amount, as a proportion takes place underground. In limestone districts underground

action is perhaps in excess.

t One of Mr. Eeade's most interesting results, however, is the "curious way in which

the smallest percentages of solids in solution, such as are contained in water from the

granite and metamorphic rocks, rise in the aggregate, through the greater rainfall on

these, high lying, formations, to the total solids in solution from such specially soluble

rocks as constitute the Thames basin."
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will further illustrate and more deeply impress. There can be

no douht in any candid mind, that branching systems of valleys,

large and small, have in the main been carved out by such

agencies, directed, and possibly aided, by others.

I have taken rivers first as productive of effects hitherto more

successfully estimated than those of any other denudant. Let

me novr say a little about the sea,—a denuding force of vast im-

portance, though restricted to the borders of the land. Every sea-

girt cliff is the vertical scar that marks the work of a '' great

horizontal saw," of which, indeed, each billow may be said to be

a tooth.* This vertical scar is only, of course, the index to work

in progress ; the sawn surface, as well as the debris, is hid under

water. Where, however, receding tides bare a portion of it,

we often find an approximate flat, or as Eamsay has called it, a

''plain of marine denudation;" and, comparing this plain with the

tumbled outlines of the country above the cliff, it seems possible

to say that the sea is more of a planing tool than any other geo-

logical tool we know. Its importance, therefore, as probably the

explanation of such wide-spread denudation as the shorn summits

of ^Northumbrian escarpments testify, is evident. It is well

known that in parts of the East Coast of England the sea is saw-

ing its soft cliffs back at fi^om two to four yards in the year,

—

that within historic memory populous and fertile tracts have been

beaten down and submerged. We may take it as certain, that

if not interfered with by subterranean movements,—by elevations

or subsidences, the sea would convert Britain into a submerged

plain, and deposit its sediments over the scars of upturned strata.

The sea, maker of uneven plains,—of sawn surfaces, and river

systems, cutting them up, are the two great denuding agents of

wholesale change ; and it is unnecessary to go beyond them. In

the broad aspect, however, the latter is servant to the former.

'' All go unto one place"—the sea level ; and whatever may have

been the myriad forms of the land between elevation as a raised

plain of marine denudation and destruction to a plain again—the

latter is the ultimate stage.f If slicing therefore has been done

* Dr. James Geikie.

t On this subject the reader is referred to Professor Ramsay's fine book on the Phy-

sical Geology and Geography of Britain, pp. 341, 496, -5th Edition.
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on the summit of our Island it must have been slicing by the sea

;

and I now return to our proper question—How the present fea-

tures have been impressed on the outcrops of the strata. "Why do

the hard beds rise into scarped ridges, and the softer ones retire

into furrows ?

Theories ofJEscarpment-Formation.—Geology has comparatively

lately passed through what I may call her mythologic stage;

growing away from which it was inevitable that the true should

be accepted only after the false had been tried and found want-

ing. Hence it is that the answers to this question elsewhere

have been at once various, and, in many cases, crude. It will

serve as an historical resume and otherwise elucidate the subject

if we take up the several theories one by one, and try their vir-

tue upon these I^orthumberland escarpments. The first clearly

belongs to the mythological stage.

1 . Old Diluvial Theory.—The Scottish capital is picturesquely

broken and overlooked by grand masses of rock, long familiar as

''the phenomenon of Crag-and-Tail." These were once the centre

of such attention as escarpments received. '' All its steeper pre-

cipices present their iron fronts to the west, while towards the east

its slopes are prolonged and gentle. The Castle and Calton rocks,

the erect front of Salisbury Crags, the western flanks and dark

brow of Arthur Seat, the trap precipices that rise over Lochend,

the low trap precipices of Hawk Hill, all look to the west, as if

watching the advance from that quarter of an enemy who had

wasted them of old.""^^ The general opinion upon the Crag-and-

Tail at the end of last century was that the deluge, sweeping

eastwards, had torn away the softer rocks from around these

more durable masses, leaving them rent and craggy in front.

Long afterwards Sir James Hall, in an elaborate paper in support

of this view, pointed to the Crag-and-Tail, as well as to wide-

spread debris of Western origin, and to scores and scratches on

the rocks, in proof of some such tumultuous diluvial wave.f

* Crag-and-Tail is now-a-days a term restricted to the glacial phenomenon of a boss

of rock with glacial deposits preserved on its lee-side; which some of these are. Others

—

notably Salisbury Crags, are Escarpments.

t Trans. Royal Soc, Edinburgh, Vol. VII.
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The pebble in the rivulet, with its eddying hollow in front and

its little tail of sand sheltered behind, seemed to him the counter-

part of the '' ironfrented " rock, stemming the rush of waters

with a slope of strata and debris in its lea. Modern geology as-

cribes the debris and scored rocks to a deluge, not of water, but

of ice ; but it has been content, in points not a few, to confirm

Sir James' observations. It is interesting to note that it was at

Gilsland, not far from the Crag-and-Tail this paper deals with,

that an important point in his theory suggested itself to him.

Low in the valley of the South Tyne, he remarked an absence of

Crag-and-Tail, and having noticed the same elsewhere on the

west, he bethought himself of a ''back-draught" of water, that

failing in its easterly rush to reach the summit level of the country,

fell back by its own weight and smoothed away the scars its first

sweep had made.

When the fact of a glacial period had come into recognition, an

ocean-stream laden with icebergs, took for a time the place of the

mythical deluge-wave. That this view of the Crag-and-Tail of

Edinburgh still retains supporters I gather, somewhat doubtfully,

from Mr. Milne Home's " Estuary of the Eorth."^^ It is happily

not necessary to enter here into the question of icebergs verms

glaciers. Since the grounding and dragging of ice-floats in the

supposed circumstances could only abrade the protuberances that

might arrest them,—as Mr. Milne Home seems to recognise, the

current, not the ice, must be the scooping agent. The possibili-

ties of escarpment formation by the sea will be considered further

on.

2. Theory of Protrusion.]—Although between the Tynes the

nature of the outcrops,—regular almost as the sloping bars of a Ye-

netian blind, precludes any idea of vertical upheaval of the crags,

it must be admitted as possible that certain applications of sub-

terraneous force might cause one bed to advance or retreat upon

another, somewhat as the pieces of a telescope, with their ledge-

like profile, slide out or in. This theory was, so far as I know,

* The Estuary of the Forth and adjoining districts viewed geologically. 1871.

t This name will serve to designate for the nonce a theory, that so far as I am aware,

has not been distinguished by any. To be fully descriptive, it should be lengthened into

Theory of Protrusion or Withdrmcal
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first advanced by Scrope in 1825, as a probable explanation of

the escarpments ranged round the central area of the Weald in

South-East England ; and he proposed to call the resulting hol-

lows '' valleys of elevation and subsidence," or ''anticlinal

valleys."^' Abandoned by Scrope, for at least the "Wealden Es-

carpments, in a later edition of his "Volcanoes," Mr. Kinahan

in his recent book, "Eaults, Fractures, and Fissures," has again

brought it forth, and striven to apply it to them.f The IsTorthum-

brian escarpments also, Mr. Kinahan would perhaps say, have

been protruded or withdrawn one upon another. It might even

suggest itself that the Whinsill, the mid-rib of the escarpments,

may have been an agent in effecting protrusion. The latter idea

at least is not for a moment tenable. This intrusive Basalt has

been thrust along the planes of strata evidently under the pres-

sure of great overlying masses, possibly never even reaching the

surface at all. As for the other, it will be found that the shales,

along the line of which, and, as it were, lubricated by which,

the sliding of bed on bed is supposed to have taken place, give,

wherever visible, no signs of the crushing disturbance that must

needs accompany the process. The smallest faults effect recog-

nisable changes in these laminated shales, multiplying their joints

or mashing them up into clays. This theory, which runs counter

to the whole spirit of modern geology, is also for direct reasons

quite untenable.

3. Marine Theory.—So far back at least as the controversies of

Hutton with De Luc it has been asserted that channels may have

been left upon the earth by the sea. In his "Eivers of York-

shire," Phillips exjDlained both the dales and the scarped features

of that county mainly upon this theory. J In his later days,

though occasionally appearing almost overwhelmed by proofs of

present atmospheric action upon "bases of unequally resisting

materials," he still seems to have held to his early views.
||

Without giving any opinion upon the part the sea may have taken

in the excavation of valleys, whether at a time when currents

* Foster and Topley. Quart. Jour. Geol. Soc, Vol. XXIII., p. 460. t p. 201.

X Rivers, Mountains, and Sea Coasts of Yorltshire, 1855, p. 9.

II
Geology of Oxford and the Thames Valley, 1871 , p. 486
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may have played upon the submerged surface, or waves and cur-

rents rushed through narrows or beat on emerging shores, I

will apply this theory to the phenomena of the ^Northumbrian

escarpments. Standing upon a line of shore-like banks, here

advancing into rocky headlands, there retiring in sloped bays,

one is fain to call up an expanse of sea in front and a whiten-

ing surf at base. INo analogy, however, is apt to be so de-

lusive as the analogy that appeals strongly to the imagination.

The complete correspondence of these cliffs, if such they be, with

the lines of outcrop, curve and undulate as these may, is enough

to arouse strong suspicions of this plausible theory, even in its

more obvious aspect. Borrowing from James Geikie, I have

called the sea " Si great horizontal saw." Just as a hand-saw

cuts across the grain of wood at any angle that may be presented,

so the sea tends to ignore stratification, sawing along or across or

obliquely, just as comes. This improbability of constant corres-

pondence between sea- cliff and outcrop becomes simple impossi-

bility when not only repeated in every case, but accompanied by

frequent undulations of level. The sea rules the base of its cliffs

as straight as water-level can make them ; in headlands and bays

alike they conform at foot to horizontal lines. ^' On the indented

Western Coast of Norway the eye may trace, mile after mile, in

firth and on promontory, the bars that mark the old coast

lines, whose parallelism upheaval even for hundreds of feet has

scarcely impaired. Lines traced along the base of these JN'orthum-

brian escarpments, on the contrary, wind up and down continu-

ally ; no amount of ingenuity could ever conform them to lines

of water-level. The Woodcut (No. 2, p. 288) represents what

the eye might take for the shoreline of the chief of them—the

Whinsill. Its scale, in order to give the slopes as they are on

the ground, is necessarily a small one, the breadth of a tolerably

fine line representing nearly ten feet, and it is thus incapable

of shewing any but the largest curves ; but varying as these do

between one thousand and about five hundred and eighty feet

of elevation by gradual descents, there is enough to mark this

* The piling of beach is sometimes apt to interfere with the evenness at the bottom of

an old coast line of cliff. This will be remarked as the case at Marsden.
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escarpment as essentially differing from any possible coast-line.

And what is true of this midrib of the features is true of all

ribs collateral with it, down to ridges two steps high.^'

There is another difficulty that imagination must contend with

if it still clings to its surf-beaten shore lines. So closely serried

are their ranks, that water, hemmed in in many cases by rows of

complete break-waters, must lie almost as powerless as in a mill-

pond or canal.

f

Thus far the sea has been supposed as attacking the crags in

front. Could it not take them in flank? A slowly rising or

sinking coast, according to Phillips, might bring the ends of the

bars gradually within reach of the sea, which '' rushing in currents

and falling in breakers" might ''thoroughly explore" the rocky

texture. ''This view is based," he adds, "on the supposition,

which no one will now dispute, of the gradual and successive

uncovering of the land."! But alas for the shortsightedness of

the human mind. Professor Prestwich, Phillips' first successor

in the Oxford chair of Geology, gave a distinct opinion in his first

inaugural Lecture, that equable risings and fallings of the earth

are contrary at once to "dynamical necessity" and geological

fact.
II

An ill-fitting drawer, to use a simple illustration, jerks

as it is pushed home: energy gathers before each momentary

overcoming of resistance ; and thus, Prestwich argues, and others

have argued before, must the subterranean energies accumulate

and break out. I have alluded to the successive coast-lines above

the present sea-level of I^orway. I think no one could examine

certain of these without being perfectly satisfied that they re-

present a quiescent stage, during which the waves in some cases

* The Eev. O. Fisher seems first to have used this argument against the sea-cliff theory.

Quart. Jour. Geol. Soc, 1861. At that time he supposed outcrops to have been washed

bare by a rush of waters divided by sudden upheaval from the sea. This view he has

now withdrawn in favour of the ice plough, considered below. It is difficult to devise any-

thing new to illustrate the once vexed question of sea cliffs and escarpments. I have

since found that the method embodied in Fig. 2 has been already used by Professor Green

to illustrate escarpments near Sheffield. Geol. Mag., 1868, p. 40.

t This argument is Professor Eamsay's ; Physical Geology and Geography of Great

Britain, 2nd edition. We may also ask, with him: Why should the ridges be scarped

uniformly on one side, whatever the general slope of the ground ?

t Geology of the Thames Valley, p. 488.

ii
" Nature," Vol. XI., p, 316.

Y
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cut a ledge upon the rock, succeeded by more rapid movement,

when they had not even time to obliterate fine glacial scratches.*

This view, early taken by Darwin, in the case of step-formed ter-

races in South America, receives a measure of confirmation from the

old coast lines on our own shores, and is enough to make us chary

of any theory based on ^'gradual and successive uncovering of the

land." "We look, quite in vain, for coast-terraces, like broad con-

tour lines, intersecting the ridges as they descend from the water-

shed towards the valleys. The sea, moreover, has nowhere been

pointed to as carving out ridges that slope longwise down to its

shore : all the lines it engraves are more nearly parallel with its

margin. I need scarcely object further, that these ridges, if old

sea-work, should give signs of obliteration under the hand of time,

or that marine debris and shells might possibly be expected,

—

arguments not of much value. Lyell, with the fine candour for

which he was pre-eminent, frankly gave up this marine theory,

long held by him in explanation of the large double amphitheatre

of escarpments bordering the Weald. Even its most determined

upholder, Mr. Macintosh, who devotes a hundred pages of his

book on the Physical Features of England to this view, some of

them scarcely, I fear, exemplifying the " Scientific uses of the

Imagination," seems to have slackened in his support of it.f

In another more limited aspect I shall have occasion to revert

to marine action in the sequel. The claims of a geological agent

of such fundamental importance demand thorough consideration.

4. Theory of Glacial Uxcavation of Escarpments.—Among the

denuding forces of nature there isno perfect planing agent. Phillips

* I have in mind more especially the fine terrace beneath Stenbjerget, at Trondhjein.

t It is far from my intention to deny that inland sea-cliffs may and do exist, and that

some of the features described by Mr. Macintosh may be marine. It is enough, however,

greatly to impair the value of Mr. Macintosh's researches that he describes as marine

what, as was pointed out at the time by Scrope, seem to be merely the vestiges of former

culture. Such "culture terraces" are not infrequent in North Tynedale, and have been

fully described in a former volume of these Transactions by my friend the Rev. G. E.

Hall, F.S.A. A conclusive summary of the differences between Sea-Cliffs and Escarp-

ments has been given in parallel columns by Mr. Whitaker (Geol. Mag., 1867), whose

half-amazed exclamation, "What can be more different than these two?" well deserved,

when one or two inaccuracies of statement were corrected, to be "the conclusion of the

whole matter."
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has said of the sea that ''upon a basis of unequally-resisting

materials" it must work unequally. But this is true in a much

greater degree of every other tool employed in earth-sculpture.

It might be expected, then, that when the edges, so to speak,

of the various natural tools were being examined as possibly ori-

ginative of the features of the '' Crag-and-Tail, " the glacial tool,

once so extensively used among the rocks of all Northern Britain,

should not have been forgotten. In 1866 the Eev. 0. Fisher

advocated glaciers as probably connected with the baring of hard

rock-ridges into scarped forms. "^^ More recently also, Mr. Good-

child, of the Geological Survey, has contended for a similar

origin for the limestone terraces of the Yorkshire dales.f Feeling

convinced, from previous examination, of the identity of these

terraces with the less pronounced ones of N'orth Tyne, and

through them with the outlying escarpments, which graduate

into the valley, I endeavoured to test Mr. Goodchild's argu-

ments. These observations formed the nucleus of this paper.J

Between the Tynes a glacial sheet over-rode the watershed of

the country from the westward, moving nearly parallel with the

ridges. Here if anywhere, therefore, it might have ploughed

out the furrows. "Was it in truth, then, the great ice-plough of

the frost-giant that left this gigantic '
' rig-and-fur ?" I have

no hesitation in replying in the negative. To carry out the

analogy of a plough the ice must at least never have driven per-

sistently against the face of the furrows. Yet only a few miles

eastward, in the N^orth Tyne valley, such was its direction, and

must have been so, guided by the valley, during a great part of

the period. Crags like the remarkable headland above Barras-

ford must have largely borne the brunt of its force ; which must

have tended, if glacialists such as Dr. James Geikie and Profes-

sor Green are accepted as judges, to plane them down. This view

is supported by sufficiently clear proofs of the pre-glacial origin

of the escarpments. The occurrence in the ridges of narrow

* Geol. Mag., 1866, p. 483. t Geol. Mag., 1875, p. 323,

% Geol. Mag., 1876, p. 23. Mr. Goodchild's papers were professedly intended to "evolve

criticism," but I may say that neither to me, nor to two criticisms subsequently published

by my colleagues, Messrs. Gunn and Dakyns (Geol. Mag., 1876, p. 97, and 1877, p. 17)

has there been any rejoinder.
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stream-cut notches filled with boulder clay, and the relations of

the drainage, which dates from an earlier period, seem to me

to point unequivocally in this direction."^*

5. Formation of Outcrop Terraces hj Rivers.—Attempts have

been made to trace the flights of limestone terraces that border the

Yorkshire dales to the immediate action of their rivers. This

view, however, is rendered quite untenable when the terraces are

found continuous with far-stretching series of ridges. It is of the

essential nature of ridges to become step-like or terrasse when

disposed in a common slope, and it is manifest that rivers cannot

possibly have themselves originated features that range, not only

alongside dales, but over heights and even water-sheds. Among
the Tynedale streamlets, one may certainly notice a tendency to

cut underneath the more solid beds, here and there along softer

planes, leaving faint local indications of terraces ; or more often

little crescent-shaped recesses, like the dent of a heel on the bank,

prettily overhung by trees and mantled by greenery. Such,

—

very different from the ''steps and stairs" we now find,—may

have been the beginnings of dale-terraces : but in valleys whose

far-withdrawing sides have overlooked the river in ages much

anterior to the glacial period this origin is a very remote ante-

cedent indeed. The valleys must have been widened otherwise

than by the river. What has widened them ?

6. Theory of Origin hy Atmospheric Waste.—At the end of last

century, Hutton, the Father of Physical Geology, wrote some

remarkable words about the Edinburgh Crag-and-Tail. ''The

isolated Crag and Tail of Edinburgh," he said, "hold their par-

ticular form from the joint operation of two different causes; one

is the extent and casual shape of the . . . mass ; the other is the

degradation of that mass, which is wasted by the influences of

the atmosphere, though wasted slower than the strata in which

it is involved."! Here we have the enunciation, clear and for-

cible, of a belief that purely atmospheric waste is able to lower

the whole face of a country just as it decays and crumbles away

* See postea, p. 316.

f Theory of the Earth, Vol. II., p. 417.

y
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the handiwork of man. The more durable beds, Hutton asserts,

will stand out from surrounding softer strata in shapes natural to

their structure ; much as a hard pebble stands out from the wast-

ing stone and lime of a timeworn edifice. ISTor does the title of

Hutton as the originator of the Atmospheric Theory of Escarp-

ments rest on a single sentence. ^' Upon the principles of decay,"

he says, "a, horizontal bed of rock forms a table mountain; ....

an inclined rock of this kind forms a mountain sloping on the

one side and having a precipice on the upper part of the other

side, with a slope of fallen earth at the bottom."

Though little embellished by graces of style, this enunciation

is most distinct and precise. It is a notable instance of the pow-

erful sagacity that freed Hutton from what may be termed the

geological superstitions of his age ; and it is sufficiently curious

that while he is universally honoured as one of the Fathers of Geo-

logy, modern geologists should consider this theory as their own.

In repudiating the Diluvial theory, long afterwards the favour-

ite one, Hutton was followed by his illustrator, Playfair, who,

in language at once masculine and elegant, controverted the no-

tion that any possible torrent could remove at a sweep ''bodies

of strata three hundred or four hundred feet, nay, even eight

hundred or a thousand feet in thickness." On the dipping side,

he said, these strata have the support of the neighbouring

rock; at their broken edges of outcrop they lack it; and ''be-

come a prey, therefore, more easily to the common causes of ero-

sion and waste on the upper side than on the lower. "^'

Adepiacy of this Agent.—There can be no doubt about the ade-

quacy of the wasting "influences of the atmosphere" to bring

about the required results upon a miniature scale. A model, with

sloping layers of wood and clay brought up to one level, would

soon be carved into a series of ruts and ridges by the elements.

But when the layers are many feet in thickness the ratio between

cause and effect seems altered. Let us give some consideration,

however, to the agents standing in the relation of cause. Two
factors are required: one, to loosen or disintegrate the rock

Illustrations of the Huttonian Theory, p. 403,
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constituents ; the other to move them when loose to the nearest

stream. Such factors are Frost and Rain:

1. Frost.—Eeing the servant of larger forces, frost was not

named in our general review of denudants. "When showers of

rain have saturated rocks, soaking into their pores, and filling

their cracks and joints, a sudden change of temperature often

comes to seal the moisture up into ice. The expansion that accom-

panies the process of freezing takes place with prodigious force.

A very small wine-glassful of water tightly plugged into a hottle

of cast-iron half an inch thick is enough to burst it ; and in like

manner each frost that may be seen ornamenting the face of some

of these crags with glistening points and little colonnades, has set

agoing within it a vast amount of disparting energy, expended

both in sundering en masse and in separating grain from grain.

And what so affects harder rocks does not fail to swell up and

loosen the softer, as is familiar upon a roadway after a thaw.

Yegetation is an important assistant to frost by lodging moisture

and keeping it in contact with surfaces of rock.

2. Rain and Wind.—When pulverized or loosened the mate-

rials are ready for transport by Rain. Every drop of a heavy

shower that beats on the soil of a hill side shifts a few particles

one little stage downhill. It was the advice of one well fitted to

be an adviser on such subjects, that ''if your neighbour's land

lies below you on a steep hill side, unless you wish to make

him a present of your soil, pound it back on to your own land

by a fence, and when it accumulates against your own fence cart

it uphill again." "^^ But though the travelling of loose soil is

familiar to all culturers of hilly ground, it is impossible to mea-

sure the ''portage" actually accomplished in this way. Streams,

as being the first visible index to the transporting processes, are

apt to get an amount of credit not justly their due. Yet no one

has contradicted, so far as I know, the assertion of the late Col.

Greenwood, than whom there could be no more diligent student

of "Rain and Rivers," that "in comparison to the broad waste

from the wash of rain, the waste by the direct action of rivers

* Col. Greenwood's Treelifter, 2nd Edition, 1853.
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may be reckoned as notliing."^' By rain, as distingnished from

rivers, however, mnst be beld to be included in this aspect those

invisible trickling runnels that form the capillaries of the sys-

tem of water-circulation ; and true as Col. Greenwood's dictum

may, in a measure, be of mechanical waste, it is much more ap-

plicable to chemical. It is while quietly wetting rocks and lying

hid among vegetation that water mainly applies the carbonic acid

which it sucks from the air and from decaying plants, to the de-
,

composition of their carbonates and silicates.

To the general rule that work so unobtrusive as that accomp-

lished by rain is measured only by general results there is a

remarkable exception—familiar enough, perhaps, but worth re-

calling. On the slope of a bank of clay little semi-detached

pillars may sometimes be noticed, each capped by a pebble, which

by warding off the rain from the clay beneath it, has preserved

a tiny monument of the rain-wash around. In valleys of the

Tyrol, in this manner, forests of large columns of indurated clay,

each capped by its protecting stone, some as much as a hundred

feet high, have slowly become developed ; the rainfall of every

few years working noticeable changes among them.f I observed

lately, in some excavations, a number of detached pillars of

clay left standing by the quarrymen, and inquired the reason.

^^ These," I was answered, ''mark piecework." The Tyrol

earth-pillars mark, in a very imperfect degree, geological piece-

work; and Rain was the quarrier; but very seldom is there any

measure for its work. The great breadth of many of our own

valleys is in large part the result of the imperceptible action

of these silent forces.

To rain, as an assistant, may be added Wind, ^o one who

has heard blasts hurtling among the rifts of a crag should over-

look wind as a co-operator with rain in bearing away loosened

particles of rock. Whilst climbing the steep sides of one of the

grand natural pyramids of North -West Scotland—Coulmore,

Assynt, I was assured by an intelligent shepherd that he had

seen a slab of rock of more than a hundredweight lifted up bodily

by a sudden gust ; and having had personal experience only a

* Op. Cit., p. 189. t Lyell's Principles of Geology, 12th Ed., Vol. I., p. 329.
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few hours before of the dangerous violence of winds at such

heights, I was inclined to give some credit to the statement.

On the summit of this Assynt mountain the Cambrian sandstone

weathers into shreds that hang about its blocks like rags ; and to

mark these congeries of grains shivering to the wind is to under-

stand by visible demonstration what must unperceivedly bear

away many a grain of the harder sandstones of ^Northumbrian

crags, and has in fact formed a covering of sand around some of

them.

Illustrations of Atmospheric Action in Tynedale.—Such being

an outline of the action of the wasting 'influences of the atmos-

phere," one or two illustrations may be given of their actual effects

upon rocks. Take first their effects in severing en masse.

In following, upwards, the course of a Tynedale streamlet, one

can seldom go very far without finding the banks drawing toge-

ther and becoming more and more precipitous, until the gorge, as

narrow, and almost as steep-sided as a high-walled roadway, and

all cumbered with fallen blocks, is barred by a waterfall. It is

the well known tendency of waterfalls to cut back along the line

of the stream course, so as to place themselves at the end of a

steeply walled gorge of this kind. The walls at the lower end

have stood facing each other since the waterfall cut away the

rock from between them, and standing, as they often do, well

above the running water, which in cases relevant to our purpose

must shoot straight out with the incline, they are left to the

attacks of frost and rain. Here, then,—as pointed out by my
colleague Mr. Goodchild—we have a gauge to measure, rela-

tively, the capacity of purely atmospheric forces for cutting back

scarped walls of rock. By how much in a given case has each

wall receded since left by the waterfall, and what is the ratio be-

tween its recession and that of the fall ?'^*

A gorge or dene in the Dinley Burn, near Birtley, supplies

sufficient answer for the purposes of an illustration (Woodcut

IS'o. 4). The full width in fi^ont of the waterfall, which was at

first formed by a sandstone about ten feet thick and some twenty

* Geol. Mag., 1875, p. 325.
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feet of shale below it, is fifty-six feet.

A hundred and ninety feet further

down stream, the gorge's width has

increased to ninety-two feet. Its

walls thus stand thirty-six feet fur-

ther apart, so that while the water-

fall, employing its more powerful

tools of erosion, has been cutting

back a hundred and ninety feet, the

quiet action of the atmosphere has

removed eighteen feet of sandstone

from each side. This is a considera-

ble ratio, nearly one-tenth. A much

smaller ratio to the erosion that has

dug out our valley systems should be

Woodcut No, 4.— Diagram of capable of Working large effects upon
gorge in Dinley Burn, shewing en- j_t i • t i p j. 4^

^ ^ \ '

.. . the heights of a country.*
largement by atmospheric dismte- "^

gration. The fate of masses severed from

the parent rock naturally is to moulder away grain by grain,

A lesson of gradual waste may be learnt from a monolith standing

in the grounds of Swinburn Castle. This stone, a shaft about

eleven feet high, is a portion of a stratum of compact, fine-

grained sandstone stripped from its outcrop and raised endlong.

In its original position it would be exposed along one of its flatter

sides, but since its erection waste has attacked its summit, and

its point now resembles an Alpine peak in miniature. It is

sharp and attenuated atop, and rugged flutings descend upon its

sides, their direction determined by the slant of the stone.

* When the above was first written this instance was supplemented by two others

taken from the Upper and Middle Falls of the well-known Hai-eshaw Linn, near Belling-

ham. I have since then remarked sufficient curvature in these gorges to make the stream

probably scoop out one side. In a case adduced by Mr. Goodchild (loc. cit.) the ratio is

only as forty to one and a half, i.e., only one-twenty-seventh. This he states to be an

"extreme case," but, in view of the immense effects produced by stream action, even

this is significant. It must be remembered that the stream not only attacks with better

applied force than the atmosphere, but in many cases has less and less to do as the fall

recedes. Thus, in the Dinley Burn, instead of having eight or ten feet of sandstone to cut

back through, as at first, the trenching of the stream above the fall has left only about

two.
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Woodcut No. 5.—Transverse section of Druid stone, near Swinburne Castle, at about

oue and a half feet from the summit. The dotted lines indicate the original outline, al-

lowing nothing for disintegration of outer points, Scale one inch to one foot.

"Woodcut Wo. 5 represents a section of this stone about eighteen

inches from the summit, and shews the deep ruts made in the

original quadrate form indicated for us lower down. The modus

operandi which waste has taken will be described in another

page. For the meantime, disintegration grain by grain, is suffi-

ciently signallized by its effects within the human period upon

this scarred "Druid" stone.

SuitaUeness of the Atmospheric Theory.— If, then, the wasting

influences of the atmosphere are not inadequate to the develop-

ing of hard ribs of rock into escarpments, when time upon a geo-

logical scale is allowed, it is obvious that none of the objections

found to weigh so heavily against the theories passed in review,

have any prejudicial bearing on the atmospheric one. Shed

broad-cast over the surface, these influences tend to pick out a

configuration solely determined by the nature of the materials

and the facilities for transport.

Development of the Theory.—As late as 1861 the Crag-and-Tail

of Edinburgh was referred by an accomplished geologist "to

some process not easily explained."* The late Beete Jukes,

among the later school of geologists, seems to have first ex-

pressed, in the following year, the principles of the philosophical

view so long before taken by Hutton and Playfair.t In 1863 and

1864 Professor Eamsay gave a remarkable digest of observations

* Prof. Geikie. Geol. of Edinburgh. Mem. Geol. Surv., p. 127. Greenwood, in 1853,

had verged very closely upon the atmospheric theory in his "Ti'eelifter," p. 187.

t Quart. Jour. Geol. Soc, Vol. XVIII.
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upon the Weald, which contains within a few lines the essential

pith and marrow of the argument.*' Messrs. Foster and Topley,

in 1866, contributed a comprehensive memoir on the same region

to the Geological Society. f The controversy that ensued need

not be followed. If it did not establish the atmospheric theory

in all cases, or to the satisfaction of all minds, it at least demon-

strated atmospheric waste to be equal to its task. Escarpment

districts may have been rough hewn by other forces, like the

marble that is first blocked into a form directly related to the

sculpture ultimately produced; but few now really deny that

atmospheric influences have modified the ground to a figure

whose lines, at earlier times, lay hid within the solid. The con-

troversy perhaps culminated with the production of Mr. Whita-

ker's conclusive paper on the Chalk and Tertiary Escarpments,

which presents the arguments in a form wholly unanswerable

by advocates of the marine hypothesis. J

I must not pass to a consideration of the phenomena of the

Escarpments I describe without recognising my obligations to

the above-named authorities, and others elsewhere referred to,

which are so great that references very inadequately represent

them. Prof. Eamsay's teachings, especially, I have so long and

so completely assimilated that it were scarcely more impossible to

distinguish one by one the elements that lay the foundations of

a constitution.

of Escarpments.—I have remarked that if a model

constructed of sloping layers of wood and clay were exposed to

rain, the clay would sink into grooves. But to induce erosion it

must be provided that the water be able to run ofi. In like

manner in Nature, the better the provision for free flow the

more rapid and powerful the resulting action.

Suppose the elevated ground between two large rivers to be

represented by the space between the upright lines of the letter

* Physical Geology and Geography of Great Britain, 2nd Edition.

t Quart. Joiir. Geol. Soc, Vol. XXIII.

tGeol.Mag., Vol.IV., 1867.
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H, or if the rivers are, like the jS'orth and South Tyne, conver-

gent, the letter A ; and let the single cross bar of the letter re-

present many bars of hard rock alternating with soft. Any

grooves that may be formed between the bars will then descend

in each direction on a valley ; each bar will form an arch, with

its watershed for summit, and the valley-slopes, in part, for

sides. JS'ow as long as the seaward slope of the river beds occa-

sions a vigorously deepening flow in them, the convexity of the

arch will be maintained, in spite of the attempts of atmospheric

waste to flatten its summit. The flow and eroding power of

water in the grooves will thus be provided for, and ready trans-

port for the materials disintegrated in the flattening process will

be always at hand. As in the model where free flow is arranged

for, the hard bars will stand the best chance of being sculptured

into relief.

1. Development hy Streams and Atmospheric Disintegration to-

gether.—Let us trace the details of this development. Suppose

the rivers represented by the limbs of the A or H to have just

begun to flow, guided by hollows appreciable to the unerring se-

lection of water. Eain falls on the higher ground between, and

descends upon them. Streams of a hundred different sizes flow

among the obscure bars, some along, some probably fewer across,

at various angles.

Woodcut No. 6.—Diagrammatic section of Sandstones and Shales illustrating the deve-

lopment of Escarpments and Terraces by streams. A, B, C, D, E, transverse section of

different-sized channels on the original surface. Successive stages of excavation are in-

dicated by dotted lines, and light and dark shading.

Suppose the case of five different-sized streams flowing side by

side along the bars. Woodcut ]^o. 6 is supposed to be a section

across outcrops of hard sandstone and soft shale near and paral-

lel to one of the river channels represented by the limbs of the

capital letters, which I shall begin to call longitudinal valleys in
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contradistinction to the transverse streamsr^ Let a stream, A, be

supposed to find its way along a homogeneous shale, in which

deepening proceeds straight downward. A channel, V-shaped

from the action of the elements upon the yielding sides, will

soon result. It is shewn by dotted lines. On reaching the

underlying sandstone the stream flows along a junction of softer

with harder beds. The sandstone resists while the shale yields.

Deepening proceeds obliquely, and by the shifting of the apex

of the Y sideways the section becomes unsymmetrical. The

process is now an undermining one. Overlying beds lose their

support and give way, and the scar, always travelling to the

left, a a' a", becomes in time crowned by a sandstone.

If the stream flow, in the first place, along a sandstone, as at

B, the result is ultimately the same. The sandstone is first

trenched through into a gorge with upright walls, (hard rock

retaining its steepness,) and the stream on reaching shale pro-

ceeds as before. The shales thus tend to become in the long

run the conducting lines, and with the co-operation of atmos-

pheric waste, which attacks, among the rest, any outlying masses

such as o ', the long-drawn hollows are flanked by sandstone

ridges, and a ^^ rig-and-fur''^ of escarpments is produced. I^or

must this be supposed mere theory. "Wherever streams run

along the strike of variously-bedded rocks of tolerably regular

dip, their channels tend to consist of a scarp and a dipslope.

Further steps of development commensurate with the continued

deepening of the adjoining valley remain to be traced. Pour of

our streamlets. A, C, D, E, are of different sizes, and must carry

on their work of uncovering dipslopes and making scarps at dif-

ferent rates. An advanced stage in the process of escarpment-

making is shewn by the inner shading in the diagram. A, being

the most powerful, has worked so rapidly as to overtake C, which

it has obliterated ; converting its at first distinct channel into a

mere rain-washed ledge or terrace on its own bank. The stream

D was feebler than C, but its position favouring it more, both its

channel and escarpment remain as yet distinct. E, little more

* These terms, if I remember right, are Jukes'. Tliey are now terms of common ac-

ceptance.
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than a runlet, has been equal to the task of keeping the beds to

the left of it well scarped, and as the sandstone is set off by a

thick shale beneath it, and cleared above into a long dipslope by

A, this escarpment is now the most imposing of the series. Yet

its sandstone is not the thickest, and it will be noted that the

thinnest sandstone of the group, that underneath B, has formed

a distinct platform, compared with the ledge to which circum-

stances have limited the massive bed further to the right.

In these advanced stages of devolpment it is important to gain

a correct idea of the changes to be noticed in passing from the

mouth to the source of a large transverse stream. The diagram

will give an idea of this if all the gradations of the four streams,

A, C, D, E, are traced in succession. At first we note the escarp-

ments gathered up into terraces in the bank, but as we rise with

the lessening stream their dipslopes lengthen, they open out, and

take the escarpmental form.

2. Development hy Atmospheric Disintegration alone,—If we

keep strictly to the diagram, however, we ought, in thus ascending,

to reach the initial stage of the runlet E, where no escarpment

exists at all. But here will come in the influence of atmospheric

waste pure and simple, to which, in the nature of the case, we

are now restricted. It is obvious that in the advanced stages at

which the ridges in the lower ground tend to become terraces,

increasingly liable, as is evident from the development of the

channel A, to entire obscuration, we may expect to find upon

the watersheds escarpments of the completest type. Erosts and

rains have been quietly working there for a greatly prolonged

period, and if they have power to chisel out the structure, es-

carpments must be the inevitable result.

Ere this stage can be attained, however, the longitudinal valley

may be expected to possess the characteristics of great age. In

following out such parallelism as may exist between the escarp-

mental development as we actually find it and the foregoing hy-

pothetical case, it is well first to look at the valleys.

Tynedale Valleys. 1. Longitudinal.—The vales of Korth and

South Tyne are both, in the main, greatly widened, although not
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of equal width throughout. Look along North Tynedale from

the high ground between "Wark and Bellingham, and it appears a

broad and gently concave basin, as shallow in proportion to its

width, you might say, as the hollowed half of an oyster shell, or

even more so. Such valleys are evidently very far removed from

the deep, steep-sided trenches which rivers cut for themselves

when travelling through rainless districts, as is well known in the

case of the narrow profound canons of the Colorado, which some-

times exceed a mih in sheer depth. Eains and frosts have evidently

been long at work upon these far-withdrawing slopes. Tynedale

has in truth reached an advanced stage of excavation ; in com-

mon with all our large valley-systems it is greatly older than

the glacial period. ^' It may be safely said," writes Prof. Eam-

say, ''that before the glacial period the river-systems of Britain

were very much the same as now."* So deeply excavated is it

into the body of the country, belonging, indeed, to a physical

order of things when Britain stood higher out of the sea, that

were the whole valley cleared from the glacial drifts that thickly

line its bottom, an arm of the sea would extend far inland ; how

near to Hexham Bridge I will not venture to say ; and in the

greater part of the valley above it, the river, which now flows off

and on its old channel, would run at a considerably lower level.f

The same great breadth which I have remarked upon, is seen

in its main tributaries ; and seems in them altogether dispropor-

tionate to their length. The Erring Yalley, entering North Tyne,

actually shews for its four miles of length (for above Hallington

its stream is nothing) one and a half of breadth. | Erring and

Houxty Burns, in North Tyne ; Allendale and the vale towards

Gilsland,—used in part by the Tipalt, in South Tyne ; are exam-

ples of this surprising breadth.

Such are the main valleys, the great highways of transport for

* Physical Geol. and Geog. of Gt. Britain, 5th Edition, p. 530.

t Prof. Ramsay in the volume just referred to alludes to the Tyne as " this preglacial

river," and quotes a description of a lower reach of its old course. All the places I know,

from Falstone downwards, where the river runs on roek, are points at which it has failed

to recover this ancient channel.

% It is worth remarking that this valley does not contain within it, so far as can be

seen, a single sandstone massive enough to build with.
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the materials denuded within the river-basin. It would be im-

possible to decide, from their mere breadth, which represent the

longitudinal limbs of the H or A, and which are the main trans-

verse entrances upon them. But what is the relation of the out-

crops represented by the cross-bar ?

2. Transverse Valleys.—In the lower third of JS'orth Tynedale

the outcrops stretch* across the valley in the form of a bent bow

pointing down the river. It would be difficult to find a better

illustration of longitudinal and transverse than is here supplied.

Observe first the condition of the outcrops in crossing the valley.

From a good vantage point, such as the great bank south of

ChoUerton, the valley seems divided into compartments by broad

bars pointing across from each side. In such a view the eye is

misled as to details, but it is guided aright to the great fact that

the denudation which carved out the valley-system, in leaving

these spit-like ridges, has worked along the lines of the internal

structure. In reality they are never quite vis-a-vis ; the safest

generalization to make is that they represent only the high

grounds between wide-mouthed transverse tributaries, but they

combine to give the valley the general aspect, as intelligent eyes

have not failed to remark, of a succession of lake-basins strung

upon a long winding hollow.

Following one of these broad ridges away from the valley it

continues to be clearly manifested that the results of denudation

have more or less opened out the lines of structure. The ridge

is at once recognised as compounded of many various outcrops,

which, as the streams lessen, and the transverse valley becomes

lost in the rolling plateau within, become more individualized,

each after its kind, and here and there rise in scars and crags.

At length the watershed is reached, and so far from the ridges

having disappeared, they generally crest it boldly; as notably

happens about Sewingshields, on the west, and in the grand

crags about the source of the Wansbeck.

The ridges pass over beyond Sewingshields in a direction verg-

ing towards parallelism with the lower half of the South Tyne,

* The geological term strike applied to the general direction of outcrops is just this

word in another form. German streichen.
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which is therefore much less representative of a longitudinal river

than its more important turn. The analogy of the A fails here.

Close to the fork, however, on the north side of that curious sen-

tinel hill between the two, the Warden Hill, there arches over

from one to the other, almost like the bar of the A, a series of

escarpments, which present a tolerable epitome of some charac-

teristic facts elsewhere spread over miles. Stand on the north-

west side of the hill, and look along the furrowed hollow below.

Towards the higher ground on the left,—the summit of the

arching cross-bars,—the single ridges stand out comparatively

broad, distinct, and high ; but as the eye follows them down to-

wards the ]^orth Tyne they gradually thin and lower, until they

seem to sheathe themselves in the earth. In this bolder water-

shed-configaration of the individual beds, clearly seen in profile

from Chollerford Bridge, and this tapering and massing together

of them in descending, we have what is repeated again and again

in the watersheds of the district.

In this region of England we thus have two extremes of Es-

carpmental Development—the simple ridge and the compound

;

just as in the theoretical instance of a former page. In fol-

lowing the subject out further I will take the extremes last;

and consider now several points about the system of ^'Rig-and-

Eur" which stretches between them.*^'

ThQ Rig-and-Fur of I]scarp7nents. 1. Relation of the Water-

floiv to the Ridges.—It will be readily seen to be an important

question bearing on the origin of the ridges—Did the waterflow

choose its lines guided by the main gradients of the ground, or

did it find furrows ready-made to coerce it along them ? The

question may be answered by taking into hand an ordnance map

of the classic region of the Eoman Wall between the I^orth and

South Tyne. The eye is at once struck by the number of streams

flowing E.K.E. or W.S.W.,—the range of the ''riggs." I^early

all the smaller streams are disposed in that direction, and it

need hardly be said that they are guided by the furrows of the

* I adopt this expression as concise and descriptive. I am ignorant how far it is

Imown in the South; hnt every Scotchwoman, at least, knows it well as applied to ribbed

knitting.
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'' rig-and-fur." The larger streams, however, are less influenced

by it. Some, indeed, such as the Haltwhistle Burn (Caw Burn)

below Greenlee Lough, and the Simondbum below Townshields,

occupy single grooves for long distances ; but sooner or later they

are apt to be found shunting, as it were, their line of flow. There

are those, like the Knag Burn, that cross the ridges almost as

if ignoring their presence, not a little resembling, with their

furrow-guided feeders, trees with their branches trained along

espaliers; and there are others, again, intermediate in character,

—

notably the Simondburn in its upper reaches,—which bend in a

series of zig-zags composed of longer furrow-guided lines, and

shorter gap-traversing ones. Most of the numerous streams that

enter iN'orth Tyne between the Simondburn and the Houxty Burn

have, as already partly indicated, worked into the trend of the

ridges
;
presenting, in their general parallelism, a complete con-

trast to the unrestrained ramifying of Chirdon and Smale Burns

further north. In this they seem to have only followed the

general gradient ; and, taking the region as a whole, obedience

to the general gradient is the rule.

What is the interpretation of these facts ? The streams, we

see, are not absolutely coerced into single lines of furrow, but

frequently break across through gaps. ]N'ow, before the true

character of Escarpments was recognised, the question was suffi-

ciently answered by supposing the narrow breaks giving passage

to streams to have been open fissures, or low-lying points at

which lakes ponded up among the ridges had overflowed and

drained. Jukes, however, recognising, in the South of Ireland,

as Eamsay, at the same time, was recognising in the South of

England, that the gaps are not in lines of fissure, and not in

positions where, barred by them, the stream would have chosen

to run, concluded that their excision was accomplished pari

passu with the formation of the ridges themselves ; in other

words, that the streams had flowed there before the ridges came

into existence. "^'^

* Jukes' River Valleys of South Ireland, Quart. Journal Geol. Soc, Vol. XVIII. Also

Jukes and Geikie's Manual of Geol., p. 4-54. A vigorous sketch of the behaviour of these

Irish Rivers is given in Hull's Physical Geol. and Geog. of Ireland, 1878,
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Was this the case here ? It would be easy to prove that gaps

have here also been cut at points where no breaks, fissures, or

even closed faults occur, and where the stream had an open

course elsewhere. But, unfortunately, this would be vain in

argument if it is possible that a barrier or false hottom of glacial

drift may have helped the water across. Even in the spaces

most free from drifts the occurrence of patches here and there in

the furrows, or of preglacial notches brimful, suggests that their

quantity may have formerly been sufficient to raise stream-beds

up to the level of the lowest points of egress. "^^ One strongly

feels, however, after an examination of the ground, that Jukes'

explanation is the philosophical and true one. It is a master-

key to unlock all difficulties : without it we must have recourse

to a whole bunch. And the feeling may become assurance when

the behaviour of the ridges in the main valley, I^orth Tyne, is

considered. Grant, for argument's sake, that the ridges in the

higher ground did originally dam up the water; and, keeping

in mind that there is no question of an origin for the furrows

by subsidence of the earth's crust, turn to the valley. The river

there practically flows alternately in a wide basin, and a compara-

tively narrow gorge ; the valley being constricted by compound

ridges, strictly representing,—as the Whinsill ridge, which is

continuous from the uplands, clearly demonstrates,—the usually

* It seems in place here to give some passing account of the several origins of partial

gaps among a series of Escarpments such as these.

1. Some are due to accidents of structure. The Nicks so characteristic of the Whinsill

are mostly of this class. Where this intrusive basalt has broken across from one stratum

to another it is both less homogeneous itself and contains portions of the ruptured bed.

In gaps traversed by faults a local shattering has had the same effect, that, namely, of

rendering the ridge liable to excision by atmospheric disintegration.

2. Some narrow steep-sided notches in these escarpments may be the work of spi-ings

rising in them. The rock beside a spring, being especially liable to saturation, must be

rifted by frosts elsewhere inactive; and transport for particles is always at hand.

If it were possible to find a sufficient number of preglacial gaps the difficulty referred

to in the text might be overcome. But this can be proved only in a few special instances

.

These, however, demonstrate, I believe, that the escarpments are, like the valleys, pre-

glacial. The glaciers between the Tynes passed along ih.Q ridges and could not cut narrow

notches across them. They simply dropped stones and clay into a notch previously there.

The best example of a drift-filled notch will be found by following the stream on the

north side of Coldknuckles, a mile down to the first gap.
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simpler ones of the higher grounds. If the latter ponded streams,

the former must have ponded the river, and, the gorges being closed

up, you would have a string of lakes occupying, as is postulated,

scooped hollows or roch lasins. IS'ow it has been clearly brought

out of late years, that neither the sea, nor rivers, nor any erosive

agent but ice alone can possibly have the power of excavating

basins of rock. It is also quite certain that Tynedale existed

much as now before the glacial period. How can the basins have

been made ? We are, in truth, at a complete dead-lock, unless,

indeed, recourse is had to former glacial periods, an evasion sim-

ply puerile, until it is granted that longitudinal and transverse

stream-ilow, assisted by widening rain-wash, has dug out the

valley ; broadening or narrowing according as the strata from

one cause or another had more chance of survival.

Such streamlets as extend crosswise to the ^'rig-and-fur" ge-

nerally reproduce in an interesting manner the circumstances and

features of a great longitudinal river in its early stages. Look-

ing, for instance, from the Whinsill slope towards Bardon Mill,

on the South Tyne, you see single escarpments passing in deep-

ening bars down towards the Chinely Burn. It is precisely

the same distribution that we have already noticed on a larger

and less obvious scale in IN'orth Tynedale itself; but here the
'

descending streams merely uncover more of the simple scarps

as they enlarge,—not great composite ridges. Comparing the

two it is possible to realize very vividly the scenes that marked

the youth of Korth Tynedale. Escarpments were then undeve-

loped on the watershed ; and instead of a wide-bosomed valley,

with soft slopes and large tributary vales, there was a narrow

continuous gorge, bordered by innumerable sharp rigs and deep

gullies. But I^ature's scenes are shifting scenes. And the

mind's eye may by slow continuous panoramic movement carry

out the changes that Time's lapses have brought, the furrows

lengthening and the ridges creeping out to the watershed, and

leaving the low grounds smoothly massed, fused, and terraced
; \

with many a bed, capable of standing out boldly, shrunk obscurely \

into the bottom and sides of wide affluents. It needs, then,
'

only the smoothing hand of a glacial period, and the renewing
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influences of the summer, to gwe us the beautiful vale of

JSTorth Tyne.

I pass on to consider the features among the ^

' Eig-ancl-Fur"

that depend upon specialties of structure.

It has been already sufficiently indicated that it is the compo-

site nature of these Carboniferous strata that occasions this diver-

sity into ridge and furrow. "We may see the same, to a certain

extent, in the cliffy scaurs bared at the elbows of a windiug

stream, when bands of sandstone and limestone separated by

shale exhibit their conduct under the weather, side by side. The

face of the shales, where bare, is almost invariably hollowed,

leaving the others projecting, and often so undermined by its

decomposition, as to have little chance of becoming weathered

themselves.

2. Sandstone Escarpments.—Among the several escarpment-

forming beds the first in general importance, though less pro-

minent than the Whin sill, are the sandstones. There is no one

line of sandstone outcrop rising into crags throughout its whole

length. Constantly varying in quality along their strike or

stretch, the thickest and compactest sandstones are apt to dete-

riorate within a short distance. The crags coincide with hard,

well-jointed developments. In the well-known Queen's Crag

the main rock consists of one almost seamless bed, twenty-five

feet thick, marked out into massive pieces by joints. Followed

eastward this mural clifi sinks down within a few yards into a

heathery bank ; and a quarry some distance on shews the stone

to have become divided up into easily separable pieces of the

handy size favourite with builders of dry stone dykes. In other

crags the change is yet more sudden and complete. About a

hundred yards east of Colt Crag, near Watling Street, the sand-

stone has become so loosened that it can be dug with a spade,

and the feature has wholly sunk from view. In this case the

deterioration is probably due to the absence of the chemical bind-

ing principle.^'

* Some sandstones set under weathering ; surfaces eaten by the weather may be seen

glistening almost as if porcellanized, and much more homogeneous than in the interior

of the stone. The sandstone upon which the Komans have left their wedge-marks
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Many of the local developments of crag are of the form called

lenticular, a form represented by the diameter section of two

watch glasses placed rim to rim. One of these crags bears some

resemblance to a single watch glass cut across the middle, the

fresh cut edge, declining bow-like at the ends, outlining the

brow. Sometimes a crag is hollowed below, where the sand-

stone is generally more laminated, into a '' mountain piazza:" a

grateful shelter for the sheep. One of these has been happily

described by Hodgson as '^ grotto-sided." Various modifications

occur in details. If intersected by numerous joints a cliff pre-

sents jutting points bounded by irregular fissures. If the joints

mark the rock into larger squares, large and tower-like but-

tresses may result.

Laminated and closely-jointed sandstones generally rise in

rounded embankments. Where exposed, the rock has the ap-

pearance of what is expressively termed in the Lowland Scottish

a Skelvy Scair ; Anglice a scar disposed in little shelves. Varia-

tions in texture and bedding are followed with considerable pre-

cision by changes in the appearance of the feature.

3. Limestone Escarpments.—The Limestones in this district lie

among the sandstones and shales as well-individualized beds,

of no great thickness, but sharply-defined character. Generally

subordinate in mass to the sandstones, they could not be expected

to rise so prominently ; but in proportion to their thickness they

are not less important. From their distinct character limestones

ten and twelve feet thick often enter with their whole thickness

into their scarp, and their features range with a constancy that

similar sandstones seldom possess. Occasionally even here, they

maybe compared, without disadvantage, with the sandstones ; as in

the terraced profile of the Birtley Escarpment, as seen from above

"Wark; and among the Yoredale Eock-features of Yorkshire,

where the sandstones have thinned, they become predominant.

and an inscription on Fallowfield Fell is one of this kind. These keen-eyed ancients

seem to have chosen the best and certainly the most easily won stone in the neighbour-

hood. I may refer in this note to the great sprinkling of disintegrated sand to be met

with about some sandstone crags. The well-known Shaftoe Crags, a favourite resort

from Newcastle, are all littered about with it.
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"When it is considered that limestones are subjected both to me-

chanical disintegration and chemical solution, it may be some

matter for surprise that this should be the case. Jukes likens

the limestone rocks of the South of Ireland to
'

' glaciers melting

in the summer sun." There can be no doubt, however, that this

comparison is overstrained, unless taken in a general sense with

reference to the principles illustrated by Jukes when he used it.

!N"either in the South of England nor in Yorkshire are the carbo-

niferous limestones conspicuously more liable to weather than the

sandstones ; in one case at least, when placed side by side with

Millstone G-rit, in the walls of Carnarvon Castle, Prof. Eamsay

mentions their superior durability. "^^

The shape of the limestone features in this district makes the

fact at once apparent that they are not moulded by chemical ac-

tion. "While the tendency of the mechanical agents is to use

their vantage in front by driving back the scarp, chemical solu-

tion tends to dissolve it down and convert the angular feature

into a rounded one. This is far from having taken place : lime-

stone features are generally as angular in section as those of

sandstone.

Frequently, however, the effects of chemical action are suffi-

ciently well-attested in other ways. On the surface of a lime-

stone dipslope the joints are sometimes so widened by solution

of the sides of each block, that the slope displays a sort of check

pattern,—squares bounded by excavated lines ; a pattern which

the green-sward peculiar to limestones exhibits at certain seasons

of the year in shades of darker and lighter green like a tartan.

In quarries each of the upper line of blocks has generally a some-

what conical shape owing to solution of the sides. There does

not appear to be any reason to think that the surface of the dip-

slope has suffered much more from solution than the sides of any

one of these blocks, an amount represented by only a few inches.

Chemical action is distributed along the joints far into the depths

of the rock.f

* See evidence gathered on this point by Mr. W. Giinn, Geol. Mag., 1876, p. 97.

+ Mr. Tiddeman mentions erratic blocks in Lancashire, supported on ])edestals, one and

a half to two feet high, of the Carboniferous Limestone on which they were stranded: the
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Eiit if sandstone has the advantage of limestone so far as purely

chemical action is concerned, the non-porous character of the lat-

ter renders it much less liable to be attacked in the grain by

frost. How thoroughly even the most massive sandstones have

been permeated by water is shewn by the fact that their felspar-

constituent has been usually reduced throughout to the condition

of kaolin by abstraction of the potash in solution. Their porosity

is thus increased, and it seems probable that in the silent enemy

which creeps within their substance and tears it apart, they have

one no less deadly than carbonic acid is to limestone.

Upon these limestones frost acts by breaking up the cuboidal

blocks, to which joints divide them, into angular flattened pieces,

which get scattered along the scarp. And amid the moist vege-

tation, rich in carbonic acid, they are probably more rapidly

dissolved than when in situ. I have said that mass for mass

escarpments of limestone do not seem to recede quicker than

sandstones. But an ordinary wall has no chance of resisting a

demolishing hand as long as the thickness of a peel-tower. Sel-

dom exceeding twenty-five feet, while the sandstones are some-

times three times as much, they shrink back towards the base of

thicker beds behind, and often become a subsidiary portion of a

sandstone feature,—a subdued ledge or knob in the talus-like

skirt of a crag.

4. Shale.—Since shale tends to hollow out where associated in

vertical surfaces with sandstone and limestone, it would almost

seem superfluous to argue that in cropping to the general surface of

a country it should do so likewise. But as this fact, so elementary

to a student of physiography in Tynedale, has been disputed, it

unprotected surface having been dissolved away to that depth since the glacial period.

Kinahan finds similar pedestals in Ireland to be seldom as much as three inches high,

except near the coast, where they are six inches. A thin cover of glacial clay may have

protected the rock for variable periods, until washed off. The brown unctuous clay,

often associated in considerable quantity with Northumbrian Limestone, does not, I

believe, consist purely of the insoluble residue of dissolved rock.

A curious limestone boulder, fantastically eaten into a network of holes, till it looks

almost like a Brobdignag fragment of a coarse-meshed Fenestella, stands in the garden of

my friend, Mr. Coppin, at Bingfiekl.
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is worth while shortly to illustrate it. The decomposition of

shale is in a great measure the rationale of escarpments.

There are situations, it must be allowed, in which shale is

more lasting than when exposed to disintegration in a bare scar.

In the waterfall in Dinley Burn, near Birtley, already alluded

to, a strip of shale, upon which the water splashes step after

step with considerable force, but which it protects from all but

very severe attacks of frost, stands out as a buttress, while on

either side are recesses, like the curves of a narrow B, where

spray and drip are heavy. The forcible erosion is evidently

less effective than the noiseless corroding waste. The same fact

may be remarked in the calcareous grit below the main fall of

Hareshaw Linn, near Bellingham. Among the furrows of our

escarpments shale is attacked rather by the quiet than the forcible

method. The impervious clay into which it softens allows fine

threads of water, that sandstone or limestone would at once ab-

sorb, to flow freely along, while its fine, often impalpable, tex-

ture supplies particles suited to so slight a conduit, to which

a large grain of sandstone might be a boulder/^' E'er can a cover

of grass prevent this invisible "portage" by capillary streams.

Long ago De Luc argued that after a slope sufficient to render a

country fertile for man's culture is attained, denudation must

cease. "According to the doctrine of this author," says Hutton,

in a vein of unwonted humour, " our mountains of Tweeddale and

Teviotdale, being all covered with vegetation, are arrived at that

period in the course of things when they should be permanent.

But is it really so ? Do they never waste ? Look at the rivers

in a flood : if these run clear this philosopher has reasoned right,

and I have lost my argument."! It is small change of position

to assert, upon the basis of Hutton's argument, that rain water

cannot run off clay, even under grass, without becoming

* The hill-sides where they consist of clay are much more furrowed by stream-courses

than where porous rocks form the surface, a fact very marked, as pointed out to me by

Mr. B. N. Peach, among the shale and sandstone groups near Carter Fell. It is an inter-

esting cojiment on the conducting power of clays, that in the argillaceous gault regions

of S. England, the bridges have to be made ivider than on the porous chalk. (Green's

Physical Geology.)

t Theory of the Earth, Vol. II., p. 204.
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impregnated with its particles. Take a homely illustration. Most

tourists may know that a shower falling upon cloth of loose tex-

ture is unpleasantly apt to soak along the fibre and gather at the

cuffs and borders. Let the tourist rough it a little, or, better

still, let him be a field-geologist, and his coat will not lack dust.

^ow, water straining along the meshes of a cloth is not unlike

water filtering through a felt of vegetable fibres. In both cases

it must pick up particles and drip off turbid. As for the coat

there is certainly no doubt about it ; every geologist is the sub-

ject of a hundred such experiments.

One of the effects of vegetation, however, is to prevent the

shale from receding beneath, or undercutting, the escarpments.

Only when free from cover can it thus give way ; as it is a line

of rushes is usually the best mark of its position.

5. The Whinsill.—This oft-times lofty ridge I take last, as

being an intruder among the more normal features. Intractable

to the quarryman, from the building of the Eoman "Wall until

quite of late years, the Whinsill might be supposed to defy also

the hand of time. But although generally the dominant feature,

its columnar jointing makes the dislodgement of its blocks easy,

and its ruin is generally great. Its talus below the Barrasford

Crag is no less than twenty feet thick measured at right angles

to its slope, and at other points. Crag Lough, for instance, the

rock has suffered probably to an equal extent. Granular disin-

tegration seems to be but slow. Coats of oxidized basalt, to which

I have been pointed by a farmer as clear demonstration of the

notion that stones grow, are generally found peeling away.*' But

even at the bottom of the talus I noted the fragments to remain

perfectly angular : and when the length of time during which

these deep-laid fragmentshave been exposed to disintegrating damp

is considered, it is evident from the mass of the talus that me-

chanical waste in the Whinsill enormously exceeds the chemical.

* William Hutton, in his almost ingeniously erroneous paper on the Whinsill, takes

occasion to point a moral against the. Huttonian school from the unweathered appearance

of the huge whin blocks lifted out by the Romans from their fosse at Limestone Bank.

George Tate of Alnwick, who has a word of admiration, and a diagram, for the Sewing-

shields and neighbouring crags, remarks this peeling skin, evidently with a quiet cavmt
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This has an important bearing on the preservation of the es-

carpment : for the time mnst come when a great talus will com-

pletely shield its front from further destruction except that by

granular disintegration and solution. I believe this to be the

cause, in great part, of the prominence of the "Whinsill escarp-

ment. Other escarpments may have been preserved locally in a

similar way, but it seems inevitable, unless another Grlacial Period

sweep away the talus, as the last one did, that along a great

part of its range the denudation of this escarpment should come

almost to a standstill, while others continue to recede.

This may account for the sudden forward starts of crag met so

frequently in the ^Northumbrian lake district. Without insisting

on this, however, we may note in passing the narrow, rugged

*'gaps" and ^^ nicks," some of which in the middle ages were

such villainous turnpikes for robbers to exact tolls at. Most of

these have been occupied by broken materials, and have easily

been laid open.

Leaving the ^'Eig-and-Fur," we shall now take the outermost

extreme.

Watershed Escarpments. It is not the main sheds only, but

subsidiary ones far too numerous to detail, that present us with

this phenomena. The crags upon the watershed between the

Tynes, classic to all readers of Dr. Eruce's great work on the

Eoman "Wall, may be selected as type specimens. These are

the Sewingshields Crag and King's and Queen's Crags.

If truly carved out of the earth by frosts and rains these crags

are a triumph. The King's Crag, including the talus-slope that

descends steeply, skirt-like, in front, rears its crest a hundred

and ten feet high upon the very saddle-back of the watershed

;

and sends its dipslope towards the Queen's Crag behind, into a

trough not less than ninety feet deep. The finer escarpments of

the district we find to consist of a main bed of rock above, form-

ing the crag, and several minor beds gathered up under it : they

are, so to speak, more than one story high; and such is the

structure of the King's and Queen's Crags.

It is in view of this splendid development of Crag-and-Tail,
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higli above stream action, that the marine theory would probably

make its last stand. I make no apology for anticipating objec-

tions that will occur to others as they did to myself.

The most exclusive advocates of Rain and Rivers admit that

currents of the sea possess great erosive power when streaming

through narrow straits. Colonel Greenwood, for instance, who

fiercely attacked Lyell for admitting that in possiUe cases the sea

may hollow a valley, allows that ''currents might decapitate a

continent as it arose ;" and of course it could carve grooves along

the softer lines in the process. The troughs between these crags

bear a sufficient analogy to the passes that often prolong valleys

over watersheds to place it somewhat in the same category ; and

of such passes Prof. Geikie, certainly not one to call spirits wan-

tonly ''from the vasty deep," says, that though "the first and

perhaps the main part was probably done by running water and

frost, the sea and other powers of disintegration may have lent

their aid."^' It would not be without reason therefore that the

theorist might point to these watershed troughs as the scene of

rapid cross-rushes of water, such as sweep among the Orkney

Islands at the rate, during storms, of thirteen miles an hour,

enlarging the channels and occasionally bursting chasms through

opposing barriers of rock; and might indicate how the water,

forced into narrowing and shallowing space to and fro every tide

like a handsaw, could clear out the shales from among: the harder

I have put the case strongly that the reader may choose his

own hypothesis ; but to this view I believe there are fatal objec-

tions, in that it leaves untouched many escarpments at lower levels,

absolutely similar in character and in their relation to minor

watersheds. Before elevating forces could bring all these within

the range of "decapitating" currents the main watersheds would

have been raised into broadening stripes of land, which would in-

tercept the path of the tide. In truth nothing but that wide-

spread action of currents and waves advocated by Phillips could

account for all the features of which the King's and Queen's

Crags are typical.

* Scenery tuul Geology of Scothuul, p. 124.
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I would not be understood to argue that the country left the sea

unmarked. It may have been girded by coast lines and cliffs,

and broken into at various points. But in the region I describe

I find no evidence of this remaining ; and to those who consider

it impossible that the land could rise without it, I reply, so

much the more remote a state of things whose familiar signs

have been obliterated, and replaced by seams and scars of a dif-

ferent kind.

Look at the proof of atmospheric action upon these watershed

crags. The Queen's Crag has not lost less, by a moderate compu-

tation of the debris visible at one point below it, than thirty feet

of solid face since the glacial period. The Sewingshields Crag

has a talus of broken basaltic shafts, apparently not smaller than

at most other points along its escarpment. The King's Crag gives

fewer signs of decay upon its talus-slope ; but corroding waste is

written along its whole length. It is broken throughout into

irregular semi-detached blocks, divided here by dark rent-like

recesses, and there by wide rectangular spaces, with fallen blocks

tending to group in lines below them. In places it abuts in

squares, like the peel-towers of the valley below ; elsewhere the

squares are wasted into rounded forms ; side by side with these

again, stand shapes constricted by waists and necks ; while al-

most everywhere its surface is cut, slashed, and corroded. Much

finer examples of '' mushroom rocks" can be seen than in the

King's Crag, but atmospheric waste has stamped itself deep enough

upon it to attest its powers.

Woodcut No. 7.—Diagram of King's Crag, shewing its composite character and pre-

vious form. S. Sandstone. Sh. Shale. L. Limestone.

All this is only disintegration of the main rock-bed of these

crags. But they rise, as I have said, in several stories. In the

King's Crag the upper sandstone is about fifty feet thick: below it

come other beds about equal in sum, including a limestone about

ten feet thick, a shale, and probably a sandstone. ( Woodcut ^o. 7.

)
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The reader will remember the fable of the bundle of sticks, diffi-

cult to break together, but easily disposed of one by one. In

forming these crags atmospheric disintegration has taken the

easy method. The smaller beds have been overcome singly.

The limestone, for instance, once formed a separate escarpment,

similar to the low grassy wave formed by another ten-foot lime-

stone in the peaty hollow in front. The diagram will explain

the process of retrogression. Each bed in turn has added to the

height of the escarpment and the depth and breadth of the trough

in front ; and I need only add that if the signs of waste prove it

equal to its task in the main bed, much more is it so in the

minor ones, which have crept under its shelter, on any theory,

because more rapidly destroyed. ^^

The stage of escarpment-formation so well exemplified in this

watershed is obviously an advanced, but it is not the ultimate,

stage of atmospheric denudation. Following out development

upon the lines laid down, the ultimate stage would probably see

the complete dominance of one escarpment or of a few. Of this we

have a clear forecast in the appearance of the Whinsill at Sewing-

shields, with the semi-terraciform ridges, like flounces, in front,

and the prolonged dipslope behind (see Pig. Ko. 1) ; but the con-

tingency is evidently still immensely remote. "Watershed-denu-

dation, to the depth of many hundreds of feet, would be necessary

in order to effect it, and as long as such small escarpments as

that of the ten-foot limestone below King's Crag, with its forty-

five feet of dipslope, have an independent existence, we are

probably nearer the starting-point than the conclusion.

Escarpments near the Valley.—Terraces.—We pass on to the

other extreme of the escarpment. It is self-evident that a scarp

with a short dipslope backed by higher ground is a terrace ; and

from the tendency to fusion into compound ridges near the

valley the terrace form may be expected there abundantly. No

* An allusion above to the peat seen one or two feet deep in front of the King's Crag

may be amplified in a note. There are those who argue that the presence of peat is a

sign of absence of disintegration. Probably it is, but only temporarily. In the summer

time the watercourses are often full of trailing grass. But go there in winter and the

very earth which it grew on may be washed away. Alluvium and peat generally lie in

hollows, but where they do not they will not long interfere with atmospheric changes.
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geologist can pass through the valley without ohserving how

its lines seem drawn down the sides in the direction of dip, and

develop here and there into terraces. Especially he will note

how evidently the terraces on the south bank of Erring valley

are escarpments thrown back and narrowed through its excava-

tion ; and how, in the group of terraciform ridges that has the

scaurs of Warksburn at its base, we have the same process in a

less forward stage.

As a rule the outcrops are poorly developed near the valley.

This I believe to be due to several causes. There is, in the first

place, an undoubted tendency to obscuration in the process which

has opened the large tributaries upon the valley. But further,

the fact that the valley is shallower than before the glacial period

has prevented the features from developing again. They are

much swathed in drift, and still .retain underneath it the

smoothed and curve-fronted forms into which they were abraded

by the glaciers.

The master-ridge, the Whinsill, is one outstanding exception,

and on the north-east side makes, with the beds sheltered under

it, one of the large transverse partitions of the valley.

Age of the Valley-and Escarpment-System.—It is of the essen-

tial nature of geological evidence that it is circumstantial and

cumulative. If, in piecing a complicated fracture, it is found

that every point meets its hollow and every roughness its answer-

ing roughness, that the parts, in short, fit, there is no room for

rational doubt that the correspondence betokens connection;

though, in the nature of the case, connection may never have

been seen. I have but poorly represented the circumstantial and

cumulative evidence of this case if it is not seen that the facts

and their explanation, so long ago seen, as from a mountain-top,

by Hutton, fit, upon the whole, like part and counterpart.^ If

the continuous working of the river-system can be postulated its

results are sure. But time is everything. The unceasing cry

of the geologist is ''Give! give!" How much can be given?

* There are generally a few insignificant points in such a fracture that pi'efer breaking

to fitting. Two doiibtfully such are mentioned in an appendix.
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How long has the river system had to work in f How long is

it since this neighbonrhood of the hackbone of England was part

of a plain of mai-ine denudation new raised above the sea ?

Although theoretically it may not seem so, it is practically un-

necessary to have the question of a "great submergence" dimng

the glacial period decided. The traces of it are so few and far

between as to make it possible for excellent geologists to hold

that it never occurred at all. Evidence is too strong to admit

of any doubt that the figure of the country was only modified m

some detaUs by the total glacial period, and in view of that fact

it matters little to this subject whether it included a submer-

gence or not.

Passing from it the question arises—To what extent if at all

have these carboniferous regions been buried beneath marine

deposits now removed? and with it is linked another-In how

far can the negative evidence that a formation is absent be relied

on m positive evidence that it was never there ?

A severe shake has undoubtedly been given to assumptions of

this neo-ative kind by the very able researches of Professor Judd

on the Secondary Strata in Scotland. The scraps of secondary

formations which dot the geological map of Scotland have been

preserved only by the most cm-ions accidents. Powerful disloca-

tions, sometimes, have fixed them deep down in niches among

older rocks; enomous sheets of Tertiary lavas, now themselves,

at best, only rags and shreds of what they were, have overspread

them and preserved portions underneath ;
and but for such rare

chances, geologically speaking, these "fragments of a worid

Biioht well have " left not a wreck behind." To use a homely

illustration, the exposed remains of them bear no larger propor-

tion to the country where they appear than do the black specks

Tou may see in notches of the cut-glass ware of uncareful house-

keepers and all about them where scruUing eouU reach has been

washed'and scoured. The most recent of the fragments belongs

to the Cretaceous : and there is concun-ence of opinion by such

authorities as Kamsay* and Judd,t putting the Older Secondary

» Pliys. Geol. and Geog. of Great Britain, 5th Edition, p. 2.53.

1 Quart. .Jour. Geol. Soc, 1878, p. 669.
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aside, that in Cretaceous times ^'only a few insignificant islets

rose above a waste of chalk-depositing waters," where Britain

is now. One thing is certain; this region answered—if I may

so express myself—to one of the smooth spaces of the cut-glass.

IvTothing can be founded on the mere absence of deposits.

It is important to observe, however, that the Tertiary lavas

of Western Scotland and the I^orth of Ireland were spread out

upon a land- surface, on which waste was at work all through

the fiery era.^* Eocene and Miocene ages were passed in a vain

strife of the two elements, water and air, against the other two

;

but in the Pliocene the scale turned, and the volcanic products

have now suffered great denudation. By it the greater portion

of these piles and sheets of lava and ashes have now been re-

moved ; and outlying caps of lava, separated by miles of ancient

gneiss that bear no trace of its former covering, or by miles and

leagues of sea, are some of its witnesses. I will describe the

instance I personally know best. Voyaging up that western Scot-

tish coast an island is seen with what might be taken for a huge

peel-tower on its summit. The island is one of a group of insular

outliers of Miocene lava, and is about eight hundred feet high; the

to'wer adds well nigh five hundred feet to its height, and is a mass

of newer pitchstone. It sounds like romancing that the pitchstone

now crowning an island was once run into the mould of a valley

perhaps as deep as Tynedale, in that Miocene basalt ; but denu-

dation, largely of an atmospheric kind, has assuredly worked this

change between an old land surface and a tower-like height.

f

Other instances might be multiplied. The old volcanoes, that

'•'rivalled Etna in height," are now wasted down to stumps,

—

and mountain-forms have been sculptured out of '

' intensely hard

cores" of rock, by the same subaerial action that has in Tynedale

produced escarpments on the watersheds ; and it is probable that

in this atmospheric denudation l^orthumberland shared. The

scalpel of denudation, in laying open the anatomy of the country,

* As elucidated by the Duke of Argyll, Prof. Geikie, and Prof. Judd.

f Professor Geikie was the first, among many observers, to solve this curious puzzle of

a river course "set on an hill in the Island of Eigg." Quart. Jour. Geol. Soc, VoL

XXVII.

2 A
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may well have dissected out its structure of hard and soft parts

upon watersheds.

In summing up the evidences for time, in the case of the Weal-

den Escarpments, Professor Eamsay concludes, from quite other

data, that they have at least been exposed since the Pliocene

;

and he personally is inclined to think, from the physical evi-

dence, that they were exposed during the Pliocene. Even the

former estimate, he remarks, implies ^

' a lapse of time so long,

that by natural processes alone nearly half the marine moUusca

and probably nearly all the terrestrial species of mammalia of

the world have disappeared, and have been slowly replaced by

others," Professor Eamsay continues, ''This may mean little

to those who still believe in the sudden extinction of whole

races of life, but to me it signifies a period analogous to the dis-

tance of a half-resolved nebula, the elements as yet being

wanting, by means of which we may attempt to calculate its

remoteness."^'

Effects of the Glacial Period upon Tynedale Escarpments.—
Passing away from the larger section of the subject, a question

of much interest awaits us. To what extent were these escarp-

ments modified by the passage of the glaciers over them ?

It is now one of the most familiar facts of geological science

that all I^^orth Britain, and many northern lands besides, were

invested with what was literally ^flowing robe of ice.f In this

part of ^Northumberland large valley - glaciers pressed down

through Eedesdale and [N'orth Tyne upon the main valley ; also,

however curious the fact, a spreading ice-sheet moved over the

watershed from the west, bearing with it reddened clay from the

vale of Eden, and granite boulders from beyond the Solway,

and slid towards the ^N'orth Sea. Tynedale crags, both near the

valley and on the watershed, were deeply buried : some had the

ice moving along them, others had to breast it ; and all suffered

more or less erosion.

* Phys. Geol. and Geog. of Great Britain, 5th Edition, p. 345.

t The general fact that Northumlberland was no exception has been long known.

See Howse, Trans. North of England Institute Mining Engineers, Vol. XIII., p. 169.
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It is surprising to find, however, that only some details of

their form have been moulded by glacier erosion. Greatly pro-

tracted and of immense geological importance as the glacial period

undoubtedly was, it is astonishing that these escarpments have

not been planed down and levelled. Eut this is certainly not the

case. We occasionally find their crest bevelled off and their

brow rounded, but the curve is a steep one ; and I have again

and again traced the uppermost stratum of their dipslopes to

within a few feet of the scarp before it began to thin away to

any appreciable extent.

In order to bring these facts fully into light I cannot do better

than select one representative crag in some pre-eminently ex-

posed situation. JS'o better representative could probably be

found than the curious crag, interesting in many ways, which

projects its great black prow along the eastern bank of the ITorth

Tyne below Gunnerton. Prom the direction of the glacial strise

in the Gunner Mck, close beside this crag, it is proved that the

last movement of the ice was fair against its scarp. There is no

positive reason to doubt that the Gunnerton Crag breasted the

valley-glacier during the whole of the actively glacial period.

But allowing for the possibility that during the height of the Ice-

age, the sheet of ice, which passed athwart the valley in an east-

erly direction, occupied North Tynedale to the exclusion of the

local glacier, a glance at the sketch will show what an obstacle

the crag presented from that approach. (Woodcut N"©. 8.)

This crag is also especially suitable because its elevated posi-

tion has enabled it to retain its talus undisturbed. Quarrying

operations have opened large sections of the interior, presenting

clear evidence of this fact. The large outer blocks, which

falling furthest by reason of their weight had formed a bul-

wark to protect the more promiscuous debris within from the

inroads of streams—scarce likely ever to have been near (see

the outline sketch), and certainly not in such volume as to move

blocks as large as the largest stepping-stones in the river, had

evidently remained unshifted since they fell; and as for the

effects of granular disintegration, the angular form of small

fragments in its deepest and oldest part shewed how insignificant
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Woodcut No. 8.-Gunnerton Crag from the W.S.W.

aesehad been. We have in Gunne.tonC.ag, ^^JJ;—ted

positive data from which to make a " restoration of its glaciated

*Trom measurements of this crag, I And that "s apex—
one hundred and thirty-ii.e feet .U.e and one hui.«
sixty feet leUni the foremost blocks of its talus^ as the latte

exisLl previous to the quarrying operations.- ^"W jhate^

alterations in form the crag may have -^-y'^"
^;^^

stone of that talus was laid, it cannot have extended beyond this

pace of one hundred and sixty feet. Even on the -pposition

E a line from the brow to the base representsjie s^p^ t

which glaciers smoothed it, that slope is only foity degrees.

ttoi onrsc both these points have shifted; the one receding

as t wasted, the other pushing forward as it received the pro-

L sif waste ; and it is safe to suppose that its glacially-curved

^ont was contained within an angle of some forty-flve degrees.

We may conceive of the crag as rounded into a dome-like curve,

but not at all as planed down or levelled.

Similar arguments might be applied to a dozen other crags

with a like result, but Gunnerton Crag will stand for a type.

The facts are sufhciently startling. They represent, however,

what years of observation have slowly forced upon me, contrary,

I may say, to expectation and prepossession. That glaciation

^

in this district did not use upon these escarpments all the eroding

. The blooR meas„,ecl.to mu,l have boon so„,e teet beyond the t».n. iWf. I have
j

chosen to err on the safe side. ,
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force claimed for it elsewhere is the natural deduction. It is

characteristic of rocks moulded by glaciation, [roclies moutonnees,)

to present a long, smooth, sorely abraded slope towards the

advance of the ice, while declivities sheltered from it ai^e left

comparatively short and steep. If the reader will compare the

outline of a typical roche moutonnee, or mutton, as the vulgar

geologist begins to say, (Woodcut l^o. 9,) with the profile of an

escarpment, he will remark a resemblance, in that the dipslope

of the latter would not inaptly stand for the stress side {stoss

seite) of the ice-worn rock. But as long as the stress side of

the escarpment stands at an angle of forty or forty-five degrees

the cases seem hopelessly antagonistic, and the natural inference

is that the glacier has somehow failed, in such instances, to

mould the escarpments so completely as, given time and active

erosion, it must have done.

Woodcut No. 9.—Roches moutonnees ; Lochinver, Sutherlandshire. The arrow indi-

cates the direction of ice-movement.

The effects of disintegration upon the scarps have made it un-

usual to find escarpments retaining a glaciated curve from brow
to base, although there must be many in that condition under

cover of drift. Exceptions may be met with, however. In an

escarpment near Low Shield Green, i^.l^.E. of Eirtley, which
glacial markings near at hand prove to have also confronted the

ice flow, the rounded profile is clearly enough visible, especially

from a little distance. I could restore its broken smoothnesses

to a curve bent upon an angle of about 35°. Curvature of the

brow, however, is generally the only visible guide to the original

steepness of the ice-worn scarp. The brow of this same escarp-

ment, further towards Buteland Fell, can be seen descending at

an angle of 38° before its slope is cut off by the vertical plane

caused by postglacial action.

This escarpment forms the upper boundary of one of those

crescent-shaped recesses commonly known in England as coombes.
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Viewed from a hill west of Low Shield Green, the Marleymoor

Crags, it is a somewhat striking object. Sweeping round for

about two miles in an almost symmetrical arc of about one hun-

dred and twenty degrees, its bounding escarpment may remind

the eye of the crowning parapet of an amphitheatre ; and the

slope within bears out the resemblance by being partially '
' benched

crescentwise " by minor terraces and ridges. The basin is nearly

closed in from where the Eede and Tyne meet beyond the hill

we are supposed viewing it from.

It does not lie in my way to enter upon a general discussion

of the origin of coombes. I find it necessary, however, to advert

to the glacial theory of their formation, since, if this coombe be

purely '^glacier formed," the escarpment above and those within

must needs be so too. A good deal has been written, in con-

nection with this theory, about the Alpine Corrie or Cirque—

a

gloomy precipitous bowl broken away on one side ; but I am aware

of only one writer who has treated specially of the shallow type

here represented,—namely, my colleague, Mr. Goodchild. The

bank of a stream opposite a point where it is joined by a power-

ful tributary, Mr. Goodchild points out, is apt to be scooped by

the entering current bearing against it, into a bay or shingly

coombe. In like manner, the resultant of forces at an obtuse-

angled junction of glaciers, he argues, should hollow out one

side of the valley. IS'ow this Buteland coombe chances to face

directly towards where the Tyne Yalley joins Eedesdale, and the

ice-stream might, on this principle, very well cannon, as it were,

somewhere about its position, and would have some chance to

hollow it out.

To pass over such an obvious objection as that the eminences

intervening—eminences not scooped on the outer side—would

have taken the main force upon themselves, there is a feature

about the coombe that seems curiously to negative this purely

glacial theory of its origin. In the general sketch given above

of its form, it was not mentioned that its length, two miles, is

disposed along a slope. The amphitheatre, with its benches and

balustrade—to use the resemblance metaphorically—is tilted one

degree to one side. This arrangement naturally divides the U
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drainage of its basin, which flows away in front, into two un-

equal moieties, the larger of which is naturally that favoured by

the general slope. IN'ow between these unequal divisions the

crowning escarpment, with the bank below it, obtusely projects,

so as to make the curve of the coombe a distinctly double one,

which the letter B will illustrate in an exaggerated way. That

this projection should coincide with the space hetween the tivo unequal

hasins can scarcely be accidental. It signifies that each drainage

basin has pushed back the escarpment bounding it; while be-

tween them, where there is less ready transport for waste, it has

receded more slowly. If its present glaciation represents any-

thing like what the coombe has suffered from the glaciers, this

must have happened before the ice age, and although a feature

which a cursory visit might overlook, it is to me a very marked

and significant one. Such things do not happen by chance ; and

a corner of drift which now lies sheltered between the curves,

while the streams have cleared out their hollows, clearly shows

that work has been resumed under the old conditions.
'^'

All the facts I have been able to gather uniformly tend to

shew that Tynedale escarpments, when fully developed both in

''Crag" and ''Tail," have suffered but little from glaciation.

But upon the terraciform sculpturing of the low grounds it told

heavily. Terraces consist of little more than escarpment-fronts,

and as the fronts have been rounded over, this to the terraces

has often meant obliteration.

In casting the eye from the watersheds down to the valleys,

therefore, we remark, that all the chances have favoured the pre-

servation and re-development of the sculpture on the heights, and

militated against these on the low grounds. On the heights the

escarpments were fully differentiated, and suffered little more

than a smoothing; the elevation and the comparative absence of

* It might be inferred from this that this coombe is only a deep symmetrical drainage

basin, differing mainly from those often to be seen from a distance scooped in clam-shell-

form on the sides of mountains in being deeper, and in having its interior ribbed by

transverse ridges. There is much to be said for this view, vrhich struck me—as I have

pleasure in admitting—in thinking over the Rev. T. O. Bonney's theory of the formation

of Alpine corries by a conjunction of waterfalls. To this subject I may hope to devote

another paper.
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Drift have allowed conditions of waterflow to be fully re-in-

stated; and atmospheric action has enjoyed every opportunity

to sharpen them anew. Near the valleys, on the other hand,

glaciation promoted a suppression of the features already in pro-

gress, and drift still greatly covers the ground ;
and it seems cer-

tain that in many places, especially in neighbourhoods where

proximity to the sea-level must prevent the river—the great ad-

junct to all the sculpture—from reaching the bottom of its old

valley, the earlier features can never be reproduced while sea and

land remain as they are>'

Post Glacial Atmospheric Action.-YxM^uing a general chrono-

logical sequence we now come to the post-glacial effects of at-

mospheric action.

That the glaciers must have scoured away all loose debris, and

effaced all shallow markings, need not be doubted. As post-glacial,

* Upon the subject of the ghiciation of escarpments I regret to find myself in opposition

to such eminent authorities as Dr. James Geikie, and Prof. A. H. Green (Great Ice Age,

2nd Ed p 28G: Green's Geology, 1st Ed., p. 446). Professor Green thinks that many

escarpments in the North of England have been " planed clean away " by the ice, and have

only been re-developed on the heights by post-glacial waste. I must hold that the rounded

brows of Tynedale escarpments tell a different tale; for since it is wear and tear of the

face and brow that produces escarpments, the body of the features cannot have been

formed anew while these have remained stationary. I have on this point confined my-

self to facts, having no theory to offer. It is hard to believe, however, that forces which

could pile the moraine-mountains of the Dora Baltea, should have left such trivial marks

upon Ncn-thumbrian escarpments.

A remark may be made here upon the "Northumberland Lakes." It has often been

poiated out that hollowed basins, such as they are, occur in front of large glacier -obstruct-

ing masses of Crag-and-Tail. This statement the Crag and Broomlee Loughs, with the

o-reat projections of whin at their East ends, seem markedly to exemplify. I have else-

where stated, regarding Broomlee Lough, that the escarpments about it bend round as if

o-ivino- place to it; and have therefrom deduced its origin by glacier erosion. Geol. Mag.,

1876 p 286. The fact is correct; but since I have seen more of escarpments I am less

sure'ofthe deduction. If the glacier scooped these lakes in the midst of escarpments

without planing them down, was it not a feat somewhat resembling the ancient ordeal

of walking blindfold across red-hot iron bars without touching them? It is worth re-

cordino- that in a transverse section, which I obtained of that lough at Dove Crag, by

swimming across with a line and sounding every twenty strokes, there is no symptom of

any ridge, although one or two descend upon its shore. They may be silted over; but

the lough' is close to the watershed, is entered only by trifling streamlets or sikes, and n

said to be fed by springs within it.
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therefore, may safely be classed Crag-talus, Sivallow-holes in lime=

stone, and wliat I may call Aerial PoUholes drilled in the rock

surfaces. To these there must he added a fourth, less evidently

connected with escarpments, viz., some of the Denes or gorges

terminated by waterfalls. The last named may be taken first.

1. Waterfalls and Denes.—Ali^m the close of the glacial period

many streamlets found themselves ousted from their old channels

by glacial deposits. So choked and concealed did some conside-

rable vales become, that their sites are now discoverable only by

mining operations. The main valleys, although themselves much

blocked up with till, remained sufficiently open, as a rule, to

gather in their drainage as before, but the minor conduits were

largely changed, and in picking their courses afresh down the

valley slopes, streams often fell over terraces or ledges of out-

crop lying in their way. An operation has proceeded ever since,

singularly like—in the typical cases—the notching of a plank by

a saw. The rock-bed is the plank, the terrace its convenient

edge, and every one who is familiar with the typical Linn

within its ml de sac will recognise its resemblance to the slit in

the wood lengthened inwards by the vertical sawing. Such of

them as I now refer to are recognised by having had, as it were,

the planlc laid ready for the saiv. The Holywell Burn near Birt-

ley, for instance, found two terraces laid across its line of flow

;

the Dinley Burn, before referred to, fell over another ; and here

and there among the dales, whenever a distinct preglacial terrace

is crossed by a post-glacial stream, the indenting process has

come into play.'^'* In numbers of instances, indeed, waterfalls

have not been formed thus at a stride. Given, a bank with a

variety of beds cropping out on its slope, and the harder ones

* This process, even in our climate, would be rapid in its early stages. At Cawburn

Rig, between Haltwhistle and Greenlea Lough, a drain was led over the face of an es-

carpment-bank within the memory of a man who died in 1856 at the age of ninety-six.

It has now cut for itself a notch fifty-two feet broad and twenty-two feet deep, contain-

ing a cascade over sandstone steps, and a waterfall some six feet high. For its history I

am indebted to Mr. Armstrong of Linacres, near Wark, whose grandfather it was that

made the drain.

I omitted to say in the proper place that the shale in the sides of Dinley Gorge, except

near the waterfall, is prevented from hollowing out by weathering. It is not preserved

by vegetation, like that under escarpments, but by its own shivery debris.
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will naturally project as rapids or falls. Observation is often

able to distinguish the difference. Delightful spots to linger in

are some of these secluded Linns and Denes ! The freshness of

morning lasts till midday ; wild flowers of summer live far into

the autumn, amid an almost primaeval wealth of vegetation ; the

sun's fiercest heat is filtered out by overspreading green ; dod-

dered tree trunks, and stones covered with mossy arabesques, lie

along and athwart the stream, and from its gleaming, whitening

plunge at the head of the glen comes such a dreamy lullaby of

sound as seems to still everything with one long Hush,

2. Crag-Talus.—It is not my purpose to enter in detail into the

mode of the accumulation of screes or talus—the debris from the

wasting scars of the crags. While, however, such details are trivial

when having no general bearing, it is otherwise when they bear

upon a large problem. An interesting subject of enquiry, but

one demanding at the outset data of a somewhat unusual kind,

would be the total amount of time during which these screes have

been gathering, in other words, the distance from us of the gla-

cial period. Such data are probably supplied by the discovery

within its talus of remanies from the ancient Camp on Gunnerton

Crag, which was brought by the quarrymen to my notice. This

will deserve to form the subject of another communication, when

the examination of the remains, and the exploration of the camp

by my friend the Eev. G. E. Hall, F.S.A., shall have been

completed.

There is a point of some interest, however, which may be re-

ferred to under the head of talus. In the front of sandstone

escarpments masses of rock, separated from the parent crag by

fissures of various width, may often be seen in positions suggest-

ing that they are travelling down hill. The rent is far past the

frost-wedging stage, and in the cases I mean the blocks stand on

slopes insufficient to set them sliding. Such blocks are on their

way to form talus—but how have they moved ?

In one of his essays on glacier motion the late Canon Moseley

gave an interesting instance of slow, sliding movement due to

variation of temperature, in a sheet of metal roofing on the slope
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of a house. Each expansion thrust the metal a little downwards

;

each contraction, having to pull up against weight, failed to draw

it up as before; and the result was a downward grayitation.

I have long suspected that the masses of rock in question were

slowly travelling downwards from the same cause, but should

scarcely have ventured to affirm the fact, but for the experiences

of Sir J. S. Hooker among the Himalayas, and Sir Wyville

Thomson in the Madeira Islands. The causes that set '^ stone

rivers" in motion in these places, must be at work in a minor

degree everywhere, and it need not be doubted that the parti-

tion of escarpments is aided by their means.

3. Swallow-holes.—It is common to find that when the roof of

a colliery level, or underground gallery, gives way near the en-

trance, the surface of the ground, without breaking into a con-

tinuous trench, sinks down here and there into rounded pits and

dimples. Limestone joints widened into fissures by aqueous

solution may be likened to a network of levels, of which denu-

dation is gradually uncovering successive portions. And when

the roof of clay or shale becomes thinned until it can no longer

support itself, it breaks through, probably at points where the

fissure is wider, or a stone or nodule concentrates weight,—and

pits the surface. Such is the origin of the swallow-holes that

border many of the limestone outcrops in this district.

The greater number of swallow-holes intercept drainage and

become sinks, but this, which is apt to be mistaken for their pri-

mary feature, is really a secondary and accidental one. It is the

ground that is swallowed in the first instance, and as a subsequent

act the hollow may become the centre of a little drainage basin.

Without a covering of loose materials, such as shale, clay, or peat,

the water descends, so far as I have seen, through simply a

widened rift. The largest swallow-holes, on the other hand, are

those opened through the thickest covers.

In their earlier stages swallow-holes are simple round bowls.

When the swallowing is complete, the bowl becomes perforated,

and of the form of the receiving part of a common filter. The lip

is generally channelled by the little stream that enters. In size.
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they vary, in this district, from mere dimples up to cups twenty

or twenty-five feet deep. They are not generally permanent

for any considerable time. The fissures that occasion them are

at once so numerous, and of such varying width, that the opening

of new holes seems to divert the centres of the little drainage

basins from place to place, without allowing time for the elonga-

tion of the orifice in waterfall style. "When discarded they seem

to be liable to obliteration either by the filling up of the cup, or

the removal of the cover which it perforates.

The formation of swallow-holes is well illustrated in certain

streams. When the course of a stream flowing upon clay drift

happens to coincide with the outcrop of a limestone, a point is

by and bye reached in the deepening of the stream-bed at which

the clay is swallowed into a fissure and the stream engulfed. The

lower reaches of the course then become nearly dry : but above

the hole, deepening progresses as before ; new chasms open suc-

cessively above the first, and bit by bit the stream is shortened.

Sooner or later, of course, it diverges from the line of the lime-

stone, and the hole last formed is, comparatively speaking, per-

manent. The old channel remains for a time a curiously irregular

succession of burrows and saddle-backs, sometimes like the rout-

ings of a huge animal.

It is difficult to see how some of these more prominent swallow-

holes can ever be superseded unless by the engulphing of the

stream by another limestone. Yet so inconspicuous, generally

speaking, are the effects of the water upon the limestone, and so

inconsiderable the modification of the original circular form, that

they can scarcely be otherwise than of recent formation. En-

largement to the extent of several cubic yards is exceptional,

though it must be said that the full effects are rather apt to be

masked by clay. But as we have seen, the solution of limestone

is apt to be exaggerated. I may add, that the best examples

in this district of streams burrowing in this fashion lie to the west

of the Church at Thockrington. Ordinary swallow-holes are so

numerous as to make it superfluous to name localities."^

* Artificial drainage, in these days, increases the importance, and will soon alter the

appearance of many swallow-holes. I have seen half a dozen drains led into a single one,
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It is not within the scoi^e of this paper to consider swallow-

holes in their relation to underground drainage. Having de-

scribed their formation I pass from them, with the general

remark, that in multiplying local watersheds, and thus increasing

the unevenness of the furrows between escarpments, they may

have had a considerable influence on the minor configuration of

the ground.

4. Aerial Pot-Jioles.—There is scarcely an escarpment in an ex-

posed situation that does not exhibit some of its surfaces drilled

into little pot-shaped cavities. If the water collected in one of

these be watched on a gusty day, it is seen to be in great commo-

tion, restlessly beating the sides and swirling unsteadily round.

Let a heavy shower come driving before the wind and its slant-

ing drops—beating on one side of the cup only—lash the water

into still more excited motion, and the attentive eye will discern

numbers of granules scouring round and round against the smooth

sides. The wind and the rain are making use of these to drill

small potholes, like those larger ones that the eddies of a stream

hollow among its rocks.

On points of rock well in the play of the wind pot-holes are

usually small in proportion to their depth and set close together.

In such positions surfaces may be literally honeycombed with

pots of various shapes and sizes, some bowl-shaped, some under-

cut into wide mouthed flasks, some so merged and compound as

to resemble nothing that I know, so much as casts of the ' ^finger

-

and-toe^'' in turnips. On a sandstone boulder, perched upon the

Queen's Crag, this close-set kind of pot-hole may be seen to per-

fection, one of them being large beyond the average, one foot

three inches long, by eight inches broad, and seven inches deep.

Around this boulder the wind can play freely, and the holes fret

its whole upper surface
; but on the angular projections of a crag

they are apt to group in a sort of procession (Woodcut J^o. 10).

In front, where the wind first breaks and eddies, is the chief,

while behind, ranged in diminishing order, come the followers.

Wind has little or no influence in making the pot-holes shift

before it. When hollowed upon a plane surface, unless biassed
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by jointing or lamination, pot-holes are

round. Upon slopes, however, they al-

ways lengthen or travel downwards. On

isolated points, for instance—such as

the boulder referred to—they move

away from the highest point as from

Woodcut No. 10.—Aerial Pot- a shed, and break in on one another, and
holes on a point of rock. Arrow , t ^ jnn n«i

f. . , ,
become worked out, linally, on all sides.

indicates direction of prevalent ' ''

'

winds. The lower side of their rim being

channelled by the lapping over of the water, helps this move-

ment.

In the early stages of pot-hole excavation, drilling is actively at

work and the channel is in abeyance. But when the deepening

recess becomes more sheltered from wind and rain, eddying grows

feeble, and the ever-enlarging channel by and bye leaves it dry.

This advanced stage being reached, a block, such as the Queen's

Crag boulder, is found carved into a miniature Alps, with a cen-

tral group of points and ridges, steep declivities, and a number

of corries—the last vestiges of the pot-holes. And the process

does not stop here. By the freezing and chemical action of what

moisture the channels still conduct, even these vestiges are ob-

literated, and the block becomes simply fluted like the Druid stone

of Swinburne (p. 308). Of this kind are the legendary comb-

marks on the great sandstone block, that projects like a huge

dog-tooth from the talus-slope of the Queen's Crag, attesting the

marital perversity of King Arthur, and at once the cleverness

and the size of Gruinevere. Unfortunately for the tradition the

comb-marks indent the two sides of a square.^'

Pot-holes perforating spreading surfaces of sandstone generally

differ from those described in lying well apart, and are of greater

width than depth. The drilling processes are set up from fewer

centres and are less active. On the Queen's Crag may be noted

such distinctions as there are between these and the close set

kind. Pine examples of this type are to be seen on a sandstone

* In a fit of the above common mascixline failing Arthur flung this stone at his queen

from the King's Crag as she sat combing "her back hair." She deftly turned it aside with

her comb. It stands some twelve feet high, and the teeth of the comb were three feet long.
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ridge within the wood, a few hundred yards west from Walwick

Hall, near Chollerford. These were pointed out to me by Mr.

Dickson of Walwick Grange, who thought that perhaps they

might be large examples of the mysterious incised cups of the

ancient Britons. But although in one or two cases well nigh as

symmetrical as a wash-hand basin, and very similar in size, they

are not artificial. The largest is one foot nine inches in diameter,

by six inches in depth.

I
The most extraordinary pot-holes I know occur along with the

Devil's Punch Bowl on the Shafto Crags. This remarkable group

is borne upon an isolated cap of stone, raised on a short pedestal

on the verge of the rock, in the full sweep of the westerly winds.

Its outer edge is bordered by a deeply excavated fretwork of close

set pot-holes, mostly worked out into channels, and resembling a

crimped edging. The two largest pot-holes within, are each

about three feet and a half in their largest diameter and have

broken together, forming a considerable pool. A deep gutter

slopes to one side. 'Neav this, as if intended to drain into it,

stands the central object of interest,—a spacious basin of perfect

circularity of internal contour. The eye may take a lesson here

between the artificial and the natural. The natural are all

lengthened in the direction of slope ; the artificial, although

lying on the same slope, has not taken the cue, has been betrayed

\ into no irregularities of form, and shelves too deep. I shall

! have occasion to revert to this stone.

Curious pothole-like perforations occur in limestone, and, though

dry in all cases I have seen, these seem to deepen indefinitely

li!! by solution. On the Fox Green, near Lonbrough, S.^W. from

' "Wark, is a group which, so far as I know, is unique in the

district. The largest of the holes, which are cylindrical tubes,

is eight inches in diameter, and was excavated from the earth

that filled them to a depth of three feet, without reaching the

bottom : another hole close beside, whose orifice just admitted

the hand, was hollowed eighteen inches, when its rim checked

the arm from passing further in. The larger hole is smoothly

turned to about a foot downward, beyond which the sides are

rougher. They contained rich mould, through which moisture
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and carbonic acid may have borne upon the bottom and elon-

gated them.

5. A Theory of the Incised marhings on Stone.—I have inciden-

tally mentioned that symmetrical specimens of these aerial pot-

holes are liable to be mistaken for the artificial cups so abundantly

incised on the rocks and stones of the ITorthern part of this county.

It would scarcely be possible for a closet antiquary to examine i

these crags without standing puzzled now and then over some
\

neatly turned natural basin ;—and, not to be unfair to the anti-

quaries, I have seen at least one sculptured stone that with its

confluent artificial cups might almost deceive a hasty geological

eye, save for its rough hewn appearance, and the presence of /

circles on other parts.
'^'

j

This resemblance is not merely superficial. On the contrary^ '

I am aware of no essential characteristics of the natural cups
j

that are not shared—though of course in a more or less conven-

tional way—by the great mass of the artificial ones. These

characteristics I take to be three. First; originally and essentially

they are cups, distributed singly or in groups. Secondly ; in a
,

|

later stage, the lip of the cup becomes grooved by a duct, lead- (

ing the waste water away : and thirdly ; this duct descends the
\>

slope of the stone.
j

Before following out the resemblance I must anticipate an /'

objection. I have no intention to assert that all the varieties of \
,

circles and enclosures found in the artificial sculptures have their f
(

counterparts in nature. Eut there are suggestive indications, it ;

appears to me, that the cup, as it is the simplest, is also the ori-
f

ginal expression of the symbols. It occurs in greatest abundance, '(

and oftenest alone. The circle is sometimes represented by a

mere unsymmetrical enclosure with cups grouped inside. There

are symptoms too that the circle is subordinate also to the channel,

for it is constantly to be remarked that, even when regular and

concentric, the circles stop short where the channel sliould be,

as if tacitly implying and respecting its position even when absent.

* G 6 in the Edinburgh A.ntiq. Museum.
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The assumption that the cup is the primal type of the sculp-

tures is at least perfectly warrantable >' Upon that assumption

the three above-named characteristics are paralleled thus. Firstly,

the cup, as in nature, occurs either singly or set in groups

;

secondly, a " radial groove" or duct represents the natural chan-

nel, and thirdly, this duct is placed ''very generally down the

slope of the rock."f

Thus far there is a fundamental similarity. But it displays

itself in a parallelism much more extended. The natural cups

are frequently confluent ; so are sometimes the artificial. Ducts

from several pot-holes sometimes unite stream-like, into a single

main channel, which might be conventionally figured as " a rude

resemblance to a plant;" so also do the artificial, from a descrip-

tion of which, by the late George Tate of Alnwick, I quote the

simile. Cuts or hollows in the stone sometimes accidentally/ in-

tercept channels passing from natural pot-holes, as also do other

pot-holes lying in their way ; and so again designedly in the case

of the artificial. In fact, except the circles and what they

have imported with them, the resemblance seems thorough.

The tendency to lengthen out upon a slope is a feature which

the artificial figures seldom display, and do not, so far as

I am aware, carry out to the full extent, but cups separately

elongated or passing into their channels as if by elongation are

not uncommon."!

I may be allowed to suggest that such detailed resemblances

may not be accidental. They seem to me strongly to counte-

nance the supposition, that in this case, as in most others, man

has imitated nature, and that the natural rock-sculptures are the

originals of these conventional and variously-figured cups and

channels. But it will be asked—Why should these pot-holes at-

tract the eyes of the ancient Britons, and wherefore should they

deem them sacred ?

* I have since learned from my friend the Rev. G. R. Hall, F.SA., that we have the

authority of Sir James Simpson's classification for this.

t George Tate, "Ancient Sculptured Rooks,'" p. 7.

X See Dr. Brnce's -'Incised Markings on Stone," for figures of these, apparently of the

natiu-al size.

2 B
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It is almost unnecessary to remind the reader that natural

impressions upon rocks and stones have, all over the world, be-

come invested with sanctity as the imprints of supernatural

beings. It remains a belief among the Bedawin and others to

this day, that holy personages have the power of leaving their

prints on rock;^' and the former prevalence of similar beliefs

nearer home is shown by the well-known fact that there are

few Druid monuments or curious stones in the country that do

not bear upon them the sign-manual of giant, devil, or witch.

Traditions of this sort appear to be connected with that former

practice of stone-worship, which was so ''earnestly forbid," (to

quote from Canute's decree on the subject,) by the ordinances of

the early church in Britain, and which has not yet even died out

in the world. Stone-worship has been explained as arising from

the respect paid to boundary-or memorial-stones. Sir John Lub-

bock prefers to describe it as '' merely a form of that indiscrimi-

nate nature-worship which characterises the human mind in a

particular phase, "f which would leave it still to be asked, how

the worship first began. It seems to me impossible to separate

between the stones and the supernatural markings upon them,

and it might well be that the former were consecrated simply

because the latter were revered. What more natural than the

worship of objects bearing upon them as it were the very hand-

writing of deities.

That pot-holes were not less the objects of supernaturalism

than any other markings on stones may be inferred from the

number of legends attaching to them. In Scandinavia the gi-

gantic kettles that so puzzle the geologist, still bear the name of

the legendary giants ; the smaller pot-holes are explained as the

prints of Troll's fingers made ''when the rock was soft." In

the bed of the ISTerbudda pot-hole-like cavities are still venerated

by the pilgrim as footprints of Indra's celestial elephant,

—

relics of the time when the great rain-god cleft open the marble

gorge. Here in Northumberland they are the hoof-marks of a

* Palmer's Desert of the Exodus.

t Origin of Civilization, p. 221,
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devil as at Birtley, or basins formed by Queen Mab and her train

for bathing in, as tradition pleasingly narrates, at Rothley.

The sonl has almost gone out of such legends now, but time was

when they were of earnest import to mankind."^*

It is perhaps to the well-known group of pot-holes which on

Shaftoe Crags is associated with ''the Devil's Punchbowl," that

we must look for the strongest suggestion of the former sacred-

ness of these cavities. The cap of rock bearing them, which

borders a plot of ground upon the crag ''defended by a double

ditch and dyke," and resembling in character the numberless

ancient British enclosures of this district, projects almost over

the entrance of a rude cavern, still retaining, according to

Hodgson, the marks of tools and wedges in its interior. The

suggestiveness of the combination did not escape the historian.

"Is it not very probable," he asks, "that we have here a cave

and a rock-altar of that primitive heathen worship which pre-

vailed all over the world from India to Britain ; that the rock

basins on the top of the altar were once dedicated to the myste-

ries of the Druidical Hu ?" As to the cave I venture no opinion,

but the rock-altar, with its one large round artificial basin, and

its many scooped and guttered natural excavations, seems won-

derfully like a relic of primitive worship.f

* The Rev. G. R. Hall, F.S.A., has told the Birtley legend in a former Volume of these

Transactions. A wandering demon, once upon a time, was unwary enough to drink at

the Holy Well. But the sacred water disagreed with him like molten lead, and

dashing his hoofs upon the stone he leaped a full mile from the spot. He alighted upon

the rock beside the Leap Crag Pool in the North Tyne ; in which deep black hole " tradi-

tion averreth he was di'cwned." At the Holy Well the tracks are about the size of a

small donkey's, if I dare use the comparison, and consist of several pairs as if the misera-

ble being had waxed fidgetty; beside the pool they swell to the size of an elephant's.

f Has the able historian ignored the following passage in Sykes' Local Records,—under

date September 20th, 1825? Upon the occasion of the marriage of the Sir Wm. Blackett

of that time, it ts stated that " Shaftoe Vaughan, Esq., a gentleman of the neighbourhood

of Wallington, ordered Shaftoe Craggs to be illuminated by a great number of large fires,

which were placed on the most conspicuous parts of the Craggs. A large punch-bowl was

cut in the most elevated rock, which was filled with such plenty of liquor as was more

than sufficient for the vast crowds of neighbouring inhabitants who flocked thither at so

uncommon an appearance." This passage may seem to render all theorizing superfluous.

Bxit need it take much to make one distrust the phrasing of a statement which must have

run the gauntlet of surroundings so very imfavourable to accuracy ?—this roystering

crowd, and such "plenty of liquor?" It seems very improbable that so capacious a basin

should have been laboriously hewn out of the solid rock for a mere freak, when the large
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If, then, pot-holes were deemed supernatural by the ancient

Britons, or were made so by their priests, there seems no reason

that human veneration and desire to possess the likeness of the

thing venerated should not have acted, as they have so often acted

since, in impelling the exercise of the imitative powers. These

rude figures,—of which all that is with certainty known is that

they were religious symbols,—may owe their existence to a dark

kind of the same religious devotion that inspired a Eafaelle.

That the incised cup with its ^^ radial groove" was the most

natural form for the imitations to take needs no proof. In mak-

ing use of cups to catch water, and channels to lead it away,

underneath waste-pipes and at wells, we now-a-days convention-

alize the pot-hole and duct exactly as the ancient Britons did.

How the great departures from the simple idea of the cup and

channel—the superadded circles, irregular enclosures, spirals,

etc., came about, is a question I am not qualified to discuss.

They may have introduced some other symbolism,^' or they

may have been imaginary additions like those ordinary deve-

lopments of art which have elaborated the plain Doric into

the ornate Corinthian with the multiplex scrolls and leaf-curves

bowls of nature's providing, already on the same stone, (see p. 345) were there to serve the

night's ixse. Moreover, the Devil's name (however appropriate to the occasion the teeto-

taller may think it), is generally, if not always, associated with objects of real antiquity.

Is it not probable that the jovial Mr. Vaughan, tickled by the punch bowl's designation,

simply adapted it to his purpose (its rim shews signs of ineffectual tampering), and that

the writer of the record had no interest in ascertaiuing the exact colour of the truth ? In

this belief, which may have been Hodgson's, I allow the text and the following note to

stand as they are.

I cannot claim any acquaintance with "the mysteries of the Druidical Hu," but the

following passage so nearly describes the use I can imagine for this possible rock altar

at Shaftoe Crags, with an alloAvance for difference of climate, that I quote it. " The

Sonthals of Central Hindustan worship a conspicuous hill called 'Marang Baroo.' In

times of drought they go to the top of this sacred mountain and offer their sacrifices on a

large flat stone, playing their drum and beseeching their god for rain." Colonel Dalton,

quoted in Lubbock's " Origin of Civilization," p. 224. To Indra, the rain god, belonged

all libations; and what'place could be more suited for invocations to him or any other

than where he might be thought to shed his own libations into his own sacred rock-boAvls.

What scenes may this stone have witnessed! Libations of milk were until lately poured

in honour of the sun on the gruaich stones of Skye. But did the Britons limit themselves

to milk ?

* "Doing things in circles, sunwise, is almost universal in the north." J. F. Camp-
bell, West Highland Tales.
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of its capital; or possibly, they may have been taken from

the rings of fine stratification that often surround the pot-

holes themselves, as the leaves of a book would surround a

hole gouged in it. On any supposition it is perfectly expli-

cable that the circles should have come to be identified with

the cups ; the accessory, as in the history of emblems generally,

becoming blended with the original. It would not be unpa-

ralleled in the history of art, for instance, that the caprice

of the inscribers should have carried them so far beyond the

simple cup from which they started, as to omit it altogether,

which has sometimes been done. I have already remarked that

the concentric lines round a cup often stop short where the duct

should be, even in its absence, as if tacitly respecting its posi-

tion ; in like manner the circle without the cup may be taken as

implying its presence.

But it will probably be granted that even admitting full sig»

nificance for the resemblance I have traced between incised cups

and natural pot-holes, it would be as vain to attempt separate ex-

planations of all the varieties as to try to predict or explain the

vagaries of a savage's imagination. "^^

6. Snail-Borings in Limestone.—In the early days of contro-

versy as to a possibly marine origin for escarpments, we hear

of the presence upon rock-surfaces of the borings of lithodomous

shells. The late Dr. Euckland had before then described short

sac-like perforations in limestone, which he often found tenanted

* My friend Mr. Howse, the valued Secretary of this Club, has recently bi'oachcd the

ingenious yiew that these encircled cups, etc., of the rock surfaces of Noi'thumberland are

not artificial at all, but the work of a concentrically-growing lichen, when the climate was

moister. ("Newcastle Daily Journal," July 26th, 1879.) The disintegrating power of

lichens is well known ; but it still remains to be pointed out that any lichens of the pre-

sent day make even faint impressions of these particular designs. I have not examined

the originals of the drawings given by the late George Tate and by Dr. Bruce, but I have

carefully gone through a fine series of similar sculptures in the Museum of Antiquities at

Edinburgh. That these, at least, are artificial, I am quite satisfied; and in the miniature

cups and circles upon combs of bone, etc., preserved in this Museum, I think there is con-

clusive evidence that the larger cups, circles, and spirals, fomid, like them, in the "Plots'

houises," are what antiquaries have taken them to be. See the Catalogue, luider the head

of " Sculptured Stones," and " Collections from ' Pictish Towers,' " etc., in the illustrations

of which I think any one interested in the matter will find sufficient to satisfy him. This

Catalogue is the best sixpenny worth of archaeology he is likely to get. See Miscellanea,

infra.
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by land-snails, and believed to have been produced by a process

of boring, in effect like that of the marine stone-boring molluscs.

Dr. S. P. Woodward, also a great authority, considered these

honey-combings to be purely atmospheric,—like the aerial pot-

holes just described. In opposition to Dr. Buckland's observa-

tion that they occur mainly on the lower or sheltered surfaces

of ledges, he remarked them ''always on the windward side."

The snails, according to Woodward, were only in temporary

possession.*'

"Without pretending to enter authoritatively into the niceties

of this question, I may be allowed to give the results of obser-

vations among ^Northumbrian limestones. The surface of wea-

thered joints is apt to have a smoothly dimpled and dotted

appearance, rather like dough marked with the tips of the fin-

gers, and then somewhat drawn out in one direction,—that of

stratification in the stone. This is unquestionably due to wea-

thering—chiefly to solvent action. The deepening of the dimples

into sacs might seem to be simply a continuation of the same

process. This in many cases, however, it does not seem to be.

If largely produced by solvent weathering, the deepening would

proceed so as to allow water to fill the cups, or at least to keep

them moister than the adjacent stone. In two excellent groups

of perforations I have examined, one on the north bank of the

stream bounding the lower end of the enclosure in which the

Swinburne stone stands, the other in Gunnerton Mck, it is an

almost invariable rule that the cavities ascend from their entrance

in a way fitted to keep the interior dry. In the Swinburne group

several of the holes—smooth and bulbous as usual, are entered

as the bowl of a pipe is entered from its stalk, their entrance

being no more than half their interior width, and the bowl ascend-

ing vertically for some three inches. In both places they abound

much more on faces of limestone to leeward of the prevalent wes-

terly winds ; and I may remark, that among the exposed uplands,

where the aerial pot-holes are most abundant, I have sought in

* H. B. Woodward on Geology of Wells. Proc. of Somerset Arch, and Nat. Hist. Soc.

1873. See also his Geol. of England and Wales.
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No mere weathering, it seems to me, could form sucli holes,

which, I may say, were not associated with the rusty cores to

be occasionally remarked in limestone. On the other hand, so

complete a shelter might well be sought as such. Slugs and

snails, even without doing any active boring, would concentrate

moisture at the inner end of the cavities, and so promote their

elongation by solvent action. If this be the proper view, the

first beginnings of the holes were due to weathering : the deep-

est dimples were then selected as resting places or shelter by

some wet-bodied animal, and there was thus brought to bear on

their elongation the moisture otherwise excluded.

Conclusion.—In one of the limestone quarries you may find a

coralline,—an exquisite piece of filagee. with the stone dissected

away from it as no human hand, or finest instruments have deli-

cacy to dissect,—every mesh perfectly opened, every thread pure

white. The same power of waste, carving that stone lace-work

into its minute tracery of threads and meshes, has cut out this

Tynedale region into most of its diversity of heights and hol-

lows,—from its pot-holes and swallow-holes up to its ribs of

escarpment. A varied sculpture is the inseparable accompani-

ment of the gradual working down of drainage basins into the

body of the country. There is a sort of evolution in the process.

The river, its larger and lesser branches, and its minute capillary

feeders, although constituting one great eroding machine, have

neither equal powers, nor simultaneous opportunities, for exca-

vation ; and long after the main stream in its lower reaches has

worked its bed down so close to the level at which it enters

the sea, that gradients have become low, and action sluggish, and

the processes of carving are more and more retarded, and the

features, which are the monuments of active erosion, grow worn

and vague, like the mouldings on any old bit of sculpture,—the

golden age of force, activity, and opportunity has passed to the

higher regions.

In this paper we have seen only one side of Nature's geolo-

gical balance—that side which persistently lowers towards the
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sea level. It is possible, that the omnipi^esence of denudation

tends to induce those who only know at a distance of upheaval,

violence, and fracture, to make too little of their original ef-

fect upon surfaces which give no internal evidence of recent

disturbance. I have abstained from speculating upon the condi-

tion in which denudation may have first found this part of the

country. Tor the probabilities in such cases I cannot do better

than refer the student to Prof. Green's ^^ Manual for Students ;"^'

but it is impossible to deny that the up-arching movement that

raises countries above the sea may have been attended, in many

cases, by fracture and fissure. But of these I yet know of no

evidence in Tynedale.

There is a beauty in these escarpments, point beyond point,

step below step, jetty beyond jetty. See them sometimes,

blackened by the shadows of evening, but with their outlines

overlaid and melted by the molten gold of the setting sun ; and

when, as I have sometimes seen the clouds are of that clustered

kind that are penetrated to the zenith by shafts of golden haze

from the effulgent sphere at the horizon, there are few more sug-

gestive moments in which to recall the sublime words of the old

Hebrew prophet ;—He that sitteth on the circle of the heaven

—

that fainteth not, neither is weary—''hath comprehended the

dust of the earth in a measure and weighed the mountains in

scales."

* p. 421 of 1st Edition.
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Appendix.—To help any one who may investigate the subject, I add a

notice of two points which at first struck me as difficulties in the way of the

atmospheric origin of these escarpments.

1. The great spread of dipslope covered by a limestone at Great Baving-

ton only three feet and a half to four feet thick. No less than half a mile's

breadth of this limestone's outcrop is exposed, and it may seem that on the

atmospheric theory it must have melted away. But is the preservation of

this thin sheet any whit more easily accounted for upon any other theory ?

Could the glaciers have more easily ploughed out large bodies of strata in

the neighbourhood and left it? Could the seaV It is rather surprising on

any theory, but the following considerations may help to an explanation.

1st—The strata between this and the next overlying limestone—some forty

feet thick—are almost entirely shale and have easily been w^orked back from

it. 2nd—It overlies the whinsill, with only about a foot of shale between,

and, if I recollect aright, has a finely crystalline structure ; crystallised car-

bonate of lime is less liable to solution than ordinary limestone. The feature

of this limestone has a curved front—the only case I have noticed, (see p.

321.)

2. Some sandstone crags—Queen's Crag in particular, have wasted at a

I'ate that instead of raising them into prominence above their line of escarp-

ment, ought to have made them bury themselves in the ground. The main

part of Queen's Crag has worked itself back into a recess, and its debris,

consisting of slices the whole depth of the seamless bed, cannot cover up its

front, and check denudation as smaller materials might. If this were the

usual mode of action, crags, on the atmospheric theory, could only get

their head above the surface to the height of the slicing bed. I believe this

difficulty disappears when the variable bedding of the sandstones is consi-

dered. Massive beds are of no great extent, quickly losing their massive

character when traced out. It is possible therefore that denudation has

brought the Queen's, and certain other, crags to a " measure" of rock that

will soon be worked out, and give place to a kind less open to wholesale

destruction.
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XYII.

—

Miscellanea.

Effect of the severe Winter (1878) on Birds at Bmiston Sill.—
I fear we have lost neaiiy every individual save one or two of

the Common Wren, Troglodytes. Up to the great frost and snow-

fall in I^ovember last, its song might be heard uttered with great

energy and glee in every shrubbery and thicket here. Even

this winter I have heard but one bird.

Doubtless the little creatures perished in numbers in their

cavities during the past winter, and their hearty, musical carol

may be nearly lost from our woodlands for several years.

The little bird which was present in more than ordinary num-

ber with us in l^ovember last, before the first hard weather, and

in full song, was very late in re-appearing at all in the spring,

so that I thought all the individuals that haunt our thickets at

Dunston Hill had perished.

But at last the call-note and the song were heard again, though

but very rarely, as if only a small remnant of the little creatures

had lived through their hibernation.

The "Wren never appears with the Eedbreast, the Hedgey or

Hedge-Warbler, and the Blackbird to claim a pittance at our

windows. It never seeks human help, but is sometimes found

lying dead in our outhouses whither it has gone in search of

spiders and hibernating flies.

"When a boy, and capturing Sparrows, by means of a sieve,

under the eaves of stacks during the Christmas holidays, I once

caught five Wrens from one hole in a haystack, and at once re-

leased them. They evidently were roosting together for mutual

warmth.

I am still of opinion that they become torpid in very severe

weather, occupying cavities under the roots of old and partially

decayed trees, where also the Long-tailed Field-mouse often

retires.

Evergreens.—That noble Evergreen, the Quercus ilex, of which

fine specimens for the north, and not favoured by being near the

sea existed at the seat of the Eev. E. H. Williamson at Whick-

ham and at the Eectory there, have been killed to the ground.
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though in one instance the trunk is as thick as a man's waist,

and cannot he of less age than seventy or eighty years. It was

in perfect health in IN'ovember last. The few Ilices which I had

in my own grounds have likewise perished to the very ground.

It is to he hoped that some fine trees of the species at Pallow-

den and at Howick may have survived as being on the coast-

land, where winter's cold is somewhat mitigated by the vast

unfrozen sea, retaining a temperature of perhaps 45° Fahr.

The Portugal Laurel has shown itself hardy as usual in the

north, though in some of the Midland Counties it occasionally

suffers injury.

That beautiful new introduction, Laurocerasus A%orica, though

decidedly less hardy than Lusitania, its near relative, has held

its own very fairly, losing only a few terminal shoots.

Araucaria imhricata has come through unscathed both at

"Whickham and with me. Above all, we have to rejoice in the

perfect hardihood of Cryptomeria Japonica.

Berleris Barwinii is killed to the ground, a sad loss ; but as

it throws up suckers habitually it will soon re-establish itself.

Rhododendron Ponticum is probably unharmed. It is the great

acquisition of this country to our evergreen shrubberies. Many

very beautiful Hybrid Ehododendrons have shown themselves

little or nothing the worse for their severe trial ; but others have

succumbed. Thuyia horealis quite unhurt.

Laurus Daphne, the Sweet Bay, and Arbutus unedo both cut

down here, as indeed they are by every sharp winter. Our soil

is unfavourable to them. They do much better even near the

Cheviots ; but the coast-line is their proper locality.

Ilex Aquifolium Balearica, the Majorca Holly, has stood admi-

rably, like the common British species ; but some of the golden

varieties of the British Holly are sorely pinched.

—

Ralph Carr

Ellison, Dunston Sill, May 2nd, 1879.

Letter from Sir John Trevelyan, Bart., to Thomas Bewick.

Me. Bewick,—I have heard that you propose re-publishing your

work ; in which case I desire a set to be sent for me to the care
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of Mr. Edwards, Linen Draper, High Street, Bristol; and Joe

Black of Cambo will pay you.^'

Of the Water-Hen, you say, ^^ It is not yet ascertained whether

they ever migrate. I can only say that they are in an island-

pond of mine, near the house, all the year round; and in the

winter season, always more than twenty; and I have counted

thirty-three at one time : in the spring they go to the brooks to

breed, except two pairs, supposed to be master birds, and from

whom are as many broods. In l^ovember they return and re-

main the rest of the winter ; and if hard weather they are fed

with oats, and become very familiar.

The Water-Ouzel is well described in your History of Birds

;

but a few peculiar habits are omitted by you and Pennant, which

ought to be noticed as they differ from every other species of the

feathered tribe. The "Water-Ouzel always flies very quick, and

does not appear to me to be able to moderate his flight ; for which

reason, when he intends pitching on a point of rock, or stone,

above the surface of the water, he avails himself of hitting his

breast deeper, or shallower, dashing the water around him ; and,

partaking of the rebound, is at the instant on the spot, firm on

his feet. In flying up the stream, he checks himself in like

manner, nearer the object he intends to pitch on; and clown, at

a greater distance from ; allowing for the rapidity of the water

either way, so as to answer his purpose. I have seen the bird

swim from a stone to a shelving bank, but never from a bank to

a stone.

In your account of the Long-tailed Pield Mouse, you conclude

with Pennant's account of the Hampshire Mouse, which is also

correct; but as they are tolerably plenty here, and which we

call the Harvest Mouse, I have kept two or three of them in a

Dormouse Cage, to observe their habits, and find they have a

very flexible tail, towards the end, with which they frequently

lay hold of a wire, twisting it twice round, close to the wire, as

if to prevent their falling, should they slip ; and sometimes they

will suspend themselves from one of the upper wires, hanging

wholly by the tail, perhaps a minute or more, but do not drop to

[* Land-agent to Sir John Trevelyan.]
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the bottom of the cage, but, by a jerk, throw themselves up, and

walk about the wires as before. The weight of a mouse is as

near as possible to that of a half-penny. A gentleman now with

me says, that he observed one of them in his garden, with the

end of his tail twisted round a slender branch of a peach tree,

partaking of the fruit.

You may recollect that I gave you, a few years ago, a list of

the names of men taken from birds : I shall now add a few more,

and if you find duplicates of some of them before given, it is with

a view of strengthening the proofs :

—

Eagle—Captain of Volunteers, Sutitolk.

Falcon—late Consul at Algiers.

Hobby—of Herefordshire, Inn holder: Gazette, 1805.

Hen—Durham, near the Green Dragon, and two others of the

name elsewhere.

Fowls—Married at St. James's Church, 1806.

Bustard—An officer in the Army : Gazette.

Goose (Mr.) Married to Miss Flock: Morning Post, 1807.

Gray-goose (Mrs.)—Court of King's Bench, l^oy. 14, 1806,

Wildgoose—in the Army: Star, January 1805.

Eaglefinch—Queen Anne Street East : Gazette.

Oriole, Mr.—Clifton near Bristol : 1807. {See Pennant.)

Pheasant, Edward: Southwark Gazette, Jany. 17, 1807.

Curlew: Star, Jany. 1805 (Taylor) Gazette.

I hope you will excuse the trouble I give, should you think

my observations trivial. Let me hear from you, and

I am, Your most humble Servant,

(Signed) John Teeveltan,

Mr. Bewick, Engraver, NeUhcomhe Court, near Taunton,

St. Nicholas Church Yard, Newcastle on Tyne. August I2th, 1807.

Notes on tlie hreeding of the StocJc Dove, Columha cenas, Linn.,

in the County of Durham, within a few miles of Neivcastle.—When
on a visit to a friend on the 8th, 9th, and 10th of this month, my
attention was drawn by my friend to a Eing Dove, as he called

it, which had its nest on the top of an old summer house in the

garden. On looking at the young which were fledged and lying
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on the bare ground in a hole under an old Lilac tree, it struck

me very forcibly, that the young were those of the Stock Dove,

and not of the Eing Dove, as my friend supposed. On our way

back to the house he pointed out an old Elm, with a hole at

the top of a large branch, saying, ''that another nest must be

there, for he had seen a Dove fly out of the hole the other day."

This settled the question that it really was the Stock Dove.

However, to make it more certain, I wished to see the bird come

out of the hole myself, upon which he replied, ''your bed room

looks upon the tree, and by getting up early in the morning you

will see one of the birds sitting on the tree close by." I fol-

lowed his advice, and, rising early, I saw the bird leave the hole

and fly to a tree near, and after pausing awhile it flew right

away : in about half an hour it returned and went into the hole.

The Stock Dove is considered by naturalists to be a very shy

bird, and I can bear testimony to this fact, for the bird made

many movements from tree to tree before it reached the branch

in which the nest was. I felt sure that the bird saw me through

the window, although I kept very quiet and made no movement.

After breakfast my friend got a ladder to get up to the hole to

make certain that the nest was there. As soon as the ladder was

placed against the tree, three birds flew out; one fell to the

ground and the others flew away. The bird that fell to the

ground was a young bird, with its right wing injured probably

by some Jackdaw wanting a dinner, and thinking the young

Dove would be a nice tender bit.

I may mention that a fourth bird flew from the same Elm tree

but from another hole a little lower down the stem, which was

about one foot six inches deep, and at the bottom of which lay

two white eggs, undoubtedly those of another Stock Dove, mak-

ing three nests in the same locality.

I had never seen this species in the first plumage before; a

short description therefore will not be out of place :—Eill dusky,

the upper mandible tipped with white ; feet, toes, and claws the

same colour as the bill : these parts in the mature hirds are red.

All the plumage is of a blue-grey, rump a little paler, bastard
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wing, primaries and tail-feathers dark blue, upper tail coverts

grey, a few dark-blue spots on the tertiaries, eye dark hazel.

This is the fifth locality I have to record of this interesting

species making its appearance in our two northern counties.

Por a particular account of these reference may be made to The

Eirds of N'orthumberland and Durham, Yol. YI., p. 84, of our

Transactions.

—

Jolrn Sancoch, May 15tli, 1880.

Frelimmary Note on the Discovery of Old Sea-caves and a

Raised Sea-heach at Whithurn Lizards.—In the spring of 1878,

Mr. John Daglish kindly forwarded to the Museum of the l^atural

History Society a box of bones, discovered in an old Sea-cave by

the workmen employed in quarrying limestone on the eastern

escarpment of the Cleadon Hills, known on the Ordnance Map

as the Whitburn Lizards; and he also granted, in the kindest

manner possible, liberty to some of the members of this Society

to excavate in the Cave, and examine any other part of the works

now being carried on by the "Whitburn Coal Company. This

was the first intimation we had of the existence of seaworn caves

on the escarp of the Cleadon Hills, and the occurrence of the

remains of an extinct bird, the Great Auk, which, together with

the bones of the Eed Deer and Eoe, formed part of the first in-

stalment sent to the Museum, as well as numerous skulls of the

Common Badger and Pox, made the discovery of the greatest

interest. Systematic search was carried on constantly in the

Caves, and amongst the materials first thrown out ; and a very

interesting list of Mammalia and Birds has been made out.

^Numerous others still await identification.

In the first Cave, only a few remains of man were secured,

two lower jaws and some limb-bones, and these were found im-

mediately at the entrance to the Cave. In a Cave adjoining,

discovered during this year, the skulls of five persons were found,

and other portions of the human skeleton. These were all re-

moved by the workmen before anyone could have an opportunity

of examining the position in which they were arranged. JSTo

artificial implements of any kind have, so far as we know, been

found, but through the cave-earth remains of charred wood or
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charcoal were frequent. The most numerous bones found are

those of the Water-vole, which appears to have been the favou-

rite food of the larger carnivora, Badger and Fox, as well as

numerous bones of birds.

The Cave examined by us is situated about one hundred and

forty feet above the present sea-level on the north-east escarp of

the hill, and about fifteen feet from the top. It was entirely

concealed by dehris, which was overgrown by the regular her-

bage of the cliff, so that no outward signs of it were visible,

and it was not till the workmen had removed a large quantity

of loose rubble fallen from the cliff that the entrances of the

caves were seen.

The general appearance presented by the first-discovered Cave

much resembles caves cut by the sea in similar rock at its present

level. The height of the principal entrance was rather more

than six feet when the earth had been removed from the marly

floor. It ran nearly west into the hill side, bifurcating at the

far end into two branches. JS'ear the entrance on the north side,

another Cave branched off in a north-westerly direction from the

main Cave, and a low outlet to this portion existed in the front.

This branch was on a slightly higher level than the main Cave,

and behind the pillar separating the two in front the most nume-

rous remains of the small carnivora, birds, and fish bones, were

found.

The second Cave, in which most of the human remains were

discovered, was not seen by us, unfortunately. It was separated

by about five feet from the first Cave to the south, and at the

time of our fii st visit was concealed from view by a mass of dehris

from the weathering of the rocks above. The Caves had been

worked out by the sea from softer material than the surrounding

beds, and the bottom of both Caves was of soft, marly, yellow

limestone. There was no accumulation of water-worn pebbles

in the bed of the Cave; but the thick deposit of cave-earth,

rather more than two feet, rested upon the marly limestone. It

was of a reddish appearance, and rather fatty to look at, but

when dried readily left the specimen.

Some of the lai'ger bones were scattered in a very irregular
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manner through the mass, but others were congregated and rather

closely packed together. The larger bones had generally been

broken and gnawed, and nearly all the bird bones, excepting the

hollow limb bones, had been more or less fractured. Large

masses of very small bones occurred together, which had been

only partially digested, having formed the food of Eadgers or

Foxes. There was no appearance of stalagmite or stalactite, and

only a very small deposit of calc-sinter was observed. Decom-

posed fragments of limestone which had fallen from the roof

occurred here and there in the Cave-earth. The Cave-earth had

an irregular surface, and was grooved more or less with water

that had accumulated on and drained over its surface.

The following species of animals, some of which appear to have

been more or less domestic, have been carefully identified by Mr.

John Hancock: Horse, Cow, Sheep, Dog, Pig or Wild -Boar,

Eed-Deer, Eoe, Badger, Pox, Yellow-breasted Marten, Weasel,

Hedgehog, Mole, Water-Yole. Numerous bones of birds were

also identified; among others the Kestrel or Merlin, Gannet,

Great-Auk, Eazor-Bill, etc. Shells of the Oyster, Periwinkle,

Limpet, and several species of Snails were likewise distributed

through the Cave-earth.

The occurrence of the remains of the Great-Auk, determined

by Mr. John Hancock, would of itself give great importance to

the contents of this Cave, as this bird has only once been recorded

as occurring on the ISTorthumberland coast, and has not been ob-

served for the last fifty years in any part of the British Islands,

and its former existence in the ]N"orth Atlantic is now matter of

history on both sides of this ocean. The Yellow-breasted Mar-

ten is now restricted to the northern part of Scotland, and the

Badger, formerly abundant in the IN'orthern Counties of England,

as the names derived from its haunts show, has now disappeared

from our locality, and is only found in the more wooded and se-

cluded parts of the South of England.

N'o great antiquity need be claimed for the contents of these

Caves. That they must have been raised to their present level

long before they were the habitation of the creatures whose re-

mains have been concealed in them admits of little doubt ; but

2 c
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the absence of any artificial instrument, and of the remains of

those former denizens of England, the Hyaena and Cave-bear,

found in the Yorkshire and Devonshire Caves, and its occupation

by those still existing, or existing within the century in some

part of the British islands, would seem to imply that a long-

period back is not required to explain all the appearances exist-

ing in these Caves.

Raised Sea-Beach.—In the railway cutting about forty feet

below the level of the Cave, a most interesting section of the

Kaised Beach is exposed. The railway luns nearly along the

one hundred feet contour line above the present sea-level. The

section shews about nine inches of cultivated or formerly culti-

vated soil resting upon a reddish clay in which occur pieces of

angular chalk-flints and rounded pebbles of pure white quartz.

For want of a better name, '^ Scandinavian Drift" has been ap-

plied to this deposit, which is much newer than the true Boulder-

clay, and has been deposited under somewhat different physical

circumstances. In this locality, as at the Trow Eocks near

Shields, it rests upon sea-formed gravel or the rock-head, and is

as a consequence newer than the gravel it rests on. In some

parts of the cutting the gravel was of considerable thickness and

shews partial bedding of the materials, which are chiefly com-

posed of limestone from the neighbouring cliff intermixed with a

few pebbles derived from the older Boulder-clay which had, as

must be inferred from the numerous remains of Trap and Car-

boniferous-limestone boulders resting on the rock-head, formerly

covered the whole surface.

The gravel rests on sea-worn rocks either loose or in situ,

which present much the same appearance as those on the sea-

shore of the present coast-line. Further to the south along the

line of railway, washings of sand and clay take the place of the

gravel. !N"o shells or traces of organisms have yet been observed

in the gravel at Marsden, but in a corresponding deposit of gravel

at the Trow Rocks near Shields, broken fragments of Cyprina

Islandica, Tellina proxima, etc., were collected several years ago.

It has long been well known that the village of Cleadon, at a
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slightly lower level than this raised beach, is built on a very

extensive spread of marine gravel. JN^o geologist can look at the

Northern, Western, and Southern Escarpments of the Cleadon

Hills, with its lines of projecting cliffs, without being convinced

of the former insular character of this mass of limestone during

long portions of the glacial period. The inferences to be drawn

respecting the former depression and elevation of this part of

England during the glacial period must be left for a future oc-

casion. Our best thanks are due to our fellow-member, Mr. John

Daglish, for the liberal manner in which he has placed the ma-

terials for this notice at our disposal and presented the specimens

found in the Caves to the Museum.

—

Richwrd Howse. Read at

Ma/rsden, October 3rd, 1879.

On the so-called Sculptured Rochs of North Northumberland.^

More than fifty years ago the late J. C. Langlands, Esq., first

observed and reported to the members of the Berwickshire ]^atu-

ralists' Eield Club the existence of curious concentric circles on

the sandstone rocks near the ancient semi-circular encampments

on the brow of the hill above his residence at Old Bewick. Erom

time to time since that date attention has been called to these

and to other similar circles found in the neighbourhood of Wooler

and Eord by members of the Berwickshire Club. Among those

who have more particularly described them are Dr. Johnston in

Botany of the Eastern Border, Yol. I., the Kev. William Green-

well, in the Tyneside Eield Club Transactions, Yol. YI., p. 20
;

and the late George Tate, who took up the subject with his

usual zeal, and has furnished an elaborate paper, illustrated with

lithographs by our fellow-member Mr. John Storey, of nearly all

the examples known to exist in this district, and advanced theo-

ries more or less accepted as to their origin and signification.

Berwickshire ^Naturalists' Eield Club, Yol. Y.

In 1853 Dr. Johnston, Nat. Hist. Eastern Borders, Yol. E,

p. 256, says, ''I think that the circles we lie upon were made

by the soldiers of that camp (Bruneburh) in relief of idleness,

etc." This conjecture seems not to have gained many advocates,

for, in his Presidential Address to the members of this Class
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(Trans. Tyneside l^at. Field Club, 1863, Vol. YI., p. 21), the

Eev. W. Greenwell expresses the opinion ''that their import is

religious ; their connection with burial, always a most sacred

rite, and closely joined to the religion of all races, points most

distinctly to a sacred purpose, but what the mystery is which

they dimly shadow may remain for ever unknown, at present it

is completely hidden from all enquiry."

Mr. Tate had in his Presidential Address to the Berwickshire

Club, September, 1853, Yol. III., pp. 129, 130, combated the

idea that these circles were plans of ancient camps, and proposed

a different view. " I cannot," says Mr. Tate, ''regard them as

the amusements of an idle soldiery, nor as plans of camps, nor

as exercises of incipient engineers; for their wide distribution,

and, notwithstanding differences in detail, their family resem-

blance prove that they had a common origin, and indicate a sym-

bolic meaning representing some popular thought ; and though I

cannot spell the rude lettering, I fancy, since they are associated

with the last remains of Celtic heroes and sages, they tell of the

faith and hope of the aboriginal inhabitants of Britain." This

view, which as far as I am able to ascertain, has been accepted

by most writers on the subject is more fully expressed in the

following carefully-selected extracts, which will give a correct

idea of the theories which have been hitherto proposed to account

for the origin of these so-called inscribed rocks under the head-

ings: (1) "Who formed them? (2) By what kind of tool were

the inscriptions made ? (3) "What mean these sculptures ? The

answers to these three questions are given in the words of the

late Mr. George Tate, of Alnwick.

(1.) "The opinion has been maintained that these sculptures

were the work of Eoman soldiers, who, after driving the native

population out of their camps, occupied them, and caused the

emblems of their own religion, relating to Mithraic rites, to be

carved on the rocks in the district around. But such rude in-

scriptions possess none of the characters of Eoman workmanship.

The invariable association of these inscriptions with ancient

British forts, oppida, villages, and sepulchres, is evidence of all

having been the work of the people who dwelt in these villages.
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and were buried in these tombs. They may have been earlier

than the interments, as they might have been quarried from a

sacred inscribed stone in the neighbourhood and placed over or

in the cist to give a sanctity to the resting-place of the dead.

These inscriptions, therefore, are pre-Koman, and may date back-

wards not less than two thousand years or more ; because the

relics of the period indicate a low degree of civilisation, and

would carry us back to the early immigration of Celts into

Britain."

(2.) " We may now inquire by what kind of tool the inscrip-

tions were made—whether by stone or metal. The markings

have been chipped or picked out, and not made by rubbing ; the

best preserved figures show that the tool was bluntly pointed.

All our sculptures are in sandstone, which could have been in-

cised by such a tool as was used, in far-distant pre-historic times,

made of basalt, flint, hornstone, trap, or jasper. Metals, how-

ever, were known in the district when the sculptures were in-

cised. It is, therefore, probable, that metallic tools had been

also used to inscribe the ^Northumberland rocks."

(3.) ''What then mean these sculptures? Are they merely

ornamental ? or are they symbolical ? When the earliest public

notices were given of the l^orthumbrian inscriptions, they were

supposed to be plans of camps. In 1853 I proposed a diilerent

view, and advocated the notion that they were symbolical figures

representing religious thoughts. The numerous additional facts

observed, confirm, I think, the conclusions—first, that these in-

scriptions have been made by the Celtic race occupying Britain

many centuries before the Christian era ; and, second, that the

figures are symbolical—most probably of religious ideas."

'

' The Eev. William Proctor, of Doddington, says, ' I am de-

cidedly of opinion that they are all monumental inscriptions in

memory of departed friends, whose remains had been deposited

near them.' "'^'

Since Mr. Tate's paper was published our respected fellow-

member and Yice-President, the Bev. Dr. Bruce, has, in an

* See "The Ancient British Sculptured Rocks of Northumberland and the Eastern

Borders." Berwickshire Transactions, Vol. V., p. 106.
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exhaustive summary prefixed to the magnificent folio plates,

published under the liberal auspices of the late, and present Duke

of J^orthurabeiiand, reviewed the whole subject and adopted the

opinion that these markings are artificial, and '' it is possible that

they have some religious significancy." (See Incised Markings

on Stone, pp. 1-12, 1869.)

It may be remarked on the above quotations that the occur-

rence of slabs covered v^ith concentric circles in the old burial

places may be only accidental. A barbarous people with few

powerful tools would be almost certain to search the outcrop of

the rock-head for loose slabs, such as might be easily wedged off,

and even the farmers of the present day, and in the very same

places, employ their servants to do the very same thing, prefer-

ring to wedge off loose stones to the more expensive way of

quarrying. Large pieces of the Routing Linn sculptured stone

have been recently quarried, not for burial purposes certainly,

but for " walling ".and other agricultural requirements.

That these circles are associated with ''the last remains of

Celtic heroes and sages," even admitting the latter were proved

to be such, is no proof at all that the circles are of Celtic (Drigin.

'
' The invariable association of these inscriptions with ancient

British forts, oppida, villages, and sepulchres," is no evidence of

all having been the work of the people who dwelt in these vil-

lages and were buried in these tombs, for how many thousand

camps, etc., are there in other parts of the country belonging to

the same race where no trace of concentric circles has ever been

found ? how many a tomb has been opened and district explored

without finding a trace of these circles ? we must therefore at-

tribute the proximity of the camps to them on the wild moors

of I>rorthumberland, Yorkshire, and Scotland, to be merely

accidental.

In !N'orthumberland, even within the historic period, the phy-

sical appearance and condition of the country where these camps

occur must have been widely different from what it is at present.

The primitive, natural woods as they are called in this district,

covered the tops of all but the very highest hills, and dense

forests the lower ground. Proofs of this still remain in many
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peat-bogs at great elevations that have been examined. The

general appearance of the country would be much the same as

sung by the poet in other lands.

"Fluminibus salices, crassisque paludibus aini

Nascuntiir, steriles saxosis montibus orni."

Barren birks spread themselves over the rocky fells, allers co-

vered the dense swamps, and sallows fringed the streams, with

here and there in suitable places groves of gnarled oak and plots

of lofty Scotch Fir. Along the glades of the dense swamps

roamed the fierce Urus and the Wild -Boar, in the quietudes

of the more lofty forest the Elk and the Eed-Deer with Eoo on

the hill-sides, and here and there packs of bloodthirsty wolves.

Excepting the last both plants and animals have left their re-

mains in deposits of peat indubitable witness of their former

presence in these counties.

And how difi;erent is the appearance of these British towns

now from those described centuries ago by Csesar. " Oppida au-

tem Britanni vocant, cum silvas impeditas, vallo atque fossa

munierunt, quo incursionis hostium vitandse causa convenire

consuerint." Erom this one must conclude that all these old

camps in ]N"orthumberland, bare and exposed as they are at the

present day, were concealed and protected by a dense vegetation,

as well as by walls of earth and rubble, each family required,

the race being very quarrelsome, to be protected against its

neighbours, tribe against tribe as strictly as against the Eoman

or any other foe. All the rocks among these dense woods would

then be covered over with a rich garment of lichens and other

plants, no bare stones being left uncovered, and in such a state

no doubt had these concentric circles being buried long before

Celt or ^eolith, or Paleeolith, or any other form of man, terra

edita or not, had sprung up to trouble the surface of the country

with ruthless wars.

And with regard to the meaning of these circles, if the theory

proposed in this paper be correct, these markings, instead of

being symbolical of a future, may be only direct evidence of a

past life of plants which flourished and faded, which grew upon

the first bare upheaved surfaces of the rock-head when it was
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first lifted up from the surface of the glacial sea during the upris-

ing of the land at the end of the last glacial period, which helped

to prepare a soil, by covering up the surface which they had

grown upon and inscribed during long years with concentric rings,

for the present flora of the temperate zone ; and instead of being,

as has been suggested, two or three thousand years old, they

may be of such remote antiquity as to be beyond the reach en-

tirely of our present method of computing time.

For many years past I have sought for opportunities to exa-

mine for myself the curious markings on the surface of these

sandstone rocks on the lofty moors, which extend northwards

from Old Bewick to Pord Moss, and probably further in a north-

easterly and south-westerly direction. The first opportunity I

had was in the neighbourhood of Wooler, in 1872, where, under

the accomplished guidance of Mr. James Hardy, I was led with-

out any trouble to examine the fine examples of the so-called

sculptured or incised stones which are found on the large flat-

tened exposed masses of sandstone spread over a portion of Weet-

wood Moor. The surfaces we first examined were very fiat, and

had to me the appearance of having been formerly glaciated, (see

Incised Markings on Stone, PL XYIII.,) and this opinion was

strongly supported when by stripping off the heather fi^om some

heather-covered rock close by we found the surface smoothed,

and striated with strong grooves and delicate scratches, proofs

not to be doubted of former giaciation. Such a surface exposed

to the action of the weather would soon lose the sharp markings,

and would in the situation named become soon covered with

lichens. It would, in fact, become like the general surface we
had examined close by, which was covered with supposed-sculp-

tured concentric circles. It struck me at the time that these

circular grooves with central cups were not ai^tificial but natural,

and caused by vegetable growth assisted by natural weathering,

and that the curious concentric ring-like depressions were in

reality due only to the periodical growth of a large species of

lichen similar to many specimens still growing close by the place

we were examining. It struck me as remarkable that when tLe

markings were on a slope there was a straight furrow or gutter
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leading down in the direction of the slope of the surface from

the cup-like centre ; when the markings were on a perfectly flat

or hollowed surface such a groove or gutter was not present. I

am not certain whether I expressed my doubts about the artificial

nature of these appearances to my friend Mr. Hardy or not ; but

I am certain that I showed him the glaciated surface of the ad-

joining rock-surface, and did not believe in the artificial theory

of these concentric markings.

It was not till July, 1877, that I had another, the second

opportunity of seeing and examining more of these circles on the

summit of the hill at Old Bewick, the place where they were

first observed by J. C. Langlands, Esq. Meantime having made

myself acquainted with Mr. George Tate's and Dr. Bruce' s ela-

borately illustrated works on this subject, I was fully prepared

and expected to be able to examine what the illustrations had

given me the hope of seeing. Instead, we found the surface of

the sandstone rock much weathered away, the sharp markings of

the grooves, as figured, gone, and some of the figures scarcely to

be traced at all. It was evident that exposure to the atmosphere

for a few years, for some of them had not been very long uncov-

ered, had almost obliterated the circles, and the destruction of

the ridges was gradually forming the whole into one large basin-

like hollow when the surface was flat, and levelling the ridges

and flattening the surface on the slopes. How, then, if these

appearances are artificial, did they become preserved to the pre-

sent time ? When found, most of them, if not all, were covered

with vegetable mould, formed in the first instance by lichens

growing on sandstone for a long series of years, until by the de-

composition of the lichens a soil was formed for the growth of

moss and then heather, bleaberry, etc. Were these rocks incised

or sculptured before exposed to the growth of lichens ? Or were

the incisions or sculptures, or whatever they are, covered care-

fully up by those who made them, to protect them from the

weather ?

The theory which I then proposed, and still propose, is this—

that when the rock-surfaces at an early period were bare, after

the last glacial period, they were exposed to the growth of
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lichens. The spores of some lichens are known to bore into the

rock on which they select to grow, and by so doing loosen the

particles of sand of which the sandstone is composed. Many

lichens grow in a circular form, and radiate, or rather send out,

rings of growth periodically, the central part dying and decom-

posing, A^ery nearly in the same way as the mycelium of some

Pungi form the rings which are commonly called Fairy-rings.

Shakspeare embodies the once popular opinion in The Tempest.

"You demi-puppets, that

By moonshine do the green-sour ringlets make,

Whereof the ewe not bites ; and jou whose pastime

Is to make midnight mushrooms."

Indeed, if the periodical Fairy-rings could be made permanent

from the centre outwards, we should have on a very large scale

precisely the same shape and appearance in a grass field which

Ave now see on these supposed incised or sculptured surfaces of

the sandstone of the IN'orth-lN'orthumberland moors. But the

lichen is limited in its growth ; it cannot attain beyond a certain

diameter, and consequently we find these markings not more

than about eighteen inches in diameter, generally much less.

Also the lichen does not cut uniformly through hard and soft

material, as an iron or even a stone tool would do, but leaves

ridges of the harder parts it meets with, and this is precisely one

of the appearances presented by these circles. Whenever the cir-

cles are traversed by a narrow vein of iron-hardened sandstone,

the furrows are not continuous, but the vein remains permanent

and disfigures the symmetry of the pattern. Fine examples of

this are figured by Mr. Tate, Sculptured Rocks, PL Y., X., XL,

and Dr. Bruce, Incised Markings on Stone, PI. YL, YIL, X.,

XI., XIII., XXI., XXIIL, XXY., XXYIII.-XXX. ; but this

fact is most intelligible and convincing when you have the actual

specimen before you. Would any workman disfigure his pattern

because he had a little harder material to cut through ? It is no

disgrace to a cryptogamic plant, or the wind, or the rain, that they

cannot always cut an exact circle ; but a sun-Avorshipper who could

not outline the shape of his god perfectly, ought to sink in our

estimationbelow the visible horizon, and a symbol-makerwho could
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not perfect his design would expose himself to contempt. This

simple fact, thcat hard veins do cross these furrows intact, ought

to be of insuperable diflEiculty with those Avho contend for the

artificial origin of these circular markings. But there is another

appearance shown by these circles which militates just as strongly

against their artificial origin. It often happens that two sets of

concentric circles impinge or come into contact with each other.

In such instances the outer circles of one or the other or both are

incomplete. (For examples see Tate's Illustrations, Berwickshire

Trans., PL I., Y., VIII. ; and Dr. Bruce's Incised Markings,

PI. ill., Y., XX., XXII., XXIII., XXYIII., XXX.) This

impingement or contact of the circles is easily explained by

supposing two lichens growing nearer to each other than their

fully-developed size allowed. When the outer circle of one had

extended to or reached beyond the periphery of the other a stop-

page of the growth of one of them Avould happen, the more vi-

gorous overpowering the other occasionally, and frequently both

would suffer. The small size and irregular shape of some of

these markings is also more easily accounted for by the natural

than by any artificial theory yet proposed. That some lichens

do grow, radiating from the centre and forming periodical circles

extending in some instances more than twelve inches from the

centre, the following extracts will show.

Lichen centrifugus, Linn. Sp. pi. 1609 :

Plora Lapponica (1792), tab. XL, f. 2, pp. 357-8.

'^In lichene hoc adolescente, pereunt antiqua folia et flores

centro proximi reliquentes lapidem, cui insedebant, fere nudum

vel furfure obductum, ut videas quasi laUmi circulwm ruditer a

pictore in lapide depictum."

Llora Succica, pp. 409, 410.

''Progrediam a centro ad periphaeriam, sensim in medio deli-

quescendum, prime intuitu dignoscitur."

Lichen centrifugus, Linn. Lightfoot, Elora Scot. p. 814.

''The centre of the circle often consists only of minute fur-

furaceous leaves, which decay first, while those in the circum-

ference' still remain and constitute a broad circular band." The

L. centrifugus, Lightfoot, is now separated from L, centrifugus.
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Linnseus, and in most recent works is referred to as Parmelia

conspersa, Hooker, Scot. II., p. ^b.

In the periodical growth of both these lichens we have, if it

were recorded on the rock surface, exactly the pattern of the

concentric rings, and that some lichens do bore into the rock is

well known. '' They act," says Dr. Balfour, ^' by degrees upon

the hard rocks, and cause disintegration of their stony particles,

and thus form a stratum of mould in which the seeds of higher

plants can find a nidus when wafted thither by winds or other

causes."
'

' They make a way

For bolder foliage nursed by their decay."

'

' Many of them no doubt take up into their substance the

materials of the rock on which they grow, and when analyzed

are found to contain phosphate and oxalate of lime and other in-

organic substances." Lecidea geographica is so called from the

peculiar marking it produces on the rocks.

These quotations prove that lichens do grow in concentric

circles, and that some of them, if not all, leave peculiar impres-

sions upon the rock where they have grown.

In 1879, in company with a few of our members, we had ano-

ther opportunity of examining numerous specimens of these

circular markings at Routing Linn and Tord Moss. The wind

and the rain are playing havoc with these old markings, and it

is very evident that they cannot have been exposed many years

or they would have been entirely obliterated before this. They

are always on the laminated surface, and most frequently on a

sloping surface, and they face the north and west more than the

south and east, which is the situation in which many lichens are

found. I could find no trace of these circles on the upright or

perpendicular fracture of the rock. In a few years more any

one going with Mr. Tate's book in his hand to examine these

rocks will be very much disappointed, as they will very soon be

entirely effaced by weathering of the stone and other causes.

The Routing Linn stone is a conspicuous object at present

even from a distance. It is a veritable roche moutonnee of large

size for our district, and appears to have been covered or nearly

\
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SO with a growth of heather oyer its whole surface. Formerly,

before the destruction of the natural wood, it must have been

more or less concealed from view, and when the young plantation

now surrounding it has grown up it probably will be so again,

that is, if the farmers and others do not quarry it entirely away

first, and portions of it have already in this way disappeared.

"We felt much disappointed in an attempt to trace the circles on

this now celebrated stone. It has been figured so often, and by

good authorities, that we expected to find what we were not able

to see. It was somewhat difficult to trace out even a few of the

circles, and such as we saw were not comparable with those on

"Weetwood Moor, and in a few years these will have vanished.

This proves that their preservation to the present time is due to

their having been covered with peat and heather, the removal of

which, as at Old Bewick and other localities, has led rapidly to

their efiacement. On Eord Moss we saw better examples on

some parts of the exposed rock-head affording what we wished

to see, distinct evidence that some of the circles are crossed by

elevated ridges of harder veins.

In concluding these remarks it may be stated that the only

evidence adduced in support of the artificial origin and symboli-

cal meaning of these circles is the circumstance of their being

frequently found in the neighbourhood of Celtic encampments,

and the fact that they have been found on stones employed in

sepulchre for covering cists and urns, but surely both these cir-

cumstances may be as purely accidental as of their having been

found on old walls at Black Heddon. It is suggested that they

may have been formed by the use of blunt implements. If on

carefully remo"ving the peat which has covered all of them ori-

ginally, tool marks of unquestionable character could be found,

then their artificial origin would be at once established. I am

not aware that such evidence has been found, but I have seen

some circles on Weetwood Moor tampered with recently by some

modern idler.

The chief evidence for their natural origin is that they occur

generally on the rock-head and laminated surfaces of sandstone.

I am aware of, and have seen one stone, found by the late Mr
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"Wightman of Wooler, which has recently been figured in the

Berwick Transactions, but the surfaces were so weathered that

it was impossible to determine without breaking a piece off what

rock it was, but it had much the appearance of porphyry. Many

also have been found on the Mica-Schist of Argyle, and these

occur chiefly, as I think they also do in ^Northumberland and near

Ilkley, on glaciated surfaces, and if this observation can be veri-

fied, it goes far to prove their natural origin and remote antiquity.

The fact that the pattern of these circles is often crossed by hard

veins which interfere with the continuity of the grooves and

sometimes render a circle imperfect is perhaps the strongest

proof that can be offered of their natural origin, and the figures

referred to above, especially those from the neighbourhood of

Loch Gilphead, occurring as they do on glaciated Mica-Schist

and crossed as they are by ridges of quartz, bear incontestable

evidence of their natural formation. The contact of two or more

circles destroying the shape of one or both, and the irregularity

of many of the figures, can be best explained by the natural

theory of lichen-formed rings, and that some lichens do cut or

erode the stone over which they spread is not to be questioned.

I conclude these remarks nearly in the words of our former

President, the Eev. William Grreenwell, who fii^st directed the

attention of the members of this Club to these mysterious con-

centric rings in his Anniversary Address, 1863, and who more

than all others has investigated the remains of the first inhabi-

tants of this part of the British Isles. " I record this theory (of

the natural origin) of these circles (at present) merely as a ten-

tative view, because, in a question of mystery like this, anything

that strikes an independent observer is worthy of consideration,"

but I hope the time is not far distant when further discoveries

may either substantiate the view proposed in this paper or prove

it to be wholly untenable.

—

Richard Hoivse, Newcastle-on-Tyne,

July 25th, 1879.

I^ote on the Priority of Discovery of Archanodon {Anodon)

Forbes, in the Lower Carhoniferous Rods of North North-

—As stated on page 173 of this volume I had the
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pleasure, through the kindness of Mr. Wightman, of Wooler, oi

ascertaining that the fresh-water Unio, Anodon Juhesii, had been

fonnd in a stratum of thick sandstone by Mr. James Waldie, of

Doddington. A notice of the discovery of this important fossil

was read at our Field-Club Meeting at !N"ewbiggin-by-the-Sea,

and was published in full in the JN'ewcastle Journal, August

7th, 1877.

I think I am strictly correct in stating that before the 28th

July, 1877, the day on which I first saw this species in IN'orth-

umberland, no geologist, professional or amateur, had any know-

ledge of the existence of this shell in the rocks of jN'orthumberland,

but on the evening of that day I did both mention that I had ob-

tained it and shewed a specimen to a geological friend at Alnwick.

After, but not before my paper was announced to be read at the

Field-Meeting, it was soon whispered about that this species had

been previously found in the l!^orthumberland rocks ; and in the

early part of the year 1878 a formal claim was made, not only

for priority of discovery of the species, but for acquaintance also

with Mr. Wightman's specimens, in a '^Preparation" by Mr.

G. A. Lebour, of the Hutton Collection of Fossil Plants. His

words are, ''In 1873 the writer (Mr. now Prof. Lebour) found

broken fragments of this shell in a bed of grit near the base of

the Lower Bernician (or Carboniferous Limestone) series, near

Holystone, in JN'orthumberland. In June, 1876, more perfect

specimens were obtained by Mr. Ralph {sic) Waldie, of Dodding-

ton, an intelligent quarryman, in sandstone occupying somewhat

similar position to the above, near Chillingham. The writer saw

these specimens in the late Mr. Wightman's collection at Wooler

a day or two after their discovery. The Holystone specimens

are in the Jermyn Street Museum."

This extract was published rather more than six months after

my paper was read and published in the N^ewcastle Journal.

Before this time no printed record or public announcement had

been made of the Holystone fragments, and we are left somewhat

in the dark as to whether the fragments were found by Prof.

Lebour himself when he was on the Geological Survey, or by

the Survey Collector who visited that (Coquet) district to collect
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fossils in the Lower beds about the time mentioned, as the speci-

mens are said to be in the Jermyn Street Museum. At the time

mentioned above (1873) and for a year or more after, in tact,

until he had left the Survey sometime, I corresponded with him,

and had frequent conversations about the fossils which the Sur-

vey Collector had found in the Lower Carboniferous rocks of the

Upper Coquet district, and during all this time he neither men-

tioned this discovery to me nor to any of his associates on the

Survey. It is very difficult, indeed, quite impossible to think

that he kept so important a palseontological discovery entirely to

himself until July, 1877. But it follows that if Prof. Lebour can

point out any written testimony that he identified the Holystone

'^ fragments" with Anodon Juhesii at the time he mentions

(1873) no one will presume to dispute his claim; but if he did

not know what the fragments were till after July 28th, 1877,

then I should take his claim of discovery to be an afterthought,

and I suppose many other persons will hold the same opinion.

The other part of Prof. Lebour's statement is of a graver na-

ture. He distinctly says that '' The writer saw these specimens

in the late Mr. "Wightman's collection in June, 1876, a day or

two after their discovery." l^ow for the correctness or not of this

apparently plain statement I have the assertion and written

statement of Mr. James Waldie, the discoverer of these fossils,

that he did not find them till 1877. Though I have the exact

date when they were found, there is no necessity at present to

inform the Professor too exactly. Mr. "Waldie, who was here

a few months ago, and to whom I mentioned Prof. Lebour's

statement said, that it was impossible that any one could have

seen the shells a year before they were found, and that witnesses

could be brought to prove the correctness of his own date.

Therefore it now remains with the Prof, to verify his date and

to substantiate his other statement regarding the discovery of this

rather important fossil in the Holystone Grits; for, admitting

that fragments had been found, no one knew or claimed to know

to what shell the fragments belonged till after July 28^A, 1877.

'—Richard Howse, Newcastle-on-Tyne, August 24:th, 1880.

I
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1875 Hinde, John Westoe, South Shields.

1865 Hobkirk, William Farm Cottage, Cramlington.

1859 Hodgkin, Thomas St. Nicholas' Square, Newcastle.

1870 Hodgson, S. S Belle Vue, Gray Road, Sunderland.

1864 Hodgson, W Pierremont Crescent, Darlington.

1864 Holmes, W. H Wellburn, Jesmond, Newcastle.
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Elected.

1863 Hooppell, Hev. E. E., M.A.,

LL.D., F.R.A.S Bjers Green.

1874 Hopgood, J. F Vine Place, Sunderlaud.

1872 Howchin, Rev. Walter 9, Frank Place, North Shields.

CM. Howse, Richard 17, Saville Row, Newcastle.

1865 Hudson, R. M Exchange Buildings, Sunderlaud.

1875 Hudson, Thomas Thrift Street, South Shields.

1871 Humble, Charlton 38, Jesmond Road, Newcastle.

1871 Humble, S. J West Street, Gateshead.

Humble, Mrs Osborne Avenue, Jesmond, Newcastle.

1876 Hunting, C. S 2, Hutton Terrace, Newcastle.

1866 Huntley, D. P Ward Terrace, Sunderland.

1874 Huntley, F. G East Sunniside, Sunderland.

1867 Hutchinson, Cuthbert Whitburn, Sunderland.

1875 Hutchinson, G. C Westmorland Road, Newcastle.

1876 Hutchinson, Henry Elswick Ordnance Works.

1867 Hutchinson, Joseph The College, Durham.

1880 Hutchinson, Wm Roseworth Villas, Gosforth.

1878 Hutton, George 17, Claremont Place, Newcastle.

] 872 Hutton, John Mosley Street, Newcastle.

1878 Hutton, J. B 19, Leazes Terrace, Newcastle.

1876 Hutton, T. G South Moor, Sunderland.

1878 rAnson, William A 230, Westgate Road, Newcastle.

1861 Irving, George Central Station, Newcastle.

1878 Jackson, Joseph National Provincial Bank, Newcastle.

1860 Jackson, Thomas, Jun Camden Street, North Shields.

1865 Jackson, Thomas Camden Street, North Shields.

1876 Joel, J. E 1, Newgate Street, Newcastle.

1871 Johnson, Rev. A Healey, Riding Mill-on-Tyne.

1867 Johnson, A. W 19, Claremont Place, Gateshead.

1875 Johnson, Rev. John Hutton Rudby, Yarm.

1875 Johnson, W : South Preston Terrace, North Shields.

1876 Johnson, W. J Pod's Bank, Allendale.

1878 Johnson, Rev. William 9, Meadow View, Whitehaven.

1867 Johnston, R. J New Bridge Street, Newcastle.

1871 Johnston, William Mosley Street, Newcastle.

1877 Joicey, James 4, Walker Terrace, Gateshead.

1873 Joicey, John, M.P Newton Hall, Stocksfield.

1877 Jones, Major E. R United States Consulate, Grey Street.

1867 Jordon, Joseph Side, Newcastle,
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Elected.

1876 Kaye, W. S., L.R.C.P 5, Catherine Terrace, Gateshead.

1846 Kaye, William Lovaine Terrace, Newcastle.

1867 Kell, John 14, North Terrace, Newcastle.

1867 Kelnian, William , 13, Queen Street, Glasgow.

1878 Keiffenheim, Alfred Fernwood Road, Newcastle.

1879 Kidd, George 2, Cloth Market, Newcastle.

1867 Kidson, John 66, John Street, Sunderland.

1869 Kirkby, James W Ashgrove, Windygates, Fife.

1865 Knothe, Rudolph 35, Close, Newcastle.

1869 Laidler, G. G Northumberland Street, Newcastle.

1876 Lambert, Thomas Whickham.

1870 Lawson, Professor, M.A The Botanic Garden, Oxford.

1863 Lawson, Rev. Edward Longhirst Hall, Morpeth.

1 873 Leather, J. Towlerton Middleton Hall, Belford.

1871 Lebour, Professor G. A 2, Woodhouse Terrace, Gateshead.

1849 Leefe, Rev. J. E Cresswell, Morpeth.

1868 Legge, Alfred 72, Grey Street, Newcastle.

1873 Lilburn, Charles Murton Street, Bishopwearmouth.

1875 Lincoln, J South Shields.

1866 Lincoln, Thomas 5, Church Row, South Shields.

1869 Livesey, Frank Littleton House, East Dulwich, London.

1859 Lowrey, Edward Lombard Street, Newcastle.

1865 Lowrey, Richard Lea Yilla, Riding Mill.

1851 Luckley, George Exchange Buildings, Newcastle.

1859 Lyall, George, F.G.S 48, East Wmchester St., So. Shields.

1852 Maling, C. T ^ Ellison Place, Newcastle.

1880 Maling, John Ford 14, Ellison Place, Newcastle.

1863 Maling, E. A John Street, Sunderland.

1865 Maling, William Granville Road, Newcastle.

1878 Marley, J. E Hebburn-on-Tyne.

1858 Marreco, Professor A. F College Physical Science, Newcastle.

1846 Mather, Edward Mosley Street, Newcastle.

1861 Matthew, George West Sunniside, Sunderland.

1871 Maughan, Rev. J. A. C Mickley Vicarage, Stocksfield.

1877 Maughan, William 2, Elswick Park, Newcastle.

1880 Maw, Thomas Wallace Terrace, Ryton-on-Tyne.

1876 Mawson, Miss L. L Ashtield, Gateshead.

1879 McAuliffe, C. K 78, Shaw Street, Liverpool.

1867 McLean, Hugh, M.D Corbridge-on-Tyne.

1877 Mearns, Dr High West Street, Gateshead.
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Elected,

1860 Messent, Philip, C.E Tynemouth.

1870 Metcalfe, J. S 60, Percy Park, Tynemoutli.

1867 Meynall, E. J Durham.

1875 Middleton, R. M., Jim Castle Eden, Co. Durham.

1871 Millard, Joseph Morpeth.

1876 Miller, Hugh, F. G.S Otterburn.

1869 Milling, John 14, Framlington Place, Newcastle.

1878 Milburn, Edward Staward Hall, Langley, Hexham.

1879 Moor, J. C Newcastle Journal Office, Sunderland.

1858 Moor, William 59, John Street, Sunderland.

1873 Moore, William Winchester Terrace, Newcastle.

1846 Moore, John Beckenham, Kent.

1862 Moore, J. M Market Place, South Shields.

1866 Morgan, U. B Yilliers Street, Bishopwearmouth.

1859 Morison, D. P. Collingwood Street, Newcastle.

1860 Morton, Rev. Henry St. Stephen's Rectory, South Shields.

1879 Morton, R. L Percy Park, Tynemouth.

1880 Motum, Hill Helensville, Grainger Park Road,

Newcastle.

1879 Murray, A. D 14, Belgrave Terrace, Newcastle.

1860 Murray, William, M.D Clayton Street, Newcastle.

1877 Neill, William Deaf & Dumb Institution, Newcastle.

1879 Nelson, James Wentworth Place, Newcastle.

1876 Nelson, R. C Roker, Sunderland.

1862 Nesham, T. C. Northumberland Street, Newcastle.

1871 Nicholson, James King Street, South Shields.

1860 Noble, Captain A., F.R.S. ... Jesmond Dene House, Newcastle.

1860 Norman, Rev. A. M Burnmoor Rectory, Fence Houses,

1874 Oliver, Edward. . , Forest Lodge, Benton.

1879 Oliver, John 10, Gloucester Terrace, Newcastle.

1879 Oliver, Thomas, M.B 6, Eldon Square, Newcastle.

1876 Ormston, Miss M Musgrave, Gateshead.

1877 Osbeck, Peter Tynemouth.

1879 Oswald, Septimus St. Nicholas' Buildings. Newcastle.

1877 Oubridge, Dinsdale 40, Campbell Street, Newcastle.

1871 Owen, G. Percy Park, Tynemouth.

1877 Page, John 4, Alexandra Crescent, Newcastle.

1867 Park, A. D Bigg Market, Newcastle.

1872 Park, John -. 34, Westmorland Terrace, Newcastle.

1858 Pattinson, John The Side, Newcastle.
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Elected.

1846 Peacock, Reginald East Sunniside, Sunderland.

1853 Peacock, Septimus East Sunniside, Sunderland.

1872 Pearman, George W Prince Street, Sunderland.

1860 Peart, R. S., M.D 22, Dockwray Square, North Shields.

1865 Peckett, G. C 2, Park Place, East, Sunderland.

1967 Peele, Richardson Durham.

1874 Peile, George Shotley Bridge.

1876 Penney, J. H Gas Co.'s Office, South Shields.

1877 Peverley, R. B Challoner Terrace, South Shields.

1862 Philipson, G. K, M.A., M.D. Eldon Square, Newcastle.

1854 Philipson, John 9, Victoria Square, Newcastle.

1866 Philipson, Joseph A 15, Pilgrim Street, Newcastle.

1877 Pickering, George 1, Dean Street, Newcastle.

1861 Pilkington, Edward Frederic Street, Sunderland.

1875 Pinkney, William John Street, Sunderland.

1868 Porrett, J. C Thornhill Park, Sunderland.

1862 Potts, George Calder Central Buildings, Gateshead.

1871 Powell, Rev. R. P The Rectory, Bellingham.

1865 Proctor, Matthew Osborne Terrace, Newcastle.

1860 Proctor, B. S Fern Avenue, Jesmond, Newcastle.

1861 Proctor, W. W 33, Side, Newcastle.

1876 Pumphrey, Thomas Summerhill Grove, Newcastle.

1861 Punshon, N Dean Street, Newcastle.

1877 Pybus, M, W 40, Dean Street, Newcastle.

1879 Radbourne, Rev. H. E 37, Grove Street, Newcastle.

1871 Raine, F Durham.

1874 Rea, James S Beverley Terrace, Cullercoats.

1861 Reay, John Park Place, East Sunderland.

1862 Redmayue, J. M H. L. Pattinson & Co., Grey Street.

1862 Redmayne, R. R 27, Grey Street, Newcastle.

1879 Redpath, Robert Linden Terrace, Newcastle.

1866 Reed, J. R 15, Park Place, West Sunderland.

1865 Reid, David Grey Street, Newcastle.

1877 Reid, Edwin 4, North Terrace, Newcastle.

1877 Relton, Henry Holly Avenue, Newcastle.

1879 Renwick, W. H c 62, Bewick Road, Gateshead.

1879 Rhagg, Adamson Haldane Terrace, Newcastle.

1876 Rich, F. W Union Chambers, Grainger Street

West, Newcastle.

1876 Richardson, E. H Cotfield House, Gateshead.

1877 Richardson, James South Ashfield, Newcastle.
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Elected.

1876 Richardson, Thomas Harle Street, Mount Pleasant, Gates-

head.

1874 Ridsdale, John 4, Bigg Market, Newcastle.

1868 Ritson, F. F 15, Foyle Street, Sunderland.

1868 Robertson, David, F.G.S. ... 42, Kelvin Grove Street, Glasgow.

1864 Robertson, W. L Durham.

1876 Robinson, T. Walton 6, Gladstone Terrace, Gateshead.

1861 Robinson, W. S 68, John Street, Sunderland.

1880 Robson, A. H 2, Esplande, Sunderland.

1849 Robson, E. Capper 45, Queen Street, Sunderland.

1864 Robson, Fred 45, Dean Street, Newcastle.

1872 Robson, James 7, Chapter Row, South Shields.

1872 Robson, John E Sea View, Hartlepool.

1871 Robson, M. H 18, Albion Place, Newcastle.

1863 Robson, S. S Hendon Ropery, Sunderland.

1873 Robson, Shafto Bewick Road, Gateshead.

1874 Robson, Stephen E 2, Esplande, Sunderland.

1865 Robson, W. C 29, Blackett Street, Newcastle.

1875 Rogers, Rev. Percy, M.A. ... Simonburn, Humshaugh.

1879 Routledge, Edward Consett.

1878 Routledge, R Orchard Place, Hexham.

1876 Ryott, W. H Saltwell Grove, Gateshead.

1860 Sample, Thomas Bothal Castle, Morpeth.

1878 Sanderson, William 3, St. Thomas' Crescent, Newcastle.

1870 Scorfield, E. S Quayside, Newcastle.

1873 Scott, Christopher 18, Lovaine Place, North Shields.

1872 Scott, George Westoe Terrace, South Shields.

1862 Scott, Stephen 42, Jesmond Road, Newcastle.

1877 Scott, Walter Holly House, Durham Rd. , Sunderland.

1879 Scott, W. J. S V/hite House Buildings, Pilgrim Street,

Newcastle.

1874 Shaw, Benjamin Northumberland Street, Newcastle.

1867 Shaw, Frederick 35, Close, Newcastle.

1876 Shevill, W. H 5, Norfolk Street, Sunderland.

1880 Shewbrook, Edward 49, West Street, Gateshead.

1864 Shiel, George Fawcett Street, Sunderland.

1867 Shiel, G. R •_. The Cottage, Stockton Rd., Sunderland

1873 Shiel, John Framwellgate Colliery, Durham.

1854 Shield, G. R. . . • Grey Street, Newcastle.

1861 Shields, John Durham.

1866 Short, John 1, Camden Street, North Shields.
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Elected.

1858 Shotton, Edward 53, Tyiie Street, North Shields.

1870 Sibuu, James 1, Nelson Street, Sunderland.

1869 Siddle, Robert Vine Place, Sunderland.

1879 Simpson, Edward Chirton, North Shields.

1 855 Simpson, J. B Hedgefield House, Ryton.

1859 Simey, Ralph 1, John Street, Sunderland.

1878 Slee, Henry B Gateshead.

1876 Smart, Collin 18, John Street, Sunderland.

1877 Smith, George Collingwood Ter., Jesmond, N'Castle.

1879 Sopwith, H. J Tankerville Terrace, Newcastle.

1873 Southwell, Charles Gurry Lodge, Kilburn, London.

1867 Spence, C. J North Shields.

1871 Spence, Faraday Grey Street, Newcastle.

1861 Spence, Joseph 110, Howard Street, North Shields.

1858 Spence, J. F 110, Howard Street, North Shields.

1860 Spence, J. F., jam- 110, Howard Street, North Shields.

1858 Spence, Robert 107, Howard Street, North Shields.

1874 Spencer, G. R Victoria Street, Newcastle.

1870 Spencer, J. P Town Hall, North Shields.

1856 Spencer, Michael Millfield, Newburn.

1861 Spencer, Thomas The Grove, Ryton.

1877 Stainton, Matthew Westoe, South Shields.

1880 Stark, James Fleming Hebburn-on-Tyne.

1865 Steele, Thomas Bank Buildings, Sunderland.

1850 Stephens, Thomas, M.R.C.S. 21, Dockwray Square, North Shields.

1875 Stephenson, James 42, Rendel Street, Newcastle.

1869 Stephenson, Thomas Quayside, Newcastle.

1851 Stevenson, A. S Tynemouth.

1879 Stewart, W. A Dean Street, Newcastle.

1870 Storey, Samuel John Street, Sunderland.

1877 Storey, John 7, Pilgrim Street, Newcastle.

1867 Stout, G 82, King Street, South Shields.

1880 Strachan, Henry 3, Villa Place, Union Lane, Gateshead.

1854 Straker, John Stagshaw House, Corbridge.

1868 Straker, Joseph H Willington House, Durham.

1873 Stuart, James 42, Side, Newcastle.

1880 Stuart, Thomas Wilson Hebburn-on-Tyne.

1865 Sutherland, B. J Sandhill, Newcastle.

1860 Sutherland, Robert 50, Howard Street, North Shields.

1859 Swan, J. W Mosley Street, Newcastle.

1867 Swan, Robert New Square, Lincoln's Inn, London.

1876 Swanwick, E. M., L.R.C.P.... Church Street, West Hartlepool.

1862 Swithiubank, G, E Ormleigh, Anerley, London, S.E.
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Elected.

1858 Tate, KM 20, Camden Street, North Shields.

1867 Taylor, Hugh Chipchase Castle, Wark-on-Tyne.

1867 Taylor, Rev. Hugh Humshaugh, "Wark-on-Tyne.

O.M. Taylor, John 2, Lovaine Place, Newcastle.

1860 Temperley, N Clavering Place, Newcastle.

1855 Temperley, W. A Hencotes Street, Hexham

1867 Thackeray, William, Jun. ... 7, The Avenue, Sunderland.

1869 Thirkell, W. T Roker, Sunderland.

1850 Thompson, Cuthbert Winlaton.

1851 Thompson, George "Winlaton.

1878 Thompson, George 18, Victoria Street, Newcastle.

1860 Thompson, J. T "Winlaton.

1873 Thompson, Joseph 10, Bewick Road, Gateshead.

1858 Thompson, Thomas Messrs. Lambton & Co., Grey Street,

Newcastle.

1875 Thubron, Robert East Boldon.

1865 Tidswell, "W 67, Westmorland Road, Newcastle.

1861 Tone, W 68, Villiers Street, Sunderland.

1877 Topley, W., F.G.S H. M. Geol. Surv., Northumberland.

1850 Tristram, Rev. Canon, F.R.S. Durham.

1878 Turner, Archibald Summerhill, Blaydon.

1879 Tweddell, George 188, Westgate Road, Newcastle.

1873 Vann, S. R Durham.

1880 Veitch, Wm. Young, L.R.C.P. 37, Grange Road, Middlesbrough.

1850 Vint, Robert , The Cedars, Sunderland.

1865 "Waddington, Thomas North Eslington Villa, Saltwell, Gates-

head.

O.M. "Wailes, George Gateshead.

1866 "Waite, James 23, Northumberland Square, North

Shields.

1866 "Wait, John Ayton House, North Shields.

1860 Wake, W. M John Street, Sunderland.

1878 Walker, J. H 19, Collingwood Street, Necwastle.

1879 Walker, J. D 21, HollyAvenue,Jesmond, Newcastle.

1877 Ward, George West Parade, Newcastle.

1872 Warden, G. C, Jun 54, Percy Park, Tynemouth.

1872 Warden, Walter H 54, Percy Park, Tynemouth.

1853 Warwick, John 108, Rye Hill, Newcastle.

1871 Wasserman, J. C 50, Beverley Terrace, Cullercoats.

1866 Watson, Henry Millfield House, Eldon St., Newcastle.
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Elected.

1877 Watson, James S Elysium Lane, Gateshead.

1864 Watson, Mason Prudhoe Street, Newcastle.

1869 Watson, Robert Grey Street, Newcastle.

1861 Watson, R. S 101, Pilgrim Street, Newcastle.

1865 Watson, T. C ,.. 21, Blackett Street, Newcastle.

1879 Watts, Rev. Arthui- Training College, Durham.

1863 Wayman, J. W 47, Villiers Street, Sunderland.

1860 Welford, George, M.R C.S.... 29, John Street, Sunderland.

1860 West, Tuffen Frensham, Farnham, Surrey.

1868 Westmacott, Percy ,.... Benwell Yilla, Newcastle.

1867 Wheeler, Rev. R. F The Vicarage, Whitley.

1867 Wheldon, John Paternoster Row, London.

1876 White, Chas. Fred., F.L.S. ... 42, Windsor Road, Ealing, W.

1876 White, W. H Killingworth House, Newcastle.

1868 Wiener, Martin Exchange Buildings, Sunderland.

1863 Williamson, Sir H., Bart. ... Whitburn Hall, Sunderland.

1852 Williamson, John Westoe, South Shields.

1855 Wilson, Charles High Street, Sunderland.

1864 Wilson, Henry Westoe, South Shields.

1869 Wilson, Henry W Winchester Terrace, Newcastle.

1874 Wilson, James Villiers Street, Sunderland.

1878 Wilson, Edward St. Thomas' Street, Newcastle.

1851 Wilson, Thomas Angus & Wilson, Grainger Street West

1872 Winter, J. M Market Street, Newcastle.

1861 Wood, Lindsay South-hill, Chester-le-Street.

1879 Wood, John 20, Gladstone St., Shieldfield,N' Castle.

1870 Wood, Peter South Boldon.

1874 Worswick, R. A Local Board Office, Whitley.

1880 Wright, Rev. W. J Hendon, Sunderland.

1875 Yeld, H. J. , M.D Claremont Terrace, Sunderland.

1878 Yeld, Rev. Reginald Albion Place, Sunderland.

1879 Yellowley, William Catherine Street, South Shields.

1865 Youll, J. G Grainger Street West, Newcastle.

1866 Young, C. H Goldspink Hall, Jesmond, Newcastle.

1874 Young, J. R 2, Windsor Terrace, Newcastle.

1864 Young, Oliver Sandhill, Newcastle.

Any corrections of the above list of Members will be thankfully received.

Members are particularly requested to send notice of any change of residence

immediately to the Secretaries.
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HON^ORARY MEMBEES.

Elected.

1854 Airey, Sir G. B., M.A., F.R.S. Greenwich Observatory.

1868 Baker, J. G Kew Gardens, London.

1861 Bate, C. Spence Plymouth.

1861 Glaisher, James, F.E.S. 13, Dartmouth Terrace, Lewisham.

1861 Jones, Prof. T. Rupert, F.G.S. Famborough, Hants.

1863 Mennell, H. T., F.L.S 20, Fenchurch Street, London.

1861 Oliver, Prof. D., F.L.S Kew Gardens, London.

1863 Perkins, V. R Wotton-under-Edge, Gloucester.
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NATURAL HISTORY SOCIETY
OF

KORTHUMBEELAND, DXJRHAM, Al^B NEWCASTLE-

IJPON-TYNE.

EEPORT OF THE STJB-COMMITTEE APPOINTED AT

A MEETING OE THE COMMITTEE HELD ON

THE 4th OCTOBER, 1875.

YouE Sub-committee beg leave to report as follows:

—

The Rules of the Society, adopted at its formation in 1830,

and embodied in the Trust-deed, dated 1st September, 1834, pro-

vide as follows:—^'An Annual Meeting shall be held on such

day of the Newcastle Summer Assize week as the Committee

shall appoint, which shall have power to elect the annual mem-

bers of the Committee for the ensuing year, to enact new, and

alter and repeal existing laws ; but no such enactment, altera-

tion, or repeal shall take place, unless a specific notice thereof

shall have been given at a previous General Meeting."

A meeting called the Anniversary Meeting was held in 1866,

not in the Summer Assize week, but on the 26th April.

The Committee then presented a report, in which they stated

that the Rules provided that the Anniversary Meeting should be

held in the Assize week in the August of each year, and that as

the time for holding the Assize Courts had been changed, this

was no longer practicable. The statement thus made was inac-

curate. The Rules provided for holding the Annual Meeting, not

in the Assize week in August, but in the Summer Assize week

;

and the change from August to July in the time of holding the

Assizes did not involve the consequence supposed. The Com-

mittee further stated that a schedule of amended Rules would be

submitted to the meeting ; and if the proposed amendments

should meet with approval from the Society, it would be the

2 E
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duty of the incoming committee to take the necessary steps for

insuring their legality.

The set of Eules thus brought up by the Committee was ap-

proved by the meeting ; but it is to be observed that as no notice

thereof had been given at a previous General Meeting, the meet-

ing had no power in the matter.

On the 19th June, 1866, a Special General Meeting was held,

when the proposed set of Eules, approved at the meeting of 26th

April, was expressed to be adopted with amendments ; but this

resolution was equally without authority, inasmuch as the Eules

could only be altered at an Annual Meeting, which the Special

Meeting was not, and did not assume to be.

One of the provisions of the proposed new Eules was, that the

Annual Meeting should be held in the first week in February

;

but this suggested regulation has been totally disregarded, the

Annual Meetings since 1866 having been held as follows :

—

1868 July 9th.

1870 May 10th.

1872 April 22nd.

1874 July 16th.

1875 July 15th.

IN'o Annual Meeting was held in 1867, 1869, 1871, or 1873.

It appears, then, that no valid repeal or alteration of the Eules

was made in 1866, and that the Society is still governed by the

Eules set forth in the Trust-deed, subject to an alteration made

in 1835, as to the election of Honorary Members.

It does not seem that the interests of the Society are affected

by the circumstances stated. The appointment of officers was

regularly made at the last Annual Meeting ; which was held in

the Summer Assize week in accordance with the original Eules

still in force.

It is, indeed, fortunate, that the original Eules were not super-

seded by those proposed in 1866, inasmuch as the latter exhibit

defects in material points. Eut it is doubtless desirable that

steps should now be taken for revising the code, and re-enacting

it in a form suitable to present requirements.

THOMAS BELL, Chaikmax,
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ABSTRACT OE ANNUAL MEETING, JULY 2i^d, 1877.

The minutes of the last Annual Meeting were read and confirmed.

The Treasurer's Eeport was read and adopted. See page 399.

On the motion of Mr. Thomas Bell, seconded by Eey. J. E.

Bigge, It was resolved that the proposed new Eules, of which

notice was given at the General Meeting held May 21st, 1877,

with some verbal alterations, be henceforth the Eules of the

Society. See page 403.

The following gentlemen were elected oiiicers for the ensuing

year.
PATRON.

His Grace the Duke of Northumberland.

PRESIDENT.

The Lord Bishop of Durham.

YiCE-PRESIDENTS.

Sir Walter C. Trevelyan, Bart.

The Rt. Hon. the Earl Ravensworth.

The Rt. Hon. the Earl of Tankerville.

Sh W. G. Armstrong, C.B., F.R.S.

A. J. B. Cresswell, Esq.

John Clayton, Esq.

Lieut.-Col. Addison Potter.

The Mayor of Newcastle.

Ralph Carr Ellison, Esq.

Rev. John F. Bigge.

L L. Bell, Esq., M.P., F.R.S.

R. S. Newall, Esq., F.R.S.

D. Embleton, Esq., M.D.

John Hancock, Esq.

R. B. Bowman, Esq.

Col. Joicey.

Edward Joicey, Esq.

TREASURER.

Joseph Blacklock, Esq.

SECRETARIES

Andrew Noble, F.R.S. I William Dinning.

Mr. Thomas Bell.

Mr. E. F. Boyd.

Mr. E. J. J. Browell.

Mr. John Daglish.

Mr. D. 0. Drewitt.

Mr. R. R. Dees.

Mr. John Glover.

Mr. William Maling.

COMMITTEE.

Mr. John Pattinson.

Mr, James Richardson.

Mr. A. S. Stevenson.

Mr. Joseph W. Swan.

Mr. Cuthbert Thompson.

Mr. Thomas Thompson.

Mr. Henry Watson,
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HONOEAEY CUEATOES,

1877.

D. Embleton. M.D.

W. Dinning.

J. Hancock.

Rev. A. M. Norman.

D. 0. Drewett.

J. Coppin.

ZOOLOGY.

YERTEBRATA.

I

J. Hancock.

ARTICULATA,

Rev. A. M. Norman.

MOLLUSCA.

I

EADIATA.

Rev. A. M. Norman.

Rev. J. F. Bigge.

BOTANY.

1
R. B. Bowman

E. Boyd.

E. J. J. Browell.

J. Daglisli.

GEOI-OGY.

W. Dinning.

J. W. Kirkby.

GENERAL CURATOR.

Richard Howse.

KEEPER OF THE MUSEUM.

Joseph Wright,
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400 LIST OP DONATIOlfS

LIST OF DONATIONS TO THE MUSEUM
OF

THE JS'ATritAL HISTOEY SOCIETY,

FROM JUNE, 1876, TO JUNE, 1877.

BOOKS.

A Set of the Transactions of the Physikalisch-Okonomischen Gesellschaft

of Konigsberg. The Society,

Memoirs of the Boston Society of Natural History. Vol. II,, Part 4. Nos. 2,

8, 4. Occasioual Papers, No. 2. Proceedings, Vol. XVII, Nos. 3, 4.

Vol. XVIII., Nos. 1, 2. The SocieUj.

Proceedings of the Academy of Natural Sciences, Philadelphia. Parts 1, 2,

3, 1875. The Academy.

A Volume of Original Drawings of Marine Animals by the late Joshua

Alder, Esq. Miss Alder.

Proceedings of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, Boston.

Vol. III. New Series. The Academy.

Memoirs, Vol. II. and Supplement, etc., of the Royal Swedish Academy,

Stockholm. The Academy.

Publications of the United States Geological Survey. Vols. IX. and X.

of the Survey of the Territories. Bulletin, Vol. II., Nos. 3 and 4.

Descriptive Note and Map of the Grotto Geyser of the Yellow-stone

Park, Dr. F. V. Hayden ; U. S. Geological Survey.

Memoirs of the Museum of Comparative Zoology at Harvard College.

Vol. II., No. 9; Vol. IV., No. 10. Bulletin, Vol. III., Nos. 11-16.

Annual Report, 1876. Prof. Alex. Agassiz, Harvard College.

Proceedings of the Zoological Society of London. Parts 2, 3, 4, 1876.

Part 1, 1877. The Society.

Transactions of the Plymouth Institution. Vol. V., Part 3.

2 he InstitiLtion.

Memoirs of the Literary and Philosophical Society of Manchester. Vol. V.,

Third Series. Proceedings, Vol. XV., 1875—6. Catalogue of the

Library. The Society.

Proceedings of the American Philosophical Society, Philadelphia. Vol. XVI.,

No. 97. The Society.

Transactions of the Academy of Science, St. Louis. Vol. III., No. 3.

The Academy.

Proceedings of the Literary and Philosophical Society of Liverpool. No. 30,

1875-6. The Society.
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1

A Set of the Handbooks prepared for the British Association Meeting at

Glasgow, 1876.

The Fauna and Flora of the West of Scotland.

Catalogue of Western Scottish Fossils.

On some of the leading Industries of Glasgow and the Clyde Valley.

The Local Committee.

Proceedings of the American Association for the Advancement of Science,

Vol. XXIV., 1876. The Association,

Package of Books from the Royal Norske University, Christiania.

The University.

Report and Proceedings of the Manchester Field Naturalists' and Archaeolo-

gists' Society, 1876. The Society.

Twenty Packages of Pamphlets on Natural History Subjects, from the

Library of the late Mr. Albany Hancock.

Mr. John and the Misses Hancock.

Papers on the Tineina and Entomostraca of Colorado, by W. T. Chambers.

The Author.

Annual Report of the Smithsonian Institution for 1875. The Institution.

Proceedings of the Davenport Academy of Natural Sciences. Vol. I.

The Academy^ Daveyiport, Iowa.

ZOOLOGY.

Head of an Egyptian Mummy. Miss Knothe, Eldon Street.

Portion of an Antler of the Rein-deer, found on the shore at Holy Island.

Rev. J. F. Bigge.

A Specimen of the Wild Cat, taken in Brae-More Deer Forest, Ben Duig,

Ross-shire. Mr. A. Bookless.

A Specimen of the Ringed Plover {Charadrius hiaticula). Immature. Shot

at Whitley. Mr. E. Bold, Long Benton.

Two Specimens of the Short-eared Owl (Stryx brachyotus).

C. M. Palmer, Esq., M.P.

A Specimen of the Mountain Finch {Fringilla montifringilla).

Mr. W. P. Grace.

A Specimen of the Hornbill (Buceros). Mr. Gibson.

Specimens, in the Immature State, of the Carrion Crow, Ring Ouzel, and

Water Hen. Mr. F. Hutchinson.

Nine Bottles containing Snakes, etc., from Ceylon.

Mr Knightly H. Coxe, Ceylon Civil Service.

The Skull, Pelvis, and Carapace of a large Turtle.

Lieut. Greenhow, R.N., H.M.S. Orontes.

A Specimen of the Armed Bull-head (Cottus cataphractus).

Mr. Thos. Dobson, M.A>
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A Specimen of American Trout CSalmo fontinoUs), bred at Dissington.

Mr. E. M. Bainhridge, Dissirigton.

Two Specimens of Mya aretiaria, from W. Loch Tarbert, Argyleshire.

Mj: John Hancock.

Two Specimens of Testacellus Haliotoideus, tal^en at Bensliam, in tlie

garden of E. Crawshay, Esq. Mr. B. Y. Green.

FOSSILS AND MINERALS.

Specimens of Boloptycliius (Scales) from the Old Red Sandstone, near

Melrose. Mr. T. P. Barkas, F.G.S.

Specimens of Conglomerate, from a Cave at Oran, Africa.

Mi\ Chas. E. Boutland.

Specimen of Copper, from Heckla and Calumet Mine, Lake Superior.

/. L. Bell, Esq., M.P., F.R.S.

Specimen of Limestone, from a heap by the roadside near the village of

Hersham, in the Black Forest. Rev. J. F. Bigge.

Specimens of Hair Pyrites, from Risca New Colliery, Monmouth.

Mr. Sheriton Holmes.
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NEW RULES.

At the Anmial Meeting of the Natural History Society of the

Counties of IS'orthiiinberland, Durham, and JN'ewcastle-upon-

Tyne, held in the Museum of the Society in JSTewcastle-upon-

Tyne on Monday, the 2nd day of July, 1877, at 12 o'clock at

noon, being the day and hour during the Summer Assizes ap-

pointed for that purpose.

In pursuance of a notice given at a General Meeting of the

Society, held on the 21st day of May, 1877. On the motion of

Thomas Bell, Esq., seconded by the Eev. John Frederic Bigge,

It is resolved. That so much and so many of the laws of the said

Society, expressed or contained in the first schedule subjoined to

the Deed of Settlement of the said Society, bearing date the 1st

day of September, 1834, as are in the said schedule numbered

from ^0. 1 to 1*^0. 20, both inclusive, and are ]3laced under the

heads N^os. I., IL, III., and lY. in such schedule, and all other

laws, rules, and regulations which have since been made shall be

and the same are hereby repealed ; and that the laws, rules, and

regulations hereafter set forth, together with the unrepealed

laws, which in the said first schedule are numbered from 'No. 21

to No. 25, both inclusive, be henceforth the laws, rules, and re=

gulations of the said Society.

I.—The ^N'atural History Society of the Counties of ]^orthum=

berland, Durham, and E'ewcastle-upon-Tyne, shall consist of

members who shall be called for distinction ordinary members,

who shall alone be entitled to vote in all matters relating to the

Society, and who shall alone be entitled to the benefit of the

trusts of the deed of settlement of the 1st day of September,

1834, and such member shall have the power of electing honor-

ary members and associates, who shall have no voice, power, or

interest as members of the said Society.

II.—The persons named in the first schedule to these rules

are declared to be the present ordinary members, and the persons

named in the second schedule the present honorary members, and

the persons named in the third schedule the present associates.
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MEETINGS.

III.—The Annual Meeting of the Society shall be held in the

Society's rooms on the first Tuesday in July, at two o'clock in

the afternoon, or on such other day and at such other hour as

shall at any time be appointed by the committee, and at such

meeting a report of the proceedings and an abstract of the ac-

counts of the past financial year shall be presented by the com-

mittee.

lY.—Ordinary meetings shall be held at such times as shall

be appointed by the committee, and at such meetings members

shall have the power of introducing visitors.

V.—Special meetings shall be held at such times as shall be

appointed by the committee, either at their discretion or at the

request in writing of five ordinary members, addressed to the

secretaries fourteen days previously; and such business only

shall be transacted at the special meetings as shall have been

specially announced.

YI.

—

;n'o motions, save such as relate to the ordinary routine

business of the meeting, shall be adopted at any meeting, unless

notice in writing of such motion has been given at a previous

meeting.

YII.—1^0 alteration shall be made in the laws of the Society

except at an annual meeting, and every alteration to be then

proposed shall be announced by notice in writing at a previous

ordinary or special meeting and inserted in its minutes, or noti-

fied in any other manner the committee may think proper.

YIII.—Every question which shall come before any meeting

of the Society shall be decided by the votes of the majority of

the ordinary members then present and voting. In case a meet-

ing shall be equally divided on any question, the chairman of

such meeting shall have a second or casting vote.
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ELECTION OF MEMBEES.

IX.—Every person desirous of becoming an ordinary member

of tlie Society must be recommended in writing by three ordinary

members. On being so recommended he shall be declared to be

elected by the votes of the majority of the ordinary members

present either at a committee meeting, an ordinary meeting, or

the annual meeting of the Society.

X.—Honorary members shall be 'proposed by three ordinary

members, and voted for at the next ordinary or annual meeting.

XI.—Members of the Tyneside ^Naturalists' Pield Club may

become associates of this Society so long as the present arrange-

ment between this Society and the Tyneside Naturalists' Field

Club exists, upon the payment of the subscriptions hereinafter

mentioned.

XII.—Any member proposing to resign shall notify the same

in writing to the secretaries previous to the day on which the

yearly subscription becomes due.

XIII.—Every ordinary member shall pay to the treasurer the

sum of not less than one guinea annually, such subscription to

be paid in advance, and to be due on the first day of August in

each year.

XIY.—Every associate shall pay to the treasurer a sum of

five shillings annually in advance, due on the first day of August

in each year.

XY.—An ordinary member may compound for his future an-

nual subscriptions by a payment of fifteen guineas, and having

so compounded he shall be entitled to all the privileges of an

ordinary member.

XYI.—If any member do not pay his subscription for one year

after its becoming due, and further neglect to pay it for three
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months after notice shall have been sent him of this rule, he

shall cease to be a member.

OFEICEES.

XYII.—At each annual meeting a president, four or more

vice-presidents, a treasurer, and two secretaries, shall be elected,

and with twelve ordinary members to be elected at the same

meeting, shall form the committee for the year ensuing.

XYIII.—In case the treasurer, the secretaries, or four of the

twelve shall, during his or their year of office die or resign, or

become incapable to act, the vacancy so occasioned may be filled,

up by the committee, or not, at their option.

XIX.—The secretaries shall regularly record the proceedings

of all meetings of the Society and of the committee, and they

shall, under the committee's direction, conduct the Society's cor-

respondence and prepare the annual report, and shall also super-

intend the printing of such reports and the other papers of the

Society.

XX.—The funds of the Society shall be deposited in the hands

of the treasurer, and shall be disbursed by him according to the

direction of the committee.

XXI.—The expenditure of the funds of the Society, the en-

forcing of its lawS; and the general management and conduct of

its affairs, shall be confided to the committee ; they shall have

the appointment of all necessary paid officers and servants ; and

they shall have power to make regulations, from time to time,

for the guidance of such officers and servants.

XXII.—Meetings of the committee shall be convened by the

secretaries whenever they shall deem it requisite, or shall receive

a requisition of three members of the committee for that purpose.

At all meetings of the committee three shall be a quorum.

XXIII.—The record of the committee's proceedings shall, at

all times, be open to the inspection of the ordinary members of

the Society.
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XXIY.—The committee for each year, at their first meeting,

and from time to time afterwards, when a further appointment

may seem to them requisite, may appoint curators, to whom shall

be entrusted the making of the minor arrangements of the mu-

seum and building, the care of the specimens, and the examina-

tion of accounts. Their proceedings shall be subject to the

revision and control of the committee.

XXY.—Auditors shall be appointed at the annual meeting

each year ; and their examination of the accounts shall be com-

pleted, and a statement thereof, as audited, shall be printed and

distributed with the notice of the annual meeting, one week at

least before such meeting.

XXYI.—The Society shall not make any dividend, gift, divi-

sion, or bonus, in money, unto or between any of its membrrs,

PEOPERTY or THE SOCIETY.

XXYII.—The property of the Society, both real and personal,

shall be vested in fifteen trustees, to be chosen out of the ordin-

ary members, and the said Ralph Henry Brandling, Charles

"William Bigge, Charles John Bigge, John Clayton, Henry Hew-

itson, Eobert Ormston, the younger, John Spedding, John

Adamson, George Clayton Atkinson, William Chapman Hewit-

son, William Hutton, Eobert Plummer, Thomas Swinburne,

George Wailes, and Matthew Wheatley, the younger, shall be

such trustees.

XXYIII.—When the trustees so chosen, or any of them, or

any future trustees to be appointed as after mentioned, shall

happen to die, or shall be desirous of being discharged of and

from, or shall refuse or decline to act in the trusts in them re-

posed, then, and in such case, and so often as it shall happen

that by such means such trustees shall be reduced under the

number of five, it shall and may be lawful to and for the ordin-

ary members of the Society, from time to time at a meeting to

be called for that purpose, of which a month's notice shall be
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given at a previous general meeting, to elect, nominate, substi-

tute, or appoint any other persons to be trustees, in the stead or

place of the trustees so dying or desiring to be discharged or re-

fusing or declining to act ; and when so often as any new trustee

shall be nominated and appointed, all the trust property, as well

real as personal, shall be thereupon, with all convenient speed,

conveyed and assured, assigned and transferred, in such sort and

manner, and so as that the same shall and may be legally and

effectually vested in the surviving or continuing trustees or trus-

tee of the same trust estates and such new trustees, jointly, or

if there shall be no such continuing trustee, then wholly in such

new trustees, in trust for the said Jfatural History Society, and

to be held and applied according to the rules or regulations and

laws for the time being of the said Society, and the recital in the

deed or deeds of conveyance or assignment of the trust property,

of the appointment of new trustees by the Society, shall, in all

respects, and to all intents and purposes, be considered as evi-

dence of the resolution and appointment, and of the same having

been regularly made.

XXIX.—It shall and may be lawful to and for the trustees for

the time being, at any time or times hereafter, by the direction

of a majority of the members of the Society then present, at a

meeting to be held for the purpose of considering of the expe-

diency of any sale, exchange, or mortgage, (of which notice shall

be given at a previous general meeting,) to sell, exchange, mort-

gage, or otherwise dispose of any part of the real property now

belonging or hereafter to belong to the Society, in such manner

as by a resolution of the Society for that purpose shall be ordered

and entered in their minutes, and a recital of such resolution in

the conveyance of such property shall be evidence of its having

been regularly and properly made, and the receipts or receipt of

the trustees for the time being for the money, for which any part

of such property may be sold or mortgaged, or for any money to

be received for equality of change or otherwise, shall be sufficient

discharges to the person or persons paying the same respectively

for the money for which the same shall be so given, or for so
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much thereof as in such receipts or receipt shall be acknowledged

to be received, and the person or persons paying the same respec-

tively, and taking such receipts or receipt as aforesaid, shall not

afterwards be answerable or accountable for the loss, misapplica-

tion, or non-application, or be in anywise obliged to see to the

application thereof, or of any part thereof respectively, and such

person or persons shall be free from all obligation of ascertaining

the existence of the resolution, or of its having been duly made,

XXX.—It shall not be in the power of any member or mem-

bers of the Society to dissolve the same, or to sell, give, assign,

change, or dispose of his or their share or respective shares or

interest therein, or the property belonging thereto. And on the

decease or secession of any member, or on the erasure of his name

from the list of members in the books of the treasurer of the

Society, agreeably to the established laws thereof, his share or

interest in the Society, and of and in the property belonging

thereto, shall immediately thenceforth cease and determine.

XXXI.—The committee shall have the power of exchanging

specimens with other institutions or individuals, in such manner

as they may judge condu.cive to the interests of the Society and

of science ; sach specimens excepted as shall have been presented

under express stipulation to the contrary.

SCHEDULE I,

LIST OF ORDINA.RY MEMBERS OF THE NATURAL HISTORY
SOCIETY.

Adamson, C. M Crag Hall, Jesmoud.

Alder, Miss .
.". 15, Summerhill Terrace.

Armstrong, Sir W. C, C.B., F.R.S.... Jesmond.

Armstrong, Lady Jesmond.

Armstrong, W., jiin Wingate, Dmham.

Atkm, David Somerset Place.

Atkinson, Thomas Saltwell.

Bell, L L., M.P., F.R.S Rounton Grange, Northallerton.

Bell, Mrs. I. L Rounton Grange, Northallerton.
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Bell, Thomas Crosby Court, Noi-thallerton.

Bell, T.Hugh Redcar.

Benson, T. W., jun Allerwash.

Berkerley, Cuthbert , Marley Hill.

Bewick, William Haydon Bridge.

Bigge, Rev. J. F Stamfordham.

Blackett, Sir Edward, Bart Matfen.

Blacklock, Joseph Grey Street.

Bowman, Henry Windsor Terrace.

Bowman, R. B Windsor Terrace.

Brown, Ralph Grey Street.

Browne, B. C Newcastle.

Browne, E. G Newcastle.

Buuniug, T. W Mining Institute.

Burdon, George Heddon House.

Burnett, Jacob Tynemouth.

Browell, E. I. J East Boldon.

Charlton, W. H Hesleyside, Bellingham.

Clark, Rev. W. Atkinson Belford Hall.

Clayton, John Fenkle Street.

Coppin, John North Shields.

Cookson, N. C Oakwood, Wylam.

Coxon, Samuel Usworth.

Craig, James , Tynemouth.

Crawhall, Joseph Eldon Square.

Cresswell, A. J. B Creswell.

Cruddas, W. D Elswick.

Cuthbert, William Beaufront.

Daglish, John Tynemouth.

Deacon, Thomas F West Parade.

Dees, R. R Pilgrim Street.

Dinning, William Percy Street.

Dickinson, I. G Portland House, Jesmond Road.

Dodds, Edwin Low Fell.

Drewett, D. Riding Mill.

Drewett, Mrs Redworth House, Darlington.

Durham, Bishop of Auckland Castle.

Ellison, Ralph Carr..^ Dunston Hill.

Embleton, D., M.D Eldon Square.

Embleton, T. W The Cedars, Methley, Leeds.
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Foster, Robert Rye Hill.

Forster, J, S Plawswortli.

Forster, G. B Backworth Hall.

Freeman, George Claremont Place.

French, J. H South Benwell.

Gibb, C. J., M.D : VYestgate Road.

Gibson, William Gladstone Terrace, Gateshead.

Glover, John Heaton.

Glover, William Low Fell.

Greenwell, Robert 9, Grey Street.

Green, R. Y Newcastle-on-Tyne.

Hall, T. W St. Thomas' Street.

Hancock, John St. Mary's Terrace.

Harrison, T. E Whitburn.

Hedley, Thomas Coxlodge.

Hewitson, William C Oatlands.

Hunter, William Sandhoe.

Howse, Richard Saville Row.

James, Sir Walter Charles, Bart Whitehall Gardens, London.

Johnson, Col The Deanery, Chester-le-Street.

Johnson, John Osborne Road.

Joicey, Col Newton Hall.

Joicey, Edward Whinney House, Low Fel 1.

Laycock, Joseph Low Gosforth.

Leathart, James Bracken Dene, Gateshead.

Liddell, Mrs. E Benton Park.

Liddell, Matthew Prudhoe Hall.

Maling, C. T Ellison Place.

Maling, William Granville Road.

Mawson, Mrs Ashficld, Gateshead.

Mennell, H. T London.

Mitchell, Charles Jesmond Towers.
.

Moor, W. T Library Place.

Newall, R. S., F.R.S Feme Dene, Gateshead.

Newall, Mrs Feme Dene, Gateshead.

Noble, Captain, R.A.., F.R.S Jesmond.

Noble, George Jesmond.

Northumberland, D uke of Alnwick Castle.

2?
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Ord, Mrs. Blackett Whitfield Hall.

Ormston, Robert Saville Place.

Palmer, C. M., M.P Grinkle Park.

Pattinson, John Bensham Lodge.

Pattinson, W. W Felling.

Pattinson, John Scot's House.

Pattinson, Henry Scot's House.

Pease, J. W Benwell.

Philipson, G. H. , M.D Eldon Square.

Potter, Lieut. -Col. Heaton Hall.

Pumphrey, Thomas Summerhill Grove.

Proctor, B. S Jesmond Gardens.

Kavensworth, The Earl of Ravensworth Castle.

Reed, E. B Highfield House.

Rendell, G. W Benwell.

Richardson, James South Ashfield.

Ridley, Sir Matthew White, Bart Blagdon.

Rogerson, John Croxdale Park.

Scholefield, Henry Windsor Crescent.

Simpson, J. B Hedgefield House.

Smith, T. E., M.P Gosforth House.

Smith, Mrs Gosforth House.

Smith, Henry Gosforth House,

Spence, Robert Tynemouth.

Stevenson, A. S. Tynemouth.

Swan, J. W Low Fell.

Swan, J. G Upsal Hall, Middlesbro'

Swinburne, Sir John, Bart Capheaton.

Taylor, John Earsdon.

Taylor, John Lovaine Place.

Taylor, W.J 174, Bye Hill.

Thompson, Cuthbert Wiulaton.

Thompson, Thomas Wiulaton.

Trevelyan, Sh' W. C, Bart Wallington.

Walker, E. J Low Elswick.

Watson, Henry Millfield House.

Watson, Robert S Bensham.

Wilson, Thomas Riding Mill.

Wood, Lindsay South Hill.

Woods, W. G Windsor Terrace.

Woods, Major Hollyn Hall.
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SCHEDULE II.

LIST OF HONORARY MEMBERS.

Atthey, Thomas, F.L.S Gosforth.

Balfour, Prof. J. H., F.R.S., F.R.S.E. Edinburgh.

Collinson, Captain, R. E

Dawson, Charles H., Esq Boyd's Hall, Yorkshire.

Duff, Joseph, Esq Bishop Auckland.

Emmett, Lieut.-Col., R.E

Enniskillen, Right-Hon. The Earl of, Florence Court.

Henslow, Rev. George, M.A London.

Hincks, Rev. Thomas, B.A

Home, David Milne, Esq., F.R.S.E. ... Milne Gradeu.

Hooker, Dr. J. D., F.R.S., F.L.S Kew, London.

Jeffreys, J. Gwyn, Esq., F.R.S The Priory, Ware,

Jones, Prof. Rymer King's College, London.

Jones, Prof. T. Rupert, F.G.S Sandhurst.

Kirk, William, Esq Bishopwearmouth.

Mead, Thomas, Esq Chateley, near Bath.

Oliver, Prof. F.R.S., F.L.S Kew, London.

Pryor, M. R. , Esq Weston Stevenage.

Reeves, John Russell, F.R.S. , etc Clapham.

Swinhoe, R., F.Z.S., H.B.M., Consul.. Formosa.

Sykes, Lieut.-Col. Wm. H., F.R.S. ... London.
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SCHEDULE III.

LIST OF ASSOCIATES.

Armstrong, George Arcade.

Barkas, T. P Grainger Street.

Barkus, Dr. Gateshead.

Bell, Henry Tynemouth.

Brooks, J. C Wallsend.

Brown, John Blenheim Street.

Bruce, Rev. Dr Framlmgton Place.

Burnup, John, jun East Parade.

Biirnup, M. M. D Derwent Place.

Challoner, J. S Dean Street.

Chartres, William Grainger Street West.

Clephan, James 11, Saville Row.

Cowen, John A Blaydon Bnrn.

Crossling, T. C Clayton Street.

Dodsworth, Frederick Collingwood Street.

Downie, Henry South Parade.

Frazer, D Regent Terrace.

Gillies, Alexander Gateshead.

Mather, Edward Mosley Street.

Norman, Rev. A. M Burnmoor Rectorj^

Philipson, John Victoria Square.

Redmayne, J. M Saltwell, Gateshead.

Robson, E. C Sunderland.

Robson, Frederick Dean Street.

Shield, G. R Mosley Street.

Smiles, Henry Central Station.

Spencer, M Millfield, Newburn.

Spencer, Thomas The Grove, Ryton.

Stanger, John Chronicle Office.

Straker, Joseph West House, Tynemouth.

Temperley, Nicholas Hanover Square.

Thompson, I. T Winlaton House.

Watson, Mason Lawson Street.

Watson, Thomas C Blackett Street.
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REPORT POE 1878.

In submitting their Annual Report your Committee beg to say,

that the new Rules adopted at the last Annual Meeting have

been found to work satisfactorily.

In making the revision and necessary alterations, the Com-

mittee were much indebted to Mr. John Clayton and Mr. Thos.

Bell for the active part they took therein.

The Trustees of the Society, having by death and resignation

been reduced below the requisite number, as specified in the

Rules, it became necessary to appoint new Trustees.

At a General Meeting, convened for that purpose, held on the

4th day of June last, fourteen new Trustees were elected, viz.

:

The Earl of Ravensworth,

Earl Percy, M.P.,

Sir M. W. Ridley, Bart., M.P.,

Sir W. a. Armstrong, C.B., P.R.S.,

Col. Joicey,

Captain ^ble, R.A., P.R.S.,

Rev. J. P. Bigge,

I. Lowthian Bell, M.P., P.R.S.,

E. J. J. Browell,

ISTorman C. Cookson,

K. G-. Clayton,

Edward Joicey,

Charles Mitchell, and

Thomas Wilson,

who, with Mr. John Clayton, make up the full number of fifteen,

in conformity with the Rules.

A new Trust Deed has been drawn up and signed by all the

Trustees, also by Mr. George Wailes and Mr. Robert Ormston,

who have resigned.

The list of members stands about the same as it was at the

last Annual Meeting, and your Committee cannot but look upon

this as a matter for regret, that in a district like this the number

of subscribers should be so limited.

Efforts have been made at various times to increase the num-

ber, but these efforts have not been rewarded with permanent

success. We would earnestly urge upon each member to do

what they can in bringing before their friends the claims of the
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Society, for surely in these days, wlien elementary and scientific

education receive so much attention, the advantage of having a

well ordered Museum open to the general public almost free

should not be overlooked.

During the past year the Society has had to deplore the loss

of one of its oldest members, Mr. W. C. Hewitson, whose death

took place at Oatlands, Surrey, on May 28th, 1878.

The dece§,sed gentleman was a member of this Society from its

commencement; he was a member of the first Committee, and

for two years he held the office of Honorary Secretary : he was

also one of the original Trustees.

During his official connection with the Society he took an

active part in furthering its objects, and when he removed from

the neighbourhood still took a warm interest in its weKare, so

much so, that some years before his death he increased his an-

nual subscription from one to five guineas.

As a fitting memoir of Mr. Hewitson will appear in the Tran-

sactions of the Society, your Committee will not enter into any

detail of his works other than to say, that his published works

have won for him a world-wide reputation, and that he occupies

a foremost place in the roll of eminent naturalists who have made

the name of IS'ewcastle famous in all JN'atural History circles.

In distributing his fortune, Mr. Hewitson has amply shown

his warm interest in the welfare of the Society, and by his will

has left to it the munificent bequest of £3000 free of legacy

duty. In addition to this he has also bequeathed to the Society

his valuable IN'atural History Library, consisting of upwards of

four hundred volumes, chiefly upon his favourite subject, the

Lepidoptera, and which we understand is one of the most com-

plete in that branch of iJ^atural History in Europe.

Mr. Hewitson's bequest of £3000 has been invested in JN'orth

Eastern four per cent, debenture stock at 103|.

The valuable collection of fossils collected by Mr. Thomas

Atthey, A.L.S., of Gosforth, illustrative of the Eauna of the

Korthumberland Coal-Measures, has been presented to the So-

ciety through the liberality of one who takes a warm interest

in the welfare of the Institution, but who for the present wishes
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the name to be withheld. Of the value and interest of this

collection your Committee can only say that it is such, that it is

not equalled in any Museum in the kingdom, and the Society is

to be congratulated in possessing such a collection.

As an indication of the value of Mr. Atthey's collection, it has

been consulted by Dr. Traquair, of Edinburgh, who is engaged

on a work on Possil Pishes.

During the past year many interesting additions have been

made to the collections, some of which may be specially mentioned.

Through the exertions of Mr. John Hancock, a fine and very

large specimen of the great Japanese Crab, Inachus Kcempferi,

was procured for the Society by Captain St. John, E.^N". This

specimen has been prepared by Mr. Hancock to whom the thanks

of the Society are due.

Through the instrumentality of Mr. AY. J. Barkas, late of this

town-, a specimen of the peculiar Australian fish, Ceratodus

Forsteri, has been procured for the Museum. This is a most in-

teresting addition to our collection, as it closely resembles the

Coal-Measure fish, Ctenodus.

Mr. T. P. Barkas, P.G.S., has presented a large cranium of

Loxomma Allmani, from the Northumberland Coal-Measures.

Two skins of the Kakapo {Strigops hahropilus), fi^om IN'ew

Zealand, have been kindly presented by Mr. William IS'esham,

and six specimens of the beautiful Glass-rope Sponge {Hyalonema

miralilis), from Japan, have been presented by Mr. J. Blechyn-

den, Essex Street, ITewcastle.

Mr. Blake of London has also examined the Fossil Cephalopods

in the Museum for a work on which he is engaged under the aus-

pices of the Eoyal Society.

Before closing this Eeport your Committee have much pleasure

in stating that there is a prospect of the Society being placed in

a position to provide a new building for the accommodation of

your collections, a few gentlemen having come forward most gene-

rously to support the project with a large portion of the funds.

Your Committee hope shortly to place the matter in a more

tangible form before the Society.
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OFFICEES OF THE NATURAL HISTORY SOCIETY,

1877-8.

PATRON.

His Grace the Duke of Northumberland.

PRESIDENT.

The Lord Bishop of Durham.

VICE-PRESIDENTS.

Sir Walter .C. Trevelyan, Bart.

The Rt. Hon. the Earl Ravensworth.

The Rt. Hon. the Earl of Tankerville.

Sir W. G. Armstrong, C.B., F.R.S.

A. J. B. Cresswell, Esq.

John Clayton, Esq.

Lieut. - Col. Addison Potter.

The Worshipful the Mayor of New-

castle.

Ralph Carr-Ellison, Esq.

Rev. John F. Bigge.

I. Lowthian Bell, Esq., M.P., F.R.S.

D. Embleton, Esq., M.D.

John Hancock, Esq.

R. B. Bowman, Esq.

Col. Joicey.

Edward Joicey, Esq.

TREASURER.

Joseph Blacklock, Esq.

SECRETARIES.

Andrew Noble, F.R.S. | William Dinning.

Mr. Thomas Bell.

Mr. E. J. J. Browell.

Mr. D. 0. Drewett.

Mr. R. R. Dees.

Mr. John Glover.

Mr. Wm. Maling.

Mr. John Pattinson.

Mr. James Richardson.

COMMITTEE.

Mr. A. S. Stevenson.

Mr. Jos. W. Swan.

Mr. Cuthbert Thompson

.

Mr. Thos. Thompson.

Mr. Henry Watson.

Mr. John Daglish,

Mr. E. F. Boyd.
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HONOMEY CURATOES,

1878.

ZOOLOGY.

VEETEBEATA.

D. Embleton, M.D.
1

J. Hancock.

AETICULATA.

W. Dinning. Rev. A. M. Norman

J. Hancock.

MOLLUSCA.

Rev. A. M. Norman.
1

EADIATA.

D. 0. Drewett. Rev. A. Norman.

J. Coppin.

BOTANY.

Rev. J. F. Bigge. 1
R. B. Bowman.

GEOLOGY.

E. F. Boyd. W. Dinning.

E. J. J. Browell. J. W. Kirkby.

J. Daglish.

GENEEAL CUEATOK.

Richard Howse.

KEEPEE OF THE MUSEUM.

Joseph Wright.
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LIST OF DONATIONS TO THE MUSEUM

OF

THE N^ATUEAL HISTORY SOCIETY,

FROM JUNE, 1877, TO JUNE, 1878.

BOOKS.

Proceedings of the Academy of Natural Sciences, Philadelphia, U.S. America.

Parts 1, 2, 3, 1876. Parts 1, 2, 3, 1877. The Academy.

Bulletin of the United States Geological and Geographical Survey. Vol.

III., Nos. 1, 2, and 4. Dr. F. V. Hayden, U. S. Geologist.

Report of the United States Entomological Commission, Nos. 1, 2, and

First Annual Report of the Entomological Commission on the Rocky

Mountain Locust. Dr. F. V. Hayden.

Report of the United States Geological Survey of Wyoming, etc.

Dr. F. V. Hayden.

Catalogue of the Publications of the U. S. Geological Survey.

Miscellaneous Publications of the U. S. Geological Survey, Nos. 1 and 6.

Publications of the U. S. Geological Survey.

Gannett' s Lists of Elevations.

Matthew's Hidatsa Indians.

Geological Survey of Montana.

Bulletin of Geological and Geographical Survey.

Ninth Annual Report of the Geological and Geographical Survey of the

United States, 1875.

Vol. XL of the U. S. Geological Survey.

Cone's Fur-bearing Animals.

Illustrations of Cretaceous and Tertiary Plants of the Western Teriito-

ries of the United States.

Atlas of the Geological Survey of Colorado, U. S. America.

Bibliography of North American Palasontology.

Dr. F. V. Hayden, U. S. Geologist.

Proceedings of the American Philosophical Society, Philadelphia. Vols.

XV., 96 ; XVI., 98, 99 ; Vol. XVIL, 100 ; XVIIL, 101 ; and Catalogue

of the Library, Part 8. The Society.
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Memoirs of the Museum of Comparative Zoology, Harvard College, Cam-

bridge, Mass., U. S. America.

Vol. v., 1, North American Starfishes.

9
55 11 ^1

„ VL, 3,

Bulletin. Vol. IV.

Binuey's Air-breathing Mollusca of the United States. Vol. V., with

Plates. Bulletin, Vol. V., Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6. Prof. Alex. Agassiz.

Memoirs of the Boston Natural History Society. Vol. II., No. 6, Part 4,

No. 6. Proceedings. Vol. XVIII., Parts 3, 4 ; Vol. XIX., Parts 1, 2.

The Society.

Proceedings of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, Boston. New
Series. Vol. IV. ; Vol. V., Part 1, 2, 3. Ihe Academy.

Report of the Smithsonian Institution, 1876. • The Institution.

Proceedings of the American Association for the Advancement of Science,

Twenty-fifth Meeting, 1876. The Association.

Proceedings of the Devonport Academy of Natural Sciences, U. S. America.

Vol. II., Part 1. The Academy.

Transactions of the Academy of Science, St. Louis, U. S. America. Vol.

III., No. 4. The Academy.

Transactions of the Academy of Arts and Sciences, Connecticut, U. S.

America. Vol. III., Part 2 ; Vol. IV,, Part i. The Academy.

Transactions of the Berwickshire Naturalists' Field Club. Vol. VIII., Parts

1 and 2. The Club.

Proceedings of the Zoological Society of London. Parts 2, 3, 4, 1877.

Parts 1, 2, 3, 1878. The Society.

Annales de la Societie Malacologique de Belgique. Tome X., and Process

Verbeaus, 1877. The Society.

Memoirs of the Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences. Vol. I., Nos. 13, 14.

Supplement to Memoirs. Vol. II., No. 3. Bulletin. No. 33.

The Academy.

Proceedings of the Literary and Philosophical Society of Liverpool. Vol.

XXXI. The Society.

Two Drawings of the Common- and Bull-Trout. Joseph Crawhall., Esq.

Report of Manchester Field Naturalists' Society. 1877-8. The Society.

Der Isis. Dresden. Two Parts, 1877.

Proceedings of Newcastle Chemical Society. Vol. IV., Parts 1, 2.

The Society.

Transactions of the Geological Society of Glasgow. Vol. V., Part 2.

The Society.

Report and Transactions of the Plymouth Institution and Devon and Corn-

wall Natural History Society. Vol. VI., Part 2. 1877-8.

The Institution.
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Annual Report of Yorkshire Philosophical Society. 1877. The Society.

Two Parcels of Transactions of the Royal Irish Academy, Dublin.

The Academy.

ZOOLOGY.

A Skin of the Vampire Bat. Mr. John Kell, Mosley Street.

A Bat, a few Flint Arrow Heads, and a small Basket and Specimens of

Cordage, from Terra del Fuego. Mr Philip Hobhs, Ellison Place.

A few Bones of the Apteryx, from New Zealand. Miss S. Richardson.

Specimen of the Glaucous Gull {Larus glaucus), in Winter Plumage, shot at

Holy Island. C. M. Adamson, Esq.

A young Dipper, taken in Dipton Burn; one of a second brood from the

same nest. Mr. F. Hutchinson.

A Specimen of the Spotted Flycatcher, taken at Ravenswood, near Benwell.

Master Thomas Clark., Ravensivood.

A Specimen of the Hooded Crow, shot at Long Benton. Mr. E Bold.

Two Skins of the Kakapo, from New Zealand. Mr. Wm. Nesham.

A Model of the Egg of the Great Auk. Mr. John Hancock.

Two Specimens of the Common Viper (Male and Female) from Islay.

Mr. Thomas Hanning., Islay—joer R.. Y. Green.^ Esq.

Three Specimens of the Common Ringed Snake, from Cambridgeshire.

Master Dickinson.

Specimens of the Common Frog, Smooth Newt, etc. Mr. James Stephenson.

A Specimen of the Burbolt, taken in the River Wiske.

/. L. Bell, Esq,, M.P., F.R.S.

A very large and fine Specimen of the great Japanese Crab (Inachus Kcemp-

feri), taken off the coast of Japan. Capt. H. C. St. John, R.N.

A few Specimens of Lepas fascicnlaris, found on the beach at Tynemouth.

Dr. W. B. Clarke.

Specimens of the Colorado Beetle, from Pennsylvania.

Presented by Dr. Emhleton, from T. B. Grierson, Esq,^

Thornhill, Dumfries.

A Specimen of the Colorado Beetle, from Hartford, Connecticut.

Geo. Angus, Esq., Beech Grove.

Models of the Eggs, Larva, and Imago of the Colorado Beetle.

Messrs. James Gibbs 8f Co., Mark Lane, London.

A Specimen of Conus bandanus and Trochus Niloticus. Mr. R. Y. Green.

A fine Specimen of Helix aspersa, from Islay. 3fr. R. Y. Green.

Six Specimens of the Glass Rope Sponge (Hyalonema mirabilis). Two
Corals (Isis), and Two Fish, from Japan. Mr. John Blechynden.

A Box of various Objects of Natural History from New Zealand, including

Shells, Boar's Teeth, &c. Mr. J. W. Swan.
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A Specimen of Ceratodus Forsteri, from Australia.

Exchange, per Mr. W. I. Barkas.

FOSSILS A>{D MINERALS.

The extensive Collection of Fossils, illustrative of the Fauna of the Coal

Measures of Northumberland, formed by Mr. Thomas Atthey.

Presented by Lady Armstrong.

Specimen of Titaniferous Iron Sand and Crude Iron from the furnace, etc.,

from the West Coast of New Zealand.

The Proprietor of the Newcastle Chronicle.

Four Specimens of Fossil Corals, from near Blenkinsopp.

Edward Joicey, Esq.

A Specimen of Lepidodendron, in Sandstone, from Wideopen Quarry.

3Ir. W. a Rohson.

A Collection of Bones of Mammalia, Birds, and Fishes, found in a cave near

Marsden. Mr. John Daglish.

A few Specimens of Iron Pyrites, from Terra del Fuego.

Mr. Philip Hohhs.
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NEW TRUST DEED.
(copy.)

CfttS Btttl'^tttlltf made the 2nd day of December

1878 BETWEEIT JOHI^ CLAYTOIT of Newcastle upon Tyne

Esquire EGBERT ORjVISTOlN^ of N'ewcastle upon Tyne Gentle-

man and G-EOUGE AYAILES of J^ewcastle upon Tyne Gentleman

of the first part the said JOHN CLAYTON and NATHANIEL
GEORGE CLAYTON of Newcastle upon Tyne Esquire of the

2nd part and THE RIGHT HONORABLE HENRY GEORGE
EARL OE RAYENSWORTH THE RIGHT HONORABLE
HENRY GEORGE PERCY commonly called The Earl Percy

SIR MATTHEW WHITE RIDLEY of Blagdon, in the County

of Northumberland Baronet SIR WILLIAM GEORGE ARMS-
TRONG of Jesmond in the Borough of Newcastle upon Tyne

Knight Companion of the Bath ISAAC LOWTHIAN BELL
of Rounton Grange in the County of York Esquire THE
REYEREND JOHN FREDERICK BIGGE of Stamfordham in

the County of Northumberland Clerk in Holy Orders EDWARD
JOHN JASPER BROWELL of East Boldon in the County of

Durham Esquire the said JOHN CLAYTON the said NATHAN-
IEL GEORGE CLAYTON NORMAN CHARLES COOKSON
of Wylam Oakwood in the same County Esquire EDWARD
JOICEY of Whinney House in the Borough of Gateshead

Esquire JOHN JOICEY of Newton Hall in the County of North-

umberland Esquire CHARLES MITCHELL of Jesmond Towers

in the Borough of Newcastle upon Tyne Esquire ANDREW
NOBLE of Jesmond in the same Borough Esquire and THOMAS
WILSON of Riding Mill in the County of Northumberland

Esquire (who are together hereinafter referred to as the Trustees)

of the third part WHEREAS by an Indenture of Bargain and

Sale duly enrolled dated the 25th day of April 1834 and made

between John Barras and George Barras of the 1 st part Susannah

Airey of the 2nd part Ann Turner of the 3rd part Ralph Park
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Philipson and George Airey of the 4t]i part Sir Matthew White

Eidley Baronet Cuthbert Ellison and others of the 5th part and

Balph Henry Brandling Charles William Bigge Charles John

Bigge the said John Clayton Henry Hewitson the said Robert

Ormston (then called Robert Ormston the younger) John Sped-

ding John Adamson George Clayton Atkinson the said William

Chapman Hewitson William Hutton Robert Plummer Thomas

Swinburne the said George Wailes and Matthew Wheatley the

younger of the 6th part the piece or parcel of ground together

with the erections and buildings then or then late standing

thereon containing by admeasurement 530 square yards or there-

abouts situate in the Town and County of ^N'ewcastle upon Tyne

on the south side of a street there called Westgate Street Boun-

dering partly on hereditaments belonging to the Members of the

Literary and Philosophical Society of ITewcastle upon Tyne and

partly on the lane or open passage way there called Library

Place on or towards the north on hereditaments then or then late

belonging to John Anderson on or towards the east on the town

walls of J^ewcastle upon Tyne on or towards the south and partly

on hereditaments then or then late belonging to Robert Lead-

bitter and partly on hereditaments to the Members of the said

Literary and Philosophical Society on or towards the west toge-

ther with the right of way as therein mentioned over Library

Place aforesaid and with the appurtenances were conveyed unto

and to the use of the said several persons parties thereto of the

6th part their heirs and assigns for ever but nevertheless upon

trust for the Members for the time being of the JSTatural History

Society of the Counties of J^orthumberland and Durham and

I^ewcastle upon Tyne and to be conveyed and disposed of as the

majority of the said Members present at a General Meeting of

the said Society should or might direct or appoint AIN'D

WHEREAS by an Indenture dated the 1st day of September

1834 and made between Dixon Dixon and George Townshend

Pox and the several other persons whose names and seals were

subscribed and affixed to the now reciting Indenture and men-

tioned or set forth in the 2nd Schedule thereunder written of the

first part and the said Ralph Henry Brandling Charles William
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Bigge Charles John Bigge John Clayton Homy Hewitson Eobert

Ormston John Spedcling John Aclamson George Clayton Atkinson

William Chapman Hewitson William Hutton Eobert Plummer

Thomas Swinbnrne George Wailes and Matthew Wheatley of the

2nd part the said parties hereto agreed that the said ISTatural

History Society should be governed by the several rules or regu-

lations and laws particularly mentioned and set forth in the 1st

Schedule thereunder written and by such other rules or regula-

tions and laws as should from time to time be duly made and

established pursuant thereto And also that the collection of

curiosities goods chattels and effects which then belonged or

thereafter should belong to the said IN'atural History Society

should be held and possessed by and absolutely vested in the

parties thereto of the 2nd part and it was thereby agreed and

declared that the persons parties thereto of the 2nd part or other

the trustees for the time being of the said Society should stand

and be seised possessed of and interested in the piece or parcel

of ground and hereditaments (subject to an agreement to grant

a mortgage thereof to Matthew Clayton for securing £1000 and

interest) and of and in the collection of curiosities goods chattels

and effects of the said JSTatural History Society to be held enjoyed

and applied according to the rules or regulations for the time

being of the said Society And by the rules set forth in the said

first Schedule it was provided that the property of the Society

both real and personal should be vested in 15 trustees to be

chosen out of the ordinary members and that the persons parties

to the lastly hereinbefore mentioned Indenture of the 2nd part

should be such trustees and that when the trustees so chosen or

any of them or any futui^e trustees to be appointed as therein

mentioned should happen to die or should be desirous of being-

discharged of and from or should refuse or decline to act in the

trusts in them reposed then and in such case and so often as it

should happen that by such means such trustees should be re-

duced under the number of 5 it should and might be lawful to

and for the ordinary members of the Society from time to time

at a meeting to be called for that purpose of which a month's

notice should be given at a previous general meeting to elect

2 G
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nominate substitute or appoint any other persons to be trustees

in the stead or place of the trustees so dying desiring to be dis-

charged or refusing or declining to act and that when and so

often as any new trustee should be nominated all the trust pro-

perty should be thereupon conveyed and transferred in such sort

and manner and so as that the same should and might be legally

and effectually vested in the surviving or continuing trustees or

trustee of the same trust estates and such new trustees jointly in

trust for the said IN'atural History Society and to be held and

applied according to the rules or regulations and laws for the

time being of the said Society and the recital in the deed or deeds

of conveyance or assignment of the trust property of the appoint-

ment of new trustees by the Society shall in all respects and to

all intents and purposes be considered as evidence of the resolu-

tion and appointment and of the same having been regularly

made And it was also declared that it should and might be

lawful to and for the trustees for the time being at any time or

times thereafter by the direction of a majority of the members

of the Society then present at a meeting to be held for the pur-

pose of considering of the expediency of any sale exchange or

mortgage (of which notice should be given at a previous general

meeting) to sell exchange mortgage or otherwise dispose of any

part of the real property then belonging or thereafter to belong

to the Society in such manner as by a resolution of the Society

for that purpose should be ordered and entered in their minutes

and a recital of such resolution in the conveyance of such pro-

perty should be evidence of its having been regularly and pro-

perly made A^N'D WHEEEAS the agreement for a mortgage

to the said Matthew Clayton referred to in the lastly hereinbe-

fore recited Indenture was a mortgage for the sum of £1000

advanced by him under a resolution of a general meeting of the

said Society held on the 20th day of January 1834 which reso-

lution was to the effect that the trustees be directed to raise a

sum not exceeding £1000 upon the property of the said Society

AND WHEEEAS at a general meeting of the said Society held

on the 13th day of August 1835 (of which notice was given at

the then next preceding general meeting) it was resolved that
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the trustees of the said Society should raise a further sum of

£1000 upon the property of the said Society ATTD WHEEEAS
the said Matthew Clayton on the 1st day of October 1835 ad-

vanced and lent the said further sum of £1000 to the said trustees

and to secure the repayment thereof with interest at £4 per

centum per annum and also of the said further sum of £1000

with interest at the like rate the said trustees deposited the here-

inbefore recited Indenture and other the muniments of title re-

lating to the said hereditaments with the said Matthew Clayton

AJ^D WHEREAS the said Matthew Clayton died on the 21st

day of April 1867 having made and duly executed his will dated

the 23rd day of July 1866 and proved on the 6th day of May
1867 and thereof appointed the said John Clayton and ISTathaniel

George Clayton executors Al^D WHEEEAS the said sums of

£1000 and £1000 making together £2000 with interest thereon

from the first day of October last still remain due and owing to

the said John Clayton and l^athaniel George Clayton as such

executors as aforesaid AKD WHEEEAS the said Ealph Henry

Brandling Charles William Bigge Charles John Eigge Henry

Hewitson John Spedding John Adamson George Clayton Atkinson

William Chapman Hewitson William Hutton Eobert Plummer

Thomas Swinburne and Matthew Wheatley being dead and the

said Eobert Ormston and George Wailes being desirous of being

discharged of and from the trusts in them reposed the said Earl of

Eavensworth Earl Percy Matthew White Eidley William George

Armstrong Isaac Lowthian Bell John Erederic Bigge Edward
John Jasper BroweU John Clayton ^N'athaniel George Clayton

I^orman Charles Cookson Edward Joicey John Joicey Charles

Mitchell Andrew ^oble and Thomas Wilson were at a general

meeting of the said Society held on the 4th day of June last

called for the purpose and of which a month's notice was given

at a previous general meeting elected and appointed trustees in

the stead or place of the said deceased trustees the said Eobert

Ormston and the said George Wailes 'HOW THIS IKDEI^-
TUEE WITNESSES that in consideration of the premises the

said John Clayton Eobert Ormston and George Wailes do and
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eacli of them doth hereby grant unto the said Earl of Ravens-

worth and his heirs ALL that the said piece or parcel of ground

with the Museum standing thereon and all other the premises

comprised in the said Indenture of the 25th day of April 1834

AND ALL the estate right title interest claim and demand what-

soever of the said John Clayton Eobert Ormston and George

Wailes and every of them in to and out of the same heredita-

ments and premises and every part thereof TO HAYE AND
TO HOLD the said piece or parcel of ground and all other the

hereditaments and premises hereinbefore expressed to be hereby

granted unto the said Earl of Eavensworth and his heirs TO
THE USE of the said John Clayton and Nathaniel George

Clayton their heirs and assigns for ever subject nevertheless to

the proviso for redemption hereinafter contained that is to say

PEOYIDED always that if the trustees their heirs or assigns

shall on the expiration of 6 calendar months from the day of the

date of these presents pay unto the said John Clayton and

Nathaniel George Clayton their executors administrators or

assigns the sum of £2000 with interest after the rate of £4

per centum per annum computed from the first day of October

last then the said John Clayton and Nathaniel George Clayton

their heirs or assigns shall and will at the request and costs of

the trustees their heirs or assigns convey and assure the said

hereditaments hereby granted unto and to the use of the trustees

their heirs, and assigns for ever In trust for the said Natural

History Society and to be held and applied according to the

rules or regulations and laws for the time being of the same

Society AND it is by way of confirmation hereby expressly

declared that the power of sale and all other the powers and pro-

visions contained in the 2nd part of the Act 23 and 24 Yic. chap.

145 shall be incorporated in these presents and be applicable to

the mortgage hereby made AND THIS INDENTXJEE ETO-
THER WITNESSES that in further pursuance of the said

appointment and in consideration of the premises the said John

Clayton Robert Ormston and George "Wailes DO and each of

them DOTH hereby assign unto the trustees their executors
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administrators and assigns ALL and every the collection of cu-

riosities goods chattels and effects now vested in them the said

John Clayton Robert Ormston and George Wailes or any of them

as trustees or as a trustee of the said IS'atural History Society

AND ALL the estate right and interest of the same persons and

each of them in and to the same premises TO HAYE HOLD
RECEIYE AIJTD TAKE the collection and premises hereinbefore

expressed to be hereby assigned unto and by the trustees their

executors administrators and assigns In trust for the said JS'atural

History Society and to be held and applied according to the rules

or regulations and laws for the time being of the same Society

AKD the persons parties hereto of the first part do hereby for

themselves severally and respectively and for their respective

heirs executors and administrators (but so far only as concerns

their own respective acts deeds and defaults) covenant and de-

clare with and to the trustees their heirs executors administrators

and assigns that they the covenanting parties respectively have

not heretofore made done or knowingly suffered or been privy to

any act deed matter or thing whatsoever whereby or by reason

or means whereof the hereditaments chattels and premises here-

inbefore expressed to be hereby granted and assigned respectively

or any part thereof respectively have or has been or are is can

shall or may be conveyed assured impeached charged or in any-

wise incumbered IN WIT]S"ESS whereof the said parties to

these presents have hereunto set their hands and seals the day

and year first hereinbefore written

John (L.S) Clayton

Peecy (L.S.)

E. J. J. (L.S.) Beowell

A. (L.S.) I^OBLE

RoBEET (L.S.) Oemston

Geo. (L.S.) Wailes

IT. G. (L.S.) Clayton

Ravenswoeth (L.S.)

M. W. (S.L.) Ridley

Signed sealed and delivered by the within named John Clayton

W. G. (L.S.) Aemsteong

I. LowTHiAN (L.S.) Bell

John E. (L.S.) Bigge

ITOEMAN C. (L.S.) COOZSON

Edwaed (L.S.) Joicey

John (L.S.) Joicey

C. (L.S.) Mitchell

Thos. (L.S.) "Wilson
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NATURAL HISTORY TRANSACTIONS

iN^ORTHUMBERLAKD, DIJEHAM, AND NEWCASTLE-

UPOI^-TYJN^E.

ADDRESS TO THE MEMBERS OF THE TYNESIDE

:N'ATrRALISTS' EIELD CLUB,

READ BY THE PRESIDENT, THE REV. CANON TRISTRAM, LL.D., F.R S., ETC.,

AT THE THIRTY-FOURTH ANNIVERSARY MEETING, HELD IN THE MU-

SEUM OF THE NATURAL HISTORY SOCIETY, NEWCASTLE-UPON-TYNE,

ON THURSDAY, APRIL 15th, 1880.

Ladies and Gentlemen,—I cannot commence my address on the

close of my year of oifice without recalling the fact, that it is just

twenty years since I was called upon, by the partial favour of

my naturalist friends, to perform a similar duty. I well remem-

ber the keen appreciation with which I received the invitation

of your Committee to preside over your Society in 1859, and not

less was my gratification at the summons which last year I re-

ceived to head your phalanx during their annual forays. My
sense of your kindness was all the greater, since, in the interven-

ing period. I have been with you more frequently in spirit than

in body. Your invitation told me that in spite of my infrequent

attendances, you recognized that my love of nature and of God's

works in nature had not diminished with increasing years, and

that I owed the high honour you bestowed on me rather to your

partiality than to mj own deserts. But enough of egotism. I
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desire, without further preface, to recall in chronological succes-

sion the memories of the pleasant and we trust not useless out-

ings of the past year.

One remark applies to nearly all the meetings of the past year,

that the weather was for the most part unpropitious, and staunch

supporter as was your president of Lord Beaconsfield, no excep-

tional meteorological favour was shewn to the Club in the record

of the excursions among which very few Queen's days were to

be found.

The FiEST Meeting was partially an exception, and on the

1 6th of May one hundred and ten members and friends mustered

at Eavensworth, the grounds and rooms of which were, by the

kindness of the Earl, thrown open to the inspection of the party.

After seeing the fine pictures in the galleries, the members

proceeded through the grounds under the kind guidance of Mr.

T\"allace and Mr. Mould, and saw the damage caused by the un-

precedentedly severe winter to the conifers and rarer evergreens.

Kone but our hardiest natives and the Ehododendrons appeared

to have escaped. After a pleasant ramble beyond the grounds

fifty of the party returned to the Eavensworth Arms, Lamesley,

to dinner. Here a paper was read by the Eev. A. Watts,

of Durham, ''On a Limestone Eoulder found near Hawthorn,

ground and scratched by glacial ice action." Mr. T. Thompson

exhibited a nest with the unusual number of ten eggs of the

Sparrow-hawk, taken in April, 1878, near Gilsland, in which

nest this year a pair of Long-eared Owls had reared their young.

The President spoke of the importance of the members of the

Club interesting themselves in the preservation of the Eoman

remains recently discovered in the excavated camp at South

Shields Lawe. A large portion of this has been generously

handed over for preservation to the Corporation of South Shields

by the Ecclesiastical Commissioners, and has since been carefully

walled in and protected, it is to be hoped, from danger of further

depredation.

It cannot be said that this meeting added much either to natu-

ral or archaeological knowledge. It was perhaps too much of
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the character of a pleasant picnic merely, but the backwardness

of the season, as well as the locality and the weather, were in the

highest degree unpropitious for either botanical or entomological

research.

The Second Field Meeting was held at Eothbury on the 2nd

and 3rd of June, and was attended by thirty-five members. The

morning was showery, and about eleven o'clock the party drove

in conveyances to Holystone and Harbottle. The geological fea-

tures of the district were interesting and vividly described in

passing by Mr. Howse. The broad valley of the Coquet, and

mounds of alluvium, bordered on the south by lofty sandstone

ridges, the heavy coating of snow still conspicuous on the Great

Cheviot, a few Green Plovers with their young, and swarms of

Sand Martins and other Hirundines, fresh arrivals from the

South, a few Black-headed Gulls fishing along the Coquet,

were the chief objects observed on the road to Holystone.

Around this sacred fountain the usual spring flowers were in

full bloom. Here we recalled the romantic history of the first

planting of Christianity in JSTorthumbria by Paulinus, and the

thousands of our Saxon forefathers who at this spot listened to

the preaching of the devoted missionary, and received baptism at

his hand. A simple stone cross in the centre of the limpid basin

is the only sculptured record of the history, which has been pre-

served by the records of Bede and others, though that first con-

version was soon afterwards almost extinguished by the Danish

inroads, but again relighted by St. Cuthbert and tlie heralds of

lona. After a long chat at the well and a taste of the pure

water, the party visited the church and the remains of the religi-

ous house now attached to the farm buildings. Regaining the

conveyances they proceeded towards Harbottle, not without

mishap from the ambition of a local Jehu, but eventually they

reached Alwinton Church built against the north bank of the

Coquet, and presenting the singular feature of having its chan-

cel elevated high above the rest of the floor of the church, and

approached by a steep flight of steps, accommodating itself in an
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unusual way to the site. As we stood on the bridge crossing

the Coquet, the view to the J^orth was instructive. Directly in

front, the massive rounded bosses of the Cheviot porphyry rose

abruptly from the village of Alwinton covered with grass only,

jN'earer to us, the immense crags of sandstone covered with hea-

ther predominated, and formed a striking contrast to the igneous

rocks. On their return the majority of the party ascended to

the Drake Stone and Harbottle Lough, in winter a dreary scene

of wildness and desolation. Here the party were obliged to

shelter themselves as best they could among crag and heather

from a pelting hailstorm, sent down with indignant fury from

old Cheviot accompanied with growls of distant thunder. After

a run down hill and slight refreshment at the little village of

Harbottle, a short peep at the old Peel Castle on its gravel

mound, the party proceeded with all haste homeward, and en-

joyed as only hungry pedestrians can do the bountiful repast

prepared for them by Mr. and Mrs. English of the Eothbuiy

Hotel. After dinner, votes of thanks were passed to Sir "W. G.

Armstrong and Major Cadogan.

The second day was devoted to a stroll through the grounds

of Cragside, the princely residence of Sir W. Gr. Armstrong, who

had most kindly thrown open the grounds to the members of the

Club. The Japanese garden with its rare plants, the Conserva-

tories and Pernery were duly visited and admired, and a long

stroll through the grounds and adjacent hill side brought the

party at last to the Thrum Gate. Here in ordinary circum-

stances the whole of Coquet rushes through a narrow channel

cut into the sandstone rock to a great depth. The last train

leaving Eothbury at four o'clock did not allow the party to ex-

plore the Coquet lower down; so, proceeding to the Inn, justice

was amply done to the excellent meal at the hotel, and a rapid

farewell to Eothbury and hurry to the train concluded this much

enjoyed visit to this sub-alpine village.

The Third Field Meeting was held at Holy Island and Barn-

borough on the 7th and 8th of July. After breakfast at Belford
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the party drove to Old Lawe, whence Mr. Bowey conveyed the

party across the narrow channel to Holy Island. The huge

whinstone dyke forming the south barrier, and perhaps protect-

ing the whole Island from destruction, first met the eye, sur-

mounted by those venerable piles of red sandstone carved and

quaint, and covered with Wallflowers, an exquisite and contem-

porary miniature of Durham Cathedral, reproducing both in

design and ornamentation the pure ]S"orman style of that unri-

valled fane. The Eev. "W. F. Keeling kindly acted as guide to

the Ecclesiastical antiquities of Lindisfarne. Afterwards some

crossed to St. Cuthbert's Isle in search of Sea Lavender {Statice

Umonium) just coming into flower, and still lingering among the

clefts of the basaltic rocks.

The Madwort was also seen growing in a garden, transplanted

there by an intelligent native from a local habitat on the island.

A visit to the old castle, on the fort of which a sixty-eight poun-

der had been recently mounted, for show we hope, as the firing

of it would be certain destruction to the old building, and a short

walk along the coast completed the day's work, and we felt that

a week or more would not enable us to see all the rarities of this

little islet. Big Danish looking men carried us on their brawny

shoulders into the boats, and deposited us safe on the mainland.

We enjoyed the sight of a brood of young Sheldrakes under the

fostering care of a hen, and so tame as to take bread from the

hand. Lines of Cormorants skimmed over the Elats, not a com-

mon sight now to the south of Earne Islands. After dinner at

Belford some of the members left for JN'ewcastle. The rest drove

the next morning to Bamborough, and after spending a few hours

in the castle, walked by way of Spindlestone Crags to Belford.

On the crags they gathered Allium oleracewn, and the Chives in

great abundance, 8edum villosum, JDianthiis deltoides, and Bpiraa

Jilipendula, in great plenty. The large Ox-eye Daisy was in

profusion all along the railway slopes. Mrs. Dunn of the Bell

Inn supplied the personal comforts of the party perfectly. Two

new members were elected, and a vote of thanks passed to the

Eev. W. E. Keeling.
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A Special Meeting was held at Cornliill and its neighbour-

hood on the 1 7th and 1 8th of July. Heavy rain prevented the

programme for the 19th being carried out. On the morning of

the I7th the party of about fifteen drove from Cornhill by way

of Pallinsburn and Ford to a spot near Roughting Linn. On ap-

proaching the lofty grey sandstone ridges near Ford Moss the

conveyances were left, and a walk of three miles taken over the

rough moorland. On the road a halt was made at Pallinsburn

to visit that well-known resort of the Black-headed GruU for

breeding purposes. The members were greatly surprised to find

this almost classic spot close to the highway, and only separated

from it a few yards by a low railing convenient for anyone to

cross, and a little wicket gate led from the road to a walk along

the side of this " large pond," for it scarcely attained the dimen-

sions of a lake. The ponds and bogs of this district are accumu-

lations of water, etc., from the elevated irregular mounds of drift

covering the south side of the Tweed, without any well-marked

outlet such as Learmouth Bog—now, alas, perfectly drained, and

a few other bogs and ponds hard by. The gamekeeper met us

as we entered the wicket, and enabled us by his presence to ap-

proach closer to the pond or lake than otherwise we should have

ventured. About two hundi^ed Black-headed Gulls, young and

old, were making a terrible noise overhead as we approached to

the margin, no doubt some of their young being still unable to

fly. Seven or eight broods of Wild Ducks, now well feathered,

swam complacently across the far side of the lake, showing them-

selves occasionally along the little lanes of water that led to

their retreats. Numberless Bald Coot came almost close to us,

busy diving down to the bottom, and bringing up water plants

to eat at the surface. A few little islets in the centre, and the

margins all round this remarkable pond were covered with true

Bulrush, Veronica anagallis and other interesting water plants.

"We were informed by the gamekeeper that the Black-headed

Gulls had deserted this, their favourite breeding place, for a few

years, on account of the abundance of water, which had covered

their usual breeding ground ; but they had happily now returned.
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No doubt the great extent of arable land lias much attraction for

these Gulls, as they follow the plough and pick up, with greater

avidity than the Rook, all sorts of worms and grubs. In North

Lincolnshire this bird is carefully protected by farmers and

gamekeepers, is more numerous than the Eook, and breeds in

immense numbers in the Rabbit warrens whererer there is a

shallow pool. The most painful ornithological sight I remem-

ber seeing was on the gable end of an outhouse at Nuuwick,

North Tyne. Thousands of these valuable birds had been reck-

lessly shot, when they were doing all the good they could to

the landowner and farmer by cleaning his land without pay, and

had been ignominiously nailed in regular, close rows, horrible

sight, from the top to the bottom of the gable end of the building.

I do not believe they suck eggs. Close to their breeding place I

have seen nests of Snipe, Curlew, Golden and Green Plovers,

and Grouse, and I have never once seen them poaching the moors

in organized gangs as you may see the Rooks doing any Whitsun

week.

On crossing the moors to Roughting Linn we observed several

concentric circles on the bare sandstone rocks fast becoming ob-

literated ; and far off we could see the celebrated stone inscribed

with concentric circles, a true roche moutonnee, the circles on which

have been discoursed upon by the late Mr. John C. Langlands,

Dr. Johnston, Mr. Greenwell, Mr. G. Tate, and others. At

Roughting Linn the party sought long and laboriously for a sight

of the Royal-fern, but in vain. The place that knew it, etc., etc.

The bog at the head of the burn and its feeder is now well

drained, and the natural wood which stood in its centre, so gra-

phically described by Dr. Johnston, ''Natural History, Eastern

Border, " Yol. I., is represented by an old Birk or two. The drains

here are deep and effective. In a succession of dry seasons they

would be more effective still, as the grass and ling would be al^

destroyed ; but we saw plenty of the Sweet Gale {Myrica Gale),

and the Petty Whin {Genista anglica) was abundant; and close

to the Inscribed Rock very large specimens of the Adder's Tongue

were plentiful. The Inscribed Rock itself was to us a failure

;

one side had been taken away by quarrymen for farm purposes.
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and the circles on the other side were fast becoming obliterated

by wind and rain and frost. It was evident that these circles

must have been covered up from the very time they were made,

whatever the agency, and that in a few years they will all have

disappeared. This spot has been so well described by mem-

bers of the Berwickshire Club, that reference must be made to

their Transactions.

Eegaining our conveyance at the pits, we visited the village

and castle of Pord. Those who liked interiors went inside, the

rest were invited by the gardener to walk round it, which they

did, and admired the evergreens not destroyed, and the view of

Flodden, and the White Peacock with the hen sitting on her nest

close to the path. Thence to Etal, the only place where more

than a cup of cold water could be obtained all day. This model

village appears to be rather overpraised. The majestic ruin of

the old Castle, to the south, close to Till, covered with Ivy par-

tially destroyed by last winter's frost, was the most picturesque

bit of masonry seen during our Cornhill visit. An ugly shaped,

barn-looking place was pointed out to us as the Kirk, close to

the old ruin, and sadly out of place and keeping with the other

surroundings. In the evening we sauntered by the banks of the

Tweed ; admired the acres of Ox-eye Daisies, with discs the size

of a crown piece or larger, crossed the Tweed bridge, strolled

through Coldstream, knew we were far from smoky Tyne by the

swarms of bats that flitted on leathery wings overhead, and, re-

gaining our Inn, prepared ''for fresh fields and pastures new"

on the morrow.

On the second day we started early for Bowmont Water and

Yetholm, Boxboroughshire. Some of the party desiring to see

Learmouth Bog, we turned aside from our direct course. Wc
found the bog had been thoroughly drained, and the rare Marsh

Fern {Lastrcea thelypteris) which formerly grew here, and several

other rare bog plants, had been completely destroyed. Peat, Bab-

bits, Sheep, and Kye, one old Aller, and a few plants trying to

live on were all that we could see. We crossed the border here

without difficulty. We did not require to be told that we were

in Scotland, for the exaction of a Scotch body, who demanded
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^'twa shillin'" for toll, impressed the fact upon us feelingly.

The whole of this district is so excellently cultivated, that the

only chance of finding a wild flower is by the roadside ; so per-

fectly in contrast is it to the moors we walked over yesterday.

But as we drove along someone exclaimed, ''"What beautiful

Porget-me-nots." A halt was immediately made, and the plant

on examination turned out to be Anchusa sempervirens, a plant

by no means common in the J^orth, though there are several

localities given for it in our own district. This take satisfied

the botanists, and was the chief floral discovery of the day.

Arriving at Town Yetholme through narrow roads, well fenced

with hedgerows, for there are no walls here to oflend the eye,

a rest was proclaimed for the horses, as the valley beyond was

without Inns. The conveyances resumed, the valley was fol-

lowed for five miles till the Bowmont turns suddenly east. At

this late season the Hawthorn and Broom were still both in full

luxurious flower. Silver and gold side by side, and the purple

Foxglove along the margin of the stream contrasted with the

earlier flowering plants. Some of the party who ascended the

hills obtained a good view into the neighbouring valley. The

uniform greenness of the hills was refreshing to the eyes, and the

little sparkling Bowmont went plodding along as if on important

business ; but the hills here are so well covered with grass, that

the quantity of earthy matter brought down, even after winter

storms, must be comparatively small. On our way home we

called at Kirk Yetholme to see the Gypsy Queen. The Church

or Kirk, built out of black pitchstone porphyry, may last as

long as the hills, but did not look comely or inviting. The

thatch-covered cottages would have been a treasure to a crypto-

matic botanist, for they were covered all over with mosses. The

queen' lives in a neat little cottage, was of great age, and as

genuine a Scotchwoman as could be found between Maidenkirk

and John o' Groats. The wet weather on the Saturday prevented

our programme being fully carried out ; but several of the mem-

bers returned home by Branxton Moor and Wooler, the rest by

Berwick.
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The FouETH Field Meeting was held at Bedburn on the 4th

of August. The party was joined at Bishop Auckland by the

President, Mr. Joseph Duff, and a few members of the Bishop

Auckland ^Naturalists' Field Club, and after breakfast proceeded by

way of Etherley, Toft Hill, and Hamsterley towards the Bedburn,

a tributary of the Wear, which was reached about noon, when the

party scattered to botanize up the valley. ^Numerous interesting

ferns and other plants were gathered, the principal novelty being

the Broom Eape {Orohanche major), not hitherto noticed in this

part of Durham. The Oak and Beech Ferns were very abundant.

The outcrop of the Whindyke, known as the Beechburn or Hett

Whindyke, was pointed out by the President of the Bishop Auck-

land Field Club. The most remarkable feature of the Bedburn

is the depth to which its bed has been cut through very solid

sandstone, of the Millstone Grit series, in many parts of its course.

The valley terraces formed out of large accumulations of gravel

on the south side of the stream were numerous and well marked.

After lea^dng the valley by way of Cradlebank, the party, by

invitation of Mr. Windas, of Witton-le-"Wear, visited his magni-

ficent collection of ferns, than which there are few local collec-

tions more deserving of notice, and which was a rich treat to the

visitors. After dinner at Bishop Auckland Mr. Soutter gave a

list of the more interesting plants observed during the day's ex-

cursion, and a vote of thanks was heartily accorded to the Pre-

sident and members of the Bishop Auckland ^Naturalists' Club.

The Fifth Meeting of the year was held at Blanchland and

Benfieldside on the 5th of September. About fifty ladies and

gentlemen mustered at Benfieldside Station and were driven

thence to Blanchland, passing through Edmond Byers to the

upper valley of the Derwent. Having arrived at the secluded

and ancient village of Blanchland, the Eev. G. M. Gurley, the

Vicar, received them and conducted them over the curious and

venerable Parish Church, and the Eev. W. Featherstonhaugh

gave an interesting account of the early history of the place,

which was settled by Praemonstratensian Canons from Melrose

in A.D. 1165. It was difficult to say whether any part of the
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original stone building of so early a date remained, though pro-

bably it existed in the chancel and remains of the nave. At any

rate there was no trace of an earlier stone building, and probably

the first structure was a temporary one of wood, and the lower

portions of the present buildings not much later. The convent-

ual buildings are now used as the Lord Crewe's Arms Inn, and

were the famous seat of the Porsters, who lost their possessions

after the rising in 1715. In the garden of the Inn the old clois-

ters can easily be traced. Thanks having been accorded to the

Eev. G. M. Gurley, the Eev. "W. Featherstonhaugh, and to John

F. Spence, the party walked through the woods south of the

Derwent, visited the works of the Derwent Lead Mining Com-

pany, and returned by way of Hunstanworth to dine at Blanch-

land. Mr. T. Thompson exhibited a young Hawfinch, which

had killed itself against a window at Gibside, the first instance

on record of the Hawfinch breeding in Durham or Northumber-

land.

The Sixth and Final Field Meeting was held on 24th of

September, winding up at our old and favourite trysting place,

Marsden Eock. Leaving the train at Hebburn, a visit under

the guidance of Mr. J. Hunter was paid to the Hebburn Quarry,

where many specimens of boulders on the top of the sandstone and

ice-scratched rocks in situ were noticed ; and fine fossil plants had

been exposed in the quarry. Thence Eede's Eurn was followed

and Eede's Well, now in a pitiably neglected condition, but

which it is hoped will soon be fenced in and cared for, out of

reverence to the memory of the grand old Saxon saint. Thence

the party proceeded to visit St. Paul's Church, Jarrow, which

was shewn by the Eev. E. Liddell, and is remarkable as one of the

oldest religious edifices existing in England, dating undoubtedly

from the period of the Heptarchy. The chancel and tower have

been well preserved with all their original features. Thence the

party proceeded to South Shields, and inspected the remarkable

Eoman remains preserved in the Public Library, especially the

unique Aramaic sepulchral inscription, the only record in the

ancient language of Syria ever exhumed in Western Europe.
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The Eoman Camp at the Lawe was next visited, when we had

the satisfaction of seeing that these fine historical remains are

being carefully walled in by the authorities, and will it is hoped

be protected from further vandalism. The members then walked

through a pouring rain to Marsden, where, under the guidance

of Mr. J. Daglish, viewer to the "Whitburn Coal Company, they

inspected the bone deposits recently discovered in old, sea-formed

caves at the Lizards, and after tea in the Marine Grotto, a most

interesting paper, which forms part of the last volume of our

Transactions, was read by Mr. Howse on the Bone Caverns of

the Lizards.

There have been no Evening Meetings this year, owing, I am

sorry to say, to the absence of papers to warrant them. And we

also as a Club have to express our thankfulness to the good Pro-

vidence, which, during a trying and severe season, enables your

President to announce that there is no obituary notice of a mem-

ber since our ranks have been unthinned by death.

It will be seen from the outline of our excursions which I have

briefly given that the Club cannot claim to have added much

either to general or individual natural research by its excursions

in the past year. An exceptionally unpropitious season has

damped and checked the ardour of botanical or entomological in-

vestigation, and the attention of our members on their holidays

has been rather directed to archaeological and ecclesiological ob-

jects of interest than to the products of nature. Yet we must

allow that here if anywhere art and nature harmonize; the

Lichen, the Moss, and the Spleenwort are in perfect keeping with

the !N'orman peel-tower whose chinks they decorate; and we

naturalists do not despise archaeology. In fact as the ground of

the two counties becomes more and more trodden and familiar,

its botanical and zoological interest must be soon completely ex-

hausted, so far as discovery is concerned ; not indeed as regards

its educational power for the young naturalist. "While at the

same time on this border land we can scarce set down a foot on

a spot which is not redolent of history, nay, which is not a strati-

tied historical deposit, which has been two thousand years ill
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course of formation, and where Cymri, Roman, Pict, Saxon,

Dane, and JSTorseman have not left their traces under or over the

sod, while the hill sides seem everywhere to re-echo the ballads

and war-cries of the subsequent border warfare of centuries. We,

like our elder sister, the Berwickshire, have tacitly begun to in-

corporate antiquarian with natural history research. And how

happily they can be blended no one has shown better than one

of my gifted predecessors in this chair, in his Presidential Ad-

dress, the Eev. Gr. Eome Hall.

If from our own homely excursions we turn our eyes afield to

the exploration of the regions beyond our domestic limits we

shall find less startling discoveries, less sensational announce-

ments of victories won over hitherto untrodden space, than in

most immediately preceding years. It was time indeed for the

geographical naturalist to pause and take breath, and to endeavour

to consolidate for a while the mass of new information so rapidly

displayed before his eyes, but scarcely yet grasped. In Africa,

especially, where the most rapid geographical conquests have re-

cently been made, there has been a temporary pause, though no

retrograde movement. One most important experiment, which

promises great results, has recently been launched, chiefly through

the sagacious patronage of the King of the Belgians, the intro-

duction of the Indian Elephant, and the attempt to utilize the

native African Elephant. We are all familiar with the fact that

the chief obstacle in the way of penetrating the interior of that

vast continent has been the absence of all beasts of burden, and

the fearful waste of power and life in the exclusive employment

of human carriers. No negro, save when taught by the Dutch

in the south to use the bullock, has ever thought of utilizing the

carrying power of any animal. If once the countless heads of

African Elephants can be put to a better use than mere slaughter

for the sake of their tusks, the advance will be not less than

from the pack-horse to the railway. Already it has been proved

that the African Elephant is not less docile or sagacious than his

Indian cousin. It may seem at first sight a small matter, yet I

venture to believe that this promising experiment is the most

important geographical and natural history feature of the past
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year. Meantime roads or rather lines of communication are being

established. The Church Missionary Society has already made

good its station at Uganda, on the further shore of the Yictoria

T^yanza, while the Livingstonian Mission is doing the same on

the Tanganyika, and the half-way house at Mpapwa, established

by the Church Missionary Society, bids fair to become a great

central station for the interior commercial routes of Eastern

Africa. Our great Missionary Societies are thus demonstrating

to the world the sisterhood of Christianity, commerce, and civi-

lization, and are striving not unsuccessfully to outstrip the two

imported curses of Africa, the Arab slave hunter and the rum

trader.

Turning from the Tropics towards the Pole the great geographi-

cal event of the year has been the accomplishment, after efforts

fitfully continued for four hundred years, of the north east pass-

age from the White Sea through Eehring's Straits, by the noble

Swedish professor, INTordenskjold. The early Dutch navigators

towards the end of the fifteenth century, with appliances which

seem contemptible to the modern navigator, nearly accomplished

the feat, but the discovery of America, of the Cape Eoute, and

of the "New Worlds of the Indian and Pacific Oceans, seem to have

caused IS'orthern Asia to be forgotten for two hundred years.

How far the exploit may open out new routes for trade is still a

problem, but even if the whole course, especially towards Eeh-

ring's Straits, be rather geographically interesting than commer-

cially profitable, the mouths of three of the greatest rivers in the

world, the Obi, the Lena, and Yenesei, are proved to be accessi-

ble during the summer months, and the rivers themselves to be

so far navigable, as to open out to the markets of the world a

boundless corn-growing and forest region, which may yet enable

Siberia to take her place, not a mere dreary prison house of des-

potism, but as one of the food-exporting nations of the world.^'

The other principal additions to our geographical and natural

history knowledge during the past year have been the explora-

tions of several Italian travellers, and especially of Sig. d'Albertis

in I^ew Guinea, where also our Australian fellow-countrymen

* See Vol. v., p. 260.
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have been doing good work. That great island remained almost

the last terra incognita of our maps. The reproach is being ra-

pidly removed. To ns as naturalists it is peculiarly interesting,

as no portion of the globe can rival it in the number, the variety,

the richness, or the peculiarity of its Fauna. Probably more

new species have been added to our lists fi^om jS'ew Gruinea re-

cently than from any country within the last half century. J^ot

the least remarkable are several new Monotremes, that lowest

form of mammalian life, hitherto known only by the JEchidna

and Ornithorhynchus of Australia.

When from the field we turn to the closet the year has not

been barren of results. 8ome of the carefully-worked reports of

the -'Challenger" have already appeared; others are in progress.

The Eoyal Society has recently published a sumptuous quarto

volume of the natural history and geology of the islands visited

by the Astronomical Expeditions to observe the transit of Yenus,

an exhaustive and invaluable contribution to the solution of the

great problem of insular faunas and floras. The Mascarene is-

lands, once the richest, but now, alas, with every native species

of animal and vegetable life either extinct or on the verge of ex-

tinction, have been thoroughly ransacked, and whatever could be

put on record has been preserved for future ages. The skeletons

of the long extinct didine birds of E-odriguez, now a conspicuous

ornament of the bird room of the British Museum, are unique

and priceless relics of a perished Pauna. Scarcely less interesting

is the exhaustive report of Kerguelen's land, illustrating what

forms, and with what modifications, can exist and propagate on

the most dreary and inhospitable spot on the surface of the globe.

It may be perhaps permitted me, before I conclude, to make a

few reflections on the changed position of the student of natural

science during the twenty years which have elapsed since I had

last the honour of addressing you. The study has in the interim

become more and more emphatically the property of the specialist.

A generation back many a naturalist did good work in a general

way, and did much to advance science, without being in any de-

gree a specialist. Such men were Selby, Vigors, Jardine, Sir

"W. Hooker, and others, whom no one would think of calling
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specialists. But now it is in vain for any one to attempt either

to advance physical science, or even to earn the slightest reputa-

tion, without devoting himself to some particular branch, or to

some particular portion of the animal or vegetable structure.

Thus the comparative anatomist must concentrate his study not

on the whole framework but on some particular portion in detail.

Prof. Parker has shewn what may be deduced from the careful

comparison of the shoulder blade alone in Vertebrates, Prof.

Huxley from the palatal bones in birds alone. Mtzsch has shewn

us what problems are involved in the single question of pterylo-

graphy. Others too numerous to mention, each taking their own

special subject as a fundamental note, and thence modulating

into other kindred keys, have borne testimony to the fact that

no subject is so special as to be devoid of bearing or of influence

on others. Some have described the successive stages of even a

single but important experiment, and while tracing the growth

of that particular item and of the ideas involved in it, have inci-

dentally shewn to the outer world what manner of business a

serious investigation is. JN'ow I conceive that in pursuing this

course the specialists have been exactly performing the function

most indispensable for the establishment of natural science on a

firm basis of ascertained fact. But the tendency of all scientific

students is at once to generalize from facts within their own spe-

cial sphere, and it seems to me that many of our current generali-

zations have been at the least premature, and that true wisdom

would be content for the time with the establishment of facts,

and leave the deductions to be drawn when the facts on the one

side and the other have not only been ascertained but have been

compared and balanced. Por the specialist is apt to become the

man of one idea, and is tempted to ignore counter-balancing and

resisting forces. The force which is under his immediate cogni-

zance he has watched, and measured, and calculated, but has he

duly considered the innumerable counteracting forces which re-

sist or bias on one side or the other the results of the one force

on which his attention is fixed ? Take for instance the problem

of classification. This can only be solved by a judicial examina-

tion of forces all impinging in different directions. If we take
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embryology alone, this has doubtless shed unsuspected light on

the problem, but it is not all. Prof. Huxley was happy in his

demonstration of the modification of the palatal bones in birds as

a key to classification, but taken alone the system is unsatisfactory,

for many other factors come in and affect the correlation of one

portion of the structure to the others. Every department of the

specialist supplies some indications of the true line of classifica-

tion. Yet neither embryologist, pterylologist, oologist, histologist,

comparative anatomist, or geographical naturalist, can, for exam-

ple, in the matter of ornithological classification, say to his fellow

'"I have no need of thee." In the present stage of our scientific

knowledge no specialist ought to venture to propound a theory

which he is not at once ready to admit may be modified by the

results of wholly independent investigations arrived at from a

very different standpoint. Eut the danger of the specialist's

dogmatism is that he is tempted to unlimited speculation of every

thing outside his own province. I may take as an illustration of

this the reckless and baseless postulates of Haeckel in what he

ventures to term his History of Creation. A careful and accurate

investigator of the lower forms of life and of embryology, he

forms his theories, and then generalizing he postulates anything

in time, and anything in space, utterly regardless of records geo-

logical or physical, and without a scintilla of proof, takes them

as granted axioms, because without them he cannot form his

theory of the evolutions either of man or of the lower animals.

In marked contrast with these wild and visionary dreams is the

modest suggestion of theories following the admission of facts of

the two men who have done most in the last twenty years to

found the new school of naturalists, Darwin and Wallace. As

regards the former there can be no doubt of the view to which

Mr. Darwin strongly inclines. Opposed as I am myself to return

any other verdict than that of ''non-proven" to his theory, if

carried out to the hitter end, yet I can nowhere find in his writ-

ings any dogmatic assertions, or any claim for more than what

no one can reasonably refuse, that his doctrine should be calmly

weighed and tested. Take for instance the relationship of all

plants and animals as springing from simple germs. But these
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germs, though it is beyond our power as yet to discriminate them

in their earliest stage, become more and more differentiated as

they advance. And it has always appeared to me that this ad-

mitted fact gives an as yet unrefuted answer to the claim of

identity, and rather proves that from the very earliest stage there

must be a distinction and a difference, though our power and re-

sources, whether chemical or microscopic, have not yet been able

to detect the difference at that early stage. The growth of the

germ is one of evolution or development. But do all living forms

proceed from germs or organized matter, without exception,

which has belonged to parents ; or is there anything like spon-

taneous generation or the evolution of life from non-life? So

far as the keenest research has hitherto reached, we may deci-

dedly affirm, pace Dr. Bastian, supported by such authorities as

Huxley and Tyndal, that there is not a scintilla of evidence to

support the theory. We must beware of confounding knowledge

and opinion. Evolution is doubtless one of the processes by

which modifications of the forms of pre-existing life are brought

about, but more than this I submit we cannot as scientific

students state to be proved. Let us keep knowledge distinct

from opinion, from theory, fi'om subjective impressions. Still

the limits of knowledge are at all times expanding, and the

boundaries of the known and the unknown are never rigid or

permanently fixed. Our ignorance consists partly in ignorance

of actual facts, and partly also in ignorance of the possible range

of ascertainable fact. If we could lay down beforehand the pre-

cise limits of possible knowledge, the problem of physical science

would be half-solved already. But the question to which the

scientific explorer has often to address himself is not merely

whether he is able to solve this or that problem, but whether

he can so far unravel the tangled threads of the matters with

which he has to deal, as to weave them into a problem at all.

He is not a candidate at the examination table, with a set of

questions to which he might give answers, and which can all

be solved. He is rather the look-out at the mast head, peering

through a cloudy atmosphere, and endeavouring to trace the out-

line of the coast as best he can ; trying to direct his vessel where
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the water is open, but sometimes finding himself in a blind chan-

nel, yet nevertheless pushing onwards, and not ashamed to con-

fess that his \'ision and his directions have been often at fault.

^ow the greatness of Darwin does not depend upon his theories,

which even his warmest admirers are ready to admit are often a

superstructure built on an uncertain basis of doubtfully interpre-

ted facts, but because he has developed a new system of observa-

tion and study, which has revolutionized biology by directing

attention to the general relations and the environments of plants

and animals. He has led us to ask why closely allied species

are seldom found together, why extinct animals are larger than

living ones, why flowers are so wonderfully varied, why male

birds are often so much more brilliant than their mates, and in-

numerable questions on the relations and variations of all crea-

tion. Perhaps that, which many years ago first directed Mr.

Darwin's thoughts towards his theory, when he was exploring the

Galapagos Islands, is the most important of all in its bearing on

the records of creation, I mean the modifications and changes of

insular faunas and floras. To the ornithologist, the botanist, or the

student of the invertebrates, there is no subject more interesting

or attractive than the biology of oceanic islands. This is in fact

the living geological record of life on the globe. We may almost

fancy we can read its chronology as we mark the greater or less

divergence of island life from that of the nearest continents.

Mauritius and the Seychelles tell us on the one hand of their

connection both with India and Africa, and on the other of their

immense antiquity, by the differentiation of every form of life.

Again the comparison tells us how much longer Mauritius had

been isolated from Eodriguez than from Bourbon by the greater

divergence of their types. All these problems of insular and

geographical distribution in connection with the development of

species have come into prominence within the last twenty years.

Now considering how utter was our ignorance twenty years ago

as to the probable mode of the development and modification of

species under varying conditions, we can hardly be surprised if

scientific men have been tempted to rush into the other extreme,

and to claim presumptuously an almost complete knowledge
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of the whole progress of the universe from the first speck of

living protoplasm to the highest development of human intel-

le.ct. This practically led to materialism and to the implied de-

nial of a God either as Creator or as a superintending Providence.

But the Christian has to recognize with thankfulness a much

more modest tone rapidly spreading among the scientific leaders

of thought, though not yet among the scientists who ape them.

In the last four meetings of the British Association the recogni-

tion that we have as yet no evidence of the natural origin of life

has been most distinctly upheld, as well as the distinctions be-

tween mind and matter, between the moral and the physical.

This is especially the case in regard to the theories of the origin

of man. By no one has this been more ably set forth than by

Mr. "Wallace himself. The conclusion to which he arrives is that

if man has been developed from a common ancestor with all ex-

isting apes, and by no other agencies than such as have affected

their development, then he must have existed in something ap-

proaching his present form during the tertiary period, and not

merely existed but predominated in numbers, wherever suitable

conditions prevailed. If these continued researches in all parts

of Europe and Asia fail to bring to light any proof of his presence,

it will be at least a presumption that he came into existence at

a much later date, and by a much more rapid process of develop-

ment. In that case it is a fair argument that just as he is in his

mental and moral nature, his capacities and aspirations, infinitely

raised above the brutes, so his origin is due in part to distinct and

higher agencies than such as have effected the development of the

others. Then again the wonderful remains of Easter Island, prov-

ing the existence in the far remote past of the art of navigation

and civilization far higher than now exists anywhere in the Pacific

;

the great earthworks and monuments of lost races, the predeces-

sors of the Bed Indians in JSTorth America, and of whom there

was not a vestige of tradition ; the wonderful symmetry and re-

fined geodetical science exhibited in the construction of the Great

Pyramid, the oldest historical building in the world ;— all these

tell us that human progress has not been uniform and continuous,

as according to received theories it ought to be, but that there have
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been long periods of partial civilization, each in turn succeeded

by a period of barbarism ; and this view seems supported by the

occurrence of degraded types of skull, along with such as might

have contained the brains of a philosopher, at a time when the

mammoth and the Eeindeer were inhabiting Southern France,

ISTowhere, as Mr. Wallace has shewn, do we find any trace of

Man developing from the Ape, while we find in the Miocene re-

mains of Europe, then enjoying a sub-tropical climate, types of

every known family of the ape tribe. E'o, the origin of man,

with his faculties, his intellect, and his soul, is a problem that

neither geologic or physical research have yet solved. Eevela-

tion still stands the only key that harmoniously explains his

past, his present, and his future. Here we must confess our ig-

norance if we will walk unguided by its light, and acknowledge

''Thy way is in the sea and Thy path in the great waters, and

Thy footsteps are not known." And still, whether we ramble

and explore the beauties of nature on our jN'orthumbrian hills

and coasts, or whether we work in the study or the laboratory,

our motto will be that of Linnseus, the great father of modern

JN'atural History,, which the President of the Zoological Society

has again taken as his own. Lord how manifold are Thy

works ; in wisdom hast thou made them all. The earth is full

of Thy riches.

JEHOVA
Quam ampla sunt Tua Opera

!

Quam sapienter Ea fecisti

!

Quam plena est Terra possessione Tua

!

David, Psalm ciii., 24.
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The following gentlemen were elected members of the Tyne-

siDE JS'attjealists' Pield Club during the year 1879-80 :

—

At the Anniveesaey Meeting, 1880:—Eev. Arthur Watts,

Durham ; Messrs. Edw. Eoutledge, Berry Edge ; John C. Moor,

Sunderland; W. J. S. Scott, C. K. McAuMe, E'ewcastle-on-

Tyne.

At the EiEST Eield Meeting :—Messrs. J. T. Dobson, Wind-

sor Terrace, John Oliver, 10, Gloucester Terrace, George Kidd,

James JS'elson, Adamson Ehagg, John D. Walker, A. D. Murray,

Charles Earkas, IN'ewcastle-on-Tyne ; S. H. Earrar, Gosforth

;

Edward Simpson, Chirton, JN'orth Shields ; Thos. Eccles, Blyth

;

James Dobson, Sunderland.

At the Second Eield Meeting :—Eev. H. E. Eadbourne, 37,

George Street, Eev. Geo. Campbell, 214, Portland Eoad, Messrs.

J. H. Erown, jun., 19, Collingwood Street, Thos. Oliver, M.B.,

Eldon Square, Edward A. Hedley, 3, Saville Place, Eobert Eed-

path. Linden Terrace, IN'ewcastle-on-Tyne ; E. L. Morton, Percy

Park, Tynemouth; Eev. Thomas Calvert, Brighton.

At the Thied Eield Meeting:—Messrs. William Stewart,

Dean Street, Septimus Oswald, 2, St. Mcholas' Buildings, New-

castle-on-Tyne.

At the Special Meeting, Cornhill :—Mr. Henry Soden Bird,

15, Grey Street, ITewcastle-on-Tyne.

At the Sixth Eield Meeting:—Messrs. William Yellowley,

South Shields, T. B. Barker, Westoe.

The Eield Meetings for 1880 were arranged to be held as

follows :

—

May 17th (Whit Monday) Dipton and Devil's Water.

June 23ed (Eace Week) . . Harbottle and Eothbury.

July 5th Berwick and Bass Eock.

August 2nd Weardale (St. John's Chapel).

Septembee 3ed Barrasford, IN'orth Tyne.

OcTOBEE 1st Marsden.

* It is intended to hold a Special Meeting at St. Mary's Lough, Selkirk-

shire, for two or three days in Jnly.
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24 OFFICE BEAEEES.

The following gentlemen were elected officers of the Club for

the year 1880-81 :—

Peesident.

Kev. A. M. ITorman, M.A.

Vice-Peesibents.

Eobert Yint, Esq. T. W. Backhouse, Esq.

James Clephan, Esq. D. 0. Drewett, Esq.

Ealph Carr Ellison, Esq. E. J. J. Browell, Esq.

Eev. J. E. Bigge, M.A. Eev. E. E. Wheeler, M.A.

D. Emhleton, Esq., M.D. Prof. G. S. Brady, M.D.

Eev. Canon Tristram, E.R.S. H. B. Brady, Esq., E.E.S.

George Wailes, Esq. Eev. J. E. Leefe, M.A.

Eev. A. M. E'orman, M.A. Eev. G. E. Hall, M.A., P.S.A

Eev. J. C. Bruce, LL.D. G. H. Philipson, Esq., M.D.

Eev. A. Bethune, M.A. Eev. E. E. Hooppell, LL.D.

Teeas3UEEE.

Eobert 1r. Green.

HoNOEAEY i^ECEETAEIES.

Eichard Howse. Thomas Thompson.

COMMITTEE.

John Hancock. W. M. Wake.

William Maling. T. T. Clarke.

William Dinning. John T. Thompson.

John Glover. Joseph Blacklock.

John Philipson. Eev. J. M. Hick.

Edward C. Eobson. Eev. W. Howchin.

Audi[TOES.

J. S, Poster. T. P. Barkas.
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II.

—

Note on a hUherto undescriled Roman Camp, near Foulplay

Head, Rochester, Reedwater. By C. T. Clotjgh, M.A., F.Gr.S.,

of H.M. Geol. Survey. With Two Plates.

The course of the western Watling Street, up to the point where

it crosses the Scotch border near the '^Ad Fines Camps," has

been previously described by Henry Maclauchlan in his '^ Survey

of the Eoman Wall and other Remains of the ^N'orth of England."

In Part II. of this work, Sheet YI., is a plan of the road and the

adjacent country, from a little distance below High Eochester to

the Border, on the scale of two inches to a mile. On the same

sheet is also an enlarged plan, on the scale of an inch to eight

chains, of a camp near the Foulplay Head, and immediately on

the west side of the old road. This camp is supposed to have

been formed by the ninth legion.

The camp I wish at present to bring before your notice, though

it lies very near to the one of which the enlarged plan is given,

has yet not been put down on either of thes6 plans. E'er is any

mention made of it in the Memoir of the same Survey, though

the adjacent one is described in detail, p.p. 39, 40.

In the maps of the Ordnance Survey also this camp has been

equally curiously omitted. Under these circumstances, it ap-

pears worth while to send a short notice of it to this Society.

I append two plans which will briefly explain the position and

shape of the camp better than it is possible by words. One on

the scale of one inch to a mile, shows the course of the Eoman

road between Featherwood and the Border; and the other, on

the scale of six inches to a mile, shows the two adjacent camps

near Foulplay Head, the western one of which it is that Mac-

lauchlan has mapped and described.

The first plan is essentially a copy from parts of the one-inch

Ordnance Map, (quarter sheets 108 N.E. and 108 S.E.,) except-

ing that at the point where the old road makes the sharp curve

near the ''Ad Fines Camps," I have made a slight alteration in

its course, following what seemed to me a probable site. This

plan is meant to show the geographical position of the new camp,

and its relation to the others in the neighbourhood.
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In the second plan it will be noticed that the East or new

camp lies on the Coquet side of the Eeedwater and Coqnetdale

watershed, while the West camp, the Foulplay camp described

and mapped by Maclauchlan, lies on the E-eedwater side ; and

that consequently the range of view they command is consider-

ably different.

The walls around them are not of quite the same shape, but

in structure they appear to be very similar, and still remain about

equally prominent. They show no signs of masonry, but appear

to have been merely earthen walls. They are now about six yards

wide at the base, and quite grassed over. At the corners where

the straight sides meet they are slightly rounded. Their outer

sides are the steepest, and all around them there has evidently

been a ditch, excepting where the original entrances were.

In the East camp these original entrances appear to have been

four in number, one in or near the middle of each of the four

sides. Each of the entrances has a traverse or protecting wall

about ten or twelve yards in front of and slightly overlapping

it. The traverses have ditches on their outer sides, just like the

main walls have.

It is instructive to notice how the hand of time shows itself,

and the several places in which the walls have been cut through

by small peat-sikes, etc., but there is usually no difficulty in dis-

tinguishing the openings thus made from the true entrances.

The ground inside the camp is rather smooth, and covered

with coarse grass, but here and there small and rather hard-

looking round or oval mounds occur, the surfaces of which seem

usually to be composed of sandy soil. From their general aspect

these mounds would appear to be of artificial formation.

In the north-east corner are some Whinstone quarries, in a

contemporaneous bed of Basalt of Lower Carboniferous age, the

position of which is given in the plan. These are evidently very

old, and I would venture to suggest, as a very doubtful proposi-

tion, that it is perhaps possible these quarries may be in part of

Roman age. In a few places, on the course of the Eoman road

between this camp and the " Outer Golden Pot," I have observed

many small bits of the same variety of "SVhinstone, and I think
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this material must have been used for making the road at some

time or other, though I have not observed anything like paving

stones along the road in this district. But perhaps this stone

was quarried at a very much later time, when this road was

used by Highland drovers, etc. Close to the " Outer Golden

Pot" are other old quarries in the same bed of "Whinstone.

And again at the ''Ad Pines Camps" there are some quarries,

that seem excessively old, in a Whinstone Dyke, which runs

along near the east margin of the Camps, and which is a contin-

uation of the Basalt Dyke of Acklington.

III.

—

Miscellanea.

Occurrence of Saline'' s Gull, Laeus Sabini, Leach, in the County

of Durham.—Through the kindness of my friend, Mr. Frederick

Raine, I am enabled to add another rare visitant to our list of

the " Birds of N^orthumberland and Durham."

. The specimen came into the possession of Mr. E,aine on the

11th of October, 1879, the same day it was shot by a fisherman

at Seaham Harbour. This is the first specimen I have had the

pleasure of examining. The bird is in its first plumage. The

late Mr. Wm. Thompson, of Belfast, was the first to notice this

beautiful species of Larus as a visitant to the British Isles in a

communication which was read before the Linnean Society on

the 15th of April, 1834. His bird was shot in Belfast Bay on

the 18th of September, 1822, ''N'atural History of Ireland, p.

310." Although there is a very good description in the E'at.

Hist, of Ireland, at p. 311, it may not be out of place to put on

record a description of the plumage of our bird, which is as fol-

lows, viz. :—Bill three-quarters of an inch long from the feathers

of the upper mandible, iris dark hazel, ''feet pale flesh colour,"

claws black, crown, front of eyes, and behind the eye for one

quarter of an inch white, feathers of the crown slightly tipped

with pale grey, back of neck darkish grey, each feather being

marked with a band of dark grey near the tips of the feathers.
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which latter are white, secondaries pale grey tipped with white,

primaries black on their outer wehs. The inner webs have a

large white oblong spot occupying the space to within about an

inch of the tips of the feathers which are black. Tail, which is

considerably forked, consists of twelve feathers, which are white

tipped with black, with a slight touch of white at their ends.

Under parts pure white, the white extending from the- throat to

the end of the under tail coverts.

Though only a few specimens of this species have been recorded

as occurring on the East coast of England, yet according to Hart-

ing more than twenty specimens have been obtained from differ-

ent parts of the British Islands since the year 1822. I^o doubt

many individuals driven from their usual course of migration

down the Labrador coast, pass to the south unobserved during

the autumnal migration of the Terns and the Little Gull.

The specimen which has been stuffed by Mr. Raine, and sent

to the Society for exhibition, does him much credit for the excel-

lent manner in which it is done.

I wish also to draw the attention of our members to the beau-

tiful groups of young, downy birds, which are also exhibited

under twelve or fourteen glass shades by the same gentleman.

The artistic style in which they are treated cannot be over

praised.

—

John Ifancoclc, I2th May, 1881.

Bird Notes during the Winter of 1880 and 1881.—During the

late winter, almost unexampled in the memory of this generation

for length and severity, for it may be said to have commenced

with the first fall of snow upon the 20th of October last, and

continued into April of this year. Like many others we had

many feathered pensioners, which indeed became so demoralized

by lengthened feeding, that a very small cover of snow sufficed

to bring them back to our window.

Our guests consisted of Sparrows, Eedbreasts, Hedge-Spar-

rows, Blackbirds, Chaffinches, the Great, the Blue, and the Cole

Titmice.

It was somewhat singular that the Blackbirds were all cocks

;

what had become of the hens? do they migrate during the
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winter, or do they succumb more easily to the severity of the

weather ?

The only Thrush seen was too shy to feed with the other birds

and was found dead in the garden, where it had dropped from a

tree, no doubt starved with hunger and cold.

A Blackbird became quite crippled, the claws of one foot being

doubled under, probably its foot had been frozen ; this however

did not prevent it from coming as usual upon its one leg, for the

other for some time was useless.

One day the Cat killed and left a Sparrow. In a very short

time a Great Titmouse seized upon it, and making a hole under

one of its wings, drew out and devoured its entrails ; in two days

it completely finished the carcass.

Some Jays also favoured us with their company occasionally

;

these birds are by no means scarce in the Chopwell Woods.

For the first time in fourteen years a Magpie was seen near

the house; these birds are rather rare in the Derwent Yalley,

but they may occasionally be seen in the neighbourhood of Ham-

sterley and CI topwell Woods. There is little doubt that they and

the Jays have suffered severely from the folly and ignorance of

gamekeepers.

The winter previous to the last, the neighbourhood of the

house was much frequented by a Sparrow Hawk which became

very daring, and upon more than one occasion carried off a Spar-

row while feeding within two yards of the window. It occa-

sionally varied its meal by taking one of my pigeons.

Both the Blue and Cole Titmice were seen to fly away with

small grains of maize with which the Pigeons were fed.

In the early winter we had Wrens but they soon disappeared

and have not been seen since.

Upon the 25th of February a Thrush was heard attempting to

sing, but has not been heard since; during the winter these

birds appear to have almost entirely left the district.

Until two years ago Starlings were abundant, and bred freely

about the house and in the trees adjoining, but recently they

have been scarce ; one appeared on the 26th of March as if to

survey its old nesting place.
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Eeferring to the scarcity of Thrushes, the writer was recently

visiting in the South of England where the same circumstance

had iDcen noticed by the friend with whom he was staying ; he

stated that these birds used to be abundant in his grounds, but

this spring he had not one. During the winter he picked up one

in an exhausted condition, but all his endeavours failed to resus-

citate it. He blamed the severe wiuter and their destruction to

supply British poulterers.

Surely Societies like ours should make some protest against

our song birds being sacrificed to please the palate of a few

gourmands. Spring scarcely seems like spring without the clear

sweet notes of this favourite bird.— William Green, Thornely

Home, Lintz Green, May 1st, 1881.

It may be mentioned in connection with the foregoing inter-

esting note that all the smaller birds in the above list, with the

addition of several Thrushes and namorous Starlings, which

latter generally came in flocks of twelve or more, visited the

gardens and enclosures even in the more central parts of this

town during the six-months' winter of 1880-1. They came

very regularly every morning during the continuance of the snow-

storms and the snow in search of food. The old Blackbirds be-

fore they began to search for food displayed their pugnacity by

driving away every other bird, especially young Blackbirds and

Thrushes.—^^.

A Statement as to recent Publications relating to Anodonta Ju-

kesii, ly G. A. Lelour, M.A., F.G.S., Professor of Geology in

the University of Durham College of Physical Science.—In the

last-issued part of the joint Transactions of the I^atural History

Society of IN'orthumberland and Durham, and the Tyneside I^a-

turalists' Field Club (Yol. YIL, Part II., p. 376), there is printed

a paper entitled '' Note on the Priority of Discovery of Archanodon

{Anodon) Jukesii, Forbes, in the Lower Carboniferous Rochs of

Northumberland,''^ by Eichard Howse.

As the Societies in question have by their silence since the

publication of the paper apparently sanctioned its appearance, I
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feel it due to myself to bring the following points before their

Members.

The paper consists of charges against me founded upon the

lines now quoted :

—

" In 1873 the writer found broken fragments of this shell in a bed of grit

near the base of the Lower Bernician (or Carboniferous Limestone) series,

near Holystone, in Northumberland. In June, 1876, more perfect specimens

were obtained by Mr. Ralph Waldie, of Doddington, an intelligent quarry-

man, in sandstone occupying a somewhat similar position to the above, near

Chillingham. The writer saw these specimens in the late Mr. Wightman's

collection at Wooler a day or two after their discovery. The Holystone

specimens are in the Jermyn Street Museum. The interest of this find lies

in the fact that the beds which this shell characterizes in Ireland belong to

the Upper Old Red or Kiltorcan series, an horizon which in the North of

England has usually been paralleled with the lower portion of the Tuedian

beds, sometimes known as the Upper Old Red Conglomerate. Near Chill-

ingham Ancdonta Jukesii is of more elegant and elongated form than the

Irish type, and occurs associated with many plant-remains."

This paragraph appeared as an Appendix to the '' Catalogue of

the Sutton Collection of Fossil Plants,'''' published early in 1878

by the ITorth of England Institute of Mining and Mechanical

Engineers, and its only object was to call attention to the co-ex-

istence of the fi-eshwater shell mentioned with TJlodendron at a

certain horizon in the Lower Carboniferous Eocks of the N^orth of

England. It was in no sense regarded or meant by me as a claim

to the discovery of the fossil, the interest of the matter being en-

tirely centred upon the fact of the find and in no wise upon that

of the time or manner of it. In a little book entitled ^' Outlines

of the Geology of Northumberland,''^ and published in October,

1878, 1 took care to give a reference to the notice of the discovery

which had by that time been printed in the Transactions of the

Field Club and I^atural History Society, this reference being, it

may be remarked in passing, but one out of six or seven made in

that book to papers by Mr. R. Howse.

"With regard to the paragraph as quoted above I have only to

say that the date U876' is an error—an error of no importance

in a note which was not a claim of priority, but one which I

deeply regret having made, since it has rendered the present ex-

planation on my part necessary. It was, in fact, on the evening
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of Eace Monday, in June, 1877, that I saw the specimens of

Anodonta JuTcesii at Mr. "Wightman's house at "Wooler.

I may add that the fragments found near Holystone some years

before were not recognized by me as belonging to A. Jukesii un-

til the sight of the beautiful Wooler specimens brought them

back to my memory.

As to the tone of Mr. Howse's ^^l^ote" I do not feel called

upon to say one word.— G. A. Lelour, College of Physical Science,

Newcastle-on-Tyne, April 1st, 1881.

Reply to Prof. Zehour^s Statement.—As Prof. Lebour in the

Statement just read by our President fully disclaims all right of

priority, and admits that he did not know to what shell the Holy-

stone fragments found by him in 1873 belonged, and that the

date, 1876, given in his first paper is an error, the object I had

in view in writing my last l!^ote is fully attained.

Eut it is necessary to mention that my first ^ote on the dis-

covery of this remarkable shell was read at our Pield Meeting at

JS'ewbiggin on August 6th, 1877, and for greater publicity it was

printed in the Newcastle Journal on the following day
;
previously

to this no public notice had been made of the existence of this

shell in the JN'orthumbrian rocks. Had Prof. Lebour quoted this

paper in his ^ote published eight or nine months later, in the be-

ginning of 1878, no one could have considered his remarks as a

claim of priority, but his unfortunate ignoring of this date of my
paper altogether, forced me and others to consider his l^J^ote as a

claim of priority. I have not, therefore, been in this matter the

aggressor, but have acted strictly on the defensive.

In concluding these few words of necessary explanation I may

say, that as Prof. Lebour disclaims all right of priority and ob-

jects only to the tone of my last ^ote, that I deeply regret if I

have, in my earnestness to substantiate the truth, wounded his

feelings and given him unnecessary pain, and I desire to with-

draw any expressions in my paper that may seem to reflect on his

character.

—

Richard Howse, Newcastle-on-Tyne, May 12th, 1881,
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—

Memoir of the late Thos. J. Bold. By Joseph Weight.

As the years roll on, and we compare the earlier lists of the

memhers of the Club with those of the present day, we become

aware that the presence of many who were amongst its founders

no longer remain with us. Though there is an element of sad-

ness in the thought, yet it is not altogether so ; for when we

remember those who have passed away, some full of years, and

others in their yet earlier manhood, and see the work they have

done, as recorded in the goodly volumes of our Transactions, we

have much reason for satisfaction, and not only satisfaction but

a just pride in their labours, which have done so much in fur-

thering the objects of our Club and advancing the study of Na-

tural History in our district. It is only right and fitting that

the memory of those who have so largely assisted in placing the

publications of the Club in the position that they occupy should

not entirely be forgotten, but rather should be kept before us as

an incentive for emulation.

The following notes are an endeavour to give a short memoir

of one who ever took an active interest in the welfare of the

Club from its beginning, and whose name is never absent from

its Transactions down to the close of his life, and to whose pen

the first paper in them is due.

Thomas John Bold was born at Tanfield Lea, in the county of

Durham, on the 26th of September, 1816, and was the eldest

son of George Bold, a tradesman in that village. He received

his early education at the school at Tanfield, under the vicar of

that parish, at that time a school of great repute. The late Mr.

Joshua Alder, another distinguished member of the Club, also

received his education at the same place. His parents having

removed to Kewbottle he then attended the Kepier Grammar

School at Houghton-le-Spring, and remained there until their

removal to Long Benton. For a while he attended school in

^N'ewcastle ; and when the time came for him to choose a trade he

entered into the service of Mr. Thos. Pattinson, grocer and seeds-

man, in the Bigg Market, and in the service of that gentleman
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and his son he remained until 1867, when he was incapacitated

for active labour by an attack of paralysis.

Prom a youth he was of studious habits, and devoted much of

his time to reading. He early turned to the study of J^atural

History, and at that time Ornithology was his favourite pursuit.

He also gave his attention to bird-stuffing, but finding it not to

agree with his health, which at this time was not strong, he soon

gave it up. But though he then gave up the practical study of

Ornithology he still continued to take an interest in it, and many

of his earlier contributions to the Zoologist was on the occurrence

and habits of some of the rarer birds in our district. He then

turned to the study of Entomology, which he followed with en-

thusiasm to the end of his life, and in which he afterwards at-

tained a foremost position. Like most beginners he started with

the Lepidoptera but soon turned to the Coleoptera, which hence-

forward became his special study. He also gave much attention

to the HymenopUra and Hemiptera.

On his entering the service of Mr. Pattinson he came to lodge

in ISTewcastle, visiting his parents at Long Benton regularly at

each week end ; and sometimes also in the long summer evenings

walking out to see them. In these visits he always kept his

favourite pursuits before him, and in his walks out and in to

Benton always added something fresh to his collections, and also

to his knowledge. These visits to home were always pleasant,

for his brothers George and Edwin, though they did not devote

themselves to the study of !N^atural History, yet in their rambles

in the neighbourhood they never forgot him, and on his visits

home there was always some fresh insect for him, or some new

locality for those already known. In his journal these visits are

noted with great pleasure. At this time also, in the long sum-

mer evenings when the day's work was over, and in the early

mornings before it was begun, he followed his favourite pursuit.

The banks of the Tyne, the Teams, and the Derwent, and their

neighbourhood afforded him a grand hunting ground. The Ouse

Burn was also a favourite spot with him. In his Journal we

get pleasant glimpses of scenes that have passed away, and where
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now instead of the hum of insects and the song of birds there

are the busy hives of the industry of men.

On holiday times, such as Easter, Whitsuntide, and the Eace

Week, his wanderings were further extended, and the lake at

Gosforth, and Prestwick Car became the scene of his visits. He
also, as opportunity offered, explored the sea coast both north-

ward and southward. He was thus constantly adding to his

collection and also to his knowledge of the insects he collected,

for he was not satisfied with merely possessing the insects, but

strove to acquire a knowledge of their habits and economy. His

summer holidays he usually spent with Mr. John Addison, of

Banks House, Lanercost, and made admirable use of these oppor-

tunities in exploring the at that time almost unknown Entomology

of the banks of the Irthing, in the neighbourhood of Lanercost,

I^aworth, and Gilsland. His pursuits soon brought him into con-

tact with others of like habits, and amongst others may be men-

tioned Mr. Jas. Hardy, now Secretary of the Berwickshire Club,

and Dr. Thomas Pigg, now of Manchester, and a former Secretary

of our own Club, both of whom were ardent entomologists. He
also became acquainted with Mr. John Hancock, whom he occa-

sionally accompanied on his visits to the sea coast.

In 1843 he became a member of the Wallis Society, of which

Mr. Hardy was the principal founder, and who at that time lived

at Gateshead. This Society consisted of a small number of young

men, who met weekly or fortnightly at each other's houses, but

principally the meetings were held at Mr. Hardy's. The objects

of the Society was the study of the J^atural History and Anti-

quities of ^Northumberland and Durham. At those meetings

papers were read and specimens exhibited and compared, followed

by discussions on the papers read or specimens shewn. Amongst

the objects of the Society, which Mr. Hardy says was rather

ambitiously conceived, was the forming of a new Eauna of the

district in some of the branches of ^Natural History which at that

time had not been worked out. But though this scheme was

not carried out, as the Wallis Society had not a lengthened life,

yet the foundations were at that time laid of those catalogues

with which Mr. Hardy and Mr. Bold have enriched our own
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Transactions. The meetings, which as stated were held at the

houses of the members, were found to be inconvenient, and the

Wallis Society was dissolved. Its dissolution did not interfere

with the intercourse of the members, and friendships which were

there formed were not broken off. Mr. Hardy and Mr. Bold,

from the oneness of their pursuits, contrived to meet once or

twice a week, and to compare and examine their captures, and

thus was accumulated a great mass of material, which was after-

wards used in the preparation of their Catalogue of the local

Coleoptera.

Mr. Hardy tells me that in after years Mr. Bold often recalled

with great pleasure those quiet evenings, when specimens were

shewn and notes compared. At that time he lodged with Mr.

Balmer, a gentleman known to some of our older members, who

possessed a rather fine collection of the British Falconidoe, and on

which he prided himself very much ; and often after the contents

of their boxes had been examined, they would retire to the next

room, and wind up the evening by an inspection of their host's

collection of Falcons, for though he had given up the practical

study of Ornithology yet his interest in it never ceased.

On the formation of the Tyneside IN^aturalists' Eield Club both

he and Mr. Hardy became members. Mr. Bold was unable to be

present at the preliminary meeting, but he was represented by

his friend Mr. Hardy. He entered into the work of the Club

with his characteristic energy, and as before stated the first paper

in the Transactions is from his pen.

It was one of the primary objects of the Club that correct lists

of the various IN'atural History objects of the district should be

prepared by the members. In furtherance of this object sub-

committees were appointed, and Mr. Bold became a member of

the Committee on Entomology, and to him and Mr. Hardy was

entrusted the preparation of the Catalogue of the Coleoptera.

And as the subject had long occupied their attention, both as

members of the Wallis Society and by their continued intercourse

after its dissolution, the materials they had accumulated were

quickly brought into use, and the first part of their Catalogue

was issued in the first part of the Transactions. The Catalogue
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was begun in 1846, and the last part was published in 1852.

Its publication added much to the reputation of its authors, and

brought them into correspondence with the leading entomologists

of the day. Of their co-operation in its preparation Mr. Hardy

gives me the following note:—^'Working harmoniously, the

contributions to the Catalogue were pretty equally shared be-

tween us. Mr. Bold sent me the outline, with the references to

Stephens' 'Illustrations and Manual,' Curtis' s 'British Ento-

mology,' "Walton's 'Papers in the Annals of l!^atural History,'

and Mulsant's writings, with his own notes on localities and

other observations. These references I examined, and added

others, as we had different sets of books, and filled in my own

observations. Then re-wrote the whole, including the introduc-

tory observations. With respect to the gathering of material we

seldom interfered with each other's collecting ground, and I be-

lieve never but once worked together in company, when we

visited Prestwick Car."

The collecting grounds of Mr. Bold were the southern parts

of JN'orthumberland, on to the borders of Cumberland, with occa-

sional -^dsits to Marsden and Boldon Plats, and to Axwell and

Gibside, in the county of Durham. Those of Mr. Hardy were

the northern portion of the county of Durham, and also the

northern parts of ^Northumberland, including the Bamborough-

shire district and the neighbourhood of Wooler and the Cheviots.

After the publication of their joint work Mr. Bold assiduously

continued his labours and increased his collections, the results of

which were recorded in the Transactions.

In 1870, nearly twenty-five years after the publication of the

Catalogue, he presented to the Club a revision of it. During the

period which had elapsed the number of species found in the dis-

trict had increased by a third, and the nomenclature of the Coleop-

tera had undergone a revolution, necessitating a review of what
had previously been done. This laborious revision, which led to

the new edition of the Catalogue, was entirely the work of Mr.

Bold, and it met with a most favourable reception from the lead-

ing entomologists of the day.

In Yol. I. of the ^Natural History Transactions is published a
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list of local Homoptera-, in Vol. III., after he was attacked with

paralysis, a list of local Aculeate Symenoptera ; and in Yol. lY.

he further enriched the Transactions by a list of local Semiptera-

Seteroptera. In addition to these catalogues he contributed

many papers of interest, and very often a review of the insect

life of the year. He was also a contributor to the '' Zoologist,"

''Entomologist," and '' Entomologist's Magazine," and kept up

an extensive correspondence with the leading entomologists of

the day.

In the early part of 1867 he was attacked with paralysis, by

which he lost the use of his legs, and was thus incapacitated for

active work ; and now, he whose pursuits led him constantly into

the open country, became a prisoner in his own room. But

though days of infirmity had come upon him, yet they were not

days in which there was no pleasure in them. Eor the pursuits

which had been the delight of his life were now its solace in his

forced imprisonment. Unable to ramble about in his accustomed

haunts he never allowed himself to be idle. Eortunately his

mental powers were unimpaired, and he still retained the use of

his hands, and thus was enabled to work at his collections and

to examine specimens which were continually sent to him by his

numerous correspondents and friends.

The same method and order which characterized him in health

still marked him in his retirement, and by a careful apportion-

ment of his time he was able to attend to his collections, to keep

up his correspondence, and by his reading to keep himself abreast

of the entomological science of the day. It was during this

period that he brought out the revised Catalogue of the Coleop-

tera. During this time he also arranged the collections of British

Coleoptera, Hymenoptera, and Lepidoptera in the Museum of the

Natural History Society. Eor twenty-five years he kept a regu-

lar Journal, in which is noted his observations on the weather,

vegetation, insect life, etc. But this he ceased to keep when his

affliction came upon him.

Amongst his correspondents the following names may be men-

tioned, which shew the estimation in which he was held by his

brother entomologists, Stevens, Newman, "Walcott, Wollaston,
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Clark, Stainton, Rye, Dr. Power, Kirby, Bates, Crotch, Douglas,

Scott, Bond, and Hislop.

In the early part of 1874 his health began to give way, and in

May of that year he had an attack of bronchitis, and on the 5th

of that month he died at his residence at Long Benton, and is

buried in the churchyard of that village. By his death the Club

lost one of its oldest and most valued members, one whose con-

tributions to the Transactions added much to the position which

they now hold in the ITatural History literature of our time.

He was a careful and accurate observer, and of most unwearied

industry; amply endowed with energy and perseverance, and

great power of continuous working, holding persistently to his

point until accuracy was attained. His complete and thorough

knowledge of the subjects he made his study was such that his

opinions were regarded as those of an authority. Yet he was

always easy of access, and nothing gave him greater pleasure

than to impart his knowledge to enquirers, and especially to new

beginners. During the long period that he was confined to his

room it was a great pleasure to him when his old l^atural His-

tory friends visited him ; and often such visits brought a gleam

of sunshine, and recalled memories of many a pleasant day. Even

with those at a distance, when writing became a severe task, he

still delighted to keep up a correspondence.

With him has passed away another name from the roll of those

eminent men who, at the formation of the Club, and by their

contributions to its Transactions, had won for our district a name

famous in the annals of Il^atural History.

Through the liberality of his brother Mr. Edwin Bold his col-

lections were presented to the Natural History Society, and are

now in their Museum at !N'ewcastle-on-Tyne.

In preparing this Memoir I have to acknowledge the kind as-

sistance I have received from Mr. Edwin Bold and Mr. James

Hardy, both of whom I desire to accept my thanks.
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LIST OF PAPEES BY ME. EOLD

IN THE

"TYNESIDE NATURALISTS' FIELD CLUB TRANSACTIONS,"

"NATURAL HISTORY TRANSACTIONS,"

ETC.

Tyneside Naturalists' Field Cluh Transactions.

Notice of the capture of Anohium molle. I., p. 29.

Notes on Damage to Wheat by Cucujus monilicorms and Calandra granaris.

I., pp. 33-36.

Bold, T. J., and James Hardy. Catalogue of the Insects of Northumberland

and Durham. Vol. L
, pp. 37-94 ; IL, pp. 21-97, 164-255, 309-314.

A Century of unrecorded local Coleoptera, with a description of a new

Colymbetes. I., pp. 277-285.

Notes on the effects of the extreme Wet Winter of 1852-53 on Insects.

IL, pp. 338-342.

Description of Lathrohium carinatum, an apparently undescribed British

Coleopterous Insect. III., pp. 46-47.

Entomological Notes for 1855, with a record of Coleopterous Insects new to

the Fauna, &c. HI., pp. 88-92.

Notice of Insects added to our Fauna in 1856. HI., pp. 295-297.

Entomological Notes, and a record of Insects added to our local Fauna in

1857 and 1858. IV., pp. 54-57, 172-176.

List of Coleopterous Insects added to our Fauna during 1859-61. V., pp.

52-57, 221-223.

Curious Instinct of Wasps. V., pp. 102-103.

Notes on some peculiarities of Insect life. V,, pp. 219-221.

Coleopterous Insects added to the Fauna of Northumberland and Durham in

- 1862-63. VL, pp. 60-63, 225-231.

Natural History Transactions.

Entomological Notes for the year 1864. L, pp. 123-127.

List of Local Homoptera. L, pp. 128-131, 309-314.

List of Coleopterous Insects added to the Fauna of Northumberland and

Durham during the year 1864. I., pp. 131-133.

Entomological Notes for the years 1865-66. I., pp. 182-184, 314-318.

Catalogue of the Insects of Northumberland and Durham (Aculeate Hy-

menoptera).
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Entomological Notes for the years 1868-69. III., pp. 170-173, 376-380.

A Catalogue of the Insects of Northumberland and Durham. Revision of

Coleoptera. IV., pp. 1-117.

A Catalogue of the Insects of Northumberland and Durham (Hemiptera-

Heteroptera). IV., pp. 348-371.

Insects of Northumberland and Durham (Notes on Coleoptera). IV., pp.

371-379.

Notes on the occurrence of Lepidoptera in 1871. IV., pp. 380-385.

Note on the recent occurrence in Northumberland and Durham of the Cam-

berwell Beauty Butterfly. V., pp. 30-34.

Note on the occurrence of Lepidoptera in Northumberland and Durham in

1872. v., pp. 37-41.

Contrilutions to the ^^ Zoologist.''''

Vol. III.

On the occurrence of the Goshawk in Northumberland, p. 823.

On the occurrence of the Iceland Falcon and the Rough-legged Buzzard in

Northumberland, p. 935.

On the Nidification of the Swallows, p. 939.

On captures of Coleoptera in the North of England, p. 1093.

On the Food of the Honey Buzzard and on the Plumage of the Marsh Har-

rier, p. 1133.

On the capture of the Death's-head Hawk Moth near Newcastle, p. 1199.

Vol. IV.

On the occurrence of Eichard's Pipit near Newcastle, p. 1210.

On the carnivorous propensity of the common Black Slug, p. 1210.

On captures of Coleoptera in the North of England, p. 1237.

On the capture of the larva of Acherontia atropus near Morpeth, p. 1508.

On the occurrence of the Locust in the North of England, p. 1520.

Vol. V.

On captures of Coleoptera in the North of England, p. 1674.

On the capture of Pissodes Pini at Gosforth, Northumberland, p. 1805.

On the occurrence of the Locust in Newcastle-ou-Tyne, p. 1900.

Vol. VI.

On a variety of the common Squirrel, p. 1957.

On the larva of the Death's-head Moth, p. 1985.

On the occun-ence of the Locust at Whitley and near Newcastle-on~Tyne, p.

2001.

On the occurrence of the Bohemian Waxwing near Newcastle, and also at

Earsdon, pp. 2019, 2064.
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Ou the occurrence of the Bittern at Prestwick Car and Blagdou, Northum-

berland, p. 2066.

On the occurrence of the Green Sandpiper {Totanus ochropus) at Cambo,

Northumberland, p. 2066.

On the occurrence of the Black-throated Diver at Cullercoats, Northumber-

land, p. 2067.

On the capture of a Honey Buzzard near Beamish, Durham, p. 2297.

Vol. VII.

On the capture of Chlceneus nigricomis in Cumberland, and of Notaphus

ohliquus at Gosforth, Northumberland, p. 2373.

Notes on Pissodes Pini, Broscus cephalites, and Hylesinus crenatus\ p. 2374.

Description of a new British Colymbetes, app. xxiv.

Vol. VIIL

On the occurrence of the Goshawk in Northumberland and of Tengmalm's

Owl in Durham, p. 2765.

On the occurrence of the Waxwing in Northumberland and Durham, p. 2768.

On the occurrence of the Great Spotted Woodpecker near Newcastle-on-

Tyne, p. 2770.

On the occurrence of the Osprey in Northumberland, p. 2824.

Vol. IX.

On Waxwings killed in Northumberland, p. 3146.

On the capture of BemUdium Schuppelii in the North of England, p. 3289.

On the importation of Bruchus rujimanus into Newcastle-on-Tyne, id.

On the tenacity of life in Calandra granaria, id.

On the capture of Astynomus CEdilus at Newcastle, id.

Vol. XI.

On the economy of Crahro certratus^ p. 3778.

Note on the impalement of Geotrupes stercorarius, p. 3919.

On the capture in the North of England of six species of Coleoptera new to

the British Fauna, p. 4038.

On the occurrence of the Hobby near Newcastle-on-Tyne, p. 4053.

Vol. XII.

On the capture of some of the rarer Hydropori in the North of England, p.

4193.

On the capture of an Aphodius in Cumberland new to the British Fauna, p.

4195.

On the capture of Gracilia minuta near Sunderland, id.

On the re-occurrence of Bemhidium Schuppelii in Cumberland, id.
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On the Rough-legged Buzzard killed on the North Tyne, p. 4251.

Note on Uloma cornuta, p. 4284.

Note on Colletes Daviesana, p. 4337.

On the capture of Andrena analis in Cumberland and Northumberland, id.

On the capture of Andrena cestiva, Smith, in Cumberland, p. 4337.

Note on Anobium paniceum, id.

Note on a Great Bustard killed in Cumberland, p. 4407.

Description of Lathrohiwn carinatum^ an apparently undescribed British

Coleopterous Insect, p. 4527.

Vol. XIII.

Notes on the occurrence of the Ruff at Prestwick Car, the Egyptian Goose

near Newcastle, and the Little Auk in Northumberland, p. 4560.

On the capture of Nomada horealis at Gosforth, Northumberland, p. 4767.

On the occurrence of the Pectoral Sandpiper on the coast of Northumberland,

p. 4808.

On the great abundance of Clegs {Hcematopota pluvialis) in Cumberland

and Northumberland in 1855, p. 4815.

On the occurrence of Crossbills in Northumberland and Durham in 1855, p.

4871.

On the capture of Scolytus destructor in the North of England, p. 4873.

Vol. XIV.

Note on Antherophagus nigricornis and Bomhus sylvanim, p. 5003.

On the capture of Agabus dispar, and on the capture of and localities for

Hydrporus latus, Steph., p. 5004.

On the capture of Nitidula fiexuosa in the North of England, and on the

capture of AlpMtobius picipes at South Shields, p. 5111.

On the breeding of Crossbills in the North of England, p. 5159.

On the capture of Hydroporus melanarius in Cumberland, p. 5214.

On the capture of Ochina Ptinoides in Cumberland.

Vol. XV.

Note on Tomicus bidens^ with a description of Tomicus bispinus, p. 5411.

Note on Phytosus spinifer and P. nigriventris, p. 5447.

On the capture of Anommatus 12-striatus in the North of England, p. 5448.

On the capture of Nomada ochrostoma in the North of England, p. 5542.

Note on the copulation of Bombi, p. 5543.

Capture and description of Epurma neglecta, p. 5544.

Capture of a Fossorial Hymenopterous Insect, new to the British Fauna, in

the North of England, p. 5631.
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Vol. XVI.

Description and capture of Platystethus capita in Scotland, p. 5928.

Note on the flying of Bemhidia and on the capture of Georyssus pygmaius in

Cumberland, p. 5973.

Notes on the British species of Blaps, p. 5974.

Vol. XVII.

On the capture of Notiophilus suhstinatus in the North of Scotland and in

Cumberiand, p. 6389.

On an English habitat for Quedius auricomus, id.

On the occurrence of Latridius nodifer and Corticaria horealis in the North

of England, and on the capture of Vespa arhorea in Cumberland, p.

6792.

Vol. XIX.

On the capture of Staphylinus stercorarius amongst Ants, p. 7409.

On the capture of Ocypus ater on the banks of the Wansbeck, id.

Notes. On a muddy investment of Georyssus pygmceus, on the economy of

Apion violaceum, on the transformations of Clonus Scophidarice^ on

the use of the Forceps of the Earwig, and on Anisolahia maritima,

p. 7411.

Vol. XX.

On a curious habit of the Shrew, p. 8192.

Notes on some peculiarities of Insect life in 1861, p. 8240.

Vol. XXI.

On the capture of a BemUdium new to the British Fauna in the North of

England, p. 8610.

On the capture of BemUdium Mannerheimii in the North of Scotland, p.

8652.

Note on Treclms obtusus, id.

On the capture of Mycetoporus nanus in Northumberland, id.

Contributions to the " Untomolo^isfs Monthly Maga%ine.''^

Vol. I.

On Tachinus pallipes taken in Northumberland, p. 186.

Note on Rhizophagus paj-allelocoUis, GyU., p. 215.

Remarks on the habits of Fhytossus, &c., p. 261.
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Vol. II.

On the re-occurrence of BemUdium Fockii, p. 14.

On the capture of Thyamis sutiiralis and Schistoglossa viduata in Northum-

berland, p. 46.
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Y.

—

JYotes on the Vertebral Column and other Remains ofLoxomma

Allmsnni, Huxley. By Thomas Atthey.

These osseous remains existed on nine narrow and irregular slabs

of black shale, which had been worked out from the roof of the

coal pit at N^ewsham, near Blyth, by some miners in the summer

of 1870; they are the remains of part of the trunk only; the

head, part of the tail, and extremities were either not present

at the same place, or had not been observed.

The slabs, as taken from the mine, were brought to Mr. T. P.

Barkas, of N'ewcastle-upon-Tyne, who described and figured the

remains in his '"Manual of Coal Measures Palaeontology," 1873,
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as those of a hitherto unknown Lahyrinthodont, which he named

Macrosaurus polyspondylus.

Mr. Barkas very kindly presented them to me in the summer

of 1877, after he had taken much trouble in removing part of the

shale in which the bones were imbedded. When they came into

my hands they still required much care and minute work, ex-

tending over a whole month, to expose satisfactorily all their

parts, and the nine fragments were reduced to three by joining

those that fitted naturally together, and these three formed a

continuous series.

They comprise a larger amount of the skeleton of Loxomma

than has yet been obtained, but it is much to be regretted that

the whole of the remains were not obtained, for we should then

have been able to ascertain with some degree of certainty the

dimensions of the different parts of the whole, probably adult,

animal.

The three fragments when put in line measure fifty-six inches

in length, and at no part more than eight inches and a half in

breadth. Two of them are much bigger than the third, and are

respectively twenty-six and twenty-four inches long, whilst the

third is only six inches in length : in each case the organic re-

mains are of the same length as the slabs in which they are im-

bedded.

The remains are mainly those of the vertebral column, includ-

ing the whole of the dorsal and lumbar, and part of the sacral

regions-, if not the whole of the last, and part of the caudal ex-

tremity. The column lies crushed over slightly to its right side,

the spinous and the left transverse and articular processes appear-

ing at the left side in a long continuous series. The vertebrae,

though irregularly disposed, partially distorted, and even dislo-

cated, are, notwithstanding, found in their natural sequence

throughout. Their bodies, mostly entire, are alternately large

and small, both being biconcave, the smaller representing the

intervertebral substances of the higher animals, and having the

heads of the ribs articulated to their sides. The bodies of the

larger vertebrae vary in length on their fi^ont from one quarter of

an inch to seven-eighths of an inch, are strongly convex from
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side to side and concaye in a lesser degree from before backwards

;

some are broadest from side to side as in the lumbar, others from

before backwards as in the dorsal region, resembling in these

respects the vertebrae of the higher animals. They vary some-

what individually in dimensions, apparently according to the

amount of pressure they have undergone.

The vertebrae are strongly made, their largest bodies measure,

from side to side, one inch and three-quarters.

The spinous and transverse processes, visible along the whole

of the dorsal and lumbar regions, are mostly dislocated, but many,

whether entire or fragmentary, lie close to the centra to which

they belonged. The spinous processes are broad, high, and square,

the transverse are much defaced yet strong. The articular pro-

cesses are in several parts distinct, and some are visibly still in-

terlocked. The vertebral grooves have been deep and wide, and

the muscles of the back and loins, so to speak, correspondingly

large and powerful. The neural canal, owing to its being covered

by the centra and left transverse processes, is not visible.

The number of dorsal or rib-bearing vertebrae on the slabs

IN'os. 1 and 2 is about fifty-six, of lumbar and pelvic on 'No. 2

eleven, and of caudal on No. 3 eight. The total number there-

fore of vertebrae present on the slabs is seventy-five.

Slab No. 1 shows thirty-four dorsal vertebrae. In connection

with them are the broken remains of seven strong and well

curved ribs lying obliquely to the column, some on the right,

others on the left side, some beneath the vertebrae, and all di-

rected downwards. These fragments are principally the proximal

ends, some exhibiting very clearly the head, the neck, and the

tubercle. The heads have been articulated as before said with

the sides of the bodies of the smaller vertebrae, and the tubercles

with the transverse processes of the larger vertebrae next below.

The number of ribs must have been about twenty-six pairs, which

may give some idea of the magnitude of the thorax.

The slab ITo. 2 shows thirty-three vertebrae. These are

larger than those on slab No. 1, and gradually downwards as-

sume the characters of lumbar vertebrae. The spinous processes,

lying on the left side of the column, are large, broad, and
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distinct, whilst on the right side are seen six or seven slender

flattened ribs, the lower ends of which appear to be perfect, and

are attenuated and pointed, their upper or proximal ends being

rather abruptly expanded and conspicuously hollowed into as

many cup-like articular cavities. They lie obliquely, their dis-

tal ends diverging somewhat from the line of the spine. The

uppermost of these ribs is much broader and stronger than those

below, which become more and more slender to the lowest. They

are from four to six inches in length, and appear to have been

free or ''floating" ribs, and the articulation of the last marks

the lower end of the thorax, but perhaps this Labyrinthodont

had abdominal vertebral ribs.

Lying at the right side of the lower part of the lumbar region

is a fragment of a flattened bone, which appears to have been ar-

ticulated with the vertebral column, and may have formed part

of the pelvic girdle : near the vertebrae it is rather narrow, but

widens out a good deal, and the distal end is wanting.

The fragment 'No. 3 consists of eight caudal vertebrae ; at its

left side is seen one distinct, small, rounded, facet for the articu-

lation of some small, lateral bone. The right side of this frag-

ment has been broken ofl, on the other are traces of transverse

processes.

On the first dorsal there is imbedded a tooth of Loxonuna, and

there is also one scute of the same associated with the vertebrae.

The length of the body of this specimen of Loxomma appears

to have been four feet eight inches, not counting the head, neck,

or tail. We know that the length of an ordinary head of Lox-

omma is thirteen to fourteen inches, and of Anthracosaurus nine-

teen inches. The neck was probably not long though strong

;

the tail was of unascertained length. Probably it may not be

very Avide of the truth if we assume the total length of this speci-

men to have been between ten and eleven feet. Prom the size

and strength of its chest it had evidently been a breather of air.

Prom the number, form, size, and strength of the vertebrae

and their processes, and of the ribs, and therefore of the chest,

from the occurrence with these remains of a tooth and scute of

Loxomma, and further, from a comparison of these bones with

E
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those that are acknowledged to haYe been the bones of Loxomma

AUmanni, I have been led to the conclusion that this specimen is

really the vertebral column, etc., of the animal to which that

name has been given.

It was during close and unremitting work on the above specimen that

Mr. Atthey was seized by partial paralysis, which put an end to his labours,

and led to his death at the end of July, 1877.—D. E.

VI.

—

The Yorhshire Caves : a Three Days'' Trip with the Tyneside

FieU CM, SejJtemher \i-16th, 1882. By Thomas T. Clarke.

The Trip to the Yorkshire Caves had been so often the subject

of pleasant anticipation amongst the members of our Club during

the preceding summer excursions, that it was with a feeling

something akin to disappointment when we reckoned up our

party to only eleven or twelve on getting out of the train at

Darlington. This number was however increased to fifteen by

some friends who had gone by an earlier train, with a view to

secure accommodation. In this they were not fortunate, for

when, after a walk of half-a-mile from the Ingieton Station,

through the gathering gloom of an autumn evening, we arrived

at the Ingleborough Arms Hotel, we were greeted by a sour

hostess, who surveyed us with looks so evidently lacking in wel-

come, and smote us with such fierce shafts from her fell eyes,

that half of our number, headed by the worthy Secretary, Mr.

Thompson, turned on our heels, to seek shelter in some more

humble but friendly hostel.

Seven of us succeeded in gaining ready admittance to the

"Wheat Sheaf Inn, where we were ministered unto by a maiden

whose pleasant face would have lent a flavour to the dryest

crust, and whose manner made us feel perfectly at home, as she

smiled over a tray of ham and eggs and a fragrant urn of ripe,

rich congou. Then we felt the full force and truth of the poet

Shenstone's enthusiastic eulogy on an Inn, which our earlier
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experiences at the Ingieborough had somewhat inclined us to

doubt

—

"Whoe'er has travelled life's dull round,

Whate'er his stages may have been,

May sigh to think he still has found

The warmest welcome at an Inn."

Thus all night the pleasant face flung sweet fancies through the

brains of the sleepers, or some of them at least, for one of the

number, who was perforce compelled to woo the embraces of the

downy god upon a sofa which was a world too short for his pro-

portions, declared in the morning that he had ''never slept a

wink," though he looked as fresh and ready for the day's work

as any of us.

Rival programmes were proposed for our guidance on the trip,

but feeling, with the hero of Dickens, that " discipline must be

maintained," we determined to follow the route sketched out for

us by the Secretaries, according to which a drive by Chapel-le-

Dale to the Weathercote Cave, and the Jingle and Hurtle Pots,

was to occupy the morning.

This drive, about five miles in extent, lay through the valley

of the Greta, and between the rocky and broken moors of the

Ingieborough hill,—which the poet Gray called ''that huge mon-

ster of nature," and an older writer still ''that huge creature of

God,"—on the right, and the terraced slopes of "Whernside on

the left. By and bye, however, there was no Greta, but only a

dry torrent bed, the river having, at a place called Godsbridge,

played one of those pranks so common to rivers in the limestone

districts, and disappeared from the daylight into the darkness

beneath.

Arrived at Weathercote, admission was obtained to the Cave

by applying to Mr. Metcalfe, in whose private grounds it is situ-

ated, and by a payment of one shilling each to the proprietor.

The Weathercote Cave is a perfect gem, being both Cave and

Waterfall combined. It is approached by a flight of rude, rough

steps, leading to a depth of about one hundred and twenty feet.

As you descend, the steps get rougher, and twisting about

amongst damp blocks of limestone, you suddenly find yourself in
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the presence of the fall. The i^ocks are black, the place is

gloomy, the ferus, hushes, and trees meeting overhead, and im-

parting a strange beanty to the white rushing column of water.

Reaching the bottom, encircled by a swirling shower of spray,

where we could see the water swallowed up at once, and disap-

pearing in the heaps of pebbles on which it falls, some of the

more adventurous of the party got behind the fall, but had to

beat a speedy retreat, so blinding was the spray and so deafening

the roar of the descending torrent. We unfortunately missed

the rainbow effect, which is seen for about two hours in the

middle of the day, from the front of the fall. In heavy rains

the streams pour in from all the slopes around the Cave, at times

filling it to the brim and running over, when the water finds an

outlet in what must evidently have been its natural channel but

for the sudden leap underground.

We visited the Jingle Pot and Hurtle Pot, huge cavities in the

rocks, a little way down the valley, connected with the subter-

ranean stream from the "Weathercote Cave. In times of flood

the Jingle Pot throws up with great violence masses of stone

and gravel at least thirty or forty feet from the bottom, accom-

panied by dismal gaspings and strange throbbing noises, and from

these curious phenomena its name is derived. In the still beauty

of an autumn day we of course heard nothing of all this, but in

the wilder throes and turmoils of nature we could easily conceive

that it must be grand to

" See the giant crags, oh, ho !

How they snort, and how they blow."

The Hurtle Pot, so named because in floods the water whirls

so fast round that it ''hurtles" out at the top, is a gloomy cavity

overhung by trees, and mantled with ivy and ferns, and has at

the bottom a dark pool twenty-seven feet deep, which swallows

up rocks and stones, or whatever may be thrown into it, without

any perceptible diminution of its depth, and is said to be honoured

by being the haunt of a boggart or fairy ; but, peering into the

depths of the cavern, we could see only "darkness there, and

Despite this failure to find anything of the
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supernatural in the Hurtle Pot, tradition has it that one evening

a loving couple walking among the trees, heard unearthly noises

above, such as had never been heard before, rising from the

murky chasm. Surely, thought the Doves, the boggart is coming

forth with some new trick, and they fled in terror from the spot.

It turned out, however, to be nothing more fearful than a musi-

cal friend of Mr. Metcalfe's trying the effect of a solo on the

melancholy flute by the margin of the darksome pool.

Passing below these two remarkable Pots, the stream from the

"Weathercote Cave follows its underground course until it emerges

about a mile or more down the valley at Godsbridge. This curi-

ous fact is referred to in t?ie chapter on Eivers in Goldsmith's

History of the Earth, where he speaks ^' of the Eiver Greatah in

Yorkshire running underground and rising again;" and there is

perhaps no place where the subterranean circulation of water

may be studied to greater advantage than among the Yorkshire

Caves, the mountain stream sometime plunging into a yawning

chasm and anon emerging from the dark portals of a rocky cave

in full current.

Further down the valley we came upon the little Chapel from

which the Dale takes its name. Here we are on ground made

classic by the genius of Southey in " The Doctor," in which he

gives a charming word-picture of the scene worthy of the master's

pen. ^' The little church (says Southey) called Chapel-le-Dale

stands about a bowshot from the family house of the Doves.

There they had all been carried to the font, there they had each

led his bride to the altar, and thither they had each in his turn

been borne upon the shoulders of their friends and neighbours.

Earth to earth, they had been consigned there for so many

generations, that half of the soil of the churchyard consisted of

their remains. A hermit, who might wish his grave to be as quiet

as his cell, could imagine no fitter resting place. On three sides

there was an irregular low stone wall, rather to mark the limits

of the sacred ground than to enclose it. On the fourth side it

was bounded by the brook, whose waters proceed by a subterra-

nean channel from Weathercote Cave. Two or three alders and

rowan trees hung over the brook, and shed their leaves and seeds
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into the stream. Some bushy hazels grew at intervals along the

lines of the wall, and a few ash trees as the winds had sown

tLem. To the east and west some fields adjoin it, in that state

of half cultivation which gives a human character to solitude.

To the south, on the other side of the brook, the common, with

its limestone rocks peering everywhere above ground, extended

to the foot of Ingieborough. A craggy hill, feathered with

birch, sheltered it from the north. The turf of the churchyard

was as soft and fine as that of the adjoining hills ; it was seldom

broken, so scanty was the population to which it was appropri-

ated; scarcely a thistle or a nettle deformed it; and the few

tombstones which had been placed there were now themselves

half buried. The sheep came over the wall when they listed,

and sometimes took shelter in the porch from the storm. Their

voices and the cry of the kite wheeling above were the only

sounds which were heard there, except when the single bell,

which hung in its niche over the entrance, tinkled for service on

the Sabbath day, or with a slower tongue gave notice that one

of the children of the soil was returning to the earth from which

he sprung."

The tiny Church, which will hold about eighty persons, is the

only place of worship within many a mile, and is ^' never too

small" for its congregation.

The day had been cloudy throughout, with driving showers,

which precluded all hope of making the ascent of the Ingie-

borough hill, for when a mountain is buried in mist, with furious

scuds flying across its brow, it is best to be content with the

valley below. We much regretted not being able to carry out

this part of our programme, for Ingieborough is by far the

grandest of the Yorkshire mountains. It rises to an elevation of

2,361 feet above the sea level, and has a top so flat and spacious

that an encampment of more than fifteen acres, of which traces

are still visible, was established upon it, probably by the Britons.

The joke in Craven is that in former times the Yorkshiremen

enjoyed their favourite pastime of horse-racing on this singular

level. The view from the summit is beautiful and varied, com-

manding Morecambe Bay and the Irish Sea, and at times the
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moutlis of the Mersey and the Dee are discernible, whilst the

glass discloses the distant peaks of the Isle of Man. Under more

favourable circumstances, at a future time, we hope to have the

pleasure of making the ascent.

Returning to our conveyances, we drive back to Ingleton,

with the view of the Craven District outspread in the distance.

For the geologist Craven possesses a special interest, for it is in-

tersected by what he calls a '^ fault," on the southern side of

which the limestone strata are thrown down a thousand feet.

Through a pouring rain we continue the drive to Clapham, in

order to visit the Ingleborough Cave, the deepest and most re-

markable of all the caves hitherto discovered in the honeycombed

flanks of that remarkable hill. The walk of a mile and a

half through the private grounds of Mr. Farrer, by the side of

the noble lake, with grand rocky precipices above and below,

would have been simply delightful, but for the constant accom-

paniment of ^' water, water everywhere," which rendered it little

less than a walking shower bath ; and to crown the discomfort

our general guide, who had not approached the cave from that

side before, misguided us up a stiff and slippery clay bank, which

landed us nowhere, and we had, disconsolately, to retrace our

steps. Arrived at length at the mouth of the Cave, we found

that the special guide of the place was already in with another

party, and we had to await his return, in the meanwhile, in a

very moderate and proper way, we tried the oft-repeated ex-

periment of keeping our spirits up by pouring spirits down.

On the appearance of the guide we were admitted into the

precincts of the Cave by an iron gate, and each furnished with a

candle fixed in a kind of battledore, the guide having several

candles mounted on a cross-bar, and depositing our coats and

umbrellas,

" On Heaven and our Lady call,

And enter the enchanted hall."

The cavern is in the limestone rock, and the water that flows

through its passages, and lies in its silent pools, enters from the

hill side above by a cavity in the mountain, known as the

'' Gaping Ghyll," where a small stream falls into a cave two
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hundred and fifty feet deep. A few paces take us beyond the

last gleam of daylight, and we are in a narrow passage, of which

the sides and roof are covered with a brown incrustation, re-

sembling gigantic clusters of petrified moss ; curious mushroom-

like growths hang from the roof, and throwing his light on these

the guide informs us that we are passing through the '' Inverted

Porest." The cavern widens, and we are in the '^ Pillar Hall,"

where stalactites of all dimensions hang from the roof and stalag-

mites dot the fioor, the one growing downwards, the other up-

wards, until sometimes they meet, and then the ceaseless water

fashions an unbroken crystal pillar.

The stalactites occasionally take the diverse, but all-beautiful,

forms of draperies, curtains, and wings, the guide strikes one of

these with his stick, and it gives out a rich musical note, another

has the deep boom of the cathedral bell, while yet another rings

sharp and shrill. A row of leaves, when skilfully touched, an-

swers with a gamut of notes, producing strange music in the

very heart of the mountain.

Amongst the stalagmites there is one named, from its peculiar

shape, the '' Jockey Cap," with a circumference of ten feet, and

a height of two feet, produced by a succession of drops from one

single point. An attempt has been made to measure the rate of

its growth, by collecting a pint of drops, and ascertaining the

time it takes to gather and the amount of deposit it contains.

Prom these data a calculation has been made, which gives two

hundred and fifty-nine years as the period required to build up

the Jockey Cap to its present dimensions.

Presently we came to a point at which the roof is so low as

apparently to bar all further advance, but, ''stooping to conquer,"

a distance of a few yards, done almost on hands and knees, brings

us into the "Cellar Gallery" and the "Giants' Hall," where

the combined lights are all too feeble to illuminate the lofty roof.

At the extremity of one of the galleries a fairy structure of

slender columns, composed of stalagmites and stalactites, stands

and hangs in a miniature cavern, and here the guide, fixing

nearly all our candles on his own cross-bar, and leaving us in a

very "dim religious light," directed us to look steadily into a
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small pool of water. Creeping along the low cavern, the guide

then placed the full lights in the midst of the fairy structure,

and lighting his pipe sent clouds of the delicious weed through

and through the delicate pillars. So complete was the reproduc-

tion of the curious scene, in the still dark pool below, that our

lady member, who had strictly obeyed the injunction to look into

the water, without observing the proceedings of the guide, ex-

claimed, ''Why, there is an old man below."

And here is the end, that is to all ordinary visitors, for some

adventurous explorers, on one occasion, endeavouring to proceed

further found a still lower cave, from which arose the sound of

falling water. Letting themselves down to the lower level they

were stopped by a deep pool, the receiver of the fall, and here,

fixing a candle in his cap, and with a rope round his body, Mr.

James Parrer swam across the murky lake, but found it closed

in by what appeared to be an impassable wall of limestone. We
are now, however, 700 yards from the entrance, approaching to

half a mile into the heart of a hill, and we retrace our steps,

occasionally stopping to express anew our admiration and

astonishment at the wondrous spectacle ; and, having spent more

than an hour in the cave, a walk and drive under a teeming rain,

back to Ingleton, scarcely sufficed in the least degree to damp

the ardour of our enjoyment, which was most appropriately

crowned by a comfortable dinner at the humble Wheat Sheaf Inn.

The second morning broke into glorious sunshine as we started

on a five miles' drive to the Thornton Force and Yordas Cave,

in the vale of Kingsdale, which is threaded by the river Doe.

Leaving the conveyances by the roadside, a walk of about a mile

brought us in sight of the Force, which, from the heavy rainfall

of the previous day, was seen to great advantage.

The rocks on the left rise to a height of ninety feet, forming

a solid wall of limestone, over which the stream, with tremendous

roar and spray, dashes on the projecting strata of slate below,

and glides swiftly thence into a dark and sullen pool. There

are two small falls and a large one, and access to a rocky seat

behind the latter is gained by following a path crossing a tiny

stream on the left of the falls.
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Eeturning by the side of the Doe, where it runs a more

tranquil course, some of the disciples of the gentle Izaak Walton

longed for rod and line and leisure to try the seductive powers of

a fly upon its finny tribes. But, alas, it might not be—at least

on the present occasion—and soon we are again in the carriages

and continue our drive, with a wild open moorland on one side

and grand terraced slopes of limestone rocks on the other, the

whole valley flooded with the glow and glory of an autumn sun.

Yordas Cave is named after a traditional giant, whose chamber

and oven are pointed out. The cave consists of two chambers
;

the first ninety yards long by upwards of twenty feet high ; the

second, circular, and rising fifty feet to its pointed roof. By the

side of the second apartment is a fine cascade, a view of which

is obtained by climbing upon a narrow and somewhat dangerous

ledge of slippery rock. In wet weather the cave is flooded, and

traces of these occasional deluges are very evident. Yordas Cave

abounds in stalactites and stalagmites of the most curious forms,

and, as usual, these singular productions of nature are named

after the objects they are supposed to resemble. By the aid of

a number of candles, fixed upon the end of a long jointed pole,

a good view was obtained of the glittering and dripping roof of

the fifty feet hall.

This cave hunting in mixed company occasionally affords, by

the way, curious glimpses of insight into individual character.

One of our members seemed to be constantly impressed with the

idea, as we groped along in the dark, each with dim light in

hand, that we greatly resembled a band of stage villains in search

of their unhappy victims. Another was greatly concerned at

the waste of water power at the falls and cascades ; while a third

never got beyond an interesting calculation as to which of the

two inns at Ingleton would set the best dinner on the table, with

minute speculation on the various dishes. It reminded one of

the American illustration of Carlyle's pithy saying, ''"We only

see what we bring eyes to see." Four men visited the Magara

Falls. One was a preacher of the more lurid type of theology
;

the second was a millowner; the third was a poet; and the

fourth was a geologist. ''What was your impression of it?"
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was asked the Clergyman, '^T could only think of the outpour-

ing of God's wrath." ^' And what was yours, Mr. Utilitarian?"

''I thought it was a shocking waste of water power." " What
was yours?" was asked the Poet. ''It seemed as if a million

war horses were rushing down a precipice, foaming with white

flowing manes." ''And what was yours, Mr. Geologist?" "I

calculated how fast the rock was wearing away, and how long it

would take the cataract to travel up to Buffalo." Truly, we

only see what we bring eyes to see.

At the Yordas Cave a considerable contingent of the party left

for a walk through Deepdale to the Dent Station, in order to

reach home that night, while the main body, returning to Ingle-

ton, bade a hearty good-bye at the Wheat Sheaf Inn to "Pleasant

Pace," who, during our stay there, had made for us most pleasant

sunshine in a shady place ; and with a feeling of tender pity for

those of our number who, during the same period, had been con-

demned to endure the sour looks of mine hostess of the more

aristocratic Ingleboro' Arms Hotel, we started for a fine drive

to the old town of Settle, where we were to inspect the cele-

brated Yictoria Cave, the discovery of which, with its wonderful

and instructive contents, has created so much interest amongst

scientific men.

In the last century the poet Gray described Settle as "a small

market town, standing directly under a rocky fell (the Castle-

berg) ; there were not above a dozen good-looking houses, and

the rest were all old and low, with little wooden porticoes in

front." But all this is changed now, except the situation, which

is as pleasant and attractive as ever, and conveniently central for

the headquarters of a tourist bent on exploring Craven and the

new route northward by Carlisle. The little town of Giggies-

wick, within a mile of Settle, boasts of an excellent Grammar

School, whose foundation dates back to the time of Edward the

Sixth, and whose endowment is wealthy enough to have enabled

the trustees recently to expend a sum of £20,000 in building a

handsome boarding house for the elder pupils and residences for

the masters. In this Grammar School the celebrated Archdeacon

Paley was educated, his father having filled the ofiice of head
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master for fifty-four years. A curious object of interest in this

neighbourhood is the Ebbing and Flowing Well, a spring of an

intermittent character, flowing at irregular intervals into a stone

basin at the roadside. A quaint old local rhyme says,

" Thence to Giggleswick most steril,

Hemm'd with shelves and rocks of peril,

Near to the way as a traveller goes,

A fine fresh spring both ebbs and flows,

Neither know the learn'd that travel.

What procures it, salt or gravel."

The poet Drayton describes the fountain as a sometime nymph

with silver hair, who, flying from a satyr, was changed into a

spring

—

" At Giggleswick, where I a fountain can you show.

That eight hours a day is said to ebb and flow,

Who sometime was a nymph, and on the mountains high

Of Craven, whose blue heads for caps put on the sky,

Amongst the Oreads there and syIvans made abode,

(It was ere human foot upon the hills had trod)

Of all the mountain kind and since she was most fair

;

It was a satyr's chance to see her silver hair

Flow loosely on her back, as up a cliff she clame.

Her beauties noting well, her features and her frame.

And after her he goes ; who when she did espy,

Before him like the wind the nimble nymph did fly

;

They hurry down the rocks, o'er hill and dale they drive,

To take her he doth strain, to outstrip him she doth strive.

Like one his kind that knew, and greatly feared his rape.

And to the topick gods by praying to escape,

They turned her to a spring, which as she then did pant,

When wearied with her course, her breath grew wondrous scant

;

Even as the fearful nymph, then thick and short did blow,

Now made by them a spring, so doth she ebb and flow."

Modern science suggests a less poetic explanation in the

syphon-like character of the channels and reservoirs of the lime-

stone rock, in which the water of the well is stored. But the

great attraction of Settle for us was the Yictoria Cave, and,

accordingly, on the evening of our arrival, we visited the Museum

attached to the Giggleswick Grammar School, in which most of
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the bones and many of the antiquities which have been dis-

covered in the cave are deposited.

The cave is situated about a mile and a half from Settle, in

a cliff called the King's Scaur, at an elevation of about 900

feet above the town and the river Eibble, and 1,440 feet above

the sea level. The story of its discovery will be best told in the

words of the discoverer himself, Mr. Joseph Jackson, of Settle.

^'It was," says Mr. Jackson, '^in the year 1838, the year of

Queen Victoria's coronation, that the cave was discovered, and it

was this that led to its being called the Victoria Cave, A dog

was really the first discoverer. He went into a hole of the rock

and came out at another place. This roused my curiosity, and,

entering with some difficulty, I found that I was in a cave, but

a cave filled up nearly to the top. Creeping on, however, I

found it more lofty than at the entrance. The roof was hung

with stalactites, and the surface was covered with the bones of

recent animals. Looking among the bones, I discovered a coin

in a part of the cave where water drips in. It was plain, there-

fore, that the cave contained remains of the presence, not only

of brutes, but of man. These chance finds lead to a search, and

to the consequent discovery not only of bones and teeth, but of

coins and other relics of human occupation. At that time we

worked to a depth of two feet, and nothing in the shape of

bronzes or other antiquities was found at a greater depth than

this. In the year 1870 a Committee was formed, thoroughly to

explore the cave, by digging and removing the contents to a

depth of six feet throughout. Here we discovered many Eoman

antiquities. In digging a shaft near the entrance of the cave

we met with bones of extinct animals at a depth of about twenty-

five feet below the surface. At a greater depth than this

nothing has been found. As we advanced further into the

interior they were met with at a depth not exceeding fifteen

feet. "We have found teeth or bones of the elephant, rhinoceros,

three kinds of bears, hyaena, bison, reindeer, wolf, and hippo-

potamus. A bone, said by high authorities to be that of a man,

was found along with those of the extinct animals.'"'' The

* The bone supposed to be human turned out to belong to a bear. See note in

Mr. Boyd-Dawkins' "Early Man in Britain." p. 189. 1880.
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remains of the spotted hyaena were very abundant in the cave

earth, consisting of fragments of skulls, jaws, and hones, and

especially of coprolites, which formed irregular floors, accumu-

lated during successive occupations of the cave hy that animal.

One piece of this deposit, shewn to us in the Museum, broken in

two, disclosed a fragment of undigested bone, embedded in the

centre.

The explorations were conducted under the direction of a

scientific Committee, with Sir John Lubbock as chairman, as-

sisted by Sir Charles Lyell, Mr. Darwin, Professor Phillips, Mr.

Boyd Dawkins, and others, and the expenses were met by a

grant from the British Association and by public subscription.

A most interesting account of the cave is given by Professor

Boyd Dawkins, in his book on ^^ Cave Hunting," pp. 81 to 125.

In this work two or three very important conclusions seem to

have been arrived at by the author. 1st. That the hyaenas,

bears, mammoths, and other animals, the bones of which had

been found, had occupied the cave in pre-glacial times, and that

the stratum in which their remains lie buried, was protected

from the grinding of the ice sheet, which destroyed nearly all

the surface accumulations in the river valleys, by the walls and

roof of rock, which has since to a great extent been weathered

away. 2nd. That from the position in which certain remains

occurred, it is obvious that a neolithic tribe, that is, a tribe of

the new or later stone age, had at one time occupied the cave,

and that the date of this earlier occupation by man was about

five thousand years ago ; and 3rd, That reasonable grounds exist

for believing that the cave was inhabited by man during the fifth

century, or afterwards, at a time when the withdrawal of the

Eoman Legions had left the colony of Britain a prey to barbarian

invaders.

It is quite impossible, within any reasonable limits, to give

the arguments on which these conclusions are based.

Mr. Boyd Dawkins thus concludes his account:—''The ex-

ploration of the Yictoria Cave, which has hitherto yielded such

interesting evidence of three district occupations, first by hyaenas,

then by neolithic men, and lastly by the Brit-Welsh, is by no
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means complete. The cave itself is of unknown depth and ex-

tent, and the mere removal of so much earth and clay as it is

known to contain will be a labour of years. The results of the

exploration to the present time (1874) are of almost equal value

to the archaeologist, to the historian, and to the geologist, and

prove how close is the bond of union between three branches of

human thought, which at first sight appear remote from each

other."

That the historian has not been slow to avail himself of these

results is evidenced by the Eev. Dr. Green in his last work,

''The Making of England," in which the following eloquent

passage occurs. "Writing of the conquests of the Engle in the

northern counties he says, ''If history tells us nothing of the

victories that laid this great district at the feet of its conquerors,

the spade of the archseologist has done somewhat to reveal the

ruin and misery of the conquered people. The caves of the

Yorkshire moorlands preserve traces of the miserable fugitives

who fled to them for shelter. Such a cave opens on the side of

a lonely ravine beside Settle. In primal ages it had been a

haunt of hyaenas, who dragged thither the mammoth, the rein-

deer, the bison, and the bear, that prowled in the neighbouring

glens. At a later time it became a home for savages, whose

stone adzes, flint knives, and bone harpoons are still embedded

in its floor. But these, too, vanished in their turn, and this

haunt of primitive man lay lonely and undisturbed till the sword

of the English invaders drove the Eoman provincials for shelter

to the moors. The hurry of their flight may be gathered from

the relics their cave life has left behind it. There was clearly

little time to do more than to drive ofl the cattle, the swine,

the goats, whose bones lie scattered round the hearth-fire, at the

mouth of the cave, where they served the wretched fugitives for

food. The women must have buckled hastily their brooches of

bronze, or parti-coloured enamel, the peculiar workmanship of

Celtic Britain, and snatched up a few household implements, as

they hurried away. The men, no doubt, girded on as hastily

the swords, whose dainty hilts of ivory and bronze still remain

to tell their doom, and hiding in their breasts what money the
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house contained, from coins of Trajan to the wretched 'min-

ims' that tokl of the Empire's decay, mounted their horses to

protect their flight. At nightfall all were crouching beneath

the dripping roof of the cave, or round the fire that was blazing

at its mouth; and a long suffering began, in which the fugitives

lost year by year the memory of the civilization from which they

came. A few charred bones show how hunger drove them to

slay their horses for food. Eeddened pebbles mark the hour

when the new vessels they wrought were too weak to stand the

fire, and their meal was cooked by dropping heated stones into

the pot. A time seems to have come when their very spindles

were exhausted, and the women who wove in that dark retreat

made spindle whorles as they could from the bones that lay

about them."

Besides the invasion of the Engles, referred to by Dr. Green,

the British inhabitants of the northern counties were subject to

the incessant attacks of the Picts and Scots, whose raids, on the

withdrawal of the Eoman Legions, were organised on a large

scale, and in the pages of Gildas we have a melancholy picture

of these results. In the letter written to the Eoman commander

in Gaul, in 446, the Britains are described as sheep and the Picts

and Scots as wolves. " The barbarians drive us back to the

sea, and the sea drives us back again to perish at the hands of

the barbarians," are the words put into the mouths of the em-

bassy. Moved by despair, the British in the following year take,

up arms, leave their houses and lands, and, taking shelter in

mountains, forests, and caves, succeed for a time in driving back

their Pictish and Scottish enemies. In these, the times of their

extremity, the inhabitants, no doubt, found welcome shelter in

the huge Yorkshire caverns which we have been endeavouring

to describe ; and it would probably be during some such occupa-

tion that the articles found in the Yictoria Cave were deposited.

The actual visit to the Yictoria Cave itself was made by our

party in very diminished numbers, the third morning finding

many of our members on the wing for other parts of the country,

and, although made under the most favourable circumstances, the

morning sun being bright and warm, the mountain air buoyant
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and bracing, the scenery around picturesque and beautiful, the

visit to the cave, apart from its historical interest, was somewhat
of a disappointment. Its condition, owing to the excavations,

the dampness of the sticky clay floor, added to our want of

lights, was not such as to invite extensive exploration, but it is

desirable we should know something of it, and I am indebted to

the Guide Eook for the following description :—At the opening

the cave is nearly one hundred feet in width, and is now about

thirty-two feet in height. Chamber D is distinguished by a

dome, which rises as a kind of architectural feature above the

rest of the ^cave. In this chamber were found bones in great

number and variety, two hundred and sixty-nine specimens hav-

ing been classified by Professor Busk in 1875. The Eirkbeck

Grallery (so named after Dr. Eirkbeck, the founder of Mechanics'

Institutions, who was born in Settle) extends to a distance of one

hundred and twelve feet from this dome. The gallery is full of

holes and drops, which make it no easy work to proceed to the

extremity. A glassy moist stalactite covers the walls. Eeturn-

ing from][the Eirkbeck Gallery, we enter Chamber E, which is the

finest in the cave. This chamber is, with A, upon the left as

you enter. Water lies in the bottom, where a shaft was sunk

from above, to a depth of twenty-five feet. The stalagmite in

this chamber is six feet in thickness. Chambers A and E were

the dwelling-places of the human inhabitants who, in historic

times, took shelter and refuge in this strange retreat. Taney

can picture the unhappy refugees, with the relics of their civili-

zation about^^them; hiding from the barbarian invader in these

gloomy caverns, crouching by their wretched fires, and feeding

upon the flesh of their threatened flocks and herds.

The views opened out, and the thoughts suggested, by even a

cursory examination of the contents of these caves, as to the

conditions of man's existence, and his relations with the lower

animals, wild and domestic, both in historic and prehistoric

times, are well calculated to fascinate the minds of all those who

delight in glancing down the vistas of remote ages, thus illumi-

nated, not by abstract speculations, but by undeniable evidences

found in the dark recesses of the mountain and the rock ; and
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as the history of cave exploration in Europe shews that the

additions to our knowledge of the past, acquired by its means,

have heen neither few nor insignificant, nor in one line of enquiry

only, so a wide and rich field of investigation still lies before the

cave hunter in eastern countries, by a careful examination of

which, he may yet hope to recover from the grasp of oblivion

some further knowledge of the infancy and early culture of man-

kind, in the very birthplace and pathway of the nations.

yet we trust that somehow good

Will be the final goal of ill,

To pangs of nature, sins of will,

Defects of doubt, and taints of blood
;

The wish, that of the living whole,

No life may fail beyond the grave,

Derives it not from what we have

The likest God within the soul ?

Are God and Nature then at strife.

That Nature lends such evil dreams ?

So careful of the type she seems,

So careless of the single life.

So careful of the type ? but no,

From scarped cliff and quarried stone.

She cries, " A thousand types are gone,

" I care for nothing, all shall go.

"Thou makest thine appeal to me,

" I bring to hfe, I bring to death
;

" The spirit does but mean the breath
;

" I know no more," and he, shall he,

Man her last work, who seemed so fair,

Such splendid purpose in his eyes,

Who rolled the psalm to wintry skies.

Who built him fanes of fruitless prayer,

Who trusted God was love indeed,

And love Creation's final law

—

Tho' Nature, red in tooth and claw

—

With ravine shriek'd against his creed

—
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Who loved, who suffered countless ills,

Who battled for the True, the Just,

Be blown about the desert dust,

Or sealed within the iron hills ?

No more ? A monster then, a dream,

A discord. Dragons of the prime,

That tare each other in their slime,

Were mellow music matched with him.

life as futile, then as frail,

for thy voice to soothe and bless !

What hope of answer or redress ?

Behind the veil, behind the veil.

ADDRESS TO THE MEMBERS OE THE TYNESIDE

^NATURALISTS' FIELD CLUB,

EEAD BY THE PRESIDENT, REV. A. M. NORMAN, M.A., D.O.L., P.L.S., ETC.,

AT THE THIRTY-FIFTH ANNIVERSARY MEETING, HELD IN THE
MUSEUM OF THE NATURAL HISTORY SOCIETY, NEWCASTLE-UPON-
TYNE, ON FRIDAY, MAY 27th, 1881.

Ladies and Gentlemen,—On bringing to a close my tenure of

the office of President of the Tyneside Is'aturalists' Eield Club I

purpose to address you on two subjects. Eirst, I shall, in ac-

cordance with precedent, place on record the proceedings of the

Club during the past year ; and secondly, I hope to give a brief

sketch of some part of our present knowledge with respect to

the Abyss of the Ocean
>'

PART I.-PROCEEDINGS OF THE CLUB.

Our EiRST Eield Meeting was held at Dilston and the Devil's

Water, on Whit Monday, June 6th. The day being a holiday,

and the weather remarkably fine, about one hundred members

and friends alighted at Corbridge. Most of the party visited the

old Castle of the Derwentwaters, and then wended their way

* The second part only of the Address was read.
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along shady paths to the banks of the stream, which they fol-

lowed for several miles. The rest proceeded along the railway

to the bridge across the burn. A search was made for a small

moUusk which Mr. Howse had found thirty years before in-

habiting some ivy-covered stone walls close by, and we had the

satisfaction of discovering that it was still breeding in the old

habitat. The shell is one of our small land Snails, Vertigo pusilla,

which is a rare local species. Passing the old mill the bed of

the romantic burn was followed. Here a nest of the common

Wren was artfully concealed among ivy-clad sandstone rocks, and

an exciting chase after a fine Water Rat enlivened the scientific

proceedings of the little party. Above the mill a perfectly hori-

zontal stratum of limestone, Pell Top, forms the bed of the stream

for some distance. It is filled with stems of a large Encrinite

and many other interesting fossils. As we ascended the stream

the lower members of the Millstone Grrit were visible in section

where the stream cuts the banks, till at a fine bend in the river,

known as Swallowships, a deep gorge having been cut through

a bed of coarse sandstone of great thickness, affords a passage

for the stream. A little south of Swallowships the lower beds

of the Coal Measures are brought in by an east and west fault,

which has thrown down the Millstone Grit to the south.

All the early spring flowers were in full bloom, and much time

was spent in admiration of the romantic banks of the burn, while

some deeply coloured purple flowers of the Wood Anemone at-

tracted much interest and attention. Swallows and Sand Martins

flew constantly past, as well as that singular bird the Water

Ousel, disturbed by the advanced party, who were hurrying on

ahead of us. Several spring migrants were observed, including

the Sandpiper, Pied Flycatcher, and Common Eedstart, which

had recently arrived on their breeding ground. Yipers were

looked for in vain, though sunshine and situation were both in-

viting.

Yery few of the rarer Perns occur in this locality, but some of

the members obtained specimens of the Oak Pern, once very

abundant, but now becoming rare in localities accessible to tour-

ists and pic-nic parties. Arrived at the Linnels Bridge we rested
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for a time, and then slowly turned towards Hexham, the Presi-

dent on the way calling to apologize to Miss Hedley for the

liberty we had taken in passing through her fields without leave.

The day was charming throughout, and the view from the

high bank above Hexham, lit up by the evening sun, splendid.

About sixty members dined together, after which twelve new

members were elected, and then a quiet walk to the Station

brought our first meeting to a close.

The Second Field Meetii^g was at Alston, on June 23rd and

24th. About thirty ladies and gentlemen joined this excursion.

The weather was rather unfavourable, but did not entirely pre-

vent the enjoyment of our visit to this moorland and mining dis-

trict. The party who came by early train, after breakfast, took

conveyances from the Blue Bell Inn to within a few hundred

yards of the top of Cross Fell, Mr. Purvis kindly acting as guide.

After leaving Garrigill Gate the road became steep and rough,

and the majority preferred walking by a short cut across the

fell, where the Moss Polytriclium septentrionale was growing in

such luxuriance and quantity in full fruit as to attract general

attention, and rejoined above the circuitous mountain track. Our

first plant was Sedum villosum, and many of the other flowers

which grow in sub-alpine situations were observed. On gaining

higher ground we began to breathe more freely the fine moun-

tain air, riding or botanizing according to the state of the road,

and earnestly contemplating the top of Cross Fell, which it was

our object to ascend. Saxifraga stellaris now became abundant

in every runner, and small patches of S. Jiypnoides, and two or

three species of Lijcopodium and large tufts of Parsley Fern

shewed themselves among the broken rocks of the old mining

works. A gleam oi sunshine led us to hope that we should soon

be on the top of the mountain, with the advantage of fine weather.

Indeed some of the party were close to the east end of the hill

when suddenly a heavy cloud from the west struck the mountain

top, trailing its fieecy, drooping fringes all over us ; rain began

to fall ; thunder to roll ; and before we were well sheltered in a

comfortable mining shop a heavy thunderstorm was upon us.
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Two or three eager members had pushed on and actually reached

the summit of the mountain, but came down wet through ; others

took shelter in an old shop, where for three hours we varied our

positions by walking about the buildings, watching the progress

of the storm, and discussing our future prospects. Between five

and six the thunder ceased to bellow round the hills, the rain

fell less violently, and the clouds began to disperse. The greater

number advised a return home through the rain, and a general

stampede began along the road towards Alston under umbrellas

and waterproofs. Two or three however, unwilling to be frus-

trated in their object, set out under the guidance of a miner for

the top of Cross Pell, which looked provokingly near. By the

time we reached the ''Grentleman's Well," a strong spring of

water very cold even in the hottest summer day, the weather

was fine overhead. Scrambling up the debris of the '' Grind-

stone Post," which outcrops along the northern edge, we soon

found ourselves on a very flat surface, of many acres in extent,

in the centre of which rose a slight mound, and here the ord-

nance surveyors had erected, or perhaps reconstructed, a cairn to

mark the summit. The view to the far west was limited by the

storms that had prevailed, but below the valley of the Eden, with

that river winding like a silver thread, and the Beacon Hill

above Penrith and all between, were spread out at our feet.

The height of Cross Pell seems insignificant viewed from the

east, as the ground rises so gradually, and it is surrounded by

eminences more than two thousand feet high; but from the valley

of the Eden, the abrupt escarpment of the Pennine range and

the height of the Pell, nearly three thousand feet, can be better

appreciated. Crossing the desolate top, which is covered all over

with conical moss-hillocks, and almost destitute of vegetation,

we visited the cairn which caps the little mound, supposed by

the geological surveyors to represent the lowest bed of the Mill-

stone Grit series. We took a hasty glance from the south side

at the head of the Tees, now swollen with the turbid waters of

the storm, and the Yorkshire hills, rising high on the south bank

lower down, then we crossed over to the east end, and begin-

ning rapidly to descend visited one of several peculiar masses
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of mountain limestone, which seem to rise abruptly from an

enormous deposit of peat. These masses of limestone, which

are detached hills or hillocks of the 'Great Limestone' of the

district, are very much broken up and covered, as limestones

usually are, with short grass, which gives them a bright green

appearance among the brown heath by which they are sur-

surrounded, and they are thus easily recognized. Asplenium

viride, small but plentiful, Cystopteris fragilis and other dwarfed

ferns were abundant. On the summit of Cross Fell we did not

see a single Knoutberry, Ruhus Chamoemorus, but it grew plenti-

fully, though not large, on the northern side of the hill. Ar-

rived at Cashwell, the miners gave us some refreshing tea, and

conveyances being in readiness we set off for Alston, and arrived

just in time to obtain a fag-end dinner.

iN'ext morning we drove to IS'enthead, where, by the kind per-

mission of Mr. Eainbridge and under Mr. Bolton's guidance, we

witnessed the process of dressing and smelting the lead ore and

of separating the lead from the zinc. The weather was so

thick that we did not think it worth while to ascend to Kilhope

Law, so we spent our time in botanizing along the road and

adjoining fields. Eemarkably fine specimens of Thlaspi alpestre

were collected by the roadside.

After dinner we visited the JN'ent Force and the entrance to

the JN'ent Level, the name given to a remarkable excavation made

to drain the mines of the !N'ent Yalley, which extends for miles

underground, and was formerly traversed occasionally by the

miners and others in a small boat. Leaving Alston early we

had time on our arrival at Haltwhistle to wander through that

quaint little town, and thus finished an excursion which was on

the whole very enjoyable.

Our Special Meeting at E'orth Berwick and the Bass Eock

was fixed for Monday, July 12th.^^

* My warm thanks are due to our Secretary, Mr. Howse, for the valuable assistance

I have received from him in preparing this accomit of the Field Meetings, and I especi-

ally wish to mention that I was not myself present at the Bass Eock Meeting, and that

the following graphic and interesting account of the Gannet's home is entirely from

his pen.
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Por some time previously the weather had been very wet and

unsettled, and consequently on the early morning of the 12th

only three members met at the Central Station. Though few

they determined to proceed northward, and were rewarded as

they travelled onward by meeting with every encouragement to

expect a bright summer's day, and in this hope they were not

disappointed, for, after crossing the Border Stream, all was sun-

shine.

At Dunbar they changed trains, and here the small party was

unexpectedly doubled by the accession of two ladies and two

gentlemen ; this and the splendid weather raised the hopes and

spirits of the ^Naturalists. Another change and short detention

at Drem, and then the party having shot through several cut-

tings of the igneous rocks of the locality found themselves stroll-

ing through and admiring the beautifully-situated town of INorth

Berwick.

Early travelling had whetted the appetites of all, and we greatly

enjoyed the comfortable breakfast which we found ready here

on our arrival. Refreshed by the meal, we at once proceeded

toward the coast, and, after obtaining on our way a good view

of Tantallon Castle, and

" North Berwick Law, with cone of green,

And Bass amid the water,"

soon reached the shore and Canty Bay, about two miles distant

to the south.

The geological features of this coast are most interesting. The

huge cone of North Berwick Law rises to a height of about four

hundred feet, and the Bass to more than three hundred. These

rock-masses are formed, as the late Hugh Miller has curtly ex-

pressed it, out of ^'homogeneous trap," or perhaps felspathic

clinkstone, and remain lonely but approximately-true standard

measures of the immense amount of denudation which the valley

of the Porth has undergone in former geological periods. There

can be no doubt that the materials now forming these two huge

isolated rocks were once a mass of boiling-hot fluid mud, which

was spread over or injected among the carboniferous rocks of that
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ancient epoch, when volcanic action was in full play throughout

the Lothians and their neighbourhood. Many of the stratified

beds on the coast line are formed of volcanic ash, which was

forced up through volcanic vents, and spread over the bed of

the then-existing sea. Time did not allow us to examine these

beds minutely, but we could not help noticing the numerous

"mches^^ or islets which stud the coast line, and which are re-

mains of harder rock cut off from the shore by the action of the

strong tides and waves that now wear and tear this rocky coast.

The Island of May stood out in mid distance, and our view was

bounded by the rugged coast of Fife.

Canty Bay is the only place at which boats can be obtained

for landing on the Eass, the lessee of which is also the proprietor

of the little inn. Mr. Downey, the present lessee^ was expecting

our arrival, but we so much resembled a small family party that

we had taken possession of the principal room in the inn without

being noticed. But on making ourselves known, he speedily

had a boat ready, manned by a quiet, canny, octogenarian Charon

of eighty-five summers, and two stalwart assistants. The flowing

tide was rushing fast and furious on to the rocks of this rugged

coast, and our boatmen kept us well in and along the coast to

the south for a mile, thus enabling us to have a good view of

Tantallon Castle and the coast line with its thick beds of vol-

canic ash. Then hoisting sail we were soon out to sea, scudding

through the gulf to the Bass, a passage crossed in bygone des-

potic days by many a sad but manly heart. The boat was sur-

rounded by groups, "schools," of Guillemots, Eazor Bills, and

Puffins, the members of each species keeping together in little

flocks, and tossing about on the rough waves of the open sea.

They seemed accustomed to such intruders, merely winking at us,

and then quietly paddling out of the boat's way. Soon we came

among the Gannets ; these keep well out from the coast and near

their islet home, a mass of rock, precipitous to the eye on all

sides but the one which we were now fast approaching. What
a sight for a novice ! As we came near their rocky home the

noise and number of Gannets increased continually, and the

sky seemed literally alive with large white birds flying in all
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directions, some of them carrying masses of sea-tangie towards

the rock, others returning from the cliffs, and skimming easily

over the sea-surface in search of food for their young, or of sea-

weed to enlarge and protect their nests.

How tiny, by contrast, our little boat now seemed, as we began

to appreciate the height of the towering and precipitous Bass,

with its partially whitewashed, perpendicular walls, and watched

the thousands of white-plumaged fowls moving in every direction

overhead, busily intent on some domestic duty; too busy no

doubt, and too much visited, to heed our approach. It was in-

teresting to observe with what ease they rose up with their loads

of seaweed; how admirably they poised themselves with out-

stretched wings, and tail spread and bent downwards as they

approached the spot where their young were nestled ; how they

hung down their feet and gently alighted among crowds of young

ones, closely ranged on inclined slopes which to the beholder

seemed little less than perpendicular. Yet to such places the

Gannets were constantly coming, feeding their young, or placing

masses of sea-weed in front of them, to protect and prevent them

from sliding from their slippery nesting place. Others were

leaving the rock, swooping down towards the sea with the most

enviable ease and unconcern, never by any chance striking or

coming into contact with the thousands of other birds which

were flying in every direction, avoiding all chance of collision

and personal damage, and thus quietly and unconsciously satiriz-

ing the bungling evolutions and manoeuvres of wiser man.

The landing place of the Eass is on the south side. As we

approached it we could distinctly see the high tide level indi-

cated on the rock by a broad band of white-shelled barnacles.

Here stepping out of the boat we scrambled up some rough steps

wedged out of a small gully in the hard trap-rock, and soon

reached the first platform or terrace on which the ruins of the

old dungeon stand. Out of the reach of the tide and spray the

rock was covered over with a golden-coloured lichen, perhaps

Parmelia parietina, growing in great plenty, and imparting a

rich colour to the rock surface. Hastily we passed through

the crumbling ruins of the gloomy prison walls, now tenanted
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by a blackbird and her young, and every room with tall nettles^

among which were plenty of the common garden snail.

The sloping surface of the Bass may be perhaps about seven

acres, and is supposed to afford pasturage for thirty sheep. This

it possibly would do in some seasons, but at the time of our

visit the grass seemed much destroyed by the Eabbits' burrows,

and by the holes made by the Gannets when preparing materials

for their nests ; and thus scarcely gave sufficient pasturage for

more than half a dozen sheep. Bass mutton is in great esteem,

and brings high prices, consequently more Bass mutton is sold

in Edinburgh than the island can possibly produce. The rich-

ness of the soil, formed out of decomposed trap-rock, is no doubt

owing to the constant flight of the birds across the island, and

to its having been formerly tenanted by Gulls and other sea

birds in greater numbers than at the present time.

There was little difficulty, and with care no danger at all, in

passing from terrace to terrace up the sloping south face, when

aided by some slight help from the guide now and then where

the rocks were bare and slippery. The ruins of the little chapel

stand on the second terrace ; the walls are still left, and in them

are hollowed stones, one on the right hand of the entrance and

the other at the east end of the building for holy water and

other religious uses of bygone days. This is said to be the oldest

structure on the islet, and it would have been well for the repu-

tation of the Bass if it had been the only building. The ruins

are now being fast undermined by rabbits, which have been in-

troduced of late. 'No doubt this was done to increase the profits

of the lessee, but they may prove a doubtful advantage.

From the chapel our guide took us up to a point on the south-

west side of the island, that we might be enabled to look down

on one of the breeding places of the Gannets.

"How fearful

"And dizzy 'tis to cast one's eyes so low"

we thought as we approached the edge of the clifl, where a

precipice of more than two hundred feet went sheer down below

us. The sight was beyond description. The face of the rock
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seemed all beplastered with lime. We could easily discern both

the young Gannets, and the old ones sitting in front of or near

to them on sloping shelves of the rock, where there seemed to

be no footing. Here and there, on smaller ledges, Guillemots

and Eazor Bills were sitting on eggs or near their young; while

unnumbered Gannets were conveying seaweed or food, coming

and going, alighting and departing continuously.

Our guide pointed out a ledge on which a Peregrine Palcon

had nested and reared her brood early in the year, some mem-

bers of which our friend assured us he had had the pleasure of

capturing. The ledge was situated under a beetling piece of

crag, below which was a vast chasm, and how any man could

attempt to reach the spot to secure the birds was more than we

could understand; but our guide seemed to have more the in-

stincts of a bird than the caution of a reflecting man, for he

rushed wildly at one time over the edge of a fearful cliif in chase

of a little rabbit which we had alarmed.

Erom the point where we were standing, and on which the

Gannets used not many years ago to build their nests, but which

has been in recent years quite deserted from the annoyance of too

frequent visits and molestation, we proceeded in an oblique and

upward direction to the grand breeding place on the eastern cliff.

This is a little below the cairn of stones erected on the highest

point, and close to what is called the garden terrace.

Prom this dizzy spot we looked down into a much larger

Gannet nursery. It was also nearer to us and the top of the

cliff. Many of the old birds were sitting close by on the upper

edge of the cliff, but they moved quietly away on our approach,

with a croak of displeasure at the intrusion. Here we were near

enough to individualize the young birds as they sat demurely in

their whitewashed homesteads, clad in the purest ermine. It

was interesting to notice the gentle manner in which the old ones

alighted near their young, who stretched out their necks to re-

ceive from them the food which had been brought home after

some foraging excursion.

The view from this isolated height was very fine ; the island

of May a few miles distant to the north, the sea covered over

.J
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with birds, the three hundred-feet cliff beneath us swarming

with Gannets, the blue sky above us filled with large birds

whose clamorous noise and hoarse croakings almost deafened us,

and then the view which we saw to the south, as we turned to

leave this delightful spot,—the Lothians lit up by the western

sun, Tantallon Castle, and the bold broken coast line—are ever

to be remembered.

Our time having expired we descended to our companions, and

after a short examination of some of the plants growing near the

dungeon ruins embarked, and with much regret brought to a

close our hurried and imperfect visit to the Bass.

Meanwhile our host and hostess had not forgotten to prepare

a comfortable dinner, which was hastily enjoyed by all, as train

time drawing near we were obliged to leave Canty Eay and its

pleasant neighbourhood with all speed.

The great attraction and source of wealth of the Bass is the

Gannet or Solan Goose, Sula Bassana. How long this bird has

frequented this rock is entirely beyond the records of history,

but from the sixteenth century downward it has been frequently

mentioned by ornithologists and others who have visited the Bass

in order to observe its habits. The first author, Hector Boece,

among other quaint remarks concej'ning these birds, records the

tradition that the Solan Geese were produced from Barnacles

directly and spontaneously, but this mode of evolution, I need

scarcely mention, is held up to ridicule by the evolutionists and

others of the present day, who require more time than a few

days for the processes of ^N'atural Selection as it is called, and

consider the rapid and direct evolution of a bird from a Barnacle

inconsistent with the slow modus operandi required by the modern

Evolution doctrine.

Dr. William Harvey, the discoverer of the circulation of the

blood, is the next writer who describes the Bass and its colony

of Solan Geese. He says, p. 208 :

'^'

''In the desert islands of the east coast of Scotland such flights

of almost every kind of sea-fowl congregate, that, were I to

* The Works of William Harvey, M.D., by Eobert Willis, M.D, Sydenham Society,

1847.
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state what I have heard from parties very worthy of credit, I

should, I fear, be held guilty of telling greater stories than they

who have committed themselves in regard to the Scottish. Geese,

produced, as they say, from the fruits of certain trees that had

fallen into the sea. These Geese the narrators themselves had

never seen so produced ; but I will here relate that which I have

myself witnessed.

" There is a small island, which the Scots call the Bass Island,

situated in the open ocean, not far from the shore, of the most

abrupt and precipitous character, so that it rather resembles one

huge rock or stone than an island, and indeed it is not more than

a mile in circumference ; the surface of this island in the months

of May and June is almost completely covered with nests, eggs,

and young birds, so that you can scarce find free footing any-

where ; and then such is the density of the flight of the old birds

above that, like a cloud, they darken the sun and the sky ; and

such the screaming and din that you can scarce hear the voice of

one who addresses you. If you turn your eyes below, and from

your lofty stance and precipice regard the sea, there you perceive

on all sides around an infinite variety of different kinds of sea-

fowl swimming about in pursuit of their prey ! the face of the

ocean is very like that of a pool in the spring season when it

appears swarming with frogs. If you sail round the island and

look up, you see on every ledge, and shelf, and recess, innumer-

able flocks of birds of almost every size and order, more numerous

than the stars that appear in the unclouded moonless sky ; and if

you regard the flights that incessantly come and go, you may

imagine that it is a mighty swarm of bees you have before you.

" I should scarcely be credited did I name the revenue which

was annually derived from the feathers, the eggs, and the old

nests, which, as useful for firing, are all made objects of traffic by

the proprietor ; the sum he mentioned to me exceeds credibility.

There was this particular feature, which, as it refers to our sub-

ject, I shall mention, and also as it bears me out in my report of

the multitude of the sea-fowl; the whole island appears of a

brilliant white colour to those who approach it, all the cliffs

look as if they consisted of the whitest chalk ; the true colour of
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the rock, however, is dusky and black. It is a friable white

crust that is spread over all which gives the island its whiteness

and splendour, a crust having the same consistency, colour, and

nature as an egg shell, which plasters everything with a hard

though friable and testaceous kind of covering. 'None of the

birds are permanent occupants of the island, but visitors for the

purpose of procreation only, staying there for a few weeks, in

lodgings, as it were, and until their young ones can take wing

along with them."

John Ray, the founder of the Eoyal Society, visited the Bass

Eock in 1661 .^'' He went to Leith, he narrates, keeping all along

on the side of the Erith. ^'By the way we viewed Tontallon

Castle and passed over to the Basse Island, where we saw on the

rocks innumerable of the Solan Geese. The old oDes are all

over white, excepting the pinion or hard feathers of the wings,

which are black. The upper part of the head and neck, in those

that are old, is of a yellowish dun colour. They lay but one egg

apiece, which is white and not very large ; they are very bold

and sit in great multitudes till one comes close up to them, be-

cause they are not wont to be scared or disturbed. The young

ones are esteemed a choice dish in Scotland, and sold very dear

(Is. 8d. plucked). We eat of them at Dunbar. They are in

bigness little inferior to an ordinary Goose. The young one is

upon the back black, and speckled with little white spots, under

the breast and belly grey. The beak is sharp-pointed, the mouth

very wide and large, the tongue very small, the eyes great, the

foot hath four toes webbed together. It feeds upon Mackrel and

Herring, and the flesh of the young one smells and tastes strong

of these fish. The other birds which nestle in the Basse are

these : the Scout, which is double-ribbed ; the Cattiwake, in

English Cormorant; the Scart, and a bird called the Turtle-Dove,

whole footed and the feet red. There are verses which contain

the names of these birds among the vulgar, two whereof are.

The Scout, the Scart, the Cattiwake,

The Soland Goose sits on the Laek,

Yearly in the Spring.

* Select Eemains of the learned John Eay, M.A. and F.R.S., etc., by William Derham,

D.D.. F.E, S. 1760,
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''"We saw of the Scout's eggs, which are very large and

speckled. It is very dangerous to climb the rocks for the young

of these fowls, and seldom a year passeth but one or other of the

climbers fall down and lose their lives, as did one not long before

our being there."

''The laird of this island makes a great profit yearly of the

Solan Geese taken; as I remember they told us £130 sterling.

The island will afford grass enough to keep thirty sheep. They

make strangers that come to visit it burgesses of the Bass, by

giving them to drink of the water of the well, which springs

near the top of the rock, and a flower out of the garden thereby.

The island is nought else but a rock, and stands off the land

near a mile. We found growing in the island in great plenty

Beta marina, Lychnis marina nostras, Malva arlorea marina nostras,

and Cochlearia rotundifolia.'''' In modern nomenclature. Beta

marina. Sea Beet; Silene maritima. Sea Campion; Malva arlorea,

Tree or Bass Mallow ; and Cochlearia officinalis, Scurvy Grass.

Mr. Macgillivray, who visited the island more recently, esti-

mated the Solan Geese when he was at the Bass at twenty

thousand. It has been more lately computed that about five

thousand pairs of Gannets frequent the Bass annually. The

breeding season is prolonged from March to September, in con-

sequence of the birds not all arriving together, and of the robbery

of their first eggs.

The nests of the Gannet are composed of seaweeds, gathered

from the surface of the sea, and lined with grass and turf, which

they dig up by the root from the upper part of the Bass, leaving

large holes in the ground. They also pick up floating pieces of

stick and other curious articles, which they find floating in the

sea near the rock, such as butterscoops, india-rubber shoes,

children's whips, baskets, etc. One old Gannet contrived to

carry up a basket big enough to hold five beer bottles, and not

being able to pull it to pieces, made her nest in it.

In Bay's and Walker's time the price of young Gannets was

Is. 8d. each. Kow they are 9d. and 6d. each, and the demand

is decreasing yearly. It is stated that in James the Fifth's time

as many as thirty-six Gannets were ordered for the king's table,
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but in these luxurious days the Gannet is not considered " a

dainty dish to set before a king."

The eggs and young birds form the principal source of revenue

to the lessee, who employs experienced men to go over the cliff

to collect them. These men are so daring that they step about

on the very edge of the cliff with the greatest ease ; but at the

chief takes of the eggs and the young, ropes are tied round the

waist, and the men are lowered by companions standing on the

cliffs above; a hand rope, which is fastened securely to some rock,

is used for signalling to those above when the collector is out of

sight and cannot be heard. More than two thousand five hundred

eggs, chiefly of the Gannet, were taken this year, 1880, and

about half as many young birds will be destroyed for the sake

of their feathers, and for roasting in order to obtain the oil,

which is preserved and sold as a lubricant. The roasted bodies

are sold in the neighbouring towns and villages, and excursionists

come to Canty Bay and regale themselves on a " Guse and a

Gill."

The old birds begin to arrive in March, and continue to do so

until June, but the months of May, June, and beginning of July

are the proper months for incubation. Owing to the nests being

often robbed some of the young are not able to fly before the end

of August, and when this happens the old birds are exposed for

weeks to the depredations of gunners who visit the Eass in boats

and for the mere sake of killing destroy every bird that comes

within range, while the half-fledged young are left to perish in

their nests.

The Gannet lays only one egg, which it will proceed to incu-

bate if not robbed or disturbed ; but it would appear that most

of the first eggs which are accessible are taken for commercial

purposes, and that only a few of the first and early nests placed

in more inaccessible places escape.

"We did not notice a single Gannet in immature plumage among

the thousands that were passing to and fro, and we were in-

formed that only mature birds come to the rock to breed, and

that they are not mature till the fifth or sixth year. It is to be

feared that from the number of eggs and young that are taken

a
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annually by the lessee, and the wanton injury done to old and

young by gunners at the expiration of the close time, very few

young have a chance of getting away. If this be the case, the

number annually visiting the rock must continually decrease,

unless replenished from other breeding stations. Statistics re-

lating to these birds are very uncertain and unsatisfactory, but,

compared with the accounts given by old authors, the number of

Grannets visiting the Bass seems to be considerably reduced.

Another cause of the diminution in the number of Gannets is

probably to be found in the great increase of steam traffic along

the coast. The daily passing and repassing of large steam vessels

must be a constant source of disturbance both to the birds them-

selves and to the shoals of young Herrings, on which they prin-

cipally feed. Similar reasons would seem to account for the

large decrease in the flocks of birds which frequent the Parne

Islands and Flamborough Head, and it appears certain that un-

less further protection is extended to the interesting birds, which

still make these breeding stations famous, many of them will be

driven away to more distant and inaccessible places.

The weather on the following day was so unfavourable that

only a short visit was paid to the lighthouse on St. Abb's Head

and to the ruins of Coldingham Abbey.

The FouETii PiELD Meeting was a visit to St. John's, Wear-

dale. Only nine members availed themselves of the opportunity

of visiting one of the prettiest valleys in the N'orth of England,

and which for mineralogical and geological pursuits is far superior

to any other in our district. The narrowness and steepness of the

main valley from Frosterley to Wearhead, on the sides of which

are indicated the outcrop of numerous beds of Mountain Lime-

stone ranging in section from the Great Limestone, which is

worked so extensively in the neighbourhood of Stanhope, down

to the small outcrop of the Cockle Shell Band displayed in the

neigbourhood of Westgate ; the great extent of the lateral valleys

scooped in former times out of the huge hill sides, and extending

on the north side to distances of several miles, and shewing

outcrops through nearly their whole extent; the extensive
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quarrying carried on for limestone and ironstone ; the numer-

ous mineral veins, wliich can be observed in the section of the

burns ; and the exposure of two extensive beds of basalt by

faulting and otherwise, constitute this valley a classical spot for

a geologist ; a model of which, reduced to a portable form, would

enable many persons to comprehend several geological theories

not generally understood. Inhabited by an independent, hard-

working, fresh-looking mining population, which is shut out in a

great measure from the effeminacy of towns, the sides of the

steep hills have been cultivated nearly to their tops, and cheerful

homes are scattered throughout the length of this charming val-

ley. Here and there a leading lead vein can be traced for miles

across the valley, but only one important fault, from north-east

to south-west nearly, breaks the somewhat uniform continuity

of the outcrop of the strata. This is the Eurtree Pord Dyke,

which extends from the Tyne to the Tees. By former geologists

it was thought to be a basaltic dyke, since it occasionally brings

up the Great Whin -Sill along its line of throw, but it is merely

an extensive fault, affecting the position of the limestones and

Whin-Sill by many hundred feet in parts of its course.

On alighting from the train at Stanhope our little party was

conveyed in a brake to the upper part of the dale, the sides of

which, with its many pleasant homesteads, could easily be seen

in our course. Our driver slackened speed at Howl John that

we might get a full look at the farmstead so called, where the

celebrated Durham shorthorn prize-taker was born and bred. A
little further on we gathered Sedum dasyphyllum, perhaps an out-

cast from a garden but now growing profusely wild in one

locality. Another halt was made at East Gate to inspect Mr.

Moor's collection of British Ferns obtained from this and the

neighbouring dale, among these were some magnificent specimens

of the Holly Fern, Polystichum loncMUs, with fronds twenty

inches in length, which had been brought from Teesdale twenty

years ago. Passing from the East Gate of the Bishop's Old Park

to "Westgate, we encountered a heavy shower, but this was soon

over, and at West Gate we picked up our friend Mr. George

Race, a Wernerian geologist, who still clings, as nearly all miners
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do, to the doctrines of that celebrated German master. We now

arrived at St. John's Chapel, and as soon as our friends could be

refreshed started off for Wear Head and the Cow Gate. At this

spot the celebrated Burtreeford Dyke crosses, and one of the

most interesting and instructive sections of the mountain lime-

stone rocks is exposed. Our friend and guide energetically con-

tended that because the trap or basaltic rock was regularly

intruded among the other beds, and had been faulted along with

them, it must have had a similar origin ; but the obvious reply

was, that although it seemed at this spot to form a regular

stratum, yet not far distant especially in Teesdale it put on a

very different appearance, and since it there encloses large frag-

ments of the other rocks and otherwise breaks them up into

dislocated masses, it must have been thrust up through them at

a later date than their formation.

It had been arranged to walk to St. John's, and the weather

being very fine the scenery of the upper valley was much en-

joyed. A late dinner at St. John's brought this day's pleasant

excursion to the higher part of Weardale only too rapidly to an

end.

On the morrow a prospect of fine weather enabled us to start

for a short ramble up Irishope Eurn on the south side of the

valley. Here we climbed along a steep mountain road higher

and higher, gathering such common wild sub-alpine flowers as

the little runlets afforded, but detecting nothing rarer than the

beautiful Grass of Parnassus. On reaching the height of nearly

two thousand feet most of our companions returned, the rest

pursued a devious course o'er bog and heather, stopping now and

then to gather the beautiful rosy ripe fruit of the Knoutberry

and enjoy its peculiar acid taste. Only two other good plants

rewarded our search, Sedum villosum and Saxifraga steUaris,

neither of which are so common in Weardale as in the adjoining

valleys of the Tyne and Tees. A hasty repast and a rapid drive

to Stanhope ended our most enjoyable visit to Weardale.

The Fifth Eield Meetin^g was held on the 3rd of September,

at Barrasford and ChoUerton, Korth Tyne. A considerable
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number of members left the Korth British Railway Station at

]N"ewcastle, at 11.45 a.m., and several stations which were passed

added others to our party. Arrived at Barrasford we walked

first to the whinstone quarries, which are being most extensively

worked by a Welsh company. A very fine section of the whin-

stone is here exposed the rock being remarkably homogeneous

and free from faults. "We then began to ascend the hill behind

the quarry, and gradually mounting pursued our way along the

outcrop of the Whin- Sill- until at Gunnar Peak we attained

the highest point of the basaltic crags. The day was delightful,

and the view from this point looking in all directions was re-

markably fine. Immediately below us nestled the pretty little

village of Gunnarton with its curious ''money -hill," which

consists of an ancient British earthwork and fortress. We much

regretted that time did not allow us to descend and visit it, but

the Rev. G. Rome Hall, who most kindly and efficiently acted

as our guide throughout the day, had other interesting Romano-

British remains to show us close at hand. On the southern side

of the summit of Gunnarton Crags themselves and immediately

below the highest peak he has found the remains of ancient

buildings, which are considered by him to be indications of what

was once a Romano-British town. Similar strong defensive posi-

tions exist on the summits of the great line of basaltic outcrop

eastwards towards the Watling Street. He has kindly supplied

us with the following information. In the process of remov-

ing the ''talus" or debris from beneath the northern face of

Gunnar Peak the quarrymen discovered numerous remains of the

early inhabitants who lived in the town above during pre-historic

and Roman times. Portions of skeletons and many skulls of men

women and children were found, together with fragments of

querns or hand mills and pottery, and also a bronze finger ring,

a bead of shale, and other objects. As the ancient town was

situated just above the spot where these relics were disinterred,

Mr. Hall considers it probable that victims had been cast head-

long dead or living from this lofty " Tarpeian Rock" on the

storming of that town, perhaps by the legionaries of Agr'icola

about A.D. 80 or 81. It was therefore deemed desirable to
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make explorations in the camp itself, and this has been done

with the approval of the lord of the manor, the Duke of JN'orth-

umberland. Under the direction of Mr. Hall, who had pre-

viously undertaken similar explorations, and with the efficient

help of Hugh Miller, Esq., P.G.S., several circular and two

square or oblong dwellings have been cleared out, and their

peculiar arrangements of doorways, partitions, etc., observed.

Some curious and interesting relics of the British and Eoman

periods have been brought to light. They consist of fragments

of urns and amphorae, a perfect bronze harp -shaped fibula, a

fluted iron ring, hand-mills, nails, etc. A kind of earth-oven

was also examined outside the entrance of the camp and in

front of its southern rampart. More extended explorations

will, it is hoped, be soon made, and a full account of the dis-

coveries published in our Transactions by Mr. Hall.

Leaving now the line of crags we made our way to Swinburne

Castle the seat of J. Gr. Eiddell, Esq., by whose kind permission

we then proceeded through the extensive park to examine the

numerous lines of curious geological parallel terraces and a large

upright stone, regarded as a Druid monolith. This stone stands

in the middle of a pasture, and has a height above the ground

level of eleven feet, with a breadth of three feet six inches, and

a thickness of one foot one inch. Hence a pretty walk through

wood and lane brought us to St. Giles' Church at Chollerton,

where we were met by the Eev. C. Bird the Yicar. The church

is an interesting and ancient one, and has been thoroughly well

restored. Mr. Bird shewed us freshly gathered specimens of the

Maiden Pink, Bianthus deltoides, which used to be common on

the Barrasford Crags, but is now becoming very scarce.

The afternoon was passing rapidly away, and we hurried on

to Chollerford Inn, where Mrs. Eeed had tea provided for us, but

the accommodation was hardly sufficient for so large a party as

our Club mustered on this occasion. After tea the President

gave the members some account of the Expedition from which

he had just returned, and made known to them some of the more

interesting results which had been obtained through the dredging

of the French Government steamship '^ Le Travailleur,''^ in the
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Bay of Biscay, and in which, by the invitation of the French

Government, he had had the honour of taking part.

The train which left ChoUerford at 8-35 p.m. brought back a

cheerful party well pleased with their day's trip.

The Sixth and last Eield Meeting of the year was held at

Marsden Eocks on Friday, October 1st. Although the party

who attended this meeting was small the interest of Marsden

Eocks had not ceased, and we can never gaze at that great sec-

tion of contorted, twisted, and dislocated strata, without fresh

feelings of wonder at the mighty power which must have been

brought to bear in effecting these great changes in the beds after

their deposition. There were, however, novelties in store for

the members. On our way a visit was paid to the Coal Mine

which is being sunk near "Whitburn, and we were witnesses of

the most novel form of pit sinking, in which the labour of men

gives place almost entirely to the operation of machinery, and the

shaft is excavated by the working under vertical pressure of an

iron beam, armed with a row of wedge-shaped teeth, and made to

revolve by means of horizontal levers moved by three or four men.

At Whitburn Lizard Mr. Howse called our attention to the

spot on the eastern escarpment of the Hills, where an old Sea-

Cave had recently been discovered, and which was found to con-

tain very interesting remains of mammals, birds, and man, which

he has recently described in our Transactions. "We also examined

the raised sea-beach, recently laid bare by the workings of the

quarry, and the sections of clay with chalk-flints and rounded

pebbles of quartz, which is known as the ''Scandinavian Drift."

I may observe that we found on this occasion, what had not

previously been noticed on this spot, that the surface of the rock

underlying the drift was most markedly and unmistakably scored

by glacial scratches.

An Evening Meeting in connection with the ITatural History

Society of Northumberland, Durham, and ]^ewcastle-upon-Tyne,

was held on Thursday, May 12th, 1881, when the following

Papers were read :

—
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Note on the occuiTence of Sabine's Gull, Larus Sabini, on the Coast of

Durham, by John Hancock.

Note on a hitherto undescribed Roman Camp near Foulplay Head, Ro-

chester, Reedwater, by C. T. Clongh, M.A., F.G.S., of H.M. Geological

Survey.

A Statement as to recent publications relating to Anodonta Jukesii, Forbes,

by G. A. Lebour, M.A., F.G.S., Professor of Geology in the University Col-

lege of Physical Science.

Bird Notes during the Winter 1880-81, by W. Green, Esq., Thornley

House.

During tlie past year death has snatched from the Club some

of her worthiest members.^* Foremost among them we have to

grieve for the loss of Mr. Thomas Atthey, a man possessed of

good natural talent, a keen and observing eye and clear intellect,

which made him in his pursuit of science a worthy companion

of her most distinguished votaries. His father was a corver at

Kenton, and there he was born in 1814. As he grew up he as-

sisted him at his work until the old corve was superseded in the

north by the ''iron tub." Then, while still a young man, he

went into Lancashire, where he superintended the corving at

some collieries with which Greorge Stephenson was connected.

Eeturning from Lancashire he resided at Cramlington, to which

place his father had during his absence removed. Here he

started a small grocer and provision dealer's shop, which he

carried on for some years. Subsequently he removed to Gos-

forth, and there followed the same business, and died in April,

1880. He had received but little education but he made the

best use of such as he had, and carefully studied those books

which came into his hands, treating of subjects congenial to

to his mind. He was a born naturalist, showing a love of na-

ture from his earliest years. Prestwick Carr, which was at

that time in its original beauty, was his favourite resort. He

carefully studied and became familiar with the birds and plants

of the neighbourhood, and his visits to the Carr led to that

* I am indebted to Mr. Joseph Wright, who has kindly collected for me materials for

the following biographies.
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acquaintance with Mr. John and Mr. Albany Hancock, which

was of so much value to him in after years. Another friend-

ship which he early formed was that of Professor Oliver, now

of Kew, but who at that time resided in N^ewcastle. It was,

I am told, at the suggestion of Professor Oliver that he devoted

himself to the collecting and preserving of the Diatomacese, and

Desmidiacese, microscopic plants, which abounded in the ditches

of the Carr. Por many years he pursued these subjects, ex-

tending his investigations with respect to microscopic plants

throughout the fresh and salt waters of the district. He had

made preparations for the publication of a catalogue of these or-

ganisms, but in consequence of his taking up another and more

important field of study, it was never completed. His early con-

nection with collieries, and his love of natural science, had led

him to search for fossils in the coal measures, and it so hap-

pened that the district in which he resided was peculiarly rich

in fossil remains, and thus the latter years of his life were

almost entirely devoted to the study of this branch of Palaeon-

tology. He was peculiarly fortunate, and during his investiga-

tions accumulated a large series of coal measure fossils, including

many of extreme rarity. His manipulative skill was very great,

and no time was thought by him too long to be bestowed in de-

veloping and clearing his beautiful specimens from their matrix,

which form one of the finest collections of coal-measure fossils

in the kingdom. The first paper which bears his name was

written in conjunction with Mr. J. "W. Kirkby, *'0n some

Pish Remains from the Durham and J^orthumberland Coal-

Measures," and was published in 1864 in Yol. VI. Tyneside

l^aturalists' Pield Club Transactions. Prom that time his name

is constantly associated with that of Mr. Albany Hancock, who

until his death assisted him in the description and illustration

of the choicest specimens in his collection. His still more re-

cent papers, written subsequently to Mr. Hancock's death, were

illustrated through the kind help of his friends Dr. Embleton

and Mr. Dinning. Mr. Atthey became a member of the Club in

1860, and a few years before his death was made an Associate

of the Liunsean Society. We may congratulate ourselves that
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through, the liberality of Lady Armstrong Mr. Atthey's grand

collection of fossils, which includes many choice types, has been

purchased and presented to the J^atural History Society, in whose

Museum it is now deposited.

Mr. Erancis Charlton, C.E., who had accompanied us in some

of our rambles during the past year, died very suddenly, at his

residence, at Tynemouth, on April the 9th, 1881. He was one

of the Charltons of Hesleyside, and was Surveyor for the County

of ISTorthumberland. Without devoting himself to any special

branch of ISTatural History he took a lively and intelligent in-

terest in it. He became a member of the Field Club in 1874,

and was a frequent attender at the Field Meetings, where his

general information and his special knowledge of the old county

families and history always rendered him an interesting and

agreeable companion.

Mr. W. M. Wake died at Sunderland, April 23rd, 1881. He

was elected a member of the Club in 1860. He took an active

interest in its affairs, and for many years was a member of the

committee. He was an ardent student of Paigeontology, and

had a very good collection of Tertiary and other Fossils, includ-

ing a fine series of those from the Permian beds of Tunstall and

its neighbourhood. He was much interested in the Museum at

Sunderland, and devoted much time and care to the arrangement

of its collections.

"While thus paying a tribute to the memory of those who are

taken from us, I cannot but express my regret that I see so

few young ^Naturalists rising up in the district to take their

place. The Tyneside Naturalists' Field Club maintains its

number of members, but unless new blood of young and ardent

devotees of science is infused into it, it cannot long maintain

that very high rank which it has hitherto held among scientific

societies, and which has made its Transactions to be regarded as

the most valuable publications of any provincial society in the

kingdom. Why will not our younger members apply them-

selves to the attentive study and working out of some one

special group of the animal or vegetable kingdoms, as those who

bore the honoured names of Alder, Hancock, Hodge, Atthey,
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and others have done before them, instead of being dabblers and

smatterers who do nothing well. Surely, now that there is a

College of Physical Science in IN'ewcastle, we might hope

to find an increase and not a decrease in the students of

N'atural Science. Vast fields of research in respect to the fauna

and flora of our northern counties remain untrodden. ITo cata-

logue exists of the fishes of the district, yet the extensive use of

trawls now employed should give most favourable opportunities

of investigation in this direction. Few of the Insecta, if we ex-

cept the Lepidoptera and Coleoptera, have been studied and cata-

logued efficiently. The Arachnida, the Myriapoda, the Annelida,

the Eotifera, the Spongida, and most of the Protozoa await ex-

amination. The Mosses, the Lichens, and the Fungi remain

subjects for lifelong study. The Fresh-water Algae, the Desmi-

diacese, and Diatomacese, though they have been studied, have

not yet been catalogued. Let me earnestly urge our younger

members to devote themselves to the careful painstaking investi-

gation of one of these groups. I^atural History has little fasci-

nation for the mere idea; it has a continually-increasing and

never-palling charm to the student who will but search deeply

into the mysteries which hang over the morphology, the physi-

ology, and homology of the minutest organ of the smallest or-

ganism, and compare them with the same parts in its nearer

or more distant allies of the same and of other groups.

PART IL—THE ABYSSES OF THE OCEAN.

The fifteen years which have passed since I last had the honour

of presiding over this Club, and addressing you from this Chair,

have constituted a period marked by great progress of knowledge

in most branches of IN'atural Science. I may especially call to

your mind the astonishing discoveries which have been taking

place as to the nature, properties, and interrelations of heat,

light, electricity, and sound ; the insight into the composition of

terrestrial and heavenly bodies which Spectroscopy has given us

;

our altered views with regard to what used to be considered
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elementary bodies ; and the important changes which Chemistry

has brought about in our metallurgical operations. But these,

and many similar subjects, deeply important as they are, and

necessarily interesting to every student of J^ature, do not so

directly come within the province of the Tyneside l^aturalists'

Field Club as the science of the study of life, namely, Biology.

Yet even within the restricted area of Biology so rapid has been

the march of investigation and acquired knowledge, that any

attempt in an address such as this to summarize, however briefly,

the progress of discovery, would of necessity end in failure. In

reviewing the past then I would narrow the scope, and select a

single topic to bring before you. It shall be Bee^ Sea Dredging,

which has largely occupied the attention of j!!»[aturalists through-

out the world during the period to which I have referred. At

the commencement of these fifteen years '^Deep Sea Dredging,"

as then understood, was being modestly inaugurated by Professor

M. Sars in 300-400 fathoms at the Lofoden Islands, and by the

British Association Dredging Committee, of which I was a mem-

ber, in 100-200 fathoms, to the north of Shetland; but now

Dredge and Trawl have brought us into connection with a new

world, so to speak, which had hitherto been cut off from the

knowledge of man by a great interspace of water several miles

deep.

It is not my intention to go over again the oft-told tale of the

instances in which living organisms had been brought from con-

siderable depths. The fact remains that fifteen years ago the

views entertained by Professor E. Porbes, that the bed of the

ocean was azoic, was generally acquiesced in; and the great

majority of ITaturalists held the opinion that animals could not

live without light, and under the great pressure which would act

upon them in depths greater than a few hundred fathoms.

The explorations of H.M.S. 'Lightning'' in 1868, when Dr.

Carpenter and Prof. Wyville Thomson found animal life to exist in

great abundance in 500-600 fathoms between the Outer Hebrides

and Paroe Islands, seriously shook the confidence of those who

had maintained the azoic character of the depths of the sea ; and

when, in the following year. Prof. Wyville Thomson, in the
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^ Porcupine,^ succeeded in obtaining a dredgeful of ^

' Globigerina

Ooze" from. 2,435 fathoms,"^* which was found to contain living

animals belonging to most classes of the Invertebrata, the atten-

tion of ^Naturalists throughout the world was concentrated on

the subject. One nation after another inaugurated expeditions

of research. England, the United States, and Canada ; Germany

and Denmark ; Austria and Sweden ; Holland and Prance, have

in succession taken up the work of investigation. INor is the

interest engendered likely soon to cease. During this present

year I have reason to believe that France, which last summer

entered the lists, by the dredgings of ' Le Travailleur ' in the Eay

of Biscay, in which by the special invitation of the French

Government I took part, will prosecute more extended researches

in the depths of the Mediterranean. Italy is preparing to follow

in her wake; and our own Government will probably place

another vessel at the disposal of my friend Sir "Wyville Thomson,

so as to enable him to extend the soundings commenced by the

^Knight ErranV last year, and trace out with greater exactness

the course of the cold and warm water currents which are found

so close together in the trough between the Faroe and Shetland

Islands, and which are characterized by distinctive Faunae.

I will now proceed to review, first, from a Geological, and,

secondly, from a Zoological standpoint, the results of these vari-

ous expeditions. It may, however, be well, as an introduction

to the consideration of the abyssal strata in course of formation,

to notice those deposits which are being formed in the shallow

seas around the shores of continents and islands.

A. Shallow Water Deposits.

On every sea beach we witness the gradual disintegration of

the cliffs, and their comminution into the coarser or finer sand

and mud on which we tread, while every storm-swollen river or

streamlet, as it hurries towards the sea, bears in its turbid

waters its burden of earth and sand destined to be sorted, sifted,

and silted into such finer or coarser material on the sea bottom,

* See Appendix A for an account of this dredging.
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at greater or lesser distances from land as would constitute simi-

lar geological strata to those wliich are presented to us in Con-

glomerates, coarser or finer grained Sandstones and Shales;

whilst the animals, which vary according to climate, the degree

of saltness of the water, and in a measure from the nature of the

comminuted material, present us with the facies of what will be

the Palaeontological aspect of future Fossiliferous Eeds. It is

not until we are at a considerable distance from land—often 100

or 150 miles—that the effect upon the sea bottom of material

brought down by rivers and of tidal action upon the land ceases.

A. Agassiz, describing one of the most recent United States

Dredgings, writes:— ''While dredging to the leeward of the

Carribbean Islands we could not fail to notice the large accu-

mulations of vegetable matter and of land debris brought up

from deep water, many miles from the shore. It was not an

uncommon thing to find, at a depth of over 1,000 fathoms, ten

or fifteen miles from land, masses of leaves, pieces of bamboo and

of sugar cane, dead land shells, and other land debris, which are

undoubtedly all blown out to sea by the prevailing easterly

trade winds. We frequently found floating on the surface

masses of vegetation more or less waterlogged, and ready to sink.

The contents of some of our trawls would certainly have puzzled

a Palaeontologist ; between the deep water forms of Crustacea,

Annelids, Pishes, Echinoderms, Sponges, etc., and the mango

and orange leaves mingled with branches of bamboo, nutmegs,

land shells, both animal and vegetable forms being in such pro-

fusion, he would have found it difficult to decide whether he had

to deal with a marine or a land fauna. Such a haul from some

fossil deposit would naturally be explained as representing a

shallow estuary surrounded by forests, and yet the depth might

have been 1,500 fathoms. This large amount of vegetable mat-

ter, thus carried out to sea, seems to have a material effect in

increasing, in certain localities, the number of marine forms."*

Passing now over the littoral and estuarine deposits, which of

necessity take their character primarily from the nature of the

adjacent land, we come to

* Bull. Museum, Comp. Zool., Vol. V., p. 295.
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B. Near- Shore Deposits.

Mr. Murray^* has divided the Kear-Shore Deposits under four

heads.

{a) Blue and Green Muds, which are met with near the shores of

most of the great Continents and Islands.

(5) Grai/ Muds and Sands, which are found chiefly near Oceanic

Islands of Yolcanic origin.

{c) Red Mud, which occurs on the Eastern Coast of South

America.

{d) Coral Mud, which covers the bed of the Ocean near Coral

Eeefs.

To these may be added

{e) Glacial Clays.

(a) The Blue and Green Muds owe their origin in a great mea-

sure to the disintegration of the older crystalline rocks of neigh-

bouring land. It has been found that not unfrequently the

green colour is however dependent on Glauconitic particles,

and that the shells of Poraminifera in these deposits have become

filled with Grlauconite, and are in fact in process of being con-

verted into a deposit of ''Grreen Sand." When treated with

acid the carbonate of lime is dissolved, and beautiful Glauconitic

casts of the Foraminifera remain behind. Such deposits were

met with in many places during the ' Challenger^

s

' dredgings.

Instances of this kind were found in the jSTorth Atlantic, off the

coast of Portugal, that of IN'orth America between Halifax and

^ew York, and the eastern side of South America. The Blue

Muds descend generally to deeper water than the Green, and the

Glauconitic particles rarely occur beyond 700 fathoms, whereas

the Blue Muds are frequently in 1,500, and even 2,500 fathoms.

{h) The Gray Muds and Sands derive their character from the

debris of volcanic rocks, and the colour is sometimes so dark as

to be almost black. Occasionally these volcanic sands are found

as much as 200 miles from the volcanic islands, as, for instance,

* Proc. Eoyal Soc, XXIV., p. 518,
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at Hawaii; and in depth they sometimes descend to nearly 3,000

fathoms.

{c) The Red Mud is a deposit taking place along the east coast

of South America. ''There can be little doubt but that this red

colour is due to the presence of the ochreous matter carried into

the Atlantic by the South American rivers, and there are reasons

for thinking that the red colour of some of the deep sea clays in

this region of the Atlantic may have a like origin." This Eed

Mud in places descends to 2,000 fathoms.

{d) Coral Mud is confined to the neighbourhood of Coral Eeefs,

and consists of the more or less comminuted particles of Coral

and the calcareous remains of Mollusca, Polyzoa, Foraminifera,

etc. This deposit, for example, is of great extent around Ber-

muda, and reaches from the edge of the reef down to a depth of

2,500 fathoms.

{e) Glacial Clays are in course of deposition around the Arctic

and Antarctic poles, where the icebergs carry out to sea, and in

melting let fall upon the bottom the mud, sand, and angulated

stones and rocks which they have conveyed from the land.

C. Deep Sea Deposits.

The Deep Sea Deposits of the Great Oceans are known to as-

sume five characters:—(«) Gloligerina Ooze, (h) Biloculina Oo%e,

{c) Red and Gray Clays, {d) Radiolarian Oo%e, (e) Diatomacean

Oo%e.

(a) The Glohigerina Oo%e covers the greater part of the Ocean

floors in depths between 500 and 2,500 fathoms, except that it

does not appear to extend in the Southern Ocean beyond Lat.

50° S., nor to the north beyond the Arctic Circle, nor was it

observed in the Pacific north of Lat. 10° IN". This Globigerina

Ooze consists, as its name implies, of a vast percentage of the

dead shells of Foraminifera belonging to the genus Gloligerina,

It is made up indeed mainly of the remains of animals which

lived on the surface of the sea, and when dead have sunk to

the bottom ; of Gloligerina, Orlulina, Pulvinulina, Pullenia,

Spliceroidina, scn.diS'astigerina; of Pteropod Mollusca, CoccospJieres
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and Rhabdospheres. The ooze thus consists almost entirely of cal-

careous matter, though minute fragments of mica, quartz, pumice,

scoria, manganese, and other mineral particles may generally be

detected in it, when the calcareous matter has been removed. The

Globigerina Ooze is inhabited by a fauna which is remarkably

rich and highly interesting. From it there have been brought

to us, as it were, messengers from another world—animals related

to a Pauna which a few years since was supposed to have ceased

to exist for countless ages Here we find in the Hexactinellid

Sponges representatives of the Ventriculites of the Chalk, to

which such species as Aslconema Seiuhahnse, Kent, Lefroyella

f^^^or^/, "Wyville-Thomson, Azorica crilrophora, Schmidt, Syringi-

diun Zettelii, Schmidt, and Sderoplegma conicum, Schmidt, bear

a most striking resemblance. The Stalked Crinoids, which are

extraordinarily abundant as fossils in many strata, were until

recently believed to be excessively rare in a living state ; and a

single specimen of the two Pentacrini then known was worth

fifty or sixty pounds, or even more. Several additional P^w#«mw«

have now been discovered, and one of these, P. Wyville-Tliomsoni,

Jeffreys, was dredged so near the coast of Portugal that it may

be regarded as a member of the European Pauna. The two

longer known species, which live in shallower water than the

Globigerina Ooze, have been taken in great abundance in the

West Indian Seas. Mr. A. Agassiz writes, ''Our collection of

Pentacrini is quite extensive. We found them at Montserrat,

St. Yincent, Grenada, Guadaloupe, and Barbadoes in several

places, and in such numbers that on one occasion we brought up

no less than one hundred and twenty-four at a single haul of the

bar and tangles. We must, of course, have swept over actual

forests of Pentacrini crowded together much as we find the fossil

Pentacrini on slabs. Our series is now sufliciently extensive to

settle satisfactorily the number of species of the genus found in

the West Indies. There are undoubtedly the two species which

have thus far been recognised. It is evident that they vary

greatly in appearance, P. Millleri being the most variable."^

* Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool., Vol. V., p. 269. According to Carpenter the Pentacrinus here

named P. Miilleri is not that species, but P. decorus, Wyville Thomson.

H
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The Apioerinidce, another family of the Crinoids of the Jurassic

Period, are now also found to have modern representatives in

BatJiycrinus AldricManus , Wyville-Thomson ; B. gracilis, Wy.
Thom. ; Hyocrinus BetlieUianus, Wy. Thom, ; and BJiizocrinus

Lofotensis, Sars. The first and third of these are from the South

Atlantic and Southern Ocean, while the others are European.

BatJiycrinus gracilis was dredged off the Bay of Biscay, and RM-
zocrinus Lofotensis has a wide geographical range, though indi-

vidually rare. I may mention that I dredged this Crinoid in

1879 near the mouth of the Hardanger Piord, within half a mile

of land, and in somewhat less than a hundred fathoms. Several

families of EcMnoidea, which had been supposed to have been

long extinct, are found to be represented by highly interesting

forms in the Globigerina Ooze. The SaleniidcB, which have ex-

isted since the Jurassic Period, have four known living species.

The JEcliinotliuriidce, of the Chalk, a remarkable family of Sea Ur-

chins, in which the plates overlap each other like a coat of mail,

so that the whole test is perfectly flexible, have allies in the ex-

isting genera Astlienosoma and Bliormosoma. These Sea Urchins

when dredged usually come up, as I have seen them in the Bay

of Biscay, perfectly flat, but Agassiz obtained specimens in 1,200

fathoms near Jamaica, which, when they came to the surface,

were ''fully blown up, hemispherical and globular in shape."

A third remarkable group of forms is allied to the fossil Anan-

chitidcB ; and Homolampas, Pourtalesia, Spatagocystis, Ecliino-

crepis, Urechinus, Cystechinus, and Calymne are certainly among

the most highly interesting discoveries which have resulted from

abyssal dredging.

A group of Macrourous Crustacea, the family JUryonidce, which

flourished in the Lyassic seas, but was supposed to have been

extinct for countless ages, is found to be represented by many

species closely allied to the fossil forms, and now lives, widely

distributed, in the Globigerina Ooze throughout the world.

Although the ooze is composed of so large a percentage of the

shells of Foraminifera, which live on the surface, these, though

numerically so abundant, after all represent but a small number

of the species of that class which occur in the ooze. The pelagic
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remains are accompanied by fine living arenaceous and cal-

careous forms, and in the lesser depths at which the Globigerina

Ooze is found, such non-pelagic forms greatly increase in num-

bers. On accurate examination of Globigerina Ooze obtained by

the 'Porcupine' in 1869, Stat. 87, Lat. 59° 37' IT., Long. 9° 11'

W., in 767 fathoms, I found that while sixty-five species of

Poraminifera were present, seven only of these were known to

live at the surface.

It is easy to picture to the mind these vast beds of Globigerina

Ooze, which are now accumulating upon what may be called the

uplands or plateaus of the bed of the ocean, converted hereafter

into strata of chalk or limestone ; indeed, Mr. Agassiz has found

the ooze in the "West Indies almost in the condition of chalk.

He writes:—''"We also obtained, in 994 fathoms, off IsTuevitas,

large blocks of genuine white chalk, composed mainly of Globi-

gerina and Eotulinse, large quantities of ooze and white clay,

which proved to be only the white chalk in different stages of

compression also came up in the trawl. If the conditions now

existing at that depth at all resemble those of the time of the

white chalk, I could readily understand how perfectly Sea Urchins

or Mollusks would be preserved, if once enclosed in this homo-

geneous substance, to be gradually compressed into solid white

chalk.'"^'

{I) BilocuUna Ooze.—As we approach the Arctic Circle, the

Globigerinae, which have been becoming more dwarfed, sub-

globular, and thick shelled, so as to have the distinguishing

name given to them by Mr. Brady Glo. Butertrei, var horealis,

gradually lessen in number, and thus a different deposit has been

found by the ITorwegian ISTorth Atlantic Expedition to occupy

the ocean between ITorway and Spitzbergen on the one side, and

Iceland and Greenland on the other. The bottom temperature

is here at freezing point, or but little above it, and a deposit is

taking place in which the Foraminifer BilocuUna ringens, though

far less abundant, in some measure takes the place occupied by

Globigerina over the rest of the Atlantic. Mr. H. B. Brady has

* A. Agassiz. in Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool., Vol. V., p. 290.
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carefully examined the composition of the material from a dredg-

ing of 1,862 fathoms in this district, and, after cleaning away

the finest mud, found that of the residue BilocuUna ringens

formed fifty per cent., the arenaceous Haplophragmium suhgloho-

sum, M. Sars, twenty per cent., but Globigerinse only four per

cent. A calcareous deposit is thus taking place in the Arctic

Seas, the component constituents of which appear to differ ma-

terially from the Globigerina Ooze of other parts of the ocean,

(tf) Red and Gray Clays.—These clays are being laid down

over vast districts in the Pacific, Southern, and Atlantic Oceans,

at depths which exceed 2,000 fathoms. In the great abysses of

the ocean the water possesses a solvent power, and takes back all

the carbonate of lime which, under other conditions, the animals

had themselves borrowed from it, and with which they had com-

posed their shelly coverings or bony skeletons. It has been

suggested that the dissolving character of the water arises from

excess of carbon-dioxide, but the exact depth at which it begins

to act appears to be from some unknown cause a fluctuating one.

Few lime-secreting animals live in this mud, and the shells of

Oceanic Mollusca and Foraminifera are dissolved as they fall

through the three or four miles of water, or soon after reaching

the bottom. Here, then, we no longer have a Globigerina Ooze

but gray, red, or dark chocolate-coloured mud. '

' The red and

chocolate colours of many of these clays is due to the presence of

oxide of iron in the first and oxide of manganese in the latter in-

stance." (Murray.) The origin of this mud has been a source of

several theories, the one which at present finds most favour is

that of Mr. Murray, who holds that it depends chiefly on volcanic

matter, consisting of the felspar, of pumice, and scoria, together

with the minerals incorporated with them. He supposes that

the pumice, after floating for some time upon the surface, gradu-

ally ''weathers" away, and the particles sink to the bottom.

Manganese is being deposited in large quantities at these depths

;

it accumulates around some nucleus, which may be the ear-bone

of a whale, or a shark's tooth, a small mineral, or piece of bone,

and often forms large masses. Sometimes the trawl of the

' would bring up as much as a bushel of manganese
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nodules of all sizes, from minute grains to the dimensions of

a cricket ball. The composition of these nodules has been found

by Mr. Buchanan to vary greatly, ''different nodules containing

different quantities of mechanically admixed mud, and the num-

ber of different elements found in them is very large. Copper,

iron, cobalt, nickel, manganese, alumina, lime, magnesia, silica,

and phosphoric acid have been detected in large numbers."^* The

skeletons, both shark and cetaceans, are dissolved, but the teeth

of the former and the ear-bones of the latter resisting the action

of the waters appear to be scattered over the surface of the Eed

Clay in vast numbers. At the ' Challenger^'' Stat. 307 the trawl

brought up over one hundred sharks' teeth and thirty ear-bones

of whales. As a consequence of the destruction of all calcareous

depositions, and of the very slow rate at which we can conceive

a bed to be laid down, which is dependent upon the decomposi-

tion of volcanic debris transported from volcanoes at a great dis-

tance, it may be assumed that the rate at which the E-ed Clay

is formed must be incalculably slow. The Red Clay and its

varieties appears to extend in gently undulating plains over the

deepest depressions of the crust of the earth, and to cover no

less than one hundred millions of square miles, at a depth seldom

less than 2,500 fathoms, or nearly three miles beneath the sur-

face of the sea. The Fauna which inhabits this vast region

represents therefore the occupants of one half of the entire sur-

face of the earth. It is, remarks Sir "Wyville Thomson, ''a Fauna,

not certainly of extreme poverty, and very special in its nature

;

its speciality consisting mainly in its great uniformity and in

the prevalence of certain types. There is every reason to believe

that the existing physical condition of this area date from a very

remote period, and that the present Pauna of the deep sea may

be regarded as being directly descended from Faunae which have

successively occupied the same deep sea. In the meantime,

changes involving lesser depths have been accompanied by the

appearance and disappearance of the land and shallow water

faunae of the Jurassic, the Cretaceous, and the Tertiary periods.

That the present abyssal fauna is the result of progressive change

*Proc. Eoyal Sue. Ediub., IX.. 1878, p. 288.
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tliere can be no room for doubt; but it would seem that in this

case the progress has been extremely slow, and that it has been

brought about almost in the absence of those causes, such as

minor and local oscillations of the crust of the earth producing

barriers and affecting climate, on which we are most inclined to

depend for the modification of Paunae."^ Again he boldly writes,

''There seems much reason for belieying that the great ocean

depressions of the present time have persisted through all the

later geological periods, back probably as far as the Permian age,

and perhaps much farther. If this be so, the length of time

during which the vast area occupied by the abyssal fauna has

maintained its continuity, and probably great uniformity in es-

sential conditions, is incalculable ; that is to say, it cannot in

the present state of our knowledge be reduced even approxi-

mately to astronomical time."f

{d) Radiolarian Oo%e.—In certain portions of the greatest

depths, where an ordinary red clay might have been expected to

occur, deposits are found in which microscopic siliceous organisms

play an important part, and the bottom takes its character, not

in this case fi'om the Poraminifera of the surface for these are

decomposed before or soon after they reach the bottom, but from

the siliceous skeletons of still more minute beings upon which

the water has no chemical action. Thus in certain parts of the

West and Mid Pacific, between latitudes 10° S. and 20° JN"., an

ooze is being formed, which consists mainly of the remains of

Eadiolaria. This deposit was found at eight stations, including

the deepest sounding which was taken during the voyage of the

^ Challenger^ at a depth of over five miles. I The number of

exquisite forms of Polycystina and Acanthystina in this deposit

is astonishing, and they equal in beauty and variety the forms iu

the well-known Eadiolarian fossil deposit in Barbadoes, of which

the counterpart has now been found in a recent state.

{e) Biatomacean Ooze.—This ooze may be considered to take,

in the Antarctic Circle, the place of the Biloculina Ooze of the

*Eeport Scientific Eesults Challenger, Vol. I., p. 50.

t Voyage of ' Challenger" in the North Atlantic, Vol. II., p. 3-32.

X Sounding 247. 23rd March. 1875. 4,475 fathoms, Lat. llo 24' N.
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Arctic Circle. Like the Eadiolarian Ooze it is a siliceous de-

posit, but is composed of the fi'ustules of Diatomacese, which

minute vegetable organisms live on the surface, and sink to the

bottom after death. The deposit occurs in depths ranging from

1,260 to 1,950 fathoms, and, as observed by the ' Challenger,'' is

best developed between the north edge of the Antarctic icefields

and lat. 60° S. The extraordinary abundance of Diatomacese in

the Southern Sea has long been known, and Dr. J. D. Hooker

found them everywhere staining the ice and snow at the water's

edge a pale ochreous brown. ''A deposit of mud, chiefly con-

sisting of the siliceous loricse of Diatomaceae, not less than 400

miles long and 120 miles broad, was found at a depth of between

200 and 400 feet, on the flanks of Yictoria Land, and in 70° S.

latitude. Of the thickness of this deposit no conjecture could

be formed; but that it must be continually increasing is evident,

the silex of which it is in a great measure composed being inde-

structible."^ Similar deposits in a fossilized state are known in

the neighbourhood of the Mediterranean, also at Eichmond in

Virginia, and in Bermuda.

The conditions of life, as they affect animals, at depths ranging

from 500 to 5,000 fathoms, are not so dissimilar as at first

might be imagined. For while it is true that the pressure at the

former depth would be half a ton to each square inch of surface,

and at a depth of five miles it would amount to no less than five

tons, yet the compressibility of water is so slight, that its density

even under such an enormous superincumbent weight is only

very slightly increased ; and thus animals permeated throughout

with water are not oppressed with the burden which they have

to bear, as we might at first suppose. Again, there is a remark-

able uniformity of temperature throughout the great mass of

ocean waters when once the first few hundred fathoms have been

passed. Temperature at great depths is found to be limited in

range to the six or eight degrees above freezing point. Towards

the Poles, both I^orth and South, this isothermal line rises to-

wards the surface ; as a consequence, invertebrata usually living

in abyssal regions are here found at much less depths. The

* Carpenter, The Microscope, 5th edition, p. 340.
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Eauna of the great abyss is remarkably characteristic, and pre-

serves its peculiar facies everywhere. Many identical forms have

been proved, in the few lines of dredgings which have already

been taken, to exist in every ocean. Others have occurred at

stations separated by many thousands of miles, and everywhere

representative species of families, which were unknown to exist

prior to these abyssal explorations, are found coming up in the

dredge, to bear their testimony that throughout the vast region

of the great abyss a special fauna exists, which possesses well

marked features of its own, and in all parts is characterized by

closely related if not identical species, which are wholly absent

from those shallower waters affected by the direct radiation of

heat from the sun.

The fauna found in 100-500 fathoms is extremely rich. It

embraces species in every class which on the one hand are not

met with at lesser depths, but on the other do not descend to

the abyss. At the same time a large portion of shallow water

forms descend to this region, while some also of the truly abyssal

groups and species begin here to make their appearance.

In from 500-1000 fathoms the fauna continues to consist of

almost all the species which had first appeared in between 100-

500 fathoms, though some forms which are found above the 100

fathoms line still linger, while the fauna is probably augmented

by almost all the species which are truly abyssal, or ''benthal,"

as Dr. Jeffreys has suggested they should be called. At the same

time the fauna of this region is not so extensive as that between

100 and 500 fathoms.

In greater depths than 1,000 fathoms the number of species

would certainly seem to diminish, and this diminution is carried

much further when at about 2, 500 fathoms the Globigerina Ooze

gives place to the Eed Clay. It has been already observed that

the animals at these depths have a peculiar facies of their own,

and although all classes have still their representatives, and thus

it is indubitably proved that lime-secreting animals can live in

the water at this depth, which, at the same time, dissolves shell-

structure. It would appear to follow that there must be a con-

tiniuil battle between the animal and the water whether the one
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can secrete or tlie other destroy shell most rapidly. In this

battle such shell-structure as is protected by overlying tissues of

the animal has more chance of escape than the exposed testaceous

coverings of MoUusca, and this will probably account for the

excessive rarity of this class on the Red Clay.

I have carefully prepared two tables,"^' which I lay before you.

The first of these shows our present knowledge of the fauna

which inhabits the greatest depths on a Eed Clay bottom, and

the second contains a List of the Animals which have as yet

been observed in the j^orth Atlantic at depths exceeding 1,000

fathoms. The JN'orth Atlantic has been considered in these tables

as extending southwards to Lat. 32° IN"., that is to a line drawn

through Bermuda and Madeira ; but in order more effectually to

exclude the tropical fauna, I think it would have been better to

consider the l^orth Atlantic as terminating at Lat. 35°, or a line

fi'om Cape Hatteras, on the American coast, to a point just south

of the Straits of Gibraltar on the eastern side. The difference

of these three degrees, though trifling as regards the deep-sea

fauna, which is here alone considered, would be found consider-

able with respect to the shore and shallow water Invertebrata.

A few general remarks on the fauna of depths exceeding 500

fathoms may not be without interest.

Fishes.—Fish have been procured by trawl and dredge at all

places down to 3,000 fathoms, but in the greatest depths the

number of groups represented appears to be limited, and consists

chiefly of members of the families Mursenidse, Clupeidae, Scope-

lidse, Stomiatidse, Ophidiidae, Macruridse, Pediculati, and in

the Arctic Seas by many Lycodidce. The Muraenidse are known

to descend in the Atlantic to 2,500 fathoms, in the Southern

Ocean to 1,400 fathoms, and in the Pacific to 2,000 fathoms.

The Scopelidse reach 2,550 fathoms in the Atlantic, 1,950 in the

Southern, and 2, 150 fathoms in the Pacific Ocean. The Clupeidse,

as represented by Holosaurus, descend to 2,750 in the Atlantic

and 1,375 fathoms in the Southern Ocean. The family Stomia-

tidsB has numerous abyssal representatives, which have been

* These tables have been revised and filled up to the present date (August, 1883), and

will be found printed as Appendix £ and Appmdix C\
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found in 2,500 fathoms in the Atlantic, 2,150 in the Soathern,

and 2,900 fathoms in the Pacific. Sternoptychidse are frequently

brought up by the trawl, when it has come from the greatest

depths, but Sir Wyville Thomson remarks that fish of this family

certainly do not come from the bottom, but are probably caught

in the passage of the net at some little distance below the sur-

face, "where there is reason to believe that there is a considerable

development of a peculiar pelagic Fauna." The members of this

'

' aberrant family of the Physostomi are singular and beautiful

fishes, distinguished by having on some part of the body ranges

of spots or glands producing a phosphorescent secretion. The

surface of the body is in most of the species devoid of scales, but

in lieu of these the surface of the skin is broken up into hexagonal

or rectangular areae, separated from each other by dark lines, and

covered with silvery pigment, dashed with various shades of

bronze, or green, or steel blue."* The delicate and very in-

teresting fishes, which belong to the family Ophidiidse, descend to

very great depths ; in the Atlantic they have been taken in 2,500

fathoms, in the Southern Ocean in 1,975 fathoms, and in the

Pacific, besides other forms, blind species have been procured in

2,150 and 2,440 fathoms, and a transparent species in 2,600

fathoms. A valuable and elaborate memoir has just been pub-

lished, as the second portion of the Fauna and Flora des Golfes

von Neapol^ by Dr. Carlo Emery on a remarkable fish of this

family, named Fierasfer, which spends a portion of its life living

purasitically within the bodies of large Holothurian Echinoderms

{Sticliopus reg alts and Holothuria tuhulosa). The Pediculati are

represented in the Atlantic by Ceratias ura^ioscopns, Murray,

which descends to 2,400 fathoms. The Macruridae are eminently

an abyssal family, and have been taken down to 1,900 fathoms

in the Atlantic, 1,950 in the Southern, and 2,425 in the Pacific

Ocean. The genus Lycodes of Eeinhardt is peculiarly an Arctic

and Antarctic genus, of which six species were found during

the I^orwegian !North Atlantic Expeditions on smooth clayey

bottom in the Polar Sea at depths ranging from 260 to 1,333

fathoms.

* Voyage of the • Challenger' in the North Atlantic, Vol. 11., p. o.
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TuNiCATA.—The Timicata of the deeper parts of the ocean are

few in number, but interesting in character, and sometimes re-

markable for their size.

MoLLuscA.—Certain groups and genera of Mollusca are emi-

nently characteristic of depths of 500-2,000 fathoms. Among

Lamellibranchiata Pecte^i, Amussium, and Lima represent the

Ostreacea. The Mytilacea occur in the genera [Modiola lutea),

Idas, and Bacrydium. Arcacea are almost always found in some

forms of Niicula, Leda {Portlandia), Malletia, Glomus, Area, or

Limopsis. The Lucinacea have many representatives in the genus

Axinus, and also in KelUa, KelUella, and Montacuta. Ahra puts

in an appearance for the Tellinacea ; and Lyonsia, and numerous

species of PeccioUa and Necera for the Myacea. The class Soleno-

conchia is quite at home, and embraces Dentalium, Siphonoden-

talium, Entalina, and Cadulus. Of the class Gasteropoda we find

among Onychoglossa the genus Propilidium ; among Rhaphidi-

glossa, numerous genera, especially Fissurisepta, Scissurella,

Trochus, Cyclostrema, Ganessa, and Sequen%ia; among Tsenio-

giossa, CitJma, Bunker ia, and Natica; among Ptenoglossa, Sca-

laria and Aclis ; among Gymnogiossa, jEulima and Odostomia;

among Toxogiossa, Pleurotoma, Befrancia, and Taranis ; among

Ehachiglossa, Met%geria and Troplion; among Odontoglossa, Py-

rene and the subgenera of Fasus ; among Tectibranchiata, Utri-

culus and Scaphander. In the first famous dredging of the

'Porcupine' in 1869, Stat. 37, five Mollusca were found in 2,438

fathoms. These were the pretty little Mussel Bacrydium vitreum,

Moll, which I have dredged near the mouth of the Hardanger

Fiord in not more than 80 fathoms, Bentalium candidum, Amus-

sium fenestratum, and Ahra nitida. The last species is perhaps

better known to British Conchologists as Syndesmya intermedia,

and has an enormous range in depth, from 3 to 2,435 fathoms.

Beachiopoda.—Of ITorth Atlantic Brachiopods Terehratula

vitrea. Born, is known to descend to 1,456 fathoms; Terehratula

caput-serpentis, Linn., to 1,180 fathoms; Waldheimia tenera, Jeff.,

to 1,450 fathoms; Atretia gnomon, Jeff., to 1,750 fathoms; and

Biscina Atlantica, King, to 2,425 fathoms. Terehratula Wyvillei,
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Davidson, was dredged by the ' Challenger ' iu the middle of the

Pacific at the vast depth of 2,900 fathoms, and twice on Eed

Clay.

PoLYZOA.—Polyzoa are found at all depths, but almost all the

species belong to the Chilostomata, the orders Cyclostomata and

Ctenostomata being scarcely represented beyond 1,000 fathoms.

The genera which descend deepest are Catenaria, Cellularia, Meni-

pea, Nellia, Cauda, Bicellaria, Bugula, Kmetoskias, Farciminaria,

Flustra, Carhasea, Salicornaria, and Bifasciaria. Kinetoskias is

a very beautiful form, allied to Bugula, and is synonymous with

Naresia of Wyville Thomson. Pour species are known

—

K.

Smittii, Danielssen, first found in 80 fathoms in IN'ordland, and

afterwards in Kors Piord, IN'orway, in which latter locality I

dredged a fragment in 1878 in 200 fathoms; K. wrlorescens, D.

{= Bugula wnhella, Smitt), recorded from 90 fathoms, Yadso, by

Danielssen, and irom 40 fathoms, Spitzbergen, by Smitt ; and a

third specimen, which was dredged during the Canadian Govern-

ment investigations on the Eiver St. Lawrence, has been sent

to me for determination by Mr. Whiteaves. The ' Challenger''

abyssal forms are K. cyathus, Wyv. Thomson,^' which was dredged

in 1,525 fathoms, south-west of Cape St. Yincent, and afterwards

in 2, 650 fathoms, in the latitude of Buenos Ayres ; and K.pocillum,

Busk, procured in 2,160 fathoms, near the Azores.

Ceustacea.—I am not aware that any Brachyurous Crustacea

have been recorded as found below 1,000 fathoms, although,

since many species such as Ehalia nux, Gorman, Amathia Carpen-

teri, Norman, Fthusa granulata, l!^orman, Lispogyiathus Thomsoni,

Korman, JSomolopsis rostratus, A. Milne Edwards and others are

known to descend to 500-700 fathoms, they might reasonably be

expected to be found living at greater depths. Macroura are

remarkably abundant in the greatest depths, and are represented

by very distinctive genera, including the family Eryonidce, which

has been already referred to. In 500-2,000 fathoms, Mysidea,

Cumacea, and the interesting family Munnopsidae {Isopoda remi-

ganiia of Sars) abound, but on account of their small size and

* Figured iu Voyage of the ' Challenger:—Th.^ Atlantic. Vol. 1., p, 143,
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the fragility of their structure often escape notice. Isopoda,

especially Apscudes, Tanais, Anthura, and allied genera, Amphi-

poda, Ostracoda, and Cirripedia, all seem to be represented at

the greatest depths.

AisTNELiDA.—The Eeport on the ' Challenger ' Annelida has not

yet been published, but twenty-nine species are known to inhabit

the North Atlantic in depths exceeding 1,000 fathoms. Thomson

tells us that an Annelid ''allied to Euflirosyne^'' was procured by

the ^ Challenger^ in 2,220 fathoms in the JSTorth Atlantic, and

that from a bottom of Eed Clay, in the extreme depth of 2,975

fathoms, there came up "many long cases of a tube-building

Annelid, evidently formed out of gritty matter, which occurs,

though sparingly, in the clay. The tubes and their content were

found by Dr. Willemoes-Suhm to belong to the family Ammo-

charidse, closely allied to the Maldania or Clymenidse, all of

which build tubes of sand or mud." IN'ear the Canaries the ano-

malous genus Balanoglossiis was brought up from 2,500 fathoms,

where it was living on a dark volcanic sandy bottom.

Gephyrea.—The I^orwegian ITorth Atlantic Exploring Expe-

dition procured three genera of Gephyrea from depths exceeding

1,000 fathoms. A Gephyrea was dredged by the ' Challenger''

on compact yellowish ooze in 1,945 fathoms near the Canaries,

which AYillemoes-Suhm regarded as " shewing a combination of

characters of the Sipunculacea and Priapulacea, " and to which

he gave the name Leioderma.

EcHiN-QDEEMATA.—Echiuodermata of all orders are apparently

at home in all depths, and in the great abysses several groups

unknown in shallower parts of the ocean present themselves. I

have already referred to the Echinoid families, Saleniidse, Echi-

nothuriidse, and Ananchytidae ; and also to the Crinoidea. The

Sea Puddings are largely represented by an entirely new order,

Elasipoda of Theel, the numerous members of which are every-

where present in the abyss of the ocean, but very rarely appear

—

if we except one or two forms in the Arctic Regions—in less than

500 fathoms. Asteroidea and Ophiuroidea abound ; among the

former the new genus Hymenaster, which has numerous species,

is noteworthy on account of the delicacy of its structure.
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CcELENTEEATA.—Hydiozoa are represented by a giant form,

Monocaulus, wMch lives on the Red Clay in the Pacific, and has

a stem more than six feet high, and a polyp, which is some six-

teen inches across the crown of its expanded tentacles. On a

small piece of shell dredged by the ' Valorous'' in 1,785 fathoms

I observed some chitinous tubes, which appeared to belong to a

species of Stephanoscyphus, and similar tubes were found in the

' Challenger', attached to ear-bones of whales, and concretions of

iron and manganese from the Red Clay of the Pacific. Simple

Corals and Sea Anemones descend to all depths, but branched

Corals do not seem to occur below 1,000 fathoms.

PoEiFEEA.—Sponges, more especially the Hexactinellidae, Lith-

istidae, and Geodiadge are extremely abundant in 500-1,000

fathoms, and are found in the greatest depths, but the forms

from 1,000-3,000 fathoms have not yet been determined.

FoEAMiNiFEEA are found everywhere, but in the greatest depths

arenaceous forms bear a much larger percentage to calcareous

species than is the case nearer shore.

A few half-filled dredges of mud are all that have yet been

procured to introduce us to the fauna which lives throughout vast

unknown regions, which occupy many millions of square miles,

underlying strata of water two to five miles and more in depth.

It will probably be left to our children's children to solve some

of the thousand problems now opening out before us. Meanwhile

investigation must patiently go on, and our knowledge of this

new world must be slowly built up step by step. Gradually is

the Dredge making its power more felt ; day by day is it taking

a more prominent position among instruments of philosophical

research. If that excellent naturalist and amusing wag, Edward

Forbes, were among us now, he would doubtless give us another

version of the following '' Dredging Song," which he sung at a

''Red Lion Dinner" of the British Association a generation ago.
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THE DREDGING SONG.*

Hurrah for the dredge, with its iron edge,

And its mystical triangle,

And its hided net, with meshes set,

Odd fishes to entangle

!

The ship may rove through the waters above,

'Mid scenes exciting wonder,

But braver sights the dredge delights,

As it roves the water under.

Chorus—Then a dredging we will go, wise boys,

Then a dredging we will go.

Down in the deep, where the mermen sleep,

Our gallant dredge is sinking.

Each finny shape in a precious scrape

Will find itself in a twinkling

!

They may twirl and twist, and writhe as they list.

And break themselves into sections.

But up they all, at the dredge's call, ^

Must come to fill collections.

Then a dredging, etc.

The creatures strange the sea that range.

Though mighty in their stations.

To the dredge must yield the briny field

Of their loves and depredations :

The crab so bold, like a knight of old

In scaly armour plated

;

And the slimy snail, with a shell on his tail,

And star fish radiated.

Then a dredging, etc.

Were I a fish (though I've no such wish

For a tail—the more's the pity)

I'd anathematize the prying eyes

Of the terrible Dredging Committee

;

No fish am I, but high and dry

'Mid dredgers take my station,

A -catching the fishes, all at the wishes

Of the British Association.

Then a dredging, etc.

* By Edward Forbes. I give it here from a manuscript copy which I procured from

my late friend Mr. Alder. The last verse is not given in the version published in the

Life of Forbes.
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APPENDIX A.

THE FIRST DREDGINa IN THE GREAT ABYSS.

Since my Address was delivered in 1880 my kind friend Sir

Wyville Thomson has been taken from us. I think it may be of

interest to publish the following letter as possessing some historic

value. It gives, as will be seen, an account of the first dredging

which exceeded 2,000 fathoms, and was read by me at the British

Association Meeting at Exeter directly after it was received. It

was through it that the success he had achieved was thus first

made known, though this letter is now for the first time put into

print.

^'Belfast, August 7th, 1869.

" My dear iN'orman,

" You are already aware that during the first cruise of

the year Mr. Jeffreys and his party dredged and took most im-

portant thermometrical and other observations to a depth of 1,476

fathoms. When I took Mr. Jeffreys' place for the second cruise

it was the intention to proceed northwards, and to work up a

part of the ITorth West passage north of Eockall. I found how-

ever on joining the vessel the gear in such perfect order, all the

arrangements so excellent, the weather so favourable, and the

confidence of our excellent commander so high, that after con-

sulting with Captain Calver I suggested to the Hydrographer

that we should turn southwards and explore the very deep water

off the Bay of Biscay. I was anxious that, if possible, the great

questions of the distribution of temperature and of the conditions

suitable to the existence of animal life should be finally settled,

and the circumstances seemed singularly favourable.

"]^o thoroughly reliable soundings have been taken beyond

2,800 fathoms, and I felt that if we could approach 2,500 all

the grand problems would be virtually solved, and the investiga-

tion of any greater depth would be a mere matter of detail and

curiosity.

''The Hydrographer at once consented to this change of plan,

and on the 17th of July we left Belfast, and steered round to
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Cork, where we coaled, and then stood ont towards some sound-

ings about a couple of hundred of miles S.W. of Ushant, marked

on the Admiralty Chart 2,000 fathoms and upwards. On the

20th and 21st we took a few hauls of the dredge on the slope of

the great plateau in the mouth of the Channel, in depths from

75 to 725 fathoms, and on the 22nd we sounded with a 'Hydra'

sounding apparatus, the depth 2,435 fathoms, with a bottom of

fine Atlantic Chalk-Mud, and a temperature registered by two

standard liiller- Six's thermometers of 36*5° Fah.

''A heavy dredge was put over in the afternoon, and slowly

the great coil of rope melted from the ' Aunt Sallies,' as we call

a long line of iron bars, with round wooden heads, on which the

coils are hung. In about an hour the dredge reached the bottom

upwards of three miles off.

'

' The dredge remained down about three hours, the Captain

moving his ship slowly up to it from time to time, and anxiously

watching the pulsations of the accumulator, ready to meet and

ease any undue strain. At nine o'clock p.m. the drums of the

donkey engine began to turn, and gradually and steadily the

' Aunt Sallies ' filled up again at the average rate of about two

feet of rope a second. A few minutes before one o'clock in the

morning two hundredweight of iron, the weights fixed 500 fathoms

from the dredge, came up, and at one o'clock precisely a cheer

from a breathless little band of watchers intimated that the dredge

had returned in safety from its wonderful and perilous journey

of more than six statute miles. A slight accident had occurred.

In going down the rope had taken a loop round the dredge, so

that the bag was not full. It contained, however, enough for

our purpose, one and a half hundredweight of Atlantic ooze, and

so the feat was accomplished. Some of us tossed ourselves down

on the sofas, without taking off our clothes, to wait till daylight

to see what was in the dredge.

''The next day we dredged again in 2,090 fathoms, practically

the same depth, and brought up two hundredweight of ooze; the

bottom temperature 36'4° ; and we spent the rest of the day in

making what will, I am sure, prove a most valuable series of

I
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temperature observations at every 250 fathoms point from the

bottom to the surface.

''These enormously deep dreclgings could not be continued.

Each operation required too much time, and the strain was too

great, both upon the tackle and upon the nervous systems of all

concerned, especially of Captain Calver and his officers, who cer-

tainly did all that could be compassed by human care, skill, and

enthusiasm to insure success. We crept home dredging in easier

depths.

"We start again to-morrow, and, as you may suppose, I have

enough to do. I can therefore only give you the slightest pos-

sible sketch of our results, anticipating fuller information when

I have time to collate the diaries and to look over the species.

"First.

—

As to Temperature. The super-heating of the sun

extends only to the depth of about twenty fathoms. Another

cause of super-heating—probably the Gulf Stream extends to the

depth of 500 to 700 fathoms, after that the temperature gradu-

ally sinks at the rate of about 0*2° for every 200 fathoms. This

is probably the normal rate of decrease, any deviation being pro-

duced by some special cause—a warm or a cold current.

" Secondly.

—

The Aeration of the Water. Mr. Hunter, who

accompanied me as Physicist, found the water from great depths

to contain a large excess of carbonic acid, and he found the water

at all depths to contain a considerable portion of dissolved organic

matter, thus in every way bearing out the observations of Mr.

W. L. Carpenter during the first cruise.

Thirdly.

—

Distrihution of Life. Life extends to the greatest

depths, and is represented by all the marine Invertebrate groups.

At 2,435 fathoms a handsome Bentalium and several other Mol-

lusca, one or two Crustacea, several Annelids and Gephyrea, a

very remarkable Crinoid with a stem four inches long I am not

prepared yet to say whether a mature form or a Pentacrinoid,

several Star Fishes, two Hydroid Zoophytes, and many Forami-

nifera were obtained.

" Still the Fauna has a dwarfed and Arctic look. This is

doubtless from the cold. At 800 to 900 fathoms, temperature

40° Fah. and upwards, the Fauna is rich, and is specially
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characterized by the great abundance of Yitreous Sponges, which

seem to be nearly related to, if not identical with, the Ventricu-

lites of the Chalk. This year's work has produced many forms

new to science, and many new to the British Eauna. Among

the most remarkable in the groups I have been working at I

may mention a very singular Echinoderm, representing a totally

new group of the Sub-kingdom ; a splendid new Ophiurid

;

Brisinga endecacnemos ; many specimens of Sars' Rhizocrinus

Lofotensis ; many Yitreous Sponges, including specimens of Apli-

roeallistes, Holtenia, and Hyalonema ; a fine Solarium from the

coast of Kerry, and many other things.

*^ As I am only writing in the interval of scaling the boilers,

with no opportunity of going over the collection, you must ac-

cept this sketch. I trust to your contributing the Crustacea,

which will be sent to you as soon as possible.

^'I will write again from Lerwick.

''Ever yours truly,

'' Wyville Thomsoi^."

APPENDIX B.

THE FAUNA OF THE GREATEST ABYSSES OF ALL OCEANS.

In the following table*' is shown the relative frequency in the

occurrence of the principal groups of animals at the fifty-two

stations at which Dredging or Trawling was effected by the

' Challenger,' in depths which exceeded 2,000 fathoms, irrespective

of the nature of the bottom, whether Globigerina Ooze, Eadio-

larian Ooze, Diatomacean Ooze, Eed Clay, or Gray Mud.

Pisces 20

Cephalopoda 2

Gasteropoda 7

LameUibranchiata ... 12

Brachiopoda 8

Timicata 4

Polyzoa 18

Macroura 24

Schizopoda 4

Edriophthalma 7

Ostracoda 8

Cirripedia 7

Pantopoda 2

Gephyrea 7

Annelida 21

Holothuroidea 16

Echinoidea 9

Asteroidea 15

OpMuroidea 18

Crinoidea 3

Zoantharia 14

Alcyonaria 16

Hydromedusse 4

Porifera 26

*This table is compiled from those given in the ' Challenger' Eeport by Sir Wyville

Thomson, Vol. I., p. 36, 37,
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Animals recoeded as peocueed on Red Clay in all Oceans.

I think some doubt must "be entertained whether the Ostracoda

in the following lists from 1,825 fathoms really lived on the Red

Clay. The dredging, which is remarkably shallow for Red Clay,

was taken just at the edge of the vast Red Clay region in the

South Pacific, near the shore of western South America, and

very near to Globigerina Ooze, from which it is possible that the

Ostracoda had been drifted to the locality where they were found.

Pisces. fms.

Typhlonus nasus, Guuther 2,440

Echiostoma microdon, Gunther 2,440

Bathypterois longicanda, Gunther 2,550

Gonostoma gracile, Guniher 2,425

MOLLUSCA.

Dentalium leptosceles, Watson 2,60D

Brachiopoda.

Terebratula Wyvillei, Davidson 2,600

TunicATA.

Culeolus Murrayi, Herdman 2,300

Stycla bythia, Herdman.... 2,600

Hypobythus calycodes, Herdman 2,900

POLYZOA.

Farciminaria pacifica, 5?<s^ 2,300

Salicornaria malvinensis. Busk 1,450

,, teuiiirostris, var. teniiis, B^isk 2,200

,, bicornis, ^M.s^ ... »» 2,200

Bifaxaria abyssicola, Bush 3,125

Ceustacea.

Haliporus curvirostris, Bate 2,375

Hepomadus iuermis, Bate 2,550

Geunadus parvus, Bate 2,425

Boreomysis obtusata, G. 0. Sars 2,740

Bairdia hhsuta, G^. >S' 5?'ao(y 1,825

Cytliere Suhmi, G.S.Brady 2,300

,, ch-cumdeutata, G. S. Brady 2,350
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Cythere Normani, G. S. Brady 1,825

,, dasyderma, G, S. Brady 1,825

,, acanthoderma, G. S. Brady 1,825

,, dictjon, G. S. Brady 1,825

Krithe producta, G.S.Brady 1,825

Cytheropterum mucronulatum,- (r. S. Brady 1,825

,, abyssorum, G. S. Brady 2,600

ECHINODERMATA.

Elpidia glacialis, Theel 2,600

,, rigida, Theel 2,300

Scotoplanes mollis, Theel 2,600

Periagone atrox, Theel 2,600

Scotoanassa diaphana, Theel 2,600

Achlyouice paradoxa, Theel 2,300

Oneirophanta mutabilis, Theel , 2,900

Benthodytes typica, Theel 1,500

,,
mamillifera, Theel 2,225

Pourtalesia laguncula, ^. ^^assea; 2,900

Cystecliinus Wyvillei, A. Agassiz 1,825

Marsipaster spinosjssimus, Sladen 2,335

Hymenaster geometricus, Sladen 2,335

,,
ecWnulatus, Sladen 2,335

,,
carnosus, Sladen 1,500

,, infernalls, Sladen 2,900

Beuthaster Wyville-Thomsoni, Sladen 2,900

Porcellanaster tuberosus, Sladen 1,875

,, crassus, Sladen 2,335

Ophioglypha Loveui, Zy??ia?z 2,600

,, bullata, Wyv. Thomson 2,650

,, convexa, Lyman 2,350

,, undata, Lyman 1,450

Ophiocteu pallidum, Lyman 2,600

Ophiomusiuin Lymani, Wyv. Thomson .., 1,825

Ophiomastes tegulitius, Lyman 2,600

Amphim-a ceruua, Lyman - 2,300

Amphilepis papyracea, Lyman 2,150

Ophiocliyta epigrus, Lyman 2,350

Ophiacantha placeutigera, Lyman 1,360

Ophiambix aculeatus, Xyman 1,350

Ophiogeron edentulus, Lyman 1,350

Ophiohelus pellucidus, Lyman 1,350

Opliiothela supplicans, X^maw 1,825
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fms.

Ophiocreas abyssicola, Lyman 2,300

Antedon 2,900

Hydrozoa.

Stephanoscyphus

Monoeaulus

?Leonura termiualis, Haeckel 2,160?

ACTINOZOA.

Coralliomorphus profundus, Moseley 2,025

Antheomorpha elegans, Hertwig 2,900

Liponema multiporum, Hertwig 1,875

Amphianthus bathybium, Hertwig 2,300

Porponia eloiigata, Hertwig 2,600

Deltocyathus Italicus, M. Edw. Sj- Haime 2,375

Bathyactis symmetrica, PourtaUs 2,900

Umbellula Thomsoni, Kolliker 2,125

,, leptocaulis, ^o//2A:e?' 2,440

Scleroptilon grandiflorum, Kolliker 2,300

Spongida.

Sponges are numerous on tlie Eed Clay, but they have not yet

been determined.

PORAMINIFEEA.

Some of the Eed Clay dredgings are comioaratively rich in cal-

careous bottom Poraminifera. Mr. Brady tells me that Stat. 276

(2,350 fathom), for example, has twenty-six species and varieties

of Lagena amongst other things; while Stat. 253 (3,125 fathoms)

has, in addition to six oceanic forms, thirty-one bottom species,

of which sixteen are calcareous and fifteen arenaceous. Arena-

ceous forms, however, usually constitute the larger portion of

the Foraminifera from extreme depths.
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APPEI^DIX C.

THE FAUNA, AS FAR AS YET KNOWN, WHICH LIVES IN THE
NORTH ATLANTIC OCEAN* AT GREATER DEPTHS THAN

ONE THOUSAND FATHOMS.

Pisces. fms.

Lycodes frigidus, Collett c 1,333

Caranx amblyhynctius, Cmu. ^ FaZ. 1,386

Poromitra capito, (r. ^ 5 1,632

Haloporphyrus viola, G. Sf B. 1,242

Rhodichthys regiaa, Collett 1,280

Macrums asper, G. Sf B 1,242

Coryphsenoides carapinus, G. Sf B 1,241

Chalinura Simula, G. Sj-

B

, 1,241

Cyclothone lusca, (t. ^ 5 1,386

Bathyophis ferox, Gunther 2,760

Scopelus Miilleri, Gmelin 1,110

Holosaurus macrochir, Gunther 1 ,242

Nemichthys scolopaceus, Richardson 1 ,047

TUNICATA.
Culeolus peiiatus, Suhm 1,700

MOLLUSCA.

Scaphander pun cto-striatus, Mig. ^ Adams ., 1,536

,, gracilis, Watson 1,000

Cylindrobulla fragilis, Jeffreys 1,536

Cylichna alba. Brown , 1,400

Utriculus substriatus, Jeffreijs 1,750

,, lacteus, Jeffreys 1,450

,, olivaceus, IFa^sow 1,000

,, leucus, Watson - ^. **<«*. 1,000

Actseon exilis, Jeffreys .^ 1,456

,, chariis, Watson ,.. 1,000

,, amabilis, Watson 1,000

Ringincula peracuta, Watson 1,075

Sipho propinquus, Alder 1,380

,, Sabini, (^roy (fragments) 1,450

,, Bocagei, P.Fischer 1,121

,, attenuatus, Jeffreys 1,215

,, fusiformis, Broderip ;.... 1,630

* See page 105 for definition of "North Atlantic," as here employed.
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fms.

Neptunea Mohni, Friek 1 ,833

,, Danielsseiii, Friele 1,333

Buccinum aquilarum, Watson 1,000

Nassa prismatica, Br,

,, Edwardsii, i^iscAer 2,622

Pyrene costulata, Cantraine.

Trophon multilamellosus, Phil.

,, Fabricii, ^ec^ 1,415

Spii'Otropis carinata, Phil.

Pleurotoma torquata, Phil.

,, teimicostata, M. /Sars 1,450

,, exarata, Moller 1,230

,, acanthodes, TFatson 1,075

,, decussata, Phil

,, macra, Watson 1,000

,, iuciucta, Watson 1,000

,, i\a,vdi, Watson 1,000

,, pruina, Watson 1,000

„ quadruplex, Watson 1,000

Defraucia chariessa, Watson 1,000

,, streptophora, Watson 1,000

,, chyta, Watson 1,000

,
, nodulosa, Jeffreys .

.

1,216

,, tenella, Jeffreys 1,936

Eulima steuostoma, Jeffreys 1,456

Odostomia flexuosa, Jeffreys 1 ,456

AclisWalleri, Jeffreys 1,622

Scalaria acus, Watson 1,000

Acirsa praalonga 1,450

Aporrhais serresianus, Mich 1,230

Ceritliium procemm, Jeff-eys 1 ,450

Eissoa subsoluta, Aradas 1 ,456

Natica affinis, Gmelin .' 1,100

,, radiata, Watson 1,000

,, sph^eroides, Jeffreys 1,750

Dunkeria falcifera, Watson 1,075

Fenella elongata, Watson 1,000

Cithna tenella, Jeffreys 1,536

,, Adamsi, Jeffreys.

Sequenzia formosa, Jeffreys 1,785

,, lom.Q?L, Watson 1,000

,, carinata, Jeffreys 1,095

,, elegans, Jeff-eys 1,095
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fms.

Ganessa pruinosa, Jeffreys 1,095

,, nitidiuscula, Jeffreijs 1,095

Tharsis Romettensis, Sequenza 1,095

Cyclostreraa basistriatum, Jeffreys 1,095

,, Si&ir\Q, Jeff-eys 1,095

MoUeria costulata, Mailer 1,095

Trochus Wiseri, Calcara , 1,456

,, tiara, Watson 1,075

,, Ottoi, Philippi 1,095

,, euspira, Dall 1,095

,, lima, Watson 1,000

,, infundibuliim, Watson 1,075

„ scintillaus, Watson 1,075

Scissurella umbilicata, Jeffreys 1,095

,, crispata, i^/emm^' 1,095

,, tenuis, Jeffreys 1,450

Puucturella Noachina, Linn 1,095

,, hvjohiSi, Watson 1,340

Rimula Astunana, P. Fischer 1,121

Fissurisepta papillosa, Sequenza 1,095

,, vo%iv2iiai^ Sequenza 1,095

,, profundi, Jejf/e_?/5 1,450

Propilidium ancyloides, Forbes 1 ,450

,,
pertenue, Jeffreys 1,095

,, compressum, Jeffreys 1,095

Chiton rarinota, Jeffreys 1 ,095

Cadulus gracilis, Jeffreys 1,095

,, Olivi, Scacchi 1,450

,, tumidosus, Jeffreys 1,450

,, cylindratus, Jeffreys 1,476

,, Jeffrcysi, Jfon^erosafo 1,125

Siphonodentalium vitreum, li. Sars 1,450

,, tei'QS, Jeff-eys 1,095

,, affiue, 3/. /S'ars 1,450

,, Lofotense, if. /S'ars 1,750

,, quinquangulare, i'Vies 1,230

Dentalium agile, M. Sars 1,963

,, candidum, Jeffreys 1,750

,) fdum, G. B. Soiverby 1,093

„ subterjGlssum, Je^rej/s 1,476

,, capillosum, Jeffreys 1,785

,, ensiculus, Jeffreys 1,785

,, yagina., Jeffreys 1,785
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Xylophaga dorsalis, Turton 1,522

Saxicava rugosa, Linn 1,622

Ne^ra obesa, Loven , 1,536

,, rostrata, Sjjengle?- 1,095

,, hicSiTmSitSi, Jeffreys 1,095

,, teres, Jeffreys 1,095

,, depressa, Jeffreys 1,095

,, contvSiGtSi, Jeffreys 1,095

,, semistrigosa, Jeffreys 1,095

,, riiginosa, Jeffreys., 1,095

,, angularis, Jeffreys 1,785

,, papyrea, Jeffreys 1,450

,, cmtSi, Jeffreys 1,095

,, notabilis, Jeffreys 1,450

,, striata, Jeffreys 1,450

,, exigua, Jeffreys 1,450

,, circiuata, Jeffreys 1,450

Pecchioiia granulata, Sequenza 1,456

,, abyssicola, M. Sars 1,450

,, gibbosa, Jeffreys 1,450

,, subquadrata, Jeffreys , 1,095

,, tornata, Jeffreys 1,785

,, insculpta, Jeffreys ,.• 1,263

,, acutecosta, Phil 1,456

Pholadomya Loveni, Jeffreys 1,456

Lyonsia formosa, Jeffreys 1,456

Tellina balaiistina, Linn 1,230

Abranitida, Muller 2,435

,, longicallis, Scacchi 1,522

Montacuta feiTuginosa, Montagu (? drifted) 1,960

,, Dawsoni, Jeffreys 1,750

,
, bidentata, Montagu (? drifted) 1,230

Kelliella miliaris, Philippi 1,785

Kellia symmetros, Jeffreys 1,750

Axiims eumyarius, M. Sars 1,100

,, Cronlmensis, Jeffreys 1,012

,, ferruginosus, Forbes 1,012

,, cycladius, S. Wood 1,750

,, flexuosus, ilion^a^ii var. rotunda 1,095

,, incrassatus, Jeffreys 1,785

,, tortuosus, Jeffreys 1,012

5, snbovatus, Jeffreys 1,408

Diplodonta Torelli, Je^re^/i^ 1,450
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Poromya rotiiudata, Jeffreys 1 ,450

Venus ovata, Pennant 1,083

Astarte compressa, Montagu var 2,000

5, borealis, Chemnitz 1,450

Limopsis aurita, Jeffreys 1,100

,, tenella, Jeffreys 1,450

,, cristata, Jeffreys 1,693

Silicula fragilis, Jeffreys 1,215

Glomus nitens, Jeffreys 1,750

Malletia excisa, Jeffreys..- 1,750

,, cuneata, Jeffreys 1,750

Leda tenuis, PMUppi 1,456

,, messinensis, Sequenza 1,750

,, expansa, Je^rei/s 1,750

,, arctica, Gray 1,333

,,
pustulosa, Jeffreys 1,470

,, lucida, Loven 1,011

,, frigida, Torell 1,360

,,
pusio, Philipin 1,750

,
, intermedia, M. Sars 1,333

,, micrometrica, Sequenza 1,456

,, insculpta, Jeffreys = 1,095

,, sericea, Jeffreys 1,450

,, Jeffreys!, Hidalgo 1,785

,, striolata, Jeffreys 1,095

,, minima, Jeffreys 1,095

Nucula tumidula, Malm. 1,456

,, cancellata, Jeffreys 1,470

,, striatissima, Sequenza 1,095

,, corboloides, Sequenza 1,536

,, sulcata. Brown 1,522

,, tegeensis, Forbes 1,536

Area pectunculoides, Scacchi 1,568

,, glacialis, G?-ay 1,622

„ Frielei, Jeffreys 1,333

Idas argenteus, Jeffreys 1,450

Dacrydium vitreum, MoUer 2,435

Modiolaria discors, Linn , 1,785

Crenella decussata, Montagu 1,750

Modiola lutea, Fischer 1,088

Lima gibba, Je^re?/s 1,785

,, subauriculata, Montagu 1,456

„ ovata, 6". F. TTooc? 1,450
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Lima subovata, Jeffreys 1,450

Amussium fenestratum, Forbes 2,435

,, Hoskynsi, Forhes ,.. 1,456

,,
lucidum, Jeffreys 1,450

Pecten fragilis, Jeffreys 1,750

,, Groenlandicus, G. B. Sowerhy 1,785

Waldheimia cranium, Muller 1,011

,,
teiiera, Jeffreys 1,450

Terebratula tuberata, Jeffreys 1,093

,, vitrea. Born 1,522

„ caputserpeutis, Linn. 1,180

Atretia gnomon, Jeffreys 2,400

Discina Atlantica, King 2,400

POLYZOA. *

Menlpea clausa. Busk 1,675

Canda simplex. Bush 1,700

Bugula reticulata, var. unicornis, Busjc^^. 2, 1 75

Kinctoskias cyathus, 7Fj/v. TAo/wsow 1,585

Farciminaria gracilis, Busk-, 1 , 675

,, delicatissima, jBws/j 2,750

Bifaxaria minuta, Bush 1,675

Tessaradoma gracile, M. Sars 1,121

Crustacea.

Galathodes acutus, A. M. Edw 1,033

Rhachocaris sculpta. Smith 1,186

,,
longirostris. Smith 1,047

Miersia Agassizii, Smith 1,047

,, gracilis. Smith 1,632

Acanthophyra purpurea, A. M. Edw 1,438

Enmiersia ensifera. Smith , 1,394

Meningodora mollis, Smith 1,682

Hymenodora glacialis, Bucholz 1,861

Bythocaris Payeri, Heller 1,081

,, leucopis, G. 0. Sars 1,110

Sergestes robustus. Smith 1,632

Boreomysis scyphops, (x. 0. ^ars 1,110

,, microps, G. 0. Sars 1,250

Pseudomysis abyssi, G. 0. Sars 1,110

Gnathophausia gigas, Suhm 2,200

* I am indebted to the kindness of Professor Busk for the information ^Yhich has

enabled me to include the Polyzoa in this list.
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Gnatliophausia zoea, Suhm 1,000

Eucopia australis, Dana 1,250

Diastylis polaris, G. 0. Sars 1,163

,, s.ijgi2i, G. 0. Sars 2,600

,, armata, iVo?-?72a?i 1,750

,, l£evis, Norman 1,630

,, biplicata, (r. 0. 6'a?-s 1,630

,, cornuta, 5oec^ 1,476

,, Calveri, Norman 1,630

Speucebatea abyssicola, Norman 1,360

Endorella hirsuta, G. 0. Sars 1,380

,, tmucatula, ^a^e 1,443

Ipliinoe serrata, Norman 1,443

Leucon longirostris, G 0. Sars 1,750

,, serratiis, Norman 1,750

Cyclaspis longicaudata, G. 0. Sars 1,450

Apseudes simplicirostris, Norman Sf Stehhivg 1,263

,,
gvdiQilh, Norman 8f Stehhing 1,785

,, codCSL, Suh7n 1,000

Sphyrapus anomalus, G. 0. Sars 1,215

Auceus stygius, G. 0. Sars 1,215

Anthura abyssorum, Norman Sf Stehhing 1,750

,, ^YO^ViOXa,^ Norman ^ Stehhing 1,450

Paranthura brachiata, Thompson 1,360

Astacilla lougicornis, Sowerhy 1,230

Chiridotea megalura, G. 0. Sars 1,710

Nannoniscus bicuspis, (r. 0. 6'a?-s 1,163

Eurycope cornuta, G. 0. Sars 1,215

Ilyarachna hirticeps, G. 0. Sars 1,215

Ischnosoma bispinosum, 6^. 0. ^ars 1,090

,, quadnspinosum, G. 0. Sars 1,360

Macrostylis spiuifera, G. 0. Sars 1,785

,

,

parallela, Norman Sf Stehhing 1 , 750

Hippomedon abyssi. Goes 1,215

Auonyx (Triphosa) pusillus, G. 0. Sars 1,004

„ HolboUii, ^7%e?- 2,435

,,
(Hippomedon?) calcaratus, G. 0. Sars 1,200

,, typhlops, G. 0. Sars 1,760

Harpinia abyssi, G. 0. Sars*

,, crenulata, Boeck 1,215

Monoculodes Packard!, Boeck (?) 1,215

^"In maximo abysso areas frigidae ubiqvie frequens."—G-. 0. Sars,
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LiJljeborgia fissicomis, 31. Sars 1,215

(Ediceros macroclieir, G. 0. Sars 1,004

Tritropis (?) appendiculata, G. 0. Sars 1,280

Melita pallida, G. 0. Sars 1,333

Neohela monstrosa, Boeck 1,215

Podocerus longicornis, G. 0. Sars 1,110

Poutocypris faba, Renss 2,833

Bairdia Milne-Edwardsii, G. S. Brad// 1,070

,, {oyeoMsi, G. S. Brady 1,070

,, SiGsmthigei'Si, G. S. Brady 1,070

,, yictrix, G. S. Brady 1,425

,, Sii\gi\\3itSi, G. S. Brady 2,833

Cythere dasyderma, G. S. Brady 2,740

,, dictjOTx, G. S. Brady 2,750

,, acauthoderma, G.S.Brady 2,750

,, irpex, G^. /S. jBmc?y 2,833

,, serralata, G.S.Brady 1,125

,, Speyeri, G.S.Brady 1,150

Krithe producta, G. S. Brady 1,675

Loxoconcha Africana, G.S.Brady 1,070

Xestoleberis variegata, G. S. Brady 1 ,070

Cytheropterou mucroniilatum, G.S.Brady 2,050

Cypridiiia gracilis, G. S. Brady 1,000

Euch^ta atlantica, Lubbocki^) 1,215

Scalpellum striolatiim, G. 0. Sars 1 ,08

1

,, regium, TFyv. Thomson 2,850

Sylon hymenodoraj, G. 0. Sars 1,862

Pantopoda.

Ascorhynchus abyssi, G. 0. Sars 1,539

Colossendeis miniita, Hoek 1,250

„ Villegentei, A il£ ^^w 1,065

Phoxichilidium oscitans, Roek 1,675

Annelida.

Paramphithoe piilchella, Bhiers 1,215

Polynoe Sarsii, Kinberg 1,081

„ globifera, G. 0. Sars 1,110

Autinoe Sarsii, Kinberg 1,215

Aleutia gelatinosa, M. Sars 1,366

Praxilla prsetermissa, Malmgren 1,100

Leanira hystricis, Ehkrs 1,443

Syllis abyssicola, ^AZers 1,380

I
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Nereis longissima, Malnujren 1,366

Lumbrinereis fragilis, Muller 1,380

Typhlonereis gracilis, Hansen 1,215

Gonida macnlata, (Eersted 1,215

Glycera capitata, (Eersted 1,100

Prionospio Steenstrupii, Mahngren 1 , 785

Scolophos armiger, Muller 1,100

Aricia Kupfferi, Ehlers 1,866

Ammotrypane aulogaster, H. Ratlike 1,380

Tachytrypane Jeffreysii, Mcintosh 1,100

,,
arctica, Mcintosh 1,785

Sphffirodorum abyssorum, fZansew 1,081

Troplionia glauca, Mahngren 1,380

Notomastus latericeus, J/. Sars 1,443

Maldane Sarsii, l/a/???(7ren 1,081

Myriotliele Heeri, Mahngren 1 , 380

,,
Sarsii, Hansen 1,081

,,
globifera, G. 0. Sars 1,110

Samatha sexcirrata, M. Sars 1,081

Melinua cristata, M. Sars.... 1,366

Owenia filiformis, D. Ch 1,788

Trichobranchiis glacialis, Mahngren 1,450

Terebellides Stromii, M. Sars 1,215

Potamilla Malmgreni, Hansen , 1,215

,, neglecta, ikf. /Sars 1,110

Protula arctica, Hansen , 1,163

Ditrypa Groenlandica, Mcintosh 1,450

Gephyrea.

Phascolosoma Lilljeborgii, Dan, ^ Kor 1,215

Onchnesoma glaciale, Dan. Sf Kor 1,004

Priapiiloides typiciis, Kor. Sj- Dan 1,004

Saccosoma vitrenm, Z)a;2. ^ Zor 1,163

ECHINODERMATA.

Irpa abyssicola, Daw. Sf Kor 1,250

Kolganana, Theel 1,250

,, hyalina, Dan. ^' Zor 1,200

Acanthotrochus mirabilis, Dan. Sf Kor 1,110

Elpidia nana, Theel 1,250

Euphronides depressa, Theel 1,090

Benthodytes typica, Theel 1,090

Echinocucumis typica, M. Sars 2,435
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Aerope rostrata, Wi/v. Thomson 1 , 750

Brissopsis lyrifera, Agassiz 2,435

Homolampas fragilis, A. Agassiz 1,920

Calyrane relicta, Wyv. Thomson 2,650

Pourtalesia mirauda, A. Agassiz 1,215

,, phiale, Wyv. Thomson 1,975

Echinus elegans, Dub. Sf Koren 1,350

,, Norvegicus, jDz«&. ^' Zore?i 2,435

,, y^&Wm., A Agassiz 1,047

Ceutrosteplianus longispinus, Pei^ ., 1,090

Phormosoma uranus, Wyo. Thomson 1,525

,, Sigsbeli, A. Agassiz 1,242

,, YqIqvA., A, Agassiz 1,224

Salenia hastigera, J.. J.^ass22 1,850

,, rarispiua, A. Agassiz 1,675

Hymenaster pellucidus, 7Fj/y. TAow/son 1,495

,, anomalus, Sladen ,.... ,. 1,425

,, membranaceus, Wyv. Thomson 1,125

Porcellauaster coeruleus, Wyv. Thomson 1,350

Tylaster Willei, Dan. ^ /for 1,200

Bathybiaster pallidas, Dan. Sf Kor 1 , 180

Goniopecten Edwardsii, Terrier 1,357

Hoplaster spinosus, Terrier 2,336

Caulaster pedunculatus. Terrier 1,000

Pedicellaster sexradiatiis, Terrier 2,336

Archaster Andromeda, Mull. ^ Trod 1 ,090

,, bifrons, Wyv. Thomson 1,090

Astrogonium longimanum, Wyv. Thomson 1,090

Brisinga endacacnemos 1,350

Zoroaster ,, 1.350

Ophiernis vallincola, Lyman 1 ,000

Ophioglypha lepida, Lyman 1,240

5, bullata, Wyv. Thomson 2,850

Opliiocten hastatum, Lyman 1,000

,, sericeum, Tories ^. 2,435

Ophiomusium armigerun, Lyman 1,650

,, Lymani, Wyv. Thomson 1,250

Ophiactis canotia, i_y?nan 1,000

Amphiura Otteri, X;'wnf7?na?2 1,250

,, duplicata, iywza/i 1,075

,, Verrilli, Lyman 2,650

Amphilepis Norvegica, Ljungman 1,350

Ophiacantha bidenlata , Eetzins 1 ,350
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Opliiacantha segestes, Lyman 1,075

Ophiomitra chelys, Lyman 1,525

Ophiogeron edentulus, ij/wan 1,000

IlycriDus Carpenter!, Dan. Sf Kor 1,495

Bathycrinus gracilis, JFyv. Thomson 2,475

Hydeozoa.

? Ptychogena pinuatula, ZfaecM 1,250

? Pectyllis arctica, Haeckel 1,250

? Cunarcla seginoides, Haeckel 1,675

Stephanoscyphus 1,875

ACTINOZOA.

Steplianactis abyssicola, Moseley 1,350

Garyophyllea communis, Sequenza 1,250

Deltocyatbus Italicus, M. Edw. ^ Haime 1,075

Stephanotrochus diadema, Moseley 1 ,009

,, nobilis, Moseley 1,000

FlaibjUum angulare, Moseley 1,250

,, alabastrum, i¥ose% 1,000

Bathyactis symmetrica, Moseley 2,900

Antboptilon Murrayi, Kolliker 1,250

Umbellula Gmitheri, Kolliker 1,850

,, Thomsoni, Kolliker 2,125

Protoptilon aberrans, Kolliker 1,700

Kophobelemmon stelliferum, Midler 1,055

PORIFERA.

Euplectella suberea, PTyy. T/iowsow 1,090 and 2,33G

Lefroyella decora, Wyv. Thomson 1 , 600

Although a large number of Sponges have been found in the

deepest water, they have not yet heen described.

FORAMINIFERA. *

Bilocnlina ringens, Lamk., 'Valorous^' Stat. 16 1,785

„ bulloides, Z)' Or& 2,750

,, comata, H. B. Brady, ' Valororis.' Stat. 12... 1,450

* This list of Foraminifera is drawn up partly from information kindly supplied to

me by Mr. H. B. Bi-ady respecting the results of the dredgings of the '•Porcupine' and
' Challenger,' and partly from my own examination of 'Porcupine' dredgings, and of the

dredgings of H.M.S. ' Valorous' in 1875. The arrangement and nomenclature is that

which will be employed by Mr. Brady in his forthcoming splendid Monograph on this

class. As no list has yet been published of the ' Valorovs' Deep Water Foraminifera. I
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Biloculina depressa, D'Orh, ' Valorous^'' Stat. 9 1,750

^, ,, var. mnrrhyna Schwager 1,230

elougata, D'Orb, ' Valorous,' Stat. 16 1,785

sphaii-a, JD'Orb 1,000

Spiroloculina tenuis, Czjzek, ' Valorous,' Stat. 12 1,450

Miliolina tricarinata, D'Orh, ' Valorous,' Stat. 12 ... .. 1,450

,, seminulum, Linn., ' Valorous,' Stat. 12 1,450

,, insignis, H. B. Brady, ' Valorous,' Stat. 9... 1,750

,, venusta, Karrer 2,750

,, Auberiana, D'Orh 2,435

Ophthalmidium inconstans, R. B. Brady 1,000

Planispirina celata, Costa, ' Valorous,' Stat. 12 1,450

,,
contraria, D'Orh 1,675

Cornuspira foliacea, PMlippi -. 1,470

,,
involvens, Reuss, ' Valorous,' Stat. 12 ... 1,450

Orbitolites tenuissimus. Carpenter, ' Valorous,' Stat. 7 1,100

„ „ „ Stat. 12 1,456

Astrorhiza crassatina, H. B.Brady, 'Valorous,' Stat, 9 1,750

,, catenata, Norman, '•Valorous,' Stat. 9 1,750

„ granulosa, H. B. Brady 1,000

,, angulosa, H. B. Brady 1,000

Pelosina rotundata, H. B.Brady 1,675

Piliiliua Jeffreysii, Carpenter 1,476

Technitella melo, Norman 1,215

Saccammina socialis, H. B. Brady 1,263

Hyperammina ramosaj H. B. Brady 1 ,000

,, ysig&ns, H. B. Brady ... 1,230

Rhabdammina abyssorun, M. Sars, ''Valorous,' 8tat. 9 1,750

,, covnnta., H. B. Bi-ady 1,215

,

,

discreta, H. B. Brady, ' Valorous,' St. 12 1,450

Aschemonilla scabra, H. B. Brady 1,000

Rhizammina algseformis, H. B. Brady 2,435

Haliphysema confertum, Norman, '•Valorous,' Stat. 9.. 1,750

Reopliax scorpiurus, 3/owi/o?'?, 'FaZoroMS,' Stat. 16... 1,785

,
, difflugiformis, H. B. Brady 2,435

have intimated these more carefully by adding the Station at which the species was

found. The following is a statement of the Stations where the ' Valorous ' dredgings

were conducted in a greater depth than 1,000 fathoms.

Stat. 7.—Lat. 63° 10' N., Long. 56° 43' W., 1,110 f....01ay-Mud.

„ 9.—Lat. 59° 10' N., Long. 50° 2-5' W., 1,750 f....Mud (blue clay under).

„ 12.—Lat. 56° 11' N., Long. 37° 41' W., 1,450 f...,Globigerina Ooze.

„ 16.—Lat. 55° 10' N., Long. 25° 58' W., 1,7S5 f....GlobigerinaOoze (blue clay

under).
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Reophax fusiformis, H. B. Brady 1,443

,, T^\\\\Y\iQY2i, H. B. Brady 2,435

,, nodulosa, ZT. jB. i?ra% 2,750

,, adunca, H. B.Brady, 'Valorous,' Stat. 9 ... 1,750

,, bacillaris, H. B. Brady, ^Valorous,'' Stat. 9.. 1,750

,, cylindrica, E. B. Brady, ''Valorous,'' Stat. 9 1,750

,, dentaliformis, iiT. 5. Brady, ^Valorous,' St. 9 1,750

Haplophragmium agglutinans, i)' Orb, ' Valorous,' St. 9 1,750

,, foliaceum, H. B. Brady ; 2,750

, ,
globigiriniformis, RSfJ.,' VaV St. 9 1 , 750

„ latidorsatum, Bomeynann, ' VaV St. 16 1 , 785

„ anceps, H. B. Brady, 'Val,' St. 16 1,785

,, scitulum, H. B. Brady, ^Valorous,'

Stat. 16 1,785

, ,
glomeratiim, H. B. Brady 2, 675

,, rotulatum, H. B. Brady 2,750

Placopsiliua vesicularis, H. B. Brady 1,215

,, hwXid., H. B. Brady 1,360

Thiirammina papillata, H. B. Brady 1,360

Webbina clavata, J. Sf P 1,000

Ammodiscus charoides, ./. Sf P, 1,350

,, tenuis, H. B. Brady 1,350

,, gordialis, J. ^ P. 1,350

Horniiosina globulifera, H. B. Brady, ' Valorous,^ St. 16 1,785

,, l!ioYma,m, H.B.Brady, ^ Valorous,^ Stsit. 16 1,785

,, Carpenteri, H. B. Brady, ' Valorous,'^ St. 16 1,785

,, OYimldi, H. B. Brady 1,350

Trochammina trullissata, H. B. Brady, ' Valorous, ' St. 9 1 , 750

,, ringeus, H. B. Brady, ' Valorous,^ St. 9 1,750

,, galesita, H. B. Brady 2,675

,, ganciloGulsitSL, H. B. Brady 1,000

,, sqiiamata, P. ^ J. 1,443

Cyclammina cancellata, H. B. Brady, ' Valorous,'' St. 12 1,450

Textularia gramen, UOi-h 1,630

5, sagittula, De/mwce 1,240

,, agglutinans, i)'0r6 1,000

Verneuilina polystropha, Reuss, ' Valorous,'' Stat. 12... 1,450

,, pygmsea, ^^^'er 1,675

.,, propinqua, H. B. Brady 1,000

Tritaxia lepida, H. B. Brady 1,240

Gaudryina pupoides, UOrh, ' Valorous,' Stat. 16 1,785

,, baccata, /ScAwa^-er, ' Fa/oroMs, Stat. 16 1,785

5, siphonella, Reu$s 2,435
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Bulimina elegans, i)'0r6 1,630

,, ,, var. exills, H. B. Brady 1,443

,,
pyrula, D'Ori 1,443

„ ovata, i)'Or& .. 1,350

,,
pupoides, D'Orh 1,000

,, aculeata, Z)' Or6 1,630

,, inflata, Sequenza 1,443

,, Buchiana, D'Orh 1,675

Virgulina Schreibersii, Czjzeh^ 'Fa/orows,' Stat, 16 ... 1,785

BoliviDa Isevigata, i)'Or&, 'Ffl;forot<s,' Stat. 12 ],450

,,
plicata, D'Ori, 'Fg/o?-oms,' Stat. 12 1,450

Cassidulina laevigata, UOrb^ 'Valorous,'' Stat. 12 1,450

,,
siibglobosa, jy. jB. JBra% 1,443

,,
Bradyi, iVon/ian 2,750

,, crassa, D'0?'6 2,750

Chilostomella ovoidea, Rsuss 1,350

Lagena lasvis, Montagu, 'Valorous,'' Stat. 12 1,450

,, liispida, i2e?ws, ' Faforo?«s,' Stat. 7 1,100

Stat. 12 1,450

,, semistriata, TF27/, 'FaforoMs,' Stat. 7 1,100

„ ,, „ „ Stat. 12 1,450

,,
gracillima, Sequenza 2,650

„ staphyllearia, Schivager 2,750

,, formosa, Schwager 2,435

,j Orbiguiana, Sequenza 2,675

„ globosa, PF. (^ ^ 2,675

,, auriculata, H. B. Brady 2,750

,, fimbriata, H. B. Brady 2,750

,, squamoso-alata, H. B. Brady 1,443

,, striato-punetata, /*. ^ .7. 2,750

,, ste[ht2i, H. B. Brady ... 2,750

,, melo, D'0?-&, 'F«/o?-ows,' Stat. 7 ... 1,100

,, seminlformis, Schwager 1,000

,, marginata, JF. Sf B., ^Valorous, Stat. 12 3,450

,, trigono-marginata, P. ^- J. 1,360

,, lasvigata, Reitss 2,533

Nodosaria scalaris, Sa^sc//, 'Fa/oroMs,' Stat. 9 1,750

„ ,, ,, ,, Stat. 12 1,450

„ „ „ „ Stat. 16 1,785

,, radicula, ii'nn 1,340

,, solnta, i^ewss, 'Fa/orozw,' Stat. 7 1,100

,, Roemeri, Neugehoren, 'Valorous,'' Stat. 9 ... 1,750

„ „ ,, „ Stat. 16... 1,785
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N odosaria communis, Z)' Orb^ ' Valorous^ ' Stat. 7 1 , 100

Glandulina laevigata, D'Orb, 'Valorous,' Stat. 12 1,450

„ „ „ „ Stat. 16 1,785

Frondicularia inaequalis, Costa 1,240

Margimilina costata, Batsch 1,240

glabra, Z)'0;-6 1,350

Rhabdogonium tricarinatum, D' Or6 1,360

Vaginulina legumen, Z2nn., 'FaZoroMs,' Stat. 12 1,450

,, linearis, Montagu, ' Valorous,^ Stat. 12 ... 1,450

Cristallaria cultrata, Montfort, ' Valorous,'' Stat. 12... 1,450

,, variabilis, Reuss 1,630

„ gibba, Z)'0?-6 1,240

,, acute auricularis, i^. ^ M". 2,750

,, rotulata, Lamk 1,350

,, compressa, D'Orh 1,000

Polymorphina lanceolata, Reuss, ' Valorous,'' Stat. 9... 1,750

,, elegantissima, UOrh 2,675

,, longicollis, H. B. Brady 2,435

,, Orbignii, Z6o?7ews^?, ' FaZoroMS,' Stat. 7 1,100

Uvigerina pygmaea, D'Orh, ' Valorous,'' Stat. 12 1,450

,, angulosa. Will, ' Fa/orows,' Stat. 12 1,450

,, asperula, Czjzelc 1,240

Globigerina inflata, D'Orb, 'Valorous,'' Stat. 12 1,450

,, bulloides, D Orb, ' Valorous,' Stat. 9 1,750

,, T^SLchydermsi, Ehrenberg, ' Valorous,'' 8t2it. 9 1,750

,, dubia, Egger 1,350

„ rubra, Z)'0r6 1,240

,, conglobsitSL, H. B. Brady 1,350

,, jequilateralis, H. B. Brady 1,675

„ Dutertrei, D'Orb 2,020

Orbulina universa, D'Orb, 'Valorous,' Stat. 16 1,785

,, porosa, Tergwewz, 'Fa/oroMS,' Stat. 9 1,750

Pullenia quinqueloba, Reuss, 'Valorous,' Stat. 16 1,785

„ sph^eroides, D'0r6 1,240

,, obliqueloculata, P. ^J.... 2,750

Sphseroidina bulloides, D'Orb, 'Valorous,'' Stat. 9 1,750

5? 5) 15 57 55 ^^ 1,785

,, dehiscens, P. ^ J, 2,750

Candeina nitida, D'Orb, 'Valorous,' Stat. 16 1,785

Spirillina vivipara, Ehrenherg 1,000

,5 marginata, H. B. Brady 1,000

,, margaritifera. Will., 'Valorous,' Stat. 12 ... 1,450

Tiuoporus lucidus, H. B. Brady, ' Valorous,'' Stat. 12... 1,450
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Polytrema miniaceum, Linn. 1,000

Truneatulina lobatula. Walker^ 'Valorous,'' Stat. 12... 1,450

,,
refulgens, i)ion?/or^, 'PaforoMs,' Stat. 12 1,450

,,
Wiillustorfii, Schwager 1,476

,,
ai'iminensis, i)'0?-6 1,360

,, grosserugosa, Gilmbel 1,000

,,
hwmilis, H. B. Brady 2,750

,, Uugeriana,Z)' Or6, Ta^oroMs,' Stat. 12... 1,450

„ „ ,, ,, ,, 16... 1,785

„ Robertsoniana, H. B. Brady, 'Valorous,''

Stat. 12, 1,450; 16... 1,785

„ Haidingerii, Z)'0?'6 2,754

„ pygmtea, Hantken 2,675

Pulvinulina repanda, F. ^ M. 1,000

,, concentrica, P. ^' J. 1,000

„ Meuardii, i>'0?& 2,675

,, iwxm.di3i, H. B. Brady 2,675

,, Partschiana 1,240

,, canariensis, D'Orb, ^Valorous,' Stat. 12... 1,450

,, ,, ,, ,, ,, 16... 1,785

,, crassa, D'Orb 1,360

,,
Karsteni, Eeuss 1,240

,, exlgim, H. B. Brady 2,435

,, pauperata, P. ^^./., 'Fa/oroMs,' Stat. 12... 1,450

J? ,, ,, ,, ,, 16... 1,785

„ Micheliniaua, D'Orb, ' Valorous,' Stat. 12... 1,450

,, ,, ,, ,, ,, 16... 1,785

Rotalia Soldanii, D'Orb, 'Valorous,' Stat. 9, 1,750;

12, 1,450; 16 1,785

,, orbicularis, i)'0?-6, 'FaZoroMS,' Stat. 9 1,750

Nonionina umbilicata, Montagu, ^Valorous,' Stat. 9 ... 1,750

„ 12... 1,450

,, pompilloides, F.^^ If., Fa/orows,' Stat. 9... 1,750

,, ,, ,, ,, ,, 12... I,4o0

„ scapha, P. ^ ili 1,340

,, turgida, Will. 1,340

Polystomella striatopimctata, F.Sf^M., 1,240
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The following gentlemen were elected members of the Tyne-

siDE I^ATTjKALisTs' FiELD Club during the year 1880 :

—

At the Anniyeesaet MEETDiTG, April 15th :—Hill Motum,

Helensville, Grainger Park Road; John Ford Maling, 14, Elli-

son Place; H. T. Archer, 14, Lovaine Place; John Bell, 28,

Burden Terrace; George Charlton, Chester Street, Newcastle;

"William Hutchinson, Roseworth Villas, Gosforth; Wm. J. Bone,

61, Linskill Street, l^orth Shields.

At the FiEST Field Meetin^g, Hexham, May 17th:—George

Clarke, 22, Belgrave Terrace ; A. M. Fowler, Tankerville Ter-

race ; A. H. Higginbottom, 4, Percy Terrace ; "William Hardie,

Osborne Road, "West Jesmond, I*[ewcastle ; Henry Strachan, 3,

Yilla Place, Union Lane ; Rev. Thos. Haslewood, St. Edmund's

Yicarage ; Edwd. Shewbrook, 49, "West Street, Gateshead ; Jas.

Cole, "Walker-on-Tyne ; Thomas Maw, "Wallace Terrace, Ryton-

on-Tyne; Thos, Gilchrist, Ovington Cottage, Ovington-on-Tyne

;

"William Graham, Lovaine Terrace, JS^orth Shields ; "Wm. Young

Yeitch, 37, Grange Road, Middlesbro'.

At Alston, June 23rd:—Rev. Charles Duppuy, 58, Maple

Street ; John Burrell, Lower Condercum, l^ewcastle ; Alfred

Fell, James F. Stark, and Thos. W. Stuart, Hebburn-on-Tyne

;

Rev. "W. J. "Wright, Hendon, and A. H. Robson, 2, Esplanade,

Sunderland.

At Maesden, October 1st:—John Straker "Wilson, 23, Grey

Street, and Andrew Ross, Dean Street, I^ewcastle ; Jacob Law-

son, Dunston, Gateshead; John Moffat, Linskill Terrace, and

R. T. "Wright, Linskill Terrace, I^Torth Shields ; Thos. Pinkney,

Cresswell Yilla, Sunderland,
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The following gentlemen were elected officers of the Clnb for

the year 1880-81 :
—

Peesident.

E. I. J. Browell, Esq.

Vice-Peestdents.

John Hancock, Esq.

John F. Spence, Esq.

Kalph Carr Ellison, Esq.

Rev. J. E. Bigge, M.A.

D. Embleton, Esq., M.D.

Rev. Canon Tristram, E.R.S.

George Wailes, Esq.

Rev. A. M. Norman, M.A.

Rev. J. C. Bruce, LL.D.

Rev. A. Bethune, M.xi.

Robert Vint, Esq.

James Clephan, Esq.

E. J. J. Browell, Esq.

Rev. R. E. Wheeler, M.A.

Prof. G. S. Brady, M.D.

H. B. Brady, Esq., F.R.S.

Rev. J. E. Leefe, M.A.

Rev. G. R. Hall, M.A., F.S.A.

G. H. Philipson, Esq., M.D.

Rev. R. E. Hooppell, LL.D.

Teeastjeee.

Robert Y. Green.

Richard Howi

HOXOEAEY SeCEETAEIES.

I

Thomas Thompson.

D. 0. Drowett.

William Maling.

William Dinning.

John Philipson.

Edward C. Robsou.

John Glover.

Committee.

T. W. Backhouse.

T. T. Clarke.

John T. Thompson.

Joseph Blacklock.

Rev. J. M. Hick.

Henry C. Abbs.

J. 8. Forster.

AlJDITOES.

I
T. P. Barkas.
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YIII.

—

A Voyage to Spitzbergen and the Arctic Seas. Ey Abel

Chapman, Esq., Silksworth Hall, Sunderland. With Four

Plates.

The interest which has always attached to records of Arctic

research has tempted me to write the following account of a

brief visit to Spitzhergen, and the adjacent seas, in the summer

of 1881.

An expedition to the Arctic regions was proposed in the spring

of that year ; but so little enterprise is there among travellers,

that while '' Cook" can draw his thousands to the beaten tracks

of the Ehine or the Mle, or to rush " round the world in ninety

days," the greatest difficulty was experienced in securing a mere

handful who were willing to strike out a new line, and thereby

reach some of the least-known and most sublime phenomena of

ligature. These difficulties it is unnecessary to recount. Even-

tually, after a long period of doubt and uncertainty, they were

surmounted, and on 12th July our small party embarked at

North Shields, ''than which," wrote a south-country member of

tho expedition, "we encountered no more uncivilized looking

region in all our travels, nor any in which the native language

is more incomprehensible."

Leaving the Tyne in the s.s. " Johann Sverdrup," we joined

our chartered steamer, the "Pallas," in Eergen, on 15th July.

The latter, which was to be our ocean home for several weeks,

was a commodious little vessel of 367 tons and 50 horse-power,

giving a speed of nine knots.

Of our nine hundred mile voyage through the IN'orwegian

fjords little need be said. They are doubtless well known to

most of my readers. The mountain scenery is magnificent,

especially about the wild Loffotens, but bird life is singularly

deficient: Shags and Arctic Skuas in the south, family parties

of Eider Ducks, and a few common sea-birds here and there

were all we saw, save an occasional Eagle soaring high over

the mountain peaks.

At Tromso we stopped two days to fill up with coal and take

in our stores of provisions, etc. Here also our ice-navigator.
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Capt. Elling- Carlsen, Knight of St. Olaf, etc., etc., joined the

•'Pallas." This veteran Arctic seaman, who in 1863 was the

first circumnavigator of Spitzhergen, and of Novaya Zemlya in

1871, on the latter voyage discovered the remains of the Wil-

helm Barentz Expedition of 1594, which had lain there unvisited

and undisturbed, save by bears, for two hundred and seventy-

seven years. Carlson was also ice-pilot of the ill-fated Austrian

Expedition, which in the "Tegethoff" involuntarily discovered

Franz Josef Land in 1874. "We also shipped two whale boats

with their crews, under Kjeldsen and Johannesen, both names

known in Arctic exploration ; and, finally, had a " crow's nest"

fitted to our fore-top mast.

During these preparations I utilised the time to visit the high

fjelds above Tromso, and in a wood of stunted birch found a

colony of Fieldfares breeding. Most nests contained haK-grown

young (July 20th), but eventually I found one with five eggs,

as well as two or three addled eggs in other nests, and two nests

of the Mealy Eedpole, Linaria canescens, with young. Ravens

were numerous, and we also obtained a fine specimen, of the

White-tailed Sea-Eagle, Halidetus alhicilla, in immature plumage.

Its claws having become inextricably fixed in the carcase of a

dead Cod-fish on which it had gorged itself, it was unable to rise.

The sun at this point disappeared for about an hour at mid-

night, but there was no darkness whatever. The surface tem-

perature of the water in the fjord varied from 49° to 51°, and

we continued sea bathing up to this point.

On the 23rd we weighed anchor, and steaming through the

inhospitable-looking northern fjords, entered the Arctic Sea, and

shaped our course for Spitzhergen, distant four hundred and

eighty miles IS'orth. Early next morning the peculiar pale yel-

low streak of light known as ''ice-blink," low on the northern

horizon, indicated the presence of ice in that direction ; and at

noon, latitude 72° 8" north, we ran up to an extensive floe,

extending east and west as far as the eye could reach. During

the next twelve hours our course included almost every point of

the compass ; but we eventually cleared the ice, and next morn-

ing the desolate snow-clad mountains of Bear Island were in
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sight, the lofty peak of "Mount Misery" hearing East distant

ahout sixteen miles. The surface temperature of the sea had

fallen to 32°, the air maximum, during twenty-four hours, 39°,

minimum 33°. Birds were here abundant ; Fulmar Petrels cir-

cled round the ship, gracefully gliding on motionless pinions,

Kittiwakes following our course, ever chased by Skuas of at

least two species, while strings of Briinnich's Guillemots whirled

across our bows like driven Grouse. The heavy ice rendering

a landing on Bear Island impracticable we steered I*^., and that

evening encountered a fresh gale from ]N".E., with heavy sea.

Early next morning, July 26th, the South Cape of Spitzbergen

was sighted, and the impressiveness of the scene from the decks

of the ''Pallas;" the grim grandeur of hopeless desolation con-

veyed to one's mind will never be forgotten by those who wit-

nessed it. The day was foggy, and dense masses of grey mist

appeared to fill each valley, while fleecy wreaths of it, only less

white than the mantle of everlasting snow, obscured and en-

circled the mountain slopes. The barren grey rocks appeared

wholly innocent of the faintest trace of colour or vegetation, and

above the cloud stratum the sharp and lofty peaks stood out in

bold jagged contour against the sky.

Steaming along the West coast, the entrance to Horn Sound

was judged by our ice-pilots to be impassable on account of the

masses of ice drifting outwards ; nor did any better luck attend

our intention of entering Bel Sound. The embouchure of that

inlet was studded with hundreds of drifting ice-floes of the

most varied and fantastic shapes, and the brilliancy of whose

hollowed wave-eaten sides rivalled the hues of emerald, sap-

phire, and chrysolite. See Frontispiece. Round our ship gam-

bolled "schools" of Black Bottle-nosed Whales, Gloliocephalus

melas, ? sp., and the scene was further enlivened by myriads of

Auks, Petrels, Guillemots, and other sea-fowl.

Proceeding north the coast presented an almost unbroken series

of glaciers. Each valley appeared to be occupied by one of these

ice-streams. Central Spitzbergen seems to consist of one im-

mense elevated plateau of palseocrystic ice, a ^^mer de glace,'^

from which innumerable glaciers take their rise, winding a
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sinuous course down the valleys, or cutting for themselves fresh

channels to the sea. The sea-front of many of these glaciers was

of great height, perhaps two hundred or three hundred feet sheer,

and protruded some distance beyond the coast line. The whole

coast swarmed with incalculable quantities of sea-fowl, and huge

'Tinner" "Whales or Horquals, Balmyioptera musculus, were fre-

quently descried, A good idea of the immense length of these

leviathans was conveyed by the distance between the erect dor-

sal fin, the only part visible, and the point at which the spray,

or "spouting" from their submerged nostrils rose from the sea.

This distance often appeared to be at least fifty feet, which would

give, roughly, a total length of perhaps seventy or eighty feet.

Plate III.

At midnight on the 26th we steamed up the magnificent en-

trance to Ice Pjord, and anchored in a creek called Green Haven.

The shores of this haven consisting chiefly of glaciers, bare rocks,

or snow-covered hills, its name must have been chosen on the

" lucus a non lucendo^ principle. Here we commenced a series

of more or less successful expeditions after Reindeer. These

Deer are tolerably numerous in the open valleys, and spend the

morning resting on the higher slopes of the hills, lying down as

often on a patch of snow as on the drier ground. Towards after-

noon (I need not remind my readers that there is no visible

difference between midday and midnight) they come down into

the valleys and lower ground, where they find abundant pastur-

age in the mosses and Arctic vegetation, which spiings up

rapidly in the short summer. The E-eindeer were very fearless,

and took little or no notice of the report of a rifle, provided the

sportsman kept well out of sight. They probably mistook it

for the sounds caused by the cracking and splitting of the glaciers,

noises which ceaselessly reverberated around. One of our party

assured me he fired, I think it was, eight or nine shots at four

Bucks, and when one or two of them fell, the others coolly

walked up and began sniffing curiously at the bodies of their late

companions. I noticed the same indifference in the Arctic Ptar-

migan, Lagopus hemileucurus, of which bird I fell in with four on

our first landing. They sat down on a steep moraine, where I
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killed them all, without one attempting to take wing. The first

day's stalking in a broad valley running east from Green Haven

produced five Deer, all very fat and in high condition. Their

colour was blueish-grey, with a lavender tinge. All their horns

were in the velvet, and hundreds of the cast antlers lay scat-

tered about in the bed of' the small muddy torrent which flowed

down the valley. Of birds seen inland Snow Bunting and Purple

Sandpiper were most numerous, a nest of the latter, with four

eggs, being also found to-day. On the fjord large numbers of

Eider Ducks and sea-fowl were shot as an addition to our bill of

fare, to which also numerous large Cod-fish caught by lines from

the steamer formed a material contribution.

Other expeditions were made with varying success, and one

strange fact in Arctic conditions forced itself rather painfully

upon us. This was that the extreme rarification, or clearness of

the atmosphere, practically abolished all appearance of distance,

and caused the most extraordinary deceptions. Thus a row

across a fjord, which appeared only a couple of hundred yards,

would prove to be two or three miles, and hills, etc., at a dis-

tance of seven or eight miles appeared to be less than one. These

deceptions sometimes entailed very severe work in the long in-

land expeditions. We now understood why the old Dutch navi-

gators turned back in fear from a land which seemed ever near,

yet took days to reach.

Geologically the formation of Western Spitsbergen is largely

of the Carboniferous period. Strange as the fact may appear to

a beholder of its ice-bound shores at the present day, there ap-

pears abundant evidence of their having in long-past ages luxuri-

ated in the temperate clime and abundant flora of that epoch

;

and on several of the sounds outcrops of coal of good quality

have been discovered. The hills consist largely of Sandstones

and Dolomite, or Mountain Limestone, interspersed with Granite,

and dykes of basaltic rock in vertical columns. But more strange

still is the fact that the comparatively recent formations of the

Miocene, a period almost unevidenced in the British Islands,

appears to be largely represented in Spitzbergen on the east

coast, though the intermediate periods seem to have left but
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little record. However^ as the dip of the strata trends eastward,

and Central Spitzbergen is buried in heavy land ice, and there-

fore unknown, possibly some of the latter may outcrop in this un-

explored region. Several instances of wliat we considered '

' raised

beaches" were observed in the fjords.

Of the few lithological specimens brought home the majority

were Limestones or Sandstones of the Carboniferous series, and

all presented a singularly weather-worn appearance. There was

also a concretionary nodule of Ironstone, and specimens of Mica-

Schist and Granite. The following fossils obtained by us are all

common to the Carboniferous rocks of Durham and IS'orthumber-

land, and have been identified by my brother, A. Crawhall Chap-

man, mining engineer, viz., Terebratula hastata, Spirifera striata,

Producta semireticulata, and Lepidodendra.

Many of the sea fronts of the hill ranges, the rocks being dis-

integrated by the severity of the climate, present steep smooth

slopes, the sides of which are carved out by the action of ice and

water into regular series of vertical buttresses. The singular

uniformity of appearance thus presented somewhat resembles the

work of the military engineer with his bastions, scarps and

counter scarps ranged with mathematical accuracy.

Where the solid rock presents a vertical face, the narrow

ledges of the horizontal strata are almost invariably occupied by

countless myriads of E-ock-birds, whose gigantic '

' Loomeries,

"

or breeding places, are one of the wonders of Spitzbergen, by

comparison dwarfing ours of Flambro' and the Parnes into the

utmost insignificance. Many of these Loomeries are situated a

considerable distance from the sea, and at elevations of a thousand

to two thousand feet above it. These precautions are necessary

to secure immunity from the numerous Arctic Foxes, but must

greatly add to the labours of the parent birds in feeding their

young.

After leaving Ice Fjord we continued our voyage northwards,

and passing outside of Prinz Carl Foreland paid a short visit to

King's Bay and Cross Bay, remarkable for the magnificent Arctic

panorama they present. Thence we steamed to Magdalena Bay,

in 79' 35" North lat. This is a mountain-encircled basin, its
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shores lined with glaciers, and the whole scene enveloped in

snow, save where ridges of black rocks stand out in sharply-

defined contrast. Here we found the ]N"orwegian whaling schooner

''Hvitfisken," which had already secured a full cargo of two

hundred and fifty AYhite Whales, Beluga catodon,'^' said to be

worth £1500. These animals abounded in the Bay. They are

gregarious, and frequent the shallow muddy waters along the

shore. The ''Hvitfisk's" cargo also comprised a number of

Seals, a quantity of Eider down, and last, not least, two Polar

Bears, which had been shot by her crew in Bel Sound just before

our arrival. They were unluckily the only examples of Ursus

maritimtis our expedition came across. The little vessel lay is-

landed among the floating skins of her prey, and surrounded by

a struggling crowd of Fulmars, which quarrelled and fought over

the blubber, most audaciously regardless of our presence within

a few feet. They were easily caught alive by hook and line, but

we were not equally successful with Squalus Grcenlandicus^ the

Blind Shark, one or two of which were swimming round close to

the surface, but which we failed to secure. We found no Kein-

deer here, the ground not being suitable, but on the low rocky

foreshore shot several Grey Geese, Anser hrachyrhynchus, which

were breeding on the rugged talus at the base of the cliffs.

Higher up Glaucous and Ivory Gulls were breeding on Rotge's

Hill, but their nests were utterly inaccessible. This day was

absolutely warm ; the thermometer hung on the deck-house,

registering over 80° in the sun; and we observed some small

midges, the only insects seen in Spitzbergen. The surface tem-

perature in the Bay was 32®. While stalking the Geese on the

north shore I came across the remains of a rude wooden coffin,

half buried in big stones. The place had evidently been ex-

plored by Bears, and all that remained of the poor whaler were

a few metal buttons.

Prom here we again proceeded north, intending to double

Yerlegen Hook and reach Hinloopen Straits, where we were in

high hopes of falling in with Walrus and Bear. But in this we

were disappointed. Off Hakluyt's Headland we encountered

* Delphinax>teruR Uveas (Pallas).
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considerable masses of drift ice, the floes becoming gradually-

denser and more formidable as we advanced. Shortly afterwards,

off Vogelsang Island, in 79' 55" north lat., the solid ice-barrier

of the Polar Pack definitely arrested all further progress. The

Pack, impinging on the land at E'orske Oer, to the east of us,

extended all round on the north, and thence trended south west,

leaving only a narrow lane of open water. The spectacle pre-

sented fi'om the masthead at this point was unspeakably grand.

It was just midnight—one of those calm clear nights which are

characteristic of the Arctic seas—and the cold bright rays of the

northern sun lent a peculiar prismatic hue to the silent scene,

beautifying all they touched. To the north, as far as eye could

reach, lay, stretched in silently-defiant majesty, the rugged

plains of Polar ice, here and there distorted and upheaved into

ridges and hummocks, the threshold of the unknown region,

impregnable hitherto even to the pluck and science of the nine-

teenth century. Por all we could tell the ice was continuous to

the Pole itself, within seven hundred miles of which we lay.

On our starboard was Vogelsang: its black cliffs and snowy

slopes reflected faultlessly in the rippleless sea, as in a mirror

;

while ice-floes of every conceivable shape studded the water

around.

The Polar ice which now lay before us marks the summer

limit of the Gulf-Stream influence. It marks the battle field of

two great contending influences of Nature, one from the tropics,

the other from the pole. The exact position of the ice-edge varies

in different years to some extent. In open seasons, at irregular

intervals, the sea is found to be clear of ice as far as the Seven

Islands, in 80° 45" north lat., or even much further, as in

1863, when Carlsen sailed round JS'ord-Ost-land, and circumnavi-

gated Spitzbergen. But this is exceptional. The normal posi-

tion of the permanent ice, at that season, appears to be pretty

constant where we found it on that July night in 1881, just

impinging on the l^.W. corner of Spitzbergen. Prom near this

point in 1827 Parry set out on his memorable attempt to reach

the North Pole by sledging across the Pack, attaining an altitude

of 82° 45" north latitude.
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The meridians of longitude being at this high northern point

only some ten or a dozen miles in width, several of these ideal lines

would naturally, in the clear northern atmosphere, fall within

the range of our vision ; and that our party was, at least, not

oppressively scientific, was demonstrated by a report that one

member had ascended to the '' Crow's JS'est," armed with a

powerful binocular, in order to examine this phenomenon. Pre-

sumably, he expected to view a network of wires, something like

what one sees branching away from a telephone exchange.

The surface temperature was 32°. Several Seals and the usual

Arctic birds were observed. Our stay here was necessarily short,

as considerations of safety made an immediate retreat imperative,

lest the slowly-drifting ice should close up the narrow passage

left behind us. Accordingly the order was given to 'bout ship,

and with heavy hearts we steamed back to Magdalena Bay.

Thence the course of the ''Pallas" was directed southwards to

Eel Sound, where we anchored safely under "Middle Hook."

This range of cliffs was of the typical Spitzbergen buttressed

form, and its higher ridges were occupied by one of the most ex-

tensive Loomeries we met with, at an elevation of perhaps a

thousand feet. The spectacle of the teeming, hurrying, clamour-

ing throng of sea fowl eddying round the lofty summits, dwarfed

by the altitude to mere specks, like ten thousand swarms of bees,

beggars description. Ceaselessly, day and night, plied the mul-

titudinous columns between crag and sea—the upward-bound

files with gaping bills and a ''cheekful" of Shrimps, intended

for their young, but often destined to become the prey of their

persecutors, the Arctic Skuas, Stercorarius parasiticus, which

ever hovered overhead on piracy intent. Ihe wild Eabel-like

medley of cries from the myriad throats in these cliffs, ceaselessly

resounding from above in varying cadences, resembled the dis-

tant roar of a heavy sea, or, perhaps better, of an excited mob of

the ignohih vulgus at election times. The buzzing and chatter-

ing of the Guillemots, the weird long-drawn ''twirl" of the

Auks, and the petulant "yapping" bark of numberless Arctic

Foxes, each formed a distinctive component.

Bel Sound at this date, August 2nd, was full of masses of
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^'bay-ice," slowly drifting seawards, and here too swarmed the

Rock-birds in bewildering profusion. "Wherever the eye rested,

there were the Alcadsean hordes. Ice, air, and sea equally were

filled with them, hurrying past, swimming in black phalanxes,

or sitting in serried ranks bolt upright on the ice.

"We remained here some days, and obtained several Reindeer

and Seals. Five of the former were shot one day in a valley off

Axel Bay. In this latter Sound we witnessed a magnificent

Arctic spectacle. The mouth of the inlet is almost closed by a

small rocky island of upheaved vertical strata, and as the fast-

ice in the upper waters broke up, the detached floes, drifting

outwards, soon blocked the narrow outlet. Then the accumu-

lating masses of ice imprisoned behind and propelled by a strong

ebb drove irresistibly forward, and at the outlet a terrific struggle

ensued. Piled up, block upon block, the roaring, grinding,

crushing mass of congested ice was upheaved again and again,

almost to the level of the low ridge where we sat, only to fall

back each time with a crash like thunder. The background

was appropriately formed by a huge "stratified" glacier, occu-

pying all the opposite shore of the narrow channel. Only its

grim and lofty front was visible to us, for, low on its green con-

vex back rested a mass of dense grey cloud, while above this

again rose the peaks of barren snow-streaked mountains. The

whole spectacle formed one of l^ature's most majestic scenes

—

utterly beyond my power to describe—and I lingered long in

admiration, wishing, perhaps, that a grand climacteric might be

added by the appearance of a Polar Bear on the scene. But it

is only a step from the sublime to the ridiculous, for presently I

was recalled by my ^'- com'pagnons de voyage,'''' who broadly rated

me for my long absence, infamously suggesting that I had been

making a secret descent on the ''Bottled Beer" which lay in the

boat ! The ice struggle continued unabated till the slack of the

tide, when we proceeded in our boat into the upper Sound in

quest of Deer.

The Seals shot were of the Ringed species, Phoca hispida,

and were killed either on the ice or in the water. In the latter

case, the instantaneous arrival on the scene of the harpoon, as
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supplementary to the bullet, was necessary to secure the victim.

Several of the Great Bearded Seal, Fhoca harlata, were also ob-

served, but none secured, though one at least was killed. He

rolled oif the ice-edge, and sank before a harpoon could reach

him.

Starting early one August morning, in a driving snowstorm, we

succeeded in reaching the head of Yan Keulen's Bay in Kjeldsen's

whale boat. The upper waters swarmed with White "Whales,

but in the '^choppy" sea Kjeldsen failed to '' get fast." These

Whales are always too active to be easily captured by the har-

poon. Plate lY.

On the small rocky islands were great numbers of Brent Greese

breeding. The Grey Geese here, as at Magdalena Bay, seemed

to prefer the hill slopes of the mainland for incubation. This,

the Norwegians stated, is because these large Geese are able to

repel the attacks of the Arctic Foxes on their young, while the

smaller Brent Geese are obliged to resort to the islands for safety.

We saw many Seals in this Bay, but the water was too ''lumpy"

for accurate shooting. I killed one with a bullet from an ordi-

nary 12-bore.

Leaving Bel Sound we returned to Ice Fjord to resume opera-

tions against the Deer; but our hopes of reaching the upper

waters of the Sound were frustrated by ice, and we were unable

to advance further than our former anchorage at Green Haven.

Even here our progress was arrested by a barrier of drifted Bay-

ice, through which the ''Pallas" had to force a passage, crashing

through ice a foot thick for a mile or so. In Green Haven we

picked up the crew of a IsTorwegian whaling schooner, which had

been caught in the ice, and lay stranded on the rocks at the en-

trance. Plate Y.

One morning a Walrus was reported to have been seen among

the loose ice in this fjord, the only instance of its occurrence on

our expedition. This strange Arctic monster has now almost

disappeared from the navigable seas of Western Spitzbergen.

The wanton and indiscriminate persecution of the IN'orwegian

whalers has gradually driven the Walrus back to the ice-bound
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fastnesses of the eastern coast. These waters, not being influ-

enced by the Gulf Stream, are seldom navigable, except in rare

open seasons, and the Walrus there finds a secure retreat.

The ''Eight "Whale," Balmna mysticetus, has in like manner

disappeared from its former haunts on the west coast, where, in

Scoresby's time, a valuable fishery was annually carried on. iN'ot

a single ''right" Whale was seen -by us, though the huge

"Pinners," or Eorqual, were of daily occurrence in the open

sea, and the White Whales numerous in the Sounds.

The "Finners" are seldom molested by the I'J'orwegian whalers.

So enormous is their strength, and they are so vicious when at-

tacked, that their capture, as a commercial venture, "does not

pay." They yield a certain amount of oil, but the loss of lines

and gear, not to mention lives, is hardly proportionate.

From Ice Ejord we weighed anchor on our homeward voyage,

but I must not leave Spitzbergen without mentioning its wild

flowers. Dwarfed and stunted as are their types by the ungenial

climate, yet many possess really brilliant colours, which greatly

relieve the desolate scenes. Most conspicuous are the Saxifrages,

their bright red and purple petals forming perfect cushions of

colour, while their spreading creepers extend for yards around.

Then there are tiny star-shaped Flowerets, some white, others

bright yellow ; others again of the Buttercup shape, and a small

species of Potentilla ; but ignorance of botany prevents my giv-

ing names. On the stony slopes grew clusters of miniature

Poppies, yellowish-white, with hairy stems, and high up on the

hills in Ice Fjord we found a dwarf Dandelion, with a white

flower and very dark leaves. But the most brilliant Arctic

flower is a rich purple Valerian, I believe Polemonium cmruleum,

of which a few were gathered at Bel Sound.*

* The following species have been kindly named by Mr. Howse from specimens

brought home from Spitzbergen, viz., Ranunculus suJphureus, Papaver nudicaule, L.,

Arabis aJpina, L., Drdba alpina, L., Cochlearia fenestrata, Br., Cardamine pratensis, L.

Cerastium alpinnm, L., Stellaria Edwardsii, Br., ? sp., Saxifraga oppositifolia, L., S. hir^

cuius, L., S. ccEspitosa, L., S. cemua, L., S. rivularis, L., Dryas octopetala, L , Potentilla

emarginata ?, Leontodon taraxacum, L. var., Andromeda tetragona, L., Polemonium ceruleum

L., Pedicularis hirsuta, Polygonum viviparum, L., Salix herbacea, Eriophorum, ? sp., and

traces of a small species of Equisetum, etc.
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The temperature resembled, generally, a fine winter's day in

England, the thermometer ranging down to between 82° and 35°

minimum daily. The surface temperature of the sea, which at

Tromso, 69" 38' north lat., was about 50°, fell as we went north;

and was permanent at 32° at our highest point, near the 80th

degree. In the Sounds, where unaffected by ice, it was occasion-

ally as high as 38°, but 33° to 35° was the average in Ice Fjord.

All trace of the Gulf Stream influence appears to be lost about

the north of Spitzbergen.

On our homeward voyage we again encountered the same diffi-

culty in clearing the packed ice round Eear Island, this time ag-

gravated by dense fogs. "We first cast anchor at Hammerfest,

and thence without further incident reached the Tyne on August

22nd.

P.S.—Since these Kotes have been written, one of my former

fellow-voyagers, Mr. A. H. Cocks, P.Z.S., has again visited

Spitzbergen, but his subsequent observations do not materially

add to the information previously obtained. I am inclined to

think that the ornithology of Spitzbergen is now tolerably well

understood, and that but little more can be expected therefrom

than the occurrence of those cosmopolitan stragglers which sooner

or later turn up everywhere.

ORNITHOLOGY OF SPITZBERGEN.

General Eemaeks.—Countless as are the feathered multitudes

which make Spitzbergen their summer home, perhaps unsur-

passed by any similar extent of country on the globe, yet the

element of variety is conspicuously absent. The total number

of species recorded from Spitzbergen is only some six-or-seven-

and-twenty, while the number observed by us on the cruise of

the '"Pallas" was but twenty-one or twenty-two.

The whole of its avi-fauna are summer migrants to Spitzbergen

with the single exception of the Ptarmigan, which, alone of its

class, remains to brave the rigours and the long sunless months

1
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of the Arctic winter, sharing the desolate domain with the Polar

Bear, the Eeindeer, and Arctic Pox. How it survives the ter-

rible extremities of the winter climate, or what it finds to eat

when all is buried in ice and snow, is difficult to imagine. I

suppose they will burrow deep into the frozen snow (for which

their solid badger-like claws are well adapted), as our Grouse do

on a winter's night at home ; but what to them is only a few

hours' roost must almost amount to months of hybernation to

the Spitzbergen Ptarmigan.

In respect of its summer migrants I was somewhat disap-

pointed in Spitzbergen, having gone there in hopes of finding it

the breeding place of many of our winter wild-fowl. These

hopes were perhaps unwarranted, as I was well posted in the

ornithological work that had previously been done in Spitzbergen,

and before I sailed Professor J^ewton also kindly sent me his ex-

cellent paper on the subject, (cf. ^' Ibis," April, 1865.)

There are two reasons which explain this comparative absence

of wild-fowl proper. Pirst, the natural features of the country

are not at all adapted to the economy of the Anatidse and Waders.

The coasts being rocky and precipitous afford none of those wide

tidal oozes which are so attractive to these birds. Secondly, it

lies to the north and westward of the general track of migrating

wildfowl, which appears to be, in the main, coincident with the

course of the Gulf Stream. This great ocean current, after

sweeping round the western coasts of Ireland and Scotland, and

the whole seaboard of N'orway, is divided, by meeting with a cold

Polar current"^' off the northern extremity of the Scandinavian

Peninsula, into two forks or streams. The larger volume of Gulf

water proceeds eastwards towards Novaya Zemlya and the coast

of Siberia, while the smaller offshoot, continuing its northerly

course, impinges on the West Coast of Spitzbergen, and is finally

absorbed in the frozen seas beyond.

Almost analogous in result appears to be the northward migra-

tion of wildfowl, though not necessarily on the same lines, nor

*The current referred to, issuing from the unknown Archipelago of Franz Josef

Land, causes the accumulation of pack-ice in the latitude of Bear Island which I have

already mentioned.
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are their long migrations performed continuously.*' Thus the

great bulk of the migrants follow the eastern current to I^ovaya

Zemlya and Siberia, the vast marshy ''tundras" of which latter

country are so well suited to their requirements. A smaller con-

tingent, principally Brent Geese, follow the lesser, northerly,

current to Spitzbergen.

Under these conditions the majority of its avi-fauna are Rock-

birds—^.^., Guillemots, Auks, and Petrels—while others are of

rock-loving habits. Thus the Turnstone and Purple Sandpiper

are never seen here on the sand or ooze, always on rocks ; and

the haunt of our Eider is some rock-bound bay, where he dives

for Dog Crabs. Such are therefore just the species one might

expect to meet with there, but the presence of two species of

Geese, Eed-throat Diver, etc., seems only accountable by their

following the warm current above mentioned. The rugged

shores of Spitzbergen certainly offer but little attraction to them.

I will now enumerate, with brief notes, the species met with

in Spitzbergen in July and August, 1881.

1

.

Falco (? sp. Falco gyrfalcoj.—A large Falcon was observed

by myself and others, soaring high over Bel Sound, on the even-

ing of July 31st.

2. Plectrophanes nivalis.—Snow Buntings were abundant,

breeding in low cliffs and moraines. They were observed as far

north as Magdalena Bay, 79° 35' N. lat., where broods of young

were fledged by 29th July.

3. Lagopus hemileucurus (Gould).
—

"With the exception of

the four Ptarmigan met with, as before mentioned, on our first

landing at Ice Pjord, we came across only one other instance of

this species, viz., an old female with her young brood, just able

to fly, on August 4th. They do not appear to be numerous, and

are, as above described, the only resident species in Spitzbergen.

Erom the Scotch Z. mutus, and the ''Fjeld-rypa" of ISTorway,

the present bird chiefly differs in its superior size. Its wings

* The Brent Geese commence to leave the Northumbrian coast in March, but do not

arrive in Spitzbergen till June,
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and tail appear proportionately larger, as also are its solid power-

ful claws. Whether these points are sufficient to entitle the

Spitzbergen bird to specific rank appears an open question. Its

affinities, however, appear to incline more to the form L. rupes-

tris of Iceland and Arctic America than to the European types.

The specimens shot 27th July were in summer dress, but their

plumage was exceedingly worn and ragged. In colour, how-

ever, it harmonises admirably with the stony ground they fre-

quent. After creeping close up, well within shot of the four

above mentioned, I had the greatest difficulty in making them out

among the rough stones, though they were accurately ''marked."

Their call note resembles that of a Grouse cock, but not nearly

so loud.

4. Numenius phceopus.
—

"We picked up a single specimen,

dead, on an island in Yan Mijen's Bay, Bel Sound, on 31st July.

It was an adult, and from the worn state of its plumage had pro-

bably been killed or died in the month of June.

5. Strepsilas interpres.—A newly-fledged bird of the year

was shot in Ice Pjord, on August 4th.

The two last-named are the first of their respective species

which have been recorded as obtained in Spitzbergen. On the

other hand, CEgialitis hiaticula and Phalaropus fulicarius, pre-

viously obtained, the latter not uncommonly, were not observed

by us.

6. Tringa maritima.—Very common in flocks along the rocky

shores, and in pairs up the valleys, where they were breeding

in marshy spots. A nest found 27th July contained four eggs,

much . incubated. Two were broken in transit to the steamer,

the other two are in my possession. They resemble those of a

Snipe, but are smaller. On August 1st I found a newly-hatched

brood in a valley off Van Keulen's Bay. Their upper parts

were clothed in velvetty black down with a purple sheen, and

beautifully spotted with gold.

7. Somateria moUissima.—Yery abundant in all the Sounds,

and numbers were shot, though the old drakes were always diffi-

cult to get at. In size they are somewhat smaller, and th^
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colours rather paler than Northumbrian Eiders, on which grounds

the species was differentiated by Prof. Malmgren as S. Thulensis.

S. Spectabilis was conspicuous by its absence, and the only other

Duck seen was

8. Sarelda glacialis, but not abundantly, nor were any speci-

mens obtained.

9. Bernicla Brenta.—Spitzbergen is one of the principal

breeding resorts of these Geese, and I had the pleasure of meet-

ing with these old friends of many a winter's day on the North-

umberland coasts in their Arctic retreats. In Bel Sound and

Yan Keulen's Bay they were abundant, breeding, with the

Eiders, on rocky islands. The old Geese were unable to fly,

having entirely moulted their quills. This deficiency was coun-

terbalanced by their extraordinary pedestrian powers. So fast

could both old and half-grown young traverse the rough rocky

ground that we found it quite impossible to run them down or

catch them alive. Their summer plumage appears slightly rud-

dier than that of winter, owing to their upper coverts being

fringed with brown.

Mr. Lament mentions meeting with the Beruicle Goose, B.

leucopsis, and killing a large number in Advent Bay ; but as

none of the skilled ornithologists who have visited Spitzbergen

have seen anything of it, it appears probable that he was mis-

taken as regards the species.

10. Anserhrachyrhyfichus, Pink-footed Goose.—We saw Grey

Geese in most of the Sounds visited, but being more advanced in

the moult, they had recovered the use of their wings, and we

did not secure any till our arrival in Magdalena Bay. Here we

shot several, which proved to be of the above-named species, and

found their young in the downy stage, 28th July, and yellow

in colour. Curiously, the latter were less advanced than those

of the last-named species, though in the adults the reverse was

the case. The Grey Geese breed rather high up on the loose

stony detritus or morainal debris which covers the basal portion

of the cliffs. In these places we found thickly strewn about

their long quill feathers, which appear to be cast all together,
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temporarily incapacitating the birds from flight. The young

when hatched are taken to the marshy ground below.

LAEIN^.

11. Sterna macrura.—Abundant, and breeds on the small is-

lands, where we found many eggs.

12. Rissa tridactyla.—Breeds abundantly in the Loomeries.

13. Larus glaueus.—First observed off Bear Island, 73° 35'

north lat., the ''Burgomaster" was ever in view afterwards,

perched on a snow-clad pinnacle, or the peak of a drifting ice

floe, his snowy plumage in striking harmony with the frozen

scene around.

14. Pagophila elurnea.—Tolerably numerous, especially at

Magdalena Bay, where a number of stranded ''Krengs" of White

Whales had drawn together a great number of birds. The "Ice

Gulls" were also observed to congregate far inland when a slain

Eeindeer was being cut up, though none had previously been in

sight. The plumage of the Ivory Gull is of a spotless white ; its

tone, however, more resembles pure snow than ivory. Beautiful

as they are in plumage, they are somewhat deficient in elegance

of form, and in their habits decidedly nasty.

Having observed one or two pairs of these Gulls breeding on

the highest part of Rotge's Hill, Magdalena Bay, and knowing

the extreme rarity of their eggs, authenticated examples being

almost unknown, I made strenuous efforts to reach the nests.

These attempts, however, proved hopelessly futile. The crags

were utterly inaccessible to any being not endowed with wings,

and in the result I had the utmost difficulty in finding a way

down again.

For Xema Sabinii and Rhodostethia Rossi we maintained a

strict look out, but nothing was seen of either of these almost

mythical species.

The whole of the Gulls and Terns obtained in Spitzbergen

were in full adult plumage, with the exception of a single

Glaueus Gull, shot August 4th in Ice Fjord, and which was in

the mottled stage.
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15. Stercorarius parasiticus (L.)—We were disappointed in

finding only this member of the Stercorariida in Spitzbergen it-

self, though I believe we saw both the Pomatorhine and Buffon's

Skuas in the open sea to the south of it, and north of Bear Is-

land. The present species is very numerous, breeding on all the

low-lying mossy ^'haughs" between the cliffs and the sea. The

young were hatched when we arrived, and the old birds ex-

hibited great anxiety, and most amusing feints of broken wing

and general incapacity, when their nestlings were approached.

The whole of the Skuas seen in Spitzbergen were of the hand-

some white-breasted variety, with black crowns, yellow cheeks,

and a dusky band round the chest. The dark unicolorous form,

which is by far the most numerous in Shetland, is wholly un-

known in Spitzbergen.

The Skuas were for ever preying upon the industry of the

Terns, Kittiwakes, and Guillemots, the latter being frequently

compelled to dive (taking a regular '' header" from the wing) to

elude the pirate, and save his ''cheekful" of Shrimps. They

even attacked the huge "Burgomasters," and some followed us

all the way from Norway, chasing the Kittiwakes which flew in

our wake.

16. Frocellaria glacialis.—This oceanic species joined us the

day after leaving I^orway, and was our constant companion right

up to the Polar ice, just under the 80th degree. With their

strange graceful flight, closely skimming the surface of the roll-

ing seas, yet never wetting a feather, the "Hav-hests" struck

even the most casual observer as birds of remarkable appearance.

Their immense numbers, and their tameness when gathered to-

gether to feed on the carcase of a dead Whale or Seal, were

surprising. The summer plumage of these Fulmars differed con-

siderably from that usually depicted. The head, neck, and un-

der parts were of a dull smoky grey ; while above the ash-blue

feathers were much dappled with deeper shades, and with a dirty

brown. The whole plumage, in fact, presented a dusky mottled

appearance, and on the wing a white band at the base of the

primaries was conspicuous. It is a curious circumstance that
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this species, whicli breeds so abundantly in Spitzbergen, and on

Bear Island, should entirely pass by the whole Scandinavian

Peninsula, and form an isolated colony on our remote isle of St.

Kilda. They breed also in the Fseroes. Its egg is large and

white.

17. Colymlus septentrionalis.—A single adult specimen flew

close past our boat on the night of 27th July, in Ice Pjord ; but

I was too tired to trouble with him, having just returned from

a stalking expedition of twenty-two hours continuous hard walk-

ing, and carrying the meat of a fat Eeindeer Buck great part of

the time.

ALCID^}.

I now come to the Rock fowl, whose astounding numbers I

have already attempted to describe. They are of four species,

as follows :
—

18. Uria Bruennichi.—This is perhaps the most numerous

species in Spitzbergen, though the immense numbers of Mergulus

alle run it a close race for that position. These large Guillemots

have huge Loomeries in most of the high cliffs, and thousands

are always in sight, swimming and diving in the Sounds, or

studding the drift-ice with quaint upright forms. The JN'or-

wegians salted down hundreds of them in barrels for home use,

and we had ^^Loom Soup" daily, which I remember we con-

sidered passable, at least in the Arctic seas. We saw the first

young birds in the water on August 2nd.

19. Uria Mandti.—This pretty little bird was nearly always

in sight, sitting tamely close to the ship, resting on floating-

pieces of ice, or diving in the open spaces between them. It

was not nearly so numerous as the former species. Though

specifically discriminated from U. grylle by scientific writers, it

differs in no essential particular from the " Tystie" of Shetland.

20. Fratercula glacialis.—The large Arctic Puffin was com-

paratively scarce. Still a few could generally be detected among

the swarming hordes of other sea fowl, the bright red colour on

the bill being very conspicuous.
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21. Mergulus alle.—These impudent-looking little birds be-

came very numerous as we approached Spitzbergen. While

steaming along the coast we appeared at times to be literally-

cutting a lane through the floating hosts of these birds and

Guillemots. In all directions round our bows the sea was fur-

rowed by them in their ejfforts to rise and get out of our way,

efforts which usually proved futile, as, probably owing to their

quills being drenched with incessant diving, they seemed unable

to rise from the surface ; and finally, after splashing along per-

haps fifteen or twenty yards, they would give up the attempt

and go down headfirst. They were equally numerous in all the

Sounds ; and in the Loomeries their little white breasts studded

every ledge and projection of the crags, up to elevations of per-

haps two thousand feet. We observed these birds, together with

Guillemots, Arctic Puffins, Fulmars, and Kittiwakes, right up to

the edge of the Polar Pack, by which our advance was finally

stopped, just under the 80th degree north latitude.

The Little Auk swims rather deep, and very much '^by the

stern." Their cries are singularly weird—an incessant chatter-

ing carried on in varying keys, and finally modulating into a

prolonged wild ''twirl," the latter a characteristic component in

the volume of voices which resound from the Arctic cliffs.

EXPLANATION OP PLATES.

A Waif of the Arctic Seas Frontispiece.

North of Horn Sound; Fiuners.. Plate III.

Head of Van Keulen's Bay; White Whales Plate IV.

Head Glaciers, Green Haven; Seals .Plate V.
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ADDRESS TO THE MEMBERS OF THE TYNESIDE

NATURALISTS' FIELD CLUB,

BEAD BY THE PEESIDENT, E. I. J. BEOWELL, ESQ., AT THE THIETY-
SIXTH ANNIVEESAEY MEETING, HELD IN THE MUSEUM OF THE
NATUEAL HISTOEY SOCIETY, NEWCASTLE-UPON-TYNE, ON FEIDAY,
MAY llTH, 1882.

Ladies and Gentlemen,—The time has now arrived when it be-

comes my duty to vacate the position of President of your So-

ciety. "When your Committee last year paid me the compliment

of proposing that I should be nominated for the office, I repre-

sented to them, as strongly as I was able to do, that it is very

desirable that this position should be held by some one more en-

titled to be considered a T^aturalist, and whose name and reputa-

tion in that respect should rather add to the prestige of the

Club, and I was in hopes, even to the last moment, that a gentle-

man pre-eminently entitled to the honour would have been in-

duced to undertake its duties ; he, however, pleaded the pressure

of IS'atural History labours impending and in hand, labours of

which the lovers of ITatural History in this neighbourhood will,

through the I^atural History Society, reap the benefits. I also

represented that I was likely to be so much from home during

the summer and autumn that my attendance at the Field Meet-

ings could not be what it ought ; however the members at their

meeting at this time last year thought fit to elect me for the

second time, I having had the honour of holding the same office

thirteen years ago. Owing to my having been unable to attend

many of the meetings, I am mainly indebted to the notes of what

took place, supplied to me by my friend Mr. Howse.

The First Field Meeting of the year was held at Corbridge,

on Whit Monday. Though the state of the weather in !N"ewcastle

was most unpromising, a large party of members and friends left

the Central Station by the 10.20 train. Passing through heavy

showers for the most part of the short journey the members

Were delighted to meet with fine weather on their arrival at their
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destination. After a short consultation in the village the bulk of

the party visited some limestone quarries on their way to Aydon

Castle. Large crushed specimens of Productus giganteus and nu-

merous fragments of a Fenestella were the most conspicuous fossils

found. The usual spring flowers were in full bloom and great

luxuriance in the sheltered and wooded burns. Aydon Castle

stands on the north side of a deep ravine, near the edge of a

tremendous precipice; this situation being chosen probably for

defence, as the whole building bears the character of a Border

Keep, and is fortified on the land side by a double wall of defence

of great thickness, the outer wall no doubt being intended for the

protection of cattle. The "Wallflower, Greater Celandine, and

Wall Pellitory were growing abundantly on many parts of the

castle. After a short 'fisit by some -of the members to see some

curious remains in the interior, the party wended their way,

under the shelter of well-grown trees, chiefly Ash, to Halton

Chesters, which is an old Peel Tower converted into a modern

residence, the situation commanding a fine view to the south

and along the course of the Tyne far to the west. A heavy hail-

storm had passed along the ridge in the early morning, covering

the ground an inch or more in depth, but though thundering

heavily down the Tyne, the party experienced only a passing

shower, and in the afternoon the sun shone out in full power.

Most of the party, after visiting the small Eoman Station of

Halton Chesters, followed the line of the Military Eoad to Stag-

shawbank ; others crossed by footpath to have a look at the Ken-

nels of the Tynedale Hunt, and were as much interested and

delighted by the sight of so many fine hounds, through the cour-

tesy of Mr. Cornish, as if they had been sportsmen as well as

naturalists. The ferns and flowers cultivated here were also of

much interest. Descending the steep bank from Stagshaw a

beautiful view was obtained of the surrounding country, covered

with well-grown trees, now in early spring leaf. The avenue of

Limes at Stagshaw House, lit up by the evening sun, was seen

to perfection. About forty members sat down to dinner at the

Angel Inn, after which five gentlemen were elected members.

As the evening was very fine many of the party strolled about
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this favourite resort till a late hour, enjoying the flight of Swifts

and Swallows and the rustic peculiarities of this quaint village

till the time arrived for the last train home, and on reaching

JSTewcastle finding that very different weather had prevailed there

all day. The botanical results of the day were not extensive,

as the road lay chiefly along well beaten tracks.

The Secojstd Field Meetii^'g was held June 29th and 30th, at

Middleton-in-Teesdale for headquarters. Many of the members

arrived there on Tuesday, and had a pleasant stroll in the even-

ing up the Hudeshope Burn, gathering on the way several Or-

chids in fine flower, and the Moonwort and two or three other

ferns. This burn is of great length, and forms in many parts a

deep fissure in the side of the main valley, and in rainy seasons

pours large quantities of water into the Tees.

The excursion on the first day was fixed for Lunedale and

Mickle Fell, and the party on the arrival of the early train was

twenty-eight stong, including several ladies, properly equipped

for moorland travelling and the bad weather likely to be met

with in upper Teesdale. Lunedale is a long, wikl, cold-looking,

straggling valley of ten miles stretch. Our route by the road was

on the north side, which is steepest, high up the hillside ; the

south side is flatter and not so lofty ; the Lune lies concealed

below. This, no doubt, and the murky threatening weather,

prevented us from full appreciation of Scott's description

—

" Silver Lune from Stainmore wild."

For the most part the views from the road were bleak and bare,

especially in the higher part of the valley, after passing Saddle-

bow and Wemmer Gill. Saddlebow takes its name from the

peculiar configuration of the hill, formed by two beds of basalt,

tilted up at a high angle, and separated by a soft shale, which has

been deeply denuded between them. At "Wemmer Gill we met

with Asplenium viride and Cystopteris fragilis growing on a wall

by the roadside. A few distant farm houses, and cottages by the

wayside, and the dim outline of far distant hills, not lit up by

sunlight but shaded by thickening mists and showers, completed
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the not very cheering prospect as we drove along towards Grrains

o' the Beck Inn.

" But, westward, Staiumore's shapeless swell.

And Lunedale wild, and Kelton Fell,

And rock-begirdled Gilmanscar,

And Arkengarth, lay dark afar."

At this place we left our conveyances, and having secured, on

account of the uncertain weather, the best guide we could ob-

tain, we started off up the Long Grain for half a mile, gathering

on our way plenty of Primula farinosa and Polygonum viviparum

in full bloom, with the Globe Eanunculus and other sub-alpine

flowers. Our road led over the Long Grain Moss to Close House

Miners' Hut, now abandoned, sheltering ourselves now and then

from pelting and drifting showers sent down from Mickle Fell

with great impetuosity. On the moss we gathered a few flowers

of the Cranberry, by excessive drainage now becoming rare on

our Moors and Mosses, and our first specimens of Saxifraga stel-

laris in fine flower. Our route now was over a couple of miles

of inveterate ''Moss Brocks," amid thick driving mists from

the mountain top. At length we managed to reach the green

grass-covered plateau of Mickle Fell, but so thick and threaten-

ing were the drifts or clouds of mist that our guide hesitated to

go farther, and after realizing, that we were really on the grassy

top of this highest Yorkshire hill, that it was a large lonely iso-

lated mass of the Great Limestone, and having gathered a few

Violets and some stunted specimens of Saxifraga hypnoides, we

set off down hill in the direction of West Hush and the Arngill

Beck, which was soon reached. At the West Hush Lycopodium

selago, alpinum, etc., and some ferns, one very much like the

Holly Fern, were obtained. Passing the pool of water called

the Fish Ponds, we were soon at Grains o' the Beck Inn. Some

cups of refreshing tea prepared us for the homeward ride to

Middleton, where a welcome meal awaited our arrival.

In passing over the moorland we came upon the eyrie of a

Merlin, containing three young in the early downy stage. Our

attention was first drawn by the parent bird flying off as we ap-

proached, and while we examined the young birds she flew in
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circles round us wildly screaming, returning immediately to the

nest after we had left the spot.

The next morning, though the night had been very wet, and

the weather showery, we all started immediately after breakfast

for Langdon Beck. Heavy showers fell occasionally, but did not

prevent some members of our party from the determination which

they had made to see Caldron Snout by way of Falcon Clints,

a difficult road in wet weather. Others lagged behind gathering

strange flowers in pastures new. Sedum villosum and Primula

farinosa were seen in great perfection, and further on Tofieldia

palustris and Bartsia alpina in full flower. A young Plover and

three nests of the Meadow Pipit with eggs now attracted atten-

tion, and also the wonderfully wild crags and scenery of this

unique locality, so far as the county of Durham is concerned,

where Cronkley Scar,

" Prominent above the rest

Eeai-'d to the sun its pale grey breast,

Under its broken summit grew

The Rowan Ash and sable Yew
;

A thousand varied lichens dyed

Its waste and weather-beaten side,

And round its rugged basis lay,

By time and thunder rent away, •

Fragments that from its frontlet torn

Were mantled now by birk and thorn."

Following the course of a small burn, the special plant of the

district, now out of flower, was observed; also specimens of

Tofieldia palustris, Saxifraga a%oides, and the Buckbean. On

some of the adjoining pastures the flowers of Conopsea allida and

HeliantJiemum were gathered, and by the side of Harwood Beck,

almost its highest station in the valley, the Potentilla fruticosa

was observed, but not yet in flower. Crossing as best we could

the foot of Harwood Beck we came upon a fine mass of basaltic

rock, underlying a thick bed of drift, very distinctly glaciated.

This seems to form a part of the same bed which we observed

strongly glaciated at different places on our way up to the turn-

pike road, on both sides of which the glaciation is very strong
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and apparent. From this point conveyances took the majority of

the party to Middleton, and after dinner most of them left for

I^ewcastle, having enjoyed, notwithstanding the very unfavonr-

ahle weather, a pleasant visit to Teesdale. Eleven ladies and

gentlemen were proposed and elected memhers of the Club,

Third Field Meeting.—About eight members left the Central

Station for Bellingham by the 6.20 train, and after breakfasting

together they proceeded to explore the heaps of the old iron

works for fossils and to botanize over the neighbourhood till the

arrival of the President and main body of the party. They then,

after short delay, proceeded up the Hareshaw Burn, the road

being now made passable through the dense underwood by the

thoughtful kindness of the late Mr. Charlton of Hesleyside.

J^umbers of interesting plants were observed, among them being

fine specimens of Neottia nidus-<M)is, the Butterfly, and other

Orchids, the Enchanter's Nightshade and Pencil Vetch, Beech-

Oak and many other Ferns growing in tropical richness and

profusion, and protected, it is to be hoped, from the ruthless de-

struction of wanton excursionists. After viewing the romantic

and precipitous sandstone rocks in the neighbourhood of the Lynn

a start was made for Callerhues Crag, where, at a height of nearly

twelve hundred feet, very extensive views can be obtained of the

surrounding and distant landscape. From this point a descent

was made to the inn at Bellingham, over moor and peat bogs and

grassy hillocks, the fine weather and fresh mountain air render-

ing the walk most exhilarating. Two land shells, unusual in

such high situations, Selix lamellosa and Azeca tridens, were col-

lected by one of the party, and the little Frog Orchis {H. viridis,

Br.) and another, perhaps Orchis maculata var., was abundant

among the heather. The Crossleaved and Black Heath and the

Common Ling were in some spots in full flower. More than

twenty members dined together, and afterwards visited the

Church, under the guidance of the Eev. B. B. Powell, who

pointed out the peculiar features of its architecture, the most re-

markable being its fire-proof stone roof, an interesting memorial

of the wild times when churches were liable to be burned down
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by the marauding crowds of invaders to whose visits these border

districts were peculiarly liable. Though nothing very rare was

observed in this now often-visited locality, yet the fineness of the

weather, an unusual feature during the year, made this day's

outing most enjoyable. Leaving Bellingham at eight o'clock,

the party soon were scattered at the different stations on the

route to J^ewcastle.

The weather for some time previous to the date fixed for the

PoTJETH Field Meeting had been most unpropitious, and as a

consequence only three members left Newcastle by the early

train, and two of these had travelled by a still earlier train from

Sunderland. On the way two more friends joined, but our

muster at the inn at Greenhead was so small, compared with more

favourable visits, that we had some difficulty in our endeavour

to make the landlady believe that we represented the Tyneside

Club; but at length breakfast was brought in, which we enjoyed,

notwithstanding the heavy downpour of rain which came on after

our arrival at Greenhead. "We visited the neat little country

church, restored by the thoughtful benevolence of the late Edward

Joicey, Esq., of Elenkinsopp Hall. The weather ameliorating

a start was made up hill for the crags, the camp at Cservoran

being left for finer weather. On our way up the slope we ob-

served a fine uncovered piece of the basalt smoothly glaciated

and covered with very fine striae. Reaching the wall at the

edge of the cliff, we followed it step by step up and down over

the Nine Nicks, sheltering ourselves occasionally among the

crags and wild flowers as the showers drifted past. The face

of the Wall Town Crag was searched most diligently for the

Parsley Eern, but only two specimens were seen where formerly

this local fern was very abundant. Though the roots of this

plant are carried away by hundreds and thousands they all die

down after a few months' attempt at cultivation, and even if the

cultivation is successful for a few years, still the plants gradually

grow weaker and less able to bear the close atmosphere of fern-

ery, rockery, or greenhouse. All the plants in short removed

from their native haunts die a longer or shorter lingering death.
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It is to be hoped that our members when they visit the habitat

of this pure-air-loving plant will content themselves with one

specimen only, and remember the greater pleasure they felt in

visiting its native place, and seeing it growing in perfection,

than in watching it dwindle and die in their own hot-air room

or conservatory. "We missed the locality for the Chives, said to

have been introduced by the Eomans, but as this plant is found

on many basaltic rocks far distant from Eoman Stations it is

probably indigenous. The Golden Eod and the Hawkweeds were

in splendid flower, but the rain prevented us examining them

closely, and cooled all botanical ardour. After finishing with

Wall Town Crags, and in diminished number, some of our friends

having returned to Greenhead, we abandoned the idea of going

three miles as the crow flies to Gilsland, over a rough piece of

moorland in wet weather, for a dinner ; and keeping the line of

the wall we followed it undeviatingly to near JEsica. The pelt-

ing showers compelled us often to take shelter on the north side

of the wall, which was in some places six feet high, and afforded

ample protection, and here

" We pored by the hour

J
O'er the ferus and tlie flowers,

And the sings that came crawling out

After the showers."

In reality, very fine and large Slugs, which we did not cap •

ture, and .numerous specimens of Clausilia duhia, of which we

brought away a few, "were very abundant, coming out of the

joints of the old Eoman Wall on the north side ; and Cystopteris

fragilis was in great profusion all around. The weather becom-

ing hopelessly worse, a rush was made down hill towards Halt-

whistle, where, at the Sun Temperance Hotel, we dried our

raiment, obtained a good and cheering cup of tea, took an early

train, and reached l^ewcastle at seven o'clock, after twelve hours

of great enjoyment.

Twenty-five members attended the Fieth Field Meetik-g, held

at Hesleden Dene and the Black Hall Eocks. The day was re-

markably fine, and this picturesque and rock-bound part of the
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Durham coast was much enjoyed. Only a few plants were in

flower at this late season, but Geranium sanguineum and the

Grass of Parnassus were still in fine flower. Aspleniwn marinum

appears to have been completely eradicated, either by man or the

severe winters which have for some years prevailed, and which

would certainly injure any exposed plants of this southern spe-

cies. The higher parts of Hesleden Dene are now much de-

stroyed, and the burn is a channel for the waste water of the

adjacent colliery. IN'otwithstanding the difficulties of the route,

most of the members, ladies and gentlemen, followed the bed of

the burn, the lofty cliffs of which rival in height those of Castle

Eden, and had the same care been taken with this it would have

been much superior in romantic beauty, being often narrower

and deeper, and as noted for rare plants as its more carefully pre-

served neighbour. Some of the party followed the Dene to the

seashore, and had the satisfaction of seeing the Hart's Tongue

still existing on some of the more inaccessible cliffs. Others

explored the picturesque and extensive caves at the Black Halls

along the shore. The cliffs themselves were much disguised by

a thick coating of mud brought down by the melting snows of

the previous winters. After a substantial tea at Deneholm the

party strolled by way of Hardwick Dene to the railway station.

At the CoisrcLirniNG Field Meeting, at Marsden, only ten mem-

bers and friends were present. Though stormy no great deal of

rain fell during the day. The route was by Cleadon Lane and

Boldon Flats, to view the large drains that had recently been cut

to carry off the water from this as yet unreclaimed piece of land,

and it is to be feared, looking at it from a naturalist's point of

view, the attempt has been only too successful, for if the deep

ditches can be kept open, even for a short time, all the water

plants will be effectually destroyed, and the water birds which

have been accustomed to frequent and even to breed here will be

driven from their accustomed haunts. Last year, 1880, several

pairs of Snipe and as many "Wild Ducks had nests here. With

very little trouble and expense this place might have been con-

verted into a southern Palinsburn, and would have afforded
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intense pleasure to thousands of persons, and valuable instruction

to others, by enabling them to observe the habits of birds, which

would have been attracted and drawn to this neighbourhood in-

stead of being as now banished from it. It is very questionable

even now that such low-lying land, not much above the sea level,

will ever be effectually and profitably drained; in the mean-

time the plants and birds are destroyed or banished for many

generations.

Arriving through the fields at Cleadon House the members

were courteously entertained and shewn through the grounds so

frequently visited during the lifetime of our former President,

by his nephew Mr. H. C. Abbs. The water-works of the Sunder-

land Company were, through the kind arrangement of Mr. Vint,

thrown open for the inspection of members who, not having seen

this district before, were gratified by this sight only a few miles

from home. They then followed the old bridle-road through

Fardingslake to Marsden, and sat down, few in number, to a

comfortable tea in Marsden Grotto, the scene of many a large

aud happy gathering of the Club, but this locality, like many

others in our neighbourhood, now seems doomed to destruction

by the stern necessities of our advanced civilization. It is

greatly to be regretted that a coast of such unique interest to

geologists, and to others in search of the picturesque and roman-

tic, should pass away without some attempt being made to record

its former beauty in the pages of our Club's Transactions. After

tea the members hastened through the pelting storm to the near-

est railway station, but though the weather had not been most

favourable all felt the better for this hurried visit to Marsden.

One Evening Meeting only has been held this winter jointly

of the Field Club and Natural History Society, viz., on the 14th

March. It was well attended, and the following papers were

read :

—

Notice of Salmon Trout in the Ouseburn duriug the Spawning Season, by

R. Y. Green.

Notice of a New Lichen, Lecanora albo-lutescens (Nyl.), found in North-

umberland, by the Rev. W. Johnson.

A Short Account of the Club's Visit to the Bass Rock. July, 1880.
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Mr. Howse's narrative of the visit to the Bass, and his remarks

on the various objects of interest relating to the excursion, was

fortunately not very short, and was heard with much interest,

recording what was seen and discoursing pleasantly of that very

interesting locality and its inhabitants. Mr. Green's observations

on fish in the Ouseburn shews what an amount of filth a fish can

put up with for a time ! On the subject of Mr. Johnson's com-

munication I have not much knowledge, but have many and

many a time admired the beautiful and harmonious colours given

to old walls and crags and rocks by the infinite variety of the

tints of the various Lichens, especially when our travels lead us

to where the atmosphere is unadulterated and moisture abounds.

Eeferring to the remark I have just made about the geological

and picturesque features of our coast between the mouth of the

Tyne and Whitburn, would it not still be possible to obtain

some such record by means of photography or otherwise, accom-

panied by geological diagrams and descriptive letterpress ? Would

it not facilitate its accomplishment if a Special Committee were

appointed to get it carried out ? and, if necessary, special sub-

scriptions might be asked for, as was done in the case of the

]3hotographs of
^

' E-emarkable Trees." If anything is to be done

there is no time to be lost. Many interesting features have al-

ready gone, and others are disappearing daily.

Such is the record of our out-door meetings during a summer

which succeeded a winter, the last of a series of extreme severity.

Most of us have had occasion to note some of the effects of this

severity; for instance, the great extent to which the Common

Whin has been destroyed, the injury in many places to Shrubs,

and, as we saw at Bellingham, the destruction of the Lombardy

Poplars, some of which, from their size, had evidently stood a

good many years. The mortality amongst birds must have been

great, from the accounts we heard of the numbers found dead

about the coast and elsewhere. Great numbers of Partridges

were found in the hedges dead and in an emaciated condition.

In my own garden we had during the snowstorms quite a large

assemblage of birds, which came to the food we supplied for them
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every day. We placed in large dishes most of the scraps of the

house, consisting of a variety of food, animal and vegetable. Our

visitors included Thrushes, Blackbirds, Starlings, I think three

species of Titmice, various Finches, and other familiar birds;

and the Eooks also came for their share, though the food was

placed not many feet distant from the windows, where we went

frequently to look at them. In Argyleshire, where there are

birds in considerable variety, a great number of Herons and

Curlews succumbed to the cold, at least my keeper found many

lying dead about the shore, and they were much less abundant

last autumn than usual. I hope we are now entering on a cycle

of milder seasons. Certainly the contrast between the winter

just over and the preceding one has been extraordinary in point

of temperature. Mr. Lyell, of the Literary and Philosophical

Society, informs me that according to the observations recorded

by him, the thermometer never went down so low as 25° Fah.

last winter, whereas in the preceding it did so on nineteen days

!

This applies to the mouths of E'ovember, December, January,

February, and March. The lowest temperature he re3orded last

winter being 29° F., whilst the winter before it was 4° F. ! But

if there were no low temperatures to encounter there were furious

storms of wind, notably that in October, when so many thousands

of trees were blown down, the scene in some places where it had

been most severe reminding one, on a small scale, of the descrip-

tions given of the effects of a tornado in the American forests.

It was at this time too that there was such a lamentable loss of

life and property amongst the fishermen of the Berwickshire

coast.

I don't know how far it may be owing to the mildness of the

last winter, or to the winds prevailing in October, but the num-

ber of Woodcocks in the western Highlands of Scotland has been

much smaller than usual, in fact I am inclined to think we had

no Scandinavian immigrants, the number I saw in December

being I think no more than what remained of those bred on the

ground ; and I heard that the same scarcity prevailed generally

in the district. I thought that they might have missed that

particular district, but that on their return in the spring from
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Ireland or places to the north more might have been observed,

as we often find a considerable number do come at that time, but

my keeper tells me he does not think any more have made their

appearance.

During the past winter the weather was so mild, and so seldom

even were the nights very cold, that many flowers kept their

blooms during the winter, and we had from time to time some

spring flowers prematurely appearing as if they were bewildered,

some Butterflies emerged also extraordinarily soon from where

they had been hybernating ; but as if to remind us that our cli-

mate is not to be trusted, we have had some very cold weather

during the last six or eight weeks, the thermometer once or twice

having gone down so low as 25°, and on several days during

April never got much beyond 40° during the day ; this T fear'

would injure the fruit blossoms, which were very forward; it

certainly blackened the tops of the early Potatoes in my garden.

One often hears it said in an ofihand way that our climate is

much changed for the worse, I mean especially in the JS'.E. part

of England. Is this so ? There are things which seem at first

sight at any rate to indicate it. Eor instance, I can remember

when in the village of East Eoldon House-Martins and Swallows

were very abundant, the nests of the former being built in the

corners of most of the upstairs windows facing the south, and

there were dozens of them under the eaves of the cottages. It

was interesting to see them continually on the wing from early

morning till late in the evening. IS'ow for many years there has

scarcely been a pair seen there. An occasional pair of Swallows

still visits us. Is this occasioned by the scarcity of some fa-

vourite article of food? I understand that certain insects which

were formerly abundant in localities known to entomologists are

now rare. On the other hand I can testify that some insects

not loved by gardeners are still only too plentiful. Here is

another memory of a happier state of things. Within my recol-

lection abundance of fine Peaches, Nectarines, and Apricots used

to ripen on the walls of my garden facing the south, now for a

good many years we have only been able to get a precarious

few, small and imperfectly ripened. We find also that trees
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generally don't flourish as they did. Many Sycamores, the tree

that has always seemed to succeed best with us, have died, and

others are dying. As we go nearer to the Tyne we find this dismal

state of things intensified. About Hebburn Hall and the village

of Monkton, where, within fifteen or twenty years, were some

flourishing well-foliaged trees, there are little else than bare and

blasted stems. The Hawthorn hedges are gradually dying, and

within a mile or two of the Tyne, between Gateshead and South

Shields, there are scarcely any surviving ! The agricultural

crops arc scarcely in better plight. In these cases there is little

difficulty or doubt in pointing out the cause. The fumes from

the chemical works fully account for it, and I suppose the enor-

mous quantities of black smoke given off into the atmosphere

from other sources help the effect. Doubtless also they are

partly the cause of the deterioration in our gardens. Is it also

chargeable against them that they have driven away the Martins

and the Swallows ? Is it fair that this damage is to be inflicted

on the entire property of a neighbourhood ? Pew will contend

for this, and as it is certain that most if not all the offending

vapours can be condensed or prevented, surely the law ought to

compel it to be done.

To pass for a moment from subjects more particularly belong-

ing to our own neighbourhood there has occurred during last

month an event which every student of Natural History, every

one interested in the solution of the problems presented by the

phenomena of l^ature, must feel to be a great loss, I mean, of

course, the death of Charles Darwin. In a short article written

on the occasion by a distinguished man of science I find, coupled

with remarks which many think uncalled for, those sentences,

which, so far as I have the means of judging, accurately describe

him, " and this loss, thus his death will be felt to be by many,

not merely because of his wonderfully genial, simple, and gener-

ous nature ; his cheerful and animated conversation, and the in-

finite variety and accuracy of his information ; but because the

more one knew of him, the more he seemed the incorporated

ideal of a man of science. Acute as were his reasoning powers,

vast as was his knowledge, marvellous as was his tenacious
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industry, under physical difficulties which would have lowered

nine men out of ten into aimless invalids ; it was not these quali-

ties, great as they were, which impressed those who were admit-

ted to his intimacy with involuntary veneration, but a certain

intense and almost passionate honesty by which all his thoughts

and actions were irradiated, as by a central fire." Pew of the

names of the students of N^ature have been so familiar, for the

last twenty years at any rate, as that of Darwin. Undoubtedly

the publication of his " Origin of Species" made an epoch in the

study of Natural History. Sir John Lubbock in his opening ad-

dress as President of the British Association last autumn stated,

as the axioms on which Darwin's theory was founded, '' 1st, That

no two animals or plants in ISTature are identical in all respects.

2. That the offspring tend to inherit the peculiarities of their

parents. 3. That of those which come into existence only a

small number reach maturity. 4. That those which are on the

whole best adapted to the circumstances in which they are placed

are most likely to leave descendants. That this work, the

''Origin of Species," gave rise to much controversy, that the

views it propounded were eagerly adopted by some, and as strenu-

ously opposed by others, was what was to be expected. But

many even of those who opposed his views will agree with Sir

John Lubbock when he says, " JSTo one at any rate will question

the immense impulse which Darwin has given to the study of

JS'atural History, the number of new views he has opened up,

and the additional interest which he has aroused in and contri-

buted to Biology." One cannot too much deplore the tone which

some of his admirers and disciples have employed, and as it ap-

pears to me the unphilosophical language they have used, in their

eagerness to attack systems which they think stand in their way.

It is in such points as these that we find how superior Darwin

was in his earnest search after ' Truth ' to those who claim to

be his followers ; and then what a power of description he pos-

sessed ! How delightfully he pictured either natural objects or

the phases of JN'ature. I well remember with what delight when
a boy I first read his ''Voyage of the Beagle." How one went

on charmed from chapter to chapter, and how beautiful are the
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passages in the last chapter of the work about the scenery of the

Tropics, the desolate forests of Tierra del Fuego, the aspects of

the '' illimitable ocean;" and what a healthy patriotic tone he

manifests where he enthusiastically speaks of the effects in the

Southern Hemisphere of the introduction of Christianity and the

spread of British influence ! The Treatise which he wrote soon

after his return from this voyage, embodying his theory of the

formation of Coral lagoon islands or ''atolls" was, if I mistake

not, one of the works which first, or in a great measure, estab-

lished his reputation. His was indeed an industrious life even

to the very close, for quite recently he has published works

abounding in evidences of close observation and thoroughness in

working out the subject he had engaged in. It has often struck

me, and I suppose of course many others, how much he has in

common with Humboldt. "Without comparing the extent, or

variety, or profundity, or completeness of his knowledge with

that of the great German, there is the same love and appreciation

of Nature, the same earnestness in searching into her mysteries,

and to a great extent the same power of enlisting the interest of

his readers.

I have heard it said that there are not so many papers now in

our Transactions as there used to be. If this be true what is

the reason ? l^ot, I hope, that there are fewer workers amongst

the members. It can hardly be that there are not subjects still

awaiting treatment. It is true that we have had for some time

a valuable collection of Catalogues, but there yet remains work

of this kind to be done, and there are many subjects to be treated

either generally or locally. In illustration of this I would point

to the interesting volume published during the past year by Mr.

C. M. Adamson, in which he gives some of the results of his

careful observations on birds, extending over many years, and I

would mention as especially interesting the account he gave in a

previous volume of Prestwick Car, a happy hunting ground,

which has now alas been destroyed for a good many years.

IS'ext to having the Car itself it is well to have this trustworthy

account of some of its aspects and points of interest. There are

to be found in these works two chapters bearing on some of the
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questions about birds which still remain very imperfectly under-

stood. The great subject, for instance, of their migrations.

Another book about birds, " Siberia in Europe," by Mr. See-

bohm, a gentleman personally known to some of us, has been

largely read, and is exceedingly interesting. His special object

in his long and toilsome journey was to find the breeding places

of certain birds. In this he was very successful; but what I

wish to refer to at present is a portion of his book where he dis-

courses of the migration of birds. He seems to have a strong

disinclination to resort to instinct as the explanation of the phe-

nomena, but comes to the conclusion that the desire to migrate

is an ''hereditary impulse," which I should think is not very

different. But he thinks that the idea that the bird knows by

instinct where to go has no foundation in fact. He thinks each

bird must find out for itself, and as best it may, proper winter

quarters, and, I suppose, summer quarters also. Eut he says in

one page that at migration time birds congregate to have the ex-

perience of the veteran travellers, and on the next page he says,

'

' astounding as the fact is, it is nevertheless true, that the birds

of the year are the first to migrate, birds which of course have

not migrated before." This latter observation is in accordance

with the report of the Committee on this subject at the British

Association last year at York. Again, Mr. Seebohm seems to

argue that it is by their wonderful sight and memory of localities

that birds manage their migration ; but this explanation won't

meet the case of the birds of the year who have never travelled

nor had experience of the road before. But wonderful as is the

sight of a bird how far would this assist them in a journey of

thousands of miles ?

A very popular amusement at present is the training and flying

of Homing Pigeons, and their return to their home is accom-

plished through their great powers of sight and recollection of

localities ; but this power is only calculated on for comparatively

reasonable distances. For instance, a bird which it is intended

shall be taught to find its way home to jSTewcastle from let us

say Peterboro', is not taken and flown at once from there, but is

first flown from a few miles distant, and is taught by being
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iiown at constantly lengthening distances until it is competent,

by the knowledge or experience so gained, to find its way homo

from the point at first determined on. ]^ow, Homing Pigeons

are probably at least as highly endowed with the necessary

qualities of sight and memory of locality as the ordinary migrating

birds. This rather seems to indicate that instinct is in some way

the agent in these wonderful phenomena of bird life. Then as

to the causes of migration. Mr. Seebohm says it is ^^ivant of

food not want of warmth,^'' but on the next page he narrates what

he observed in Greece, which goes directly to negative this

!

There, in certain localities, insect life appeared to be superabund-

ant, and some species of insect-eating birds remain and feed there

all the year round ; others stay during certain months, and on

their leaving others come. How is this to be explained ? Again,

amongst the immigrants which come to this country in the

autumn are many of species well known to us, and which live

with us all the year round. "What is the reason why some indi-

viduals stay here altogether, and some only come from foreign

countries for a few months and return thither ? Or do any of

our home-breeders or their descendants join the foreigners when

they leave us ? In Argyleshire, where I live during part of the

year, a considerable number of Woodcocks breed. We see them

during the breeding season, and their nests are found and the

young ones seen from time to time, but during the autumn we

see very few indeed ; and after a good many years' observation,

and after having often talked it over with Mr. Hancock during

his visits to us there, I am satisfied that these young birds don't

all remain in the immediate neighbourhood where they are bred,

but that some of them undertake a migration to Ireland or else-

where ; but what can be the reason for this I don't know. In

making these remarks on this subject I have mainly had it in

mind to show how much in even this one branch of ISTatural

History there is yet to be done. A Committee was appointed

at the Swansea meeting of the British Association to obtain ob-

servations on this subject at lighthouses and lightships, and they

presented a very interesting report at the York meeting last

September; it included reports from one hundred and three
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stations on our own coasts, and they have reports also from Heli-

goland, a station well known to ornithologists for the wonderful

migration phenomena to be seen there. Already some very in-

teresting facts have been established ; and with the further evi-

dence which will doubtless be collected by this means, and by

the researches of such enterprising and accomplished ornitholo-

gists as Mr. Seebohm, we may hope to have by-and-bye a good

deal of light thrown on this interesting and mysterious subject.

In conclusion, I cannot forbear congratulating all the lovers of

Natural History, of this neighbourhood especially, on the rapid

progress, and the prospect of the early completion of the 'New

Museum of the Natural History Society of ]S"orthumberland and

Durham. The accomplishment of this undertaking would have

been exceedingly difficult but for the munificent contributions

which have been given by a few liberal and wealthy friends of

the Society. When completed the Society will be in possession

of a building admirably adapted to accommodate and display

their valuable collections, which now cannot be properly made

available for want of space. It is only proper to say that for

the conception and carrying out of this undertaking the Society

and naturalists generally are indebted to Mr. John Hancock, but

I may almost say more important than this is the noble gift to

the Society of his own ornithological collection. Those of us

who have already had the privilege of becoming partially ac-

quainted with it are able to appreciate the gift, while those to

whom it is yet unknown will before long have the opportunity

of studying it in the new building, where it will be arranged

under Mr. Hancock's superintendence. Much might appropri-

ately be said on this subject now, but a future occasion will

perhaps be more appropriate. It may perhaps be the pleasant

lot of my immediate successor to congratulate you on the opening

of the new Museum.
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The following ladies and gentlemen were elected members

of the Tyneside Natuealists' Field Club during the years

1881-2:—

At the Anniveesaey Meeting, May 27th, 1881 :—Mr. J. Grab-

ham, G. H. Glendinning, Wm. Gilhespy, Wm. JSTichol, Thomas

•West, ISTewcastle; John L. Turnbull, Gosforth; James Taylor

Smith, M.D., Bellingham; Thomas Wilson, M.D., Wallsend;

John Eogerson, Croxdale Hall; F. C. T. Challoner, Benwell

Lodge.

At the FiEST Field Meeting, Corbridge, June 6th:—Mr.

William Batchelor, 9, Eslington Terrace ; And. N. Cohen, West

Jesmond, Newcastle ; Miss Lowrey, Broomhaugh, Riding Mill

;

Charles D. Young, Corbridge; Thomas Jones, Durham.

At Middleton-in-Teesdale, June 20th :—J. G. Goodhall, 21,

CoUingwood Street ; Septimus Dunn, Quayside ; Eichd. Ormond,

Thomas Prosser, Harrison Place, ^NTewcastle ; J. Wilson Hunter,

24, Bewick Street; William Hymers, Regent Terrace, Gates-

head ; Miss M. M. Fayle, Chirton Cottage ; Henry Gibson, 28,

Northumberland Street; Wm. Horsley, Chirton House; Leighton

Mills, South Preston, North Shields ; R. F. Spence, West Cram-

lington.

At Evening Meeting, March 14th, 1882 :—William Mathwin

Angus, Saltwell Hall, Gateshead ; George Harkus, Newcastle.
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180 OFFICE BEAEEES.

The following gentlemen were elected officers of the Club for

the year 1882-83:—

Peesldent.

Eev. R. F. Wheeler, "Whitley.

Yice-Peesidents.

John Hancock, Esq.

John F. Spence, Esq.

Ralph Carr Ellison, Esq.

Rev. J. E. Bigge, M.A.

D. Embleton, Esq., M.D.

Rev. Canon Tristram, E.R.S.

George Wailes, Esq.

Rev. A. M. ITorman, M.A.

Rev. J. C. Bruce, LL.D.

Rev. A. Bethune, M.A.

D. 0. Drewett, Esq.

John Philipson, Esq.

E. J. J. Browell, Esq.

Rev. R. P. Wheeler, M.A.

Prof. G. S. Brady, M.D.

H. B. Brady, Esq., F.R.S.

Rev. J. E. Leefe, M.A.

Rev. G. R. Hall, M.A., E.S.A.

G. H. Philipson, Esq., M.D.

Rev. R. E. Hooppell, LL.D.

Teeasueee.

Robert Y. Green.

Richard Howse.

HONOEAEY SeCEETAEIES.

I

Thomas Thompson,

James Clephan.

William Maling.

William Dinning.

Jno. R. Young.

Edward C. Robson.

John Glover.

Committee.

T. W. Backhouse.

T. T. Clarke.

John T. Thompson.

Joseph Blacklock.

Rev. J. M. Hick.

Henry C. Abbs.

J. S. Eorster,

AirniTOEs.

I

T. P. Barkas.
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X.

—

Miscellanea.

RemarhaUe Instinct in a Foxhound.— '' Abelard," a Eoxhound,

four years of age, was brought up at Greening Kennels, near

Lesbury. He was never from home except at exercise and out

hunting. On the 4th of April, 1882, he was taken to Corbridge

by train, and from thence to the Tynedale Kennels, a distance of

about fifty miles, where he arrived safely, and remained there

from the 4th until the 10th. On the 10th of April, at four p.m.,

he escaped out of the grass yard. !N'ext morning, at 6.10 a.m.,

he was seen in the kennel field at Greening.

The Hounds having left the kennels that morning at six a.m.

to meet at Titlington Hall, about nine miles from home, they

first drew Eeanley Wood, and found, but could not do much, as

scent was bad in covert. A second Fox was found on the moor,

and after a fast run of twenty minutes returned to the wood, and

got to ground. When the Hounds were drawn out of covert

''Abelard" came out with them. A third Fox was found on

the moor, and killed after a good hour and ten minutes, '' Abe-

lard" running at the head of the pack as usual all the time.

Had another slow hunting run to ground, after which the

Hounds returned home, arriving at the kennels at five p.m.

The Hounds went to covert through the Park at Alnwick, the

huntsman locking the door in the Park wall after him. ^' Abe-

lard" therefore, in going from Greening to Titlington, could not

have followed precisely in their track.

—

Communicated hy Earl

Percy.

On a Perched Block of Sandstone in Lunedale.—In June of the

last year, 1881, when the Tyneside Field Club visited Middle-

ton-in-Teesdale, High Force, and the neighbourhood, a Block of

Stone attracted the attention of several of the party in journey-

ing through Lunedale. This block is a noticeable one, upon

the gently sloping surface of a field, on the north side of the

road from Middleton to Brough in Westmorland, by way of the

bridge called that of ^* The Grains of the Beck." This bridge
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is within five or six miles of Brough, and about the same dis-

tance from Middleton. It lies near to the base of Mickle Fell,

which was ascended by some of the party. While waiting their

return, one or two of the members walked back towards Mid-

dleton and examined the stone which had been noticed on the

outward journey. It was found to be about forty or fifty yards

from the road, resting on the surface of the field, and not im-

bedded in the soil as boulders and othfer detached blocks are

usually found. It was also found to consist of Sandstone, and

standing on a bare '' scalp" of Limestone, resting on a point, so

to speak, the upper part of the block overhanging the base on

all sides. The surface of the limestone beneath being bare and

free from grass, the winds no doubt keeping down any accumu-

lation of soil which might be otherwise disposed to gather upon

it. The locality of the stone may be about three miles from

Middleton.

In size the block is about ten feet on the sides, and the same

in height. The sides and lower part have marks of a scratching

or grinding process having been undergone. These marks differ

entirely from those of lamination or stratification which might

be expected in a block of sandstone.

The question which arises is : How this block of sandstone

comes to be where it is ? It is entirely unconnected with any

surrounding rock except what it rests on. It is quite out of the

question to suppose it has been placed there by human agency.

There might be an idea that this particular block forms part of

a stratum of sandstone which originally was deposited on the

limestone, but afterwards removed by denudation. If so this

involves the idea of a very large and extensive area having dis-

appeared, leaving no vestige but this comparatively small block.

This opinion consequently appears untenable. The conclusion

is that the block has been transported hither from some other

locality, and that this occurred in that long past epoch of geolo-

gical history called the "glacial period" or great "Ice-Age,"

which is supposed to have existed about 10,500 years ago.^

The composition of the rock is that of the ordinary sandstone

* See " The Great Ice-Age," by J. Geikie, F.G.S., pp. 121—130, etc.
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of the north of England, of a very fine grain ; and so far as this

goes, we might assume that its original locality was not very far

off from where it now is. Even if this were so, however, the

question of the means of its removal would still remain to be

considered. But taking into account the scratches and marks of

grinding on the sides of the block, we are driven to infer that it

must have been brought from a considerable distance, passing in

its journey, while imbedded in ice, through ravines with walls

and floors of harder kinds of rock, and grinding and scraping

against them.

The history of the block then may have been as follows : We
need not go back to the time when the grains of sand were in a

loose and uncompacted state. We may take its history up when

it formed, as it no doubt once did, part of an ordinary stratum of

freestone, forming probably the upper part of the walls of a ra-

vine. It would become detached by alternate rains and frosts,

and roll down into the ravine, where it would get covered with

snow, which would partially thaw and then freeze again, until

the stone became covered and firmly imbedded in ice. This ice

would increase in thickness and form in time a glacier, which

would in the usual way be forced forward slowly but surely by

the accumulation of ice in the upper part of the head of the ra-

vine. The ice would still hold in its grasp our hero of a block,

and many others beside, grinding it against the rocky ravine

floor and walls in its progress, until the glacier reached the

waters of a then-existing sea, and entering it for a short distance,

the buoyant power of the water would ''snap off" the end of the

glacier which would then become an iceberg, free to float and

wander about on the ocean at '4ts own sweet will," or rather at

the mercy of the winds and currents, until another process set

in, namely, the melting of the ice by the greater warmth of the

water. This would set free our block and its companions, and

they would drop plumb down on to the ocean bed, and remain

there until some other force again should shift them.

In this way I account for the present position of this block of

stone in Lunedale. It seems to agree with the opinion well

known and frequently expressed that all our hills and dales,
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ravines and fells, high as they are now above the sea level, were

once submerged beneath the waters of an ocean, and were formed

and moulded by the Polar Ice Cap.

Besides the scratchings on the sides of the block, the generally

rounded appearance of its outlines indicates the grinding process

and ice action. This roundness might be of course owing partly

to exposure to ordinary weather during the long ages it must

have been where it now is. This cause, however, does not ap-

pear to have had much effect, moss or lichens cover great part of

the stone, which is sound and good, and shews no symptom of

decay or disintegration.

—

Septimus Oswald.

A New Lichen found in Northumberland.—In a gathering of

Lichens made at Bywell, ^Northumberland, the following new

species was found:

—

Lecanora alho-luteseeus (Nylander). The

thallus is white, or between white and grey ; its growth seems

to be from white at first to a bluish-grey in age. It is closely

adherent, indeterminate, and thinly scattered. The apothecia

are waxy, orange-red, concave, with a thick proper margin,

growing paler outward until it blends with the subtending thai-

line margin. The centre of the apothecium is sometimes fur-

nished with an umbo, and the margin often flexuose. The

hypothecium is pale, paraphyses moderate, free. Spores are

eight in number, polari-bilocular, ellipsoid; polar cells large,

with a distinct connecting tube. Thallus E. C, apothecia E.

deep crimson.

This Lichen was found on sandstone rocks, by the Tyne side,

a little below Bywell Bridge. "We submitted it to Dr. [N'ylander,

Paris, who named it, and whose description of it may be seen in

''Grevillea" for Sept., 1881. He thinks it probable that this

plant is descended from Lecanora Turneriana ; it resembles the

latter in the form of its spores, but there is a marked difference

between the two lichens. L. Turneriana has a darker and denser

thallus, with apothecia darker and less peculiar in form.

—

Rev.

W. Johnson.

Notice of Salmott Trout in Ousehurn, Newcastle-on-Tyne, in the

Spawning Season.—On the 13th November, as Mr. E; B. Bowman
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and I were walking across the bridge over the Ouseburn at

Benton Bank our attention was called by some persons looking

at some fish in the water. The fish were apparently spawning,

or had spawned. There was barely water suflicient to cover the

fish, for sometimes their dorsal fin was out of the water. The

fish were quiet for a time, and every now and then there was a

rush, as though they were driving enemies away, who had come

to eat or feed on the spawn. From the appearance of the fish

and their size, the water not being clear, I should say they were

Salmon Trout ; although it is well known that there are Burn

Trout in the Ouseburn, which I have seen, but much higher up

the stream.

—

R. Y. Green, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, lAthN'ov., 1881.

Additions to the Local Fauna and Flora, with Rema/rhs on some

Neio Habitats, etc.—Assuming that any addition to the Fauna

and Flora of this district is a matter of interest to members of

the '^ Tyneside ^Naturalists' Field Club," I submit the following

notes for their consideration, believing that they contain some

observations not previously recorded in local ^Natural History

catalogues.

The margin for such additions necessarily narrows with each

new discovery, especially when it is remembered that the habi-

tats are already well known of almost every conspicuous object,

hence this rapidly contracting field of research/ may eventually

be restricted to organisms incapable of being dealt with except-

ing by the aid of the microscope. I am so far fortunate, that in

this contribution the individuals enumerated do not all require

optical assistance for their determination, although in the inves-

tigation of their minuter details this is rpndered imperative.

Alcyonella,—In overhauling some Anacharis, dragged from a

pond near to the ''Fox and Hounds" at Benwell Bank Top, in

September of 1878, Mr. John Eidsdale and the writer found

two well developed specimens of some Polyzoon, which, on exa-

mination and reference to Professor Allman's ''British Fresh-

water Polyzoa," was suspected to be Alcyonella stagnorum: other

examples were subsequently obtained and submitted for deter-

mination to Professor G. S. Brady, who replied, "Many thanks
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for the beautiful specimen of Alcyonella, which reached me quite

safely ; to me a most interesting addition to the local fauna. "^'

The specimens retained continued to exist with me for a few

weeks in a small aquarium then naturally died, the polyparise

becoming infested with a mixed and innumerable population of

Annelids, Monads and Bacteria, while the surface of the water

and margin of containing vessel became covered with statoblasts

;

these were suffered to remain undisturbed over winter. In the

following June many of these resting eggs opened as bivalves,

and the young Polyzoons appeared with exserted tentacles while

still attached to the shells ; the endless ciliary action and con-

stant play of the floral like crown, together with its translucence

and consequent visibility of structure, renders this creature a

most charming and instructive object.

A second habitat was detected in the summer of 1881 by Mr.

J. S. B. Bell, on the south wall of a cattle pond near to Fenham

Gates on the IN'uns Moor. Notwithstanding that the water is

usually rendered turbid and muddy by the trampling of cattle,

the organism was developed in profusion, the wall being literally

plastered with it. The thickness of the mass showed that the

new Polyparies were formed upon the debris of the old ones;

when last examined it still remained vigorous and abundant.

Paludieella procumbens.—This rare Polyzoon, figured and de-

scribed for the first time by the late Mr. Albany Hancock in the

first Yol. of this Society's '^ Transactions," was obtained from its

old habitat in Broomley Lough in 1878, as described, on the under

side of stones ; there is, however, considerable difiiculty in find-

ing it.

Jly^a.—I noticed upon an aquatic plant, gathered from a pool

in Jesmond Dene, several examples of a beautiful pearly white

Hydra, side by side with the ordinary H. viridis. Although it

may have been a mere variety of the latter, the contour was dif-

ferent and the size larger. I left some of the specimens, together

with another which appeared upon some Cha/ra taken from Broom-

ley Lough, at the Museum of the Natural History Society.

There was no difficulty in identifying the last as the variety

* See Note, p. 189, infra
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described in the first vol. of this Society's '^Transactions" by the

late Mr. Hancock. I note this as showing persistence of habitat.

TJvelld,.—Mr. John Eidsdale took a gathering of a yellowish

flocculent deposit from a pool near the east wall of St. Mcholas'

Cemetery on the I*funs Moor. On examination this proved to be

Uvella, not an uncommon organism, but remarkable in being a

nearly pure gathering, covering the entire bottom of the pool.

Euglena.—The surface of a field pond, a little to the west of

Kyton, was covered in July, 1878, with a reddish brown pellicle,

only broken at the margin where the cattle had stooped to drink,

and certainly a nursery for the development of parasites, inimical

to the existence of the animals which were compelled to have

recourse to it. This pellicle was composed of Euglena sanguinea,

an organism regarded by Griffith and Henfrew as the perfect

E. viridis.

A gathering was preserved over the winter and periodically

examined. In assuming the still form it sunk to the bottom of

the containing vessel, each individual gradually becoming mottled

with green and ultimately losing all trace of red ; it then propa-

gated itself by segmentation and division, and ultimately reap-

peared as the ordinary E. viridis.

Mr. George Harkus called my attention to a curious variety,

if it be a variety, which he found on the Town Moor, in which

the flagellum was tipped with a distinct bulbous termination.

This is figured in W. Saville Kent's " Manual of the Infusoria,"

plate 20, figure 29.

Nitella, probably flexilis, was first observed amongst some

Anacharis [Eloda Canadense) in 1874, growing in the ditch skirt-

ing the northern edge of the Town Moor, a little way west of

the Grand Stand near to the field path leading from the Moor to

Kenton. This ditch was prolific in Algce ; the grouping toge-

ther of many uncommon forms seems remarkable, as, if not ac-

tually rare, their detection would have covered a wide area had

they been specially sought for.

Here Nitella appeared at intervals in bright green clumps, ap-

parently well suited with the clayey bottom of the runner. Mr.

John Eidsdale afterwards found a luxuriant growth of this plant
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in the immediate neighbourhood, but in private ground. Owing

to its total disappearance from the first habitat, we think it un-

advisable to reveal the exact position of the second one. I have

however this year fished it out of Crag Lough. Nitella is espe-

cially valuable for showing the rotation or cyclosis of its sap

with beautiful distinctness, and, if kept moderately warm, at all

seasons.

Nostoc.—In the same ditch, for three years in succession, there

appeared an abundant growth of Nostoc, many examples reaching

the size of a small plum : these covered submerged stones, and

were also attached to aquatic plants and grass dipping in the

water. In 1878 although numerous, the JVostocs did not attain

the size of their predecessors, and were only found after a care-

ful search.

Batrachospermwm moniliforme was also common here, cling-

ing to the bottom and forming a slimy covering to sticks, stones,

and the clayey sides of the runner.

Choetophora elegans may also be noted as occurring in the

same habitat, together with Draparnaldia glomerata.

Fontinalis antipyretics was also found adherent to submer-

ged stones.

Volvox glohator.—At Ryton Willows. This habitat was re-

corded many years ago by Mr. now Professor G. S. Brady. It

also appeared plentifully in two ponds at Eenwell Bank Top in

1878 : also in the present year at Croxdale.

Chmtophora etidivifolia.—Attsiohed to decaying stems of £qui-

setum in a pond at Sugley Field, Lemington.

Hydrocliwris morsus-rmice.—The Frogbit still appears abun-

dantly in its old habitat near Byton Station. I am not aware

that it has been found elsewhere in this district.

Cystopteris dentata.—Along the walls skirting the military

road to the south of Crag Lough, there is a free growth of C.

fragilis, and with it is another species or variety. I dried and

sent fronds of each kind to the editor of '^Hardwick's Science

Gossip" for determination, and elicited the following reply in

No. 152, August 1st, 1877 : "Your specimens are very interest-

ing. NOi 1, Cystopteris dentata; I^o. 2, C. fragilis. They are
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now generally merged into a single species, though Francis

named them as above."

To sum up, I conclude that Alcyonella stagnorum, Nitella, and

Cystopteris dentata are additions to the list of local Natural His=

tory objects."^*

Paludicella procumlens and the light tinted Hydra found in

Broomley Lough ; Vohox glolator, and Sydrocha/ris morsus-ranae,

have been catalogued and published in the '^ Transactions" of

this Society many years ago : their introduction here is intended

to confirm previous observations and indicate persistence of habi-

tat. And that new habitats may be claimed for Nostoc, Vohox

glolator, Batrachospermum moniliforme, Cli(BtoplioTa endivifolia,

C. elegans, Braparnaldia glomerata, and Fontinalis mitipyretica.

In conclusion, I may remark, that nearly all the examples

enumerated were detected while searching for something else,

and that everything suspected to be new or unknown was sub-

mitted to competent authorities for determination.

—

M. H. Roh-

son, Hon. Sec. North of England Microscopical Society, December,

1883.

* Alcyotiella stagnorum was discovered at Howick, Northumberland, by Mr. R. Emble-

ton more than fifty years ago. It is recorded in the first edition of Dr. Johnston's

"Zoophytes;" and in Mr. Alder's "Catalogue of the Zoophytes of Northumberland and

Durham.. See "Trans. Tyneside Nat. Field Club," Vol. L, pp. 271, 316, 368, and Vol.

III., p. 169. Ed,
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now generally merged into a single species, though Francis
named them as above."

To sum up, I conclude that Alcyonella stagnorum, mtella, and
Cystopteris dentata are additions to the list of local ^tural His-
tory objects.^'

Paludicella procumlens and the light tinted Rydra found in
Broomley Lough; Vohox glolator, and Sydrochoris morsm-rance,
have been catalogued and published in the '' Transactions " of
this Society many years ago : their introduction here is intended
to confirm previous observations and indicate persistence of habi-
tat. And that new habitats may be claimed for Nostoc, Vohox
glolator, Batrachospermum moniUforme, C}i<Btophora endivifolia,
C. elegans, BraparnaUia glomerata, and Fontinalu antipyretica.

'

In conclusion, I may remark, that nearly all the examples
enumerated were detected while searching for something else,
and that everything suspected to be new or unknown was sub-
mitted to competent authorities for determination.—Jf. R Bob-
son, Hon. Sec, Mrth of England Microscopical Society, Becemher
1883.

* Alcyonella stagnorum was discovered at Howick, Northumberland, by Mr. E. Emble-
ton more than fifty years ago. It is recorded in the first edition of Dr. Johnston's
-Zoophytes;-' and in Mr. Alder's "Catalogue of the Zoophytes of Northumberland and
Durham." See " Trans. Tyneside Nat. Field Club," Vol. L, pp. 271. -316, 368, and Vol
III, p. 159. Ed.

.
;
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ABDBESS TO THE MEMBEES OE THE TYNESlBE

]^ATUEALISTS' FIELD CLUB,

EEAD BY THE PEESIDENT, EEV. CANON WHEELEE, M.A., AT THE
THIETY-SEVENTH ANNIVEESAEY MEETING, HELD IN THE MUSEUM
OF THE NATUEAL HISTOEY SOCIETY, NEWCASTLE-UPON-TYNE, ON
FEIDAY, MAY 11th, 1883.

Ladies and Gentlemen,—It is again once raore both my pleasure

and my duty, as yOur President, to sum up the proceedings of

the Club during the year of office which closes for me to-day.

When you again elected me to fill the post I felt that you did

me an honour which I little deseirved.

Our EiEST EiELD Meeting was held at Blanchland on "Whit

Monday. A very numerous party assembled at the Central

Station, JS'ewcastle; some joined us in the hope that they would

have the double enjoyment which beautiful scenery ever affords,

and at the same time profit by the knowledge they might gain

from those who had become more deeply learned in the great

book of Mature than they themselves were.

The forethought of our excellent and indefatigable honorary

Secretaries had provided even for such a gathering, and carriage

accommodation in ample abundance was awaiting us on our ar-

rival at Benfieldside Station. The drive thence to Blanchland

was all that could be desired. Sunny skies, pleasant companions,

beautiful scenery, all combined to enhance our pleasure and to

crowd our memories with happy recollections. The antiquarian,

the historian, and the naturalist alike found an ample field for.

the gratification of their various tastes and inclinations at Blanch-

land.

The days when the IS'orman ruled in England seemed almost

to live before us as we wandered around the. site of an old Pre-

monstratensian Abbey, founded by Walter de Bolbec in 1175.

One could picture the abbey with its monks in their best and

most prosperous days, their learning, their care for the poor, and

the one bright centre of civilization and culture which the abbey
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then formed amidst the rough and rude dwellers around. Then

little by little early zeal decaying, and errors neither light or

trivial creeping in. Then the sweeping whirlwind of Eeform-

ing times, destroying the monastic life, and iconoclastic hands

levelling the work of the skilled !N'orman builders to the ground.

Then happier times again arising, and good Bishop Crewe leaving

his estate to trustees, in the hope that the generation yet unborn

might profit both in body and mind by the generous disposition

of his property and by the teaching given in the church and

schools which he so founded and endowed.

We wandered in happy groups of twos and threes o'er field,

and stream, and wood, gathering as we went here a flower and

there a moss, rare and beautiful to the eyes of the unlearned

botanists, who, ignorant alike of the mysteries of the IS'atural or

Linnean systems, enjoyed possibly with even keener relish than

their more learned companions, the beautiful works of Him who

has clothed the Lily of the field with its glorious colouring, and

made everything beautiful in its season.

But neither history, archaeology, botany, or any other kindred

science will satisfy the needs of whole man (body as well as mind

must be cared for), and here again the forethought of our excel-

lent and painstaking Secretaries were made clearly evident by

the ample repast which the keeper of the inn had provided. Mr.

Thompson, after dinner was ended, gave us some interesting

notes on certain eggs which he had recently found. Our home-

ward journey was without any special incident.

The next Meeting was at High Force, in Teesdale. A region

of deepmost interest to the plant collector from the peculiar flora

which marks, or did mark, its vegetation. Alas! "the trail of

the Tripper" has left its mark even on the lengthening miles

through which Tees rushes from the moment when it springs

into life, near to its even more famous twin sister, the Tyne,

down to its exit into the sea.

The ruthless destruction of plants, too often from mere thought-

lessness, is becoming a very serious evil. Even amongst the

mountains of Switzerland the destruction of rare plants has been
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as marked as in England, and consequently in some parts whole

sections of country have been closed to ordinary visitors. But

it is not only the visitor and the plant collector for botanical

purposes who are the sinners in this matter. A regular trade is

carried on by the Swiss in beautiful Saxifrages, Sempervivums,

Perns, and other rare plants by persons who make it their busi-

ness to seek them for sale. So great has this evil become that,

I am informed, very recently measures have been taken to

prevent the exposure for sale of such plants in the markets of

Geneva.

Our members on this occasion gathered in no great numbers.

But the party was a very pleasant one. Cronkley Scar and the

parts close at hand were those which formed the centre of at-

traction on the first day.

On the second our plans were laid further afield, and so first

Cauldron Snout, then the Moor Farm at Birkdale, and up the

Maize Beck to High Cup Mck, were the places to which our

thoughts and our hopes tended.

A beautiful morning ushered in a bright but not over warm

day, and merrily we sped onwards, after paying our reckoning

and saying farewell to the obliging host of the capital inn at

High Force. The walk was extremely pleasant, and close atten-

tion was paid by some of our party to the peculiarities of the

strata through which the Tees and Maize Beck force their way,

while others were not less pleased by forming the acquaint-

ance of some of the more rare plants growing on the moorland

side.

A most welcome lunch of simple fare was procured at Birkdale,

and so we reached the Mck just as gathering clouds warned us

. that a storm was not far off, and the distant thunder warned us

not to linger.

"Far along,

From peak to peak, the rattling crags among,

Leaps the live thunder, not from one lone cloud,

But every mountain now hath found a tongue."

The brunt of the storm did not reach us, but broke with great

fury over "Weardale.
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A visit to High Cup Mck had been a long-desired purpose

with some of our party, and it seemed to them almost like the

realization of a day dream, as they stood on the edge of the ridge

of that wondrous gap, looked along the valley, and saw far off

the distant panorama of Westmoreland. They felt as if the half

had not been told them. It is a view in England once seen

never to be forgotten. True, a mist had gathered over the dis-

tant hills and shut out much, but enough remained to write

down the moments we spent there deep in memory's tablets.

Eut we could not linger, as we gladly would have done, for the

day was waning to its close, and many a mile yet lay before us

ere we could reach our homes. So pressing on o'er fell and crag

we reached the Farm at Harwood Plats, where conveyances were

waiting to take us on to Appleby. A good and substantial tea

at the King's Head gave new impulse to our energies, and after

a very beautiful railway ride we separated at Barnard Castle,

some to return to their daily toil, others to go back again to

High Force.

I was not present at the two following Meetings, as a long

previously arranged journey to the Black Forest and Switzerland

rendered my absence from England necessary. But the Club

will be no loser by one of those excursions. A very interesting

narrative of the one to the Yorkshire Caves and Craven, drawn

up by Mr. T. T. Clarke, will be found in the present volume of

our Transactions, page 50.

The excursion to St. Mary's Loch, in Selkirkshire, did not

draw many together. Some twelve members only were present.

On the second day the source of the Tweed was visited, and on

the homeward journey some of the party lingered awhile in the

interesting border city of Carlisle.

And so we bade farewell, for this season at least,

. . . . .to the pastures

So sunny and bright

!

The herdsman must leave you

When summer takes flight.
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We shall come to the mountains again when the voice

Of the cuckoo is heard, bidding all things rejoice,

When the earth dons her fairest and freshest array,

And the streamlets are flowing in beautiful May.

Ye pastures and meadows,

Farewell then once more !

The herdsman must go,

For the summer is o'er.

The October Meeting, as usual the last of the series, was held

near home. The members met at IN'orth Shields, and under the

kind and able guidance of J. P. Spence, Esq., proceeded to visit

the Fish Quay, and to inspect the very important works which

the Corporation of Tynemouth have carried out of late years.

To any one interested in the fauna, aye and even in the flora of

the sea, our visit to the Pish Quay was a source of great gratifi-

cation. Most willingly were the spoils of the trawler's net and

the captures of the fisherman's hook submitted for our inspection,

and some were inclined to linger on beyond the last allotted

moment. A few specimens were found worthy of selection for a

place in the Museum of ]^atural History, while others were

taken to less ambitious collections. After leaving the Pish Quay

we proceeded along the river margin to the Salt Works. "We

were most courteously and kindly shewn over them by Mr.

Ogilvie, the present proprietor, who explained the whole process

of salt making.

This is now the last surviving portion of what was once a

great industry at Shields, and the neighbouring villages of Cul-

lercoats and Hartley.

I have" no facts at hand to enable me to speak accurately of

the trade in salt from Shields, but from some memoranda I

possess, I find that in 1706 one Thomas Pearon, of CuUercoats,

leased a portion of land at CuUercoats, for the purpose of erecting

salt pans thereon, "together with free liberty at all times to

load, ship, and send away any quantity of salt which the said

Thomas Pearon should make in the said salt pans." That there

were salt works there long before the date of the above lease
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there can be no donbt, nor that the manufacture on a consider-

able scale was carried on, for I find from the records of the

Custom House at Blyth that in the Michaelmas quarter of 1723,

1962 tons of salt were exported from the then small harbour and

port of Cullercoats.

Leaving the Salt "Works the party proceeded along the shore

towards the Tyne Pier works, and so to Cullercoats, where tea

was provided at the Huddlestone Arms. After tea Mr. Clarke

read the paper, already referred to, on the Caves of Yorkshire

and the features of the Craven District.

So ended our Field Meetings for 1882.

1 have often wished that our out-door gatherings were of more

practical use, in an educational point of view, than they are

;

and that by some arrangement some one or more friends con-

versant with the special features of the IN'atural History of the

place to be visited could always be the leader and guide, or

guides, of those who wished to add to their store of knowledge.

If by any means this could be done I am sure it would add at

once to the usefulness and the popularity of the Club. ]S"o field

which comes within the scope of the ^N^aturalist's work but affords

"fresh fields and pastures, ever new," for his research and his

labour. Take, for example. Botany. I cannot claim any special

or deep knowledge of this subject, and I am quite sure that

many members of our Club have a far greater and more accurate

acquaintance with that interesting study than I have, but pos-

sibly I may still be pardoned if I venture to present a few

thoughts which have occurred to me.

When in Switzerland last year my attention was drawn to

what is, to me, a deeply interesting branch of the botanist's

labour, and one, as far as I know, almost unworked. It is the

influence which man has exercised on Plant life. Viewed from

one point a moment's consideration will show that this is obvious

enough, but in another the facts are far less striking, though

possibly more instructive.

In centuries long long passed away how different an aspect

did these islands present in their woodland scenery. Many of
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our most familiar trees were then altogether unknown to the

dwellers in Britain. Yery few, save those whose thoughts have

been given to Arboriculture, know how much the beauty of our

land has been enhanced by the introduction and naturalization

of trees from far distant climes. The Spruce Fir or dark IS'orway

Spruce, Abies excelsa, was not known here some three hundred

years since. It was well known in N'orway, in Switzerland,

and is found in countries stretching from Cape Clear to Behring's

Straits. The Silver Fir, Ahies pectinata, is even a more recent

introduction, though nearly contemporary with the Spruce.

In the Park at Alnwick there are some noble specimens ; and

in the Duke of Argyle's place at Boseneath, on the Clyde, there

are, or were. Silver Firs about 170 years old and 140 feet high.

JS'o other British tree rears its head heavenward so loftily as this.

The Larch, with its exquisite green leaves put forth in early

spring, but so bare and desolate in winter, is but a modern friend.

Its introduction is memorable as being coupled with the rebellion

of 1745. It was James Duke of Athole who first planted it to

any extent.

But not to weary you with more examples of trees of whose

introduction a certain record exists. For who knows not some

of those which have of late years been introduced into our gardens

and our shrubberies from far away lands ? Some of them here-

after may perhaps become as common and as useful as the Larch,

"the Silver Fir, or the Spruce.

There are other trees about whose incoming we know nothing,

save that there was a period when their present home knew them

not. It is very hard to realise that they too owe their presence

among us to man's skill and energy. The Elm, so identified in

song and story with our village gatherings, was once unknown

in Britain. We know not when it first rooted itself in English

soil (it is supposed the Romans introduced it), but we know from

our fossil forests and in other ways when it was not amongst us.

A reverse side to this picture might also be worked out.

There are trees once very common, but are now comparatively

rare. They have ceased to be cared for and esteemed because

there is no longer the use for their wood which was once the
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case. The Yew is a well known instance of this. In the days

when the battles of Crecy and Poitiers were fought and won, it

was by the English archers' skill that the victory was mainly

achieved. The bows were of Yew. And great must have been

the consumption of wood, and vast the destruction of such a slow

growing tree as the Yew, to meet the demands of the army in

Edward the Third's days. Thus in 1341 we find a proclamation

sent"^* forth ordering a large number of bows and arrows, "be-

cause we want many bows and arrows for an expedition against

Erance, which we have taken in strong hand." There were or-

dered 7,300 bows, 14,550 sheaves of arrows, each containing 24

(thus giving about four dozen rounds for each bow), 2,000 sepa-

rate heads for the arrows, and 50 dozen cords for the bows. They

were to be paid for at 12d. each; each sheaf of arrows with

sharp heads 14d., and without 12d.

This, considering the great difference of the purchasing power

of money in those days and in ours, seems a high price.

The invention of gunpowder and muskets erelong rendered the

bow an obsolete weapon, and with the bow the Yew fell into

comparative disuse. Eor centuries afterwards it was the wood

from which better class spoons were made, the Beech or the

Sycamore furnishing that for commoner ones; but now, as a

Kentish farmer not long since remarked to me, even its value for

that purpose was gone. The iron and the nickel spoon have

banished the yew one to the regions of flint and steel tinder

boxes and other like commodities.

But there is a field of observation, which neither strikes the

mind or the eye so readily as this, less obvious, less easy to work

out, but fully as interesting.

The humble plants which are found in the field, or on the

mountain slope, by the edge of the dusty road, or in the marshy

pool, how came they there ? Are they wanderers from some far

off clime? from some neighbouring country? or have they always

been dwellers in this land ?

Let us take an instance or two in point, which may act as

finger posts to guide us in our enquiries.

* Longman's "Edward III.," Vol, I., p. 167.
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. Switzerland, like other lands, has been largely intersected by-

railways, and one of the best known of those lines is that which

carries the traveller, eager for the sunny skies of Italy, from

Geneva along the shores of beautiful Lake Leman to the foot of

the Simplon Pass. Before that line was constructed there was a

flora quite peculiar to the Ehone Yalley between Sion and the

Lake. I believe that I am perfectly Correct in saying that no-

where else in Switzerland were some of the plants to be found.

But of late years those plants, or some of them, have become not

uncommon in districts far removed from their original habitat.

How has this been effected ? Have.the seeds availed themselves,

like man, of the mighty steam horse to emigrate to other, and

possibly more congenial, lands ? How else can the formation of

the road have brought about this result ? That the seeds have

been conveyed by human hands is altogether out of the question.

If the railroad has been the means of widening the area of the

growth of these particular plants, may not the older and slower

ways of locomotion have been used to the same purpose ?

That certain plants do follow man's footsteps admits of no

doubt. Thus the Indians of JS'orth America call the common

Plantain the '' White man's foot," because it invariably follows

the footsteps of Europeans. This is familiar to many from the

way in which Longfellow speaks of it in the Song of Hiawatha

—

" Where'er they tread, beneath them

Springs a flower unknown among us,

• Springs the white man's foot in blossom."

Again, the N'ew Zealander calls the Chickweed "The mark of

the pale face ;" and the Yellow Sorrel of the Cape is known in

Malta as "The Englishman's plant." And yet, I suppose, no

one can entertain the idea for one moment that these plants have

been purposely introduced by man into these lands. IN'o loving

attachment, as in the case of the Scotchman to the Thistle, exists

in any mind, so far as I am aware, to any of them. Indeed, as

a most thoughtful and eloquent writer well puts it,'^' " It is a

law of I^ature that plants should be diffused as widely as possible

* Hugh Macmillan,
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wherever the circumstances are favourable to their growth. . .

. . . . But man interferes with this law in his processes of

gardening and horticulture. His object is to cultivate beautiful

or useful plants within enclosures, from which all other plants

are excluded. He wishes to separate from the struggle of the

elements, and from the competition of other species, certain

kinds of flowers or vegetables which are good for food or pleasant

to the eye. In this he is only partially successful, for into that

plot of ground which he has set apart from the waste common of

Mature a large number of plants intrude, and with them he has

to war a constant warfare. These plants are known by the

name of weeds. There is one peculiarity about

weeds. ',

.
'

. they only appear on ground . . . which has

been disturbed by man Have these plants always

been weeds ? If not, where is their native country ? ]^o satis-

factory answers can be given to these questions. . . Most of

our weeds possess all the characteristics of a desert flora, special

adaption to a dry soil and arid climate. The Dock and the Dan-

delion have long tap roots, the object of which is to store upa
supply of water, enabling the plants possessing them to live

through a long rainless period, and in spots from which moisture

has vanished. .... The Dead N^ettle is covered with a

silky hair, a provision made to attract the moisture of the air,"

and so to counteract the drought of the circumstances in which

it grows."

But this subject may be carried yet further. It not only

pertains to the weeds of the gardens. But the question natur-

ally arises where is the true, the original, the native home of

each and all the various forms of vegetation which clothe the

mountains of Switzerland, which are the distinctive flora of the

wild and uncultivated parts of our own country, our moors, our

fens, as far as they exist still, our hills, and our mountains.

The glowing Poppy, the lovely blue Cornflower, and others

found amongst corn crops, which seem to speak to us, by the

brightness and glory of their colour, of lands of unclouded sun-

shine. They have wandered, who can say how, far from their

native home, and emigrating, have given a beauty to our fields
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which we do not realise, simply because we have never thought

about it.

Another consideration ere I turn to a different subject. Every

one knows that some plants are few and far between in their

homes. How the ardent plant collector revels when his good

fortune enables him to gather one of them, only to imprison it

amidst the dingy folds of his drying book ! These plants are

either, may we not think so ? the stragglers of an army in re-

treat or the scouts of an army in invasion. It is by no chance,

but by some law, which needs more observation than has been

given to it, that these rarities find their resting place. Again,

how can we account for the leaps and bounds which some plants

sometimes seem to have made. Their home easily traced many

many hundreds of miles away; but a colony has been clearly

established in some remote far away spot, no intermediate station

being traceable. Thus at Roche, in the canton Yaud, in Swit-

zerland, in a wild forest, a Cyclamen, whose home is Italy,

sometimes known as the Cyclamen of IN'aples, is found in com-

parative abundance. iRowhere else is it to be seen wild on the

north side of the Alps. What has brought it to Roche ? Whence

came it previously ? How has it overstepped the lofty Alpine

summits? Again, the beautiful Hierochloe horealis was found

a few years since for the first time growing in the Isle of Limmat,

a few miles below Zurich. I^o other specimen was known. A
little while afterwards it was found growing near Einsiedlin,

the well known great pilgrimage route, from whence the torrent

Sihl rushes down through most picturesque gorges to the Lake

of Zurich. The suggestion naturally presented itself to the

mind, " Oh, the seeds have evidently been conveyed by water to

Limmat, on the lower part of the Lake," and it is reasonable to

think so. But then the question comes. How was it introduced

to Einsiedlin? The place nearest to Einsiedlin where it is

known is Munich, and even around there it passes as a rare plant.

To find it in abundance one must go to the far north, towards

the coast of the Baltic.

But I must pause, deeply interesting as such an enquiry as

the present one is, for if the pen were allowed to run on and
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one's thoughts to dwell on all the analogous cases, we should not

reckon them by scores but by hundreds ; and so we must bid

adieu. to the plants of the field and the flowers of the forest and

turn to the mighty ocean.

" There is a pleasure in the pathless woocls,

There is a rapture on the lonely shore,

There is society, where none intrudes,

By the deep sea, and music in its roar

:

I love not man the less, but Nature more."

The mysteries of the depths of the ocean have, of late years,

been revealed to a very great extent by the researches made by

the officers of the "Challenger" and other like expeditions. The

magnificent volumes, which are being issued at distant inter-

vals, giving the results of the observations of the " Challenger"

naturalists, will when completed, form an unequalled monunient

at once of patient labour and accurate research.

Years ago Dr. Carpenter very pertinently remarked that "the

foundation of the whole of geological science, that is the inter-

pretation of the phenomena presented to us in the study of the

earth's crust, must be based upon the study of the changes at

present going on upon the surface of the earth, including, of

course, the depths of the sea." But true as this has been ever

since geology became a science, still it is only in very recent

times that it has been possible to investigate, with any approach

to accuracy, any but the shallower seas.

It is to submarine telegraphy that we owe the first systematic

attempts at deep-sea soundings. It was obviously necessary, for

the purpose of laying the cable which first, as by a thin line,

united Europe with the continent of America, to ascertain be-

forehand the depths of the ocean, and also the nature of its bot-

tom. Commander Dayman's expedition in 1857 may justly be

considered as the pioneer of all subsequent explorations.

It would be altogether out of place, in a biief address like the

present, to enter more fully into the history of the investiga-

tions carried on by Sir Wyville Thomson, Count Pourtales, the

Swedish Spitzbergen expedition, and others. Before these ob-

servations were made it was a commonly received belief that the
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sea had a uniform temperature below a certain depth, of 39° E.,

and that the zero of animal life was reached at a depth of 300

fathoms. But the deepest soundings show a lower temperature

than that. Indeed the temperature of 39'' would appear to be

confined to a depth not exceeding 1000 fathoms.

The average depth of the ocean, as ascertained from the

"Challenger" observations, is two and a half miles, or 13,000

feet. The deepest sounding of the "Challenger" was 4,475

fathoms, but this has since been exceeded off the coast of South

America by a recent American observation. These long-extended

and most varied and accurate enquiries have thrown a new in-

terest around the subject of the dwellers in ocean depths, and

have very widely extended the range of our knowledge.

Mr. Murray, in the "Proceedings of the Hoyal Society,"^'' has

classified the deposits met with during the "Challenger" voyage

under the heads of Shore Deposits, Globigerina Ooze, Eadiolarian

and Diatomaceous Ooze, and Eed Clays. The shore deposits are,

of course, of less consequence and interest than those of the

deep seas. The most interesting feature, probably, in the shore

deposits is the abundance of Glauconite, or other green Silicate,

which occurs as grains and as casts of the interior organisms

whose tests have disappeared. The phenomenon is mainly con-

fined to depths of less than 700 fathoms. Possibly there may

be some connection between these Silicates and the Eed Clays

of the deeper ocean.

The Globigerina Ooze is not met with south of 50°, nor, pro-

bably, much beyond 60° N. ; but within these limits it is, after

the Deep-Sea Clays, the most abundant of oceanic deposits. It

consists largely of the dead shells of Globigerina, Orbulina, and

Pulverulina, etc. With regard to the rest of the calcareous ele-

ments of Globigerina Ooze much of it consists of "Coccoliths"

and "Ehabdoliths." N'o one appears to know much about the

organic position of these things. The Botanist and the Zoologist

.seem to regard them with equal suspicion. "Whatever they are

they secrete a large quantity of Carbonate of Lime.

I^ext we have the Eadiolarian and Diatomaceous Ooze. The

* Vol. XXIV,, p. 578.
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siliceous deposits of organic origin are the result of Silica-secret-

ing creatures, which ahound on the surface waters, and also ap-

parently in the deepest waters, of all the oceans and seas visited

by the "Challenger." About half way between Japan and New
Guinea there is a depth of 4,575 fathoms, the deepest "Chal-

lenger" sounding, with a bottom of Ooze, containing chiefly the

remains of Eadiolarians and Diatoms, and other deep sea Rhizo-

pods. In this sounding there was a very small amount of amor-

phous clayey matter, and no Carbonate of Lime organisms are

expressly mentioned.

As to the Eed-Clay deposit, conspicuously the deep-sea deposit,

the following analysis of a sample dried at 110°, from a sounding

in 3,150 fathoms, will throw much light upon it.

Water and Organic Matter 10*4:0

Silica.. 53:30

Alumina 17'40

Ferride Oxide ll'TO

• Lime
)

,^ . f in combmation with Silica 1*35
Magnesia J

Carbonate of Lime 3*10

Magnesia 1'90

Sulphate of Lime • 0*85

100-00

As to animal life in the deep sea, the most important question

is. To what depths do living creatures descend ? This is not

capable of so simple an answer as might at first seem possible.

Only a net which can be sent down securely closed, and then

opened and towed along, and then closed again before being

hauled up, can give any definite and sure information on the

matter. Such a net is both difficult to construct and to use.

Mr. Alexander Agassiz has, however, made a few experiments

with such an. instrument, and found, when he tried it off the

American coast, that the animals extended down to about 50

fathoms' depth, but not at all below 100 fathoms. The problem

as to how far this result is one which applies generally, is the

most important with regard to deep-sea science now awaiting

solution. It is still an open question whether any of the well
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known Globigerinse, of the shells of which the deep-sea Globi-

gerina Ooze is chiefly made up, live at the bottom, or whether

they are all Pelagic, and the shells only drop down to the bottom

after death.

There can be no question that Globigerina Ooze and the deep-

sea deposits are, in their ultimate derivation, products of the de-

nudation of the earth's surface.

It is but a slight step indeed from the foregoing remarks to

the subject of our Sea-Pisheries, which are at once such a fertile

source of food to man, and such an attractive field of labour to

the dwellers on our coasts. It is with no little satisfaction that

I can refer to the part the Tyneside Pield-Club has taken in by-

gone years in reference to this at once very interesting and im-

portant subject.

It is now more than twenty years since the subject of the then

condition and prospect of our Sea-Pisheries was first-debated at

an Evening Meeting of our Club. The information then drawn

forth was all that was really known at the time, and little enough

it was. Mr. Henry Penwick, the then member for Sunderland,

availing himself of the knowledge then gathered together,

brought the subject before the House of Commons, and moved

successfully, for the appointment of a Eoyal Commission. Pro-

fessor Huxley, Mr. Caird, and Mr. Shaw-Lefevre were appointed

Commissioners. They commenced their enquiry at Cullercoats,

and afterwards proceeded to hold meetings at every fishing sta-

tion in Great Britain and Ireland. A most able and exhaustive

Report, together with all the evidence taken, was subsequently

published. This is the foundation on which all subsequent en-

quiry has been based, and from this the present deep and wide-

spread interest in our Pisheries has arisen ; culminating, as it is

now doing, in the great International Pisheiy Exhibition to be

opened to-morrow in London.

I^ot only has there been a most plentiful supply of literary

effort bestowed on this not so long ago altogether neglected sub-

ject, but attention has been directed by eminent JSTaturalists to

the habits of Pish, and many most valuable additions to our

knowledge as to the mode of spawning and feeding have resulted
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from their observations. The Fishery laws have been altered,

and the whole snbject is now in a very different position indeed

to what it was when onr Clnb first took up the work. Surely

we feel some slight gratification that the tiny seed has sprung

up and borne such a useful and plentiful harvest

!

Another field of investigation into the forces which are

ever being exerted around us is being very earnestly worked,

and rapidly developed, Meteorology. 'No subject attracts more

general interest. ' For some years it was my fortune to render

some small service to the Tyneside Club as Editor of the Mete-

orological Reports. The demands upon my time, from an ever-

growing Parish and other work, compelled me, very reluctantly,

to resign that office. To my deep regret, and to the loss of

Science, by the breaking up of the able staff of observers, no one

was found ready to take up the work, so well commenced and

carried on by my predecessor, Mr. Mennell. A series of stations,

practically covering the whole of the two counties of Durham

and Northumberland, afforded opportunities of registering the

phenomena of wind and weather, and of recording other natural

phenomena, possibly without any parallel in other districts of

England.

Had the Club been able to secure the services of an Editor,

we should have had, in the course of a few years, such a mass of

recorded facts as would have given us a knowledge of the pecu-

liarities of our local climate not to be found elsewhere in our

island. Eut vain are the regrets over lost opportunities ! One

can only hope that even yet some one may be found ready to re-

sume the work, and with more leisure and far more ability to

carry it on in future j^ears.

It may now almost be said that Meteorology has been lifted

from the depths of obscurity and contempt into the position of

one of the highest branches of scientific research. Possibly no

single step has been taken for many a year which is likely to

lead to discoveries of greater interest and importance than the

observations now being taken in the Arctic regions. Hitherto

the information obtained from thence on meteorological subjects

has been very incomplete. But it has also been felt that from

p
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thence there were in store discoveries which would one day prove

of the greatest value and importance. Amongst the few facts

already ascertained is, that the lowest temperature does not co-

incide with the geographical pole, but is concentrated on two

points; one in Siberia, the other in ITorth America. It is to

Lieut. Weyprecht, the discoverer of Franz Josef Land, that the

world is indebted for the suggestion that the JS'orth Pole should

be encircled by a series of fixed observatories, and that two sta-

tions should be established also in the Antarctic Seas. I have

not the time, nor is this the place, to enter into the history of

this movement. It must suffice to say that by the 1st of May,

1881, Professor Wild was enabled to say that the eight stations

needed had been secured.

In July, 1881, at S. Petersburg, it was determined that the

observations should be commenced at all stations in the Polar

regions, as well as in those of the temperate zone, as soon as

possible after August 1, 1882, and that they should be continued

until September, 1883. The stations were finally allotted thus:

Denmark has charge of Godthaab. America has her post in

Lady Franklin Bay, in Smith Sound, the most northerly of all

the stations. Germany in Cumberland Sound, and England at

Fort Rae, near the Great Slave Lake. America has also a sta-

tion at Point Barrow. Eussia occupies the mouth of the Lena,

and Holland takes Dickson's Haven. A Prussian branch station

has also been established at MoUer Bay, in ISTova Zembla. IS'or-

way is responsible for the work at Bosekop, in the Alton Fjord.

Sweden selected Spitzbergen ; Austria, Jan Mayen Land ; and a

station has also been fitted up at Sodankyla, on the Scandinavian

Isthmus. The Germans have also secured the help of the Mora-

vian missionaries in Labrador, the coast there extending along

the line of minimum depression. France has gone far afield,

having established a post near Cape Horn ; and a third German

party is stationed on one of the islands of Southern Georgia, some

1,100 miles from Cape Horn. Materials for a comparison on a

very extended scale will therefore be forthcoming from all parts

of the world.

All meteorological and magnetic phenomena will be observed
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hourly during the whole time, and on term days, 1st and 15th

of each month, magnetic observations will be made every five

minutes, and always at the same time during the 24 hours. The

magnetic observations are intended to make us thoroughly ac-

quainted with the phenomena of magnetic perturbations and

storms, and their connection with the Aurora Eorealis.

That the result of all these combined efforts will be greatly

to advance the knowledge of the various agencies which control

the condition of the atmosphere, and possibly to extend our

knowledge of electrical and magnetic forces in directions alto-

gether unexpected, there can be no doubt. The publication of

the reeults will be looked forward to with intense interest, not

only by the world of science but by others also who can scarcely

be brought within that category.

But there is a field of observation open to every one in relation

to the weather too little known. It is as to the indications which

the higher clouds in their varying forms give us as to atmospheric

disturbances which are impending.

Very recently the Hon. and Eev. F. A. Russell read a paper

before the Meteorological Society, from which I venture to quote

a few passages. '
' 'Next to frequent readings of the barometer,

and a knowledge of the distribution of atmospheric pressure,

cloud observations, especially of cirrus, were of great use in

forecasting the state of the weather. Cirrus is generally sup-

posed to float at heights varying from 16,000 to 40,000 feet and

more. But according to Mr. Glaisher's balloon observations this

height may probably be sometimes more than fifteen miles.

Its appearance suggests electrical influence in the determination

of form ; it is the only cloud which is not normally rounded in

outline, and which is sometimes composed of striae, nearly at

right angles to each other. It is also the only cloud which

sometimes appears to radiate from a point near the horizon, thus

showing the lines are parallel to each other, and their real length

in their apparent direction."

No one amongst the dwellers on the coasts of Northumberland

and Durham will have forgotten the unparalleled gale which

swept so suddenly down upon us on October 14, 1881, and which
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caused such fearful devastation everywhere. Uprooting count-

less trees in IS'orthumherland and Scotland, trees which had

braved storms for scores and scores of years. The fearful de-

struction of our ships and sailors will have written that sad day's

work even more deeply and permanently on many a heart than

the loss of property has done. The storm travelled with great

rapidity, and broke upon the west coast during the night. The

cirrus "observed on October 13," the day before the storm,

" gave earlier information than the barometer of the coming gale.

It may be stated generally that cirrus of a long, straight, feathery

kind, with soft- edges and outlines, or with soft delicate colours

at sunset and sunrise, is a sign of fine weather. Curly wisps and

brown back pieces are not a bad sign, but their exact appearance

should be noted The harder and more distinct the

outline, and the more some particular forms are repeated, the

worse the results."

It is, however, full time that I drew this address to a conclu-

sion.

Look where we will, either in the heavens above us, with the

bright and glorious suns and stars, which form the field of the

astronomer's investigation, or down to the deepmost valleys of

the ocean, all, all tell the same lesson, how stupendous are the

works of Him who made them all. How each fresh peep into

mighty and beautiful works of Creation does but open the door

to further search, and reveal treasures of knowledge before alto-

gether unsuspected. Only let us pursue our investigation as

simple searchers after Truth, not as those who seek for facts in

order to support some strongly conceived and foregone conclusion,

and to bolster up and strengthen some pet theory, or as Lord

Bacon long, long ago wrote:— "Truth, which only doth judge

itself, teacheth, that the inquiry of Truth, which is the love

making, or wooing of it, the knowledge of Truth, which is the

presence of it, and the belief of Truth, which is the enjoying of

it, is the sovereign good of human nature. The first creature of

God, in the works of the days, was the light of the sense : the

last was the light of reason : and His Sabbath work, ever since,

is the illumination of His Spirit. First He breathed light upon
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the face of matter or chaos ; then He breathed light into the face

of man ; and still He breatheth and inspireth light into the face

of His chosen. The poet that beautified the sect, that was other-

wise inferior to the rest, saith yet exceedingly well, ' It is a

pleasure to stand upon the shore, and to see ships tossed upon

the sea : a pleasure to stand in the window of a castle, and to

see a battle, and the adventures of it below : but no pleasure is

comparable to the standing upon the vantage ground of Truth,

and to see the errors, and wanderings, and mists, and tempests

in the vale below : so always that this prospect be with pity,

and not with swelling or pride. Certainly it is Heaven upon

Earth, to have a man's mind move in Charity, rest in Providence,

and turn upon the poles of Truth.'
"

Obituaey [N'otices.—During the past year the Club has had

to lament the loss of two of its oldest members, Mr. George

AVailes and Mr. E. B. Bowman.

Mr. Wailes, who was an original member of the Club, and its

President, 1860, died about 31st Oct., 1882. He had been for a

long time unable to attend to business or to follow the studies

that had been the delight of his life. He devoted himself chiefly

to Entomology and the growing of Orchids and Alpine plants.

He formed a good collection of British Butterflies and Moths,

and contributed a Catalogue of the local Lepidoptera to the

Transactions of the Club. He possessed a good library of Works

on his favourite subjects.

Mr. E. B. Bowman, whose death took place very suddenly in

the Old Museum, IN'ov. 24th, 1882, had been a member of the

Club from 1859, and, though taking no active part in its work-

ing, was an ardent sympathizer with all students in N^atural

History. He was early associated with the Messrs. Hancock,

Hutton, Hewitson, Alder, Burnett, and Wailes in their IS'atural

History pursuits, devoting himself chiefly to Botany, and occu-

pied a distinguished position among its leading investigators,

and became an authority whose opinion was always of weight.

He was a genial kindly man, and ever ready to impart his

knowledge to earnest students.—i/. JF.
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The following gentlemen were elected members of the Tyne-

siDE J^iTiJEALisTs' FiELD Club during the year 1882 :—

At the Anniyeesaet Meetii^g, May 11th, 1882 :—Rev. Thos.

Stephens, Monkwearmouth ; Messrs. Jonah Johnston, Cloth

Market, ]N"ewcastle; John Robson, jun., 22, Washington Ter-

race, James Edw.' Smith, Saville Street, North Shields ; Dr.

Robt. Huntley, Jarrow-on-Tyne.

At BLAifCHLAifD, May 29th :—Messrs. James Kidd, Oxford

Street, Thomas Emley, 7, Ellison Place, Newcastle; Joshua S.

Wilson, Thornlea, Thomas Edwin Pumphrey, Mowbray Villas,

Bishopwearmouth ; James Pybus, 18, ^Marine Terrace, North

Shields; Thos. W. Barron, M.B., 16, Old Elvet, Durham.

At High Foece, Teesdale, 28th June :—Messrs. Joseph H.

Morton, 1, Bayensbourne Terrace, Adam Hope, Westoe, South

Shields; C. F. Gomoszynski, 41, Linskill Terrace, North Shields;

R. S. Thorpe, Devonshire Terrace, Newcastle.

At Cullercoats, October 6th :—Sir Chas. Trevelyan, Walling-

ton Hall, Cambo ; Mr. Ant. Duncan Cairns, Tynemouth.

The Field Meetings for 1883 were arranged to be held as

follows :

—

May 28th Talkin Tarn and Gelt.

JiiifE27TH

—

29th (RacoWeek) Settle and Craven District.

July 16th Sewing Shields and Roman

Wall.

August 6th Barnard Castle and Balder-

dale.

Septembek 10th, 11th. .... . Otterburn and Neighbour-

hood.

OcTOBEE oTH Morpeth.
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212 OFFICE BEAEEES.

The following gentlemen were elected officers of the Club for

the year 1883-84:—

President.

A. 8. Stevenson, Esq., Tynemouth.

Vice-Presidents.

John. Hancock, Esq.

John F. Spence, Esq.

Ralph Carr Ellison, Esq.

Bev. J. E. Bigge, M.A.

D. Embleton, Esq., M.D.

Rev. Canon Tristram, F.R.S.

Rev. A. M. Norman, M.A,

Rev. J. C. Bruce, LL.D.

Rev. A. Bethune, M.A.

E. J. J. Browell, Esq.

D. 0. Drewett, Esq.

John Philipson, Esq.

Rev. R. F. Wheeler, M.A.

Prof. G. S. Brady, M.D.

H. B. Brady, Esq., F.R.S.

Rev. J, E. Leefe, M.A.

Rev. G.R. Hall, M.A.,F.S.A.

G. H. Philipson, Esq., M.D.

Rev. R. E. Hooppell, LL.D.

Treasurer.

Robert Y. Green.

Richard Howse.

Honorary Secretaries.

.

I

Thomas Thompson.

Henry C. Abbs.

T. W. Backhouse.

Joseph Blacklock.

James Clephan.

T. T. Clarke.

AVilliam Dinning.

Committee.

John Glover.

Rev. J. M. Hick.

AVilliam Maling.

Edward C. Robson.

John T. Thompson.

Jno. R. Young.

J. S. Forster.

Auditors.

I
T. P. Barkas.

'\
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XII .

—

Miscellanea .

N^ote on tJie habit of the young Cuckoo in ejecting the eggs and

young of its foster-x)arent from the nest.—For many years I have

been very desirous of observing the habit of the young Cuckoo

at the time when it was just hatched, and when it was busy in

ejecting the eggs and young of its foster-parent from the nest.

During my stay at Oatlands in the summer of last year (1884) I

am glad to say that a favourable and satisfactory opportunity

occurred of making this observation.

I began in June to search the grounds carefully for as many

nests as I could find, that were likely to have Cuckoos' eggs in

them, and was fortunate enough to find one in a spot convenient

for making continued observations, on the 17th day of June,

1884. The Cuckoo's Q^g was in the nest of a Hedge Accentor,

containing four of its own eggs, and built in a Bramble bush,

near the bottom of the sloping terrace at Oatlands. I tried the

Cuckoo's Qgg and one of the Hedge Accentor's in water, to as-

certain if they were fresh or sitting. The former floated, denoting

that it Avas sitting; the latter sinking to the bottom, was of

course fresh.

On the 25th of June I examined the nest. No change had

taken place. There were still the one Cuckoo's egg in the nest

and the four Accentor's.

On Eriday, the 27th June, I looked at the nest at three o'clock

in the afternoon, and the Cuckoo's Qgg was hatched, and one of

the Accentors. At twenty-five minutes to six o'clock I looked

at the nest again, and another Accentor's eg^ was hatched.

On Saturday morning, 28th June, I rose early, and went to

the nest at twenty minutes to four o'clock a.m. All was quiet,

and the old bird on the nest. At two minutes past five o'clock

saw into the nest. There were just the young Cuckoo, the two

young Accentors, and the two eggs. A few minutes after five

o'clock the young Cuckoo attempted to put an Q^g out of the

nest, by getting it on to its back in the most clumsy manner

;

• but it did not succeed in getting the q.^^ high enough to roll it
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over the edge of the nest. Immediately after this proceeding

the old Hedge Accentor came on to the edge of the nest, and

stooped down with its head into the nest, and took some white

matter into its mouth (I think excrement from the young birds)

and swallowed it. The old bird went on to the nest and ofi

again four or five times in about two hours. I left for breakfast

at eight o'clock, the old bird sitting on the nest. Returned at

half-past eight. The old bird was off the nest, and the young

and eggs as before lying ijuiet at the bottom of the nest. I don't

think the young birds have been fed yet. The old bird has re-

turned and is sitting on the nest. T feel sure that the old bird

takes the dung from the young birds and eats it. The old bird

remained off about ten minutes at a time. She is back and on

the nest again this time in a minute or two. She appeared to be

very uneasy and uncomfortable, raising her wings and standing

on her legs in the nest. In this position she made a kind of

shuffle, and in a moment the Cuckoo was on the back of the

Hedge Accentor, and in another moment the Accentor was off

the nest and the Cuckoo into the nest off her back : what this

meant it is impossible to say. The mother was off for about

ten minutes, and then on again and off, and when off an Accen-

tor's egg was put on to the edge of the nest by the young Cuckoo

in my presence. This was at half-past ten. The egg rested on

the edge of the nest for some time, and then it fell down into

the bush, by the movements of the old bird on the edge of the

nest. The Cuckoo then fell into the bottom of the nest, ap-

parently in a very agitated state and overpowered or exhausted

by the effort. The mother then returned again to the nest, and

proceeded as before in taking off the dung from the young and

eating it. She remained a very short time on the nest, but

seemed very uneasy, raising herself and standing in the nest.

The Cuckoo seems to be increasing in bulk, and is much agitated,

lying at the bottom of the nest. The two young Accentors lay

motionless at the bottom of the nest, whilst the Cuckoo kept

moving its wings like hands as if to excite or stir its companions

into action. In about twenty-five minutes the Cuckoo made two

desperate efforts to get one of the young Accentors Hung over
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the edge of the nest, but failed, for when it got the young one

to the top it fell back again into the bottom of the nest. Another

unsuccessful struggle took place when the mother was on the

side of the nest. About eleven o'clock the first young Accentor

was put over the edge of the nest, exactly as illustrated by Mrs.

Blackburn."^* The mother was present, but took no notice of

the affair going on, but looked on calmly. The second egg was

pushed out at one p.m., in the presence of myself. Miss Abbs,

and my sister, whom I had specially invited to come and see the

proceedings of the young Cuckoo. The last and fourth of the

lot we left in the hands of the destroyer. It was sitting almost

on the back of the Cuckoo, which had had one try to put it

over the edge of the nest, but had failed. At 3.30, when we

returned to examine the nest, the young Cuckoo was the sole

occupant.

The first baby Accentor which had been thrown on to the edge

of the nest was still alive, so we put it into a AVhitethroat's nest,

which had four young ones about a day old, and from all appear-

ances it will be i3roperly attended to by its foster-parents.

The Cuckoo's proceeding, as I saw it, is, in my opinion, the

most wonderful and unaccountable piece of business that I ever

witnessed in bird-life.

On Saturday, July 5th, I looked into the nest, aud to my
astonishment the young Cuckoo lay motionless at the bottom of

the nest, and I found that it was dead. In all probability it had

died from the heat of the sun, for a day or two before, when

looked at, the Cuckoo was panting, evidently affected by the

heat ; in fact we had shaded it, by placing some Bracken leaves

to screen it from the sun, but by some means the leaves had been

removed, and the sun's rays fell direct on the young Cuckoo.

To summarize this account, I may state that the eggs of the

Cuckoo and four eggs of the Accentor were found in the nest of

the Accentor on the 17th June. On Friday, June 27th, the

Cuckoo's egg and two eggs of the Accentor were hatched. On

Saturday, June 28th, one attempt to put out Accentor's egg did

not succeed. At 10.30 a.m. first egg was put out of nest. About

See •« The TipitR," illuBtrated by I, 11. B., Plate XL 1872,
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.

11 A.M. the first young Accentor was pushed out. At 1 p.m. the

second egg was pushed out in the presence of three witnesses.

The last of the lot, the second young Accentor, was removed

between 1 and 3 o'clock p.m., during the time I was away or

absent.

These observations, though they may seem to be a repetition

of the accounts given by Dr. Jenner, Montagu, Mrs. Blackburn,

and other accurate observers, are nevertheless necessary in these

days, for in the minds of some ornithologists it seems to be still

an undecided question. How the young Cuckoo gets the young

of its foster-parents from the nest? I have before had an op-

portunity of ascertaining the fact, and expressing my full belief

in the accounts given by Dr. Jenner, Col. Montagu, and others,

as stated in my Catalogue, p. 26, but till last summer I had not

had a successful opportunity of watching the whole process so

carefully as I was able to do on that occasion.

Since these observations were made my attention has been

directed to the following quotation from Mr. Henry Seebohm's

'' History of British Birds," Vol. II., p. 383 :—

^'It has been said, on what appears to be incontestable evi-

dence, that the young Cuckoo, soon after it is hatched, ejects the

3'oung or eggs from the nest by hoisting them on its back ; hut

one feels inclined to class these narratives ivitli the equally well-

authenticated stories of ghosts and other apparitions which abound.'^''

The facts obsei-ved with much care, and minutely narrated in

this note, support the 'incontestable evidence" given by Dr.

Jenner, Montagu, and Mrs. Blackburn, so fully and conclusively,

that I am at a loss to understand how any one who has not per-

sonally investigated and observed this habit of the young Cuckoo,

could allow himself to express so strong an opinion as Mr. See-

bohm has done in the Italicised portion of the above quotation.

There are still many points in the life-history of this interest-

ing summer visitor which require to be worked out accurately.

There are many questions regarding it which no ornithologist is

able to answer satisfactorily, as for instance

:

Is it the male or female Cuckoo that produces or utters the

well-known familiar note, or both ?
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Most of the Passeres moult before migrating. Does the young

Cuckoo moult before migrating ? or does it moult in its winter

quarters ?

How does the old Cuckoo come to the knowledge of the time

when it must place the egg in the nest it selects for that purpose ?

For if the Cuckoo's egg should not hatch for a few days after

the others, the young Cuckoo would be too feeble to perform the

operation of lifting the young of its foster-parents over the edge

of the nest.

In concluding these observations, I cannot help pointing out

that the recent provisions of the Bird Acts prevent, at present, in

England, any further investigations on these and other important

points in Bird-life, which require to be made during the breeding

season, in order to complete our knowledge and perfect the his-

tory of our British Bird-Fauna.— Observed hy John Hancock, at

Oatlands, Surrey, in June, 1884, and read Nov. 2Qth, 1885.

Note on the Indian form of the Spotted Eagle {Aquila noevia,

Briss.) shot on the Northumberland Coast ^ near Cresswell, October

31s^, 1885.—A few days ago I had the pleasure of examining,

through the kindness of Mr, Eobt. Duncan, a fine specimen of

this interesting bird, which has not before been recorded as oc-

curring on the IN'orthumberland coast or in our district. It is a

bird of the year, in very fine unworn plumage, and undoubtedly

the same as the Indian form, of which I have examined many

specimens. The length of this example, from the end of bill to

end of tail, was 28 inches. The extent of wings, 67 inches.

Eye hazel.

—

John Hancocli.

Lichen Memorabilia^ 1884.—A day spent in the neighbourhood

of Morpeth, Northumberland, in the early part of last year, al-

though none of the brightest so far as the weather went, is now

a pleasant recollection. The spring had come but not the leaves

or the fresh grass, yet it was easy to feel all about one that

these were coming, for the whole earth seemed slowly awaking

out of a sleep, and quietly swelling out her fulness of reviving

life in embryo and bud. The old irregular town of Morpeth is
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situated in a wooded hollow, on the banks of the Wansbeck,

about seven miles from its estuary ; and it still retains, amid the

hurry and change of modern times, some aspect of old English

gentility. From Morpeth the ground rises north-west, through

a sparsely populated district, where the furze, the honeysuckle,

and wild rose still haunt the lanes and hedgerows, until the

Cheviots loom into view, a promising region for the lichenologist

when it may be searched. On the day referred to, we had to

content ourselves with a ramble between Mitford and Morpeth,

and the following list comprises the lichens we gathered. It is

only fair to say, that our day w«as not the most favourable. The

ground was damp and slippery on the banks, consequently our

search was neither very close nor protracted. The smoke from

the Tyne and the ^Northumberland coal-field seems to have some-

what affected the lichenoid growth of this locality, which it will

eventually obliterate. Already the deleterious atmosphere from

the Tyneside has utterly destroyed species of Hamalina, which

flourished in fi^uitfulness, on the trees about Gribside, in the days

of Mr. AYinch. Por verification of this, vide Science Gossip,

Vol. XY., p. 217.

Callema cheileum, Ach. On the ground and walls.

Cladonia pyxidata^ var. cMorophcEa, Elk. On the ground,

Borough Wood.

Cladonia macilenta^ forma clavata, Ach. On fir trees. •

Evernia prunastri, L. On trees, barren.

Ramalina farinacea, L. On trees.

,, fraxinea^ var. tcanimformis^ Ach. On trees, dwarfed,

but in fruit.

Parmelia physodes, var. reciirva, Leight, and var. platyphylla,

Ach. Both on trees.

Parmelia saxatilis, var. sulcata, Tayl. On trees, Mitford, in

fruit.

Physcia parietina, L. Type on trees; var. aureola, Ach., on

walls; var. lychnea, Ach., on wooden gates or palings.

Physcia pulverulenta, iormsi pityrea, Ach. On trees, barren;

forma venusta, Ach., on trees, in fruit.

Physcia obscura,'Yar. virella, Ach. On palings, in fruit.
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Physcia ciliaris^ iovmsL verrucosa, Ach. On trees, dwarfed and

barren.

Physcia stellaris, L. On trees, in fine condition ;
var. tenella,

Scop., limited and poor, on palings.

Lecanora lutesceus, DC, On old bark.

,, suhfusca, forma ruyosa, Pers. On trees; forma ar-

yenta, Acb., on trees; forma chlorona, Ach,, on palings.

Lecanora poriniformis, Kyi. On rocks and stones.

,, pyraceuj k.Qh., on^olm^s.

,, dtra, Huds., forma yrimosa, Pers. On rocks and

stones. .

Pertusaria communis, DC. On trees.

,,
fayinea, L. On trees.

Lecidea lapicida, Pr. On stones.

,, contiyna, Pr. On rocks and stones.

,, canescens, Dicks. On trees, barren.

,, rwS^/?a, Ehrli. On trees.

. ,, cancentrica, Dav., forma impressula, Leight. On walls,

Opeyrapha varia, Pers., forma tiyrina, Ach. On trees.

Graphis scripta, Ach., forma tremulaus, Leight. On trees.

,, sopMstica, ISTyL, iormsi Jlexuosa, Leigbt. On trees;

forma divcmcata, Leight, on trees ; also forma diffusa, Leight.

—

Rev. W. Johison.

Note on the Birds seen at Nest House, Felliny Shore, in May

and June, 1884.—The Sparrow, abundant; the Hedge Sparrow;

the Chaffinch; the Yellow Hammer; the Black-and-white Wag-

tail.

IsTo Thrushes or Blackbirds were visible, as owing to alkali

and other fumes there is not a green tree left in the neighbour-

hood.

Starlings were in considerable numbers. Many build in the

walls of the tank refuse heaps from the alkali works opposite the

house front.

Cuckoos have been so familiar as to come quite near to the

front windows, where they could easily be observed picking up

and feeding on hairy Catei-pillars.
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THe Kittiwake, the Lesser Black-backed Gull, the Black-headed

and other Gulls, on the river.

The Wheatear.—Several were seen about the garden and out-

houses for weeks together. One pair built a nest and reared

their young. The nest was found, after some search, in an

irregular heap of lumps of slag, brick, and sandstone, at the end

of a long irregular passage, the entrance to which was on the

south side of the heap, and the nest near the north side, situated

directly under a flat stone. The nest was large for the size of

the bird, and composed of small twigs and straws, and lined with

feathers of the common fowl. The heap of stones lay in a bit of

waste ground outside the garden wall, and not far from the stack-

yard and the poultry. The nest contained an addled egg, of a

very pale blue, sparsely scattered with small brown spots, chiefly

at the big end. The young, four or five in number, had flown

a day or two before the nest was taken. The nest and egg were

presented to the new Museum by Mr. Eobson, Miss Easton's

coachman. Another nest of the Wheatear, as I was informed,

was found about the same time on the Town Moor by Mr. John

Hancock, placed also under a flat stone.

—

D. Emhletoti, M.I).

Note on the occurrence of Shrimps in the Tyne.—Considerable

quantities of Shrimps are dredged from the river just below

Dent's Hole, both on the north and south sides, and are sent up

to Newcastle for sale during the greater part of the year. On

March 12th, 1884, some were got for me from Emmett, the

fisherman, opposite to IS'est House. They were all of moderate

size; six of the best weighed half an ounce. They must live

one half of their time in fi^esh and the other half in salt water.

I have seen them dredged for by men in a boat between the High

Level Bridge and the Skinner's Burn, on the south side of the

river, where there is sand ; and they have been caught as far up

the Tyne as Dunston Steamboat Landing; indeed, I am informed

that they have been taken a good deal farther up the river, and

in large numbers, at Blaydon, which is four miles above Tyne

Bridge and about thirteen miles from the sea.

—

1>. Emhleton^

M.D.
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Note on the ca])ture of Tunnies and of a fine specimen of the

^'- Bergylt^'''' or Norioegian Haddoclc^ off the Tyne^ June, 1884.—

A

small shoal of Tunny {Thynnus thynnus) was caught off the Tyne

a day or two ago. Three specimens, each about three feet long,

were exhibited in Brown's, the fishmonger's, shop. The same

day a specimen was seen, at the same place, and which had also

been caught a few miles off the mouth of the Tyne, of the

Bergylt, Perca marina, Lin., Sehastes JVorveyicus, Yarrell and

Gunther, Scorpcena JVorveyica, Jenyns, It was of a bright scarlet

colour all over; head and eyes very large, the latter projecting

from the orbits, which measured one inch and five-eighths at the

widest part, which was nearly vertical. Length of body, twenty-

two inches and a half
;
greatest depth across the attached part of

the pectorals, five inches and a quarter. Five strong short

spines project backwards from anterior operculum. The man-

dible extended in front half an inch beyond the maxilla ; on the

under side of symphysis of mandible was a short, hard, bony

process, pointing forwards and downwards. Fin rays: dorsal,

fifteen spiny, fifteen soft; pectoral, seventeen spiny, eighteen

soft; ventrals, one spiny, five soft; anal, three spiny, eight

soft; caudal, fifteen. These numbers differ only slightly from

those of Couch.*—D. Umhieton, M.B.

Note on the visit of a Shoal of Tunny to the Northumlerland

Coast in June, 1884.—On the 17th June, last year, Mr. Henry

Clarke wrote to me about a fish unknown to the fishermen that

had been caught during the night, in the Salmon nets, two miles

off the Tyne. He sent me also a pen and ink sketch of the fish,

by means of which it was easy to make out that it was a small

specimen of the Common Tunny, a novel visitor apparently to

the East coast of this island. Afterwards Mr. Clarke kindly as-

certained that about thirty had been caught ; five of which were

landed at Shields, five at Cullercoats, and twenty were thrown

overboard, as they were considered by the fishermen worthless.

The specimens seen by Mr. Clarke were about three feet two

* This specimen was obtained by Dr. Embleton and after being preserved was kindly

presented to the Nat. Hist, Soc, Mviseum.—Ed.
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inches long, and twenty-four inches in greatest girth behind the

pectoral fins, and weighing about twenty-seven pounds. Mr,

Clarke's outline drawing will give some idea of the shape of the

fish, which he very rightly judged to be related to the Mackerel.

The body was dark bluish gray above, and silvery white beneath

and on the sides when fresh, and no scales were visible ; but the

scales on the belly and sides show themselves when the skin be-

comes quite dry. Teeth very small for the size of the fish. Mr.

John P. Spence ascertained for me that many of these Tunnies

had been caught by several fishermen in the Salmon nets during

Monday night (16th June). One fisherman brought in twenty-

five and another ten. They were sold at l!^orth Shields Fish

Quay at sixpence each, and were afterwards retailed in the shops

at sixpence per pound. On "Wednesday, 18th June, I went down

to Blackett Street, and saw several of these Tunnies in Mr.

Brown's shops. They were about three feet long, and were re-

tailed at sixpence per pound. The flesh was red like beef, and

not unpalatable. These Tunnies were caught by the Tyne fisher-

men on the Monday night only, and though a sharp look-out was

kept none were caught after that time in 1884. The fishermen

started a theory that they had followed a ship from I*^orway,

whose keel was covered with Barnacles, etc. ; but it is more pro-

bable that their visit was accidental, as we can find no record of

Tunnies having been captured on this coast before, but when

once on our coast they would have no difficulty in obtaining

food, as they feed on Pilchard or Herring.

Donovan mentions that three were caught in the summer of

1801 near the entrance of the Thames, and brought to Billings-

gate Market, but before that time had been taken only in the

north of the island. He says " the flesh is tolerable ; when raw

it looks like beef, but becomes of much paler hue in boiling. Its

flavour is between that of Salmon and Mackerel, though certainly

inferior to either." The usual length of the species is two to

three feet, those of six or seven feet are not common, and it rarely

exceeds ten feet.

Dr. Fleming states that the Tunny is rare in England, but

frequent on the west coast of Scotland,

—

Richard Sowse.
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Note on the capture of a very large Tunny in the Salmon Nets,

off Frenchman's Bay, near the mouth of the Tyne in August,

1885.—Oa Monday, August 24th, the Salmon fishermen in the

employ of Mr. AV. Clift, of South Shields, while prosecuting

their usual occupation enclosed a very large fish in their Salmon

nets, off Frenchman's Bay, between the mouth of the Tyne and

Marsden Bay. I am told that not being able to kill the fish or

lift it on board their boat, they sent ashore for a gun and fired

two or three charges of shot into its head and body, and after

killing it in this way they towed it in the nets to the Tyne,

where it was landed, and afterwards taken in a cart to Mr. Clift'

s

shop, where it was exhibited for a week. I have not had an

opportunity of obtaining a full report from the fishermen them-

selves, but it had certainly been shot at close quarters, for some

of the pellets are still visible buried under the skin, and others

were seen in the bones of the head.

I went to Shields to see this fish on the Thursday, and took

the following measurements:—Extreme length, nine feet; girth,

about five feet six inches. Front dorsal, about ten inches high

in front, and gradually lessening in height to one inch and a half,

and armed with about fourteen strong spines, the whole folding

into a groove along the top of the back. The second falcate

dorsal fin, very hard and stiff, about sixteen inches in length.

Pectorals, about sixteen inches; five inches wide at base, stiff

and hard, and could be folded close to the side. Lobes of tail,

seventeen inches each ; the distance between distal extremities,

twenty-eight inches. Ventral fins, about ten inches; the falcate

anal, eleven inches. Eye, two inches and a quarter by one inch

and three-quarters, of irregular and peculiar shape, and about

twelve inches from snout. Mouth not large, with mandibles

proje sting upwards and rather beyond the snout. Teeth rather

small and regular in size, not prominent, and curved inwards

J^To laniary teeth. Scales large above the pectorals and along

the back, but smaller on the sides and belly, and not visible

when the fish is fresh, being covered with skin. Opercular

plates large and wrinkled longitudinally. When quite fresh

the upper parts were of a dark bluish-grey colour, afterwards
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turning very dark, with reddish patches of colour shining from

beneath ; the sides and belly silvery, shewing prismatic colouring

when fresh like the Mackerel. There are nine finlets between

the last dorsal and the tail, and eight between the anal and caudal

fins. These were of pale lemon colour when first seen. There

is an expanded ridge on each side of the body near the tail.

Through the liberality of Mr. Clift the specimen was presented

to the I^at. Hist. Soc, and will, when the preservation of it is

finished, be exhibited in the fish collection of the Museum.

Erom a statement in the preceding note it will be inferred that

this individual is one of the largest captured in recent times.

There appear at least to be no records of such a large Tunny

having been caught in the IS'orth Sea before.

As the Tunny is an oceanic fish, ranging from the coasts of the

British Isles to Tasmania, the surprise is that it has not before (that

I am aware) been recorded as a visitor to this coast. The three

mentioned by Donovan as having been captured in the estuary of

the Thames being the only mention that can be referred to at

present.

Since the above was written I find it stated, on the authority

of Mr. Paget, that small specimens are not unfrequently caught

during the Mackerel (? Herring) fishing at Yarmouth.

It is, says Dr. Gunther, one of the largest fishes of the ocean, and

attains to a length of ten feet and a weight of one thousand pounds,

and thus estimating the weight of the present specimen by this rule

it must have been, as conjectured by the fishermen, between six

or seven hundred pounds. Pennant states that a fish measuring

seven feet ten inches weighed four hundred and sixty pounds.

The Tunny resorts to the Mediterranean and the Elack Sea to

spawn in the months of September and October, entering through

the Straits of Gibraltar about that time. On the coasts of the

Mediterranean, as is well known, the fishing for Tunny is carried

on systematically, and has been prosecuted from the remotest

antiquity. Its fiesh is extensively eaten on the coasts it fre-

quents, either fresh or salted or dried. Its salted preparation

was esteemed by the Pomans, under the name of Saltamentum

Sardicum,—Richard Sowse,
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ADDRESS TO THE MEMBERS OF THE TYNESIDE

^NATURALISTS' FIELD CLUB,

READ BY THE PRESIDENT, ALEXANDER S. STEVENSON, ESQ., AT THE
THIRTY-EiaHTH ANNIVERSARY MEETI^^G, HELD IN THE LECTURE
ROOM OF THE LITERARY AND PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY, NEW-
CASTLE-UPON-TYNE, ON FRIDAY, MAY 23rd, 1884.

Ladies and Gentlemen,^—I desire to thank you for the high

honour you conferred upon me at the last annual meeting of this

Club. I know well how small my claim is to sit in the chair of

the President of the Tyneside ^Naturalists' Field Club. It was

proposed to me a few years ago, and I declined the honour, be-

cause I shrank from its responsibilities. And now that I have

accepted it, I am bound to say that I owe the position, not to

any scientific qualifications of my own, entitling me to hold high

office in the Club, but to the pressure kindly put upon me by

some of my old friends amongst the members, and to your kind

indulgence.

During the past year six Field Meetings have been held by

the Club. In addition to these two Evening Meetings took place

in connection with the IS'atural History Society of Northumber-

land and Durham. Of these meetings, and especially of the

Field Meetings, it now becomes my duty to endeavour to give

you some account.

The First Field Meeting was held on the 28th of May, at

Talkin Tarn, and down by that portion of the Gelt which lies

below the railway or Middle Gelt bridge and the Low Gelt

bridge. Here the river leaves its rocky boundary, and winding

through a flat country for about two miles it falls into the Ir-

thing, near its junction with the Eden. Fourteen members

started by the early train, and breakfasted at the Beck Brow Inn

near Brampton. Afterwards they took the shortest cut to Talkin

Tarn, a small and pleasantly-situated piece of water, accumulated

in a basin or hollow, and nearly surrounded, on one side, by the

peculiar rounded mounds or hills of drift-gravel, and to the
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south-east by the lofty fells of Talkin. It is shut in from dis-

tant view by hills and extensive plantations. The physical fea-

tures of the district are very striking. The numerous rounded

and elongated mounds here seen are composed of the alluvial

drift, which to a great thickness covers the bright red sandstone

rock underlying the district. And this sandstone is only exposed

where the G-elt and other streams have cut deeply below the

general surface. The Tarn is situated a little to the west of the

enormous Pennine fault, and the only view' from it extends to

the mountain limestone fells of Tindle and Castle Carrock. Pelt-

ing showers deterred some of the party from climbing Gastle

Carrock Pell, which lay so temptingly near.

The time spent in waiting for the second party from New-

castle was employed in the examination of the woods and the

margin of the lake ; and the boats and boating accommodation

and the Swans became objects of interest. The Blaeberry was

plentiful, and in full flower. The Little Whin and several

heath plants were gathered, and the Crab trees in all the hedge

rows covered with their pink flowers made a splendid show of

bloom. The second party, kindly guided by the Eev. Mr. White-

head and Dr. Thompson, and coming by a short route, joined at

the north end of the Tarn ; but much time was spent under the

shelter of trees, hedges, and umbrellas before starting for the

Gelt. On the road and on the margin of the lake boulders of

Criffel granite were observed, much larger than any occurring

near Gilsland or in. the valleys running into the Tyne further to

the east, thus showing that much of the later drift of this lati-

tude has been brought from the north and west, and extended

eastward to the watershed of the Tyne. We entered the beauti-

ful ravine of the Gelt near the railway bridge, and with much

interest observed the deep cutting through both the drift above

and the sandstone underlying it.

Eev. Mr. Whitehead addressed us on the history and traditions

of the neighbourhood, and Dr. Thompson took some photographs

of the party. A comfortable little Inn, hidden away in the ravine,

where a turnpike road crossed it, afforded us some welcome re*

freshment. In this sheltered spot the trees were in full leaf;
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and the Spring flowers bloomed in profusion. Passing along,

halts were made to admire the vegetation, and the bold sand-

stone cliffs and the quarries, old and new. Ko traces of fossils

could be found in those barren red beds, so there was nothing

to show whether in this part of tke Gelt they are Permian or

Triassic.

Arrived at the Written Rock a longer halt was made. Some

of the more adventurous climbed it and tried to decipher its old

letters, the handiwork of Imperial Rome, and which the ivy,

the moss, and the lichen have all but defaced. The more pru-

dent of the party stayed below, content to take Dr. Bruce' s word

about them.

Near the Low Gelt bridge the stream escapes from its rocky

barriers, and wanders through fields and green pastures. Passing

along its banks, we saw a remarkable row of pot holes. They

had been worn' in the red sandstone by strong jets of water fall-

ing over a ledge, and twirling round large stones and gravel by

the force with which they fell.

The road from Low Gelt to Brampton was in strong contrast

to what we had just left. It runs straight through a nearly

level country. It is bordered by well-trimmed hedges, and only

now and then you catch a view to the level lands of JS'orth Cum-

berland, right away to the Scottish border and the hills beyond

Solway. "We had a ramble through the streets of the quaint

small market town alive with noisy children, while Swifts,

Swallows, and Martins circled in the air above us. The Church

was visited, and afterwards about twenty-four members sat down

to a. comfortable meal at the Howard Arms, and thus ended a

.

most pleasant visit to this part of Cumberland.

The Second Field Meeting was held at Settle, for the Craven

district. It commenced on Tuesday, the 26th of June. About

a dozen members left the Central Station by the mid-day train,

first to Darlington, and then by Kirkby Stephen, along the up-

per valleys of the Eden and the Ribble. The change of scene

and surroundings brought about by the short railway journey

was very remarkable. ITcwcastle looked miserable when we left
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it. It was the first day of the Races, acd hanging about the

streets and the station were crowds of the lowest class of betting

men, and the poor specimens of humanity who emerge on such

occasions, who, made in God's image, have through vice and

drink fallen from that high position. Under a drizzling rain

wretched little barefooted children were calling out ^' Correct

cards of the Eaces" through the dirty streets. What a gulf

there seemed to be between such scenes and those into which we

were ushered when, within a few hours, we stood, out in the

pure air, beneath the escarpments of the Pennine range. The

sky was a clear pale silver, touched with green. Huge masses

of dark clouds were passing over it, rolling down upon the moor-

lands from the east. Eight before us, as we stood at Kirkby

Stephen, was the Hill of the Seven Standards, with the seven

strange monoliths which give it its name clearly defined against

its lofty and silvery skyline. One great mass of cloud especially

attracted our attention. It passed rapidly over our heads, and

against this hill top it charged like a living thing, bursting over

it, and hiding it from view. Altogether the scene was of fasci-

nating sublimity. Our position however was not without 'draw-

backs, for with one of those rolling masses of cloud we were

destined to make a closer acquaintance. It suddenly broke over

and around us in a deluge of rain, driving us to the nearest shel-

ter, and thoroughly drenching us.

During our detention at Kirkby Stephen some of our party

made an examination of the series of small pot holes worked out

in the. peculiar conglomerate which forms the bed of the Eden.

Leaving Kirkby Stephen we passed through the weird moorlands,

the source and watershed whence the Eden, the lire, and the

Eibble take their rise. As we rattled along through tunnels and

cuttings we caught glimpses of those huge mounds of carbonifer-

ous limestone forming the mountain masses of Whernside, Ingle-

borough, and Penyghent, and of the vast sections of vertical

Silurian slate which form the basement rock of the Craven dis-

trict.

At Settle we found a comfortable home for a few days in the

plcasantly=situated Ashtield HoteL Early next morning we
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started for Victoria Cave, the first part of the ascent to which

involved a steep climb over rough roads till we reached a moor-

land rougher and steeper still. There a heavy shower drove us

for shelter to a lonely farm outhouse, where we were glad to

rest. For a mile, just in front of us, there extended a high range

of grey cliffs, probably in glacial times old sea cliffs. The en-

trance to the cave, which was in the cliffs, was over a high wall

;

then we had to climb at an angle of about 45" a steep bank of

rubble, made slippery by the recent rain. Any one accustomed

to the sea coast caves of Durham might conclude that the noted

Victoria Cave before us was an old sea cave ; but this notion be-

ing heretical must be advocated with caution. The favourite

theory is that it existed before the Ice period set in, and was the

abode of all sorts of Carnivora. This opinion seems to be based

on a peculiar view of ancient glacial history. That it was for

long the cavern-home of our unfortunate Eomano-British ances-

tors cannot be doubted, and this fact alone must ever give an

intense interest to the spot. We were prevented by want of

proper appliances from penetrating far into the cave. We peered

into its recesses as far as we could, but discovered nothing, and

learned nothing that could add to our Club's achievements. Mr.

Howse, our indefatigable Secretary, ever-mindful of what the old

logicians would have called the ^^ terminus ad quem^^ of our visit,

lingered long and searched carefully over the mass of debris

thrown out from- the cave, but no bone of ^^ Homo sapiens,^'' not

even a piece of flint or brass, rewarded his labours. We re-

treated ignominiously from the cave, and wandered over the bare

and weather-worn limestone rock to conveyances which waited

on us below. Driving to Malham Tarn we had fine views of

the noble Penyghent and other famed hills of the district. The

tarn lies on one side of a great peat bog accumulated in a hollow

of the limestone. It is open to the south. On the north it is

guarded by the lofty mountain fells. Heavy rain prevented us

fi'om examining the spot where the water of the tarn disappears

in the fissured limestone, only appearing again, after a subterra-

nean run of more than a mile, at the base of Malham Cove.

There it issues from a wide cavity as a powerful stream, the
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source of the Yorkshire river Aire. To those who know High

Cup Mck in the Pennine range Malham Cove is perhaps disap-

pointing, but still it is a very noble piece of rock, all the more

so from being formed of one enormous bed of limestone. From

Malham we started for Gordale Scar, on the line of the Craven

fault. Here were high precipitous cliffs, and through one beet-

ling cleft of which there came a wild tempestuous stream, spark-

ling and pure and limpid it rushed on to join the Aire. Like

many a wanderer from a purer home it was hurrying on to be

dyed by the pollutions of Leeds and other, towns, but perhaps

again to be purified in the great eternal ocean, which lay far in

the distance.

The drive home was through Kirkby Malham, then over a

long heather-covered fell. During this drive a thick mist hid

the landscape from our view. As we passed over the lofty escarp-

ment of the Craven fault this became a heavy downpour of rain,

seemingly enjoyed by the good people of Settle,, who wanted it,

but by no means pleasant for us.

Next morning we drove to Clapham, to visit the Ingleborough

Caves and the Gaping Gill Pot Hole. Our route took us across

the Ribble, a fine stream at this point, and by the Ebbing Well,

and by the base of the long elevated escarpment which seems to

indicate and follow the line of the great Craven fault.

The previous night's rain had flooded the Ebbing Well, so our

curiosity as to its working was not gratified. We passed on un-

der the bold grey cliffs, looking so like an ancient sea coast, for

strangely enough Time has not rounded off the sharpness of its

angular summits nor covered its face with debris. It doubtless

contains .caverns full of interest, hidden by dense underwood.

After our arrival at Clapham a start was made for the cele-

brated cave, and Mr. Earrer's agent allowed us to take a short

cut to it through that gentleman's grounds. Some detention oc-

curred at the mouth of tlie cave, the guide being at the far end

of it with a large party. At length the iron, gates were unlocked,

and after being provided with candles fixed in sticks we pro-

ceeded to see the wonderful and varied stalactite and stalagmite

figures formed in the cave. I need not enter into details as to
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these, as an interesting account of the cave, read at the Culler-

coats meeting, by Mr. T. T. Clarke, will shortly be published in

the Transactions.

Leaving the cave our party divided, one section returning

homewards, the other, intent on seeing the Gaping Gill Pot Hole,

extended their journey in search of it. The track to it lay by

Trow Gill to the moorland, and we followed it in a driving mist

rolling down from the Ingleborough heights. We found nothing

to indicate the exact spot, and it was with difficulty that we at

length discovered the unguarded and dangerous abyss. It re-

sembles a pit shaft, and the opening, which appeared to be about

twisnty-five feet in diameter, lies in a cup-like hollow, by the

sides of which we approached it with a feeling of awe. The

depth is said to be about three hundred feet, and this we partially

verified by timing • the descent of stones we cast into it. A
mountain stream, formed by the drainage of the east side of

Ingleborough hill, falls into the cavity, and emerges into day-

light after a subterraneous passage of nearly a mile, the latter

part of which is through Ingleborough Cave, which we had just

left.

The next day was wet, and some of the party returned to

I^ewcastle. Others, however, were anxious to see the Museum

at Giggleswick, in which are deposited many of the things of

interest discovered in the Victoria Cave. Here were the remains

of the elephant, rhinoceros, hippopotamus, bear, hyena, reindeer,

and other animals. . There ai'e also articles of stone, brass, iron,

bone, glass, silver, and lead.

We also visited the old Church, which is most interesting, and

which it is to be hoped may be saved from the hands of that

most ruthless iconoclast, the modern restorer.

The old stone houses of the district are of great interest, and

show how their builders towered over the ordinary builders of

this age in knowledge of proportion, that first element of archi-

tectural design.

The Third Meetiis^g was held at Crag Lough and Sewing

Shields, on Monday, the 16th of July. Half-a-dozen members
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left by the early train, intending to walk from Bardon Mill, by

Chesterholme, to Hotbank and House Steads, and before reach-

ing Bardon Mill the party was considerably increased. There

they had to wait an hour for breakfast; the good landlady of the

Inn, perhaps doubtful of our Secretaries' note, had decided to

see her guests before providing for them !

In the early days of the Club this district was much visited

by the members, led by a local botanist, who was well acquainted

with its antiquities as well as its plants. The locality being new

to those present they kept as closely as possible to the burn-side

till they arrived at Chesterholme, the Vindolana of its Roman

founders. Here was a Camp situated on what may be called the

low road, Stanegate, from Walwick Chesters to the west.

Attention was called to a remarkable milestone by a country-

man, who expatiated on it and the other antiquities, but, like

many local ciceroni of his kind, with an evident eye to the main

chance. A long examination was made of the numerous Roman

stones, now built into the walls of a modern residence, pleasantly

situated for shelter in winter and coolness in summer, on just

such a site as may have been a sanitarium in the old Roman

days for the soldiers stationed along the Wall.

Some of the party here broke away, intent on exploring the

Muckle Moss, once a favourite place for some rarer local plants,

and which, in spite of constant attempts to drain it, is as treach-

erous a piece of bog as ever. Situated between, and almost sur-

rounded by sandstone ridges, there is no visible outlet for the

water which gathers in its hollow. Probably some of it perco-

lates through the sandstone ridges, and through the lines of

stratification to the south. Enough, however, remains to keep

the accumulation of peat in an almost fluid state, and to accele-

I'ate the rank growth of Sphagnum, Ling, and other marsh-loving

plants. The uncertainty of the footing near the edges gave

scarcely a minute to gather some of the rarer plants, and, with

all the drainage, many parts would not support the weight of a

man. If this old and treacherous bog could be drained and ex-

cavated, what a fund of interest it might afford ! Bones of un-

wary wanderers, Briton, Roman, and Saxon, may lie there ; and
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the remains of wild cattle, formerly existing, and long since ex-

tinct ! The splendid flowers of the Spotted Orchis and several

rare plants were found, but the one most desired, Malaxispaludosa,

was not seen. A rougher and more disorderly road than the

'^' Stanegate" is rarely found.

Those of the party left behind ascended the sloping ground to

Hotbank, and examined the Camp at House Steads, meeting a

contingent of members, who had left by a later train, and walked

from Haydon Bridge to Sewing Shields, and onward to House

Steads. This route has so often been traversed by the Club that

no observations are necessary. The party dined at Haydon

Bridge, and left for Newcastle by the late train, after having,

spent a pleasant day, interrupted by only one or two slight

showers, and were thus more fortunate than those of the mem-

bers who paid former visits to the locality.

The FoTJETH Meeting was held at Barnard Castle for Balder-

dale, on Monday, the 6th of August. About twenty members

were present, half of them arriving at Barnard Castle on the

Saturday evening, when a ramble was taken through the pre-

cincts of the town and by the banks of the Tees. The stream,

for want of rain, was so small as to be fordable in many places

;

and the unpleasant odours exhaled from it, recalled to mind the

fearful ravages of an epidemic which visited this favourite resort

half a century ago.

The weather on Monday was unsettled, but only a short and

rather refreshing shower fell during the enjoyable drive by

Deepdale, Lartington, and Cotherstone, and along the narrow

lanes to Hury Mill. At this place it is intended to form a dam

across the valley, thus making a large reservoir for the supply

of water to the towns on the lower reaches of the Tees. If this

plan be carried out the pasturage, farmsteads, and trees would

be covered, and of course destroyed, leaving only the heathery

moorlands round the water.

The scenery in the upper part of the dale above Hury is less

varied and romantic than is usual in the tributary valleys of the

Tees. Mr. Howell, director of the Geological Survey of the
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district, who fortunately was our guide, suggested that this may

he due to the fact that the valley is cut out of beds of Millstone

grit, which occupy the moorlands between the valleys of the

Lune and the Greta. Very thick beds of dark shale are seen in

some of the lateral becks, an unusual feature of the Millstone

grit series.

The ascent of Shaklesborough, an isolated hill, nearly 1,500

feet high, was an attraction for the younger members. The

others preferred to wander over heath and moss nearly to the

watershed, and they lingered so long that a recall had to be

riiade ; and even a hasty drive back scarcely allowed the party

to partake, before train time, of the dinner prepared for them.

Balderdale, especially in its upper portion, is perhaps the least

interesting of the Teesdale lateral valleys. It may be that the

proposed ''reservoir" may chance to give some beauty and novelty

to this Millstone grit region. It will at least tend to collect

flocks of water birds, to enliven its cheerless aspect. In the

early part of our drive there was no lack of richly-coloured

autumnal wild flowers such as grow so luxuriant in these sub-

alpine dales.

The FrPTH Field Meeting was held at Otterburn, and took

place on Monday and Tuesday, the 10th and 11th of September.*

The principal object held out to the members was an examina-

tion of a so-called Quarry on the moor, in the sandstone slabs of

which numerous fossil footsteps of some problematical animal

were to be obtained. The trip on the whole was highly success-

ful, but the footsteps we found not.

Fifteen members assembled, some of whom had gone out to

Horsley on the Saturday evening, and had the pleasure of a walk

by the "Watling Street road to High Eochester, the Bremenium

of the Eomans, where they inspected the remains of that once

strong and commanding station. The weather early on the

Monday morning was very unpromising, and a heavy fall of rain

caused several of the members to turn back at Morpeth (amongst

* For the account of it I am indebted to a valued member of the Club, Mr. T, T.

Clarke.
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others the projector of the trip, who thus left the other members

to their own devices, unaided by the experience that previous

visits had afforded him).

The first part of the day's proceedings was a visit to Otterburn

Tower, the seat of the James family, a fine castellated building,

'

•
" Bosomed high in tufted trees,"

which we were kindly allowed by the proprietor to inspect. The

northern corner of the modern tower includes part of the walls

of the old castle beleagured by the Scots several days before the

celebrated battle of Otterburn. Three very perfect Eoman Altar

Stones, said to have been brought from Rochester, are placed at

the entrance to the tower.

A pleasant walk by the side of the little burn that gives its

name to the place brought us out upon the moor, and with the

aid of an intelligent guide we started for the Quarry, where we

expected to find much to interest and instruct us. A good

stretch of about three miles brought us to the scene of recent

explorations, but nothing of interest was found to reward us for

our long and weary walk, as every vestige of a fossil footstep had

been removed. But fortunately there was in the company a

member of the Club capable of redeeming the time lost. Mr.

Thomas Arkle undertook to conduct us from the scene of our

disappointment over the moor to the battlefield of Otterburn,

where the headlong Hotspur fought and the doughty Douglas fell.

On the way we passed many spots marked with stones set in

circles, indicating ancient places of burial, and saw the entrenched

camp occupied by the Scots before the battle, which was taken

and retaken more than once during the fray. We saw too the

stone cross erected not far from the spot where the Douglas was

slain. In the evening, after dinner, Mr. Arkle, who assisted

Mr. Eobt. White in the preparation of the maps illustrating his

admirable "History of the Battle of Otterburn," read portions

of a paper written by him on the subject. White says "there

can be no doubt whatever that the ancient ballad of Chevy Chase

was founded upon the battle of Otterburn." We read towards

the close of the ballad

—
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" This was the hontynge of the Cheviat,

That tear began this spurne,

Old men that knowen the grownde well yenongh

Call it the Battall of Otterburn,

" At Otterburn began this spurne

Upon a mornyn day,

Ther was the dougghte' Doglas slean.

The Perse never went away."

The second day was commenced by a drive to Elsdon ; but,

leaving the conveyances at Overacres, tve struck across the moor

to visit an ancient British camp on a hill to the north. The

camp covers the entire crown of the hill, and the trench and

mound form an unbroken circle. On the way towards Elsdon,

we were most hospitably entertained by Mr. and Mrs. Horsley,

of Chirton House, who happened to be then staying with their

family at their beautiful little moorland residence of Ferney-

eleugh. Continuing the walk, we reached the Rectory House

at Elsdon, which, by the kind permission of the Rector, was

open to our inspection. It is a strong old Border tower, with a

circular stair at one corner. The lowest storey of the tower is

spanned with a large arch, and has been converted into an.

elegant modern drawing-room. The walls are of immense thick-

ness, as shown by the bay window carved out of the wall at one

end of the room. On the front of the tower are the Umfranville

Arms, with an inscription, "R. D de Rede," which Hutchinson

translates into "Robertus or Rogerus Dom de Rede," and which,

he thinks, refers to Umfranville, lord of Prudhoe, who died

about the year 1325. Mackenzie tells us that "Redesdale at

the time of the Conquest was given to Robert de Umfranville,

on the condition of keeping it free from wolves and thieves : the

former were easily reduced, but the latter retained their ground

until a very recent period."

The next visit was to the Church, which has recently been

restored with much good taste, and is a noble structure well

befitting the old town of Elsdon and its extensive parish, which

lays claim to a very high antiquity, and is supposed to have

been a Roman town in the time of M. Aurelius Antoninus. The
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skulls of three horses were shown, which had been found, built

up in a part of the old Church, at the time of its restoration.

The day's enjoyment was crowned by a survey of the Mote

Hills, again under the guidance of Mr. Arkle, who read to us

some extracts from a paper on these hills contributed by him to

the Berwickshire Field Club. "The construction of the Mote

Hills at Elsdon," Mr. Arkle says, "has been universally ascribed

to the Ancient Britons ; but the time of their erection and their

purposes, whether as places of defence or as temples of worship,

are questions involved in impenetrable obscurity. The general

appearance is no doubt that of a defensive position ; but there is

no incongruity in supposing that at the same time they might be

used for civil assemblies, for the promulgation of laws, for the

administration of justice, and for the celebration of religious

rites and ceremonies." Our Moot Halls would seem to be the

legitimate successors of the Mote Hills.

Several subjects of historical interest, but lightly touched on

in this hasty sketch, are well worthy of a more detailed treat-

ment, which it is hoped they may yet receive in connection with

our proceedings.

The weather during the trip was delightful, and that circum-

stance,, combined with the well-known determination character-

istic of the Club to make the best of everything, converted what

seemed at the outset something of a disappointment into a

splendid success.

Some of the members remained till the third day, and

thoroughly enjoyed a long stroll by the winding banks of

the Eede, with its ever changing and beautiful scenery, to

Woodburn, pleasantly situated near the old Roman station

Halitancum, and the place where the Watling Street (leading

from Chester-le-Street to Chew Green, the Ad Fines camp of

the Romans) crosses the Rede. Hence to Morpeth, where the

members dispersed to their respective homes.

The Sixth and last Eield Meeting was held at Morpeth on

the 5th of October. About twenty members left JS'ewcastle by
the mid-day train, and, under the guidance of Mr. Thomas Arkle,
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they followed the north bank of the "Wansbeck in its bending

course. The water channels were flooded by early winter rain

from margin to margin, thus making the narrow path so muddy

and slippery that it was difficult to walk on it. But we were

enlivened by occasional halts to listen to some tradition of the

past—about the Chapel of our Lady, or the old folk-lore of the

district. The lofty banks, almost hiding the small stream,

glowed with the autumnal tints of the overhanging woods.

Such few flowers and fungi as remained at this late season were

gathered ; but it was lamentable beyond expression to find that

no trace could be seen of the beautiful ferns, so ornamental and

so graceful, which once adorned this bank of the river. Plants,

perhaps a century old, had been ruthlessly torn up from their

natural home, to droop and die in a few days in some neighbour-

ing town. The most graceful plant found in any abundance was

the pendulous rush, still fresh in the sheltered hollows.

At the Mill the party was met by T. Sample, Esq., and con-

ducted to the Castle, arriving there just in time to obtain welcome

shelter from a heavy shower. They were kindly shown over

the restored and delightfully situated building, in olden times

a feudal home and stronghold, and until within a few years a

romantic weather-worn ruin, in which state it was seen when

our Club first visited it. The walls of the old castle are of im-

mense thickness. Their original proportions are retained, subject

to modern convenience and comfort.

Sheltered and refreshed by the kind hospitality of Mr. Sample,

the party sallied out to see the spacious gardens, laid out on the

large haugh near to the Castle. Here were strange plants from

various remote parts of the world, growing in great luxuriance,

in an isolated and sheltered corner, surrounded by the water and

the wooded heights of the "Wansbeck. Many of these plants

were rare, quaint, and, for garden flowers, of gigantic size. All

of them seemed thriving and healthy. For admission to the

gardens the party was indebted to the Hon. and Eev. W. C. Ellis,

vicar of Sheepwash.

A short visit was made to the Church adjoining the Castle,

and then, led by Mr. Arkle, a short cut was taken to Morpeth.
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A substantial tea was served at the Eull Inn, cordial votes of

thanks were passed to Mr. Sample and the Eev. "W. C. Ellis, and

the last of the Field Meetings of 1883 was pleasantly brought to

a close.

Besides the Field Meetings, two Eveiting MEETiirGS have been

held during the year in conjunction with the Natural History

Society.

At the first of these, a very interesting paper was read by

Mr. Abel Chapman, entitled " ]S"otes of a Yisit to Spitzbergen in

the Summer of 1881." I am glad to say that this paper will

shortly appear in our " Transactions," and will be illustrated by

lithographs executed by Mr. John Storey, from drawings by the

author.

At the second Evening Meeting, Mr. Hugh Miller, of the

G-eological Survey, gave a very full and valuable account of

the formation of Eiver Terraces, with especial reference to

those in our own district. This paper will appear in the

*' Transactions" ere long.

On the occasion of Mr. Miller's visit, the Club availed itself of

one of its rules, and we had the pleasure to elect Mr. Miller and

Mr. James Hardy honorary members. Mr. Miller was about to

leave this district, and Mr. Hardy was one of the early members

of the Club, and in conjunction with Mr. Bold he contributed to

our ''Transactions" the valuable Catalogue of the Coleoptera of

JS^orthumberland and Durham. He has for long been the able

Secretary of the Berwickshire Field Club, from which sprung

our own, and all the other Field Clubs in England.

Ladies and Grentlemen, having thus given some account of the

meetings held, during the past year, I desire now to make a few

general remarks to you regarding our Club.

Many of those who have preceded me in this chair have con-

tributed valuable and learned additions to our "Transactions."

They have thereby helped to extend the well-earned fame of the

Club. To follow them in this, I can make no pretence. I can

claim to be, like some of you, a lover of Nature. But, with you
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all, I feel pride in belonging to a Club wbicli has numbered,

and which now numbers, amongst its members men conspicuous

as Naturalists, and which can produce a splendid record of ser-

vice rendered to Katural Science. And, along with that feeling

of pride, we have all a strong attachment to the Club because of

the opportunities it has given us to enjoy many days of pleasant

and intellectual companionship. I am an old member, and, with

others whose familiar faces I rejoice to see still with us, I can

look back to Field Meetings long passed. And I venture to say

that we recognise them as among the most pleasant and profit-

able days of our lives. Many valued friendships were formed at

those meetings ; and amongst the memories we cherish most, are

those of members of this Club who took part with us in our ex-

cursions, and who have passed on to the Silent Land. You may

take it as a truism—I ought, perhaps, to say it is a platitude

—

that an earnest student of Nature, or a true lover of it, must

have something of good in him, and that his friendship and com-

panionship are worth having. He is seldom a selfish man.

"What is true of other love is true also of this love of Nature

:

" Love took up the harp of Life, and smote on all the

chords with might

;

Smote the chord of Self, that, trembling, pass'd in

music out of sight."

Now, I hold that the pursuits of our Club tend to develop that

love—to widen our sympathies, to lessen our self-conceits-—and

to make our members more companionable by sowing amongst

them the seeds of pure and lasting friendships.

It has long been a subject of interest to me to observe that

what is true of the Naturalist searching after the Truth of

Nature, is also true of the Artist who earnestly seeks after

its Beauty: In character and mode of thought they have much

in common. Eoth feel and respond to that "touch of Nature"

which " makes the whole world kin."

It has been my lot, I may say my fortunate lot, to live much

with Artists, and to count many of them as my intimate friends.

And I desire to express my conviction, that if you would find

the men, and the women, best able and most willing to give you
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true sympathy in joy or sorrow, most helpful in beautifying

your path of life, and most likely to exalt its aims, your best

chance will be amongst the devotees of those twin sisters—the

Truth and the Beauty of JS'ature.

" For what is Trath

But Beauty ? Are not these but other names, .

Or the same names in other tongues, for that

Which man must ever ardently pursue

If he would truly live ? And living thus,

Shall not man's soul unfold and yet unfold

To see Life's higher possibilities ?
"

The wealth of human sympathy in the Artist's heart was touch-

ingly shown in my presence at the grave side of one of their

number some time ago. A member of the Royal Academy, a

dear friend of my own, a man of high promise, had been cut off

on the threshold of a great career. When they laid him to rest,

amid scenes of natural beauty which had inspired his pencil,

and beside which he had desired to repose, there was hardly

a tearless eye among his Artist brothers gathered by his grave.

Those strong men of the world—not sinless perhaps, but welling

over with human sympathy—were not ashamed to let their

sorrow have its way. Their tribute of tears was as unrestrained

and as simple as that which childhood pays. The cold reserve

of the worldling was lost in a natural human sorrow.

I believe that to the JS'aturalist, as well as to the Artist, there

has been given a larger share of human sympathy than is

possessed by other classes of mankind. "Whether this is a result

of the reverent study of E'ature, or that it pre-exists, I cannot

pretend to say.

That all Artists and JN'aturalists are unselfish in their pursuits,

I by no means assert. They have virtues in common, but they

have also faults. And, strangely enough, selfishness is a com-

mon fault of the erring ones. This is seen when, falling away

from nobler aims, they degenerate into mere collectors. Then

the high qualities of sympathy and unselfishness disappear. In

their stead you have the spirit of the miser, struggling for pos-

session of things solely because they are rare. Artists there
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have been who hid away their treasures, rolling them up out of

sight ; and, so-called lovers of Art, who spared neither time nor

money to obtain old prints, regardless of their artistic merits,

just because of what they called their '' state." You have seen

a selfish and fictitious value given to etchings and engravings,

by the wanton destruction of the plates from which they were

taken.

Of the ^N'aturalist collector we have similar experience. An
occasion for the exhibition of it arose when I was lately in

London. A surgeon, who had devoted his life to the collection

of specimens of Lepidoptera, died, and his collection was sold by

auction. The Philistine newspapers made merry over what

they described as a queer gathering of virtuosi, who for two

successive days bid against each other with a zeal in which true

love of JS'ature had no part, and which scorned all pecuniary

considerations—one moth {Nyssia papponaria) being bid up to

thirteen guineas, solely because it was believed to be the only

one caught in these islands. One paper told the story of the

French baron, who, being the possessor of the only two known

specimens of a shell, gave a large price for a third which had

turned up, and crushed it under his heel! A very different

spirit from this, I am glad to say, animates the members and

collectors in our Club.

Among the charms of our Field Meetings, very generally ap-

preciated, have been the opportunities they gave for the enjoy-

ment of scenery. But we have all heard mournings, especially

by some of our older members, that "Ichabod" is now written

over the once fair Tyneside, from which our Club takes its name,

and that its beauty has departed. IS'ow, I do not share that

opinion. Changed though it is, since I tried to shoot curlews on

Jarrow Slake, I am disposed to believe in Tyneside still as a

fruitful field for artistic study. Smoke, that "black flag of

Science," floating high from a thousand chimneys, is no flag

of surrender of all its claims to artistic interest. True, there

is not the olden beauty; but there is one of a more remark-

able kind, and one which it is well we should now learn to

appreciate.
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I once heard an exclamation from a well-known artist, who

was travelling with me on the River-side line. Suddenly recog-

nizing what I may call the new attractions of Tyneside, and

pointing to the varied colours of the smoke, and to the general

tone of the landscape, he exclaimed, "What marvellous greys

those are ! See how well the red of the bricks and the tiles

goes with them, and how cunningly it seems to be introduced

!

There is good work to be done here!" Another artist of my
acquaintance proposes to take up this work, bringing round his

little yacht, which has been engaged in similar service in the

canals of Holland, amidst their picturesque surroundings. We
may thus hope to see, ere long, our river and its banks, depicted

with artistic appreciation and power, on the walls of the Eoyal

Academy, before admiring London ! This is no exaggeration.

Look for yourselves, and see. All the elements of artistic

beauty are there. The smoke itself is worth our study. There

are white wreaths of steam, with their changing and evanescent

forms. There is lovely pale silvery blue, laden perhaps with

metallic vapour, but none the less beautiful. There is rich

brown, in all varieties of tone, till it reaches the dark and

rolling masses of deepest black. And when this mysterious

canopy, with strong rays of sunlight piercing through it, hangs

over some sparkling and sun-touched reach of the Tyne, below

the high banks of which, as through a vista, stretch long lines of

hulls and masts, I submit that you have materials for a picture

more powerful and more worthy of note than can be readily

found elsewhere.

I may now be permitted to say a few words about the origin

of the Tyneside ^Naturalists' Field Club, for I have observed

that some of our younger members have rather indefinite ideas

regarding it. And it is fitting that I should do so on this occa-

sion, because since our last annual meeting there has gone from

amongst us our Founder and first President, Mr. Ealph Carr-

Ellison. You will join with me in the expression of our deep

regret at the loss thus sustained. It is some consolation, as far

as our Club is concerned, to know that he lived to take an active
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share in its advancement. He saw the ripened fruit of his

labours, and he was permitted to look back with satisfaction to

the interesting and not inglorious past of the Club he had

founded.

Mr. Carr-Ellison—then Mr. Carr, for he assumed the name of

Ellison on acquiring the landed estates of a relative—was a

country gentleman whose kindliness of heart and whose culti-

vated mind gained for him the regard and respect of all who

came in contact with him. He was a naturalist and a scholar.

Scandinavian language and lore, in which he was well learned,

had special attractions for him. Decided in manner, and not

easily turned from his carefully formed opinions, he was well

qualified to carry his views to successful issues ; and, if we turn

to the original rules of our Club, we see the wisdom with which

they were drawn.

This Club was the second JS'aturalists' Field Club founded in

this country. The first was the Berwickshire Club, founded

in 1831 by Dr. George Johnston, of Berwick, and of that Club

Mr. Carr was a member. Encouraged by the fact that it had

succeeded in adding to the lists of the Flora and the Fauna, not

only -of Berwickshire, but of Great Britain itself, and this "by

means as delightful as the end," Mr. Carr conceived and carried

out the idea of forming a similar Club for JN'orthumberland and

Durham. The first meeting for its promotion was held in New-

castle, in the rooms of the I^atural History Society, on the 25th

of April, 1846. The Yicar of JSTewcastle, the Eev. R. C. Coxe,

was in the chair. Mr. Carr moved the first resolution, which

was that the Rules I have referred to be adopted for the

guidance of the new Club. The thanks of the meeting were

voted to Mr. Carr '

' for having suggested, and for his exertions

in the formation of the Club," and he was elected its first Presi-

dent, which position he again held in a later year.

As to the Rules, they provided, inter alia, that five Field

Meetings be held each year; that the members were to breakfast

together at the nearest country inn ; and that when the work of

the day was over, a dinner was to be partaken of, for which the

chairman of the day was to arrange, and which it was stipulated
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should be a frugal one. Ladies were to be admitted as mem-

bers. Wanton persecution of rare birds, and the extinction

of rare plants, were to be strongly discouraged. JS'otes were

to be accumulated, instead of specimens, '^by which our closet

collections would be enriched only at the expense of nature's

great museum out of doors." Last, and certainly not least,

the members were to endeavour to promote a taste for care-

fully preserving all monuments of antiquity from wanton in-

The seed thus planted fell into good soil. Men able and

willing took part in the work, and the success of the Club was

soon assured. The JSTatural History Society of JS'orthumberland

and Durham held out a friendly and helping hand to the new

Club, and they have gone forward hand in hand ever since.

Before long, the proceedings of the Club attracted the attention

of outside JS'aturalists, and its fame was established and spread

abroad by the catalogues and anatomical papers published in the

first volume.

In the first days of its career, as I have already said, this

Club was indebted to the Natural History Society for valued

aid. In the year 1864 the alliance of the two societies became

more complete, as it was then arranged that the " Transactions"

of both should be jointly published. The arrangement then

made has continued till now, with great advantage to both.

And I may mention that the volumes containing the joint

Transactions are now eagerly sought after, and command a high

price in the London book market. Many of those who formed

the little band of earnest men who established the Club, and

contributed to its fame, have, like our first President, passed

away. Men, whom to know was to love and respect. But,

thank God, we have some of them with us, and labouring for us

still. Very quietly, it is true, and, as has ever been their wont,

with no touch of ostentation. But the result of that labour,

begun so long ago, and carried on so quietly that only few of

their fellow-townsmen were aware of it, will appear before long.

Citizens of ]S"ewcastle, who had not even a dream of it, will

awake one morning to find their town made famous by the
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opening of a Museum the renown of which will spread wherever

I^atural History is known.

The old Museum, with all its interesting associations, and in

which so many of our meetings were held, has disappeared

before a new order of things. The collections of the Natural

History Society, so long almost hidden away in it, will come

into broader daylight. "We shall then be able, besides other

treasures, to see and to appreciate the Hutton Collection of

Minerals, and Mr, Alder's fine Collection of British MoUusca

and Polyzoa (both presented by Sir William Armstrong), and

Mr. Athey's extensive and unique Collection of Amphibians and

Fishes of the Coal Measures (the gift of Lady Armstrong).

And also the figured and typical specimens of Coal plants, chiefly

from this district, given to the Society by the Institute of

Mining Engineers. These will be displayed beside the works

and contributions of one whose acquaintance and friendship we

are all proud to possess. An A.rtist, as well as a I^aturalist,

whose unwearied labour, whose touch of genius, and whose noble

generosity have provided for the I^ew Museum a collection, the

value and the beauty of which we cannot over-estimate. I, of

course, allude to Mr. John Hancock, but for whom the IS'ew

Museum would not have existed.

I may safely predict that such a Museum, with its ample and

well-lighted space, and its almost unique treasures, will become

a chosen resort for pleasure and instruction in IS'ewcastle. And

if you wish to confer a favour and a benefit on your friends, you

can best do so by persuading them to join the iN'atural History

Society, and thus to become free to partake of the varied advan-

tages this Museum will afiord.

I should like to see Natural History more generally taught in

our schools. I believe the time will come when more attention

will be paid to its study. Meantime, encourage your children

to take an interest in it. As soon as they are old enough, give

them small pocket magnifying glasses, and teach them to use

them. You will thus open up to them a new world of interest

and of wonder. Take them to the New Museum. What they

see there may inspire some of them with a love for Natural
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History, the pursuit of which, will add to the happiness of their

own lives, and enable thein to contribute to the pleasure and

welfare of those around them.

The following gentlemen were elected members of the Ttne-

siDE I^ATUEALiSTs' FiELD Cltjb during the year 1883 :

—

At the Ankiveesaet Meetestg, May 11th, 1883 :—Messrs.

William Henry Brown, ^Northumberland Square, N'orth Shields

;

John Thompson, The "Willows, Walker-on-Tyne ; Charles Pox,

Low Fell, Gateshead; E. Ellis, 100, Eye Hill, ^Newcastle.

At Beamptoi^, May 28th :—Eev. J. E. Elliott Bates, Mill-

bourne Hall; Eev. H. E. Eox, South Bailey, Durham; Eev.

Geo. Prince Hall, Winlaton ; Messrs. Thos. Arkle, High Laws,

near Morpeth ; John Walker, Eastfield House, Corbridge ; Geo.

Gatheral, Heathfield, Hebburn; E. Gregory, Eoyal Engineers,

Depot ; Arthur Tranah, Eldon Place, E'ewcastle.

At Settle, June 27th :—Eev. Thos. Austin, 1, Lovaine Place,

Messrs. J. Wilson, Leazes Park, ^Newcastle ; John Hedley, West

Chirton House, Worth Shields.

The Pield Meetii^gs for 1884 were arranged to be held as

follows:

—

May 30th ChoUerford and Hexham.

June 25th& 26th (EaceWeek) Alston, Cross Pell.

JuLx Low Eow, Coomb Crag,

Gilsland.

Atjgust 4th Wensleydale.

Septembee Eedcar and Staithes.

Octobee 6th Seaton Delaval and Blyth.
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The following gentlemen were elected officers of the Club for

the year 1884-85 :—

Peesident.

G. H. Philipson, Esq., M.D.

Yice-Peestdents .

John Philipson, Esq.

James Clephan, Esq.

Ealph Carr Ellison, Esq.

Rev. J. F. Bigge, M.A.

D. Embleton, Esq., M.D.

Eev. Canon Tristram, F.E.S.

Eev. A. M. E'orman, M.A.

Eev. J. C. Eruce, LL.D.

Eev. A. Bethune, M.A.

E. J. J. Browell, Esq.

John Hancock, Esq.

"William Maling, Esq.

Eev. E. F. Wheeler, M.A.

Prof. G. S. Brady, M.D.

H. B. Brady, Esq., F.E.S.

Eev. J. E. Leefe, M.A.

Eev. G. E. Hall, M.A., F.S.A.

G. H. Philipson, Esq., M.D.

Eev. E. E. Hooppell, LL.D.

A. S. Stevenson, Esq. •

Teeastjeee.

Eobert Y. Green.

Eichard Howse.

HONOEAEY SeCEETAEIES.

I

Thomas Thompson.

Henry C. Abbs.

T. W. Backhouse.

Joseph Blacklock.

T. T. Clarke.

"William Dinning.

D. 0. Drewett.

Committee.

John Glover.

Eev. J. M. Hick.

Edward C. Eobson.

John F. Spence.

John T. Thompson.

Col. J. E. Young.

J. S. Forster.

AUDITOES.

I

T. P. Barkas.
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XIY.

—

Letters from C. Darwin, Esq., to A. Sancoch, Esq.

Communicated hy John Hancoch, Esq. /

The following letters from the late Charles Darwin, Esq., to

the late Albany Hancock, Esq., are of so interesting a nature,

that it has been thought they would be suitable for the pages

of our Transactions, the more so as they specially refer to the

discovery and description of an interesting form of burrowing

Earnacle, Alcippe lampas, which was first observed on the I^orth-

umberland Coast by Mr. Hancock, and afterwards described by

him in a paper communicated to the Eritish Association, at the

meeting held in Birmingham, 1849. The references given are

chiefly to the Monograph of the Cirripedia by Charles Darwin,

published by the Eay Society.*

JN-o. 1.

Down Farnborough, Kent.

(Post mark Sept. 21st, 1849).

Sir,

I trust to your kindness to forgive a stranger taking

the liberty of addressing you. I have been for the last two

years (at least such portions of it as my health allowed me to

work in) employed on a monograph, anatomical and systematic,

of the Cirripedia ; it was consequently with the greatest possible

interest that I heard your admirable paper at Birmingham. I

made a few remarks on the subject, which will perhaps appear

in the Athenceum.

In S. America I collected an allied form, parasitic in the

Concholepas, and which possibly will be included in the same

order with yours, but which I think must certainly form a very

distinct family.

I was very glad to hear from Mr. Taylor that your paper

* Notice of the Occurrence, on the British Coast, of a Burrowing Barnacle belonging

to a new Order of the Class Cirripedia. By Albany Hancock, Esq. Annals and Mag.

of Nat. Hist. 1849, vol. 4, 2nd. ser. pi. 8, 9. And Trans. Tyneside Naturalists Field

Club, vol. 1, p. 327. June 1849.
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will appear in the Annals, and then I shall be able to study it.

I have no sort, of pretension to claim any favour from you, but

if you could at any time spare me one or two specimens in the

shell, preserved in spirits, it would be a most material kindness.

I would pledge my honour not to publish anything so as to in-

terfere with any further researches you might choose to make on

the species. N^o one can be aware better than yourself, after

your excellent labours on the MoUusca, that when one is em-

ployed on a monograph, trifling points are found to be of interest,

which are known to be so only to those employed on the class,

and it is on this ground that I should so much like to dissect a

specimen of your genus. I have now dissected species of all the

genera of the Cirripedia, and have nearly finished the systematic

part of the Pedunculata, but yet from the extreme slowness of the

rate at which my health allows me to work, my monograph will

not appear for one or two years, so that I could not encroach on

anything which you might choose to publish further on the sub-

ject.

I trust that the great interest which I have felt in your in-

teresting discovery will make you forgive my taking the liberty

of asking you so great a favour as that contained in this letter.

I beg to remain, with much respect.

Yours faithfully,

C. Darwin.
To A. Hancock, Esq.

JS^o. 2.

Down Farnborough Kent,

Sept. 29th, 1849.

Dear Sir,

I am truly obliged to you for your very kind letter

and ofier of specimens of Alcippe. You cannot imagine how

much I shall enjoy seeing in your paper and in actual specimens

a new form of Cirripede ; for I am wearied out with examining

scores and scores of closely allied common Cirripedes.
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I should have written about Lithotrya in former letter, but

I had hardly space, and I did not know whether you would like

to have my views on the point. I conclude that the Lithotrya

forms its own holes, from having seen numerous specimens, and

(four or five species) large and small, all exactly fitting their

cavities. The calcareous cup is indisputably (I speak after care-

ful examination, vrith dissolution in acids, etc., etc.) formed by

the Cirripede, and is common to most (I believe all) the species

of the genus. You are perfectly right that the calcareous cup

is never moved. But the Cirripede inhabits (as far as I have

seen) only cellular rocks, or corals, or shells (such as the Cirripede

Conia,^*with large tubes), and the pupa crawls into some minute

cavity, and there fixes itself for ever, and then as it grows en-

larges the hole to required size ; this it effects by the edges of

the valves and of the minute scales on the peduncle being sharply

serrated; and as of course the serrated edge would soon be

blunted, the calcareous scales on the peduncle are moulted with

the membrane on which they are fixed, and new sharp ones

periodically formed. This moulting of calcareous scales is a

unique case, and I have no doubt is in relation to their boring

necessities. I believe this is the way which my Asthrobalanus,f

which inhabits the Concholepas, also makes its cavities ; and its

outer tissue is studded with elegant minute trifid and quadrifid

points ; and the shell is apparently first perforated by other ani-

mals ; but I have got to go over this again with Asthrobalanus,

but I have had the misfortune to lose nearly my whole stock of

specimens, of which I collected thousands, for fifteen years ago

in the Chonos Archipelago I described its peculiarities in some

detail.

I venture to predict that if you take the outer tissue of Al-

cippe and clear the corium from it and place it under the com-

pound microscope, you will find the rasping minute points, and

I believe you state that it inhabits shells abounding with cavities

of Cliona, etc., etc.

I am most particularly obliged to you for informing me of

* = Tetracuta, Schumacher. See Darwin's Monograph, Balanidse, p. 321,

f = Cryptophialus, Ibid. p. 563.
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Loven's Cirripede, of which I had not heard. I should be most

grateful for a transcript of the paper and drawing, or if the book

be not above 2 lbs. or too precious could it not be sent, and I

would gratefully repay postage, and thus save Mr. Alder the

trouble of transcribing, to whom pray give my sincere thanks.

I have in my collection this Cirripede as I suspect ; it is like an

Otion,''' and from not having calcareous valves might be called an

Alepas ; but, strange as it would appear to any one who had not

studied the internal structure of these animals, it is not even one

of the Pedunculata, but belongs to the sessile division, and forms

a new genus between Tubicinella and Coronula. I should have

been very sorry to have overlooked Loven's description.

I presume you have a superabundance of materials, but if at

any time you would like to have my small collection of naked

MoUusca, made during my circumnavigation, they are at your

service ; but I fear specimens preserved for many years in spirits

•must be almost useless. I think there are some new genera

amongst them. Once again allow me to thank you cordially for

the very kind manner in which you have taken my requests,

and believe me, dear Sir,

Yours sincerely obliged,

C. Daewin.
To A. Hancock, Esq.

I see in the Athencsum they have omitted to express how

valuable I thought your discovery, and how interesting your

whole paper. I am very curious to see what you say about the

palpi. I could not follow the reading aloud of this part, but if

I understood right, the palpi are wonderfully different from

anything I have seen in the Cirripedia. I think it possible that

Alcippe and Arthrobalanus may turn out distinct orders. The

metamorphosis is certainly different. My larva has no thoracic

legs, where yours has; mine is binocular, yours uniocular, etc.,

etc. Yet the three pairs of cirri, the great labrum, and habits

are certainly strong points of resemblance.

I ought to apologise for the length of this letter.

* == Conchoderma.
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m. 3.

(Postal date Oct. 30tli, 1849.)

Down Parnborough, Kent.
My dear Sir,

I have to thank you sincerely for many things. Your

specimens arrived quite safe. I have as yet taken only a cursory

glance at them ; for I have an odiously tedious job of compiling

long generic descriptions from my specific descriptions. "When

I have done in a fortnight's time, I will enjoy the treat of

having a good inspection of Alcippe. I hope by that time your

paper will be out, as it will save me much time in comparing

every part with common Cirripedia ; indeed I will wait till I

can get the number with your paper. It is an immense time

since I have seen a new form of Cirripedia. At the same time

I will look over my MoUusca, and my few notes made at the

time ; and if they turn out of the slightest interest to you, I

shall be heartily pleased by your acceptance of them. I will be

careful of the specimens of Alcippe. Your sketches are very

spirited. The Cirripede from Australia is the Ibia Cuvieriana

(= /. quadrivalvis, Cuvier) ; that from Madeira is an unnamed

species, which I have unwillingly been compelled to make into

a new and insignificant genus. I have called it (supposing name

be not used) Machairis celata^ (from being encrusted with bark

of the Antipathes). If you have any other Cirripedes from foreign

localities, and would allow me to examine them, it would be of

great service to me.

Will you please to give my sincere thanks to Mr. Alder for

the specimens, and for the great trouble he has taken in copying

Loven's paper. It is a most interesting Cirripede, and the type

of a new family or order, for it has no relation to Alepas, the

animal of which I know well. I. must write to Loven ; his de-

scription is unfortunately short. Will you add to your kindness

by some time asking Mr. Alder to what place the Eoyal Academy

of Sciences given in the title belongs. Lady Lyell translates the

title as ' Extract from a Eeview of the Trans, of the E. Acad, of

* = Oxynaspii celata, Darwin. Monog. of Cirripedia, Eay Soc, 1851, p. 134.
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Sciences, 1st series, 1844, p. 192-4.' Secondly, will you be so

kind as to tell me on what being (for I cannot read the word)

your specimen of the Ilia is attached. And thirdly, whether

you had any motive for calling your Cirripede 'Alcippe,' as per-

haps I will change my long name of Arthrobalanus for a shorter

one. Any time will do for an answer.

"With respect to Lithotrya. The shells have relation to diam-

eter of hole, but the shell-part of full-grown ones, / believe,

project beyond their hole. This is hard to know, as peduncle

shrinks much from drying. Holes are bored in all directions.

The animal often rises a quarter of an inch in its hole from

thickness of cup. Yery young specimens have cups, I believe at

earliest period. I cannot describe the whole process of fixing in

letter," but I must think it quite impossible that any Cirripede

can sink its basis in any object. I have thought that the larva

of Lithotrya instinctively (and this not wonderful) creeps into

the crevices of the coral-rocks to that depth, from which it can

when nearly full-grown freely reach the surface ; in the interval

I believe it feeds on Infusoria in the water circulating in the

crevices. I once thought that the larva of Arthrobalanus might

have bored its hole with its prehensile antennae, but I cannot

now believe this. But there is another view or conjecture, which

is perhaps the most probable, viz., that the larva (in second

stage) boring a minute hole by an acid secreted from some gland,

and through some duct and orifice in the prehensile antennae

(alluded to by me in Athenceum), by which afterwards the cement-

stuff is poured out. This view would perfectly harmonise with

the facts, of which I cannot doubt, that the Cirripede after meta-

morphosis can never alter its point of attachment; and secondly,

the apparatus of minute points for enlarging its cavity in Litho-

trya, Arthrobalanus, and Alcippe, is equally applicable.

Eut I shall utterly weary you with this discussion. Your

statements about cavities of Alcippe make me doubt my view of

the larva creeping into already existing cavities.

With my sincerest thanks.

Yours very faithfully,

C. Darwin.
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ISTo. 4.

(Postal date Dec. 26th, 1849.)

Down Parnborougli, Kent,

Dec. 25th.

My dear Sir,

I am very much obliged for your last very interesting

letter, with your answers to all my queries, and the copy of your

paper, which I am very glad of, though I take in the Annals.

I have not yet looked at Alcippe, for I have found my writing

work run out, and I have lately received several new peduncu-

late species to describe. I have had such a misfortune in the

loss of a parcel of Cirripedes from Copenhagen, amongst which

was the curious Alepas squalicola
!

'^^ the knowledge of which I

owe to Mr. Alder's kindness.

I have of course read your description of Alcippe, and it is

most clear and definite. I hope to put Arthrobalanusf in the

same order with it, but it will be stretching a point to do so, and

they must form distinct families^ more distinct than any Peduncu-

late and any Sessile Cirripede are from each other. I hope before

long to indulge in a look at Alcippe. I have had occasion to re-

look over many specimens of Lithotrya, and am as fully convinced

as ever that the basal cup is fixed at a very early period, and

is never moved. In one specimen several specimens were em-

bedded in rock, parallel but in reversed positions (and others at

right angles) ; and of the parallel ones the greater number had

their capitulums {i.e. shells or valves) directed from the exterior

surface of the rock inwards, so that they could never reach the

surface, and must have lived in a subterranean cavity. I am as

much as ever in the dark, whether the larva cree]ps in or hores in.

I had intended, but forgot, to ask you about the Clitia. All

which I have seen (except some rare foreign species, which I

have not yet touched) were fixed on fuci and stones; and if it be

not asking too great a favour, I should be very much obliged if

you would permit me to look at any fixed on shell. Several

* = A?relasmas squalicola. Monog. of Cirripedia, Eay Society, 1851, p, 170.

I

= Cryptopliialus minuiug, Darwin. Monog. Cirripedia, Eay Soc, 1854, p. 566.
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months ago I had one rather careful inspection of the basal mem-

brane, and was much surprised not to be able to see the prehen-

sile antennae of the pupa, or any orifices for the cement-stuff;

yet from analogy I can hardly doubt that Clitia fixes itself like

all other Cirripedes, in the manner briefly explained by me to

the British Association.

In the case of Coronula, Tubicinella, and Chelonobia, I have

fancied that the sinking was entirely or chiefly owing to the

growth of the surrounding parts of the animal to which the

Cirripedes were attached. I am much surprised about Clitia,

and it shows me that there is even in common Cirripedes some-

thing about their attachment which I do not understand at all.

I have seen, as I believe, that the cement could corrode through

the membrane of its own peduncle, but not act on the calcareous

scales supported by this membrane; so that your fact of the

Modiola is still odder, and I hope you will allow me to quote it

from you.

I have seen the larvse of most of the species of Anatifa, and

I think of A. vitrea,"^" but I have had either to dissect them out

of the egg and just after their escape, and never as yet when

naturally sent forth from the parent. In the state in which I

have seen them they certainly had not any 'process or pedicel,'

but exactly at the spot figured by you lies their mouth, which is

very slightly prominent, without any trophi, and leading into an

oesophagus running anteriorly and lost in cellular matter. If

you would let me have a few of these specimens I should be

very much obliged, and especially if you would give me any pre-

cise observations of your own on this 'pedicel,' for I do not in

the least doubt that with all yoar experience in dissecting your

observations would be more trustworthy than my own. Goodsir

figures something like a masticating organ attached to base of

legs of larvse, which I could never see, and which, if such exist,

would be a strange coincidence with Limulus.

No doubt you are aware that in all Cirripedes the larva from

the stage you have figured becomes (so called) bivalve, hexapod,

with prehensile antennae, binocular, etc. ; and when it attaches

* = Lepas fascicularis. Mon. Cirr., Ray Soc. , 1851, p. 92.
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itself it is in fact a natatory pupa, for it has no mouth, only a

rudimentary shrivelled oesophagus, surrounded by the forming

trophi of the young Cirripede. Asthrobalanus (=r CryptopJiialus)

alone passes the first larva stage in eg^^ and appears when first

born with prehensile antennae, two eyes, etc.

But perhaps I weary you with these details ; one forgets that

others do not care so much for a subject as he who is at work

on it.

I have not yet gone through my bottles for Mollusca, but

will you be so good as to send me one line, to say whether you

care for any naked Terrestrial (as Yaginulus, Parmacella), or

aquatic naked Mollusca, or for any of Cuvier's "Tectibranches,"

as Aplysia, etc., or whether exclusively for the JS'udibranch. I

believe I have a few of each order. I fear that you will think

I have written to you at unreasonable length.

Pray believe me,

My dear Sir,

Yours very sincerely,

^ C. Daewin.

I begin to think I shall spend my whole life on Cirripedia, so

slow is my progress, working only two to three hours daily.

'Eo. 5.

(No postal date. 1850 in A. H.'s writing.)

Down Pamborough, Kent,

15th.

My dear Sir,

I ought to have sent you a line sooner to say that your

specimens arrived safely. I will venture to keep the Madeira

one till I commence reworking on the Pedunculata. I have

marked outside the box to be 'returned to you' after I have

taken a few.

The Balanus I will return almost immediately. It is one of

the very few species which I dare name with little or no hesita-

tion without opening (with the aid of some part exposed near the
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basis). It is the B. sulcatus of Bruguiere == Lepas halanus^ Linn.^

You sent me formerly specimens mingled with another species

attached to a Pecten with the Clitias.

Do you know the latitude on the coast of Greenland? It

would be valuable information for me. If you do even approxi-

matively, will you write it on slip of paper, without anything

further, and send it me ? I have this species from Iceland.

"With respect to Lithotrya, I feel a conviction that if you had

seen all the specimens which I have, you would not doubt that

all the species bore, in whatever manner this may be effected.

Yours very sincerely,

C. DAEWIIf.

No. 6.

(No postal date.)

Down Farnborough, Kent,

May 12th.

My dear Sir,

Owing to a perhaps foolish habit of not reading

periodicals when they come out, I have only just read your very

interesting paper on the boring of MoUusca in the Annals ; and

this reminded me that you wished for more information regarding

Lithotrya. I really do not know what to give. I have three

specimens of Lithotrya, and I enclose one for you. I have picked

out one that has lately moulted (this moulting of scales is unique

in whole order of common Cirripeds), and therefore has the

scales on peduncle, with the teeth pretty sharp. The valves, of

course, are not moulted, but the old layers scale or are rubbed

off. I have not one with the basal calcareous cup, though several

have been lent me. I wish you could see the basal cup. I feel

suEE it would confirm your opinion that it could not be the borer.

I can see no reason yet to alter my opinion, that Lithotrya either

crawls into the cavity, which it enlarges, or, if not, that the

larva has the power of boring a hole, in which it fixes itself and

* s= Balanus porcatus. Mon. Cirr. , Kay Soc, 1854, p, 256.
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undergoes its metamorpliosis. I have several foreign species of

Clitia, and I will attend to their to me quite wonderful boring

powers.

Yours very sincerely,

C. Darwin.

m. 7.

(No postal date. Marked '' 1850 ?" by A. H.)

Down Farnborough, Kent,

Sunday.

My dear Sir,

I send one line to beg you to keep my MS. as long

as ever you like. I guessed why you did not write; it was

wholly unimportant. I am sorry for the smash, and sorrier the

species do not turn out more interesting; it is, however, as you

say, curious about the Ranges.

The Ealanus sent (for which many thanks) is the common £.

Cranchii of British authors. I have never seen it from north

of Tenby, in S. "Wales, I will return it hereafter if requested.

I should be very glad to see the Greenland Balanus. Please

state when sent whether to be returned. You know I must

disarticulate a specimen for examination.

Have you several specimens of the Madeira little pedunculate

Cirripede (which I named Machairis^"^ and have now changed into

Oxynaspis), and if so, and you would lend or give me one for

disarticulation, I should be very glad, as my specimens are all in

utter state of decay, and several points of the dried animal remain

unexamined by me. (I have this genus fossil from Chalk
!)

I mean now to continue at the Systematic part till I have

finished ; a period which will arrive Heaven only knows when.

Many thanks for your letter. In haste.

Yours truly,

C. Darwin.

* Monog. Cirripedia, Ray Soc, 1851, p. 133.
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^0. 8.

(Postal date Dec. 28th, 1850.)

Down Farnborougli, Kent,

Dec. 25th.

My dear Sir,

As you have attended with such eminent success to the

boring of animals into rocks, you will perhaps like to hear that

I believe I now understand the boring of Lithotrya, thanks to the

enclosed drawing (which please return) sent me by Steenstrup

without text. I suppose the same explanation is applicable to

Arthrobalanus {=z Cri/ptopMalus, Darwin), and I should think

Alcippe (for the presence of the calcareous disc is not material

to the change of place), but not, as far as I can see, to Clitia.

Since receiving this same Plate I have had a 'good deal of

rock, bored by Z. dorsalis, given me, and I now find out, for the

first time the following important facts:—(1) That the animal

bores to its full depth when young, and afterwards only increases

the diameter of its hole. 2nd, That a cup is only formed when

the animal has ceased boring to a greater depth; but that before a

cup is formed, a succession of little discs, exactly as represented,

are deposited on one side of the hole, each new one, at each

fresh exuviation, being placed aVth or iVth of an inch, or even

more, beneath that last formed ; the disc or cup, as I was always

certain, never itself being moved. 3rd, The lowest disc is never

at the bottom of the burrow, and this is faithfully represented

in the Plate. Lastly, the skin of the peduncle at this bottommost

part, at first, after each exuviation, is studded with minute cal-

careous beads, which are soon fairly worn away ; and the beads

are succeeded by hard horny star-headed points, which are also

much worn away before a new moult. So that there is good

wearing agency. (^.B.—I found specimens with perfect coat

underneath old coat nearly ready to moult, so no possible mis-

take.) I should have said that as soon as the animal begins to

increase much in diameter the chain of little discs are of course

all worn away, so that no trace is left in full-sized specimens.

In the drawing you will at once understand how the animal
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travels, by imagining a set of . .or exuviae attached to each

of the little discs one above the other. I have seen a row of

discs extending an inch in length. (The teeth on the valves and

on the beads on the peduncle, with their exuviations, sufficiently

explain the mere increase in diameter of the burrow).

I cannot explain in a letter how the discs are fixed ; but it

is in all other Cirripedia by a cement or tissue (for I hardly

know which to call it), which primarily debouches at the penulti-

mate segment of the prehensile antennse of the larva (this cement

is formed by a gland, strange to say, which is certainly part of

the branching ovaria), and subsequently during life, in different

Cirripedia, either through these two same orifices, or out of two

fresh, or only one fresh aperture placed symmetrically or irregu-

larly, or again through numerous apertures placed in a regular

circle ; so that it is nothing unusual in Lithotrya for the discs

to be fixed symmetrically in a straight line. In Scalpellum the

peduncle is attached to the thin stem of the Coralline by aper-

tures, through which the cement debouches, placed quite sym-

metrically in a straight row along the ventral side, a new one

being opened at each exuviation.

But I must stop, and not weary you. I think the drawing

will make you understand what I mean better than my perhaps

ill-expressed explanations.

I have not yet looked at Alcippe ! Eut do not suppose that

I undervalue your kindness in having sent me the specimens;

but I have been working like a wretched slave at mere species,

and have many more months' work, and till I have completed

this slavery I have not heart to begin work of interest, for I

think I should never get courage to resume the drudgery of de-

scribing species and making out synonyms. I hope this letter

will not bore you.

Believe me, my dear Sir,

Yours sincerely,

C. Daewin".

P.S. The accompanying specimen of, as I suppose, a Cliona

you can throw in the fire if of no interest to you. From northern

part of Patagonia.
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Ko. 9.

(1^0 postal date. Marked 1850 by A. H.)

Down Farnborough, Kent,

Saturday.

My dear Sir,

I am ashamed at myself to think how long I have

taken to send you my Mollusca. I have now got them in a

bottle, and will send with them a catalogue of localities. There

are about sixty packets, though some are duplicates. I send

with them the rudest notes of colour and size made at the time.

The colours are given by comparison with Pat. Symes' (?) nomen-

clature. The notes are those of an ignorant schoolboy, as I was

almost then, and shamefully written. I would have copied them

out if they had had any value. "Will you nevertheless preserve

these notes, for as one sometimes likes to see an old book, so I

like to keep my wretched zoological notes. I fear my specimens

can be of hardly any interest to you, they must be so shrunk

from the spirits. I tJiinh there are one or two new genera. I

will despatch the box with large bottle on next "Wednesday, the

first day our carrier goes. You will understand I do not want

specimens ever returned. If there should be any part of MS.

which you by chance should wish to read, I will with pleasure

copy it.

Yery many thanks for the Clitia. It has astonished me and

convinced me of my ignorance. I entirely give up the burrow-

ing of your Alcippe and my Arthrobalanus (= Cryptophialus

minutus) ; I only do not give up Lithotrya, from its large mis-

shapen cup being so ill-formed for burrowing, and from its having

a beautiful rasping apparatus. How difficult it is to discuss any

point by letter. I now see that I omitted to mention to you

that all round the base, and therefore widest part of the head or

shell on the top of the peduncle, there is a beautiful rasping rim

or circular toothed saw; renewed, moreover, during every moult,

when the shell and animal increases in size ; and as the peduncle

has great power to lengthen and shorten and twist itself about I

cannot doubt, and if you were to fix a young Lithotrya at the
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bottom of a deep hole of the diameter of a pin or straw, during

growth the animal would be enabled to enlarge it to any extent.

I confess I am quite puzzled by Clitia. It appears to me, from

your specimens (which I must hereafter further examine), that

the whole of the corrosion is effected round the margin of the

base; that is, that no corrosion or wear goes on except round

the growing basal edges. Did you come to this conclusion ? I

cannot doubt that the shell is so fixed that it cannot move ; cer-

tainly there are no sharp points on basal membrane, as I have

formerly examined it under high power. Does not your fact of

the Modiola show that the action is effected by solution, or at

least not mechanically.

You ask me about Goodsir's male Balanus. It is quite a mis-

take. His male Balanus is d^ female crustacean allied to Bopyrus,

and his parasite is the male of this female.

But now comes the odd case. I have found two genera of

Cirripedes with males separate and parasitic on the females. In

these cases I am sure there can be no mistake, though I will not

take up yonr time with details.

I have not yet ! looked at Alcippe, for ever since writing last

to you, my two-hour-per-day work has been occupied with a

tiresome set of fossils. I have the curious Alepas squalicola sent

me from Copenhagen, but I have not looked at it yet.

Yours very sincerely,

C. Darwin.

ISTo. 10.

(No postal date. " 1851 " by A. H.)

Down rarnborough, Kent,

June 8th.

Dear Sir,

I am going to beg you to endeavour to procure me a

very great favour from Mr. Alder, namely, the loan of the volume

or of the plate of Loven's Alepas squalicola^ of which he most
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kindly sent me an outline tracing. Seenstrup sent me one speci-

men, which I dissected, after comparing it externally with the

drawings, and now I am most anxious for Mr. G. B. Sowerhy to

copy two of the figures for my volume for the Eay Society, for

which the plates are now engraving. I do not know whether

there is a copy in the British Museum, and if there be, it would

be very troublesome to obtain permission to have a copy made,

and such would not be so accurate as if Mr. Sowerby could have

the plate at his own house. I have charged him, in case Mr.

Alder would confer this favour on me, to take the greatest care

of it, to acknowledge its receipt, and to pay its return carriage,

and not keep it long. Mr. S.'s address is
'

29, Albert St.,

I^ew Camden Town,

London.

JSTow that I am in the way of begging favours, I will ask con-

ditionally another. You once sent me a spirited sketch of an

Ibla from Australia. Have you more than one or two specimens.

I have the greatest wish to possess the very base of the peduncle

still attached to whatever it adheres, especially if the surface be

smooth. It is too long a story to tell why, but hereafter, if

you look at my monograph, you will admit the importance of

the point.

Pray forgive my giving you all this trouble. I see that you

continue always hard at work. I have lately been reading with

great interest your papers in the Annals on the Eryozoa.

Believe me, yours sincerely,

C. Daewin.

P.S. Will you forgive my sending so untidy a note, but writ-

ing the above reminded me that some time since I purchased

four specimens, which until this minute I unaccountably have
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forgotten ; but I see all are attached to a most rugged surface.

If yours happens to be attached to anything smooth, and you

could spare the lase of the peduncle still attached, I should be

very much obliged.

JS'o. 11.

(June 22nd, 1851, by A. H.)

Down Farnborough, Kent,

June 22nd.

My dear Sir,

I write merely to thank you very much for your assist-

ance regarding the book, and to request you to especially thank

Mr. Alder when you see him for his kindness. I am much ob-

liged for the offer of the Iblas, but being on a rugged support I

do not think they would aid me.

Pray believe me, yours sincerely,

C. Daewin.

You can return the MS. whenever you like, but I should be

sorry to lose the pages, though of no value.

JS'o. 12.

(25th Dec, 1852, by A. H.)

Down Parnborough, Kent,

Dec. 25th.

My dear Sir,

You will probably remember that you called my atten-

tion to the following facts, that Verruca (= Clisia, etc.) (1st)

has the power of excavating a slight depression for itself; but

that (2nd) epidermis on a shell quite stops this process; and

(3rd) that under its middle there is sometimes a hollow, some-

times with chalky matter. I have just been at work on the
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genus, and find these three facts occurring in three different

species from different quarters of the world.

My object in writing is to ask you to look to one point in your

collection ; but first I will mention what results I have come to.

I began with a very strong leaning to the view which you advo-

cate, that the excavation must be due to mechanical agency, but

unwillingly I have been driven to hypothetical chemical action.

My grounds of belief are as follows, and I should be grateful for

your opinion, viz. :

—

(1) I can discover no sort of boring contrivance on margin of

shell, or on under side of basal membrane ; and there is no differ-

ence in appearance in these parts when an individual has bored

and has not in the least bored. I have examined the single shell,

and cleaned with potash, and after acid, with all powers.

(2nd) Either the shell or basal membrane must, on mechanical

theory, be the wearing agent; and certainly, as far as the central

hollow, it must be the basal membrane; but the basal membrane

is united to the shell and animal's body by (besides corium and

epidermis) only a circle of fibres, which Prof. Quekett, after

most careful testing, says are only ligament : hence I think it

impossible that the basal membrane can be moved (at least near

the circumference, where the animal's cirri cannot reach), or,

again, that the shell can be moved, if we look at the basal mem-

brane as the fixed point.

(3rd) When a central hollow has been formed, the basal mem-

brane (in this case generally brittle or cracked') is loose over this

middle part, but was once certainly attached, as I have found

the prehensile larval antennae in the middle surrounded by the

ordinary cirripedial cement, which certainly would require con-

siderable mechanical power to separate from any object of at-

tachment, and yet there is nothing whatever over this central

portion of the basis but the open sack : dissolution of the shell,

on the other hand, to which the cement was attached, would

perfectly explain the appearance.

(4th) As you state the epidermis of shells quite prevents the

wearing, except where abraded or cracked ; and I further find
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the epidermis of Balanus Icevis (of which I send a valve, not to be

returned) is equally protective ; now this membrane is so weak,

that I cannot believe it could resist mechanical wear and tear,

sufficient to wear into solid shell. So again Laminaria (when

not uneven, and so slightly ploughed up, like cracked epidermis),

though not hard, is not at all excavated; again, I have specimens

on two pieces of slate rocks (one rather soft), which contained no

calcareous matter, and were not in the least affected ; whereas a

third specimen of hard marhle was excavated.

(5) The cement-ducts might pour an acid over any part of the

basis ; but that they do so is a mere hypothesis. In Lepas fas-

ciularis they must I think secrete some gas (carbonic acid gas ?).

I should have remarked that owing to the generally reticulated

state of the cement round the central hollow, lime dissolved

under the central hollow might easily escape.

This is the state of the case, as far as I can make it out. Will

you forgive the length of this letter, and tell me what you think?

And further, will you see whether you have specimens of Verruca

attached to any softish rocks or substances, without calcareous

matter, and look and see if they act on them ?

In two weeks' time I shall positively at last, after a quite

ridiculous lapse of time, look at your Alcippe, which I have

never done yet ! Have you anything new (or any fresh speci-

mens to spare) on this most curious genus ? I should be pleased

to hear that time or inclination had led you to look at what I

have said on the sexes of Ibla and Scalpellum, about which I

remember once writing to you ; and which facts appear to me

curious.

Again I beg forgiveness for the length of this letter, and re-

main,

My dear Sir,

Yours very faithfully,

Chaeles Daewin.

A. Hancock, Esq.

I do not think my wretched schoolboy MS. on the outlandish

MoUusca has been returned ? Has it ?
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No. 13.

(Postal date Jan. 12tli, 1853.)

Down rarnborough, Kent,

Jan. lOth.

My dear Sir,

I am. uncommonly obliged to you for taking so much

trouble as to write at such length to me ; though in truth, when

I think of your many important pursuits in Natural History, I

am ashamed to have lost you more than one good hour of time.

Your cautions and suggestions will be of considerable service

to me, as leading to fresh observations, and making me explain

some points more clearly. I will not take up your time in going

into several points you notice in this letter, but they shall all be

more or less attended to in my book.

I may just inform you that when a ribbed shell is cut through

it can be seen that the marginal erosion"^* does not graduate into

the central hollow; indeed if the whole base was simultaneously

being eroded it is hard to see how the basal membrane and shell

could be firmly attached. I quite agree that more specimens on

calcareous and non-calcareous supports should be examined, and

I will write to a naturalist in Devonshire to collect for me. I

think, however, you did not understand that there were several

specimens on the two slate-rocks and hundreds on the Laminariae.

I am quite delighted at what you say about my little friends,

the complemental males : I greatly feared that no one would

believe in them; and now I know that Owen, Dana, and yourself

are believers, I am most heartily content. I entirely agree with

you on your remarks on cross-impregnation. Some years ago I

set to work to collect facts on this head, but I have as yet done

nothing with them. Such a view as yours is the only foundation,

I am well convinced, to Steenstrup's rather wild Memoir on the

non-existence of Hermaphroditism in Nature, though he extends

the doctrine to mere physical organs

!

Many thanks for the wretched MS. returned. I am quite

sorry I asked for it, for I never dreamed that you had not long

* Diagram in illustration given in letter,
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ago got what little good you could out of it. I shall be pleased

at your doing whatever you liked with my specimens, etc.

You shall hear when I have ^'
. . with Alcippe. The

other evening I read over your paper, and could not get to sleep

for hours, from thinking of its curious and anomalous structure.

I have some other specimens of yours.

With my sincere thanks,

Believe me, my dear Sir,

Yours sincerely,

C. Daewin.

Ko. 14.

(IS'o postal date.)

Down Earnborough Kent,

Jan. 29th.

My dear Sir,

I write in a hurry to catch to-day's post to beg a favour

and to apologize. Por the former first : I have been deeply in-

terested by Alcippe, though I have not added much to your

excellent description, excepting perhaps on the homologies (as

compared with other Cirripedes) of the sexual parts. I am almost

driven mad by its generative system, and I write to ask whether

you have any dry shells with Alcippe you could send me, as I

think I could get some considerable good from them. I am most

anxious to examine many specimens taken at different times of

the year. I should be most grateful if you could send me such

by post, allowing me to pay postage if heavy. Alcippe has no

relation to my burrowing South American little Cirripede.

"Would it be possible to employ for me any fishermen to get

the shells now? though specimens taken later than these you

sent me would perhaps be most useful to me ; but any now would

be of greatest interest to me. My surmises are too vague and

* A piece of the letter torn off here. Perhaj^s " grappled " is the word used.
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too long to tell in this note, and perhaps all a blunder, but I am

dreadfully perplexed.

"Now for apologies. Can you forgive me when I tell you that

I have cut up all the specimens you lent me ? I fear I have

been unreasonable, but I have trusted to the extreme kindness

you have shown me in all your correspondence. "Will you for-

give me ?

Yours very truly.

In haste,

C. Daewin.

Ilo. 15.

(No postal date.)

Down Farnborough, Kent,

Feb. 10th.

My dear Sir,

I trouble you with one line to say that amongst the

few remaining and on the cut up and previously (imperfectly as

it turns out) examined specimens I have found plenty of male

Alcippes, indeed hardly any without some, so that I am in no

want of more specimens at present. I should, however, be very

glad to have hereafter some few to distribute in a dry state on

the Continent, when I return the specimens in my possession

;

and indeed I should like a few more to examine the form of

cavity, though I fancy I have made out this pretty well. You

may imagine how peculiar the appearance of the male Alcippe is

when I mention that, though having had experience how diverse

an aspect the males put on, I now know that I looked at a male

during the first day or two, and never dreamed it was a Cirri-

pede ! I suppose after all you have done in the anatomy of the

Mollusca no structure seems very difficult to you to make out,

but I have found Alcippe one of the most difficult creatures I

have ever attempted to make out.

Yours very truly,

C. Darwin,
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:n'o. 16.

(Postal date 12tli, 1853.)

Down Parnborough, Kent,

Feb. 12tli.

My dear Sir,

I will begin a summary of what I have been able to

make out on Alcippe, imagining you feel interest enough to read

my scrawl. You must believe that I express myself positively

only for brevity's sake.

Mouth.—Every part peculiar, not strictly on normal type of

Lepadidse ; the rudimentary palpi, however, found only in Anel-

asma. I think your view on the row of hairs on labrum being

branchial must be given up ; there are thinner but similar hairs

on inner opposed tunic of sack, together serving as a fence to

prevent anything crawling into sack by the sides of the labrum.

Cirri.—The organ you have called palpi, or first cirrus, cer-

tainly is the latter, and not much more modified than in Anelasma.

The thoracic segment supporting this cirrus is confluent with

mouth, and forms the prosoma in normal manner. The second

(I*^.B. This is properly the third segment of archetype crusta-

cean.) thoracic segment is large and obscure; the third and fourth

very distinct. In one monstrous specimen the fourth segment

bore an extra cirrus ! showing that the segment is true. The

fifth segment small, but quite distinct, and bears the pair of cirri

nearest the mouth. The sixth segment, equally distinct, bears

the middle pair of cirri. The succeeding and outermost articu-

lated organs are not cirri, but caudal appendages. The wonderful

little cushion on the inner ramus metamorphosed. The caudal

appendages are never biramous, and hence have not cushions.

It deserves notice that Alepas cornuta has the inner rami of the

fifth and sixth pair of cirri (and of no other rami) rudimentary,

without muscles, and short. These three pairs of organs in Al-

cippe are all in some respects in an embryonic condition.

Alimentary Canal.—(Esophagus normal; biliary envelope thick

and irregular, as in Anelasma ; rectum and anus none. I am
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positive of this latter fact, and it is the most curious point in the

anatomy of the genus. Alcippe must always eject (as other

Cirripedes sometimes do) its excrement from the mouth.

Acoustic and olfactory orifices as in Ibla'. Eye not discovered.

IS'ervous system hardly examined.

Female Organ of Generation.—All quite normal, as described

under the Lepadidee. The ovigerous frsena are very large, and

are destitute (as in some species of Pollicipes) of glands; they

probably serve as branchise, as well as the universally-admitted

branchige in sessile Cirripedes, of which they are the homologues.

Male organs none except a rudiment of penis in normal position

between and on ventral side of sixth cirrus.

I have forgotten to remark that the external parts of animal

(capitulum and peduncle) do not essentially differ from same

parts in Anelasma, though very peculiar.

Metamorphoses.—In first stage I can add only the minute and

lower antennae. Most fortunately I detected some larvae just

before their metamorphosis into Alcippe. They are peculiar in

having their prehensile antennae seated almost at the very end

of the quasi-bivalve shell ; the abdomen and caudal appendages

are peculiar ; but they have six pairs of natatory thoracic legs,

and in all other respects resemble the pupae of Lepadidae.

Male Alcippe.—Almost every female has from one to three or

more males attached to her on both sides, externally, near the

upper end of the horny shield or disc on the peduncle, in two

little bags where I have put a cross. ^* The male is as transparent

as glass; its lower end (answering to the peduncle) is three-

lobed, and caricatures the form of the same part in Alcippe ; the

other part (or capitulum) is flattened, much produced, and of

nearly the same width throughout, with a small orifice at the

upper end. Total length -^^i\i of an inch. In the lower part

we have an eye, and great testes and vesicula-seminalis. In the

capitulum we have nothing but a tremendously long penis coiled

up, and which can be exserted. There is no mouth, no stomach,

no cirri, no proper thorax ! The whole animal is reduced to an

envelope (homologically consisting of three first segments of

* Sketch given in letter.
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head), containing the testes, vesiculae, and penis. In male Ibla

we have hardly any cirri or thorax ; in some male Scalpellums

no mouth ; here both negatives are united. I know it to be the

male of Alcippe from absolute identity of the pupae of both sexes

and other reasons. I believe the males occur on every female.

In one case I found twelve males and two pupae on point of

metamorphosis permanently attached by cement to one female

!

Excavation of Burrow.—The outer skin, and even the whole

thickened edge of the orifice into the sack, with its strong sharp

spines, is periodically and often moulted. There is a great differ-

ence in the state of the star-headed spines on the new underlying

and the old worn spines on the old membrane. This being the

case, and there being good motive power in the long and trans-

verse and adductor muscles, I do not doubt the excavation is

wholly mechanical. ,
From the position of the larval antennae,

Alcippe after metamorphosis must occupy a position fully as much

inclined, or more inclined, than as drawn, '^' and so would with

only little change assume the position which it holds in the shell.

Though I cannot demonstrate I can show good reason to believe

that it moves its position, when first boring into the shell, just

as Lithotrya does, a row of horny discs representing the calcareous

overlapping discs in that genus.

With respect to the edging or rim of shell observed by you, it

is quite inorganic, and has no more relation to Alcippe than the

main part of the supporting coral-reef has to a coral. "When

dissolved in acid it is found to contain all sorts of rubbish, even

of foreign animals. It is a kind of natural mortar.

The rudely radiating dark lines and punctures in the shell

over the peduncle of Alcippe are formed by a minute Annelid.

Affinities.—I am dreadfully puzzled, and every day change,

whether to form a family for its reception, as in one point of view

it amply deserves, or to be guided by its varied close affinities to

several genera amongst the Lepadidse and place it in that family.

I have never repented in placing Anelasma there ; but what to

do in this far more puzzling case I cannot yet tell.

I fear my long rambling letter will puzzle and weary you.

* Sketch given in letter.
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xiccept my very sincere thanks for allowing me to examine this

most curious Cirripede, and believe me,

My dear Sir,

Yours very truly,

Chaeles Daewin.

No. 17.

(No postal date.)

Down Farnborough, Kent,

Feb. 25th.

My dear Sir,

"Whenever you have a few minutes leisure I should be

very much obliged for answers to two questions, if you can answer

them. (1) At what depth is Alcippe found ? (2) At about

what date was the shell taken which you sent me in spirits with

all the specimens of Alcippe. I want to know, because most of

the males were well filled with spermatozoa. I fear I wrote to

you at too great length in my former letter.

Pray believe me,

Yours very truly obliged,

Chaeles Daewin.

The dried specimens you sent me by post lately, swarmed with

males, but all too dry and shrivelled to do much good with.

:^ro. 18.

(No postal date.)

Down Farnborough, Kent,

March 30th.

My dear Sir,

I am much obliged for your note received this morning,

with as full answers as you could send to my queries, and for a

former note received some time since with excellent remarks on
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the classification of Alcippe. I have been very troublesome, but

shall cause no more ; and am truly obliged for all you have done

for me. If in your power I am sure you will kindly in course

of summer get me a few specimens for. the British Museum and

for distribution.

I yet have a few specimens of other Cirripedes of yours in my
possession.

I have now finally finished with my South American Boring

Cirripede ; and this has utterly confounded my previous confu-

sion how to rank Alcippe and it; for they present some most

remarkable similarity, for instance, they are both bisexual, with

the males remarkably alike, and yet, in what I must consider

their fundamental orga,nization, and in their metamorphosis, they

are so totally unlike that I cannot place them in the same orders!

My classification does not satisfiy myself, nor, I fear, you, if ever

you look to my volume on this point.

Pray believe me, my dear Sir,

Yours truly obliged,

Ch. Daewin.

The bosses on the rim of Alcippe are hardish or crustaceous,

they are all four opposed to each other, and the little ridges on

them are cremated. These facts made me suspect that their use

was not for simple prehension but for triturating the food ; and

now I find in my analogous South American burrower, and in no

other Cirripede, that the oesophagus is provided with the most

beautiful discs, set with teeth, and brushes of hairs, worked by

muscles, certainly for triturating food, which strengthens my
notion.

]S"o. 19.

Down Farnborough, Kent,

Aug. 24th, 1854.

My dear Sir,

You may remember that you gave me permission most

generously to dissect all your specimens of Alcippe lampas, which
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I obtained by dissolving the sliell; but I have one or two in

spirits not cut up. Shall I return them ? or can you spare them

for the British Museum ? I may mention that Mr. Eate has

found Alcippe off Plymouth. I have some other specimens of

yours, not of much value, except one from Madeira.. There is

one, however, from Davis Straits, which I know is to be re-

turned. I could return the whole lot by post, without I have

to return the bottles. In this latter case is there anywhere in

London where parcels collect for you ?

Allow me to thank you cordially and truly for the very great

pleasure I derived from examining Alcippe lampas^ which is de-

scribed in full in my volume, now printed, and I presume soon

to be published by the Eay Society.

I have also discussed the excavating power of Verruca, which

subject I owe entirely to you.

As there are several specimens of the Oxynaspis from Madeira,

I have ventured to take two or three to give to Museums. With

my sincere thanks, and with much respect,

I remain, my dear Sir,

Yours sincerely,

Chaeles Daewin.

No. 20.

(No postal date.)

Down Bromley, Kent,

May 25th.

My dear Sir,

I am really very much obliged to you and Mr. Storey,^'

and am quite ashamed at having caused so much trouble, but I

was very curious to obtain this information. My present work

leads me to wish to get as accurate information as I can on what

some call the economy of nature, and the point in question

seemed to me deserving of attention, as aiding in shewing how

far the struggle with other species checked the extreme possible

John Storey, F.B.S.E., was a careful and accomplished botanist, and formerly

Honorary Secretary of the Tyneside Naturalists' Field Club,
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nortliern range of any species. It seems odd that dwarfing

should be so frequent on mountains* and so rare, or at least not

equally conspicuous, at the extreme northern lowland limits of

a species.

I hope that you will be so kind whenever you see Mr. Storey

to present to him my sincere thanks for all the trouble he has so

kindly taken for me, and pray believe me,

My dear Sir,

Yours very sincerely,

Chaeles Daewin".

ADDEESS TO THE MEMBEES OE THE TYNESIDE

ISTATUEALISTS' EIELD CLUB,

READ BY THE PRESIDENT, G. H. PHILIPSON, ESQ., M.A., M.D., D.C.L..

F.R.C.P., AT THE THIRTY-NINTH ANNIVERSARY MEETING, HELD IN

THE MUSEUM OF THE NATURAL HISTORY SOCIETY, NEWCASTLE-
UPON-TYNE, ON THE 19th may, 1885.

Ladies and Gentlemen,—For the second time, by your kindness,

I have been placed in the honourable position of President of

the Tyneside l^aturalists' Eield Club. For the distinction, which

I appreciate, I beg to offer my grateful acknowledgments.

In fulfilment of the duties appertaining to the office, the pro-

ceedings of the several Eield Meetings will be recounted. In

consequence of urgent professional engagements I was not able

to attend the meetings arranged to be held at Alston and Wens-

leydale. I am indebted for the notes respecting these meetings

to our much esteemed Honorary Secretary, Mr. Eichard Howse.

I have also to express my obligations to that gentleman for other

valuable assistance in the preparation of this address.

The EiEST Eield Meeting of the season was arranged for

Chollerford, Chesters, and Hexham, and was held on Eriday,

May 30th. The members, numbering about sixty, and several

ladies, left Newcastle with the I^orth British mid-day train, and
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on arrival at Chollerford, the Eev. Dr. Bruce, a former Presi-

dent, very kindly undertook to conduct tlie party over the Eoman

station of Cilurnum, where, by the kind permission of the vener-

able owner, John Clayton, Esq., P.S.A., they were enabled to

see not only the well-preserved remains, the records of the Eoman

occupation of England, but also the excavations that were being

proceeded with. Dr. Bruce, with his usual care, directed atten-

tion to the relics, and explained their purpose. His remarks on

the gate-ways and the forum were particularly interesting, and

elicited the admiration of the party. The new discoveries, he

said, had been made while carrying a drain from the older excava-

tions to the river. He had been asked. to explain the character

of the buildings which had been brought to light, but he said he

could not, as the purpose for which some parts of the structure

had been used had not been determined. There were seen the

remains of a large room with a stone floor, in which, at one end,

were seven recesses, like stalls in a church. What these were

for has not as yet been ascertained. They stood, however, next

to a room beneath which had been a furnace or hot air chamber

for warming the building, and the hot air was brought through

pipes into the room, a process which is now being adopted as one

of the best methods and latest improvements in the mode of

heating houses.

The outline of the station of Cilurnum is still distinctly visible.

It has the peculiarity of possessing two gateways, on the eastern

and western ramparts, in place of one, which is the usual plan

of Eoman stations. This exceptional circumstance seems to be

connected with the fact that the wall does not come up to the

northern ramparts, but to the southern point of its principal

eastern gateway, and takes its departure for its western, so that

about one-third of the station projects beyond the wall. It is

conjectured that it was originally one of Agricola's camps, formed

to protect the bridge, and that when Hadrian made use of it as

one of the stations of the wall, he brought up the wall to the

southern jamb of the two northern gateways, walled them up,

and made use of the smaller ones to the south of them. These

ruined walls are the favoured habitat of many wild plants, of
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great beauty and of some rarity, of such may be specially men-

tioned the Yellow Fumitory, a beautiful flower.

The Antiquity House, in the garden of the Chesters, was sub-

sequently visited, when the valuable collection of Sculptured

Stones, found in the excavations on the estate, were examined

with much interest. Two beautifully-carved life-size figures,

representing Cybele and Victory, were seen. A finely-carved

Corinthian Capitol was also explained. Among the altars Dr.

Bruce drew particular attention to one which bore the inscription

•'To the ancient gods." This altar he instanced as evidence

that Christianity prevailed in the IS'orth of England during the

Roman occupation. He believed that several of the Romans

embraced the new religion, while others, who refused to accept

the new faith, raised altars to the '^ ancient gods."

Previous to passing out of the beautiful grounds of the Chesters,

on the motion of your President, hearty votes of thanks were

accorded by acclamation to Mr. Clayton, for his kindness in al-

lowing the members and their friends the privilege of visiting

the Roman station, and to Dr. Bruce, for having acted as guide,

and for his lucid explanation and graphic description of the an-

tiquities.

Afterwards the naturalists walked by way of Walwick Grange,

Warden, and Tyne Green to Hexham, and on the way were de-

lighted with the many beautiful views of the IS'orth Tyne, the

junction of the JSTorth and South Tynes, and of the Tyne Yalley

proper. The foliage of the trees was in great beauty, and the

forwardness of the Oak, in comparison with that of the Ash, was

a subject of interesting discussion, as to the occurrence being a

portend of a dry summer. The surmise proved correct, for the

rainfall of the summer of 1884 was remarkably small. The total

rainfall for the year 1884, as recorded at the Literary and Philo-

sophical Institution, ]^ewcastle-upon-Tyne, was 20*62 inches,

against 27-34 in the year 1883, and 29*38, the average, during

the decade just ended.

An excellent tea was provided at the Royal Hotel, Hexham,

to which full justice was done. The usual meeting was after-

wards held, when five new members were duly elected. Mr.
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Thomas Thompson, our much-respected Honorary Secretary, ex-

hibited a nest and eggs of the Hawfinch, Coccothraustes vulgaris,

taken on May 29th, 1884, at Winlaton. The nest was built

about fifty feet from the ground, in the higher branches of an

Oak. It was the second occasion for this to be noted. The first

was on May 23rd, 1884, near to the same place. The occurrence

of the Hawfinch breeding in the county of Durham has never

before been recorded. I have since been informed by Mr.

Thompson that he has in his collection a nest of the Hawfinch,

which was taken near Eiding Mill, in May, 1884. The nest

was built upon a Pear tree, about five feet from the ground, on

a horizontal branch, and about nine inches from the bole. The

friend who sent him the nest saw one of the parent birds sitting

closely on the nest on the 9th of May, 1884. A week later the

eggs were broken and deserted. Mr. Thompson believes that

this is the first occasion of the Hawfinch having been observed

breeding in JS'orthumberland. Mr. John Hancock, in his "Cata-

logue of the Birds of ]S[orthumberland and Durham" gives the

following description of the Hawfinch. "This is a rare casual

visitant. Selby states in his Catalogue that ' a few years ago

he saw one at Alnwick Castle, which was killed at Hulne Abbey,

and that two specimens were some time ago shot near Stockton-

on-Tees.' I have three examples which were shot at Streatlam

Park, one many years since, and two, a male and female, in the

winter of 1837. Several specimens were seen near Belsay Castle

in 1860 and 1862. In the former year three of them were shot,

and one taken alive. This beautiful species is not known to

have bred in either county."^

After a short visit to the Abbey Church, where the crypt was

specially visited, the members returned to ISTewcastle, and ar-

rived there at nine o'clock, all much delighted with their visit

to one of the most beautiful and interesting spots on Tyneside.

The Second Pield Meeting was held at Alston, for Cross Pell

and Hartside, on Wednesday and Thursday, the 25th and 26th

* Natural History Transactions of Northumberland, Durham, and Newcastle-upon-

Tyne, Vol. VL, p. 51,
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of June. The weather proved favourable, but the number of

members was not so great as on the former unsuccessful visit in

1880. On the arrival of the first train from IsTewcastle the party

proceeded in conveyances through Garrigill Gate, and along the

rough mountain road that leads by the Cashwell mine and the

ruins of the old Cross Pell mine to a mining shop just below the

north-western escarpment of the mountain. Advancing by this

route, after arriving at the top of the ridge, above Garrigill,

which forms the eastern slope of Rotherhope Pell, the incline of

the road is so gradual that you ascend almost imperceptibly from

a height of 1,800 feet to within about 500 yards of the top. The

highest part of Cross Pell is 2,892 feet, but the road is so rough

during the last part of the drive, and so perched on the side of a

hill, that most of the party preferred walking to being, perchance,

toppled down to the level of Cashburn. Arrived at the head of

Drypot Burn the horses and drivers were rested in the stables of

an old mining shop, and fortunately here we also secured a guide,

who was not unwilling to do the honours of leading the party to

the top, and shewing the views, or some of them, that are to be

seen from this summit. The last part of the ascent was, not-

withstanding the pure invigorating breeze, a tough one for un-

trained town pedestrians, whose smoke-dried lungs hesitated for

a while to admit such pure ethereal ozone. On reaching the

top, above the Gentleman's Well (a pure spring of the coldest

water, even in summer), only a very flat table land, desolate and

unattractive, presented itself. Each one having followed the

course he thought easiest to the top, on reaching the summit the

party was considerably divided, but having been again collected

together, the guide led the way to the western edge of the Pell,

where there suddenly broke on the view one of those almost un-

bounded panoramas that are beyond description and detail. On

this occasion, though the breeze at the western side was so strong

as to almost lift the explorer from the ground, yet the far western

distance was obscured in an undefined haze, and as the time did

not allow of waiting for clearer evening rays, the landscape was

viewed from all sides, and the length and breadth of the dreary

flattened top of the Pell was traversed, only a few Golden Plovers
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being disturbed, their melancholy note being in full accord

with the place. After bidding farewell to those of our party

who intended to travel westwards, and after looking down the

initiatory valley of the Tees, we turned our faces to the north

and east, to our companions and conveyances far below, and get-

ting a few plants of the Cloudberry as we descended we soon bid

adieu to this lonely desolate mountain top, cheerless in its isolated

barren loneliness. The view immediately north of the Pell is

not without beauty or interest, bounded as it is on the west by

ridges rising more than 2,000 feet, forming the highest part of

the Pennine escarpment, with a deep basin scooped out to a great

depth below, and traversed now by two small streams, Brypot

and Cashwell Burn. These unite at Cashwell Force, and form

Black-burn, which cuts its passage deeply between the Fells, and

joins the Tyne before reaching Alston. In looking down this

basin in summer time, two or- three bright green mounds are

seen amidst the dark peaty, heathery moorland, Bulman's Hill

and Lambgreen Hill, oases, as it were, in this desolate waste.

They are isolated patches of limestone covered with short grass

and other plants which delight in a limestone soil. Those who

have been deputed to examine these rocks have been unable to

explain how they happen to be so placed. At the foot of the

Cashwell Burn a large vein or dyke occurs, filled in some places

at least with iron pyrites, and named by the local geologists,

the Great Sulphur Yein, or Miners' '^ Backbone of the Earth."

In our excursions we could not see distinct features of this on the

surface, though we must have crossed the line of the dyke, which

is supposed to disperse itself on the Yad Moss. A theory, suffi-

ciently startling to incite some of our younger members to in-

vestigate the accuracy of the suggestion, has lately been broached

that the "igneous dyke" known as the Cockfield Dyke actually

extends from the neighbourhood of Scarborough to the Biver

Eden, at Armathwaite, crossing between these points over Yad

Moss, portions of the counties of Durham and Cumberland. "We

could see no indication of this dyke on our road to and from

Cross Fell, nor could we trace any dyke in a former examination

of the Black-burn, from its foot upwards to Cashwell Burn,
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The flowering plants gathered on this visit were of the same

species as those recorded on our former excursion in 1880. After

enjoying the delightful drive back to Alston the party dined at

the Blue Bell, and had a long stroll in the evening through the

town, or rather up the hill side on which the town is built.

It was intended on the second day to ascend by the Penrith

road to Hartside, and the high part of Gildersdale, but the heavy

clouds resting on the fells induced the party to confine their ex-

cursion to the valley, and after breakfast the members proceeded

in conveyances to Whitley Castle, a Eoman station on the Maiden

Way, a road which is now in many parts difficult to trace, but in

olden times was used as a military road, extending from Green-

head, on the Tippalt, across Melmerby Tell (2,000 feet), to Kirk-

land and the Eden Yalley. Before reaching the Castle permission

was obtained to examine a Eoman Altar standing in a garden by

the road side, but it was found to be so much defaced that it

is impossible to give any particulars respecting the inscription.

The mound on which the camp is situated is surrounded with

five or six very deep trenches on the west side. The eastern

and south side form a steep escarpment towards the valley. The

interior is of considerable extent, but is crossed by a modern

stone wall, which spoils the view. Looking south from the

camp the Eoman road or track was seen crossing the side of

Gildersdale Forest in an oblique direction. The weather improv-

ing the party strolled over Whitley Common, and then along

the Thornhope Burn to Slaggyford, a hamlet on the South Tyne,

whether- so named from the frequency of slag on the sides of

the neighbouring fell we know not. The Globe Eanunculus

was still in fine flower, and many of the Orchids were also in

rich bloom, in these upland dales, and the Hawthorn was in

rich luxuriance by the roads and streams. After an early dinner

the party walked to the Nent Force, and then to the railway

station. Leaving Alston and fine evening sunshine the gloom

and heavy rain of the lower Tyne was soon encountered. The

recollections, however, of Alston and Cross Fell are too strong

to be soon forgotten.
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The Thieb Pield Meeting was arranged for Low Eow, Coome

Crag, Birdoswald, and Gilsland, and took place on "Wednesday,

July 16tli. An early party, numbering six members, left IS'ew-

castle by the first train for Low Eow, where breakfast was

provided at the Eailway Inn, adjoining the station. The unset-

tled weather in the early part of the week, no doubt, influenced

the attendance of the members at this meeting. After breakfast,

through the kind permission of the directors, Carrick's Cumber-

land Dairy Farm was visited, and the party spent considerable

time in inspecting the processes of separating the cream from

the milk, the churning and butter making, the manufacture of

cheese from skimmed milk, and lastly the pig farm, where the

whey, left after the cheese making, is utilised for fattening swine.

The contrast between the processes used at this model dairy

farm and those manual operations carried on formerly, and even

at the present time, in the most celebrated cheese-making dis-

tricts of the South of England were very striking. But whether

machinery or manual dexterity produce the best quality of cheese

and butter is perhaps a problem not so easy to solve as the ques-

tion of quantity in a given time. A very pleasant walk soon led

us to the side of the river Irthing, swollen and turbulent, and

more the colour of London porter than any other fluid. We
crossed at Wall-holme by a substantial wooden bridge, and then

along the winding banks, which became steeper and narrower,

and densely wooded, as we ascended the stream. This part of

the stream is most romantic and unique, and must be seen to be

fully appreciated, for no one looking over this portion of the Ir-.

thing Valley, from a distance, would realize the appearance and

depth of the river bed as viewed in the vicinity of Coome Crag.

At this place the swollen state of the river obliged the party to

quit its banks, so we struck up through the fields and across the

Eoman earthworks or vallum, which form a conspicuous feature

to the south of the line of the wall. At Birdoswald we were

met by a second party, including several ladies, who had travelled

by a later train to Eose Hill station, and who had walked by

Hill House. The whole party were courteously allowed to in-

spect the Eoman station of Amlloganna, also the antiquities

V
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preserved in the farm-house of Birdoswald. AmUoganna is the

twelfth station on the line. It is the largest of all the stations.

The walls of the station show good masonry, and are in a good

state of preservation. It presents one of the finest specimens

of a camp. The gateways show the sockets, where the hinges

moved, and the grooves worn by the wheels. The prospect from

the station, both to the north and the south, is very striking.

The late Earl of Carlisle, in his ^' Diary on Turkish and Greek

"Waters" (p. 87), says, ''Strikingly, and to any one who has

coasted the uniform shore of the Hellespont, and crossed the

tame low plain of the Troad, unexpectedly lovely is this site of

Troy, if Troy it was. I could give any Cumberland borderer

the best notion of it by telling him that it wonderfully resembles

the view from the point just outside the Eoman Camp of Bird-

oswald ; both have that series of steep conical hills, with rock

' enough for wildness and verdure enough for softness ; both have

that bright trail of a river creeping in and out with the most

continuous indentations : the Simois has, in summer at least,

more silvery shades of sand."^'

Looking towards the north-west, from the road skirting the

north-west of the station, a tower-like object is seen; it is a

fragment of this walls of Triermain Castle, an old "Peel" build-

ing celebrated by Scott in his " Bride of Triermain."

After a most pleasant walk to Gilsland, the Spa was visited.

From the foot of a shale and sandstone cliff, about one hundred

feet high, the sulphur stream bursts in a full gush of clear

sparkling water, a few feet above the bed of the river Irthing.

The banks of the Irthing in the immediate vicinity of the Spa

are bold and rocky. The Yellow Saxifrage, Baxifraga azoides,

which grows on the cliffs in considerable abundance, was much

admired.

Gilsland occupies one of the highest table lands between the

Irish Sea and the German Ocean. It is the most northern of

the English Spas, and is situated near the line of separation be-

tween JSTorthumberland and Cumberland, in the latter county.

Gilsland, independent of its other merits in regard to scenery

* Bruce's Wallet Book, p. 184,
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and associations, deriyes interest from having been the spot where

Sir Walter Scott first encountered his bride, the youthful and

beautiful Miss Carpenter, then residing at the Spa, and accord-

ingly in his works he has repeatedly referred to the romantic

banks of the Irthing. The scenes and incidents of one of the

most interesting portions of ''Guy Mannering" are laid in the

immediate vicinity of Gilsland.

An excellent dinner was partaken of at the Shaws Hotel. The

proprietor, Mr. Geldert, was most assiduous in his attentions to

the members. After electing four new members the party walked

leisurely to the train at Eose Hill, the bright sunshine and

balmy western breeze enhancing their enjoyment of the scenery

of this charming neighbourhood.

The FouETH Field Meeting was fixed for Leyburn and Wens-

leydale, and was held on Monday and Tuesday, August 4th and

5th. Several of the members availed themselves of the oppor-

tunity of extending their visit from the previous Saturday, by

taking the excursion ticket furnished by the E'orth Eastern

Eailway Company. About twenty members were present on the

Monday morning, most of whom arrived at Leyburn on the

Saturday evening previously, thus both avoiding the early start

on the Monday, and enjoying the invigorating mountain air and

the varied scenery in Uredale for a day or two longer. The

party were comfortably entertained at the Bolton Arms, Leyburn,

during their excursion. On the first day, under the guidance of

Mr. William Home, the party drove through Harmby to Spen-

nithorne, where they had an opportunity of examining the fine

old Church and its monumental adornments, the latter of which

were fully explained by the obliging Eector (Eev. J. G. Milner,

M.A.) The route was then through East Witton and the new

wooded Ure valley to Jervaulx Abbey, admission to view the

remains being obtained at the gardener's cottage. On the occa-

sion of a former excursion of the Club to Wensleydale (September,

1876) Jervaulx was visited, and your President, in his address,

gave a full account of the remains, so that, upon this occasion, it

will be unnecessary to describe them. The party were met at
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the ruins by Thomas Maughan, Esq., agent to the Marquis of

Ailesbury, and after "being kindly conducted to all the interesting

portions, were invited to partake of refreshments on the beautiful

lawn at his residence in the neighbourhood. Here were also

shown a fine specimen of the Saw Ply, Sirex gigas^ which had

been recently captured in the neighbourhood; and many fine

specimens of plants were reported as growing on the abbey re-

mains. Retracing the road to East "Witton, the members pro-

ceeded along a lane, so extended and narrow that they were glad

to find that it was not much traversed by vehicles, and were

thankful when they emerged on a broader road near the entrance

gateway to Coverham ruins. These are truly neglected and un-

cared for. It was strange to see, at the back of the farm house,

massive effigies of Crusaders and Knights Templars, and other

monumental covers arranged like a rockery along the side of a

brick wall. These heroes came no doubt to die in peace, after

years of warfare and bloodshed, into this secluded dale and quiet

home, never dreaming that future strife would destroy their

chosen resting place. The contrast between Coverham and Jer-

vaulx, even in their ruins, must leave a melancholy reflection on

the visitor ; and glad to escape from such thoughts the members

soon breathed the free fresli air of Middleham Moor, with its

extensive views, and felt thereby cheered with happier sug-

gestions. Before arriving at Middleham, our fellow-member,

Mr. Thomas Arkle, directed the attention of the party to an ele-

vated mound in a field north of the road and of Middleham

Castle. This earthen mound is surrounded by a deep ditch, and

there is a deep hollow in the top of the highest part, and also in

a lower adjoining part of the hill. Mr. Arkle is of opinion that

it ^has been used for the same social purposes as the Mote Hills

of Elsdon and other places in ^Northumberland, and dates from

an early period of our history. The view of Middleham Castle

from this mound was very grand ; its bare grey walls, massive

and defiant still, were a fine contrast to the rounded and softened

outlines of the distant and intermediate features of the landscape.

A pleasant drive to Leyburn brought to a close a very enjoyable

excursion,
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After dinner, a hearty vote of thanks was passed to Mr.

Maughan, who had kindly conducted the party through the ruins

of Jervaulx, and to Mr. Home, for his kind assistance and guid-

ance during their visit to "Wensleydale.

On the following day, those who were able to remain made

an excursion by Scarth Mck to Bolton Castle, and afterwards

visited Aysgarth and its waterfall, returning through West

Witton to Leyburn. The fine weather, and the buoyant moun-

tain air of this mountain valley, were much enjoyed by all.

The PiPTH EiELB Meeting took place at Loftus and Staithes,

in Yorkshire, and was held on Monday, September 22nd. The

members left the Central Station, ]^ewcastle, by the 7.35 a.m.

train, and travelled via Perryhill, Middlesbrough, and arrived

at Loftus at 10.40, where they were joined by others, who had

left Newcastle on the previous Saturday, and had spent the

Sunday at Saltburn-by-the-Sea. After partaking of a slight re-

freshment, and a short stroll through Loftus, the party started

for the Coast line, and were most ably conducted by Dr. Yeitch,

of Middlesbrough, the Honorary Secretary of the Cleveland

Naturalists' Field Club, whose knowledge of the locality, as well

as of its geological features, was of the greatest value. The

weather was remarkably fine for the late season. On our route

to Hammersea, we noticed by the roadside, at an elevation of

400 feet, a fine boulder of Shap Granite, or Wastedale Porphyry,

as it is more generally designated. In the central valley of the

Tees these boulders are rather abundant, but are more sparingly

distributed in the Cleveland district. Locally no erratic blocks

are of greater interest than those brought into our district from

Shap Eell. After being carried by some means across the Stain-

moor ridge, they have been carried through most of the York-

shire valleys draining into that river into the valley of the Tees.

On reaching a lower part of the Tees, their course seems to have

been directed south, along the line of the Ouse Yalley, as far as

the Holderness of Yorkshire, and a few are said to be spread

over the Cleveland area.

As time did not permit to follow the base line of the cliffs our
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path led above the Loftus old alum works to the highest part

above Eockcliff, and along the edge of precipitous cliffs, which

went sheer down more than 500 feet. The highest part of Eock-

cliff is estimated at 680 feet, but the coast edge is somewhat

less. It was easy to distinguish, from above, the thick yellowish

beds of the Lower Oclite which here covers the Upper and

Middle Lias, the latter having been worked formerly for iron-

stone nodules, and the former for alum shale. The debris left

at the foot of the cliffs forms enormous heaps, which would no

doubt repay the search of the fossil collector. The alum works

have now been abandoned, both at Loftus and Boulby, and the

buildings are fast falling into decay. The views from the highest

part of the cliff were panoramic, and novel to most of the party.

The extensive sea view, with its steamers, much diminished in

size from this lofty headland ; the range of the coast, north and

south ; and the mass of the Cleveland hills, formed scenes long

to be remembered.

Prom Boulby we quickly descended to Staithes, and entered

that secluded fishing hamlet by a road leading down the side of

the steep bank of the Eousby Beck, which flows into the sea

through a deep-cliff cutting or chasm. "We arrived punctually

at the Black Lion Inn in time for a comfortable dinner. After-

wards we strolled through this quaint village, to fraternise for

a time with the hardy men who call Staithes their home, but

who really live more on the open sea than on land. Independent

and outspoken men they are, temperate, and truthful and trust-

worthy ; and thoroughly inured to hard labour and frugal fare

from their earliest years ; but sharp in selling fish and making a

bargain, but quite willing to sell as many fossils as they had at

a moderate price. After completing a few bargains of this kind,

we were obliged to proceed to the train, travelling through the

richly-wooded valleys which lie within and are sheltered by the

lofty coast line of North-East Yorkshire to Middlesbrough and

Newcastle.

The Sixth and last Eield Meeting of the year took place

at Seaton Delaval and Blyth, on Monday, October 6th. The
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morning was rainy and very unpromising, yet eight members and

friends assembled at tbe JN'ew Bridge Street Station, and left by

the 11.15 train. Several left the train at Seaton Delaval station,

and proceeded by Delaval Avenue and. the Links to Blyth. The

rest travelled direct to Blyth, and after having with some diffi-

culty found a place where tea could be provided, crossed the

river Blyth in the ferry boat, and then rambled quietly along

the coast to Cambois Colliery. Here they were obligingly joined

by Mr. Thomas Forster, viewer of the colliery, who was fully

prepared to accompany any of the party who might wish to

descend the pit, and see the method of working coal. But it was

decided to avail ourselves of Mr. Eorster's kindness to see the

machinery and the method of hauling the coal to bank, and in

this manner a very pleasant hour was spent. Through Mr.

Forster's kindness the party were brought back to Blyth on one

of the colliery locomotives. They then viewed the operations of

the River Blyth Commissioners in the deepening of the channel,

with which they were much gratified. After tea, a hearty vote

of thanks was accorded to Mr. Forster for his kindness in making

the visit to Blyth and Cambois so agreeable.

During the year the Club has lost by death one of its original

members, the Eev. John Frederick Bigge, M.A., Yicar of Stam-

fordham, N^orthumberland. He died, after a short illness, on

February 28th, 1885. He took an active part in the formation

of the Club, in the year 1846, and was one of its first Yice-

Presidents. The first Field Meeting of the Club was held at

Ovingham, on May 20th, 1846. At this time Mr. Bigge was

Yicar of Ovingham. He acted as guide to the Club on the occa-

sion, and was aided by his curate, the Eev. Walter Featherston-

haugh, now Eector of Edmondbyers. He was President of the

Club in the year 1847-48. The particular branch of I^atural

History to which he devoted himself was Botany. He was a

member of the Sub-Committee of the Club for the preparation

and publication of the Catalogue of Botany.

He contributed the following papers to the Club, and which

were published in the Transactions :—
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Notices of Eemarkable Trees of Northumberland. Vol. IV., p. 35.

Ancient Stones, inscribed with Concentric Circles, found in the Parish

of Stamfordham. Vol. IV., p. 330.

Notes on Newbrough and its Neighbourhood. Vol. V., p. 5.

Meteorological Notes. Vol. V., p. 25—205.

Local Superstitions at Stamfordham. Vol. V., p. 88.

In addition to his taking a lively interest in the Berwickshire

^Naturalists' Club, and the JNatural History Society of INorthum-

berland, Durham, and INewcastle-upon-Tyne, of which Society

he was a Yice-President, he was one of the Honorary Curators

of the Museum of the University of Durham, and had been so

from his undergraduate days.

His knowledge of old ITorthumbrian traditions was great. He
was also no mean naturalist. A country walk vs^ith him was

always interesting, for the quickness with which he marked any

of the less familiar birds or animals which might chance to cross

the path, and for the accurate botanical knowledge he brought to

bear upon the plants and flowers which adorned the pathway,

through a field, or the banks of a country lane.

A brief reference may now be fitly made to the important

event, the completion of the new Museum of the JNatural History

Society of INorthumberland, Durham, and INewcastle-upon-Tyne.

The noble building was opened by His Eoyal Highness the Prince

of "Wales, on the occasion of his memorable visit to the Tyne, on

"Wednesday, August 20th, 1884, when he was accompanied by

the Princess of "Wales and his two sons, the Princes Albert Victor

and George.

The accomplishment of the great undertaking would have been

exceedingly difficult but for the munificent contributions which

have been given by a few liberal and wealthy friends of the So-

ciety. The Building Committee are to be heartily congratulated

upon the success of their efforts. The well-arranged building is

admirably adapted to accommodate and display the valuable

typical collections.

It is only proper to say, for the conception and the carrying

out of the undertaking, naturalists generally are indebted to Mr.

John Hancock. More important than this, is the munificent gift
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of that gentleman to the Society of his own splendid ornithologi-

cal collection. The setting up of these birds is the work of his

own hands, and whether they be regarded in a scientific or an

artistic point of view, they are equally unriyalled.

The Eerwickshire J^aturalists' Club visited jN'ewcastle, on

"Wednesday, September 24th, 1884. On that occasion your

President, Col. J. R. Young, John E. Spence, Esq., and your

Honorary Secretaries, were appointed by your Committee as

a deputation to meet the members of the Berwickshire Club.

The place of meeting was the Museum of the JN'atural History

Society, and the party were welcomed by the late Rev. J. E.

Bigge, representing the I^atural History Society, and your Presi-

dent, on behalf of your Club. After minutely inspecting the

various collections the members proceeded to the Armstrong and

Jesmond Parks, and afterwards to the residence of Charles Murray

Adamson, Esq., at Crag Hall, where they were most kindly re-

ceived, and also had the opportunity of examining that gentle-

man's valuable collection of Birds Eggs and other branches of

!N'atural History. At the dinner, held at the Turf Hotel, several

of our members joined the Berwickshire IS'aturalists, and passed

a very enjoyable hour, under the pleasant and genial influence

of the President, Capt. JS'orman, E.IST.

The most important publications, relating to JS'atural Science,

which have been issued during the year, are further volumes of

the ''Report on the Scientific Results of the Yoyage of H.M.S.

Challenger.'''' The Report (Yol. YI.) on the Tunicata, by Prof

.

Herdman, is a very complete account of the entire group. The

first description of an Ascidian we owe to Aristotle, who gave all

the more salient points in the anatomy of these animals. After

Aristotle, Pliny and ^lian were the only authors who mentioned

them, for no less a period than fourteen hundred years, when

they were again described by Bellonius and Rondeletius. After

this period the group of the Tunicata attracted the attention of

many naturalists, and the names of Gaertner, E. 0. Muller,

Savigny, C. Schmidt, Huxley, Joshua Alder, and Albany Han-

cock, will be familiar, as observers who have added considerably

to our knowledge of their forms.
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The discovery of cellulose in the test by Karl Schmidt has

destroyed one of the points of diagnosis between plants and ani-

mals that was formerly much relied upon. The cellulose is

chiefly contained in the outer tunic. The inner tunic is com-

posed essentially of connective and muscular tissue.

The Challenger Expedition obtained simple Ascidians in all of

the seven great areas into which the seas of the globe have been

divided, and further, it ascertained that they were much more

abundant in the Southern Pacific Ocean, including the Australian

region, than elsewhere.

The Eeport (Yol. YII.) on the Spheniscidse, or Penguins, by

the late Dr. Morrison Watson, is very interesting. The Penguins

have received a considerable amount of attention at the hands of

naturalists. Cuvier, Meckel, and Owen have each given good

descriptions of their osteology. Reid, Coves, and Grervais have

published monographs upon one or more species, but none of

these compare in fulness to the present memoir. The vertebral

column in the dorsal region is remarkable for the resemblance of

the vertebrae to those of reptiles in being opisthocselous, that is

in the anterior surface of the bodies being globular and rounded,

whilst the posterior are deeply concave, so that the convexity of

each vertebra is received into the concavity of the vertebra next

preceding.

Dr. Watson finds this peculiarity confined in birds to the

Auks and Penguins. The scapula is of relatively larger size

than in any other group of birds. He notices that the character-

istic feature of the wing of the Penguin as a whole is to be found

in the great amount of compression exhibited by all the bones of

which it is composed, a flattening that is probably due to the

alteration of its functions, for in these birds the power of flight

is lost, but the wing is converted into a paddle, which serves the

purpose of propelling the bird through the water.

The Report (Yol. IX.) on the Poraminifera), by Henry Bowman

Brady, Esq., F.R.S., a former President of our Club, is very

complete. It will be universally acknowledged that the task

could not have been intrusted to abler hands.

Erom Mr. Brady's large acquaintance with the multifarious
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forms to be met with in the group, and with its literature, he

has been enabled to treat in a full and able manner the subject

of the classification of these forms, and has thereby developed

this report into an elaborate monograph of recent Foraminifera.

"With reference to the subject of nomenclature, the following

are Mr. Brady's views, which seem founded on common sense.

It is surely not requisite, in a group like this, " that a uniform

standard of fixity of characters should be adopted, or that a set

of beings of low organisation and extreme variability should be

subjected to precisely the same treatment as the higher divisions

of the animal kingdom. The advantages of a binomial system

of nomenclature have not diminished since the days of Linnaeus,

though the views of the naturalist as to what constitutes a

' genus ' or a ' species ' have changed, and will probably continue

to change, but, be that as it may, the Linnsean method is too

simple and convenient to be abandoned without some better

reason than the different value of these terms as employed in

different zoological groups." " The practical point upon which

all are agreed is that it is impossible to deal satisfactorily with

the multiform varieties of Eoraminifera, without a much freer

use of distinctive names than is needful, or indeed permissible,

amongst animals endowed with more stable characters." All

who have had any experience of the life-history of these Ehizo-

pods, who know their immense plasticness, and yet who remem-

ber their, within certain limits of deviation, fixedness of type,

will cordially agree with this.

In bringing this valedictory address to a conclusion, it is very

pleasing to be able to congratulate the members upon the con-

tinued prosperity of our Club. The roll numbers over 550

members. The finances, also, owing to the care and vigilance

of our much valued Treasurer, are in a very satisfactory state.

That such may be long continued is our ardent desire. Most

sincerely do we wish our Club every success, in the future, in its

valuable and pleasurable labours. My grateful thanks are again

tendered to the members for the enviable position in which they

were pleased to place me, when they elected me for the second

time President of the Tyneside IS'aturalists' Field Club.
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The following lady and gentlemen were elected members of the

TriiTESinE J^ATUEALiSTs' PiELD Club during the year 1884 :

—

At the Anniyeesaet Meeting, May 23rd, 1884 :—Messrs.

Jaymer Batalha Eeis, 53, Grey Street; E. G. Eorth (Messrs.

Finney & Co., Mosley Street); W. E. Beck, Slate Yard, Gallow-

gate ; Mcholas Strangeways, 59, Westmorland Eoad ; E. D.

Teacey, Moor View, I^ewcastle-on-Tyne.

At Hexham, May 30th :—Eev. Edward Thornton, Low Fell,

Gateshead ; John Burdon, Esq., Durham ; Messrs. John Moult,

3, Gladstone Terrace, Gateshead ; Edw. T. Garwood, Southgarth,

"Westoe, South Shields.

At GiLSLAND, July 16th:—Miss Fanny Mchol, 15, Portland

Terrace ; Eev. E. C. A. Forster, Belle Yiew Terrace, JS'ewcastle

;

Messrs. Hugh Kirton, Waldridge Colliery, Chester-le-Street

;

Benjamin Tyzack, JS'orth Shields.

The Field Meetings for 1885 were arranged to be held as

follows :

—

May 29th Blaydon Burn, Spen, and

Eowland's Gill.

June 24th—26th Askrigg and Hawes.

July 17th Warkworth.

August 3ed (Bank Holiday) . . Twizell House and Belford.

Septembee 17th Eedcar and Saltburn.

Octobee 9th Holywell Dene and Hartley.
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The following gentlemen were elected officers of the Club for

the year 1885-86:—

Peesident.

Henry C. Abbs, Esq..

Yice-Peesidents.

James Clephan, Esq.

r. 0. Drewett.

D. Embleton, Esq., M.D.

Eev. Canon Tristram, E.R.S.

Eev. A. M. E"orman, M.A.

Eev. J. C. Bruce, LL.D.

Eev. A. Eethune, M.A.

E. J. J. Browell, Esq.

Eev. E. E. Wheeler, M.A.

John Hancock, Esq.

John Philipson, Esq.

Prof. a. S. Brady, M.D.

H. B. Brady, Esq., E.E.S.

Eev. J. E. Leefe, M.A.

Eev. a. E. Hall, M.A., E.S.A.

0. H. Philipson, Esq., M.D.

Eev. E. E. Hooppell, LL.D.

A. S. Stevenson, Esq.

Teeasueee.

Eobert Y. Green.

Eichard Howse.

HoifOEAEY SeCEETAEIES.

I

Thomas Thompson.

Benj. Barkus.

T. W. Backhouse.

Joseph Blacklock.

T. T. Clarke.

"William Dinning.

John Glover.

Committee.

Eev. J. M. Hick.

William Maling.

Edward C. Eobson.

John E. Spence.

John T. Thompson.

Col. J. E. Young.

J. S. Eorster.

AUDITOES.

I

T. P. Barkas.
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XYL—TJie Tyne, Tie Lort Burn, The SIcerne. Ey D. Emble>

Toif, Esq., M.D.

Of these names the first is that of a river known all over the

world, through the talents and enterprise of the dwellers on its

banks ; the second is that of a watercourse, a tributary to the

Tyne, winding its deep, dark way under the streets of JSTewcastle

;

the third, a tributary to the Tees, is the small river running

past Darlington,

It is interesting to us ^Northumbrians to ascertain the deriva-

tion and import of these names, and the following attempts at

their elucidation are now submitted to the criticism of our two

Societies.

I. Of the Tti^e.

In Great Britain there are two rivers of this name, one sepa-

rating part of Durham from JS'orthumberland, the other, the Tyne

Water, in Scotland, which runs past Haddington, and falls into

the North Sea at Tyningham, a little to the north of Dunbar

;

in addition to these there is the Tynet burn, on the coast of

Banffshire.

There are several places, including Tynemouth, in Great

Britain and Ireland, into the names of which Tyne or Tyn enters,

namely, Tyneham, at the south-west corner of the Isle of Pur-

beck ; two small places in Somerset called Tynings ; Tynedrum

or Tyendrum, in the parish of Killin, in Perthshire ; Tynron, in

Dumfriesshire ; and Tynet, in Banffshire, at the mouth of the

Spey.

It is doubtful whether Teignmouth and the Teign, in Devon,

Teynham, in Kent, and Tean, consisting of Tean and Upper

Tean, indicating a separation of parts, in Staffordshire, should

be included in the same category with our Tyne.

In Ireland there are Tynach, in Galway, and Tynan, in

Armagh.

The consideration of these doubtful names, from want of topo-

graphical information, is not here entered upon,
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The IN'ortliumbrian Tyne, in early British times, separated the

so-called Ottadeni on the north from the Brigantes on the south.

Its name its not found in the Eoman Itinerary, but occurs in

Ptolemy's Geographia, thus, ' Tynm flu Ostia.^

The following passage from Camden's Britannia, Yol. III.,

p. 31, touching on the Tyne and the Ottadeni is of considerable

interest and value.

"JS'ext to the Brigantes we have in Ptolemy a people whose

name is variously spelt ; Ottalini, Ottadeni, and Ottadini, for

which, if I might presume, I should by an easy alteration snb-

stitute Ottatini, q.d., Beyond or Above the river Tine.

" Thus the name of the people will correspond with the situa-

tion of their country. Por they were settled beyond the Tine,

and the Britans to this day call the country in "Wales beyond

the river Conway, Uch Conwey, beyond the mountains, Uch

Mynyth, beyond the forest, Uch Coed, beyond the river Gerwey,

Uch Gwyrway. IS'or can it be so much out of the way if for the

like reason they called this country beyond the Tine, Uch Tine,

whence the Eomans seem to have formed this name of Ottatini

with greater liberty of speech but more agreeable sound."

Camden's alteration of the name is therefore very probably

correct.

If the Ottatini were so called from their occupying the Uch-

Tine, or country beyond the Tine, this' river must have had the

name of Tine or Tyne among the Celtic people on its banks, and

have been considered by them as a boundary, otherwise the Ro-

mans could not have coined the name Ottatini for the people on

its northern side, or Ptolemy have put down the name of the

river as we find it in his Geographia.

However, neither Tine nor Tyne, neither Tain nor Ityna, nor

Tean, nor yet Tian, in the sense of river or of water, is found in

any Welsh, Breton, Gaelic, or Cornish dictionary to which I have

access. See Ir. and Manx.

In the Celtic dialects, we see in Corn, uch, prep, above, over;

"Wei. uch; Arm. (Breton) uch, us; uch being in Prench haut,

eleve ; Ir. os, uas, suas, soos ; Gael, os, suos, achd ; Manx heose,

$eose ; Gev, hoch ; Engl, hiyh ; Sansc. ut.
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To these may be added from Cleasby and Yigfusson, '' Icel.

holl, hill or hillock, and Mr; TJlph. hauhs; Gr. vif/r]X6?; A.-S.

heah ; 0. H. G. and Hel. Iioh; Old Frank ha^ or hack; Swed.

ho^ ; Dan. Jioj ; all, except the Danish, with a final guttural;"

and all meaning high, above, beyond.

In Icelandic Tina, to pick, cleanse ; tma gros, to pick moss

(separate it from leaves). Cleasby and Yigfusson.

In Ihre's Suio-Gothic Glossary we find, in the sense of separa-

tion, " Tina, to thrash corn by beating, to separate the grain

from the husk, as Una sceden, to thrash out corn ; Una notter,

to separate nuts from the husk, to cleanse, to separate from the

refuse ; from Gr. Setj/ctv, percutere ; also Tina, labrum, a tub for

washing ; the Prussians call it Uene. The word is very ancient;

even in Varro Una is a large vessel. Hesychius gives the Gr.

Seti/os, for a kind of cup."

In Danish Una means to hedge round ; there is also Une, a

prong of a fork. In Swedish Una is a tub.

"In A.-S. and the Scandinavian dialects tun is a hedged or

fenced plot, enclosure ; a word widely applied and common to

all Teutonic languages." Cleasby and Yigfusson.

"In A.-S. Tina, Une, Tyne, is the river which, after passing

by Hexham and l^ewcastle, in Durham, and ^Northumberland,

enters the German Ocean. Be Unan thcere ea, Juxta Tinam

fluvium, by Tynewater there (Bede) ; and Tinan vel Tine-muth,

Tinmouth; Tinse fluvii ostium." Lye.

Lye and Bosw., in their A.-S. Dictionaries, say, ''^ Tyne is

sepes, sepimentum (a hedge), and Tynan, claudere, to hedge in."

In Du Cange and Carey's Ainsworth we find Una, a large

vessel for holding wine, oil, &c., a bowl for drinking out of.

To Une the door is to shut it, from tynan, to shut. Tines,

ha/rwoUnne, the teeth of a harrow, from the Isl. Unne, the dimi-

nutive of Gr. rov, dens, to which I refer without hesitation the

tines of horns. Junius Etymol. Anglic.

Halliwell, among other meanings of 'to Tyne,' gives 'also to

divide with a hedge.'

Brockett has " Tine, to shut, to enclose. Sax. tynan, claudere."

Jamieson tells us that " To Tyne, tine, v.a., is, 1. To lose,

V

X
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2. to forfeit, 3. to kill or destroy, 4. to 'tyne the saddle'—to lose

all. This term has no affinity to any A.-S. v." Eut Jamieson

wished to have the Scottish dialect accounted a separate language

from English.

In Icelandic we find Tyna {tjbn: Scot, to tyne), to lose, 2. to

destroy, put to death. II. reflex^ to perish. Tyning^ destruction.

This may suit the Scotch of Jamieson, but can hardly be the

derivation of the name of our river.

In the Craven Glossary is '' Tine^ to shut, as a door."

In the T^Torthampton Gloss. " Tine is to divide or enclose a

field. Dut. tuynen.^'' In the Tauchnitz Dutch Dictionary 'Huin

is a fence, hedge, garden, and tuinen^ to garden." In Flemish

the words are the same. This tuin is the same as the A.-S. titn^

which implies a house hedged round, and thus separated from

all around.

In the Cotswold Gloss. ^^ Tine, is to kindle; Tyning, an enclo-

sure from a common field; Tynan, Sax., to lose, because the

common field loses it." That is by its being separated from it.

The village of Treshford, four and three-quarter miles east

from Bath, in Somerset, consists of two parts, separated by a

considerable pasture or common, which is locally called ' The

Tynings.^ " There is another small village on a hill near Ead-

stock, also in Somerset, called The Tynings." T. W. E.

In the "Wiltshire Gloss. " Tine, is to divide a field with a hedge,

from A.-S. tynan. Also to light, to tine, a candle."

Home Tooke takes a wider range than the local Glossaries, as

may be seen in the following extract, viz. :

—

^^Town\ Notwithstanding their seeming difference these three

Tun [ are but one word, with one meaning, viz.. Inclosed,

Ten ) Encompassed, Shut in; and they only differ (besides

their spelling) in their modern different application and subaudi-

tion. It is the past tense, and therefore past participle (ton, tone,

tun, tyne, tene) of the Anglo-Saxon verb Tynan, to Inclose, to En-

compass, to Tyne. To Tyne (Skinner says) adhuc pro sepire in

quibusdam Anglise partibus usurpatur ; si Yerstegano fides sit."

In a note, Yol. II., p. 206, from Dr. Beddoes, "To Tyne is

still a provincialism. To Tyne a gap in a hedge, means, at
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present, to fill it up. A tun^ tunne^ and its diminutive tunnel,

tcenel, is the same participle, with the same meaning." Also in

note at p. 207, ^'' Tina^ Tinia^ are cognate words, from the same

origin, and with the same meaning. Diyersions of Purley, Yol.

11. 1829.

In Prench, Tine^ a kind of tun for carrying water.

The Eev. Isaac Taylor, in 'Words and Places,' JS'ew Edition,

1882, p. 138, is inclined to think ''that in these names" (among

others) "the Tyne in ^Northumberland and Haddington, the

Teign in Devon, the Tian in the island of Jura, the Tean in

Stafford, the Teyn in Derbyshire, and the Tynet in Banff, may

be found the root don.

In a note to the same page he says "Some of these names

may be from the Celtic tian., running water, or perhaps from

ta-aon, the still river."

This word tian^ as already stated, is not to be found in the

Celtic dictionaries at my disposal.

The word Tine, therefore, must have dropped in byegone ages

from the Celtic dialects, but has been preserved, like insects in

amber, by the invading and overlapping Anglo-Saxon, Scandi-

navian, and English tongues.

The Icelandic, Scandinavian, and other languages quoted

above have another form, e.g.^ German Jioch, which at first sight

appears not to be cognate with the Celtic form, e.g., uch ; but

if the aspirate be omitted from the former, and the guttural of

the latter retained, the resemblance of the two forms will be

sufficiently evident.

The conclusion to be drawn from a consideration of these

quoted explanations, which (excluding Mr. Taylor's, which ap-

pears too speculative) are all more or less consistent with each

other, must be that the river in question was so named because

the Celtic people living to the south of it evidently saw that it

enclosed or shut in their land, and separated it from that beyond

or above it. INow the enclosure of land by a hedge, or other

fence, or by water, or anything else, implies the separation of

the part enclosed from its environments, and the enclosure is in

a sense lost to the open country.
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It is more probable that the Eomans would get the name of

the river from those who occupied the country south of the river

rather than from those located to the north of it.

The Tyne then was the enclosing river of the Brigantes, the

separating line of water between neighbouring tribes, the Brig-

antes on the south being Celts, and the Ottatini and Mseatse on

the north being Picts and Scots, though according to some also

Celts.

The Eomans too must have regarded the Eiver Tyne as such

a boundary or dividing line, as we see that it separates Durham

and JN'orthumberland in the lower part.

Some hold that the Tyne owes its name to its bifurcation above

Hexham into IS'orth and South Tyne. Certainly the points of a

deer's horn are called tines, as, for instance, 'a stag of ten tines.'

The teeth of a harrow are called tines, and the prongs of a fork

are called tines; a three-tined fork, is a dung fork so called.

"To tine a door, to shut out." Tour to the Caves, 1781, Engl.

Dialect. Soc. In each of these three cases there is also implied

a separation of parts, and a three or four-pronged dinner fork is

sometimes in lN"ewcastle parlance " called "a splet spyun," also

implying the same.

The previous explanation, however, being applicable to the

lower course of the river from the sea to "Wylam Station, and to

one or other of its branches beyond, as a boundary or separating

line, seems preferable.

A railway passenger between JN^ewcastle and Carlisle one day

in a very dry summer, observing the small size of the Tyne

stream, beyond the influence of the tide, gave it as his opinion

that the name of the river must have been given to it because it

was so tiny

!

II. The Lokt Buef.

The Zort or Zoric Burn is a small stream, except in rainy

seasons, when it is considerable, which arises from the west side

of the town moor, and ran in old times in the light of day, but

now runs darkly underground, down Oallowgate, Darn Crook,
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the Nuns, under the High Bridge, and the lower part of Grey

Street, Mosley Street, and Dean Street, under the Low or Nether

Dean Bridge, the Side, and the east part of Sandhill, to the

Tyne,

Brand, Yol. I., p. 331, says, "Lort or Lork Burn, up which

for a considerable way the tide flowed formerly, made a division

anciently in the lower part of the Side. This runner of water

was covered over with stone A.D. 1696," and, in a note against

that date, states that it ''was arched over and paved from the

foot of the Side Pant to the Keyside Wall." Grey's MSS., 4to.

No. 3 Dorse.

And in Yol. I., p. 29, note, ''There is a tradition that the

town's waits or musicians stood and played on a small bridge

thrown over this Lork Burn, opposite to a house called at present

Katy's Coffee House, while Oliver Cromwell was entertained at

dinner." This was on the 19th of October, 1648, on the general's

return from his expedition into Scotland, and when Thomas

Bonner, Esq., Mayor, had been newly elected. Cromwell stayed

three days in Newcastle on that occasion.

The name Lort Burn is the conjunction of a Scandinavian and

an Anglo-Saxon word. Lort is Scandinavian, and Burne A.-S.,

both old words ; the former having been lost, whilst the latter

and more ancient one has been preserved.

In the Suio-Gothic dialect, Ihre, in his Dictionary, lets us

know that ^Hort means sordes, stercus, in Aleman or^est sordidus,

et Gall, ordure sordes denotat.

In Icelandic it is lortr. Yerisimile est nos I proposuisse uti

id ssepe fieri suo loco docetur. Angli d litera in vocem eandem

auctiorem redidisse videntur in suo durt^ dirt. Belg. tort, torde.

Ad nos vero quam proximo accedunt Itali, quippe quibus lordare

est inquinare lorde%%a, immundities, lordura, sordes." Ihre.

Lort does not occur in A.-S., German, Dutch, Flemish, Span-

ish, or Portuguese dictionaries, but in those of the Danish and

Swedish tongues.

It may be concluded that the burn was called Lort Burn first

in the Danish period on account of its being the receptacle of filth

of every abominable kind, cast out from the backs, and probably
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also from the fronts, of some houses bordering on it, ^nd that

the name has been perpetuated down to the present day. It is

curious that it did not receive the appellation of the Lort Beck.

III. The Skeene.

Like the Lort Burn, the little river Skerne, which runs through

the lowest part of the town of Darlington to the Tees, near Croft,

has an ancient name, one that has come down from Anglo-Saxon

times, but which has nothing Danish or Scandinavian in it,

though it has much the same meaning as Lort, and was, in all

probability, applied for the same reason.

Scearn, secern, seem, or sciern, in Anglo-Saxon, means dung,

and is derived from seeran, to shear, divide, separate, part.

In local Durham dialect cow-share is cow-dung.

8kcBra in Icelandic means purgare, to purify.

In olden times the inhabitants of most if not of all towns that

had the advantage of a stream running through them, availed

themselves of its scavenging capabilities, for its current, aided

by occasional showers and storms of rain, would from time to

time carry off to the river the scearn or lort (or dort, mod. I^Tew-

castle) more or less imperfectly ; at any rate that part of it which

was left by the dogs, pigs, and poultry, which in those days

were allowed, except in Plague times, to roam at large through

the streets for exercise, and for picking up a part of their daily

sustenance—an insanitary condition of municipal affairs well

adapted for rendering such towns excellent hotbeds for the gen-

eration of fevers, and almost every variety of endemic and epi-

demic disease, the Plague being the worst.

The modern appellation of the Lort Bum is Sewer, a term

scarcely so applicable to the Skerne, as it still runs in the light

of day. The Tyne is the separating river.
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A Catalogue of Mr. N. J. Winclih Lichens, now in the

Museum of the Natural Kistory Society^ Newcastle-upon-Tyne.

By the Rev. W. Johistsojs'. December, 1887.

The following list of lichens is part of Mr. Winch's herbarium,

and, we regret to say, the only part of his lichen-collection

which it is now the privilege of the Barras Bridge Museum to

possess. The name of JN'athaniel John "Winch is well known to

IS'orth-country and other botanists, by the ''Botanists' Guide,

etc.," and his "Plora of ITorthumberland and Durham;" and it

is a matter of profound regret that we know so little about the

man. Mr. Winch was a zealous student and a keen investigator

in botanical science, and that, at a time, when the facilities

for such work were much less than at the present ; when the

science of botany was less advanced, and work must necessarily

be more original; and when journeys far into country districts

were an arduous undertaking and meant much personal labour

and sacrifice. Isrotwithstanding these, with other concomitant

difficulties, Mr. Winch fairly investigated the flcra of our two

northern counties, and reduced his knowledge and facts to order

for the benefit of those who should follow him in the same

track. To the authors of the '' Botanists'' Guide through North-

umberland and Durham,''^ and to Dr. G. Johnston, of Berwick,

after them, the credit may be fairly said to be due of developing

and systematizing north country botany. Before the appearance

of the above-named work in 1805, what had been done in the

flora of ISTorthumberland and Durham was very limited indeed.

Mr. Winch was a Fellow of the Linnaean Society and an

Honorary Member of the Geological Society of London. To

the latter Society he contributed a valuable Memoir in 1814,

entitled "Observations on the Geology of ]^orthumberland and

Durham." See Trans, of the Geological Society of London,

Yol. lY. 1816. He was closely associated with the work and

objects of the Literary and Philosophical Society, !N^ewcastle-

upon-Tyne, as is evidenced by his literary contributions. He
was also one of the founders of the '

' Natural History Society

w
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of Northumherland and Durliamy Proposals to institute this

Society were made in the midsummer of 1829, but it was not

organized until the following year; and Mr. Winch, in conjunc-

tion with Mr. "W. Hutton, are represented as its first Secretaries.

Mr. Winch's connection with the Society, we are sorry to say,

was not of long duration ; the last notice of his presence at its

meetings being in ]N"ovember, 1832. The cause of his separation

we cannot here discuss ; but suffice it to say that it resulted in

the whole of his large and yaluable collection being sent to the

Linnsean Society, and those now in the possession of the Barras

Bridge Museum, are only such as have been returned by the

authorities of the Linnsean Society, after they had made their

selection.

Merit, in a ''favourite pursuit," had little claim in the mind

of Mr. Winch. If the pursuit was agreeable and loved, then

the labour, patience, and perseverance it required were "trivial

indeed." That was the spirit in which he regarded and wrote

about his own work, and which undoubtedly accounts for the

large amount of unrecompensed service which he rendered to

botanical science. He was, what every scientist should be, a

student of I^ature from the love of JN'ature ; he neither changed

nor flagged in his delightful pursuit so long as his powers re-

mained. His Flora of Northumberland and Durham, published

in the Transactions of this Society, Yol. II , Part 1, 1832, was

the result of thirty years attention to our local botany. The

knowledge of his habits and his methods of study during those

years would have been of importance and value, and the inci-

dents of his journeys must have been numerous and interesting.

But we know of no record of them, and now the means of ascer-

taining them are gone. Our personal remarks are necessarily

limited, but they are made with the feeling that Mr. Winch

was worthy of a better record in the Transactions of this Society.

We are told that he was a man of small stature ; and he was

evidently of a sanguine temperament, indefatigable in his in-

dustry, and of indomitable will. He died in I^ewcastle, and

the memory of his death is only marred by the severity of his

bodily sufferings.
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Mr. Winch commended a special study even in botany, but he

was no specialist himself. He devoted himself to the subject

broadly, and perhaps mostly to the Phsenogams. It was there-

fore impossible for him to enter largely into the obscurities of

the lower forms of the Cryptogamia, especially with the want

of microscopic power and manipulation, now found to be neces-

sary, to thoroughly and correctly investigate and determine these

plants. In his Flora above quoted, he records some three hun-

dred species and forms of lichens. Our list falls short of that

number; but part of his lichens are in the collections of the

Linnsean Society or in the British Museum.

Many of Winch's lichens were the gatherings of the Eev.

John Harriman, who was an industrious and careful lichenologist.

His exertions contributed largely to the knowledge of our

northern lichenology, and to its extension, by the discovery of

some new species. It would be interesting to know if Mr.

Harriman left behind him any lichen-herbarium, and if so, what

has become of it ? Mr. J. Thornhill's handwriting marks many

of those lichens in Winch's collection. Whether or not he did

anything in gathering them we cannot say, but evidently he did

something towards determining them. Some few of them are

from Swartz, Sweden ; and some of them are from other parts

of England than I^orthumberland and Durham. The value of

many of these plants is much diminislied by having no locality

or date attached. Prom the confusion in which they have been

lying for so many years, some have suffered from dust and the

ravages of insects. By the latter a few have been entirely con-

sumed, nothing being left but the wood or bark on which they

had grown.

In naming the following list according to modern lichen-nomen-

clature, we shall give first the name found attached to the

plant, if any, and then the modern name. 'But, as in all old

Herbaria, many are not the species they were taken to be

;

while sometimes different species are classed under the same

name. And as this is not a systematic record of all the known

lichens of Northumberland and Durham, but only that of a

limited list, we have not introduced all the technicalities of
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classification, but have simply recorded the list in the proper

order of arrangement, giving the generic with the specific name

;

and in this order the plants are now arranged in the I^ewcastle

Museum.

GONIONEMA, Nylander.

I. CoEKicuLAEiA puBESCEjiTS =: Goniofiema Velutinum (Ach.),

Kyi. A specimen from Wermland, by Swartz.

COLLEMA (Ach.), Nylander.

2-3. CoLLEMA NTGEESCENS = ColUma nigresceus (Huds.) Two
specimens ; one by "Winch, without locality, and one by

J. Thornhill, from Co. Durham.

COLLEMODIUM, Nylander.

4. CoLLEMA EAScicuLATA = CoUemodium mierophyllum (Ach.),

!Nyl. From Copygrove, Yorkshire.

LEPTOGIUM (Ach.), Nylander.

5. CoLLEMA TENTJissiMUM z=i Loptogium tenuissimum (Dicks.),

Mudd. A fragmentary specimen, from Bungay, Suffolk.

6. Paemelia sATUEiNTiiirA = Leptogium saturninum (Dicks.),

N'yl. '
^ On trees and stones near Eglestone. Scarce. H."

CALICIUM (Pers.), Nylander.

7. Calicium stigonellum = Sphinctrina turhinata (Pers.), Er.

Gainford, Durham.

8. Calicium claviculaee = Calicium hyperellum, Ach. 'Eo lo-

cality.

9. Calicitjm sph^eocephalum = Caliciumpopulneum, De Erond.

Eglestone, in Teesdale, Co. Durham.

B^OMYCES (Pers.), Nylander.

10. Bjeomtces etjeus (Huds.), D. C. Scotswood Dene, [frorth-

umberland.

I I . B^omyces eoseus, Pers. No locality.

12—14. Lecidea icmadophila n^Bceomyces Icmadophila (Trevis).

Three specimens, but with no localit}" other than
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PILOPHORON, Tuck.

15. Steeeocaulon ceeeolfs = PilopJioron cereolus (Ach.), IS'yl.

Teesdale. Eev. J. Harriman.

STEREOCAULON, Scherb.

16. Steeeocaulon paschale (L.), Fr. Teesdale, Durham.

17. Steeeocaulon condyloideum •=. Stereocaulon condensatum,

Hffm. Gathered from a mud wall, at Edmondbyers,

Durham.

PYCNOTHELIA (Ach.), Duf.

1 8 . Cenomyce papillaeia= Pycnothelia papiUaria (Ehrh.
) , Duf.

On the Eoman Aqueduct near Woodlands. This speci-

men is in fruit. The apothecia are small, fuscous, in

clusters of 1 to 5 on the apices of the podetia or papillse,

and when developed are slightly pedicellate
;
paraphyses

are dense, indistinct ; spores minute.

PLATYSMA (Hoffm.), Nylander.

1 9 . Lichen aleueites= Platysma deffusum (Webr
. )

, IS^yl. From

Sussex.

20. Ceteaeia glauca = Platysma glauciim (L.), Var. coralloi-

deum (Wallr.), Leigbt. Rocks, near Heddon-on-the-Wall.

PARMELIA (Ach.), Nylander.

21. Paemelia scoETEA, Ach. From Teesdale.

22—24. Paemelia conspeesa (Ehrh.), Ach. Three specimens,

from Eglestone, Warden Mill, and Keswick.

25.
,, ,, Var. latior (Schser.) From

Keswick.

26. Paemelia coeeugata =: Parmelia acetabulum (N'eck.), Dub.

Specimen from D. Turner.

27. Lichen fahlunensis =: Parmelia stygia (L.), Ach. N'ear

Eglestone.

28. Paemelia ambigua (Wulf.), ^Nylander. l^o locality.

NEPHROMIUM, Nylander.

2 9 . N^epheomium eespinata =r JSfepJiromium lusitanicum ( Schger.

)

From Waskerley Park.
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SOLORINA (Ach.), Nylander.

30. LiCHEK cuocETJS := Solorina crocea (L.), Acli. From Swartz.

31. Pellidea saccata = Solorina saccata (L.), Ach. A fine

specimen. Prom Teesdale.

32. CoLLEMA spoNG-iosuM =: SoloHna spongiosa (Sm.), Nyl. A
specimen, from Egiestone Fell, dated 1804.

This species, when fresh and moist, somewhat re-

sembles a Collema in its dark green gelatinose thallus.

Even Acharius was led astray by its appearance. The

spores determine it at once.

PHYSCIA (Fr.), Nylander.

33. Parmelia paeietina = Physcia parietina (L.), D. JST. No

locality. "Common."

34. Lecanoea candelaeia =z Physcia lychnea (Ach.), iN'yl. From

Egiestone.

35-36. Paemelia stellaeis r= P7iysc/» stellaris (L.), Nyl. Two

specimens, from Eavensworth "Woods.

37. ,, ,,
Var. leptalea (Ach.), Nyl. This is

named Pae. pflyeeulenta, and no locality given.

38.
,, ,, Var. cmsia (Hoffm.) Two speci-

mens, from Gainford and Teesdale.

39. Paemelia aipolia i=: Physcia aipolia (Ach.), ]S'yl. No lo-

cality.

40-41. Paemelia eectjeva = Physcia olscura (Ehrh.) Two

specimens, from Healeyfield and Beamish Moor.

42. Paemelia eectjeva = Physcia adglutinata (Flk.), Nyl.

Sharnberry, near Egiestone. In Mr. Harriman's hand-

writing.

UMBILICARIA (Hoffm.), Nylander.

43. Gteophoea ptjstulata (Ach.) =r Umhilicaria pustulata (L.),

Hoffm. A moderate specimen, from Shaftoe Crags, North-

umberland.
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44. Gteophoba cylikdeica (Ach.) l^o locality.

45. Gyeophoea eeosa= Gyrophora torrefacta (Ligtift.), Cromb.

ITo locality.

46. Gyeophoea pellita =. Gyrophora polyrrhi%a (L.), Kbr.

JSTo locality.

PANNARIA, Del.

47. Lecidea decolorans = Fannaria nehulosa (Hoffm.) On the

Earth, Teesdale.

48 . Paeiielia pltjmbea= Fannaria plumbea (Lighft. ) Old trees,

near AUansford.

49-50. CoLLEMA NmmjMzz: Fannaria psotina (Ach.) Two speci-

mens ; one from Boldon Hills, the other from Teesdale.

SQUAMARIA, D. C.

51. Lecanoea ceassa = Sq^uamaria crassa (Huds.) A well de-

veloped specimen, from Middleton-in-Teesdale.

52. Leca]S"oea saxicola = Squamaria saxicola {Foil.) N'o lo-

cality.

53. Paemelia saxicola = Squamaria saxicola {Foil.) Pound on

walls and rocks in the following places:—TJrpeth, Causey

Hall, Eglestone, Gainford, Durham, and Warden Mill,

I^orth Tyne.

54. Lecanoea gelida :=^ Squamaria gelida^ L. A fine specimen,

in fruit, from Cronkley.

PLACODIUM, (D. C), Nylander.

55-56. Lecanoea htjeoeum = Flacodium murorum (Hoffm.)

Cleadon Hills ; also a specimen from the Coast.

57. Placoditjm hueoeum, forma lohulatum (Smrft.) l^o locality.

58. Lecanoea epigea z=z Flacodium candican^ (Dicks.) Boldon

Hills.

LECANORA (Ach.), Nylander.

59. Lecidea petjinosa =r Lecanora glaucocarpa, forma pruinosa,

(Sm.) "Walls, near Gainford.



60. Lecidea immeesa= Lecanora glaucocarpa, forma depauperata

(Kphlb.) Box Hill, Surrey.

61. Ejstdocaepon Smaeagdultjm := Lecanora squamulosa, forma

smaragdula (Whlnb.) On walls, Eglestone, "Woodlands,

and Eutsfield.

62. Lecan^oea milvina = Lecanora squamulosa, forma privigna

(Ach.) Eglestone.

63. Lecidea peiyigjsta =: Lecanora squamulosa, forma simplex

(Dav.) Gateshead Eell and Eglestone.

64-65. TJeceolaeia cineeea =2 Lecanora cinerea (L.) Specimen

has no locality. Also another specimen from Swartz,

Sweden, which is forma Verrucoso-areolata (Leight.)

66-67. Lecanoea taetaeea (L.) Two fine specimens, well

fruited, but with no locality recorded.

68. ,, ,,
forma grandinosa (Ach.)

Teesdale.

69. ,, ,, iorma, frigida (Ach.) JS'o

locality.

70. Paemelia vaeia = Lecanora varia (Ehrh.) I^ear Gainford.

71. Leca]S"Oea atea (Huds.) Hill of Kinnoul.

72. Paemelia atea = Lecanora atra, forma grumosa (Pers.)

1^0 locality.

73. '^A.-KKVAAs. CT&QTEk.TK^ Lecanora circinata (^exB.) E'earthe

new bridge below Barnard Castle.

74-75. Lecidea Eehaetiana := Lecanora polytropa (Ehrh.)

Two specimens ; one from Gateshead Eell, the other

with no locality marked.

76. ,, ,, Lecanora polytropa, forma

conglohata (Smrf.) Eglestone.

77. L. calya =r Lecanora polytropa, forma illusoria (Ach.)

The Highlands.

78. Yk.^M:Ei.iKEXJiLviBJj'E:EK^=L Lecanora sulphurea (Ko^m.) Egle-

stone.
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An observation on this species represents it as ^^only a

diseased state of P. glaucoma.'''' But the idea of disease

is a mistake. It has a slight resemblance to some forms

of Lecanora glaucoma, in the angular or flexuose appear-

ance of the apothecia, but in the colour and reaction of

the thallus it is sufficiently distinct from it, as a species.

79. Lecidea suLPHUEEA = LccanoTa sulphurea (Hoffm.) Tees-

dale.

80. Lecanoea ^tea = Lecanora suhfusca (L.) l^o locality.

81. 'L:ECAi^o'Rk svBFTJSCA, iorma argentata {Ach.) From Teesdale

and Heaton Dene.

82. Lecanoea CEEViiirA z= Lecanora suhfusca, forma coilocarpa

(Ach.) Muggleswick.

83—85. Lecidea galactina=: Lecanora galactina (Ach.), forma

dispersa (Pers.) Teesdale. There are two other

specimens with no locality marked.

86. TJeceolaeia calcaeea = Lecanora calcarea (Linn.) From

Swartz, Sweden.

87—89. ,, ,, Lecanora calcarea, forma concreta

(Schser.) Three specimens; one from Boldon Hills,

and two without locality.

90. L. CKEsvLMmszn Lecanora calcarea, ioYma contorta (Hoffm.)

No locality.

91-92. TJeceolaeia gibbosa =: Lecanora calcarea, forma S'off-

manii (Ach.) Box Hill, Surrey. Two specimens.

93. Lecidea eusco-atea = Lecanora gihhosa, forma porinoidea

(Flot.) Gateshead Fell and near Egiestone.

94. Lecidea atheocaepa =: Lecanora ccesio-cinerea, forma olscu-

rata, (Fr.)

95-97. TJeceolaeia Achaeii = Lecanora lacustris (With.)

Three specimens; two from near Egiestone, and one

without locality.

98—101. Lecidea Oedeei = Lecanora Dichsonii (Ach.) Four

specimens. Found in Teesdale and other places.
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102. Gyalecta epulotica = Lecanora epulotica (Ach.) Near

Middleton, Durham.

103—105. Lecais^oea ceeyina ^Lecanora hadia (Ach.) Three

specimens, from Eglestone, Muggleswick, and

Teesdale.

106. Paemelia fuscata = Lecanora astriseda (Fr.), ]^yl. I!^o

locality.

107. Paemelia paeella =: Lecanora parella, (L.) ISTo locality.

108-109. Lecanoea taetaeea = Lecanora parella, forma palle-

scens (L.) Two specimens, from Teesdale.

110—112. Lecanoea paeella, forma Turneri (Sm.) Three

specimens. Two without locality, and one from

Eglestone.

113. Lecidea eupesteis = Lecanora rupestris, forma incrustans

(D. C.) Gainford.

114.
,, ,, Lecanora rupestris, forma viridi-

flavescens (Wulf.) Teesdale.

115. Lichen calvtjs=: Lecanora rupestris, forma calva (Dicks.)

Cleadon and Pulwell Hills, etc.

116. Paemelia glaucoma = Lecanora glaucoma (Hoffm. "With-

out locality.

117. ,, ,,
Lecanora glaucoma, forma cinereo-

pruinosa (Leight.) l^o locality.

118—120. ,, ,, Lecanora glaucoma, forma Swartzii

(Ach.) Three specimens ; one from Sweden, and

two without locality.

121-122. Lecidea subcaenea =: Lecanora sub-carnea (Ach.)

Two specimens; one from Swartz, Sweden, the other

from Healeyfield, on the Derwent.

123. L. FLAVO-EUBESCENS = Lccanora aurantiaca {Lighft.) 'Bo

locality.

124—126. ,, ,,
Lecanora aurantiaca, var. salicina

(Schrad.) Three specimens. One collected by J. H.,

which will mean Mr. Harriman, and dated 1804.
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The locality is not giyeri, but he says, ''Common on

trees." It is not common now; eighty-three years

have seen some wonderful changes in the county of

Durham. One, a fine specimen, is from Swartz, the

other seems to have been gathered about Castle Eden

Dene.

127-128. Lecan-oea salicina = Lecanora aurantiaca^ forma mi-

crothelia (Ach.), Johns. Two beautiful specimens

;

both from the county of Durham.

I also found this form recently in the Wansbeck

Valley. This is the first record of it for Great Britain.

The thallus is granuloso-conglomerate, distinctly

papulate or globose-verrucose, and areolato-diffract.

The apothecia spring out of the verrucse, often

crowded, margin thick, paler, flexuose.

129-130. Lecidea c^sio-euea =: Lecanora ferruginea, forma

genm7ta (Kbih.) Two specimens. One from Mary-

port, Cumberland; the other, a corticulous form,

from Lanchester.

131-132.
,, ,, Lecanora ferruginea, iorma /estiva

(Ach.) Two specimens; both from Lanchester.

133-134. Lecanora cerina (Ehrh.) Two specimens. One from

Eglestone, the other without locality.

135. Paemelia chloeoletjca= Lecanora cerina^ forma chloroleuca

(Sm.), Th. Fr. Fulwell Hills, etc.

136. L. luteo-albo = Lecanora pyracea^ forma ulmicola (D. C.)

A fine specimen, from Teesdale.

137. L. c^siA-EUFA := Lecanora pyracea, forma pyrithroma

(Ach.) A meagre specimen, from near Wycliffe, by Mr.

Harriman.

138. Lecanoea etjbeicosa = Lecanora arenaria (Pers.) ISTo lo-

cality given.

139. L. EEusTULosus = Lecanora sophodes, forma exigua (Ach,)

On a piece of tile, from the roof of the Parsonage,

Denton, near Gainford. Mr. Harriman.
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140—144. Lecanoea h^matomma (Ehrli.) Eive specimens.

One from High Force, Teesdale, and four have no

locality. Two of the five bear Mr. J. Thornhill's

handwriting.

145-146. Lecanoea h^matomma = forma coccinea (Ach.) This

specimen bears Mr. Thornhill's handwriting, and is

from High Eorce, Teesdale. There is also another

specimen, without locality, but apparently in Mr.

Harriman's writing.

147-148. Lecidea yentosa ^ Lecanora ventosa (L.) Two fine

specimens, from Teesdale moors. Both in Mr.

Thornhill's handwriting.

PERTUSAEIA, D. C.

149. IsiDiuM WESTEiNaii = Pertusaria urceolaria (N'yl.) On

walls, Teesdale.

150. IsiDiuM coEALLLNUM = PertasaHa dealhata (Ach.) JS'o lo-

cality.

151. IsiDiuM PHYMATODES = Pertusaritt dealhata (Ach.) On the

bark of old trees, Newton Cap Wood, near Bishop Auck-

land. Collected by Mr. Harriman, and dated 1804.

152. Vaeiolaeia faginea= Pertusaria faginea (L
.

) I^o locality

.

THELOTREMA, Ach.

152a. Theloteema lapidinum (Ach.) On trees, Ravensworth

woods.

152b. Theloteema lapidijs^um = Thelotrema lapidinum, forma

rupestre (T. and B.) On stones, Teesdale, etc.

URCEOLARIA (Ach.), Nylander.

153. Ueceolaeia scruposa (L.) From Eglestone.

154-155. ,, ,,
forma Iryophila (Ach.) Two

specimens. One from Matlock, and dated 1802; the

other from Teesdale.

LECIDEA (Ach.), Nylander.

156-157. Lecidea ateo-eufa (Dicks.) Two specimens, from

Teesdale.
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Gelatina hymenia, bright blue with iodine, but

apices of paraphyses remain untinged, and retain

their fuscescent colour.

158—161. Lecidea lueida (Swartz). Four specimens. Two

from Teesdale, and two without locality.

162. Lecidea -Fjj^co-k.T'RK^^ Lecidea crustulata (Ach.) Teesdale.

163-164. Lecidea ftjmosa = Lecidea crustulata (Ach.) JN'o lo-

cality. Also a third specimen, the same.

165. Lecidea quadeicoloe = Lecidea decolorans (Flk.) Gates-

head Fell.

166-167. Lecidea decoloeans (Flk.) Two specimens, from

Teesdale, in Mr. Thornhill's handwriting.

168. Lecidea queenea (Dicks.) On trees, near I^ewcastle, etc.

ITo trees near I^^ewcastle bear this now. The smoke

has obliterated it long ago.

169-170. Lecidea sangulnaeia (L.) Two specimens, from Tees-

dale.

Mr. Harriman says, The name of this lichen is

given it because of a ' disease ' it has, in common

with some other species; and the disease "is not

confined to the apothecia only, the whole inside of

the crust is frequently diseased, and becomes crim-

son."

One can hardly suppress a smile at this disease

theory with regard to lichens. We have seen

thousands, and never saw one diseased. The crim-

son colour referred to in this species is simply the

rich quantity of dye matter it contains, and is

really a sign of healthy growth.

171. Lecidea sabuloeum= Lecidea sanguineo-atra (Ach. ) Egle-

stone.

This specimen has amongst the paraphyses, distinctly,

the ceerulescent granules spoken of by Th. M. Fries.

L. Scand., p. 436.

172. TEERiGEjsTA ^= Lccidca fusca (Schaer.) JSTo locality.
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173. Lecidea uliginosa (Schrad.) Prom Teesdale.

I7i. Lecidea miscella = Lecidea aglcea (Smrf.) Teesdale.

175. LECAiiroEA suBCAKNEA = Lecidea aglcea (Smf.) N^o locality.

176. Lecanora coaectata = Lecidea coarctata (Smrf.) From

Eglestone.

177. Lecidea antheocaepa = Lecidea joancBola (Ach.) Cronkley

Fell, Teesdale.

178. Lecidea silacea (Ach.) No locality.

179-180. JjEciD^K cois-EJAj-E^^^ Lecidea lapicida (¥x.) Another

specimen, but neither have the locality any further

than ^'Mountain situations frequent."

181. Lecidea lapicida = Lecidea lithophila (Ach.) A small

specimen, from near Eipon. This species very much

resembles L. lapicida (Fr.), but differs, in not having a

dark line subtending the sides and base of apothecia,

and in the colour of apothecia being brownish-red, in-

stead of nigricant.

182. Lecidea eumosa = Lecidea rivulosa (Ach.) Muggleswick.

183-184. ,, ,,
Lecidea rivulosa, ioima depressa (Leight.)

Two specimens. One from Horsley Hope Dene.

185. Lecidea fusco-atra, forma gihha (Wahl.) !N'o name, lo-

cality, or date.

186. Lecidea fumosa= Lecidea fusco-atra, forma fumosa {Ach.
)

Horsley Hope Dene.

187. Lecidea lapicida = Lecidea fusco-atra, forma grisella

(Flk.) Barnard Castle.

188. Lecidea lapicida = Lecidea fusco-atra, forma meiosporiza

(E'yl.) Gateshead Fell.

189. Paemelia ameigua, Yae. eadiata = Lecidea fusco-atra,

forma deusta (Stenh.) From Swartz, Sweden.

190. Lecidea lactea (¥\k.) IS'o name, locality, or date. A good

specimen.
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191-192. Lecidea silacea= Lecidea contigua, ioima Jlavicunda

(Ach.) Two specimens. One from Teesdale, by

Mr. Harriman, the other with no specific locality.

This species, or form, is often confounded with L.

silacea, but it differs from that lichen in having

areolae of thallus flat, apothecia black, hymenium

pale, and apices of paraphyses fuscescent instead of

violet-black.

193. Lecidea eusco-atea = Lecidea conUgua^ forma umhonata

(Leight.) From Ben Lomond.

194. L. EUMOSA = Lecidea contigua^ forma meiospora (^yl.)

Ko locality.

195. Lecidea coneluens (Webr.) A corroded specimen, with-

out name or locality.

196. Lecidea silacea = Lecidea confluens, forma oxydata

(Leight.) Teesdale, etc.

197. Spiloma tijbeectjlatum = Lecidea soredi%a (^yl.) IN'ear

Gateshead.

198. Lecidea immeesa = Lecidea calcivora (Ehrh.) No specific

locality, but '^ common on limestone rocks."

199. Lecidea amtlacea = Lecidea calcivora (Ehrh.) Erom

Swartz, Sweden.

200. Lecidea ateo-alba (Ach.) ]S'o locality.

201—203. Lecidea paeasema = Lecidea grossa (Pers.) Three

specimens. JSTo locality given, but said to be

204-205. Lecidea vesiculaeis = Lecidea

(Lightf.) Two fine specimens, from Teesdale moors

and Eawdon Slate.

206-207. Lecidea caeneola =^ Lecidea tricolor (With.) !N"ear

Gainford. Another specimen from Mr. Harriman.

208. Lecidea coeticula= L^c«^6« aTbo-aira (Hoffm.) Gainford.

209. L. coNSPUECATA = Lccidea allo-atra, forma margaritacea

(Ach.) Ko locality.
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210. Lecidea EPiPOLiA (Ach.) Wycliffe Church, Durham. This

also is now classed as a form of L. alho-atra.

211-212. Lecidea speieea = Lecidea calcarea (Weis.) Two

specimens, from Boldon Hills.

213. Theloteema exakthematicum = Lecidea exantJiematica

(Sm.) Erom Helbeck, Westmorland.

214. TJeceolaeia exajstthematica= Lecidea exantJiematica (Sm.

)

]S"ear Barnard Castle.

215. Lecidea caeneo-lutea (Turn.) This specimen is much

corroded. It has no locality marked upon it, but ''new

species" is written upon it, evidently in Mr. Harriman's

handwriting.

216-217. Lichen incanits = Lecidea pachycarpa (Duf.) Two
fine specimens, from the New Forest, and dated

1816. This is one of the finest crustaceous lichens,

and it seems to be unknown in the JsTorth of Eng-

land and Scotland.

218. Lecidea abietina = Lecidea premnea (Ach.) Specimen

from Epping Eorest, much wasted with insects.

219. Lecidea ciTEiNELLA (Ach.) Eglestone. The bright green-

yellow thallus of this species seems to fade with time.

220. Lecidea caeneola (Ach.) Erom Shipley Wood, Durham.

221. Lecidea litteola = Lecidea rubella (Ehrh.) Brookham,

Surrey. The specimen has suffered from insects.

222. Lecidea geogeaphicus = Lecidea geographica, forma con-

tigua (Schser.) Eglestone, etc.

223. Lecidea ateo-yieejsts = Lecidea geographica, forma con-

tigua (Schser.) '^o locality.

224. Ueceolama geographica = Lecidea geographica, forma

atro-virens (L.) IS"© locality.

225. Lecidea vereucolosa = Lecidea petrcea, forma cinerea

(Ew.) Muggleswick Eell.

226. Lecidea etjsco-atea = Lecidea petrcea, forma fu

(Leight.) Ben Lomond.
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227. Lecidea speieea = Lecidea concentrica (Dav.) Teesdale

moors.

228. Lecidea T-ETRMk:=: Lecidea concentrica (Day.) ITo locality.

229. Lecidea pete^a = Lecidea concentrica, forma impressula

(Leight.) Teesdale.

230—233. Lecidea maemoeea = Lecidea capularis (Ehrh.)

Pour specimens. Two from Teesdale, one from Horsley

Hope Dene, and one from near Sudley, endorsed "W. B.,

which probably are the initials of W. Borrer.

234-235. Ueceolaeia diacapsis (Ach.) There are two fine

specimens of this lichen, from near Barnard Castle.

This is one of the new species found by the Eev, J.

Harriman, and named by Achaeifs as above. But a

micro-diagnosis of these specimens, shows that the spe-

cies is not an XTrceolaria, according to present lichen

arrangement. Our diagnosis of the the two specimens

named is as follows :—Thallus contiguous or rimose, un-

equal, white, farinose; hypothallus white ; apothecia nu-

merous, sometimes crowded, emerging from the thallus,

sessile, fuscous, pulverulent, proper margin prominent

with a spurious thalline margin, flexose ; hypothecium

thickish, nigro-fuscous j spores eight, simple, small,

oblongo-ellipsoid, colourless; paraphyses gelatinoso-con-

crete, apices fuscous; gelatina-hymenea blue with iodine,

Thallus K— C. Eed.

On suggesting to the Eev. J. M. Crombie that this

species should be named Lecidea diacapsis, he reminded

me that Dr. I^ylander, in his Lich. Scand. (which work

I do not happen to possess),
'

' refers the original specimen

Serh. Ach., from Harriman, to a form of Lecanora cal-

carea^ But these two specimens in "Winch's Collection,

left behind by the same authority who gathered the first,

while they thoroughly agree with Achaeius' description,

as far as it goes, yet differ very considerably from

Lecanora calca/rea, as the reaction of the thallus alone

shows. And assuming that these two specimens are
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similar to the one examined by Dr. N^ylander, then there

needs a revision in the position of the species^ for the

two specimens here described are distinctly Lecideine.

LITHOGRAPHA, Nylandeiv

236. Veretjcabia Hareimani = LitJiographa cerebrina (Schser.)

Teesdale.

OPEGRAPHA (Ach.), Nylander.

237. Opegeapha Peesoonii = Opegrapha saxicola, var. Cheval-

lieri (Leight.) Found on the ^'magnesian limestone,"

but no locality given.

238. Opegeapha Peesoonii=: Opegrapha saxicola, var. Persoonii

(Ach.) 1^0 locality, but found on the ^'magnesian

limestone."

239. Opegeapha 7tjlgata = Opegrapha varia, forma puUcaris

(Lightf.) JSTo locality, but " common."

240.
,, „ = Opegrapha varia^ forma tigrina

(Ach.) No locality.

241. Lecidea lyncea = Opegrapha lyncea (Sm.) On oaks,

I^ewton Cap "Wood, near Bishop Auckland.

ARTHONIA (Ach.)

242. Spiloma tumidttlum= Arthonia cinnalarina (Wallr. ) , forma

concolor (T. and B.) J^o locality.

243. Aethonia peuinosa (Ach.) Kewton Cap Wood, Durham.

NORMANDINA, Nylander.

244. Normandina Icetevirens (T. and B.) From Horsley Hope.

VERRUCARIA (Pers.), Nylander.

245. Pyeenula nigeescens = Verrucaria mauroides (Schser.)

1^0 locality.

246-247. Pyeejsttjla ttmboitata^: Verrucaria thelostoma (Harrim.)

On whinstone, near Eglestone. Two specimens. Mr.

Harriman discovered this lichen in the locality named,

and probably these specimens belong to the original

gatherings. Yery rare.
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248-249. 'E^DOCAnvoiif TiEFiLiiOii)BS=Verrucaria fuscella (Turn.)

Two specimens, near Gainforcl, Durham.

250. Verrucaria muralis (Ach.) Prom Jesmond, Northumber-

land.

251. Verrucaria conoidea (Fr.) No name, but from Castle Eden

Dene.

252. Lecidea immeesa = Verrucaria immersa (Leight.) No

locality, but '' common."

253. Lecidea immeesa = Verrucaria incavata (Nyl.) Teesdale.

I failed to detect any spores in this specimen.

254. Yeeeucaeia lithina = Verrucaria umbrina {Whlnh.) No

locality. The spores of this species are large and dis-

tinct ; some are fuscous, but not all, and with age the

muralocular cellules burst out, and appear like so many

small globular one-septate spores.

On the occurrence of Carahus glahratus^ Fab., in the County of

Northumherland.—In the midsummer of 1860 I collected a fine

specimen of this species in the bed of the Blackburn, a small

mountain stream that descends from the elevated moorlands to

the south of the Stublick Dyke and the Hartley burn Coal-field.

"We had sought shelter in the burn for our mid-day meal, which

was no sooner spread out than it was attacked by a Caralus,

whose large size attracted attention, and led to its immediate

capture. It proved to be a rare species, and the first taken in

the south of the county of Northumberland.

In the Whitsuntide week of 1887, while walking over the

moors at the head of the "Wansbeck, near where that stream is

only a foot or two wide, we saw a large Carahus walking slowly

and with some difficulty over a large patch of moss. As it was

an unusual place to meet with so large a beetle he was secured,

and turned out to be another specimen of Carahus glahratus.

From these accidental captures it cannot be doubted, I think,

that this species is more commonly distributed in our moorland

districts than we have hitherto thought.

—

Richard Howse.
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ADDBESS TO THE MEMBEES OE THE TYNESIDE

I^ATUEALISTS' EIELD CLUB,

READ BY THE PRESIDENT, H. COOPER ABBS, ESQ., AT THE FORTIETH

ANNIVERSARY MEETINGS, HELD IN THE LIBRARY OF THE LITERARY

AND PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY, NEWCASTLE-UPON-TYNE, ON MONDAY,

MAY 24TH, 1886.

Ladies and Gtentlemen,—It is now my duty, as President during

the past year, at this the fortieth anniversary meeting of the

Tyneside JN'aturalists' Eield Club, in compliance with a rule of

our Club, to read an address containing a written summary of

the proceedings at the several Eield Meetings held during the

year with such observations as I may deem conducive to the

welfare of the Club and the promotion of its objects. In per-

forming this duty, I desire first to express to you my sense of

the honour which you did me in electing me to the office of

President for the year which has now expired. I felt at the

time of your electing me, and I feel still, that it is an honour

of which I am unworthy. Though an ardent admirer and lover

of ISTature I have not made IN'atural History, or any particular

branch of it, the subject of systematic study. I feel, therefore,

that the honour you conferred upon me twelve months ago was

more due to my having been for some years a member of the

Club, and perhaps also in some degree to my relationship to a

former President and original member of the Club (whom I now

represent) than to any personal fitness for the post. I shall

now endeavour to comply with the rule referred to.

The EiRST Eield Meeting of the year was held on Eriday,

May 29th, at Blaydon Burn, High Spen, and Rowland's Gill.

About twenty members proceeded by train soon after mid-day

from JN'ewcastle to Blaydon Station. A brief conference was

necessary here as to the appointment of the hour and place for

a ''frugal dinner," under one of the original rules of the Club,

the landlord at High Spen, who had been requested to provide
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for twelve members, having the previous night sent notice to

the Secretaries that he declined to provide dinner beforehand for

the Club, as the number of members who might probably attend

could not be guaranteed by them. I do not mention this inci-

dent for the purpose of censuring the landlord, but for the

purpose of drawing attention to the inconvenience that is caused

by the neglect of members of the Club to inform the Secretaries,

as requested in the notices of the meetings, of their intention to

be present and to dine, or not, at the place appointed. After

this conference, at which it was found impossible to appoint any

place or hour for dinner, the members present left the town of

Elaydon and entered the valley of the Elaydon Burn. Soon

leaving the region of fire-brick and other kindred manufactories

behind them the fresh foliage of spring (as yet unmarred by the

smoke of the brick and other works in the neighbourhood)

greeted them in the little valley. With the exception of two

rather heavy showers the day was fine. Many of the spring wild

flowers were found in bloom, though nothing new or rare was

observed.

Leaving the valley at the hamlet of Elaydon Eurn the party

went through the fields by the footpath to the road leading

through the village of Earlow, at which village some slight re-

freshment was obtained in view of the uncertainty of getting

any dinner. Passing afterwards through High Spen the party

arrived at a neat little wayside inn called ''The Eute Arms."

Here a halt was made soon after five o'clock. Some two or

three of the party preferred pressing forward to Eowland's Gill,

to catch the 6.20 train to ISTewcastle. The remainder, after a

short wait, and having restored their energies with a substantial

tea, visited the Chopwell Woods. Ey enquiry at the woodman's

cottage permission to enter the woods was obtained. Eather a

dearth of bird-life was noticed. One nest (Willow Wren's) only

was seen. Emerging from the wood near Lintz Ford the party

then struck the high road and enjoyed a very pleasant evening's

walk to Eowland's Gill in ample time for the 9.28 train to

Newcastle.

No formal business was transacted at this meeting.
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The Second Field Meeting of the year took place on Wed-

nesday, Thursday, and Friday, the 24th, 25th, and 26th of June,

in Upper Wensleydale ; but, owing to very wet weather for

some time immediately before the 24th, and also upon that day,

only a small number of members attended. Some of those who

were present found their way to the King's Arms Hotel, Askrigg,

previous to the morning of the 24th. This, the first day of the

meeting, was very stormy and wet. A strong K.E. wind with

continuous rain confined the party for the greater part of the

day to the shelter of the "King's Arms." The old mansion

JN'appa Hall, about a mile and a half down the valley from

Askrigg, was visited by some of the party during the morning.

This interesting old hall, now used as a commodious farm-house,

is in a state of fair preservation considering its age and altered

circumstances. It dates from the fifteenth century, having been

built in the reign of King Henry YI., and was then the seat of

a family of the name of Metcalfe. In the following century

Mary Queen of Scots, whilst in the custody of Lord Scrope, at

Bolton Castle, in Wensleydale, in 1568-9, paid Sir Christopher

Metcalfe a visit and remained two days a guest at JSTappa Hall.

The stormy weather somewhat moderating in the afternoon, the

waterfalls of Mill Gill and Whitfield Gill, both within a mile of

Askrigg, on Cogill Eeck, were visited, and being swollen by the

heavy rain were seen to advantage. Measurements of Whitfield

Gill Fall were on the following Saturday morning made by two

members of the Club before leaving Askrigg. The fall had by

this time "run in." The height ascertained was 72 ft. 6 in.

:

the breadth, 42 ft. When seen on the 24th there would be a

nearly uniform depth of between two and three feet of water,

42 ft. in width, falling unbroken from the ledge of rock which

forms the bed of the stream and over which the water falls.

On the Saturday morning (the 27th) the volume of water was

so small that the same two members of the Club, the President

and Mr. F. Spence, who made the measurements, bathing in

the pool at the bottom of the fall, were able to go under the

then heaviest part of it. They reported that the sensation pro-

duced by the smaller spray falling upon them from this height,
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from the severity of its impact upon their hodies, was as of

some dry and solid materials impinging against them, such as

might be imagined of a shower of gravel or pebbles. The

heavier volume of the water beneath which, though also broken

up in its descent, it was found impossible to stand without

resting the hands upon the shelving rock, and which bent the

back and legs with its weight as it fell upon them, they likened

to a shower of cobble-stones, with now and then a boulder.

Amongst other plants were noticed this day the melancholy-

Thistle, Wood Sanicle, Sweet Woodruff, White Eedstraw, and

Marsh Marigold. After dinner on this day two members were

elected to the Club.

On the second day of this meeting (Thursday, June 25th) the

members present divided into two parties. One party taking an

early train from Askrigg to Hawes walked thence by Hard-

row Scar up Fossdale Beck towards Muker in Swaledale to visit

the ''Buttertubs." The other party walked from Askrigg up

the vale of the lire to Hardrow and Hawes. The morning was

cloudy with occasional showers, but the storm of the previous

day had abated and towards noon the weather brightened and

the rest of the day was very fine. The waterfall at Hardrow

Scar is said to be ninety-six feet in height, but whether this is

its present height, or its height before certain repairs which have

been recently made to the rock over which it falls, I do not

know. It is possible that since these repairs some ten feet or

so must be added to the ninety-six feet. It now takes an un-

broken leap from the built-up rock, level with the bed of its

stream, into the dark pool beneath. This pool is nearly sur-

rounded by lofty cliffs, in the form of a horse shoe, which echo

and re-echo continually the roar of this imposing fall. The

shaley cliff behind it, being softer than the superincumbent stra-

tum of rock over which the water is precipitated, has receded

by disintegration, forming a canopy under which is a footpath

enabling visitors to walk behind and under the fall from one

side of the stream to the other. During recent severe winters

this fall has, I am told, been frozen into an immense icicle,

through the centre of which the water descended, producing a
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very curious and beautiful effect. Eather more than half-way

from Hawes to Muker by the road up Possdale Eeck, and about

three-quarters of a mile on the Muker side of the division of

the watershed of Swaledale from that of "Wensleydale, are the

*' Euttertubs," nearly 1600 feet above sea level. I am indebted

to Mr. Paraday Spence, who was of the party, for the following

description of and remarks upon these remarkable chasms, as

also for the list of the plants observed by him growing within

them.

**The 'Euttertubs' are on each side of and close to the road

from Hawes to Muker, and are perpendicular holes in the lime-

stone ; the larger from ten to sixty feet in diameter, and from

twenty to fifty feet deep. Some of the smaller are one to two

feet diameter, and apparently fifty or sixty feet deep at least.

Small trees and brushwood are found in the larger, and ferns are

luxuriant in all.

''The theory that these are 'pot-holes' seems disproved by

the fact that there is none of the roundness, smoothness, or hori-

zontal marking, characteristic of pot-holes, produced by the

grinding action of water carrying stones or sand, and swiiiing

round and round. On the contrary there are innumerable verti-

cal grooves, from one to two inches wide, separated by sharp

edges; and from the sides project portions of rock, thin and

knife-like at the top, gradually thickening to near the bottom,

and then quickly tapering to a blunt point. These, in some

places, resemble an armoury full of ancient weapons, halberds,

swords, spearheads, and axes, all point upwards, growing out of

the rocky walls.

"This formation and the vertical grooving are evidently

caused by rain-water trickling down, and dissolving the lime-

stone as it passes over the surface.

" The top of the limestone is covered by a bed about one foot

thick of porous rock, quite crumbling where exposed. It is

identical in appearance with the overlying peat, where that has

been similarly exposed to the weather. It suggests that an

ancient bed of peat has been petrified, and is now being disin-

tegrated by solution of the limestone deposited in it."
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Plants observed in the '' Buttertubs" :

—

Pyrus aucuparia Mountain Ash.

Pruuus padus Bird Cherry.

Fragaria vesca Strawberry.

Juniperis communis Juniper.

Spiraea ulmaria Meadow Sweet.

Thymus serpyllum Wild Thyme.

Cardamine pratensis Cuckoo-flower.

Potentilla tormentilla Tormentil.

Polygala vulgaris Milkwort.

Anemone nemorosa Wood Anemone.

Viola tricolor Wild Pansy.

Saxifraga hypnoides Mossy Saxifrage.

Polypodium vulgare Common Polypody.

Aspididium aculeatum Prickly Shield!ern.

„ angulare Common ,,

,, filix-mas Male Fern.

Lastrea dilatata Broad Fern.

Athyrium filix-faemina Lady Fern

.

Asplenium trichomanes Common Spleenwort.

,, viride Green
,,

Cystopteris fragilis Bladder Fern.

Retracing tbeir steps from the '

' Euttertubs " as far as the

little village of Simonstone, the party who had visited them

walked thence by the village of Sedbusk back to Askrigg. The

evening was spent pleasantly by the two parties in telling over

all that had interested them in their respective rambles.

I had been of the party which took train to Hawes and visited

the ''Buttertubs." Mr. Howse was of the party that walked

from Askrigg to Hardrow and Hawes, and has kindly furnished

me with the following account of the doings and observations of

the latter party.

''Under the guidance of Mr. W. Home, of Leybourne, who

had kindly offered to be our Wensleydale Guide for one day, we

made an early start for Hardrow and Hawes. Passing through

the churchyard at Askrigg our attention was directed to a rather

novel piece of praise on one of the tombstones. At the end of

many other complimentary expressions the epitaph ended with

these remarkable words

—

" He was an honest attorney."
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The only direct conclusion we drew was tliat the writer's experi-

ence was probably limited to Wensleydale, and that it was not

the broadest view that could be taken on the subject. So we

passed on without further comment or enquiry, and followed

the main road leading due west, not far from the north bank of

the Ure, to Hardrow, Mr. Home pointing out any object of

interest on our road. "We carefully examined all the very

old walls on the road side, but observed only specimens of

Cystopteris fragilis (Bladder Fern), "Wall Eue, Saxifraga tri-

dactylis, Sweet Cicely, and the Cardamine amara (Bitter Cress).

Most of these were common, but we failed to find the fern we

most sought for and which was thirty years ago common in

upper "Wensleydale, the Scaly Spleenwort, though during our

stay a specimen, in a very inaccessible situation fortunately,

was pointed out to us. As many fine specimens of this fern

and the Green Spleenwort, of great size, were formerly sent

me from this district, where both were reported to be in con-

siderable abundance, it is but fair to conclude that severe win-

ters and the destruction of old walls and other conventional

changes have assisted, with a little help from fern-maniacs, to

almost extirpate these plants in Wensleydale.

'
' The only historical site pointed out to us, about a mile from

Askrigg, was the spot where the monks of Jervaulx Abbey were

first stationed in "Wensleydale, in the Abbey of Pors, near the

foot of Sargill Beck, at a place called the Grange. An old flat-

headed doorway and portion of a trefoil window built into a

wall, forming one side of an old barn, are the only remnants of

the old Abbey left. E'ear this spot is a waterfall or force, of

considerable beauty in wet weather, which seems to suggest the

origin of the name Eors.

"Perhaps what would attract and strike the attention of a

geologist most in the upper part of Wensleydale are the peculiar

physical features, due to the occurrence of long, nearly parallel,

and horizontal scars of mountain limestone, which occur at dif-

ferent levels on both sides of the valley for miles, and are only

broken where tributary lateral streams have cut or worn out a

more or less deep and wide channel on the lateral range of hills.
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These tributary streams or becks are sometimes several miles

long, originating among the hills, forming deep valleys, and

generally disgorging on the Yore valley by sudden waterfalls or

'forces' of great height and beauty. The breadth of the main

valley is also extensive, and very flat, excepting here and there

where large mounds of moraine matter have been left in mid

valley, the Yore passing on one side or other of the alluvial or

glacial heaps which, being generally covered with trees, give

variety and break up the otherwise monotonous flat through

which the Yore's sometimes sluggish stream meanders; for only

in one or two places did we see rocks in situ or anything ap-

proaching to a rapid in the upper part of the main valley. As

a rule the sides of the valley are covered with verdure, sloping

pastures partitioned off with long grey stone walls, the monotony

of which is only broken by the numerous barns built high up

on the valley sides, and a few farmsteads here and there, and

only a few plantations ; the latter becoming fewer and fewer as

the national greed for land and beef and mutton increases. Here

it may be remarked that the dale has nearly lost its reputation

for making good cheese. We heard that some was still made at

some of the old farms which had not lost caste or character. But

the strong desire to have two crops in one year had generally

prevailed, and the consequent result is that some good butter is

sent to a ready market, and some bad cheese follows after, a kind

of Old Peg. We saw a consignment of this kind being sent out

of the dale to Earnard Castle, where, I fear, some of it would be

at first sight taken by some of our own unfortunate excursionists

for '^Cotherstone."

"Hardrow was, after a few hours pleasant botanizing on old

stone walls, reached about mid-day. Preparations were going

on on a large scale for a monstrous excursion party and an up-

roarious band contest; so, after congratulating ourselves that

our visit was well timed, we entered the rocky gorge which had

been deeply cut through beds of sandstone and shale backward

in a winding course into the hill side. The fall cannot be seen

till you turn a corner, and then the white flowing Mare's Tail-

shaped fall of water comes at once into view. The small quantity
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of water is much broken into spray in its fall, and when the sun

shines on it, then

" Iris there with humid bow

Waters the odorous banks, that blow

Flowers of more mingled hue

Than her purpled scarf can shew,

And drenches with Elysian dew

Beds of hyacinths and roses."

^'We had the small ambition to slip or slide along the sloping

bank behind the fall, and as there was a strong breeze blowing

we were well besprinkled for our pains. We actually saw some

less dignified visitors shielding themselves with an umbrella. The

place is laid out at the expense of Lord Wharnclifie for visitors,

so after passing through the spray we found a winding series of

steps to the top, leading by a flagged road to a rustic bridge

thrown over the stream just above the fall, where you can see

the little stream take its precipitous leap. This flagged road

is continued for nearly a mile up one side of the burn, and then

is crossed to a shaded walk on the other; a beautiful sylvan

scene, where people from ^' shoddy-lands" ought to be enchanted

with the singing of the mavis and other natural music, and not

require the thunder of drums and discordant sounds of amateur

brass bands to drown those beautiful harmonies of I^ature which

we sat and listened to for a long time. The place has evidently

been laid out with considerable taste for visitors to enjoy, and

we again congratulated ourselves that we had seen the spot before

it had been trampled down by a holiday crowd. We afterwards

crossed over the broad valley to Hawes, and were obligingly

shewn a finely-preserved stone implement (Celt), which had

been thrown out of a drain-cutting a short time previously by

some men employed on the Wharnclifle estate. This was the

second that had been found within a short time.

''Hawes is rather an uninviting-looking place, irregular, and

not well kept ; and the inns and other buildings had for a coun-

try town nothing enjoyable to look at about them. Perhaps

they are not favoured with a Town Improvement Committee

and Borough and Improvement Eates, even on a small scale.
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The waterfalls near Hawes would be very pretty but for the

unsympatliiziiig and unharmonious surroundings of the place.

'^We returned to Askrigg by train, and after dinner proposed

a vote of thanks to Mr. Home, who had so obligingly and so

well led our little party during the day, and the only source of

regret was that more of our members who enjoy these rambles

in the dales were not present to enjoy with us the beauties of

Upper Yoredale."

The weather on Friday, June 26th, the third day of the meet-

ing, was exceedingly fine. The members present, forming this

day one party, started in good time for a ramble over the hill

of Addleborough (an imposing eminence, rising to 1564 feet

above the sea, on the side of the Yalley of lire opposite to Ask-

rigg) and thence on to the lake of Semmerwater. Crossing the

Ure to the village of Worton, the highway along ^'Scar Top"

was followed to the village of Thornton Eust. " Scar Top" is

the summit of a precipitous crag of mountain limestone extend-

ing altogether some two miles in length and varying in height

in this distance from about twenty to forty feet. The highway

runs close along the top of the crag, being protected by a low

wall. Beneath the crag, upon the side of the hill sloping from

its base down to the meadows and pastures in the Yalley of the

TJre, are some plantations of lofty trees ; and from the highway

on the top an extensive view is obtained, both up and down the

beautiful valley. IsTappa Hall, visited on the 24th, is seen on

the opposite side of the valley. By following this route a more

gradual and easy ascent of Addleborough is obtained. There-

fore, having reached Thornton Eust, the party, as it were,

" doubled" back, striking across Thornton Eust Moor for Addle-

borough, which they had in fact gone past. On the moor above

Thornton Eust a view is obtained of Bolton Castle (some time,

as already mentioned, the prison of Mary Queen of Scots), three

or four miles down the dale. In a little stream on Thornton

Eust Moor a portion of a Crayfish was found. Crayfish, we

were informed, exist in considerable numbers and of large size

in the TJre and in many of its tributary streams. The Crayfish

found in this little stream, which could be easily stepped across
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and must frequently be dry, had possibly been carried there—

perhaps by some bird.

Addleborough was reached about mid-day. The top of this

hill is a bed of limestone of considerable thickness, which forms

craggy escarpments of some forty or fifty feet in height for a

great part of its circuit (extending from its north-east side round

the north and west to the south-west side). The eastern side,

up which the party ascended, is steep but not craggy. The

least steep part of the hill is that toward the south and south-

east. There is a hollow depression in the central part of the

top of the hill, so that when sitting there the rest of the country

was completely concealed from our view, the horizon all round

being the verge of the hill itself within a few hundred feet of us.

This gave the idea of perfect solitude, which was rather en-

hanced than otherwise by the mournful cry of a pair of Golden

Plovers, which inhabited the top and doubtless had their young

near to us. On this dish-shaped height are the traces of old

dwellings and habitations, which are now almost level with the

ground, and are covered by the turf. Owing to the abundance

of limestone many of the hills and elevated slopes are covered

with fine grass, and the top of Addleborough was no exception,

the very summit forming good grazing ground for cattle. At

the base of the hill, on its south and south-east sides, which,

as I have said, are the least steep, are a number of stone en-

closures, of irregular form, but rudely approaching the circular.

They are marked on the Ordnance Map as ''Ancient Enclosures,"

and doubtless they are very ancient—probably ancient British or

pre-Roman. These were examined, and some newly-cut drains

in their vicinity were looked into with the hope of finding some

implement of stone or bronze which might have been thrown

out, but nothing of the kind was found. The position of these

ancient enclosures is remarkable. They were at the base of

Addleborough, on its most accessible side. Prom their strength

and size they had been doubtless built for defence. They were

too large for dwellings and too small for fields, and their stones

were of very large size. But if built for defence of themselves

only, and without relation to anything outside of them, they
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were badly placed, for many stronger positions in the immediate

neighbourhood could easily have been found. Were they not

built for the defence of Addleborough on its weakest side ? There

were habitations on the top, and a large store of cattle could

be driven there in time of danger, where they and the non-

combatant population (the women, children, and infirm) would

be safe. On its craggy sides the hill is almost inaccessible,

and would require very little defence from the top. On its

weakest sides are these stone enclosures, which, if for defence

of themselves only, were really overlooked and commanded by

the hill.

Leaving Addleborough, a rocky-bedded stream running into

Semmerwater, and in the course of which are two considerable

falls called respectively High Force and Low Force, was fol-

lowed.

Passing by the foot of Semmerwater, a lake of about a mile

long by half a mile broad, and across the river Eain which runs

out of the lake towards and into the Ure, the party reached the

quaint old village of Counterside, where, at a very small inn,

they partook of some slight refreshment. On a stone built

into the front wall of this little roadside inn is cut the following

inscription, in four lines of two words each, apparently intended

to rhyme, "ITunc mea, mox hujus, sed postea, nescio cujus,"

and underneath them the initials B. and I. in one line, with H.

beneath them, and, alongside, the date 1667. JS'one of the houses

in the village looked of much more recent date. The party now

directed their steps back along a pleasant country road towards

Yore-bridge, passing on their way the village or small town of

Bainbridge. A Roman Camp, of considerable size, called Brough

in the old maps of Yorkshire, and forming a Station on the

Roman Road running from East Yorkshire into Lancashire, was

visited. It is very distinctly defined and occupies a strong

position, being placed on a steep glacial mound in a bend or

angle of the river Bain.

A most enjoyable day had been spent and Askrigg was reached

ajbout eight o'clock. Mr. Cobb, a gentleman staying at the

''King's Arms" for the sake of angling, very kindly presented
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us with a dish of Grayling and Trout, which he had caught in

the Ure.

During the day the following plants were noticed:—Eock

Cistus, Meadow Saxifrage, Mossy Saxifrage (800 feet). Sweet

Cicely, Astrantia (cottage garden), Globe Plower, ''Bonny Bird's

Een," Primula farinosa. The Burnt Orchis, Orchis ustulata,

was found by one of the party near the Ure. The Scaly Ceterach,

now exceedingly rare but formerly common in Wensleydale (I

have Mr. Howse's authority for this), was seen in an inaccessible

spot by the party.

The Thied Field Meetik'g was held at Warkworth, on Friday,

July 17. The weather was all that could be desired. About

twenty members left IS'ewcastle by train soon after ten o'clock

and proceeded to Acklington Station, whence they walked by

way of Morwick Hall, the interesting grounds and gardens of

which they were permitted to visit by the courtesy of Mrs.

Dand. A large Rohinia Pseudacacia, some thirty-five feet or

more in height, was observed to be covered with its flower bloom-

ing in great luxuriance. Pursuing the high road past Morwick

Hall for about half a mile a few members of the party made a

short way across the country to the river Coquet, the others

following the rather circuitous highway reached the river at the

ford about three-quarters of a mile lower down. Crossing from

the right to the left bank of the stream by the foot bridge at

this ford the course of the river was followed to the Hermitage

of "Warkworth. Some time was occupied in examining this in-

teresting and picturesque spot and in waiting until the party

reunited, after which, the river being re-crossed by the ferry,

the party made their way by the riverside to the stately ruin of

"Warkworth Castle. After a little time spent within the pre-

cincts of the Castle they repaired to the "Sun" Hotel, where

dinner had been prepared for them. After dinner a visit was

again made to the Castle and the interior of the "Xeep" was

inspected. The party then returned to the hotel, where con-

veyances were provided to take them to "Warkworth Railway

Station.
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On the banks of the Coquet the Enchanter's Nightshade was

in flower in great abundance.

It was my misfortune, owing to a lapse of memory which I

very much regret (the notice of the meeting having been issued

with that of the previous meeting), not to be present at the

PoTJETH Field Meeting of the Club, which was held at Twizell

House and Belford on Monday August 3rd (Bank Holiday). I

have been kindly furnished by Mr. Howse with the following

minutes of the meeting.

''About thirty members and friends started from the Central

Station, I^ewcastle, by the 8.20 a.m. train on that day, and

alighted at the Lucker Station, where they were met by George

Bolam, Esq., who most obligingly acted as guide during the day.

The weather was unsettled, and heavy showers fell at intervals.

Passing along green lanes the party walked through the grounds

of Adderton Hall, where two fine examples of the "Walnut tree,

covered with fruit, attracted attention, from the rarity of this

tree in this northern latitude. Eeaching the main IS'orth Road,

a sharp short walk southward brought the party to the entrance

gate to Twizell House. The forest of Silver Firs (almost pri-

meval in appearance), of gigantic size and height, and other tall

coniferous trees, gave delight to the dwellers on the lower parts

of the Tyne, where smoke and chemical fumes have destroyed

all luxuriant growth of tree and shrub and flower. A walk of

half a mile through this magnificent wood (almost in a state of

nature) led to an open park, on the north side of which stands

Twizell House—the House of Selby, the learned author of a

large work on British Ornithology, an early member of the

!N'atural History Society of IN'orthumberland, Durham, and New-

castle-on-Tyne, and contributor of a Catalogue of Birds to the

first volume of the Society's Transactions in 1831, and one of

the first members of the Berwickshire N'aturalists' Field Club

more than fifty years ago. The Selby Collection of Birds, the

original MSS., and many drawings of Natural History objects

are still preserved in the hall, which, through the kindness of

the present resident, George McLeod, Esq., and Mr. Bolam, the
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members present were permitted to examine during a heavy

shower. The birds are suffering from the hand of time, moths,

and want of regular supervision, and doubtless many local rari-

ties are now destroyed which formerly enhanced the value of

this collection. The party next visited the gardens, and were

obliged for a time to shelter themselves under trees (umbrageous

enough to keep off a heavy shower), umbrellas, and other appli-

ances. The old-fashioned garden of beautiful perennials was

examined with much pleasure, embowered as it is in a surround-

ing dense wood, admitting sunshine and light enough, yet

affording shelter from biting easterly winds and westerly gales.

A long walk through the woods and by the rocky bed of the

Waren-burn brought the party at length to "Warenford, where

conveyances were ready to carry most of them, including all

the ladies, to the "Blue Bell" Inn, Belford. Here Mrs. Dunn

had provided a substantial dinner, which seemed to complete

the happiness of the party and was a fitting termination of an

excursion which was much enjoyed by all, notwithstanding the

copious showers that fell at intervals during the day. After

dinner votes of thanks were passed to Mr. McLeod and Mr.

Bolam for the attention they had kindly shown to the Club."

The FiETH FiELi) Meeting was held at Saltburn-by-the-Sea,

on Thursday, the 17th of September. About a dozen members

were present. They were joined by Dr. "W. Y. Yeitch, of Mid-

dlesbro', a member of the Yorkshire Geological and Polytechnic

Society, who kindly afforded them much help by acting as guide

during the day. It had been intended to walk along the top of

the cliff from Saltburn to Skinningrove and return by the shore

under Huntcliffe. It was found desirable, however, on account

of the tide, to modify this arrangement and walk in the first

instance along the shore to Skinningrove and return by train

to Saltburn. The first object of interest noticed was a large

boulder of Shap Granite which had been found in cutting the

road down to the beach and is now lying by the side of that

road near a gateway leading to the Terrace Walks, not far from

the spot where it was found. ITear the bottom of this road, and
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about thirty feet above the present level of high tide, Dr. Yeitch

drew the attention of the party to traces of an ancient sea-beach

in a bank or hill of sand, in which were noticed many of the

common marine shells now living along the Yorkshire Coast.

Proceeding southwards along the beach under Huntcliffe, numer-

ous nests of the House Martin were noticed built up against

the underside of projecting ledges at a height of about 100 feet

from the base of the cliff. The birds also were noticed and had

apparently not finished their nesting operations. The section

shewn in the lofty cliffs was minutely and carefully explained

to the party by Dr. Yeitch. These cliffs exhibit a nearly full

section of the Middle Lias. ^N'umerous characteristic fossils

were gathered by the more enthusiastic of the party with so

much attention and interest that unmarked by them the time

slipped rapidly away, and it was long before they reached

Skinningrove. They arrived there almost too late to do justice

to the kindness of Mr. John Kogerson and Partner, who met

them on the beach, conducted them through the Iron Works,

and afterwards provided them with refreshment which was most

acceptable after the stroll along the coast during a warm

autumn day.

The party afterwards dined at Saltburn and returned to New-

castle by train in the evening.

Dr. Yeitch has kindly furnished me with the following note

of three new species observed by him in the Yorkshire Lias :

—

''Whilst studying the Yorkshire Lias, collecting and identify-

ing its fauna, several forms have been put aside for further and

more careful consideration. Three of them have turned out to

be species not previously described :

*' A small bivalve of doubtful genus, found attached to Wald-

heimia resupinata, occurs in the main seam of ironstone in

the Ammonites spinatus zone at Eston. Three examples.

''Another bivalve, found in the Ammonites oxynotas zone,

Kobin Hood's Bay. Although several specimens have been

secured in a fragmentary condition from the shale I have been

able to obtain only one perfect one, its preservation being due

to its pyritous condition.
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i^ fragments of a sclerobasic coral, are of interest,

because I can find no record of any such coral having been found

in the Lias. It is of the tribe Isinae. I have noticed it in the

Ammonites capricornis and A. Jamiesoni zones at Huntclifi and

ilockcliff, and A. oxynotus zone, Eobin Hood's Bay. It is

common, and gives the appearance of a robust horny-based coral

branching dichotomously, and is inclined to be arborescent, and

must have been three or four feet in height. Sections of it

under the one inch objective show a coarse cellular structure at

the outer margin, this disappearing towards the centre where

parallel striae become apparent, resembling the striae in horn."

These species are figured and described by Dr. Yeitch in the

'^ Transactions of the Yorkshire Geological and Polytechnic So-

ciety," Yol. IX.

The Sixth and last Field Meeting of the year was held at

Seaton Delaval on Friday the 9th of October. About fifteen

members went by train from N'ew Bridge Street to Seghill and

walked thence to the avenue leading to Seaton Delaval Hall.

On either side of this avenue, a mile and a quarter in length, is

a belt of trees which have now been long past their prime

and from their exposed situation have never been of any very

great height. At the top or western end of the avenue are two

high pillars resembling gate pillars, one on each side of the

avenue, but not apparently ever intended to carry gates, being

too wide apart and the road being a public highway. They

were no doubt erected for ornament, and are surmounted by

elaborate pediments. Time has been more sparing to these

works of art than has the ruthless wantonness of ignorant and

uncivilized people (whether boys or men) who apparently make

it an habitual pastime to throw stones into the deeply recessed

tympanums of the pediments above them. An accumulation of

stones taken off the highway was noticed lying in the tympa-

nums. By this senseless and mischievous amusement great part

of the finely-chiseled moulding of the cornices has been entirely

effaced, and the whole much injured. After some moments

spent in deploring the wanton destruction of these symmetrical
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works of a master-hand the members present wended their way

by the avenue to the north front of Seaton Delaval Hall, a

splendid pile, the work, as you are all aware, of that celebrated

architect Sir John Yanburgh, and now a magnificent ruin. The

present building stands within a few yards of the place where

Delaval Castle, the ancient baronial seat of the Delaval family,

formerly stood. As the central or main portion of the mansion

is approached from the north, two wings at right angles to the

central building are passed, one on either hand. The western

wing contains the kitchens and other domestic offices; the eastern

Aving, the stables, etc. The western wing was destroyed by fire

on the afternoon of May 6th, 1752, but was rebuilt. This wing

is now furnished. By the civility of the housekeeper, who re-

sides in it, we were permitted to look through it, and to inspect

the paintings and portraits preserved there. Most of these

portraits represent members of the family of Sir John Hussey

Delaval, afterwards Lord Delaval, who succeeded to the estates

in 1771 and died in 1808, and were painted by a local artist and

portrait painter, Mr. "Wm. Bell, of !N'ewcastle-upon-Tyne, the

son of a bookbinder in the same town.

The central and more interesting part of the building was

next visited and examined. This portion of the building was

destroyed by fire on the 3rd of January, 1822, being at that

time the seat of Sir John Astley. About 100 yards or so south-

west from the Hall is the chapel, which next received the

attention of the party, and is of interest on account of its Saxon

antiquity. A much more modern edifice, about a quarter of a

mile to the south-east of the Hall, is the Mausoleum built by

Lord and Lady Delaval to the memory of their only son, who

died in 1775 at the age of twenty. This Mausoleum was next

duly visited and the catacombs beneath inspected. Founded

upon rock these catacombs are most solidly and strongly built

;

and though, as expressed in a local topographical work published

not long after their construction, '"' calculated to last as long as

the work of man can do," they have never been used for the

purpose for which they were designed.

Leaving Seaton Delaval, the party walked through the
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plantations to Seaton Sluice, once a busy little port and tlie

source of large revenues to the Delaval family. This little har-

bour was first designed and constructed by Sir Ealph Delaval in

the reign of King Charles II. At that time the entrance was by

the natural mouth of the stream, which ran towards the north and

was protected from the north-east winds by a stone pier. The

King appointed Sir Ralph collector of his own port. The pas-

sage cut through the rock eastwards from the point where the

stream turns towards the north was made by Lord Delaval in

the latter part of the last century. A rest was made at Seaton

Sluice and some slight refreshment partaken of, after which the

party walked by the coast to CuUercoats, which place they

reached after the shades of evening had already closed upon

them.

Two Evening Meetings of the Club, jointly with the IS'atural

History Society, have been held during my term of office, at

neither of which, however, was I able to be present, which I

very much regret. The first of these evening meetings was

held in the Committee Room of the Literary and Philosophical

Society, on Thursday, the 26th of IS'ovember last. Dr. Emble-

ton presided. The night was very stormy, but, notwithstanding,

about twenty members attended. Mr. Hancock read a notice

of the habit of the Young Cuckoo in ejecting the eggs and young

of its foster parent from the nest, observed by him at Oatlands,

Surrey, in June, 1884; also, a note on the Indian form of the

Spotted Eagle shot on the !N"orthumberland Coast, near Cress-

well, on October 31st, 1885.

A long and interesting discussion followed the reading of Mr.

Hancock's paper on the Cuckoo. Dr. Embleton read a note on

the Birds seen by him at !N'est House, Eelling Shore, in May
and June, 1884; also a note of the occurrence of Shrimps in

considerable numbers in the Tyne, both below and several miles

above the High Level Bridge ; and a note on the capture of the

'^Bergylt" or I^orwegian Haddock off the Tyne in June, 1884.

The Rev. W. Johnson read a list of Lichens gathered by him

during a ramble between Mitford and Morpeth on an early day
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in the spring of 1884. Mr. Howse read a note on the visit of

a shoal of Tanny to the Northumberland Coast in June, 1884;

and a note on the capture of a very large Tunny in the salmon

nets off Frenchman's Bay, near the mouth of the Tyne, in

September, 1885. This specimen of the Tunny was presented

by Mr. Clift, of South Shields, to the I^atural History Society,

and is now placed in their Museum, Barras Bridge. The several

notes read at this meeting are already in print, and will very

shortly appear in the I^atural History Transactions of Northum-

berland, Durham, and Newcastle-upon-Tyne. Two members

were elected at this meeting.

The second joint evening meeting was held also in the Com-

mittee Eoom of the Literary and Philosophical Society, on

Thursdayj the 8th of April last. Mr. Alex. Stevenson presided,

and about forty members were present. Dr. Embleton read

papers on ^' The Tyne, the Lort Burn, and the Skerne," and on

''Place-names in Upper Teesdale." A list of Pishes that have

been taken in the Tyne and within the Tyne Basin, compiled

from several observers, was read by Mr. Howse.

The papers read at this meeting will also duly appear in the

printed Transactions of the two Societies. One member was

elected at this meeting.

I must now, in concluding my duties as President of our Club,

which I am only too conscious of having very imperfectly ful-

filled, again express to you my appreciation of the honour you

did me in electing me to that position.
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The following gentlemen were elected members of the Tyne-

siDE JsTatuealists' Field Cltjb during the years 1885-6 :

—

At the Anniyeesaey Meeting, May 19th, 1885 :—Messrs.

Arthur C. Margary, Lovaine Crescent; John Eobison Bell, 4,

Tankerville Terrace, !N'ewcastle ; Wm. E. Sisson, 11, "Woodbine

Terrace, Gateshead.

At Ase:eigg, June 24th:—Messrs. Wm. Fawcett, Quayside,

Newcastle ; John Bradburn Dodds, Whitley, by Newcastle.

At EvENiifG Meeting, Nov. 26th:—Messrs. Bruce Kelly, 2,

CoUingwood Street; William Lee, 21, Mosley Street, Newcastle.

At Eyektng Meeting, April 8th, 1886:—Mr. E. C. Hedley,

Cheviott, near ChoUerford.

The Field Meetings for 1886 were arranged to be held as

follows :

—

May 31st Ebchester and Neighbourhood.

June Northumberland Lakes.

July 16th Eaby, Staindrop, and Winston

Bridge.

August 2nd (Bank Holiday) . . Boroughbridge, Yorkshire.

September 10th Gilsland and Coombe Crag.

October 12th . Newbiggin-by-the-Sea.
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348 OFFICE BEAEERS.

The following gentlemen were elected officers of the Club for

the years 1886-87:—

Peesident.

Eev. J. M. Hick.

James Clephan, Esq.

John Hancock, Esq.

Yice-Peesidents.

John Philipson, Esq.

D. 0. Drewett, Esq.

D. Emhleton, Esq., M.D.

Eev. Canon Tristram, F.E.S.

Eev. A. M. ]S"orman, M.A.

Eev. J. C. Eruce, LL.D.

Eev. A. Bethune, M.A.

E. J. J. Browell, Esq , J.P.

Eev. E. F. Wheeler, M.A.

Prof. G. S. Erady, M.D.

H. B. Brady, Esq., P.E.S.

Eev. J. E. Leefe, M.A.

Eev. G. E. Hall, M.A., E.S.A.

G. H. Philipson, Esq., M.D.

Eev. E. E. Hooppell, LL.D.

A. S. Stevenson, Esq., J.P.

H. C. Abbs, Esq., J.P.

Teeastjeee.

E. Y. Green.

Eichard Howse.

Seceetaeies.

I

Thomas Thompson.

T. W. Backhouse.

Benj. Barkus, M.D.

Joseph Blacklock.

T. T. Clarke.

"Wm. Dinning.

Jno. Glover.

Committee.

Eev. W. Johnson.

William Maling.

E. C. Eobson.

John F. Spence.

John T. Thompson.

Col. J. E. Youn-.

J. S. Forster.

AUDITOES.

I T. p. Barkas.
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XIX.— On a Spitial Column of Loxomma Allmannij'^- Huxley.

By D. Embleton, Esq., M.D., F.E.C.P.

The subject of this paper was briefly described by our late

friend, Mr. Thomas Atthey, at page 46 of this volume of our

Transactions. Since 1884, when the first part of the Transac-

tions was published, the specimen has been more carefully

cleared of the matrix by Mr. Dinning, and a new, more detailed,

and exact description of it has been deemed necessary.

Mr. Alderman T. P. Barkas, E.G.S., who presented the sub-

ject of this paper, in the autumn of 1887, to the Museum of

the iNTatural History Society of ^Northumberland and Durham,

informs me that it was discovered about seventeen years before,

by a miner named Swain, in the roof of the Low-Main Seam of

Coal at ^ewsham Colliery, near Blyth, llNorthumberland. It

was the duty of Swain and others, after the hewers had finished

their day's work, to take down and remove, during the night,

the shale which the hewers had left, and which usually overlies

this seam of coal. "Whilst thus employed Swain observed in

the overhanging shale indications of a chain of bones, which he

rightly took for the remains of some large animal.

The object noticed being of unusual magnitude, he was

anxious and careful to obtain it in as perfect a state as possible.

Laying down his rough coat on the floor of the mine under the

position of the fossil, and gently detaching the shale in which

it was imbedded, he placed it carefully, in eight pieces, which

quite fitted each other, on his coat, and conveyed the whole

"out-bye," and thence to ^Newcastle, to Mr. Barkas, who, find-

ing it was a vertebral column, though much obscured by the

matrix in which it was imbedded, contented himself at the time

by working off only a portion of the matrix.

It was noticed and figured by Mr. Barkas in 1873, in his

'' Illustrated Guide to the Eish, Amphibian, Eeptilian, and

* The generic name is from the Greek Lo^o?, oblique, and o/>l/>(.a, an eye =
oblique or squint eye. The specific name is from that of the well-known Professor

of Natural History, Dr. Allmann.
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supposed Mammalian Eemains of the Northumberland Carbon-

iferous Strata," under the name of Macrosaurus polyspondylus.

At that time it had been, as already said, very imperfectly

cleared from its matrix, so that an accurate description and

drawing was impossible.

1^0 other part of the skeleton than the spine, and a few frag-

ments of ribs adherent to it, was brought away. The only

other organic relic found on the specimen was a fragment of a

tooth of a MegalicMliys, which remains in situ near to the

second neural spine, at the anterior end of the specimen.

In 1877, Mr. Barkas placed the fragmentary specimen in the

hands of the late Mr. Thomas Atthey, an ardent collector and

skilful preparer and investigator of fossils, to be worked out,

for presentation to the IN'ewcastle Museum. He devoted his

whole time and energies to the task; but, unhappily, in the midst

of his unremitting application he was stricken with temporary

blindness and persistent paralysis, and could not afterwards re-

sume the work which he had set his mind to accomplish.

The specimen was afterwards placed in the hands of Mr.

Dinning, who enclosed it in an artificial matrix and a frame,

and so successfully cleared away the remaining parts of the

matrix as to leave little further to be done.

The fossil is seen to consist of a much longer series of vertebrae

of the spinal column of Loxomma Allmanni than has hitherto

been recovered from the ^Northumberland Coal Field.

It consists of two fragments of very unequal length. The

longer is an uninterrupted series of thirty-two bodies of verte-

brae with their intervertebral disks, and a small portion of an

anterior zygapophysis of another vertebra. In connection with

these vertebraB are several parts, more or less imperfect, of ribs.

The specimen lies on its right side, in a slightly curved line,

and measures four feet one-and-a-half inch in length.

The shorter fragment is only six inches in length, and is

separated from the former by a space which is artificial, and

does not at all represent that which in the natural state would

have been occupied by missing vertebrae, the number of which

can only be matter for conjecture.
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On looking along the spine there is an appearance of alterna-

tion of large and small vertebral bodies, which is owing to the

alternate succession of centra and intervertebral disks; these

latter, being less firm and solid during life, have shrunk more

after death than the former.

In Mr. Barkas' ''Guide" above mentioned, the disks had

been counted as vertebral centres, and in the paper by the late

Mr. Atthey and myself, " On the Skull and other Bones of

Loxomma AUmanni, Huxley," in Yol. Y. of the l^atural History

Transactions of JS'orthumberland and Durham, p. 219, it is

stated, that ''the centra of the vertebrae are commonly of con-

siderable size, alternately large and small." Both this statement

and Mr. Barkas' counting are erroneous, the appearance of al-

ternation being caused as above stated.

The skull, and an unknown number of vertebrae at each end

of both fragments, also the sternum and by far the greater part

of the ribs, with the thoracic and pelvic girdles, and their limbs

(if such existed) are absent. It is therefore a difficult matter to

estimate the length and bulk of such a creature, which must

have been an adult.

In the first place, we know that the total length of the two

fragments under consideration is four feet seven and a half inches.

In the next place, allowance must be made for the length of the

absent parts. Erom what we know of skulls of Loxomma in

our Museums and elsewhere, we may safely take the length of

the cranium to have been fourteen inches. Por the length of

absent vertebrae, which should connect the anterior end of our

longer fragment with the occiput, we assume it to have been

four or five inches. For absent vertebrae, to fill up the gap be-

tween our two fragments, we allow six or more inches. For

vertebrae wanting at the posterior end of the lesser fragment,

including the caudal extremity, not less than six or even seven

feet—the tails of modern amphibians, crocodiles and alligators

being fully as long as, or even longer than, the body and head

together. Lastly, for shrinking during the decomposition and

fossilization of the body, we allow two inches. Thus, 4 ft. 1 ^m.

4- 6in. + 1ft. 2 in. + 5 in. + 6 in. + 6 ft. 10 in. + 2 in. =
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13 ft. 8|-in. So that with these allowances, which appear

reasonable, this specimen of Loxomma when living may have

been about fourteen feet in length. Its bulk we can only con-

jecture; it may have been that of an adult crocodile or alligator.

All the vertebral bodies are longitudinally grooved, and have

concave anterior and posterior surfaces.

As to the vertebrae marked Nos. 1, 2, and 3 on the specimen

at the cephalic end, it is doubtful whether they are posterior

cervical or anterior dorsal. Their bodies are somewhat smaller

than those which follow, and rather distorted. Each has on its

left side a small, ovoid, concave facet, for articulation with the

head of a rib. It is therefore presumable that they are dorsal

centres. If they are not dorsal, then the animal had been fur-

nished with cervical ribs. Those marked JS^os. 2 and 3 are much

alike, but gradually and slightly decrease in size backwards.

The 4th, 5th, and 6th resemble each other, and with the 7th

are somewhat fragmentary.

Each of the vertebrae marked [N'os. 4, 5, 6, 7, exhibits on its

left side a distinct process standing out, having a terminal, con-

cave, ovoid surface, for articulating with the head of a rib.

Two short fragments of ribs lie over the vertebrse I^os. 4 and 5.

Three of the above four vertebrae have each a broad, flat, smooth,

square, well-defined, neural spinous process, beyond which, in

the matrix, are the broken-off articular heads of two ribs; on one

of which is imbedded the slender bright tooth of Megalichthys

before mentioned. The zygapophyses of these vertebrae, which

adjoin each other, have in three instances retained their normal

juxtaposition. Erom these processes to the tops of the neural

spines there is a length of one inch and five-eighths. The width

of these spinous processes at top is a full inch. The best pre-

served centres of these four vertebrae measure from anterior to

posterior border at the lowest part three-quarters of an inch.

N"o. 8 has suffered from pressure, and is indistinct. By its

side lies a broken bit of a rib.

Nos. 9, 10, 11, and 12 are, together with their intervertebral

disks, better preserved. Their neural spines are fairly visible,

and about the same size as those of Nos. 4, 5, 6, and 7 ; but
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their zygapophyses are less evident. JN^o. 1 1 has a broad spinous

process; that of Ko. 12 shorter, and as if bent over. On all

these bodies there are costal articular facets.

Beyond the neural spines of l^os. 10 and 11 there are imbed-

ded in the matrix, and belonging to the right side of the column,

three portions of ribs; one of which is merely a small fragment;

another is very strong, and has its head lying under the flat

spinous process of ]S"o. 9 ; the third, about one inch and a half

long, shows the oval superficial articular cavity of its head.

On the lower side of this part of the column are four frag-

ments of ribs, lying nearly in the same direction as the column,

and varying in length from four to six inches ; their heads are

not perceptible.

Nos. 13 and 14 have lost their spinous processes, and through

'No. 13 runs a fissure. No. 15 is imperfect.

JN'os. 16, 17, 18, and 19 have their neural spines nearly entire,

and these are one inch and a half wide at their top. Their

bodies are stout, and their zygapophyses in normal juxtaposition;

and on them are facets for ribs, very like those on Nos. 10,

11, 12, and 13. Lying under l!^os. 14 and 15 are fragments of

five ribs massed together, and all broken ofi at the edge of the

specimen.

Kos. 20, 21, 22, 23, and 24 have lost all processes; but each

has a well-marked facet for a rib. Below Kos. 21 and 22 are

lying four fragments of ribs, more slender than those above

mentioned. Under No. 24 is a small fragment of rib pointing

backwards.

I^os. 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, and 30 are of diminished size. Below

Ko, 25 is a flat piece of bone, in width about one inch and a half,

not understood, but suspected of some relationship with a possible

pelvic girdle, and on this piece lies the head of the first of the

following series of costal bones, deserving of special notice.

They belong to the right side of the spine, and are seven in

number, with an indication of an eighth.

Each of these peculiar ribs appears double, as if formed of

two ribs, united by a smooth, rather concave plate, each having

a small articular surface for articulation; the outer-lying one
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for the intervertebral disk and adjoining vertebral bodies ; the

inner-lying one for a transverse process, or it may be representa-

tive of the rib tubercle, which may have supplied the place of a

transverse process.

The first of the series differs from those that follow it ; but

this may be apparent only, owing to its two parts being folded

one over the other.

The second and third resemble each other. Their upper parts

are perfect. Their connecting plate continues downward for

one inch and a half, and ends in a curved, concave border. The

lateral parts, in form of ribs, go on separately beyond, that lying

next the column being very much shorter than the other.

The fourth, which is somewhat similar, is only one inch and a

quarter long in the plate, and the short limb or rib is shorter

than that of the third.

The fifth is fragmentary, about two inches long altogether,

and its head lies in its proper relation to the vertebral column.

The sixth and seventh are smaller fragments still, and the

eighth is insignificant. These are portions of rib heads, and lie

on their proper intervertebral disks.

From 'No. 30 to the end of the long part of the specimen are

two more vertebrae, about the same size as those last noticed.

They are tolerably perfect, showing neural spines nearly entire,

broad, and smooth, except for a ridge running down their middle,

and curving backwards and downwards to the posterior zygapo-

physis. This ridge implies an increased muscular development

at this part of the spine of the animal. The zygapophyses here

all lie in their normal positions. Beyond these vertebrae there

is in the matrix a small detached portion of another zygapo-

physis, which belonged to a 33rd vertebra.

ITos. 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, and 32 form that part of the

specimen which has been figured in the accompanying Plate VI.,

fig. 1, at one-half the natural size.

The short portion of the specimen lying posterior to and apart

from that just described consists of four vertebral bodies and

intervertebral disks, broken off somewhat on the upper surface.

On each is a more or less distinct articular facet, perhaps for
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chevron bones peculiar as adjuncts to caudal vertebrae. How
much of the vertebral column is wanting between the two por-

tions it is, with our present knowledge of the osteology of

Loxomma, impossible to say; but, seeing the large size of the

vertebrse terminating the long portion, and the comparatively

small size of those forming the short portion, it has evidently

been considerable. It seems on the whole not improbable that

the short portion of the specimen consists of caudal, perhaps

anterior caudal, vertebrae.

The specimen herein described is assumed to be the remains

of a Loxomma Allmanni, since its bones closely resemble those

which have been, on the authority of Huxley, declared to have

belonged to that Labyrinthodont Amphibian. The remains ap-

pear to have belonged to an adult animal.

It is much to be regretted that further search had not been

made to find the rest of the skeleton at the time the spine was

discovered. The head and the rest of the missing parts might

possibly have been recovered, so as to have allowed of the re-

storation of the whole framework of the animal.

There is no evidence adducible to show that Loxomma had

been furnished with any kind of defensive armour.

Doubtless this great Amphibian was an air-breathing, power-

ful, and predacious inhabitant of the muddy swamp or lake,

possibly of warm water, that in remotely ancient time occupied

the surface of the country where now is !Nfewsham, and which

succeeded to the long series of ages during which the dense

tropical vegetation flourished that was afterwards converted into

that particular seam of coal now known to us as the Low Main.

It swam like a fish, urged on by its powerful caudal propeller,

and guided partially by its limbs; and was probably capable of

crawling on to ground like the newts and reptiles of the present

day.

The specimen herein described, as well as the skull, vertebrse,

and other bones and teeth of Loxomma Allmanni^ with drawings

of these, are exhibited in the cases containing the Coal Measure

Possils in the Geological Department of the Kew Museum of

Natural History, Newcastle-upon-Tyne.
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The minute structure of the teeth of Loxomma is admirably

shown in drawings from microscopic sections, by the most accu-

rate pencil of Mr. Dinning, one of our Secretaries, in the Plate

lY., Yol. v., of the ''I^at. Hist. Trans, of JS'orthumberland and

Durham."

The accompanying Plate, representing about a fourth part,

comprising eight vertebrae, of this specimen at the posterior end'

of the longer fragment, and showing the peculiar ribs above

described, exhibits the part one-half of the natural size. It is

also from a drawing by Mr. Dinning.

EXPLANATION OF PLATE VL

Fig. 1. Vertebrse Nos. 25 to 30, one-half natural size.

Fig. 2. Reduced drawing of the whole specimen, one-eighth natural size.
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EULES OF THE TYNESIDE NATUEALISTS' FIELD CLUB.

REVISED 1864.

1.—That the Society shall be called the Tyneside IS'atuealists'

Field Club, and have for its object the practical study of

Natural History, in all its branches, and that the Antiquaries

of the District be invited to unite with the Club for the pro-

motion of their pursuits through its meetings.

2.—That the officers of the Club be a President, (who, on

the close of his term of office, shall become a permanent Yice-

President), four elected Yice-Presidents, (two of whom shall

retire each year), a Treasurer, two or more Secretaries, and local

Secretaries, in such places as it may be thought desirable, who,

with twelve other members of the Club, shall form a Committee.

3.—That an Annual Meeting of the Club be held in !N'ew-

castle, not later than the month of March in each year, for the

purpose of electing the officers for the ensuing year, auditing the

accounts, selecting the places for the Field Meetings, and

transacting any other business which may be brought before it.

The President of the preceding year shall also be requested to

favour the members with an address at this meeting, containing

a written summary of the proceedings at the several Field

Meetings, together with such other observations from himself,

as he may deem conducive to the welfare of the Club and the

promotion of its objects.

4.—That five or more Field Meetings be held during the year,

in suitable localities, for investigating the I^atural History and

Antiquities of the district, selected and approved by the Annual

Meeting, and that timely notice of each be given to the members

by a circular from the Secretaries. That at each meeting the

hour for a frugal dinner shall be appointed by the Chairman,

after which any papers received from members of the Club, and

approved by the Committee, shall be read from the chair.

5.—That Evening Meetings be held at Newcastle during the
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winter months, at such time and place as the committee may

appoint, for the purpose of reading and discussing such papers,

as there may not be time or opportunity properly to consider at

the Field Meetings.

6.—That all candidates for membership shall be proposed and

seconded by existing members, in writing, at any meeting of the

Club, and shall be elected by a majority of the votes of the

members present.

7.—That an entrance fee of five shillings and a subscription

of five shillings yearly shall be paid by each member, to defray

the cost of printing and illustrating the Transactions of the Club,

and to meet any unavoidable outlay for stationery, postage, etc.

8.—That the Secretaries be empowered to strike off the list

any members whose subscriptions shall remain more than two

years in arrears, after being applied to for payment by circular

from the Secretaries or Collector.

9.—That a class of honorary members be admissable, con-

sisting of ladies and gentlemen, distinguished for their attain-

ments in the study of ITatural History or Antiquities, and to

whom the Club may be indebted for the communication of

papers or specimens..

10.—That the Club shall undertake the formation of correct

lists of the various natural productions of the Counties of

Northumberland and Durham, with such observations as their

respective authors may deem necessary; as well as succinct

accounts of the Geology of the district; and that, for fully

carrying out this plan, the assistance and co-operation of parties

studying I^atural History in the ]S"orth of England, whether

members of the Club or not, be requested.

11.—That for the purpose of thoroughly identifying the

species referred to in the proposed lists, authentic local collections

be formed and placed, with the consent of the I^atural History

Society, in the JN'ewcastle Museum. The collections shall become

the property of the IS'atural History Society, but the specimens
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in them shall be distinguished by some mark to show that they

refer to the lists.

12.—That these lists, the address of the President, and any

other papers communicated to the Club which the committee

may deem suitable for publication, shall be printed, in conjunc-

tion with similar papers of the ITatural History Society, in a

cheap octavo form, under the name of the *'!N'atural History

Transactions of JS'orthumberland and Durham," and distributed

gratuitously to all the members whose subscriptions are not in

arrear.

13.—That the Club shall endeavour to discourage the practice

of removing rare plants from the localities of which they are

characteristic, and of risking the extermination of rare birds and

other animals by wanton persecution ; that the members be re-

quested to use their influence with landowners and others, for

the protection of the characteristic birds of the country, and to

dispel the prejudices which are leading to their destruction ; and

that consequently the rarer botanical specimens collected at the

Pield Meetings be chiefly such as can be gathered without dis-

turbing the roots of the plants ; and that notes on the habits of

birds be accumulated instead of specimens, by which our closet

collections would be enriched only at the expense of nature's

great museum out of doors. That in like manner the Club shall

endeavour to cultivate a fuller knowledge of the local antiquities,

historical, popular, and idiomatic, and to promote a taste for

carefully preserving the monuments of the past from wanton

injury.
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LIST OF MEMBEES, 1889.

Elected.

1863 Abbs, Hemy Cleadon House, Sunderlancl.

O.M Adamson, C. M Crag Hall, Jesmond, Newcastle,

O.M. Adamson, William Cullercoats.

1858 Adamson, Horatio 99, Howard Street, North Shields.

1877 Adams, W. E 32, Holly Avenue,West Jesmond, N/C

1875 Addison, John George 17, North Bridge, Sunderland.

1888 Allison, Rev. J. W ... 36, Grey Street, Blyth.

1882 Angus, ^Y. M., Lieut. -Col. ... Fenham Hall, Newcastle.

1882 Appleton, A. M 12, Elvet Bridge, Durham.

1886 Archer, Mark Nesham Lane, Bensham, Gateshead.

1849 Armstrong, George Amen Corner, Newcastle.

1876 Armstrong, J. E., M.D 23, Victoria Terrace, South Shields.

1876 Armstrong, T. J Hawthorn Terrace, Newcastle.

1877 Arnison, W. C, M.D Eldon Square, Newcastle.

1866 Backhouse, T. W West Hendon House, B'pwearmouth.

1859 Barkas, T. P., F.G.S Art Gallery, Newcastle.

1879 Barker, Thomas B Westoe, South Shields.

1876 Barkus, Benjamin, M.D Jesmond Terrace, Newcastle.

1859 Barnes, J. W Messrs. Backhouse & Co., Durham.

1861 Barron, Thomas W., M.B. ... 10, Old Elvet, Durham.

1877 Bartram, Eobert A Hylton, Sunderland.

1874 Barwick, John S The Cedars, Sunderland.

1877 Beckingham, J. H Percy Park, Tynemouth.

1860 Bell, Sir L L., Bart Rounton Grange, Northallerton.

1880 Bell, J. E 4, Tankerville Terrace, Newcastle.

1860 Bell, John Thomas Iron Works, Monkwearmouth.

1860 Beck, W. E. Slate Yard, Gallowgate, Newcastle.

1876 Benson, J. G 12, Grey Street, Newcastle.

1849 Bethune, Rev. Angus The Vicarage, Seaham.

1851 Bewick, T. J Haydon Bridge,

1889 Bidwell, Edward 1, Trigg Lane, Upper Thames Street,

London.
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1867 Bird, Rev. C Chollerton, Hexham.

1879 Bird, Henry Soden ..... 15, Grey Street, Newcastle.

o.M. Blacklock, Joseph 11, Summerhill Terrace, Newcastle.

1872 Blair, Robert Ocean Road, South Shields.

1873 Bolam, Charles Stella, Blaydon-on-Tyne.

1886 Bone, W. J 61, Linskill Terrace, North Shields

1858 Booth, George R 50, West Sunniside, Sunderland.

1876 Bowden, Thomas Sheriff Mount, Gateshead.

1853 Bradford, George Etherley, Bishop Auckland.

1853 Bradford, James Bunker's Hill, Fence Houses.

1849 Brady, Prof. G. S., M.D 2, Mowbray Villas, Sunderland.

1858 Brady, Henry B., F.R.S 5, Robert St., Adelphi, London, W.C.

1865 Branford, W. E 90, Grey Street, Newcastle.

1878 Branford, Mrs. 90, Grey Street, Newcastle.

1860 Briggs, R. S 21, Fawcett Street, Sunderland.

1850 Browell, E. J. J East Boldon, Newcastle.

1872 Brown, Rev. Dixon Unthank Hall, Haltwhistle.

1871 Brown, Rev. J. J Silksworth, Sunderland.

1860 Brown, John 69, Blenheim Street, Newcastle.

1876 Brown, John 269, Westgate Road, Newcastle.

1879 Brown, John H 19, Collingwood Street, Newcastle.

1877 Brown, M. Walton 3, Summerhill Terrace, Newcastle.

1886 Brown, W. Forster Marsden Colliery, South Shields.

1854 Bruce, Gainsford, M.P 2, Harcourt Buildgs, Temple, London.

O.M. Bruce, Rev. J. C, LL.D., D.C.L. Framlington Place, Newcastle.

1878 Buchanan, John Earsdon.

1884 Burdon, John, J.P Durham.

1861 Burnett, Rev. W. R., M.A. ... KelloeVicarage, Coxhoe, Co. Durham.

1874 Burns, David Clydesdale Bank Buildings, Carlisle.

1872 Burnup, Edwin 60, Maple Street, Newcastle.

1860 Burnup, John, Jun 2, Devonshire Terrace, Newcastle.

1879 Calvert, Rev. Thomas 15, Albany Villas, Hove, Brighton.

1879 Cairns, A. D Piers Works Office, Tynemouth.

1865 Carr, John 21, Norfolk Street, North Shields.

1374 Cay, Matthew Westoe, South Shields.

1868 Charlton, Richard 20, Claremont Place, Newcastle.

1861 Charlton, W. H Causey House, Gosforth.

1880 Clark, George 22, Belgrave Terrace, Newcastle.

1871 Clark, Isaac Blaydon-on-Tyne.

1870 Clarke, H 24, Dockwray Square, North Shields.

1868 Clarke, T. T Post Office Buildings, North Shields.

1881 Clarke, Mrs Chirton Cottage, North Shields.
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1865 Clay, William Abbotsford Terrace, Newcastle.

1854 Clayton, John Fenkle Street, Newcastle.

1860 Clephan, R. C High Bridge, Newcastle.

1869 Cobb, Joseph Union Street, Sunderland.

1869 Cohen, A. N Tankerville House, West Jesmond.

1869 Collins, Ealph Northumberland Sqr., North Shields.

1889 Conradi, Thomas M Roseville, Bensham, G-ateshead.

1887 Cooper, William ...' 11, Ridley Place, Newcastle.

1851 Coppin, John Bingfield, Corbridge-on-Tyne.

1869 Corder, Alexander 1, Carlton Terrace, Sunderland.

1868 Corder, Francis Princes Street, Sunderland.

1862 Cowen, Lt.-Col. J. A Blaydon Burn, Blaydon-on-Tyne.

1865 Cowen, Joseph Stella House, Blaydon-on-Tyne.

1858 Cox, J. H 33, Fawcett Street, Sunderland.

1860 Daglish, John Marsden, South Shields.

1864 Dance, T. W 2, Vernon Terrace, Gateshead.

1870 Davis, John, M.R.C.S North Bridge House, Sunderland.

1867 Davison, Edwin C 23, Park Place, Sunderland.

O.M. Dees, R. R Pilgrim Street, Newcastle.

1865 Dickinson, I. G Nat. Prov. Bank, Newcastle.

1865 Dickinson, Robert The Arcade, Newcastle.

1858 Dinning, William 41, Eldon Street, Newcastle.

1863 Dixon, W. H., M.D 35, Frederic Street, Sunderland.

1879 Dobson, James 17, Frederic Street, Sunderland.

1865 Dodds, Edwin , Low Fell, Gateshead.

1865 Dodds, J. B Edwards Road, Whitley.

1867 Dodds, M. S 34, Quayside, Newcastle.

1849 Douglas, George, M.D Regent House, Bensham, Gateshead.

1864 Douglas, James Winlaton, Blaydon-on-Tyne.

1865 Downie, Henry Collingwood House, Tynemouth.

1876 Dresser, H. E 6, Tenterden Street, London.

1860 Drewett, D. Riding Mill-on-Tyne.

1878 Drummond, Charles J 9, Spring Terrace, North Shields.

1860 Dunn, A. M Castle Hill, Wylam-on-Tyne.

1868 Dunn, Henry 2, Marianople Street, Newcastle,

1868 Dunn, Septimus Quayside, Newcastle.

1879 Eccles, Edward South Close, Gateshead.

1879 Eccles, Thomas Blyth.

1875 Edwards, R. D Nat. Prov. Bank, Durham.

1875 Ellis, Richard, M.D 100, Rye Hill, Newcastle.

1870 Elsdon, W. B Grey Street, Newcastle.
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o.M. Embleton, D., M.D Claremont Place, Newcastle.

1887 Emley, Fred 7, Ellison Place, Newcastle.

1881 Fawcett, William (Fawcett & Wangli), Quayside, N/C.

1873 Favell, T. M 14, Saville Street, North Shields.

1861 Featherstonehaiigh, Edward... 13, Park Place West, Sunderland.

1877 Fedden, G. H Queen Street, Newcastle.

1880 Fell, Alfred Hebburn-on-Tyne.

1861 Fenwick, George Percy Gardens, Tynemouth.

1860 Fenwick, John 18, Saville Street, North Shields.

1876 Fletcher, John W 20, Argyle Square, Sunderland

1858 Foster, G. B., M.A Lesbury, R.S.O., Northumberland.

1850 Foster, J. S Plawsworth, Chester-le-Street.

1884 Forth, R. Y Finney & Co., Mosley St., Newcastle.

1860 Foster, Robert The Quarries, Clifton Rd., Newcastle.

1868 Fothergill, J. M 1 , Norham Place, West Jesmond, N/C.

1883 Fox, Rev. H. E South Bailey, Durham.

1872 France, George F Ford House, Felling, Gateshead.

1888 Franklin, Rev. Canon St. Mary's Cathedral, Clayton Street.

1865 Eraser, Donald Forth Goods Station, Newcastle.

1884 Garwood, Edmund J St. Mary's Place, Newcastle.

1 883 Gatheral, George Heathfield, Hebburn-on-Tyne.

1851 Gibb, C. J., M.D Westgate Road, Newcastle.

1855 Gibson, Charles, M.D Eldon Square, Newcastle.

1870 Gibson, Charles 16, Stanwick Street, Tynemouth.

1881 Gibson, H 28, Northumb'land Sq. , North Shields.

1880 Gilchrist, Thomas Ovington Cottage, Ovington-on-Tyne.

1881 Gilhespy, William 24, Cambridge Street, Newcastle.

1872 Gillie, John Westoe, South Shields.

1867 Gillies, Alexander 9, Ravensworth Terrace, Gateshead.

1885 Gjemre, L 3, West Avenue, Gosforth.

1876 Glen, D. C 14, Annfield Plain, Glasgow.

1881 Glendenning, G. H 39, Jesmond Road, Newcastle.

1878 Glendenning, William Grainger Street, Newcastle.

1864 Glover, John 20, Holly Avenue, Newcastle.

1876 Glover, William St. Helen's Ter., Low Fell, Gateshead.

1 874 Grace, W^ Percy Fellside House, Whickham.

1867 Graham, John 1 , John Street, Sunderland.

1880 Graham, William Lovaine Terrace, North Shields.

1865 Greaves, John 17, Nun Street, Newcastle.

1862 Green, Edward Beverley Terrace, Cullercoats.

o.M. Green, R. Y 11, Lovaine Crescent, Newcastle.

a2
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1875 Green, Thomas Garden House, Monkseaton

1854: Green, William Thornley House, Blayclon-on-Tyne.

1872 Greene, C. R Oakfield, near Gateshead.

1877 Greenwell, G. C Elmtree Cottage, Duffield, Derby.

1884 Greenwell, Winship Bothal, Morpeth.

1877 Hadaway, George 21, Washington Ter., North Shields.

1865 Hall, Rev. G.Rome Birtley, Wark-on-Tyne.

1858 Hall, James Palmer, Hall, & Co., Quayside, N/C.

1862 Hall, John Ellison Place, Newcastle.

1875 Hall, Matthew Borough Surveyor, South Shields.

O.M. Hancock, John St. Mary's TeiTace, Newcastle.

1880 Hardie, William Osborne Road, West Jesmond.

1849 Hare, John Grey Street, Newcastle.

1882 Harkus, George Elswick Road, Newcastle.

1864 Harrison, J. A. . . Allendale House, Hexham.

1859 Haswell, F. R 77, Tyne Street, North Shields.

1859 Havelock, Michael ...•• Akenside Hill, Newcastle.

1 886 Hedley, R. C Cheviot, Corbridge-on-Tyne.

1864 Hedley, T. P John Street, Sunderland.

1876 Hedworth, T. H. Dunston, Gateshead.

1 876 Henderson, M All Saints' Cemetery, Newcastle.

1889 Henzell, George C Colwell, Barrasford-on-Tyne.

1865 Henzell, W. M Belgi'ave Ten-ace, Newcastle.

1878 Henning, H. B Nat. Prov. Bank, Gateshead.

1877 Heslop, George, Jun St. George's Square, Sunderland.

1868 Heslop, R. Oliver The Crofts, Corbridge-on-Tyne.

1877 Hetherington, David Coxlodge Colliery, Gosforth.

1886 Hick, A. C 1, Oxford Street, Newcastle.

1874 Hick, Rev. J. M Whickham, Gateshead.

1880 Higginbottom, A. H. .. 4, Percy Terrace.

1867 Hill, Alfred H .' Union Street, North Shields.

1865 Hobkirk, William Parm Cottage, Cramlington.

1859 Hodgkin, Thomas, LL.D. ... St. Nicholas' Square, Newcastle.

1864 Hodgson, W Elm Croft, Darlington.

1863 Hooppell, Rev. Dr., F.R.A.S.. Byers Green.

1882 Hope, Adam Westoe, South Shields.

1874 Hopgood, J. P Clive House, Sunderland.

CM. Howse, Ricliard 12, St. Thomas' Crescent, Newcastle.

1865 Hudson, R. M Exchange Buildings, Sunderland.

1 875 Hudson, Thomas Thrift Street, South Shields.

1871 Humble, S. J West Street, Gateshead.

1858 Humble, Mrs Ashburn, Scarborough.
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